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Synopsis
There was no intrinsic reason for angels to survive in early Christian thought: Their 
mediatorial role was played by Christ; they were also not needed as opponents of demons 
and demonic magic, as Christ filled that role too. They were, thus, peripheral to 
mainstream Christian thought in the ante-Nicene period. We do not, therefore, find much 
discussion of their nature in early Christian writings, and no genuine angelologies before 
the fourth century. The descriptions of angels which we find are generally couched in the 
symbolic language of clothing imagery, which was derived from Jewish sources. Yet 
Christians were interested in lesser heavenly beings, and they survived in popular 
devotion, until in the fourth century (after Arianism and Nicaea) they became a 
recognized part of Christian philosophic discourse.

Why then did a belief in angels survive at all in Christian thought?

Christians remained interested in angels, not primarily as mediators or as demon-fighters, 
but as models for emulation. This emulation of angels was primarily expressed in 
Christian ascetic celibacy, in imitation of the angels mentioned by Christ in the synoptic 
Gospels (Mt 20:30, Mk 12:25, Lk 20:35-6). Angels were models of perfection, they were 
beings who personified the state of being that many early Christians aspired to. Implicit 
in this emulation of angelic behaviour is the notion that acting in a particular manner (i.e. 
imitating heavenly beings) meant something — that it had a result — thus it gave 
ordinary people some agency, some control over their spiritual state.
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Preface

Translation and Transliteration of non-English languages
All texts quoted, except in the rare case of a quotation taken from a secondary author who 

has quoted an ancient text, are presented with both the original language and English 

translation. All Greek and Hebrew Bible translations are from the Revised Standard 

Version, except where noted otherwise. Syriac Bible passages are my own translations. 

All non-biblical translations are my own, unless otherwise acknowledged.1 Direct 

quotations are in the original scripts, when terms from ancient languages are discussed, 

but without a direct quotation, they are transliterated. I have tried, wherever possible, to 

transliterate uniliterally and accurately. Thus although the Greek word ayyeXoq would 

have been pronounced "angelos" I transliterate it as "aggelos" in order to make clear the 

difference between literary texts which spell it correctly (with a double y) and 

inscriptions which spell it phonetically (as avyeXoq). Since no standard system of 

Semitic transliteration exists I have transliterated Semitic languages phonetically.

Semitic roots are represented with capital letters. Most of the research for this thesis has 

been conducted on texts in Greek, Hebrew, Aramaic/Syriac and Coptic and is presented 

herein in both the original language and translation. If standard translations are available 

(particularly in the case of Greek) they have also been presented, otherwise (and if no 

reference to a published translation is given) the translations are my own. I have also 

used a few texts which are preserved in languages of which I have no knowledge, such as 

Armenian and the various Slavonic dialects. These texts have been used in their standard 

English translation (such as the Loeb edition or the OTP).

1 In the case of the literature of the early Church Fathers so many different translations have been made into 
modem European languages that it would have been wasteful to ignore them, in particular the collection of  
early Church writings translated in A. Roberts & J. Donaldson, The Ante-Nicene Fathers. Translations o f  
the Writings o f  the Fathers down to A.D. 325 (10 vols.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1993); my translations of early Christian writings are thus often indebted to this collection, and 
this is noted when appropriate.



Methodology
This thesis covers a large amount of ground in the attempt to be as comprehensive as 

possible. This has been the result of the approach taken to the research for this topic. I 

originally planned to conduct postgraduate research in Mediaeval history, on the cult of 

the archangel Michael in the Mediaeval West. My future honours supervisor, Assoc. 

Prof. Alanna Nobbs, suggested that I read some of the Egyptian-Greek magical papyri 

and thus sparked an interest in Near Eastern cultural and religious history of which this 

thesis represents the culmination. My honours thesis on the cult of the archangel Michael 

in early Egyptian Christianity brought to my attention the absence of a comprehensive 

history of early Christian beliefs about angels.21 thus decided to pursue such a history in 

my PhD research. The topic thus guided the choice of source material. At the time that I 

wrote my honours thesis three other authors were beginning to deal with early Christian 

angelology in a comprehensive fashion, although through the filter of Christology; these 

were Jarl Fossum, Larry Hurtado and Loren T. Stuckenbruck.3 Since then the field has 

grown, with research coming to focus upon the chief angelic figure.4 All have used to 

some extent the techniques of what is now termed the 'new history of religions school'.5 

This approach takes into account the deficiencies of the 'old' religionsgeschichtliche 

Schule, such as the sometimes careless attitude to dates in the search for parallels in 

literary themes,6 and argues that a religio-historical method can be employed, which,

2 N.M. Ricklefs, "The Cult of St. Michael and Religious Change: Magic, Angels and Ancient Religion in 
Early Egyptian Christianity" (Unpbl. Honours Dissertation; Macquarie University: Sydney, 1995).
3 Jarl Fossum, The Name o f  God And The Angel o f  The Lord: Samaritan and Jewish Concepts o f  
Intermediation and the Origins o f Gnosticism (Tubingen: Mohr, 1985); Larry W. Hurtado, One God, One 
Lord, Early Christian Devotion and Ancient Jewish Monotheism (Fortress Press: Philadelphia, 1988);
Loren T. Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration and Christology: a Study in Early Judaism and in the 
Christology o f the Apocalypse of John (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1995).
4 Darrell Hannah, Michael and Christ: Michael traditions and angel christology in Early Christianity 
(Tubingen : Mohr Siebeck, 1999); Charles A. Gieschen, Angelomorphic Christology: antecedents and early 
evidence (Leiden: Brill, 1998); Nathaniel Deutsch, Guardians o f  the Gate: Angelic Vice Regency in Late 
Antiquity (Leiden: Brill, 1999).
5 See Jarl Fossum, "The New Religionsgeschichtliche Schule: The Quest for Jewish Christology", t t e  
Society o f Biblical Literature Seminar Papers (1991) 638-646; Fossum is one o f  the leading lights o f this 
school, his teacher Gilles Quispel one of the early champions o f this more cautious approach to 
comparative religious history; the leading scholar of the younger generation is Fossum's student April De 
Conick, for instance see her Seek to See Him: Ascent and Vision Mysticism in The Gospel o f Thomas 
(Leiden: Brill, 1996).
6 See the now classic article by S. Sandmel, "Parallelomania", JBL 81 (1962) 1-13. Whilst he is cognizant 
o f the dangers o f looseness in dating Fossum's work could be criticised for the same looseness in his use of  
Samaritan sources (cf. The Name o f God and the Angel o f the Lord) some of which are quite late, to



although it does not suppose direct literary connections between various texts, argues that 

the authors of different texts were operating in a similar thought-world and using ideas in 

a similar way.

This thesis has adopted a religio-historical approach which aims to build a picture of 

the development of beliefs about angels in the first four centuries. Along with a religio- 

historical approach the thesis is organised both thematically and chronologically. The 

material has necessitated such a method and the summaries at the end of each chapter 

should serve to help guide the reader to the final conclusion. The argument is 

cumulative. At each stage the central theme of the translation of the human being to a 

heavenly state will arise. The tracing of themes across a wide range of literature will be 

justified in the conclusion, which aims to demonstrate the consistent development of 

Christian beliefs about angels and to place those beliefs in the correct philosophical 

background.

A Note on Terminology
The extreme scepticism regarding questions of epistemology which, in the form of 

postmodernism, attacked western academia in the second half of the 20th century has 

latterly had a major impact upon ancient history and comparative religious history, in 

particular in the field of terminology. It is therefore necessary to make a brief statement 

regarding the terms used in this thesis. The idea of'Gnosticism' as an institution of any 

kind has almost always been suspect, regardless of the work of the Christian 

heresiologists, and has recently come under renewed attack.7 To indicate this I spell 

'gnosticism' with a lower case "g". This term is used to indicate those who held to a 

negative view of creation and the body and also normally to a dualistic view of creation 

and the belief in a demiurge. Some Nag Hammadi texts do not, therefore, fit into this

illustrate early developments in Christology; yet he argues that these sources contain early traditions, 
which, based upon comparative evidence, seems reasonable; I have used some o f  these sources myself, 
such as the Memar Marqah and the Samaritan Liturgy, for regardless of the dating problems which exist it 
seems wasteful not to use such obviously important texts when they are available, although due to the 
dating problems they cannot be used in isolation.

See Michael Allen Williams, Rethinking "Gnosticism”. An Argument For Dismantling a Dubious 
Category (Princeton University Press: Princeton, NJ, 1996).



loose working definition of'gnosticism'.8 Paganism is likewise spelt 'paganism' as it does 

not represent a movement or institution of a nature similar to the Christian movement, 

although it certainly attempted on occasion to emulate Christianity in order to share in 

its success. The 'Christian Church' is capitalised when referring to the fourth century 

Nicene institution which was developing at least from the time of Paul onwards, although 

it was by no means the only expression of Christianity in the first four centuries; 

'Christianity' is thus used as an all-encompassing term to refer to both post- and ante- 

Nicene Christian belief in all its various hues and shades, including groups which could 

also be linked to 'gnosticism' and Judaism. The term 'Judaism' is used with the 

qualification 'rabbinic' to recognise the fact that a similar process of institutionalisation 

was going on in both Christianity and Judaism at the same time, whilst recognising that in 

Judaism there was also a multiplicity of expressions of Jewish faith, some of which 

merged with Christianity, in the first four centuries CE. 'Pseudepigrapha', used to 

describe the Second Temple Jewish literature which was not made part of the canon, is an 

ugly, prejudicial term; but due to the composite nature of the material and often 

impossibly complex questions of textual transmission and provenance, it has been 

retained in recognition that much of this literature does indeed seem to be immersed in a 

common symbolic world even though the possibility of uncovering the exact provenance 

of many of these texts is remote. 'Asceticism' (with the qualification 'Christian') and 

'Monasticism' are regarded as different. Monasticism is regarded as being an institution 

intimately connected with the Nicene Church as a designated branch of Christian practice 

conforming (at least in theory)9 to Nicene doctrinal orthodoxy.10 'Asceticism' in antiquity 

had both pagan and Jewish expressions whilst 'Monasticism' was part of the mainstream 

expression of Christian faith.

8 See Williams, Rethinking "Gnosticism".
See Rousseau's recent discussion of the state of the question regarding the possible links between the Nag 

Hammadi texts and the nearby Pachomian monastery in Pachomius. The Making o f a Community in Fourth 
Century Egypt (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, 1985) xix-xxv.
10 Cf. also §5.2 n20.



Abbreviations
Abbreviations not listed

All Biblical manuscripts the system of abbreviation in Nestle-Aland (1998) is 
used.

Biblical books 

Pseudepigrapha

Dead Sea Scrolls 
and related material

Nag Hammadi Texts

Journals

Papyri & Inscriptions

abbreviated according to the system in the RSV.

extra-canonical literature is abbreviated according to 
the abbreviations in OTP, although herein they are 
italicised.

abbreviated according to the system in Emmanuel 
Tov (ed.) The Dead Sea Scrolls Electronic Reference 
Library 2 (non-biblical texts; CD ROM; Provo: 
Center for the Preservation of Ancient Religious 
Texts, Brigham Young University & Leiden: Brill, 
1999).

abbreviated according to the standard system; see, for 
instance, J.A. Robinson (ed.) The Nag Hammadi 
Library in English (San Francisco: 
HarperSanFrancisco, 1990).

those used continually in this thesis are abbreviated 
according to the following list of abbreviations; 
infrequently consulted journals are normally included 
in the footnotes with their full title; some very well- 
known journals which are, however, cited 
infrequently, are cited according to the standard 
abbreviations as found in L'anee Philologique (now to be 
found at:
http://callimac.vif.cnrs.fr:8080/TableRevues.html').

papyri which have been published by Preisendanz 
(PGM) are cited according to his system; all other 
papyri are cited according to the checklist of papyri 
by Oates, et al. (cf. bibliography); inscriptions cited 
according to the standard abbreviations in LSJ.
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Introduction

Why angels? What significance did beliefs about angels hold for the first 

Christians?
This thesis aims to elucidate why angels held importance for ancient Near Eastern Christianity. 

Thus we shall discuss those groups that arose from the Jesus-movements of the first century and 

their spiritual heirs up until the fourth century when the Church as a reasonably centralised 

institution was established. The subjects include those now termed Jewish-Christians, 'gnostics',1 

Manichaeans, as well as those groups and writers who later came to be accepted both as precursors 

to and early adherents to the Catholic Church recognised at the Council of Nicaea. The thesis is 

mainly restricted to Christianity in the Roman East, specifically Palestine, Syria and Egypt, but 

evidence from the West and Asia Minor is also used when necessary. The Corpus Hermeticum, 

Asclepius and magical2 literature from late antiquity will also be used when they provide useful 

comparative evidence, for they were an integral part of the cultural scene in which early Christians 

would have moved. The thought world of Antiquity was also infused with the Platonic view of the 

cosmos and the literary heritage of ancient Greece, in particular Homer; Greek philosophy and 

literature thus stand behind much of the human thought and practice described herein. Although 

rabbinic Judaism also owed much to similar groups, both in what it took from them and in what it

1 This is a highly problematic term, as has been recognized for some time. Valentinian and, to a slightly lesser extent, 
Sethian gnosticism are identifiable movements, but most of the other texts identified as 'gnostic' have less in common 
with each other than might be expected if  they did indeed represent a particular spiritual tradition. Our definition o f
'gnosticism' as a movement derives from the Church heresiological literature, hardly an objective source, and the term
itself from the 18th century o f this era, see OED IV 248; it does not seem to have been used by 'gnostics' as a term 
describing a particular religion, group o f sects or spiritual outlook. On the question o f  the definition o f gnosticism see 
Edwin Yamauchi, Pre-Christian Gnosticism. A Survey o f  the Proposed Evidences (London: Tyndale Press, 1973) 13- 
19; K. Koschorke, Hippolyts Ketzerbekampfung und die Polemik gegen die Gnostiker (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,
1975); Bentley Layton's review o f  G.A.G. Stroumsa's Another Seed: Studies in Gnostic Mythology, in Revue Biblique 
94 (1987) 608-13; K. Rudolf, Die Gnosis: Wesen und Geschichte einer spatantiken Religion (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck 
& Ruprecht, 1990) 64-65; and most recently the thoughtful treatment o f the subject by Michael Allen Williams, 
Rethinking "Gnosticism ". An Argument For Dismantling a Dubious Category. Scholem stretched the definition so far as 
to identify Merkavah mysticism as "Jewish and rabbinic Gnosticism", G. Scholem, Kabbalah (New York: Penguin, 
1978) 12-13. In recognition o f the difficulties involved I shall refer to lower case 'gnosticism’ rather than ’Gnosticism'.
2 As with the term 'gnosticism' as noted above I am aware o f the problems involved in the use o f  this term, not least its 
pejorative nature; it is, however, simply the best term for a certain type o f literature and its practical application. For 
further reading on the question o f  terminology in relation to magical, incantation or 'ritual' texts see C.R. Phillips, "The 
Sociology o f Religious Knowledge in the Roman Empire", ANR Wll.  16.3 (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1986) 2677-2773; M. 
Meyer & R. Smith (eds.) Ancient Christian Magic: Coptic Texts o f  Ritual Power (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco,
1994) 1-5; C.A. Faraone & D. Obbink, Magica Hiera: Ancient Greek Magic and Religion (New York & Oxford: OUP, 
1997) passim-, It is worth noting that all categories can be subject to criticism; at some stage we have to decide that 
something is more one thing than another and thus define it and categorise it; the process necessarily involves 
simplification and artificiality. Categorisation is, however, essential for the investigation o f  reality, and the nihilistic 
impulse to deconstruct every term needs to be kept somewhat in check.
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found necessary to reject, it is beyond the scope of this thesis and indeed its angelology has already 

been the subject of detailed scholarly examination.3 Likewise New Testament angelology has 

received detailed treatment in recent times,4 and is thus not the central focus o f this dissertation, but 

neither is it ignored as it, o f course, forms the essential backdrop to all Christian thought and 

expression.

The present work intends to be a general history of the early development of Christian 

angelological beliefs in the Roman East, but this task has also led to it being necessary to focus 

upon the one tradition that acted as the dominant aspect of Christian interest in angels. This was the 

approach to beliefs about angels that served to define Christian angelology as opposed to Jewish or 

pagan. The motif of the transformation into or emulation by the Christian of an angelic being is at 

the heart of the Christian belief in angels. This will therefore be the focus of the thesis. The motif 

will be treated as a thread that we can use to unravel the larger history of Christian angelology in 

this period, such as the relationship between official and popular beliefs about angels and the 

dynamics of the conflict between angels and the church. Both the larger picture and the particular 

story that we will follow will remain in view.

This thesis is thus mainly about the motif of transformation and the attainment of perfection, be it 

metaphorical, symbolic or actual.

In the modem scholarly world, perhaps too often fascinated with the idea of dualism and 

opposition, it has become fashionable to see angels as the necessary counterparts of demons or 

fallen angels.5 Concepts of binary opposition have perhaps coloured our view of the ancient world, 

and although the excesses of the past have to some extent been recognised, for instance the 

fascination with Iranian dualism, the view remains that angels are needed because of the existence 

of demons. This is incorrect, angels and demons are not linked to each other except in a very 

secondary fashion. This will be discussed in Chapter 2 along with the development of scholarly

3 See comments in chap. 2.
For a full discussion o f  the scholarly literature relating to New Testament angelology see Chap. 2.
The received opinion; as an example see Jean Danielou's comment that the Alexandrian Fathers held a morally 

dualistic view o f spiritual beings, which he claims is derived from the Pseudepigrapha: The Theology o f  Jewish 
Christianity (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1964) 142. It has been consistently argued that in Jewish circles 
angels and demons are dependent upon each other, see A. Lods "La chute des anges" Revue d'histoire et de philosophic 
religieuses (1927) 295-315; Bousset, Die Religion desJudentums im spathellenistischen Zeitalter (H. Gressmann, ed.; 
3rd edn.; Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1926) 33 Iff. I would argue that regardless o f  whether this is true for
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interest in angelology. Belief in angels, however, emerged from a dualistic environment of another 

sort, a dualism of heaven and earth. Rather than an ethical division of the universe the interest in 

angelic beings derives from a view that is as old as the Orphics and Plato, the view that there exists 

an ideal world, from which comes the soul and timeless truth, and a less-ideal world, the world of 

everyday reality, change, decay and sense-perception.

This thesis will demonstrate that demons and angels, although often linked, are not necessarily 

dependent upon each other. Let us begin by noting that angels and demons are not easily divorced 

from each other. As chapter 3, "The Nature of Angels", will show it is not true to see one as good 

and the other as evil. This is a modem imposition upon the past, coloured by the two millennia of 

Christian Church history; the second to fourth centuries was a period in which angels were not 

clearly delineated from demons (daimones). In the literature used in this period we find stories of 

angels who attempt to hinder the passage of the Lord to earth in his mission of salvation (The 

Ascension o f Isaiah); or stories in which angels could fall, yet their fall could be interpreted in either 

a wholly negative (the Enochic Book o f the Watchers), or a partly positive light (the Book o f  

Jubilees). It is demonstrably true that this period was one of obsession with the possible influences 

of spiritual beings upon the human body, history and the cosmos, but the idea of a spiritual war 

being conducted between angels and demons was not at the heart of the rise of interest in angels. It 

was subordinate to the core reason for the interest in angels in early Christianity. The early 

Christian interest in angels is not derived from an interest in the spirit war between angels and 

demons.

Once one looks closely at early Christian beliefs about angelic beings certain literary genres, 

motifs, themes and institutions stand out. These are: The Jewish Apocalyptic literature dealing 

with ascent or views of the heavenly court, thus from Daniel and Enoch in the third and second 

centuries BCE through to documents dating from the first couple of centuries of the Common Era;6 

inquiries into the early chapters of Genesis; the belief in a paradisiacal state conceived of in angelic

Jewish literature or not, it is not the case that the early Christian interest in angels was derived from a dualistic approach 
to the spirit world.
6 These texts are: The biblical book o f Daniel (LXX & MT); The Book o f the Watchers (7 Enoch 1-36); the Similtudes 
of Enoch (1 Enoch 37-71); 2 (Slavonic) Enoch', the Testament o f  Levi (in the Testaments o f  the Twelve Patriarchs) the 
Apocalypse ofZephaniah\ the Apocalypse ofAbraham-, the Ascension o f  Isaiah. All these works (except Daniel) are 
found in J.H. Charlesworth (ed.) The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha (2 vols.; New York: Doubleday, 1983) = OTP. All 
these books are Jewish compositions, but many were also subject to heavy Christian editing and interpolation; this will 
be discussed in the thesis as these textual issues arise. These are the major apocalyptic works dealt with in this thesis,
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terms and often seen as a return to a primeval state; and, connected to this, the belief in a principal 

angelic being who acted for God in the world, one central and enduring legend suggesting that this 

being was a transformed human -  Enoch. Christians in the first centuries were interested in angels 

for many reasons, but primary among them were traditions influenced by Jewish Apocalyptic of the 

Second Temple period and the motif of the translation of the human from an earthly to an angelic 

state of being, whether it be an actual, metaphorical or symbolic transformation. Indeed the 

continuity with Jewish tradition is striking, however multifarious the expressions of Christianity and 

porous the boundaries between religious traditions in this period. It is impossible to understand 

early Christian angelology without an appreciation of its Jewish heritage.

The immediate background to early Christian angelology lies in the Jewish Apocalyptic literature. 

Recently scholars such as Christopher Rowland have challenged some of the assumptions made by 

earlier generations about Apocalyptic as a genre. In particular Rowland points out that the 

connection made between Apocalyptic and Eschatology has distorted the study of these texts, 

leading to emphasis upon Eschatology and a neglect of other areas.7 Eschatology is thus no longer 

seen as defining Apocalyptic, as it came to do for some, although it is still recognized to be close to 

the heart of much of the literature. This reassessment has been followed by others, most notably 

that of Martha Himmelfarb, who has suggested that the central importance of the ascent 

apocalypses is found in the motif of the transformation of the ascending seer into an angelic being.8 

The story of the development of Jewish beliefs about angels is played out in the Apocalyptic 

literature, and Himmelfarb's claim thus places the notion of transformation into angels at the heart 

of the whole Jewish notion of angelology in the intertestamental period. Chapter 4 traces the 

development of the motif o f angelic transformation from the Pentateuch through to early Christian 

literature.

Considering the weighty debt owed by early Christianity to Jewish Apocalyptic it would be 

surprising if the Apocalyptic view of angels was not translated into early Christianity. This is

but not the only ones; others that discuss the state of being o f  the righteous, in this world or in the afterlife, or the nature 
of angels, will also feature. See the bibliography for the full list o f  scripture and primary sources.

C.C. Rowland, The Open Heaven. A Study o f  Apocalyptic in Judaism and Early Christianity (London: SPCK, 1985) 1-
3 & passim.

'If I read them [the ascent apocalypses] correctly, their most important accomplishment was to suggest an 
understanding o f  human possibility, of the status of the righteous in the universe,. . .  In the midst o f  an often
unsatisfactory daily life, they taught their readers to imagine themselves like Enoch, like the glorious ones, with no 
apparent difference." M. Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven in Jewish and Christian Apocalypses (New York & Oxford: 
OUP, 1993) 114.
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indeed what happened; Christian angelology would have been completely different without the 

Second Temple Apocalyptic literature. As this thesis will serve to demonstrate, Christianity 

became interested in angels because of the traditions of the transformation of righteous human 

beings into angelic beings upon death, in particular the exaltation of Enoch to angelic office.

Thus the notion that was at the heart of the Jewish ascent apocalypses, the possibility of 

transformation of humans into angels, was also at the heart of the early Christian interest in angels. 

The links between Jewish Apocalyptic and the Gospels, apostolic literature and the Church Fathers 

in regard to the notion of the transformation of human beings into angels are clear when one looks 

at the symbolism used and the direct literary dependence of early Christian literature upon this 

Jewish material. It is in the Christian ascetic tradition, in particular, that we find the strongest 

influence of Jewish Apocalyptic and the idea that humans can be transformed into angels. Chapters 

5 and 6 will deal with this aspect of Christian interaction with the idea. Christians were the direct 

literary and ideological heirs of this tradition, a tradition that begins with the earliest biblical 

apocalypse, Daniel, and continued on into the first centuries of the Common Era. At the same time 

it is notable that this tradition also continues to play a role of considerable importance in those 

mystical streams of thought rabbinic Judaism produced, Merkavah mysticism and Hekhalot. We 

must thus accept that these two religions, often so concerned to build walls between each other, 

continued to draw on the same traditions and also to put those traditions to similar uses. There are 

of course differences, which will be examined as the thesis progresses, but the common elements 

speak out strongly in favour of the existence, on one level at least, o f a religious koine in which both 

Christians and Jews operated.

This is not to say that Judaism was the only influence upon early Christian angelology; this 

would have been impossible. Judaism had by the first centuries of the Common Era been engaged 

in a long and fruitful interchange of ideas with Hellenism and Greco-Roman philosophy and 

spirituality.9 Any persons living near the Mediterranean in this time would have found themselves 

operating in an environment infused with the flavour of Greek philosophy -  the writings of Plato, 

Homer and Hesiod, and a middle- and Neoplatonic view of the universe. Some of the symbols that 

indicate an angel or transformed human being in early Christian and Second Temple Jewish 

literature derive from or share some relationship with Graeco-Roman philosophical imagery and 

categories. This will be noted as the thesis progresses. But the ideas discussed in this thesis
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developed in a Semitic milieu, and accordingly the Greek ideas are largely filtered through this 

Semitic cultural and philosophical lens.

However, as might be expected, the Christian interest in and view of angels derives ultimately 

from the first chapters of the book of Genesis. The eternal themes of creation, fall and salvation can 

all be found in the opening chapters of this text. Apocalyptic took its lead from Genesis in its 

speculations concerning the origins of evil and the possibility of salvation.10 Students of gnosticism 

have alerted us to the importance of the early chapters of Genesis for gnostic speculation 

concerning the origin of evil in the cosmos.11 Sin, the origin of evil and death were themes that 

were tied together in Genesis, providing fertile material for later exegesis. Non-gnostic Christians 

were also, like many others in this time, concerned with questions of the origin of death, sin, evil 

and the secrets of creation -  for resolution of such issues the book of Genesis was the place to start.

Over and over again in Christian discussion of angels we find the legends of the fall of Adam and 

Eve (Gen 3 & 4) and the fall of the sinful sons of God (Gen 6:1-4 LXX [some MSS]

ayye^oi; the Enochic 'Watchers' )12 cropping up. These two episodes spawned traditions that 

although connected enjoyed separate existences.13 It is clearly the case that certain religious streams 

within or connected to Christianity were more interested in one than the other tradition. But at the 

same time neither tradition was ignored, and I would argue that they were often in a symbiotic 

relationship to each other that assisted transmission and survival. Both traditions linked sin and 

death, and thus (though not only because of this) they formed the basis for speculations by Judeo-

* See G. Scholem, Kabbalah (New York: Penguin, 1978) 12-13.
10 Charlesworth, OTP I, xxx.11

For instance see G.A.G Stroumsa, Another Seed 17-34, esp. 18, with the important caveat on p.34 that it was not only 
the early chapters o f  Genesis in Greek that formed the basis for such speculations.

On the identification o f  the o>m!?N first as angels and later as sons o f Seth see Arie van der Kooij, "Peshitta 
Genesis 6: 'Sons o f  God' -  Angels or Judges?" Journal o f  Northwest Semitic Languages 23/1 (1997) 43-51; G.A.G. 
Stroumsa, Another Seed: Studies in Gnostic Mythology (Leiden: Brill, 1984) 17-34, 125-34; L.R. Wickham, "The Sons 
of God and the Daughters o f  Men: Genesis VT2 in Early Christian Exegesis", Oudtestamentische Studien 19 (1974) 
135-47; Philip Alexander, "The Targumim and Early Exegesis of'Sons o f  God' in GenSis 6", JJS 23 (1972) 60-71.

Received wisdom would place Gen 6:1-4 before 1 Enoch 6-16:4, but Milik claimed the reverse, that the Enochic
Watcher legend was taken and Hebraised in Gen 6:1-4; J.T. Milik (ed.) The Books o f  Enoch: Aramaic Fragments o f  
Qumran Cave 4 (Oxford: OUP, 1976) 31; on the relative importance o f  the two different explanations for the origin of  
evil, sin and thus death see D.S. Russell, The Method and Message o f  Jewish Apocalyptic 200 B.C.-A.D. 100 (London: 
SCM Press, 1971) 249-252; and p.253 the alternative rabbinic explanation, that the evil inclination is implanted in 
humans at birth by God himself and it is up to us to use our free will to control it.
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Christian religious traditions in the centuries around the turn of the era, this in a time when Graeco- 

Roman spirituality was also increasingly focused upon the afterlife.14

The interest in the transformation of humans into angelic beings, however, is primarily derived 

from speculations concerning the first legend, that surrounding the fall o f Adam and Eve, ironic 

though this may be since angels are not mentioned here. This is because from the second century 

BCE on into the early Christian era it was increasingly the case that the original state of Adam and 

Eve was conceived of in angelic terms; salvation was also increasingly seen as a return to this state; 

hence the afterlife was angelic.

The focus upon the Genesis 6 episode has been fuelled largely by the discovery amongst the 

Dead Sea Scrolls of parts of and references to the Enochic Book o f Watchers, and the closely related 

Book o f the Giants, so prominent in Manichaean literature.15 Previously known in Late Antique 

Greek fragments and several complete late Medieval and early Modem Ethiopic MSS, the 

discovery of the Aramaic Enochic texts underlined their importance for Judaism and the general 

religious culture of pre- and early-Christian period Palestine.16 Its demonological aspect has, 

however, in combination with our increasing knowledge of the role and ideology of magical 

practices, caused undue emphasis to be placed upon demonology in connection with the study of 

angelology.17

14 See the comments o f  H.D. Betz in, idem (ed.) The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, including the Demotic Spells 
(Chicago & London: Chicago Univ. Press, 1986) xlvi. Of course not all were so interested in the afterlife, the Sadducees 
of Acts 23:8 being a case in point.

J.T. Milik claimed that in the original Aramaic Enoch pentateuchal corpus the second book was a 'Book o f  Giants' 
that acted as a sequel to the Book o f  Watchers. Thus the Similitudes, which stands in the second place in the Ethiopic is 
a post-third century Christian composition intended to replace the Book o f  Giants. The Book o f  Giants survives most 
prominently in the Manichaean tradition. Black suggests, contra Milik, that the Book o f  Giants was part o f  the Book o f
Watchers, rather than a separate book. There is no positive evidence for Milik's argument about the existence o f a 
second 'Book o f  Giants', but there is a strong thematic connection between the Book o f  Giants found at Qumran and in 
the Manichaean literature; see M. Black, The Book o f  Enoch or 1 Enoch. A New English Edition (Leiden: Brill, 1985). 
On the Manichaean texts see J.T. Milik, "Turfan et Qumran, Livre des Geants ju if et manicheen", in G. Jeremias, H.-W. 
Kuhn, & H. Stegemann (eds.) Tradition und Glaube. Das friihe Christentum in seiner Umwelt. Festgabe fu r Karl Georg 
Kuhn zum 65. Geburtstag, (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971); J. C. Reeves, Jewish Lore in Manichaean 
Cosmogony. Studies in the Book o f  Giant Traditions (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College Press, 1992); W. Sundermann, 
"Mani’s 'Book o f  Giants' and the Jewish Books o f Enoch. A case o f terminological difference and what it implies", 
Irano-Judaica III (1994) 40-48.

See Charlesworth "1 Enoch", OTP I, 6-7.
According to Peter Brown, The World o f Late Antiquity. AD 150-750 (London: Thames and Hudson, 1993): "Men . . .  

found the problem o f evil, also, to be more intimate, more drastic. To 'look at the sum total o f  things', to treat human 
miseries with detachment -  as so many regrettable traffic-accidents on the well-regulated road system o f the universe -  
was plainly insufficient. It made no sense o f the vigour o f conflicting emotions within oneself. Hence the most crucial 
development o f these centuries: the definitive splitting-off o f the 'demons' as active forces o f  evil against whom men 
had to pit themselves. The sharp smell o f an invisible battle hung over the religious and intellectual life o f  Late Antique 
man. To sin was no longer merely to err: it was to allow oneself to be overcome by unseen forces. To err was not to be
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Once one looks closely at the ideologies found in the Book o f Enoch18 the differences between 

the two angelological traditions become plain. The fall of Adam and Eve story emphasises the 

sinful action of mankind, the fall of the Watchers puts the emphasis upon the Watchers and their 

sin.

Scholars have taken notice of the implications for theories about the origins of evil in the cosmos, 

and the discoveries of the Enochic Book o f Watchers and the Book o f  the Giants have led to a 

distortion of the significance to be attributed to the fall of the Watchers legend.19 It needs to be 

stressed that apart from preserving the texts themselves the Dead Sea Scrolls do not show much 

interest at all in the Enochic account of the fall of the angels. Indeed the explanation of the origin 

of evil in the Dead Sea Scrolls has more to do with human inclination (yeser) than the sin of the 

angels,20even taking into account the doctrine of the Two Spirits. Why then was the Enochic 

tradition preserved at Qumran if its theme of the origin of evil was ignored? Perhaps for the same 

reason that the tradition was preserved in Early Christianity, because of the story of Enoch's vision

mistaken: it was to be unconsciously manipulated by some invisible malign power . . .  Christians believed that 
traditional paganism, far from being the work o f men, was an 'opium o f the masses', pumped into the human race by the 
non-human demons" (53-54). The last sentence holds the key, the Christian equation o f  the pagan gods with evil spirits, 
spirits which are given the name previously assigned in Graeco-Roman thought to morally neutral lesser divine beings 
(idaimon), created, over a period o f centuries, the dualistic view o f the spirit world. It was not a view held by non- 
Christians and certainly not by Graeco-Roman pagans. It was a later development o f dualistic ideas which, although 
found in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Pseudepigrapha, were not the only ideas to emerge from these texts and could no 
longer be said to characterise Late Second Temple Judaism as a whole. This is the classic approach normally 
legitimised by reference to the Book o f  Watchers: "The Christian Church had inherited, through late Judaism, that most 
fateful legacy o f Zoroastrian Persia to the Western World -  a belief in the absolute division o f  the spiritual world 
between good and evil powers, between angels and demons. To men increasingly preoccupied with the problem o f evil, 
the Christian attitude to th? demons offered an answer to relieve nameless anxiety: they focused this anxiety on the 
demons and at the same time offered a remedy for it." (54-55). Whilst I do not wish to deny the importance of 
demonology to early Christians I wish to suggest that this focus upon demonology has created an incorrect impression 
of the role o f angels in early Christianity, for to Christians it was primarily Christ, not the angels, who was the opponent 
of demonic influences. The dominant Christian message was that Christ stood above and apart from the whole spiritual 
hierarchy; in effect his coming removed the importance o f the dualistic opposition o f angels and demons found in some 
Pseudepigraphic texts and the Dead Sea Scrolls.

I use this term to refer only to 1 Enoch, known chiefly in the Ethiopic; 2 (Slavonic) Enoch and 3 (Hebrew) Enoch are 
always referred to by their full titles. It needs to be remembered that they are closely related, but entirely separate, 
texts.
19

For a summary o f this approach to assessing the importance of the fall o f the sons o f  God/ Watchers story to ideas 
about sin, death and evil see James Charlesworth, OTP I xxx-xxxi.

John J. Collins, Apocalypticism in The Dead Sea Scrolls (London: Routledge, 1997) talks o f some mention o f  the 
fallen angels in CD 2: 15-16, but this functions as an exhortation to humans to moral behaviour; this opposes the very 
premise of the Watchers tradition -  that sin (and thus evil in the world) resulted from the action o f  the fallen angels. 
4Q180 (which is very fragmentary and almost reads like a Enochic work itself) also mentions the legend. On the 
importance o f the role o f human free will in the question o f the origin o f  evil see Russell, Method and Message 253. 
Obviously there was some continuity between the thought preserved in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the rabbinic theology 
of evil; see Ephraim E. Urbach, The Sages: The world and wisdom o f the rabbis o f  the Talmud (trans. I. Abrahams; 
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1987) 1 ,472.
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of the heavenly angels, his worship alongside them and the promise o f an angelic afterlife held out 

to the righteous. Early Christians also put the tradition to other uses; the demonological aspect of 

the Book o f  the Watchers was a useful referent for Christians during times of persecution, and it is 

clear from magical texts that demons and other spiritual beings were central to the theory behind the 

magical world-view. Nonetheless the primary Christian interest in the Book o f  Enoch revolves 

around the translation of Enoch into the angelic realm and his joining of the angels in the worship of 

God, interpreted as an angelic transformation (as we will see in Chap. 4), and along with that the 

hope of the righteous to achieve angelic status at death. As at Qumran, when early Christians 

discussed the fall of the angels in Genesis 6, they almost invariably did so in order to cite the 

episode as an exhortation to righteous behaviour, rather than as an explanation for the origin of evil 

in the cosmos: sin, evil and death was seen as the result of human action, not that of the angels.

This emphasis upon human action came in the end to influence the fallen angels legend. For from 

the early second century CE at least rabbinic commentators, followed slightly later by Christians, 

took the legend of the fallen sons of God and interpreted it as a reference to fallen sons of Seth, that 

is: human beings, rather than angelic beings.21

The most popular Christian interpretation for the origin of sin, evil and death in the cosmos 

revolved around exegesis of the fall of Adam and Eve, rather than the fall of the Sons of God; 

however, in the circles Christians would have moved in, some did hold the Watchers/Sons of God 

story to be more important than the fall of Adam and Eve. The Greek magical papyri from Egypt 

show scant interest in the transformation of human beings into heavenly beings. The one exception, 

the misnamed "Mithras Liturgy" provides us with important evidence for the practice of heavenly 

ascent and transformation, but is notable by its orphan status amongst the PGM  documents. The 

theoretical superstructure of the Greek magical papyri was held together with a mortar of spirits, 

demons and angels; misanthropic and capricious they hovered in the air waiting for the order to 

launch attack upon the vulnerable human being. The legend of the fallen angels as found in the 

Book o f Enoch is behind much of the demonology in this literature. It serves as part of the 

scriptural justification for the vision of the cosmos and the human body as constantly belaboured by 

a spiritual war being waged between good and evil powers. Gnosticism, too, found the Genesis 6 

and the Book o f the Watchers tradition and its explanation for the origins of evil more interesting 

than the idea of an angelic afterlife. Thus gnostic and magical angelology places more emphasis 

upon the spirit-war theory informed by Gen 6:1-4 and the Book o f Watchers tradition than did non-

21 See n!2.
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gnostic Christian angelology. Perhaps gnosticism deliberately distanced itself from notions that 

were so Jewish. For Gnosticism in its radical rejection of its origins is characterised by such 

behaviour.22 Whatever its exact origins gnosticism took much from Jewish Apocalyptic and it 

would be surprising if it was not aware of the importance of the transformation motif in these texts. 

Indeed it is noteworthy that gnostic texts placed almost no importance upon the transfiguration of 

Christ in the Synoptics. This seems surprising given the gnostic interest in spiritual transformation, 

but it can be explained if we assume it was seen as an angelic transformation connected to the 

transformations of Patriarchs in the Apocalyptic literature; such a connection to gnosticism's 

disowned parentage in Jewish Apocalyptic would have been too much for the average gnostic 

thinker or writer to stomach. Yet examination of the gnostic texts with a Semitic (i.e. 

Aramaic/Syriac) origin shows that they also seem to be informed by the tradition of Adam's fall and 

a return to an original angelic, paradisiacal state. Gnostic anxiety about its parentage means that the 

motif is buried somewhat; moreover this motif is only found in the texts with Semitic roots, but it is 

clearly there. This is further evidence to support the theory of an ultimately Jewish and Semitic 

origin for the central motif in Christian angelology.

In the fourth century the great process of synthesis that brought the Church together also brought 

philosophical synthesis. As Chapter 5 will demonstrate, Christian asceticism managed to combine 

the emulation of angels with the spirit war, yet also demonstrates the primary importance of the idea 

of transformation into angels or the emulation of angelic behaviour. Thus the two streams of 

interest in angels were combined. In Chapter 5 we will see how the fourth century transformation 

of Christian asceticism into Church monasticism was the final part o f the development of the early 

Christian belief in angels.

See, for instance: Birger A. Pearson, Gnosticism, Judaism and Egyptian Christianity (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
1990) 133-4; Fossum, The Name o f  God and the Angel o f  the Lord 20.



State of the Research
There have been several episodes of scholarly interest in angels. Each has lasted for some 

time and then died down. Generally the discussion of angels has arisen in the context of 

theological debates of a broader nature. Angels have arisen in the context of Christological 

and Trinitarian debates, debates concerning knowledge and faith, and amongst the whole 

gamut of issues raised by the collision of Judaeo-Christian ideas with Platonism and, later, 

Aristotelianism. The importance of the issues associated with angelology has been a two- 

edged sword, for it has meant that although these issues have arisen in numerous debates 

over the centuries, angels were rarely the central focus. The birth of academic interest in 

angels can be traced to the High Middle Ages with the advent of the first European 

universities. The latest outburst of scholarly interest in angels began in the mid-ninteenth 

century, and although the contribution to our understanding of (in particular) Jewish and 

Christian angelology has been enormous the field is so large that there remains the need for 

general studies tying the research together. Modem scholarship on angels has also found 

itself often dealing with angels in the context of other more general debates, such as those 

concerning gnosticism, early Christian and Jewish monotheism, the study of early Christian 

Christology, apocalyptic literature, and magic. It is hoped that this work, focused as it is on 

Christian beliefs about angels in the first four centuries, will give a new perspective not only 

to the study of beliefs about angels, but will also offer a new approach to, and hopefully a 

new view of, wider debates concerning cosmology, theology, anthropology and soteriology.

By studying angels we can go a long way towards understanding how human beings 

occupying the Near East in the first centuries of the Christian era, at the meeting point of the 

Graeco-Roman, Jewish and Mesopotamian worlds, saw themselves and the cosmos around 

them. The history of the scholarship on angelology has been dominated by the approach that 

uses angelological beliefs as a means to understand other issues. This thesis will attempt to 

redress this imbalance by focusing on angelology first, and using cosmology and other 

related issues to illuminate angelology. Reversing the approach does not mean ignoring 

issues such as cosmology or Christology; indeed it would be impossible to do so. Rather I 

hope to point out explicitly what several hundred years of scholarship has implied but not 

often explicitly stated: that beliefs about angels in the early Christian period were essential to 

the understanding human beings had of their position in the cosmos, and thus also the
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understanding they had of themselves and their nature both in this world and the afterlife. 

Existential issues are at the heart of the early Christian belief in angels.

The three main flowerings of belief in angels in the pre-modem period amongst Christians 

were: the period up to the fourth century, mainly in the East, dealt with in this thesis; the late 

fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh century in the East and West (still awaiting comprehensive 

scholarly investigation);1 and the western Mediaeval interest in angels centred around the 

Catholic Scholastic philosophers.

2.1 The Mediaeval Period: the Aristotelian reawakening of 

the m ystical impulse to gain knowledge through 

investigation of the heavenly world, its inhabitants and their 

duties
It is with the third flowering of popular belief in angels, that of the High Middle Ages, that 

the scholarly investigation of angelology beings, as opposed to interest for the purpose of 

devotion, first arose. It should be noted, however, that this scholarly interest in angels 

cannot be entirely divorced from the popular devotion that it in part engendered and which 

continued to grow right up to the 17th century. Those who decry the decline of Classics 

departments in Australian universities on the grounds that the study of Classics is intrinsic to 

the idea of a university might recall that Angelology was also, for a long period, a central 

part of the original university curriculum.3 The scene was set a couple of centuries before, 

with the work of John Scotus.4 His translation of Pseudo-Dionysius, his almost Pelagian 

belief in free-will,5 and his major published work, On the Division o f  Nature6 (which argued 

for a division of the cosmos into four categories based upon the creative status of different 

beings), helped to transmit important angelological and cosmological debates from Late 

Antiquity to the thinkers of the High Middle Ages. John was, however, ahead of his time,

1 But see, for instance, Pauline Allen, "Severus o f Antioch and the homily: the end o f the beginning?", in 
P.Allen and E.M. Jeffreys (eds) The Sixth Century — End or Beginning? (Byzantina Australiensia 10;
Brisbane: Australian Association for Byzantine Studies, 1996) 165-177.

Now dealt with comprehensively by David Keck, Angels and Angelology in the Middle Ages (New York: 
OUP, 1998).
3 See Keck, Angels and Angelology 87-92.

8157-877?, also known as John Scotus Erigena, Ierugena or Eriugena.
See his De divina praedestinatione liber (Tumhout: Brepols, 1978), condemned at the councils o f  Valence

(855), Langres (859) and Vercelli (1050).
Periphyseon: The division o f  nature (Montreal: Bellarmin, 1987). Condemned at the Council o f Sens (1225).
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and once the protection of the court of Charles the Bald was removed by the king's death in 

877 we hear no more of him. It was in the 11th and 12th centuries, as the European 

cathedral schools and universities first came into being, that John's ideas re-emerged in the 

writings of others. But the academic study of angelology, the popular approach to which had 

always been based upon Platonism, took place in an Aristotelian environment. John Scotus 

had been a Neoplatonist, and this marks him out from the academic Aristotelians who 

followed him in the 12th and 13th centuries. Indeed at least part o f the reason the Catholic 

Scholastics were interested in angelology was to refute some of the ideas that the translation 

of Pseudo-Dionysius had engendered. These were ideas such as the identification of the 

Platonic intelligences with the angels, which he had first put forward.7 The Catholic 

Scholastics were at the centre of a theological ferment, in which angels and the investigation 

of them featured prominently. Yet this interest in angels was informed by the Aristotelian 

approach that at this time, fuelled by the translations undertaken especially in Toledo from 

Arabic texts but also in Palermo and Constantinople, was coming to the fore.8 This is 

essentially different from the Platonism that had hitherto been the basis for the Christian 

belief in angels, and helps to mark the change from religious to academic angelology. This 

intellectual change occurred amidst broader social changes, the growth of cities and their 

importance at this time encouraged the move of education from the rurjfal monastic schools 

to the urban cathedral schools.9 Likewise it built upon the Gregorian reforms and the impetus 

they gave to the creation of a systematised Christian doctrine based upon reason.10 The 

Aristotelian approach was characterised by the quaestio, the philosophic discourse framed in 

a question and answer format.11 It is perhaps best exemplified by the Commentary on the 

Sentences of Bonaventure, the 'Seraphic Doctor', eighty quaestiones of which were devoted 

to angels. As David Keck says:

7 David Keck mentions Aquinas' Summa contra gentiles, Bonaventure's Collationes in Hexaemeron, and the 
12th century commentaries on Plato's Timaeus were all motivated by the desire to disprove any link between
intelligences and angels. The Condemnations of 1277 argued against certain facets o f  speculation concerning 
'separated substances', Angels and Angelology in the Middle Ages 86.

All o f  Aristotle's writings were available in the West in Latin translation by 1270; cf. Colette Sirat, A History 
o f Jewish Philosophy in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: La Maison des Sciences de l'Homme & CUP, 1985) 12
& 141; see also, S. de Beaurecueil, "GhazzalT et saint Thomas d'Aquin", Bulletin de I'lnstitut Frangais 
d'Archeologie Orientale du Caire (1947) 229-237.

See Pauline Maas, The Liber Sententiarum magistri A. Its place amidst the sentences collections o f  the first 
half o f  the 12th century (Nijmegen: Centrum voor Middeleeuwse studies, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen, 
1995) 15-16,20-22 (esp. comments on the early cathedral school at Laon).
10 Ibid, iii, 2.11

On the change from collections of  sayings (glossa) to the quaestio see ibid, 20.
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. . .  by virtue of encouraging rational argumentation, the quaestio 
established a new place in the field of angelology for philosophy, 
logic, and reason. The development of this particular form of 
theological inquiry is one of the primary historical reasons for the 
great expansion of the field of angelology in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries.12

The basic 'textbook' for the new university was Peter Lombard's Four Books o f Sentences

(ca. 1155-58).13 It was an attempt to standardize the approach made to scriptural 

interpretation. Distinctiones 3 and 8 of Book II were concerned with angels. Both 

Bonaventure and Aquinas graduated from the University of Paris when it was under the 

influence of this textbook. Subsequently commentaries on the Four Books o f  Sentences were 

undertaken by Alexander Hales, Albertus Magnus (the teacher of Aquinas), Bonaventure, 

John Duns Scotus, William of Ockham, Jean Gerson and Martin Luther. It was an extremely 

important work for Mediaeval angelology.14 Possibly the primary effect o f the Sentences was 

that it led to the neglect of the study of the chief angel.15 From antiquity right through the 

early Middle Ages the cult of the chief angel, Michael in the Christian tradition, assumed 

great importance in popular devotion. Lombard's work said little about Michael and its 

weighty influence upon the Scholastic theology of angels meant that this neglect continued 

right up until the late 19th century with the publication of Leuken's M ichael}6

Indeed in an abrupt about-face17 Christian mysticism found itself in conflict with those 

academics interested in speculating about angels. St Bernard of Clairvaux's angelology was 

doctrinal and credal; it rejected any philosophic inquiry into or speculation concerning the 

nature of these beings.18 Bernard's natural anti-rationalism19 found itself in serious conflict

12Keck, Angels and Angelology 75, see also 76, 81, 86.
13 See Marcia Colish's study, Peter Lombard (2 vols.; Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994).

Keck, Angels and Angelology 89. Keck goes on to claim, overstating the point somewhat, that: "In a sense, 
therefore, the history o f  angelology in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and beyond is the history of the 
commentaries on the Sentences."

Keck, Angels and Angelology 91, although he notes that Aquinas' Sermons on Angels (possibly because they 
were more popular in nature) did discuss Michael.

Leuken's work is discussed below (§2.2); on the importance o f the chief angel see §3.5.
For instance consider the work o f Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite.
Keck, Angels and Angelology 77. No doubt Bernard encountered the same difficulty that Origen and many 

others had faced —  that Scripture does not discuss the angelic nature in any depth; Origen thought that this 
justified the (limited and very careful) use o f  the intellect to uncover truths about angels, Bernard rejected 
speculation o f this kind, cf. §3.2.3.

Bertrand Russell described him as someone "whose saintliness did not suffice to make him intelligent": 
History o f  Western Philosophy and its Connection with Political and Social Circumstances from the Earliest 
Times to the Present Day (London: Allen and Unwin, 1947) 459.
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0C\with the notion of philosophical inquiry that was embodied in the quaestio; this was made 

evident in his conflict with Peter Abelard. Perhaps the fear that monastic authorities had
I

historically held concerning speculation about angels by monks rose to the surface here in 

this abbot's rejection of the new learning of the cathedral school, and then, slightly later, the 

university. It led to the prosecution by Bernard of Abelard at the Council of Sens in 1140. 

The unanswered questions concerning the nature of angels (amongst other questions of 

Christian doctrine) were raised again in Abelard's Sic et Non, and resolved with rationalistic 

explanations, which was unacceptable to Bernard's orthodox mind.

Abelard moved in the world of the Paris schools, in particular the Cathedral School; after 

his death the tradition of philosophical inquiry that they championed was transferred to the 

new University of Paris, which hosted St Thomas Aquinas and Bonaventure, who were 

concerned with the nature of angels and their roles, although usually in the context of 

debates wider than just angelology. The controversies of the time revolved around 

philosophy; they were the vanguard actions fought to complete the integration of Graeco- 

Roman philosophy into triumphant Christendom.22 Indeed these controversies are notable for 

their lack of innovation; for instance in the field of angelology they were simply rehashing 

the battles of the previous millennium of Patristic and Apostolic debate over angels and 

matters related to them. The need to resolve such issues, however, created an outpouring of 

scholarly debate that reached beyond the boundaries of Christendom; the contact with the

ideas of Avicenna (ibn Sind) shows the international flavour of the scholarly world of this
s,

period. Bonaventure and Giles of Rome found themselves opposing those who were 

influenced by Avicenna's theory of angels as uncreated beings.24 Anthropology also featured, 

as the debates over the relative status of angels and humans raged amongst both Christian

20 Keck, Angels and Angelology 76. He argues that the popularity o f  the quaestio was encouraged by the 
atmosphere o f  fierce competition between rival interest groups and the consequent need to establish oneself and 
one's arguments in a harsh academic environment, this explains "why theological questions such as the nature 
of the angels became more and more refined and detailed in the course o f the twelfth and thirteenth centuries" 
80.
21 See §5.6.1 o f this thesis.
22

For the early stages o f  the development of  a specifically Christian approach to philosophy see Eric F.
Osborn, The Beginning o f  Christian Philosophy (Cambridge: CUP, 1981).

Keck, Angels and Angelology 13-14.
Bonaventure, Itinerarium mentis in Deum, trans. James E. O'Mahony, The Franciscan Vision: translation o f  

St. Bonaventure’s  Itinerarium Mentis in Deum (London: Bums, Oates and Washboume, 1937); Giles o f Rome 
in, Jacobus B. Ravennas (ed.) Egidius Romanus De esse et essentia, De mensura angelorum, et D e cognitione 
angelorum (Venice: Simone da Luere, 1503), in Francesco del Punta & Gianfranco Fioravanti (eds.) Aegidii 
Romani opera omnia (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1998).
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Scholastic and Muslim scholars. As pointed out by David Keck, the investigation of 

angelic issues was motivated by anthropological concerns, just as I argue it was in the early 

Christian period: angels were seen as the closest to man of all the creatures; thus with the
'yf-

same purpose with which scientists today study apes, theologians studied angels. The 

debates were often rooted in Patristic thought, especially Augustine, whose writings 

concerning angels (esp. City o f  God, Books XI & XII) were largely concerned with issues of 

creation, fall and salvation. Moreover, there was little direct influence from the Greek East 

upon western Mediaeval thought about angels; what influence there was came transmitted
• • 97through the writings of Augustine. It was essentially a Latin phenomenon. This twelfth 

and thirteenth-century scholastic frenzy of interest in angels had died down by the 

fourteenth, partly because Bonaventure and Aquinas had been so comprehensive and partly 

because of Church suspicion of the Aristotelian methods used.28

At roughly the same time in Provence and then in Spain Jewish scholars set to the task of 

organising the heavenly worlds and their inhabitants. In the Kabbalah, in particular, we can 

see the final act in the codification of the boundaries between man, God and angel. These 

were boundaries that Christianity had (due to the ambiguous nature of Christ) had to deal 

with at an earlier date, in the Christological debates of the first four centuries.29 The 

kabbalistic scholars were following on from the scholars of the Talmud and Midrash who 

had begun this task of codification, but they brought to Jews a new consensus about the 

questions concerning the nature and place of angels. The late 13th century Spanish work the

25 Keck, Angels and Angelology 93-99; this debate is important in the Qur’an; for instance Iblis (the chief fallen 
angel in Islam) refuses to worship Adam and is thus expelled from heaven because Adam is made o f  clay, not 
fire like the angels; 11.32; VII. 10,11; XV.31; XVIII.48; XXXVIII.74, 77. Later Islamic scholars held either that
the perfectibility o f humans meant that they were inherently superior to angels (al-Nasafi and al-Taftazani), or 
that the angels' spiritual nature assured their superiority over humans (thus the Muctazalis, the 'philosophers' 
[al-falasifa] and some Ashcaris); see D. B. MacDonald, "Mala’ika, 1. In the Kur’an and Sunni Islam", in C.E. 
Bosworth, etal.  (eds.) The Encyclopaedia o f Islam. New Edition VI (Leiden: Brill, 1991).

The metaphor is Keck's, see: Angels and Angelology 16.
On this see Paule Maas, The Liber Sententiarum Magistri A, 2 & 141-142; although she notes the centrality 

of Augustine's thought to Mediaeval angelology, she does not note that Augustine was often drawing upon 
sources such as Porphyry for his angelological comments (see his comments about angelology and demonology 
in Civ. Dei IX).
28 >-r»i

The Condemnations o f  1277 (a large number of which concerned speculation on angels) made the use of  
Aristotle's methods difficult for theologians, Keck, Angels and Angelology 112.

Contra W. Bousset, Die Religion des Judentums im spathellenistischen Zeitalter (H. Gressmann, ed.; 3rd 
edn.; Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1926) 321; on the development o f  Kabbalistic doctrines o f  angels 
see Rebecca Lesses, "Speaking with Angels: Jewish and Greco-Egyptian Revelatory Adjurations", HTR 89
(1996) 1,47; Daniel Abrams,"From Divine Shape to Angelic Being: The Career o f  Akatriel in Jewish 
Literature", Journal o f  Religion 76, no.l (Jan. 1996) 45; Gershom Scholem, Kabbalah (New York: Penguin, 
1978) 118. On the lack o f a systematic angel dogma in late Second Temple Judaism see §3.1.2.
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Zohar took cosmological issues to be of great importance; it went further than the rabbis of 

the Gaonic period in its speculations concerning God,30 and at the same time proposed an 

elaborate scheme of classification for the angels. For various reasons, not least, according to 

Scholem, the aforementioned boldness in relation to discussion o f God,31 this work became 

one of the central works of Jewish mysticism and along with this its angelology came to also 

hold a central place in Jewish thought.32

However contacts between Judaism and the philosophic ferment in Christian society were 

limited. Certainly both shared in the influence of Islamic philosophy, but the Kabbalah 

seems to have been very much a reaction against rationalist philosophy. Indeed one of the 

dominant themes of Kabbalah was a revolt against the rationalism of the generation that 

came before, represented by the philosophy of Maimonides.33 Whilst Maimonides and his 

contemporaries did indeed debate the role of mediator figures they did not define such 

creatures as angels, and when the Kabbalists did define such creatures (cf. n29) they did not 

do so in a philosophical or academic environment. Moreover Scholem's work has cautioned 

us not to place too much importance upon this debate with Jewish philosophy, but rather to 

see Kabbalah in terms of its religious framework, for it was above all a religious movement, 

and even its engagement with philosophy did not alter this essential religious element.34 The 

contact with Christianity, and thus with the Christian interest in angels, probably did not 

extend much beyond the situational contact that early Kabbalah had with the Cathars (or 

Albigenses) in Languedoc. Although the level of contact with this gnostic Christian heresy 

is debated, it is unthinkable that the fierce debates between Catholics and Cathari made no 

impact at all upon the Kabbalists who inhabited the same towns and cities. What contact 

there was between Catholic philosophy and Kabbalah would have come about through 

Catholic opposition to Catharism.

30 Gershom Scholem, Kabbalah 58.
31 Scholem, Kabbalah 58.
32 Scholem, Kabbalah 118.
3 3

The generational aspect o f  this revolt is most clearly represented in the defection o f Maimonides' son 
Abraham to mysticism, see Colette Sirat, A History o f  Jewish Philosophy in the Middle Ages (Cambridge:
CUP, 1985) 205; although p.249 she makes the point that the early kabbalistic circles did, at times, approach 
close to philosophy in their speculations upon theology.

Gershom Scholem Origins o f  the Kabbalah (ed. R.J. Zwi Werblowsky, trans. Allan Arkush; Philadelphia: 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1990) 11.
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One could suggest ideas about creation as a possible point of contact between Judaism and 

Christianity in this period. Indeed Catholic philosophy came into contact with Catharism 

most vigorously over the question of creation, for instance the gnostic demiurge of the 

Cathars was condemned at the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215. The Scholastic philosophers 

also dabbled in issues related to creation; they looked, however, at the role of angels not the 

demiurge; still the two are related, and the Condemnations of 1277 confirmed the Catholic 

Church's opposition to any speculation concerning the role of any beings other than God in 

creation.35 It was especially that speculation upon the role of angels in creation that had been 

carried out since the relatively recent move of Catholic philosophic inquiry from the 

monasteries to the cathedral schools and universities that was the focus here. The accusation 

of doctrinally dangerous views on creation provides the only possible link between 

Catharism and Scholastic philosophy. The investigation of the creation of and nature of the 

soul and the role of putrefaction in the creation of maggots in Oxford created intellectual 

waves that spread across western Christendom and raised the question of the role of angels 

in these processes.36 Thus the Catholic Church found itself acting both to oversee and 

regulate philosophic speculation on such matters as creation, and also to eliminate heresies 

that also proposed unacceptable theories of creation. The Kabbalah also tried to answer 

questions about creation, questions that arose in the context of the collision of Neoplatonic 

and Jewish modes of thought, but the issues were different. Although earlier rabbinic writers 

had had to combat the belief that angels were creators not creatures, for the Kabbalists there 

was no doubt but that God was the sole creator; the question instead depended on how God 

created -  how was creation ex nihilo to be reconciled with the Neoplatonic mindset of the 

Kabbalists? And how was the unmoved mover to have any role in the creation of the 

profane cosmos at all? The issues were thus entirely different from those faced in 

Christianity, for Kabbalists necessarily found themselves positing intermediary beings, the 

Sephiroth, to act as steps on the metaphysical ladder. Jewish mystical thought of the High 

Middle Ages, therefore, shows little contact with the philosophical investigation of 

angelology undertaken by the Catholic Scholastics. This was although popular contact 

existed with Catharism and thus no doubt Scholastic philosophy must have been at least 

known to the Kabbalists. Islamic philosophy also provided both with material with which to 

work. The Kabbalists, nevertheless, acted upon their own agenda. It was an agenda that was

35 Keck, Angels and Angelology 22.
36 Ibid.
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essentially mystical, spiritual and religious, rather than scholarly in the sense that we can use 

the word to describe the intellectual activity being undertaken in the new universities of 

Christian Europe.

Yet the Jewish scholarly interest in angels that was manifest in this period was related to 

an issue not taken up by Christian scholars until the late nineteenth century, that of the 

question of the immanence or transcendence of God — did God need intermediary figures 

(not necessarily angels) in order to communicate with humanity?37 It seems that there was 

little contact with the angelological questions that contemporary Christians were debating.

2.2 M id-nineteenth to mid-twentieth century: the question  

of im m anence, mediation and the transition to Christianity
Whilst angels continued as objects of devotion amongst the non-academic community 

through the later Mediaeval period, the Renaissance and into the early modem period, 

scholarly interest was not reawakened to a similar extent until the 19th century, and the 

debates amongst academic theologians and historians over the transition from Judaism to 

Christianity. It is especially the debates connected with the work of Bousset that stand out 

here. His student Wilhelm Lueken's study Michael. Eine Darstellung und Vergleichung der 

jiidischen und der morgenlandisch-christlichen Tradition vom Erzengel Michael38 began the 

modem scholarly interest in angels, an interest that has continued, with only short breaks, 

over the last century. Leuken's study was made during a period, much like the present, of 

intense popular interest in angelology. Ferdinand Weber and Alfred Edersheim both brought 

out works dealing with lesser divine beings, the former in 1886, the latter in 1890. They 

were following on from the work of A. Kohut in the mid-nineteenth century, who argued for 

a foreign origin for the growth of angelology in Judaism, and A.F. Gfrorer who argued that 

God's increasing distance from mankind in the period after the Exile required lesser divine 

beings with whom ordinary Jews could interact.39 Attention had thus been attracted to divine 

or semi-divine figures other than God in late Judaism. Leuken was the first to focus upon 

angels. Leuken's study focused upon the figure of the chief angel, in this case Michael. It 

was a weakness in his work that it did not take into account the variety in the nature, names

37
See Judah Goldin, "Not by Means o f  an Angel and Not by Means of a Messenger", in Jacob Neusner (ed.) 

Religions in Antiquity: Essays in Memory o f  Erwin Ramsdell Goodenough (Leiden: Brill, 1968).
38 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1898).
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and functions of this chief angelic ideal-type. But Leuken's work seems also to have been in 

touch with or an influence upon the ideas expressed by Bousset in his discussion of 

intermediation and divine transcendence in the transition from Judaism to Christianity.40 

Bousset's religionsgeschichtliche approach has remained until recently the governing 

paradigm for investigation of angelology and related topics in early Christianity 41 His 

interest in angelology was only as a window into the Christology of the early Christians. 

Bousset's Protestantism manifested itself in his attitude towards the perceived increase in 

interest in mediator figures in late Judaism, an interest that formed the crucible from which 

came early Christian Christology; this was to him a period of decline, a decline from the 

older purer monotheism of the prophets. The question of monotheism and its relation to 

Christology and angelology has henceforth been central to much of the work done on beliefs 

about angels, both in Judaism and early Christianity. Bousset's argument was that the 

debased Judaism of the pre- and early Christian period with its intermediary figures was the 

milieu in which the early Christian veneration of Christ came into being. His view of a 

Judaism that had lost some kind of original purity due to pagan influences is clearly 

fallacious,42 but his work did much to alert scholars to the points of crossover between 

Judaism and Christianity. Joshua Abelson criticised those Christian scholars who attempted 

to contrast a debased Judaism with a transcendent God with the immanent theology of 

Christianity, for as he pointed out, God in the Judaism of the first centuries CE was both 

immanent and transcendent43 God could play a role in the world through such 

manifestations of himself as the Shekinah and the Ruah ha-Qodesh. The question, however, 

of whether such zj, being was regarded in rabbinic circles as truly a manifestation of God, or 

a separate being —: a 'hypostatic manifestation', is unclear.44 Other faults in Bousset's 

approach include an unnecessarily strict division of Palestinian Judaism from the Hellenism 

of the Jewish diaspora, and his argument that late second-temple period Jews held a more

39 See G.F. Moore, "Christian Writers on Judaism", HTR 14 (1921) 227.
Loren T. Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration and Christology: a Study in Early Judaism and in the Christology 

o f the Apocalypse o f  John (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1995) 6 n5.
Continued today in a revised form through the work o f Gilles Quispel, his student Jarl Fossum and Fossum's 

student April de Conick; see the discussion o f their work below and in the methodological statement in the 
introduction.
42 r

For a discussion o f  polytheistic influences in early Israelite religion see Saul Olyan, Ashera and the Cult o f  
Yahweh in Israel (Atlanta: Scholar's Press, 1998). Larry Hurtado discusses the debate over Bousset's views in 
'̂New Testament Christology: A  Critique o f  Bousset's Influence", Theological Studies 40 (1979) 306-317.
Joshua Abelson, The I mmanence of God in Rabbinical Judaism (London, 1912); although his position was 

criticised by Ephraim Urbach for being exaggerated, The Sages: The World and Wisdom o f  the Rabbis o f  the 
Talmud (trans. I. Abrahams; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1987) 41.
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remote and transcendent view of God than those of earlier periods. The questions raised to 

prominence by Bousset, such as that of the transcendence versus the immanence of God, the 

Judaic influences upon early Christian cult and the role of foreign influences, have come to 

occupy pride of place in the academic investigation of angelology over the course of the 20th 

century. Bousset's claim of foreign influence upon late second-temple Judaism (echoing 

Kohut's claim made half a century earlier) has deeply influenced the 20th century study of 

the origins of Jewish angelology. The rabbinic claim that angels' names came from Babylon 

has been taken virtually at face value as scholars have resolutely continued to argue for a 

Persian origin for Jewish angelology.45 The argument that God's increasing transcendence 

and consequent inaccessibility caused the Jews to look to these (ultimately) foreign angelic 

and/or hypostatic beings for intercession has also, due perhaps to its common sense 

reasoning,46 remained the standard mode of explanation for the growth of angelology in 

Judaism.47

Roughly half a century later others began looking at the figure of Christ as a way of 

explaining the transition from Judaism to Christianity, in particular the question of the 

possible existence of an angelic Christology. In 1941 Martin Werner, in Die Entstehung des 

Christlichen Dogmas4Smade the rather bold claim that the first Christology was an angelic 

Christology. Thus the first Christians saw Christ as an exalted angelic figure. This angelic 

understanding of Christ was derived from the Jewish apocalyptic literature and it was only 

with the progress of Christianity out of its Jewish milieu into the broader community that a 

process of de-eschatologization and hellenism occurred and Christ came to be seen as a

44 See Nathaniel Deutsch, Guardians o f  the Gate: Angelic Vice Regency in Late Antiquity (Leiden: Brill, 1999) 
7-8.
45 Since Bousset others have taken up the cause of foreign influence: G. Holscher, Geschichte der israelitischen 
undjiidischen Religion (Giessen: Alfred Topelmann, 1922); G.F. Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries o f  the 
Christian Era (3 vols.; Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1927); H.B. Kuhn, "The Angelology o f the Non- 
Canonical Jewish Apocalypses", JBL 67 (1948) 217-24; H. Ringgren, The Faith o f  Qumran (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1963); D.S. Russell, The Method and Message o f  Jewish Apocalyptic 200 B.C.-A.D. 100
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1964); Wesley Carr, Angels and Principalities: The Background, Meaning and 
Development o f  The Pauline Phrase, hai archai kai hai exousiai (Cambridge: CUP, 1981), 35-6. Cf. Clinton E. 
Arnold, Ephesians, Power and Magic (Cambridge: CUP, 1989), 29; and foreign influence has been suggested 
upon the origins o f Merkavah speculation about angels: L.H. Schiffman "Merkavah Speculation at Qumran: 
The 4Q Serekh Shirot c01at ha-Shabbat", in J. Reinharz & D. Swetschinski (eds.) Mystics, Philosophers, and 
Politicians. Essays in Jewish Intellectual History in Honor o f Alexander Altmann (Durham, N.C.: Duke Univ. 
Press, 1982).
46 a

A type o f reasoning counselled against by Marc Bloch in his The Historian's Craft (trans. Peter Putnam; 
Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1954) 80-81.

See E. Meyer, Ursprung und Anfange des Christentums (3 vols.; Stuttgart & Berlin: J.G. Cottasche, 1921) 
111; E. Sellin, Theologiedes Alten Testaments (Leipzig: Quelle & Meyer, 1933) 47.
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partner in the Trinity. Werner especially saw an angelological understanding of Christ 

reflected in passages like Matthew 13:41-2, Mark 8:38 and Luke 22:43 which associate 

Christ with angels.49 Others took issue with Werner's argument. Barbel and Michaelis50 

stand out as the first and firmest of Werner's opponents. Yet it is the work o f Georg 

Kretschmar and Jean Danielou which provided the strongest evidential challenge to Werner's 

contention. They argued that the application of angelic titles to Christ was simply a 

terminological issue, an archaism, not connected with his nature.51 In the last two decades 

this debate has resurfaced. The approach has become more subtle. Martin Hengel has 

recently come to accept, with great caution, the importance of Jewish mediatory and 

angelological traditions to the development of early Christology. Jonathan Knight in an 

examination of the Ascension o f Isaiah has suggested that elements of an angelic Christology 

may have been present behind such passages as John 8:58 and 12:41.53 Buhner and Alan 

Segal have also both argued for some kind of angelic Christology in the Gospel of John.54 

Most recently Jarl Fossum has made the claim for an angel Christology behind Jude 5-1.55 

Likewise Martin Karrer claims an angelic Christology in the book o f Revelation 1:5 and 

14:14.56

48 (Bern: Paul Haupt, 1941).
49 The Formation o f  Christian Doctrine (trans. S.G.F. Brandon; London: A. & C. Black, 1957) 120-4.

Joseph Barbel, Christos Angelos: Die Anschauung von Christus als Bote und Engel in der gelehrten und
volkstiimlichen Literaturdes christlichen Altertums (Bonn: Peter Hanstein, 1941); Wilhelm Michaelis, Zur 
Engelchristologie im Urchristentum: Abbau der Konstruktion Martin Werners (Basel: Heinrich Majer, 1942).

Georg Kretschmar, Studien zurfriichristlichen Trinitatstheologie (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 
1956); Jean Danielou, Histoire des doctrines chretiennes avant Nicee: Theologie du Judeo-Christianisme 
(Toumai: Desclee, 1958). Their approach laid the groundwork for those scholars such as Rowland who argued 
for an 'angelo-morphic' Christology, see discussion below.

Martin Hengel, The Son o f  God: The Origin o f  Christology and the History o f  Jewish-Hellenistic Religion 
(trans. J. Bowden; London: SCM, 1983); see also his Studies in Early Christology (Edinburgh: T & T Clark,
1995).

J. Knight, Disciples o f  the Beloved One: The Christology, Social Setting and Theological Context o f  the 
Ascension o f  Isaiah (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), based upon his 1991 Cambridge University
PhD thesis.
54 * iAlan Segal, "Ruler o f this World: Attitudes about Mediator Figures and the Importance o f Sociology for 
Self-Definition", in E.P. Sanders, A. Baumgarten & A. Mendelson (eds.) Jewish and Christian Self-Definition
II (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1981); Jan-Adolf Buhner, Der Gesandte und sein Weg im vierten Evangelium 
(Tubingen: Mohr, 1977). See also John Ashton, Studying John: Approaches to the Fourth Gospel (Oxford: 
OUP, 1994) 71-89.
55 J. Fossum, "Kyrios Jesus as the Angel o f  the Lord in Jude 5-7", NTS 33 (1987) 226-43; see the reply by 
Bauckham in Jude and the Relatives o f  Jesus in the Early Church (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1990) 310-312.

Die Johannesoffenbarung als Brie/(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986) cf. 148; see also Adela 
Yarbro Collins, "The 'Son o f  Man' Tradition and the Book of Revelation", in J.H. Charlesworth (ed.) The 
Messiah: Developments in Early Judaism and Christianity (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992).
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The debate over the possible existence of an angelic Christology amongst the earliest 

Christian communities remains unresolved, partly because of a fundamental semantic 

problem: to what extent does the existence of angelic language presuppose an angelic 

Christology? If angelic language is used to describe Christ, and it clearly is, then does this 

suggest that Christ was seen as an angel, or does it suggest that some were simply using the 

only language available to them to describe a divine being who is not God?

2.3 The last half-century: Angelomorphic Christology and 

angelikos bios
In recent years a new approach has become popular as an attempt to resolve this semantic 

difficulty. Scholars have begun talking about the existence of an 'angelomorphic 

Christology'.57 The idea here is that Christ was described in terms reminiscent of angelic 

beings but at the same time he was seen as an entirely unique being, above and beyond the 

angels. The chief proponent of this school of thought has been Christopher Rowland. 

Rowland has argued that in the late Second Temple and early Christian period there was 

some kind of 'bifurcation' in the understanding of God amongst Jews. Thus, without 

necessarily breaching monotheism, Jews had come, by this time, to see the divine in terms of 

God and his chief angel. Rowland bases his argument upon such texts as Ezekiel 1:26-8 and 

8:2-4; as well as Daniel 10:5-6 (in particular the LXX version), the figure of the angel 

Yahoel in the Apocalypse o f  Abraham 10-11 and Revelation 1:13-16.58 In these texts 

Rowland sees a division of the anthropomorphic form of God from the Throne-Chariot (the 

Merkavah which lent its name to the later Jewish mystical movement). This 

anthropomorphic figure also bears resemblance to the 'one like a son of man' in Daniel 

7:13.59 The bifurcation helped the first Christians to understand and describe Christ, but at 

the same time they saw Christ as something new, not an angel at all. Although Rowland has 

been the major proponent of this view Danielou and Longenecker have also taken this line 

and argued for an 'angelomorphic Christology'.60 Closely connected to this approach is the

57 See also §3.5.
58 See C. Rowland, "The vision of  the Risen Christ in R ev£l3f: The Debt o f  an early Christology to an Aspect 
o f Jewish Angelology", JTS 31 (1980) 2; idem, The Open Heaven. A study o f  Apocalyptic in Judaism and Early 
Christianity (London: SPCK, 1982) 97-8; and on the relationship between Rev 1:13-16 and Daniel 7:13
(especially LXX) see Open Heaven 103.
59 See C. Rowland, Open Heaven 178-190.
60 R.N. Longnecker, The Christology o f  Jewish Early Jewish Christianity (London: SCM Press, 1970), 26-32,
idem, "Some Distinctive Early Christological Motifs", NTS 14 (1967-68) 529-45; J. Danielou, The Theology o f  
Jewish Christianity (trans. John A. Baker; London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1964) 117-46.
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work of Alan Segal and Jarl Fossum. Both utilise the potentially dangerous method of using 

later materials to paint a picture of Judeo-Christian religious trends in the early Christian era. 

Segal supports the notion of a bifurcation of the understanding of God amongst Jews, but 

suggests that this was a post-first century development. Furthermore he claims that rabbinic 

reports about this belief in 'two powers in heaven' may well have been sparked by knowledge 

of Christianity and the various gnostic movements.61 Fossum, mainly working from 

Samaritan sources, quite boldly asserts that a relationship existed between the gnostic 

demiurge and the development in pre-Christian Judaism of the named 'angel of the Lord'
fs)alongside God. It is worth noting here the strong trend in recent scholarship towards seeing 

some kind of connection between Jewish ideas about the chief angel or hypostatic 

manifestation of God and the development of early Christology and gnostic ideas about the 

demiurge.

The final stage of this debate over the relationship of angels to Christology has mainly 

been focused around the work of Larry Hurtado. Hurtado, in an attempt to cut the Gordian 

knot, has fixed upon the idea of worship as the test by which to measure this supposed 

division of the Godhead. If this chief angel or hypostatic manifestation was offered worship 

then there was a bifurcation in the understanding of God, if not, then there was no 

bifurcation. Hurtado argues the latter. According to him the application of the test of 

worship to the texts used to support the argument in favour of this bifurcation demonstrates 

that there was no division of the Godhead and Jewish monotheism thus remained intact. 

Although the Jewish figwe of the chief angelic figure did contribute to the early 

understanding of Christ it was only after that tradition had 'mutated' in order to allow the 

worship of this figure, an aspect not there in the Jewish sources. Hurtado's argument is not 

without its difficulties. Once again we run into semantic problems. For instance he argues 

that the figure Yahoel in the Apocalypse o f Abraham is not evidence for anything beyond the 

practice of attributing to a messenger-figure part of the glory of the one that sent the 

message. This argument, however, suggests some lack of distinction between the messenger 

and the one who sent the message. Apart from the angel of the Lord in the Hebrew Bible, 

which may have originally referred to God himself (the passages mentioning this figure

A.F. Segal, Two Powers in Heaven: Early Rabbinic Reports about Christianity and Gnosticism (Leiden: E.J. 
Brill, 1977).

J. Fossum, The Name o f  God And The Angel o f The Lord: Samaritan and Jewish Concepts o f  Intermediation 
and the Origins o f  Gnosticism (Tubingen: Mohr, 1985).
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probably only later being modified by the insertion of the word mal fckh) it is clear that the 

messengers in the Hebrew Bible and also Yahoel in the Apocalypse o f  Abraham were not 

identified with God; they were separate figures, and thus the question is raised as to why 

they could still (potentially) carry with them aspects of the glorious nature of God if they 

were clearly not Him.63 Others have also questioned aspects of Hurtado's approach. In 

particular Paul Rainbow in a long article64 discusses a separate category of figures in the 

Hebrew Bible, that o f eschatological figures such as Enoch. As Rainbow points out it would 

be strange for Jews to have worshipped an eschatological figure such as Enoch if he was 

expected in the future. If, however, the figure (in this case Christ) was present, and had 

arrived upon earth to fulfil his eschatological role, then worship would follow naturally 

without any necessary 'mutation' in the nature of the tradition that led to his identification as 

a divine eschatological figure. Thus Rainbow cuts out the heart of Hurtado's argument by 

suggesting that worship is not necessarily a good test to distinguish Christian devotion to 

Christ from Jewish veneration of certain secondary divine figures such as Enoch, who, as we 

shall see, is intimately connected to the chief angelic figure.

Related to the scholarship on the question of Christology is the investigation of the figure 

of the chief angel. Jarl Fossum, the student of Gilles Quispel and part of the new 'history of 

religions school', has argued that Jewish and, in particular, Samaritan ideas about the chief 

angel and the hypostatic word (memra) were behind the early development of gnostic ideas 

about the demiurge.65 Margaret Barker has also emphasised the importance of the chief angel 

to early Christology, although her approach is very problematic since it is in fact a type of 

conspiracy theory which suggests a continuity of belief from the period of the 

Deuteronomists through to the early Christian period.

In recent years publications on the figure of the chief angel and the relationship between 

that figure and Christology have been appearing at a rapid rate. In 1998 Charles Gieschen 

argued that the simplistic ontological debate which had hitherto characterised the study of

63 On the role of the messenger in the ancient Near East and an exposition o f  the argument that the messenger 
was not identified with the one who sent the message see S. Meier, The Messenger in the Ancient Semitic 
World (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), and Speaking o f  Speaking. Marking Direct Discourse in the Hebrew 
Bible (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1992) 277-291.

Paul A. Rainbow, "Jewish Monotheism as the Matrix for New Testament Christology: A Review Article", 
Novum Testamentum 33 (1991) 78-91.

The Name o f  God and The Angel o f  The Lord: Samaritan and Jewish Concepts o f  Intermediation and the 
Origins o f  Gnosticism (Tubingen: Mohr, 1985).
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angel-Christology has broadened. Building upon the work of Rowland and others discussed 

above he has argued that early Christians used Jewish traditions concerning the presence of a 

representative of God upon earth, such as the figure of the angel of the Lord, in order to 

come to an understanding of the nature of Christ.66 Darrell Hannah's work, Michael and

Christ: Michael traditions and angel christology in Early Christianity, covers much of the 

same material and likewise argues that various different types of understanding of Christ, 

some influenced by traditions such as those associated with the archangel Michael, informed 

the early Christians. Finally Nathaniel Deutsch, Guardians o f the Gate: Angelic Vice 

Regency in Late Antiquity,68 has examined various late antique traditions regarding the chief 

angelic being, in particular in Mandaeism, offering valuable comparative evidence for the 

examination of this figure.

The question of the ascetic practice of the angelic life has also appeared as a familiar 

theme in the scholarly literature of the last half-century. More often than not it has been 

used as a throwaway line;69 sometimes parts of it have been dealt with in detail;70 but 

scholars routinely refer to K. Suso Frank's book71 and leave the matter at that. Frank's book 

is an examination of the sources dealing with this notion of the angelic life in Church 

monasticism and its roots in Alexandrian Greek philosophy, Syriac asceticism, pre-Monastic

66 C.A. Gieschen, Angelomorphic Christology: antecedents and early evidence (Leiden: Brill, 1998) esp. 3-4, 
349-51.
67 (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1999). Hannah's work is a deliberate attempt to improve upon the study of  
Michael by Leuken (see discussion above).
68 (Leiden: Brill, 1999).
69 See for instance the article by David E. Linge, "Leading the Life o f Angels: Ascetic Practice and Reflection 
in the Writings of Evagrius o f Pontus", Journal of the American Academy o f  Religion 68 no.3 (2000) 537-568, 
which deals in detail with Evagrian spirituality, but not at all with the notion o f  the angelic life; Robin Lane 
Fox examined the practice o f the Christian life in the early communities in his magisterial Pagans and 
Christians in the Mediterranean World from  the Second Century AD to the Conversion o f  Constantine 
(Penguin: London, New York, Ringwood, Toronto, Auckland, 1986), in a chapter entitled "Living Like 
Angels". He does not, however, tie the early Christian attempt to live a perfect life on earth with the later 
monastic practice o f the angelic life except by way o f stating that (p.355): "Among Christians, as Jesus had 
stated, there was to be 'neither marrying nor giving in marriage' in the time o f  the Resurrection. Some 
Christians claimed that that time had already dawned, and others thought it good to anticipate it"; the explicit 
theme o f  the 'angelic life' is not developed further in this chapter.

See Peter Nagel, Die Motivierung der Askese in der alten Kirche und der Ursprung des Monchtums (Berlin: 
Akademie Verlag, 1966) 34-48; Peter Brown, chapter 16 "These are our Angels" in The Body and Society,
Men, Women, and Sexual Renunciation in Early Christianity (Columbia Univ. Press: New York, 1988); Jean 
Leclerque's response, "Monasticism and Angelism" in The Downside Review 85 (1967) 127-137, seems to have
missed the point o f Nagel and Franks' (see below) studies, focusing instead on simplistic ontological questions.

ATTEAIKOE BIOL. Begriffsanalytische und begriffsgeschichtliche Untersuchung zum "engelgleichen 
Leben" im friihen Monchtum (Munster: Aschendorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1964). Frank was building 
upon the work o f  other scholars such as K. Nachtberger, A. Lamy, J. Leclerq, L. Bouyer, U. Ranke-Heinemann, 
E. Peterson, B. Steidle, G. Colombas, and E. von Severus; see 12-13 & n84, and also XI-XV for bibliographic
details.
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Greek and Latin asceticism, martyrological literature and also in the Dead Sea Scrolls and 

early rabbinic literature. Frank's work is a singularly important contribution to the study of 

angelological beliefs in general, but, due to its focus upon asceticism, its conclusions have 

not had an impact upon the wider study of early Christian beliefs about angels. His 

conclusion that the angelic life was based upon an understanding of the Christian life as one 

lived in anticipation of the coming angelic state mentioned by Christ in the Synoptic Gospels 

(Mt 22:30, Mk 12:25, Lk 20:35-6), which was a celibate state, is borne out in this thesis. I 

disagree, however, with his suggestion that it originated in Aramaic areas, for an 

examination of the concept of ascetic singleness (cf. §5.2.4 - 5.3 passim, 5.4.1 & esp. 

Summary to chap. 5), which seems intimately related to the attempt to achieve a celibate, 

heavenly (and thus angelic) state, suggests rougly simultaneous development in both Egypt 

and Syriac-speaking areas. Indeed Clement of Alexandria and Origen used the imagery of 

the angelic life long before Ephrem or Aphrahat. Yet, whilst Frank noted the centrality of 

the notion of angelic imitation to asceticism he did not recognise the importance of angelic 

imitation to the Christian concept of the angel. By concentrating upon asceticism he 

neglected to ask questions such as what exactly an angel was. If he had asked such basic 

questions of angelology before examining the importance of angelology to asceticism he 

would have become aware that beliefs about ascetic practices were probably influencing 

beliefs about angels just as much as angelology was influencing asceticism. The two 

traditions, angelology and asceticism, grew up at the same time and were intimately 

connected. Since that time scholars studying angelological beliefs have likewise not seen the 

significance of Frank's book. The ascetic angelikos bios should not be treated as separate 

from angelology in general. It was the central element preserving, transmitting and 

elaborating beliefs about angels in the early Christian period. Heavenly angels and earthly 

angels were two sides of the same coin and relegating them to separate categories has meant 

that the significance of the relationship between ascetic angelic practices and more general 

beliefs about angels has been left unnoticed. Whilst Frank did not notice the wider 

ramifications of his findings about ascetic 'angelism' his book provides an important, 

underutilised, starting point for wider studies of angelology.

72
Although the language o f  the P version o f Lk 20:34-36 does suggest that the angelic existence was enjoyed in 

this world by the Christian, as pointed out by Sebastian Brock, see §5.7.1.
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Several scholars of Judaism have also looked at the Jewish interest in angels. Their work 

on issues such as the early growth of Israelite angelology,73 the development of the rabbinic 

view of angels74 and its relationship to anthropological notions,75 the role o f angels in the 

Hekhalot literature76 and the development of the names of angels77 has, over the last couple 

of decades, given us an increasingly clear picture of the growth of angelological notions in 

Judaism.78 Jewish notions about angels will not thus be dealt with in any detail in this thesis 

except when they provide relevant comparative evidence for Christian angelology.

Thus, as stated at the opening of this chapter, angelological debates have normally 

occurred in the context of debates of a broader nature. Debates over the role of angels and 

beings other than God in creation, debates over the transition from Judaism to Christianity, 

in particular debates concerning the question of the immanence or transcendence of God and 

the question of whether monotheism was breached have assumed central importance. Above 

all other issues, questions related to Christology have recently engaged scholars in debates 

that have involved the investigation of angelic beings.

This thesis will only deal tangentially with such issues. The thesis aims to investigate 

what the main role of angelic beings was for early Christians, and why these beings survived 

in Christianity when Christianity was a religion so focused upon Christ as mediator (cf. 1 

Tim 2:5). The answer is that although angels did indeed continue to perform mediatorial 

functions it was their role as images of perfection which caused them to survive in the new 

Christian pantheon.

The most important issue to arise from the study of angelology in the twentieth century is 

a semiotic issue. If angelic language is used of Christ then is Christ an angel? Although this 

is mainly a textual (rather than iconographical) study of angelological beliefs the symbols

73
Alexander Rofe, Nlpna rmoNTi (The Belief in Angels in the Bible and Early Israel, Jerusalem:

Makor, 1979).
Michael Mach, Entwicklungsstadien des judischen Engelglaubens in vorrabbinischer Zeit (Tubingen: Mohr,

1992).
Peter Schafer, Rivalitat zwischen Engeln und Menschen (Berlin & New York: de Gruyter, 1975).
Peter Schafer, Synopse zur Hekalot-Literatur (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1981).
Saul Olyan, A Thousand Thousands served Him: Exegesis and the Naming o f  Angels (Tubingen: Mohr,

1993).
78

Contra Saul Olyan who commented in 1993 that "Any comprehensive presentation o f  the angelic beliefs of  
ancient Jewish circles would be premature at this juncture, even though scholars have noted the lack o f  such a 
study for many decades", A Thousand Thousands served Him 1, cf. nl.
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used for angels will be of great importance to this thesis. It is the investigation of the 

meaning of angelic symbolism which has occurred since the time of Martin Werner which 

will have the greatest influence upon the approach taken herein. For the examination of the 

question of angelic Christology has floundered upon the problem of defining what angels 

were; which is surely important to resolve if one is to determine if  Christ was understood to 

be such a being. In the next chapter we will look at this question of the ontological status of 

angelic beings, and will see that it was unclear, angels normally being described with certain 

types of symbolic language, symbols which often tell us but little about their true nature.



A Functional Nature: The Ancient Christian 

Understanding of The Nature of Angelic Beings

The task of this chapter will be twofold: Firstly to define "angel" for the purpose of this 

thesis. This definition will have to be based upon the early Christian definition of "angel"; 

which leads to the second part, to determine how people in the early Christian period viewed 

angels. Thus what was the ancient Christian understanding of the nature of angelic beings? 

That there was such an understanding is problematic, for as in the modem scholarship on 

angels, angels in antiquity were more often written about in the context of other debates, 

rather than being treated as a subject in their own right. Contrary opinions were held, and 

there was no systematic angelology.1 We lack official statements or handbooks about the 

nature of angels. Nonetheless this thesis is predicated upon the assertion that 'angel' meant 

something for early Christians, and regardless of the existence of a number of different 

'angelologies' there was an underlying cosmology that was shared by Christians, and also 

their pagan and Jewish neighbours, which led to a widely shared understanding of the basic 

nature of angelic beings.

This is a task that is difficult but achievable; it is a task, however, that has been left aside 

by modem scholars, and also by their ancient predecessors. It is generally the case that 

modem scholars have glossed over the need for a definition and implicitly adopted the 

approach that 'I know an angel when I see one'. Indeed in his comprehensive RAC article on 

angels Michl never attempted such a definition.2 Two quotations will serve to illustrate the 

avoidance of the issue in modem scholarship. Firstly, Morton Smith:

1 Contra W. Bousset's claim for the existence o f "eine E n geldog m atika systematic doctrine o f  angels in late 
Second Temple Judaism, see his Die Religion des Judentums im spathellenistischen Zeitalter (H. Gressmann, 
ed.; 3rd ed.; Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1926) 321; on this see P. Schafer, Rivalitat zwischen 
Engeln und Menschen. Untersuchungen zur rabbininschen Engelvorstellung (Berlin & New York: Walter de 
Gruyter, 1975) 9; L. Hurtado One Lord, One God: Early Christian Devotion and Ancient Jewish Monotheism 
[Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988] 24 also mentions S.F. Noll's description o f  Qumran angelology as a "not a 
carefully worked out system . . .  but. . .  impressionistic portrayal o f the heavenly world", "Angelology in the 
Qumran Texts" (Unpubl. diss.; Manchester, 1979). See also §3.1.2 nl 10 on the development o f  systematic 
doctrines o f  angels in the Mediaeval Jewish Kabbalah.

J. Michl, "Engel", RAC V, 53-258, although he does list various ontological statements made regarding 
angels.
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Whether the angels were at first exclusively Jewish, or were aborigines of most of the Syro- 
Palestinian coast, is a question complicated by the ambiguity of the Greek and the Semitic 
terms used to refer to them. As everyone knows, angelos means simply 'messenger'; its 
common Semitic equivalent, mal'ak, means 'envoy' or 'agent', and both words were 
regularly used for any men or minor deities who ran errands for their superiors. So things 
were in the beginning. However, when we now speak of 'the angels' we mean a special 
class of beings, commonly conceived as a sort of racial group distinct from gods, fairies 
and demons, etc.3

and secondly, Sheppard in his discussion of the Asia Minor cults of pagan angels:

My purpose in this paper is to examine a group of cults in western Asia Minor where the 
term 'angel' {angelos) is used in a pagan cult to designate a particular type of supernatural 
being, rather than a simple messenger of the gods.4

Both have taken the rather bold step of asserting that these beings were more than mere 

messengers,5 but they do not examine the question of what, exactly, they were, in an 

ontological sense. O f course this criticism is a little unfair since neither was attempting to 

write a comprehensive history of ancient Christian beliefs about angels, but it is indicative of 

the lack of a generally acceptable definition of angels in the scholarly literature. There is an 

implicit consensus that everyone knows what an angel is, so the precise definition is left 

aside. But how can we mark angels off from other heavenly beings -  such as the pagan 

gods, daimones, heroes, the diverse figures of Manichaean or 'gnostic' heavenly cosmology, 

or indeed Christ or the prophets? It is necessary to demonstrate that Near Eastern Christians 

in the first four centuries held to the belief in a particular type of heavenly being which we 

can identify, for the purpose of this dissertation, as an 'angel'. The conclusion will be that we 

can indeed define such a 'type' of being, but that the definition may not be that which people 

today would naturally associate with angels, for the definition will be that an 'angel' is less a 

particular 'race' or 'genus' than a statement about the position of a being in the cosmological 

hierarchy.

3 Morton Smith, "Pagan Dealings with Jewish Angels: P. Berlin 5025b, P. Louvre 2391", Studii Clasice XXIV 
(1986) 175.
* A.R.R. Sheppard, "Pagan Cults o f Angels in Asia Minor", Talanta 12-13 (1980-81) 77.

In the case o f Sheppard contra the received opinion of Robert that these were simply messengers, see Louis 
Robert's description o f  a Lydian text which mentions ’ AvyeXip' Oovco [AikJoico (Anatolia III [ 1958] 120 = Peter 
Herrmann (ed.) Tituli Asiae Minoris [TAM] [Vienna: Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1981] V, fasc. 1 no. 185); 
see also A.R.R. Sheppard, "Pagan Cult o f Angels" 90ff; R.A. Kearsley, "Angels in Asia Minor: The Cult of  
Hosios and Dikaios", New Docs 6 (1992) 207.
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3.1 Problems o f Definition
The modem vagueness in definition is derived from a long tradition, beginning in the early 

Christian period. For as we shall see below, although Philo had no difficulty in defining the 

nature of angels,6 Origen, bom roughly a century and a half later (185-253), and possibly 

hampered by a growing Christian disapproval of speculation concerning angels due to the 

lack of comment on their nature in Scripture, shied away from a public declaration of what 

he thought angels were: "but when these were created, indeed their type, or in what way they
*7

exist, is not clearly specified".

One of the very few clear statements we have about the nature of angels written by a 

Christian thgTWer-have comes from Clement. As usual it is in the context of another debate, 

that of the role of Christ as logos, as the teacher of all creation. Clement is determined to 

reduce the possibility that people might believe that the angels actually facilitated 

communication between God and his creatures.

avdyco 8e ae Kai eni xfiv Jipcbxr|v yeveatv av0pd)7t(ov, K&KetGev apxop.ai £r|X£iv, xiq o 
SiSaaKaAoq; avBpamcov p.ev o\)8eiq, o\)S87tco yap HE|xa0fiK£aav, a  A. A,' oi)8e ayytXav 
xtq, oftxe yap, cbq p.rivtio'uaiv oi ayyeAoi Ka0' ayye^oi, ouxcoq aKououcnv avGpcorcoi, 
oi30', raq fpiv xa coxa, oikcoq eKeivoiq f| yX&xxa. ou8' av opyava xtq 5cpr| (pcovfjc, 
dyyeXoiq, X£^TI Xeya> Kai xa xoxnou; 7tapaKei|j.eva Kai 9apv>yya Kai apxripiav Kai 
onXa.y%va Kai 7cveu(aa Kai rcXrioc6p.evov aepa. noXXov ye 8ei xov 0 e o v  e)j.podv, 
ajipoaixcp &yi6xr|ii Kai apxayyeAcov auxcov Kexcopicjxevov. (Strom. VI.7.57)

And I lead you up to the first generation of men; and from that point I begin to investigate 
who is their teacher. No one of men; for they had not yet learned. Nor yet any of the angels: 
for in the way that angels, in virtue of being angels, speak, men do not hear; nor, as we 
have ears, .have they a tongue to correspond; nor would any one attribute to the angels 
organs of speech, lips I mean, and the parts contiguous, throat, and windpipe, and chest, 
breath and air to vibrate. And God is far from calling aloud in the unapproachable sanctity, 
separated as he is from even the archangels, (trans. AN F  [modified])

This is at the heart of the early Christian dilemma over angels -  for the role of Christ as a 

messenger, both in the New Testament and in the Old (as the figure of the angel of the 

Lord8) leaves little room for other messenger figures such as angels (cf. 1 Tim 2:5). Thus

J See below, §§3.2.1, 3.1.2 & 3.2.3.
Sed quando isti creati sint, uel quales, aut quomodo sint, non satis in m anifesto distinguitur, De 

principiis, preface, 10, in H. Crouzel & M. Simonetti (ed. & trans.) Origene. Traite des Principes I (SC  252; 
Paris: Cerf, 1978); cf. Deprinc. Preface, 6.

See section on angelic Christology, below §3.5.
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Clement, by defining angels negatively,9 by what they cannot do, was determined to show 

that angels could not have performed the duty traditionally assigned to them in the Near East 

for centuries, delivering messages. He did not, however, deal with their actual nature, 

beyond detailing what they are unable to do.

Judaeo-Christian religious authorities in the first four centuries (rabbinic Judaism or the 

Christian Church) never attempted a definition of angelic beings. For Christians the 

problems concerning the nature of Christ assumed priority. We shall deal with this below. 

For Jews the main division was between creature and creator, and thus the debates that 

involved angels were concerned only to make clear the crevasse that separated God from all 

his creations.10 Christians also touched upon this issue: we can see it most clearly in the 

polemical writings of Athanasius against his opponents, the so-called Arians.11 Thus the 

exact nature of angelic beings was normally left aside in discussion of them.

Yet there was an understanding of the nature of angelic beings held by all Christians, and 

largely shared with their pagan and Jewish neighbours. There was a clear and widespread 

consensus that a genus of lesser divine beings did indeed exist.

Angelology was not an exclusive Jewish or Christian interest. The fact of centuries of 

cultural exchange in the Mediterranean region means that not just Jewish, but also pagan 

Graeco-Roman thought had an impact upon the early Christian belief in angels. The distant 

roots of some Christian angelology can be traced to Hesiod. Plutarch names Hesiod as the 

first to establish a hierarchy for beings.12 According to Hesiod there are four classes: gods,
J • 13 Ictaimones, heroes and men. Bcmons-and heroes are exalted souls of the human dead.

9 Clement was o f  course using a quite normal philosophical tool, the via negativa, normally reserved by him
and others for ontological questions concerning God; cf. Raoul Mortley, From Word to Silence (Bonn: 
Hanstein, 1986); also Daniel C. Matt, "Ayin: the concept o f  nothingness in Jewish Mysticism", in R.K.C. 
Forman (ed.) The Problem o f  Pure Consciousness: Mysticism and Philosophy (New York: OUP, 1990) 122- 
123.

See, in particular, Alan F. Segal, Two Powers in Heaven: Early Rabbinic Reports about Christianity and 
Gnosticism (E.J. Brill: Leiden, 1977).
“ See Athanasius, Oratio I Contra Arianos, 40.40-41 (PG  26) 96; 42.60 (PG  26) 100; 53.71 (PG  26) 122; 
55.92 (PG  26) 125; 55.6 (PG 26) 128.

Whilst noting that Homer uses Geoi and 8ai|ioveq interchangeably, Plutarch, De defectu oraculorum 
[Moralia 414a- 415b].

The terms daimon and daimonion are used in this thesis to refer to the lesser deities in Greek pagan thought, 
deities that could be good or evil; the English word "demon" is reserved for specific reference to Christian evil 
spirits, even though when writing in Greek they will almost always have used the word daim&n.
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Plato took this idea one step further and argued that any soul could aspire to the status of a

hero or daimon,15 Moreover Hesiod claimed that, like Adam and Eve in the Garden, the

daimones were originally men who lived in a blissful golden age in which there was no toil

or hardship.16 By the mid-imperial period, at the very latest, the pagan philosophic traditions

of the Mediterranean region had mostly come to hold a monotheistic or henotheistic

conception of the universe. The gods of Classical Antiquity were necessarily reduced in

status and identified as daimones}1 The Near Eastern Greeks18 Porphyry of Tyre and his

pupil Iamblichus (?250-?330) were at the forefront of the pagan systematisation of the

heavenly worlds and their inhabitants. Their ideas show the same basic cosmological

conceptions as those underlying Christian beliefs about angels; thus, in the same vein as

Hesiod and the Christians the hierarchy of being is divided into three ranks below God;19 the

air is the abode of the demons and the ether is the home of the angels;20 the angels are
21 •innumerable and divided into sections under the command of archangels. This Middle- and 

Neoplatonic conception of the heavenly hierarchy marks a new stage in the development of 

Graeco-Roman paganism. It was probably both the case that pagans were imitating 

Christianity because of its organizational success, and that Christianity's success was often 

the result of the correspondences between it and the Platonic worldview.22 It is in this period 

that we can perhaps begin to speak of 'paganism' as an 'ism', a unified approach to the divine

14 Hesiod, Works and Days 110-139; cf. Plutarch, De defectu oraculorum [Moralia 43 lb]; D e genio Socratis 
[Moralia 593d], This idea had wide currency, see for instance Euripides, Alcestis 1003; Sophocles, Fragment 
173; Apuleius, De deo Socratis XV.
15 Cratylus 397D-398C; cf. Symposium 195.
16 Works and Days 110-120.
17 Frederick E. Brenk SJ, "In the Light of the Moon: Demonology in the Early Imperial Period", ANRWUA 6.3
(Berlin & New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1986) 2068.

The Near Eastern origin o f  these two should be noted, for it was from the Near East that much o f  Greek and
Roman thought about lesser divine beings had originally come; see Brenk, "Demonology", 2069 & 2071, and it 
was in this region that a rebirth o f  Platonic philosophy was occurring from the second century onwards, with
the work of  Antiochus o f  Ascalon, Albinus, Numenius, Ammonius Saccas, Iamblichus and Porphyry amongst 
others; see the discussion in the conclusion to the thesis (chap. 6).

Iamblichus apud Joannes Stobaeus, 1.49 in C. Wachsmuth and O. Hense (eds.) Ioannis Stobaei, Anthologium 
(5 vols.; Berlin: Weidmann, 1958). See also Celsus apud Origen, CC VII.68.70.

Porphyry, apud Augustine, Civ. Dei X.9.
Porphyry: tow; n&v iepeaq avaX,oyetv xotq ev oupavcp dpxayyeXoiq i£Tpamievoi<; jtpoq Beovx;, rav 

etcnv ayyeXoi, xoix; 8e naxinotx; xou; eiq xa orojtaxa kcxxiowi 8od|a.ocn, toix; 5e au  vo^eou; xoTq ejti 
xaTq xcdv £qxov, In Platonis Timaeum commentaria I.xvii.5-7, in A.R. Sodano (ed.) Porphyrii in Platonis 
Timaeum commentariorum fragmenta (Naples, 1964).

The extent of, indeed the very existence of, a debate between Christianity and Neoplatonism is, however, 
hypothetical and based upon circumstantial evidence. Recently Gillian Clark has argued that the developments 
in Neoplatonism which seem to be mirroring those in Christianity are actually the result o f  processes internal to 
Neoplatonism and do not reflect any interaction with Christianity; see "Philosophic Lives and the Philosophic 
Life: Porphyry and Iamblichus", in T. Hagg and P. Rousseau (eds.) Greek Biography and Panegyric in Late 
Antiquity (Berkeley: Univ. o f California Press, 2000).
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and almost on a par with Christianity in terms of organization and ideology.23 The exponents 

of this new pagan philosophy held a view of much of the accoutrements of pagan devotion to 

the gods which agreed with that held by Christians. Like the Christians (see below §3.2.1 on 

pagan gods as angels) many pagans felt that past pagan practices such as sacrifice were 

ignoble and must have been introduced by lesser divine beings.

to yap \|/e\)8o<; xouxok; oiiceiov (k>i3A,ovxai yap elvai 0eol Kai f)
Tcpoeoxoxra aira&v Swaniq SokeIv 0eoq elvai o neyioToq. owoi oi 
Xavpovxec; Xoipfj xe kvioti xe .. .(Porphyry, De abstinentia II.42)24

For falsehood is allied to these malevolent beings; they wish to be 
considered as gods, and the power which rules over them is ambitious 
to appear to be the greatest god. These are they that rejoice in 
libations, and the smell of burnt sacrifices . . .

Moreover those pagans who wrote about heavenly powers also wrote about issues that we 

also see coming up in the Christian literature concerned with angels, such as in the Egyptian 

monastic literature; for instance issues such as the conflict between human reasoning and 

heavenly Truth, or the need for ascetic purity before one can have contact with the divine.25 

Other Greek writers contemporary with early Christianity also approached the issues 

associated with 'daimonology' as Christians approached angelology. Lucian of Samosata's 

mocking second-century tale of the Cynic Peregrinus (who had dabbled with Christianity), 

committing suicide by self-immolation at the Olympic games of 165, included the 

information that Peregrinus believed he would be transformed into a daimdn.26 There was 

thus a long-held traditional Greek understanding of lesser divine beings as somehow being 

connected with the souls of the dead, and also with an original golden age without toil or 

hardship. So, too, the Christian guardian angel had antecedents in Greek philosophical 

speculation. The Greek tendency to objectify and personalize what we see as abstract ideas 

like the conscience gave us Socrates' daimonion, his conscience, which acted to restrain him 

from acting incorrectly. Plato built the idea of the personal guardian daimdn onto this 

superstructure. The belief that this daimdn was responsible for bringing the dead person's

23 See Fergus Millar, "The Jews o f  the Graeco-Roman Diaspora between Paganism and Christianity, AD 312- 
438", in Judith Lieu, John North & Tessa Rajak (eds.) The Jews among Pagans and Christians in the Roman 
Empire (Routledge: London, 1994) 105.
24 A. Nauck (ed.) Porphyriiphilosophi Platonici opuscula (Hildesheim: Olms, 1963).
25 Epistula ad Anebonem, in A.R. Sodano (ed.) Porfirio. Lettera ad Anebo (Naples: L'Arte Tipografica, 1958) 
1, 9,16; De mysteriis,in E. des Places (ed.) Jamblique. Les mysteres d'Egypte (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1966) 
21-22; chap. 2 ,23; chap. 3 ,24  -5.
26 Passing o f  Pergrinus 27.
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soul to the place of judgement appears amongst Greeks,27 Iranians, Jews and Christians in 

this period. Plutarch also bears witness to this tradition.28 Greek tradition came quickly to 

add the notion of guardianship to this tradition of the personal daimdn.29 Plotinus went 

further and linked the imitation of the guardian spirit with the transformation o f the imitator.

Ei 8e EJceaGai 8i)vaixo xq> Sallow xcp avco amoO, avco 
yivexai e k e i v o v  £ a>v Kai £<p' o  ayexai KpEtxxov p -e p o q  

at)xov> e v  npoaxaata 0 ep .E v o q  Kai h e x ' e k e i v o v  aXXov etoq 
a v to .  (Enneads I I I . i v . 3 ) 30

If a man is able to follow the spirit (daimoni) which is above 
him, he comes to be himself above, living that spirit's life, and 
giving the pre-eminence to that better part of himself to which 
he is being led; and after that spirit he rises to another, until he 
reaches the heights.31

According to Plotinus the earnest man (o c7tou8cn.o<;) was entrusted to God's guardianship; 

the M l implications of this are realised in Porphyry's Life o f Plotinus when he describes a 

divine being appearing to an Egyptian necromancer in the form of a god; he had been 

transformed upon death into the same form as his guardian.32 The link between the notion of 

the guardian angel and transformation into a divine being upon death will be explored below; 

it is important to note here there were very similar currents of thought about lesser divine 

beings influencing both pagan Neoplatonists and Christians. There could be two sides of 

this belief in guardian spirits: The belief in one guardian spirit, generally seen as good and 

engaged in guiding the person towards good, and the belief in two guardian spirits, one good, 

the other evil. This debate also found expression in Greek philosophical circles, and it was 

possibly from there that it continued into early Christian literature.33 Pythagorean and Neo- 

Pythagorean thought also saw daimones as intermediaries between men and gods.34 Plato

27 Plato, Phaedo, 107D; 108B; 113D; Epinomis 984D-985B.
28 Plutarch, Divine Vengeance 25 [Moralia, 564-5],
29 Cf. Epictetus, in H. Schenkl (ed.) Epicteti dissertationes abArriano digestae (Leipzig: Teubner, 1916)
1.14.12-14; Diogenes Laertius, Lives o f the Philosophers VII. 151; Marcus Aurelius, Meditations V.27.
30 P. Henry & H.R. Schwyzer (ed.) Plotini opera (3 vols.; Leiden: Brill, 1951-1973).
31 A.H. Armstrong (ed. & trans.; LCL 442) 148-9.
32 Vita Plotini, 10.
33 See Plutarch, On Tranquility o f  Mind, 15 [Moralia, 474b]. The Dead Sea Scrolls also show evidence o f the 
same belief, on this and the early Christian response see below, §3.2.4; see also G. Stroumsa, Barbarian 
Philosophy: The Religious Revolution o f  Early Christianity (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1999) 282- 
93.
34 Diogenes Laertius, Lives o f  the Philosophers, VIII.32.
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also held to this view.35 It will become clear as this chapter progresses that these issues 

important to Greek philosophical speculation were similarly prominent in the Christian 

understanding of angels, their nature and functions.

In central and western Asia at this time angels also played a role in pagan popular piety.

A large body of inscriptions from the second and third centuries testifies to a widespread 

belief in deities termed aggeloi in this area. In places groups termed "friends of the 

angels"37 are mentioned, suggesting a cult organised around the veneration of these beings, 

presupposing that they were more than just messengers.

These cults appear purely pagan, and the question of possible Jewish influence is unclear. 

Certainly hitherto in Graeco-Roman paganism the term 'angel' had rarely been used by itself 

to designate an independent god, rather aggelos was used as an adjective, as in Hermes
■yo

aggelos. This has led Sheppard to suggest Jewish influence, although not of a substantive 

kind, upon these angel cults.39 Yet we have seen that pagan philosophers such as Porphyry 

and Iamblichus were also beginning in this period to use the term aggelos for lesser divine 

beings.

The question is dependent upon how much pagans really knew about Judaism at this time. 

Could they conceivably have known enough about Judaism to know of Jewish veneration of 

beings which they used the Greek word aggelos to describe? Firstly, if  contact of this kind 

occurred it would quite probably be in a diaspora setting, where Jews would have used 

Greek even as a liturgical language. It could have been in Asia Minor, where Sheppard 

points out there were well established Jewish communities, and Jews were well integrated 

into society.40 Or it could have been in the Syro-Mesopotamian region where although

35 Symposium 202E-203A; see also Plutarch, De Iside et Osiride 26 [Moralia, 361c]; and Apuleius, De deo
Socratis.
36 Stephen Mitchell, Anatolia: Land, Men, and Gods in Asia Minor II (Oxford: OUP, 1993) 46-7.
37 OtiaYYe^wv cru(ipi(om<;: T. Drew-Bear, Nouvelles inscriptions de Phrygie (Zutphen: Terra, 1978); R.A.
Kearsley, "Angels in Asia Minor: The Cult o f  Hosios and Dikaios", New Docs VI (1990) 206-9.
38 Sheppard, "Pagan Cults o f  Angels", 80, n7.
39 Ibid., passim, esp. 98-99.
40 Ibid., 82-3 nn22-29.
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Aramaic may have been the common tongue Greek was also well known,41 and 

philosophical discourse is likely to have often occurred in Greek.

Roman writers knew of Judaism from at least the second century BCE, with the 

establishment of relations between the Hasmoneans and the Romans. They knew about the 

Jewish avoidance of pork;42 they respected Jewish moral behaviour;43 they were aware of the 

Jewish concept of a supreme, non-anthropomorphic God,44 and, from an early stage, they 

began to complain about Jewish proselytism.45 Seneca, quoted in Augustine, even went so 

far as to say that "the customs of this accursed race have gained such influence that they are 

now received throughout all the world. The vanquished have given laws to their victors"46 

Sheppard also points to the existence of a number of apologetic works composed by Jews 

and attributed to Greek literary figures, such as Orpheus, Aeschylus, Sophocles and 

Menander 47 Although early Christian literature did accuse the Jews of worshipping angels,48 

it is only Celsus, among the pagan authors, who discussed Jewish veneration of angelic 

beings.49

41 Although it was limited amongst the Syriac-speaking hermits outside the cities, cf. Brown, The Body and 
Society (1988) 323—4 (citing Theodoret, Historia Religiosa 8.2:PG 82: 136B, now trans. by R.M. Price, 
Theodoret o f  Cyrrhus: A History o f  the Monks o f Syria, 73). These monks mostly only knew how to speak 
Syriac: Theodoret Hist. Relig. 13.4 & 7:1401CD & 1404D; Price 101-2 & 103; Peter the Galatian was one of  
the rare Greek speakers in the mountains: Hist. Relig. 9.7:1384A: Price, 84). Theodoret's comments, however, 
suggest knowledge o f Greek in the cities.
42 See Tacitus, Histories 5.5, who connected it to avoidance o f  leprosy; and Petronius, who jumped to the 
wrong conclusion regarding this avoidance o f  pork, believing that the Jews worshipped the pig: Petronius frag.
37 = Stem no.195; cf. Juvenal, Satires 14.96-106 = Stem no.301.
43 See Seneca, Moral Letters 108.22 = Stem no. 189.
44 Strabo o f Amaseia, Geographica, frag. 20, 35 (Jacoby) = Stem no.l 15; Livy, Historia Romana frag. 102 
apud scholiast on Lucan 2.593 = Stem no. 133; Hecataeus o f  Abdera, Aegyptiaca frag. 6 (Jacoby), apud 
Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca Historica 40.3 = Stem no.l 1; Cassius Dio, Historia Romana 37.17.2 = Stem no. 
406.
45 See E.A. Judge, "Judaism and the Rise o f Christianity: A Roman Perspective", Australian Journal o f  Jewish 
Studies 7 (1993) 82-3 (also published with minor changes in the Tyndale Bulletin, see bibliography) who cites 
Valerius Maximus 1.3.3, Stem 147 among others; contra M. Goodman, in J.D.G. Dunn (ed.)Jew s and 
Christians: The Parting o f  the Ways AD 70-135 (Tubingen: Mohr, 1992) 33; idem, "Proselytizing in Rabbinic 
Judaism", JJS 38 (1989) 175-85, who argues that it was only in the second century that Jewish proselytism 
came to be a focus o f  complaint.
46 Seneca, On Superstition, apud Augustine Civ. Dei VI. 11 = Stem no. 186.
47 Sheppard, "Pagan Cults o f Angels", 98; citing A.M. Denis, Pseudepigrapha Veteris Testamenti Graeca III 
(Leipzig, 1970).
48 Kerygma Petrou, apud Clement o f Alexandria, Strom. 6.5.41.2-3; Aristides, Apologia (Syriac version, see J. 
Armitage Robinson, The Apology o f  Aristides [Cambridge: CUP, 1891]); see Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration 
and Christology: a Study in Early Judaism and in the Christology o f  the Apocalypse ofJohn (Tubingen: J.C.B. 
Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1995) 140-144.
49 Celsus, apud Origen, CC  1.26; VI.6.
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The question will probably remain unresolved for the time being, but it would be 

disingenuous to deny that in the second and third centuries CE pagans were using the term 

aggelos to refer to an independent type of supernatural being. It is hard to pinpoint a 

particular source for this belief. It could have been Greek ideas;50 it may have been Syrian 

pagan beliefs such as the Palmyrene cult of the Mai fik -B e l fx it may have been Jewish. But 

more likely is a confluence of Near Eastern and Mediterranean ideas leading to a generally 

held conception in this period of a genus of lesser divine beings below God. That one of 

these beings was seen as the chief representative of God suggests (as in the Asia Minor angel
• ocults) that the Jewish interest in the chief angel below God may have been an important 

influence upon these cults. The terminological change, from daimdn to aggelos, in the 

writings of Porphyry and Iamblichus, both from the Near East, suggests the influence may 

have come from contacts between pagans and Jews in the second century in that part of the 

world.

3.1.1 The term s used for 'angel'
As the first step in coming to an understanding of the early Christian view of angels it is 

helpful to examine the terms used by Christians and Jews to describe heavenly beings. The 

terms seraphim and cherubim are not included here. This is because their inclusion in the 

angelic hierarchy was a fourth century innovation. It was part of the Christian categorisation 

of the heavens which was required by the Arian controversy; for it was then that Christians 

finally had to define the difference between Christ and the other heavenly beings. The 

solution was to reduce them all to the status of'angel', thus emphasising the unique nature of 

Christ. It is in the context o f Nicaea that the first real angelic hierarchies, those of Ambrose 

and Jerome should be understood.53

a. angel ayyeAoq
Philological evidence also demonstrates the developing Christian understanding of angels as 

a genus of lesser divine beings, a specific type of being, rather than just some kind of 

objectified message.

50 See F. Sokolowski, "Sur le culte d'Angelos dans le paganisme grec et romain", HTR 53 (1960) 225-29.
51 So F. Cumont, "Les anges du paganisme", Revue de I'histoire de religions 72 (1915) 159-82.
52 Not the Shekinah, as suggested by Sheppard, "Pagan Cults o f Angels", 99.

See Ambrose, Apologia Prophetae David, 5 for the first Christian angelic hierarchy.
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In Greek the term aggelos continued to be used for both human and divine messengers 

into later antiquity,54 for instance in Josephus,55 or Clement of Alexandria.56 An inscription 

from second-century CE Argos describes a sundial as: ayyeXov cbprov 'messenger of hours'.57
co

The word aggelos was applied in particular to prophets in this period. Whilst this double 

meaning (aggelos as a divine being or else as any type of messenger) was thus still held in 

the Common Era, the use of the term in a religious context seems to have developed in the 

late first century into a term applied mostly to supernatural creatures. This is 

notwithstanding the fact that its secondary meaning as a general term for messenger was 

deliberately used on occasion, which in the context of the debate over angelic Christology59 

still causes confusion. Whilst in the Gospels the word aggelos was used for both human and 

divine messengers,60 Paul, who dealt with some very important angelological issues, never 

used the term in any way other than when referring to heavenly beings.61 Note, however, that

54 Various definitions o f  Late Antiquity (as a proper noun) exist. I follow that o f  Peter Brown, the major
English language writer on the topic, who regards it as lasting from the mid-second century to the mid-eighth; 
cf. Brown, The World o f  Late Antiquity: AD 150-750 (London: Thames and Hudson, 1971).
55 Ant. 14. 451; Vita 89; or Plutarch, Oracles at Delphi 22 (of birds).
56 Protrepticus 10.104; and for the adjectival form, aggelikos, used for a human messenger see Strom. 1.1.4.2. 
Later, post-Nicene western writers such as Hilary o f Poitiers (Trin. 5.11) and Augustine (Serm. 7.3) continued 
to use the term 'angel' in its sense as a messenger rather than as a supernatural being.
57 Guarducci, EG  IV.210.
58 John the Baptist: Epiphanius, Panarion 62.5; Malachi: John Chrysostom, Horn. 14.3 in Heb .; and Origen also 
used the term aggelos to refer to John, as a description o f his nature, not his function -  he was an angel come 
down to earth, see §4.3.
59 See below, §3.5.
60 For the use o f  aggelos to refer to a human messenger see Lk 7:24, 9:52; and James 2:25. In the non-Greek 
versions o f  the New Testament we see some confusion in the translation o f  the Greek aggelos used in these 
passages for humans. For Lk 7:27, which is citing Mai 3:1, the Syriac and the Coptic follow the sense o f  the

use o f this Old Testament passage by continuing to use their words for 'angel": niAArrexoc and 

(although the H has >A_>n rCi rC'Ŷ n), the Syriac follows the Greek once again in Lk 9:52 and uses

rCla rdO ) but in the other passages both the Coptic and the Syriac use terms that unambiguously refer to

human messengers; and James 2:25 is also found in the Greek with ayyeXovq replaced with KaracrKOTtoui;, see 
Nestle-Aland, 592.
61 Rom 8:38; 1 Cor 4:9; 6:3; 11:10; 13:1; 2 Cor 11:14; Gal 1:8; 4:4; 1 3:19; Col 2:18; 2 Thess 1:7. Unlike the 
spirit world mentioned in Daniel, Paul's spirit world did not extend into the earthly sphere -  his 'powers' were 
never earthly powers, always heavenly: see Brenk, "Demonology" 2110 & 2121. This is not to say, however, 
that Paul's spiritual world is only populated by personal spirits; other types o f  spiritual beings also existed: see
C. Forbes, "Paul's Principalities and Powers: Demythologising Apocalyptic?", Journal fo r  the Study o f  the New 
Testament 82 (2001) 61-88; Forbes examines all the references to spiritual beings in the Pauline corpus and 
argues for substantive Greek influence, rather than Jewish influence. Furthermore he argues that Paul's 
conceptions are unique to him and are not shared with other early Christian literature. Forbes expands upon his 
argument for Greek philosophical influence in a subsequent article: "Pauline Demonology and/or Cosmology? 
Principalities, Powers and the Elements o f  the World in their Hellenistic Context", Journal fo r  the Study o f  the 
New Testament 85 (forthcoming, 2002) 57-79.
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he makes several references to things that appeared as angels or were treated as if  they were 

angels (2 Cor 11:14; Gal 1:8; Gal 4:14). Although his attitude is mostly negative (2 Cor 

11:14; Gal 1:8), he is showing himself to have been in contact with an important 

angelological concept: that what might appear to be an angel may not necessarily actually be 

an emissary from God. There are also two other passages that describe beings that are 

clearly not emissaries from God as having angelic attributes; both involve the death of 

righteous human beings. In Acts 6:15, after a long introduction that expressly invokes the 

example of Moses (as we will see below63 an important model for angelic transformation 

texts), we read that at his martyrdom Stephen's face shone like an angel's. In Acts 12:15 it is 

suggested that Peter might have an angel that could travel independently of him but which 

carried his form. Pagans had long used the term aggelos with certain messenger gods such 

as Hermes or Iris.64 In Coptic, the new form of ancient Egyptian that began in the first 

century CE, and which was widely used by the third or fourth centuries,65 the picture is much 

clearer. The traditional Egyptian words for "messenger" refnhdb,faishine, rempnborp, 

rembhob and f i  oud/faioud were used for human messengers, whilst the Greek word was 

taken into Coptic solely to refer to divine messengers.66

b. angel
The history of the word in Hebrew is more complicated due to the fact that whilst the root 

L?K is attested in Semitic languages as having the meaning "send" it is not found in Hebrew 

as a verb. Possibly the word mal^akh is thus either a borrowing from another Semitic 

language, or is else a remnant of a root whose place was taken in Hebrew by the root 

SLH ,67

62 On demonic imitation o f  angels and other heavenly beings see H.M. Jackson, "Echoes and Demons in the 
Pseudo-Philonic Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum" JSJ27 (1996) 1-20, esp. p.5.

m §4-L
See the references collected in Sheppard, "Pagan Cults o f  Angels in Roman Asia Minor", 80 n7.

65 See C.H. Roberts, Manuscript, Society and Belief in Early Christian Egypt (Oxford: OUP, 1979) 65-70.
66 See W.E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1939), 475, 570, 652; B. Cotter, "An English 
to Coptic Vocabulary" (unpublished MS, held in Macquarie University Ancient History Documentary Research 
Centre, 1995); Sarah Clackson, Erica Hunter & Samuel N.C. Lieu, Dictionary o f  Manichaean Texts I: Texts 
from the Roman Empire (Texts in Syriac, Greek, Coptic and Latin) (Turhout & Sydney: Brepols & Ancient 
History Documentary Research Centre, Macquarie University, 1998) 59, 80, 81, 150; thus when the 
Manichaean texts found at Medinet Madi were translated from Syriac into Coptic by the early Manichaean 
missionaries they chose to use the Greek word ayyeXoq rather than one o f the Coptic words meaning 
messenger.
67 S.A. Meier, "Angel I" in DDD  81 (cf. p.90 for bibliography). On the use o f  malhkh  and slikha for 'angel' and 
'apostle' and the interchangeability o f  the two terms in early Judaism and Samaritanism see J. Fossum, The
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Regardless of questions of derivation, the fact remains that anyone in Antiquity using the 

Hebrew mal^akh knew full well that the term referred only to divine beings, not human 

messengers.68 This had not always been the case,69 but mal^akh had become, by the early 

Christian period, a specific term, it was unrelated to any term used for human messengers. 

There was no ambiguity such as was found in contemporary Greek.

In Syriac, the form of Aramaic that developed around the same time as Christianity in 

Syria and Mesopotamia and that became its primary linguistic vehicle,70 the term m altha  

continued to hold the secondary meaning of messenger (cf. Job 1:14), but primarily carried 

the sense of "angel" or lesser divine being.71 Another term, Hra (watcher), ultimately derived 

from Daniel 4:10, 14,20, achieved equal prominence in Syriac Christian writing, and serves 

to illustrate the importance of Daniel to Syriac Christianity, in particular the view of the 

heavenly court and the promise of an astral afterlife.

c. watcher v y

The term Hr! Hr a, used most prominently in Syriac Christianity as a designation for 'angel' 

alongside malWmal^kha, can be traced to its use in the Aramaic section of the second 

century B.C.E. biblical book of Daniel (MT Dan 4:10; 14,20), and the Book o f  Enoch's 

"Book of Watchers", a third century BCE composition.72

Name o f  God and the Angel o f  the Lord: Samaritan and Jewish Concepts o f  Intermediation and the Origins o f  
Gnosticism (Tubingen: Mohr, 1985) 144ff, 263-64.
68 Jan-Adolf Buhner, D er Gesandte und sein Weg im vierten Evangelium (Tubingen: Mohr, 1977) 317ff, 323f; 
and see also Encyclopedia Judaica II (Jerusalem: Keter, 1971) 957.
69 For the word maPak used for a prophet see Is 42:19,44:26, 2 Chron 36:15-16; Hag 1:13; for a priest: Mai 2:7 
(and according to BDB possibly also MT Eccles 5:5 [RSV Eccles 5:6]); and for maPak as a human messenger 
see Gen 32:4; Deut 2:26; Judg 6:35; 1 Sam 6:21; 1 Chron 14:1; 19:2,16; 2 Chron 18:12; 35:21; Neh 6:3; Job 
1:14; Prov 13:17; 17:11; Is 14:32; 18:2; 30:4; 37:9, 14; Jer 27:3; Ezek 17:15; 23:16,40; 30:9; Nahum 2:14.

But it is not true to say that Syriac has only ever been a Christian language. There was clearly a pre-Christian 
pagan form o f Syriac; see the pre-fourth century inscriptions in H.J.W Drijvers & J.F Healey, The Old Syriac 
Inscriptions o f  Edessa and Osrhoene. Texts, translations and commentary (Leiden: Brill, 1998).

y  y  9 y  y

R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, II (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1901) s.v. , and C.
9 y  y

Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum (Berlin: Reuther & Reichard, 1895) s.v. rd i

72 = lEn 1-36.
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In the Old Greek version of the Septuagint the Aramaic word (T>v) is translated simply as 

ayyeXoq. Theodotion transliterated *i’V as ip. Symmachus and Aquila, attempting to get 

closer to the meaning of the original text, translated ~py as eypfiyopoq "wakeful one" or 

"watcher".73

The Semitic roots of the concept of heavenly "watchers" are not at all clear. Suggestions 

that they are the remnants of early Israelite or other polytheistic Near Eastern religious 

figures are attractive but not conclusive.74 Clement of Alexandria uses the term egregoros in 

a passage on sleep. In this passage he quotes Luke 12:35-37 (the story of the watchful 

servants) and then mentions that those who imitate such wakefulness are made like those 

angels called watchers, and are raised up to angelic grace.75 The Greek version of the Acts o f  

Thomas (36) referred to heavenly beings with this word, in language evocative of Daniel;
7 (\and Origen, also working from Daniel, used it as another word for angel.

The Watchers were often, although by no means always, identified as the fallen angels 

("sons of God") of Gen 6:1-8.77 Indeed some Watchers were explicitly identified with the

73 See MT Dan 4:10, 14, 20; and LXX Dan 4:13, 17,23 in Joseph Ziegler (ed.) Susanna, Daniel, Bel et Draco 
(SeptGott XVI.2; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1954); and P Dan 4:13; 17:23.
74 M. Dahood, Psalms I  (Garden City: Doubleday, 1966) 55 on i>v in Ps 9:7; Mic 5:13; Jer 2:28; 19:15, Dan 4. 
See also R. Murray, "The Origin o f  Aramaic angel", Orientalia 53.2 (1984) 303-317; idem, "Some Themes 
and Problems o f  Early Syriac Angelology" in Rene Lavenant SJ (ed.) Symposium Syriacum V (1988) (Rome: 
Institutum Studiorum Orientalium, 1990) 143-153; see also M. Black, The Book o f  Enoch, or 1 Enoch (Leiden: 
Brill, 1985) 106-7. Certainly the idea o f God having certain beings which he sent out in order to watch over 
human beings was widespread; see Hesiod's Works and Days in which we are told that "Zeus has thrice ten 
thousand spirits, guards (<t>v>Aaice<;, not eypiiyopoi) o f mortal men, and these keep watch on judgements and deeds 
of wrong and as they roam,- clothed in mist, all over the earth" (252-55). Tptq yap p.\)ptot e io iv  £7ti %0ovi 
rcoD^upoTeipii aGavaxoi Zt̂ vch; (putaxtceq Gvtixoov &v0poi)7tcov, ot p a  cpuJiaoaouaiv xe Sixaq Kai axexXia 
Epya T)epa eoo&nevoi, udviri (pouameq E7t’ aTav, F. Solmsen (ed.) Hesiodi opera (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1970).
75 Clement o f  Alexandria, Paed. II.9.79: naicdpioi yap oi eypriyopoxEi; eiq ainov, crcpai; auxouq 
amKa^ovTEq ayye^oiq, ouq eyptyyopoxx; KaXounEv; II.9.82: SioiCEp a e l xov 0eov Evvoo-u|ievT) 5 ia  xry; 
owexoTjq Kpoaoni^rioEox; EyKaxaXEyowa xqj acb^axi xr|v Eypf|yopmv ayyEXiKfj xov dvGpconov e^icd^ei 
Xaptxi, xfj<; xo ai8iov ek xfjq xov eypnyopEvai jtEX.Exri<; 7tpoaA.anPavo\xja: H.I. Marrou, M. Harl, C. 
Mondesert and C. Matray (ed.) Clement d'Alexandrie. Le pedagogue (SC 108; Paris: Cerf, 1965). On the 
ascetic imitation o f the Hre see §5.2.2. In this section the connection between the wakeful servants o f Mk 
13:33-37 and the notion o f watchfulness in imitation o f  the 9re in early Syriac Christianity is discussed.

Fragmenta 109.3-4 In Lamentationes.
Watchers identified as fallen angels: lEn (Ethiopic: teguhan from the verb tagha "to watch over") 1:5; 10:7, 

9,15; 12:4; 13:10; 14:1, 3; 15:2, 9; 16:1, 2; (Greek: egregoroi) 1:5, 10:7, 9, 15; 12:2, 3, 4; 13:10; 14:1, 3; 15:9; 
16:2; Aramaic: Hrin/Hra) 12:3; 13:10; 22:6; 33:3; 93:2; 2En 18 (some fall, some do not); Jubilees 4:15; 22; 
7:21; 8:3, cf. 5:1; TRueb 5:6-7; TNaph 3:5; CD 2:18; angels are also described as watching or not sleeping: lEn 
20:1 (not in G); lEn  82:10; 39:12-13; 61:12; 71:7; or as 'many-eyed ones': 2En 22:2; the Watchers are not 
regarded as fallen angels in: lEn 12:2,3; 91:15 (bis); cf. 2En 18; 3En 28 (4 great princes); lQapGen 2.1, 16,
18; 4QMessAr 2:16,18; see M. Davidson, Angels at Qumran: A Comparative Study o f  I Enoch 1-36, 72-108
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archangels. In PGM III.214-216 we have a senior, heavenly vice-regal figure, possibly 

Michael, being described in a watching capacity, as the 'perfect eye' of Zeus:

Kai ae, ^eyiaxe, aiGepie, k At ^ co d[p](oyov aou M[i%afiX,] Kai 
aco^ovxa p i . oai8iq) a i g . . .  ojijia te^[eiov] Kai <t>v>cn.v Sei^avta 
Kai e k  (J)\)oetô  <|>t)cnv a[ij0i<;].79

And you O greatest one, heavenly one (aitherie), I call, and [you 
Michael], your helper80, who saves [his people's lives], the perfect 
eye of Zeus, and who has both exalted nature and brought forth 
nature in its turn from nature.
(trans. J. Dillon & E. O'Neil, GMP)*1

Watcher was a very ancient term for an angelic being. It was probably originally a term 

used for senior angelic beings and thus became connected with the fall of certain of these 

chief angels. Over a long period of time Hr/Hr a was used interchangeably with other terms 

such as malhkh or aggelos for an angelic being.82

d. holy one ayioq w i p

The term 'holy' in the Bible is a term which referred mostly to God and other divine beings.83 

In Isaiah the term vjmp "holy one of Israel" is particularly common.84 The term vmp 

'holy' is also used of God in Hosea (11:9), Jeremiah (50:29; 51:5), Ezekiel (39:7),85 

Habakkuk (1:12; 3:3), Psalms (16:10; 71:22; 78:41; 89:18)86 and Job (6:10). The application 

of the adjective qds to El in Ugaritic texts parallels the title qados given to YHWH; the use

and Sectarian Writings from Qumran (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992) 38-9,330-331, 336; y i ’v are mentioned in 
Q201 (4QEna ar) 1.3 (=lEn  1:2; here VPy is a restitution]); 4Q203 (4QenGiantsa ar) frag. 7,1.6; 4Q206 (4QEne
ar) frag. 4, 19; 4Q212 (4QEngar) 111.21; 4QEnoche (4Q206 [4QEne ar]) 1.5 (=lEn  22:6) talks o f a fw n p i n t v  
(Watcher and Holy One). For the fallen angels as pagan gods or daimones see §3.2.1.
78 I.e. lEn 20:1-8.

Karl Preisendanz, Papyri Graecae Magicae. Die griechischen Zauberpapyri, I (Teubner: Stuttgart, 1973). 
GMP 24 n49 has this to say on the reconstruction: "The Papyrus reads d[p]toyov M[ixaf)X], which is 

unmetrical. Heitsch would excise apcoyov oou; Preisendanz would excise neyioxe at the beginning o f the line, 
and write aov aporyov, which would restore the meter. 'Michael' is a restoration, but a probable one,
cf. PGM 1.301".
81

For textual variants see Preisendanz, PGM  I p.4If, nn.
82

Apart from the evidence above see also J. Barr, "Aramaic-Greek Notes on the Book o f Enoch (I)", JJS 23 
(1978) 189-90.

It is also used for human beings, see §5.2.3.
84 Is 1:4; 5:19,24; 10:17; 17:7; 29:19, 23 (npv> wrrp), 30:11,12, 15; 31:1; 37:23; 40:25; 41:14, 16, 20; 43:3, 14,
15; 45:11; 47:4; 48:17; 49:7 (bis); 54:5; 55:5; 60:9, 14; see also 5:16; 57:15.
85 See also the references to the "(God's) holy name" >vnp o\y: Ezek 20:39; 36:20, 21, 22; 39:7 (bis), 25; 43:7, 
8.
86 Also the references to the holy name: Ps 33:21; 103:1; 105:3; 106:47; 111:9; 145:21.
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of the term for both gods probably comes from the identification of the two.87 However it is 

rare to find the term 'holy one' used in Near Eastern texts other than the Bible.88

'Holy one' was also a term used for the angels. In Psalm 89:5-8 the council of the holy 

ones89 is contrasted to YHWH. In Exodus 15:11 the Septuagint renders the Hebrew vnp 

(sanctuary) as ayioiq (holy ones, cf. the parallel Geoiq of 15:1 la). In Job 15:15, Sirach 

42:17 the term is used of heavenly beings, here in a negative fashion. In the Enochic 

literature in particular ( / , 2  and 3 Enoch) 'holy one' can refer both to God and to a type of 

angel;90 particularly in the Book o f Watchers the term is used for angels.91 In the Damascus 

Document >vmp (holy ones of the Most High),92 is found, referring to angels.93 And 

numerous references to angelic beings being described as 'holy ones' occur in the Dead Sea 

Scrolls.94 In the passages from Daniel which we looked at above Watchers and Holy Ones 

are linked, both are clearly angelic beings (Dan 4:10,14,20).

In the New Testament the term 'holy' refers both to God and the angels. In the Gospels, 

Acts and John's Revelation Christ is called 'Holy One' (dyioq).95 Whilst the angels are

87
F. van Koppen & K. van der Toom, "Holy One wnp", DDD  (Leiden: Brill, 1999) 417; K. van der Toom, 

Family Religion in Babylonia, Syria and Israel (Leiden, 1996) 326.
88 S.B. Parker, "Saints yvnp" , DDD  1356.
QQ

MT Ps 89:6 D’\tnp t?np3; 89:8 o ’\>np-Titn; LXX Ps 88:6 eKKXr|at\) ayicov; 88:8 Pou^fi ayicov.
90 See, for instance in lEn God described as 'holy': (Holy Lord) 91.7; (Holy One) 1.2; 37.2; 93.11; (Great Holy 
One) 1.3; 10.1; 14.1; 25.3; 84.1; 92.2; 98.6; 104.9. Angels are described as holy in lE n : (the holy) 20.1-8; 21.5, 
9; 22.3; 24.6; 27.2; 32.6; 71.8; (holy ones) 1.2 (in Aramaic frag, (see Milik, Books o f  Enoch, 142); 12.2; 39.5; 
45.1; 47.2; 60.4; 61.10; 65.12; 103.2; 106.19 (although only in the Aramaic o f 4QEnochc (=4Q204), not the 
Greek or Ethiopic, cf. Milik, 209; (the holy ones above) 61.10; (the holy ones o f  heaven) 9.3; 57.2; 61.8 (holy
ones in heaven who will be judged), cf. 10.12.

E.J.C. Tigchelaar, "Eden and Paradise: The Garden Motif in Some Early Jewish Texts (1 Enoch and other 
texts found at Qumran)", in Gerard P. Luttikhuizen (ed.), Paradise Interpreted: Representations o f  Biblical 
Paradise in Judaism and Christianity (Leiden, Boston, Koln: Brill, 1999) 42.
92 CD 20:8.

Maxwell J. Davidson, Angels at Qumran: A Comparative Study o f  1 Enoch 1-36, 72-108 and Sectarian 
Writings from Qumran (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992) 167.
94 Davidson, Angels at Qumran 31, 33, 34, 120, 167, 272, 281.
95 9 9 y  t\

Mk 1:24 o ayioq xou Geou; P = K'mirC'n ct igq_j .t _d  with only minor variations in the other two versions; Lk
9 9 V 9 9 V ft

4:34 o ayioi; toti Geov; P = K 'm iri’.i men ..u j ; Jn 6:69 o ayio^ xou Geou; although P = rcVnAiX'.i c m a  (son
' * V ’ * V

of God); Acts 3:14 t o v  ayiov; P = r<£Q_i.T_o; Rev 3:7 6 ayioq; P = K'CO-i.in; although Ms 2351 has
> *

6 ayyetax; dXr|0r|q; 1 Jn 2:20 t o u ayiou; P = rC'CQ-iXn; here the term could be referring to God or Christ. The

Greek term oaioq is also used in Old and New Testament to mean ’holy’; it referred to holy (pious) human 
beings, God, and also Christ. It was generally the term used to translate the Hebrew "non (see "ooioq, ocriooq", 
in TWNT.). In the second and third centuries CE in Anatolia a cult o f  Hosios and Dikaios (holiness and justice) 
existed. It may have taken its use o f  the word hosios from Jewish tradition, in which we have seen this was a
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qualified with the adjective "holy"96 they are not described in a substantive sense as 'holy 

one(s)'. In 1 Thessalonians 3:13 the heavenly host is referred to as 7iavxcov t< b v  ayicov. In 2 

Thessalonians 1:10 and Colossians 1:12 'holy ones' are referred to, although the nature of 

these 'holy ones', human or heavenly is not indicated in the text.

The Semitic root QDS has a strong connotation of'separation', in particular the notion of 

sexual abstinence. This connotation carried over into the scriptural use of the Greek term 

dyio<;.97 Thus if the Hre were characterised by their watchful nature and constant praise, the
♦/ QO

term vmp / ayio<; when applied to angelic beings (and humans) must also have carried 

'sexual abstinence' within its semantic range.

3.1.2 The relative silence of Scripture on the nature o f angels
Holy writ has little to say about the nature of angelic beings. The creation of these beings is 

not described, nor do we get to know them as individuals. Angels are usually mere 

mouthpieces of God. We learn from Genesis 6:1-4 that certain 'sons of God' descended to 

earth, a myth elaborated in the extra-canonical 'watchers' tradition to include their rebellion, 

and in the early Christian period these beings were generally seen to have been angels.99 

Thus we can assume some free will among the natural attributes given to angels by ancient 

Christians. Some biblical passages elaborate upon the description o f angels. In Ezekiel we 

learn that angels can be fiery creatures.100 Daniel 10:2 also emphasises the bright, shining 

quality o f the angel. Job 33:23- 28 we can see angels playing the role o f intercessor. The 

Hebrew Bible does not therefore tell us much about angels; they appeared as men; they 

ascended in the sacrificial fire;101 they carried out God's will upon earth; and they acted as 

intermediaries. The connection with fire and brightness is the most important of the 

traditions associated with angels in the Hebrew Bible and it will be demonstrated that this 

kernel of a description came to form the background to later speculation on their nature.

traditional term for God (so Sheppard, "Pagan Cults o f Angels", 91) but pagan Greek literature also long 
associated this word with God and the divine; see "ooio<;", GELNT and "ocno<;, ocriox;", TWNT 488-89.
*  Mt 25:31 (in MSS A, W , / 3,2Jt, f, syp\  bopt); Mk 8:38; Lk 9:26; Acts 10:22; Rev 14:10.
7 For instance cf. 1 Corinthians 7:14 & 34; see also §5.2.3.

98 See §5.2.3.
99

Although later tradition made them into men, see nl36.
Ezek 8:2; the LXX talks o f a man whose nether parts are engulfed with fire and his upper body shines like 

TlXeKTpou (translated by the RSV as 'bronze'). The MT talks o f  a being that is in the form o f fire (vyN).
101 Judg 13:20.
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Psalm 104:4 was also the focus of speculation upon angels.

onb wn vmiiia mnn -iONi?n n\yy

He makes his angels (maVakhaiu) winds, his servants a flame of fire.
(Psalms 104:4, my trans.)

Philo took this to suggest that the substance angels were made out of was air (from the term
109mnn); but his was a minority opinion, connected to the Neoplatonic belief that the air was 

the home of angels and/or daimones.103 Most rabbis took this passage as a reference to the 

fiery nature of angels.104

In Christian literature, as in the extra-canonical Jewish literature, angels function in a 

manner more independent of God than that found in the Hebrew Bible; they can (as in the 

Watchers tradition) rebel (2 Pet 2:4; Jude 6). Angels are also described as spiritual beings 

(teuoupyiKa 7tvet)|aaTa, Heb 1:14). What this means exactly is unclear; certainly it does 

not refer to anything as clear-cut as a philosophic division of Creation into material and 

spiritual spheres; indeed the phrase can probably tell us nothing about the 'nature' of angels, 

for here it is used to indicate their servile position, not their exalted, immaterial nature.

In the New Testament writings we do have a glimpse of the beginnings of Christian 

interest in angelic hierarchies. In Luke 1:19 the angel Gabriel announces himself as one of 

the angels who stand in God's presence (o 7tap£GTr|Kcbq evamiov totj Qeov); Jude 8-9 talks of 

'glorious ones' (So^aq) and the archangel Michael (o ... MixiiafjA. o apxayyetax;); 1 

Thessalonians also mentions an 'archangel's call' (<|>covfi dpxayyeA.o'o). In books such as 

Romans,105 1 Corinthians,106 Ephesians107 and Colossians108 we can see mention of such 

beings as 'principalities', 'authorities', 'powers' and 'rulers' which seem to have been part of a 

widely understood heavenly hierarchy. The Pauline interest in this embryonic angelic 

hierarchy should be noted. This hierarchy is clearly at least partly dependent upon those

De gig. 11.6-8.
See above, §3.1 n20.

105 22, Sanhedrin 88b.
106 ^ °m oyyeXoi; ctpxal (Nestle-Aland text) or e^ ow tai (MSS C 81. 104, and among others Syh’\  bomss).

1 Cor 2:6-8 apxfiv; e^oaxriav; 15:24 apxovxwv, though it is not clear if this is a reference to political or
spiritual powers.

Eph 1:21: dpxiiq; e^ouaiaq; Swajieca;; Kupioxrixoq; navioq ovofiaxot; ovona^onevou; see also 3:10 & 
uw possib'y  *n this verse Koa^oKpaxopcu; also refers to some kind o f spiritual beings. Cf. also Tit 3:11.

Col 1:16 Gpovoi; KupioTrycei;; dp%ai; e^ouoiai; Col 2:15 apxaq, e^owiaq.
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found in the pseudepigrapha, but is not yet systematised.109 Yet Christian interest in 

heavenly hierarchies did not move forward until the fourth and fifth century systems of 

Ambrose and Pseudo-Dionysius,110 and beyond the recognition that some kind of hierarchy 

did exist this period saw little interest in a systematized angelic hierarchy. What the use of 

these terms does point to, however, is the fundamental mindset of this period, the belief in 

some kind of deep and abiding relationship between human and heavenly society. For these 

terms are terms shared with civil society. In the books of the New Testament these terms 

were simultaneously used for both earthly and heavenly rank.111

Scripture thus said little about angels. We are left with a suggestion of free-will and the 

hints of some understanding of a heavenly hierarchy in which angels figure along with other 

spiritual beings named 'principalities', 'powers', 'authorities' and 'rulers'. Likewise the 

appearance of angels is connected with fire and bright, shining light.

Possibly because of this scriptural silence Judaism wrestled little with defining the status of 

angels during the early Christian period. This is particularly notable in relation to the chief 

angelic figure. Rebecca Lesses in the Howard Theological Review (1996) talks of a

"profound blurring" of distinctions between God and the angels in the Hekhalot literature,
• 112 especially between God and Metatron. Furthermore, according to Daniel Abrams it was

only "after the crystallization of classical medieval Kabbalah," that "the boundaries between

109 The meaning o f  such terms as used by Paul is still the subject of debate: Caird, in the 1950s and 60s 
(Principalities and Powers. A Study in Pauline Theology [Oxford: Clarendon, 1967]) argued that the powers 
described by Paul are both heavenly and earthly, and are demonic; the Jewish law and the powers behind it are 
a demonic force acting in the world (16, 22-23, 43); Carr, however (Angels and Principalities. The 
Background, meaning and development of the Pauline phrase hai archai kai hai exousiai [Cambridge: CUP, 
1981]) argues that the powers are not negative; rather the negative interpretation is a later development (122-3, 
152, 176-77). See C. Forbes, referred to in n61 (and also other references therein), who argues that the Pauline 
spiritual hierarchy is made up o f both personalised, individual spirits (angeloi etc.), and also other types c f  
spirtual entities, some mere metaphor. He also minimises the contribution o f Jewish Pseudepigrapha to Paul's 
thought. For angelic hierarchies (containing 3,4,6 or 7 archangels) in the Pseudepigrapha see Bousset, Die 
Religion des Judentums im spathellenistischen Zeitalter 320-31.

This systematisation is paralleled in Jewish sources such as the Sepher ha-Razim (although without the 
establishment o f any kind o f  widespread orthodoxy); see the English translation o f  Michael A. Morgan (trans.) 
Sepher Ha-Razim, The Book o f  Mysteries (Scholars Press: Chico, 1983), based upon the Hebrew edition by 
Mordechai Margalioth, ‘tiobfin naipntt O’OWD low ton .Q’tin  ([Sepher ha-Razim, a magical book from  
the era o f  the Talmud] (Tel Aviv: Yediot Achronot, 1966).

For political uses o f these terms see Luke 12:ll;R om  13:l-3;Acts 13:27, and possibly also 1 Cor 15:24 
apXovxcov, see nl09. Irenaeus criticises those (gnostics) who claim that the powers and rulers o f  Rom 13:1-3 
are either appointed by the devil or that this passage refers to angelic or invisible powers, Adv. haer. V.24.1.

Rebecca Lesses, "Speaking with Angels: Jewish and Graeco-Egyptian Revelatory Adjurations", HTR 89:1, 
41-60.
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God, angel and man were codified".113 Some angels were good, and some were evil; likewise 

even some of the demons were good.114 Yet there are also clear rabbinic statements from the 

early Christian period that angels were by nature good.115 The use of the term 'angel' as a 

literary device complicates the problem, for much like the later Kabbalistic Sephirot, which 

Gershom Scholem says are: "sayings.. .  names . . .  lights . . .  powers . . .  crowns . . .  qualities 

. . .  stages . . .  garments . . .  mirrors . . .  shoots . . .  sources . . .  primordial days . . .  aspects . . .  

the inner faces of God . . .  the limbs of the King",116 angels could appear in both an actual 

sense and also in a metaphorical or symbolic sense. For indeed the angel of the Lord 

concept was, as we have already noted, originally merely a literary device to avoid 

anthropomorphisms in the Old Testament.117

Christians also put very little effort into defining angels; we shall see that of the Christian 

references to angels almost none deal with the actual nature of these beings; rather, 

Christians were interested in the emulation of angels. Christians did, however, take the 

clothing imagery associated with the appearance of divine figures in the Old Testament (and 

elaborated in the Pseudepigrapha), which were associated usually with the appearance of 

senior angelic figures, and apply it to angels. The description of the angels at the tomb will 

be briefly discussed below (§3.3.2), and the imagery associated with the appearance of 

senior angelic figures or patriarchal figures will be dealt with in chap. 4.

113 Daniel Abrams, "From Divine Shape to Angelic Being: The Career o f Akatriel in Jewish Literature",
Journal o f  Religion 76, no.l (Jan. 1996) 45.

Marcel Simon, Verus Israel, A Study o f the Relations between Christians and Jews in the Roman Empire 
(135 - 425) (trans. H. McKeating; Oxford Univ. Press: New York, 1986) 346; some demons were "on speaking 
terms with rabbis" (346 n.49 Cf. b.Erub., 43a; b.Pes., 110a, b.Gittin, 66a, b.Yebam., 122a). Simon goes on to 
say about the attempt to develop firm definitions: "Firm logic and strict classification do not exist in such
material, and I shall be in no hurry to introduce them."
115 b. Chagiga 16a; Midr. Gen. Rab. 8 [6c]; Pesiqtha Rabbathi 43 [179b].
116 Gershom Scholem, Kabbalah (New York: Meridian, 1978) 100.

7Alexander Rofe, JOp»3 O’DNbna n«»Nfl (The Belief in Angels in the Bible and Early Israel, Jerusalem: 
Makor, 1979) 0 -1, although he is careful to note that the traditional dichotomy between the angel o f the Lord 
tradition and the 'polytheistic' council o f God tradition is too crude. As an explanation for this somewhat 
enigmatic figure the mrp ffOD it has been suggested that it was common practice for a messenger to take on the 
persona of the sender o f  the message, S. A. Meier, "Angel I DDD  87-88, argues against this; according
to him the passages in the Hebrew scriptures that involve the angel o f  the Lord stand alone in the history o f  
Semitic messenger figures in the level of identification between the messenger and the sender; indeed the figure 
acts like a Near Eastern god, not like a messenger at all; see also S. Meier, The Messenger in the Ancient 
Semitic World (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988) & idem, Speaking o f Speaking. Marking Direct Discourse in the 
Hebrew Bible (Leiden: Brill, 1992). See also Fossum's discussion o f Moses in Name o f  God 144-5.
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3.2 Various definitions of angels
Although there was no official Christian stance on the nature of angels in the pre-Nicene 

period, Christian speculations concerning angels fitted well into long established traditions 

of speculation concerning lesser divine beings, the stars and the soul.

3.2.1 Angels as pagan gods or d a i m o n e s

The Christian identification of angels with the pagan gods was commonplace. This was in a 

context that saw them as being fallen angels or demons, and thus engaged in spiritual 

warfare118 with Christ, and possibly also, depending upon your particular viewpoint, with the 

angels. This thesis will consistently argue that the role of angels as demon-fighters has been 

overstated and is not at the heart of the early Christian belief in angels, regardless of the 

importance of this role in the magical literature. The Christian Church Fathers were not 

interested in substituting the worship of one lesser divine being with another.

The process of identification was a natural outgrowth of the long dominant Graeco-Roman 

syncretic approach to religion. The process can be seen taking place very early, for instance 

in the Jewish Greek Septuagint. Polemics against non-worshippers of YHWH describe the 

pagan gods as 8cup.ove<;119, YA.t>7n:oi120, or ayye^oi.121 We have seen above that the Platonic 

philosophers came to see the classical Greek gods as simply lesser divine beings, aggeloi or 

daimones. Philo, of great importance for Alexandrian Christian Fathers such as Origen and 

Clement, equated the angels with pagan daimones.122 Christians took this one step further. 

The non-Judeo-Christian gods were not simply lesser gods,123 or Christian spiritual beings 

under another name, but actually demonic beings, which exist simply to mislead human 

beings.124 Judaism and paganism largely lacked the distinction in this period; indeed demons

i 18
Cf. P. Brown, The Making o f  Late Antiquity (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1978) 53-4; R. Lane Fox, 

Pagans and Christians in the Mediterranean World from the second century AD to the conversion o f
Constantine (Penguin: Harmondsworth, 1986) 327-30. See also C.D.G. Muller "Geister (Damonen), C. 
Christlich", RAC IX 688-797; Lampe, s.v. "Sainrov", PGL, for the change in the meaning o f the word in 
Christian Patristic literature.
119 LXX Ps 95:5; for the Heb. o >M7N at 96:5.120

LXX Ps 96:7 "graven images" for the Heb. at Ps 97:7.
121 Ps 96:7, for Heb. D’nbN at 97:7.
'^ D e  gig. 11.6 .
“ Cf. Ps 97:7.

See P. Brown, Religion and Society in the Age o f  Saint Augustine (London: Faber & Faber, 1972) 137; idem, 
Society and the Holy in Late Antiquity (London: Faber & Faber, 1982) 307.
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and angels were not seen as the natural representatives of evil and good respectively; rather 

an angel could be good or bad depending on the occasion and the circumstances.

By the second century Christian authors were beginning to equate the pagan gods or the 

daimones with angels. Justin Martyr integrated the Jewish myth of the fall of the angels
1 Oft(Gen 6:1-4) with Graeco-Roman paganism by declaring that:

o0ev m i 7ioir|Tcd Kai p.'oGoXoyoi, ayvoouvxeq xo'bq ayyiXovq  Kai 
xoix; aincbv yevvriGevxocq 8ai|j.ova<; xatixa rcpa^at eiq appevaq 
Kai 0T)A,ela<; Kai noXeiq Kai E0vr|, anep ow eypayav, eiq atixov 
xov 0eov Kai xoi)c, d><; an auxox) arcopg Yevo|a.evou<; motx; Kai 
<xo\>q> tmv Xex0evTcov ekeivou aSeXcpco [Kai tekvcov op.ol(o<; xajv 
an ekeivcov] riooei8a)voq Kai nXo\)xa>vo<;, avfiveyKav. Ov6p.aTi 
yap Emaxov, orcep EKaaxoq eauxa) xcov ayyeXtov Kai xotq 
tekvok; E0EXO, JipoCTTiyopE'Dcav. {2 Apol. 5.5)127

On this account also the poets and mythologists, not knowing that it 
was the angels and those demons who had been begotten by them that 
did these things which they related to men, and women, and cities, 
and nations, ascribed them to God himself, and to those who were 
accounted to be his very offspring, and to the offspring of those who 
were called his brothers, Neptune and Pluto, and to the children again 
of these offspring. For they named them whatever name each of the 
angels had given to himself and his children.

These demonic pagan gods were responsible for more than just the millennia of paganism, 

but also served to distract Christians from their true beliefs. Of those who followed Marcion 

Justin said:

co no'k’koX iceioOevxet; me, |i6vcp xcdr|0Ti e7iiaxa|ievcp finrav 
KaxayeXwoiv, cmoSei^iv }iri8e(ivav rrepi cov Xeyouaiv £%ovxec;,

125 Marcel Simon, Verus Israel 346 n49.
On developments in Jewish literature in the second and third centuries BCE which expanded upon Gen 6:1- 

4 and which began to hold to some link between the fallen angels, the giants and demons; see L.T. 
Stuckenbruck, "The ’Angels' and "Giants" o f Genesis 6:1-4 in Second and Third Century BCE Jewish 
Interpretation: Reflections on the Posture of Early Apocalyptic Traditions", Dead Sea Discoveries 7 (2000) 
354-377; although the evidence Stuckenbruck presents suggests only a movement towards associating the 
giants (and their progenitors the fallen angels) with evil spirits, not that there was a clear-cut Jewish 
understanding o f  a demonology held in the pre-Christian period; his suggestion regarding the spirits in wishing 
to enter human bodies in the Gospels is highly speculative. See also A.M. Reimer, "Rescuing the Fallen 
Angels: The Case o f  the Disappearing Angels at Qumran", Dead Sea Discoveries 7 (2000) 334-353; Reimer 
takes on P.S. Alexander's contention ("The Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls", in P. Flint & J.C.
VanderKam (eds.) The Dead Sea Scrolls after Fifty Years II [Leiden: Brill, 1999].) that there was a clear 
distinction between angels and demons at Qumran, in particular Alexander's use o f  Enochic literature alongside 
literature actually written at Qumran. His article demonstrates the subtleties o f the evidence and the non- 
systematic nature o f  the understandings o f angels and demons in pre-Christian Judaism.

In M. Marcovich (ed.) Iustini Martyris. Apologiae pro Christianis (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1994).
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aXka aXoy<x>q (bq vno Xv k o v  apveq (juvripTiaojievoi popa xcov aGeoov 
Soyjiaxtov Kai 8ai|i6vcov yivovxai. Ov yap aXXo xi dyam^ovxai oi 
teyojievot Sai^ioveq, fi arcdyeiv xoix; dvGpawtoix; ajto xou <xa 7iavxa>
Tcoifioavxoq 08o\j K a i  xoti jipcoxoyovov amov Xpioxtm 
(7 Apol. 58)128

Many have believed this man, as though he were the sole possessor of 
truth; and they ridicule us, even though they do not prove their 
assertions, but are foolishly snatched away, like lambs by a wolf; they 
are victimized by the demons and their atheistic teachings. These 
spirits whom we call demons strive for nothing else than to alienate 
men from God their Creator, and from Christ, His first-begotten.

Origen identified daimones with the fallen angels.129 But he was careful to point out that 

although (the good) angels were sometimes called gods (by the likes of Neoplatonists), they 

were not the same beings as the pagan gods or daimones}7,0 Not all, however, agreed: 

Athenagoras, quoting Herodotus (2.144) amongst others, adopts the euhemeristic method 

when he declares that all the pagan gods were originally men.131 Pagan philosophers, too, 

from the second century onwards identified angels with the gods of classical mythology.132

By the fourth century the equation of angels (in particular the fallen angels) with pagan 

gods or daimones had come to be widely accepted. The apostate emperor Julian also held 

that the fallen angels were pagan gods133. . .  an exegesis of Genesis 6 which he probably 

learnt during his extensive Christian education. Moreover he emphasises the point that they 

could not have been men, which suggests that he came into contact with Christians who did

128 Ibid.
129 CC 8.31.

CC 5.4 & 4.29. Roughly contemporary with Origen Julius Africanus used the term daimdn both as a morally 
neutral term to refer to the pagan gods, and as a negative term to refer to evil spirits; see Francis C.R. Thee,
Julius Africanus and the Early Christian View o f  Magic (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1984) 294-5 
and the references therein.

Legatio, 28, 29, 30; but Herodotus was not so dogmatic: To 8e rcpoxepov xcov dvSpmv xouxcov Geoix; eivat  
xouq ev Aiytmxtp ap^ovxaq oiKeovxaq a^a xotcn avGpcbjioioi, Kai xotncov a ie i eva xov 
Kpaxeovxa etvai, P. E. Legrand (ed.) Herodote. Histoires (9 vols. Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1:1960; 2:1963; 
3:1967; 5:1968; 6:1963; 7:1963; 8:1964; 9:1968); "Nevertheless, before their time Egypt was, indeed, ruled by 
gods, who lived on earth amongst men, sometimes one of  them, sometimes another being supreme above the
rest" (11.144), Aubrey de Selincourt (trans.) Herodotus: The Histories (rev. ed. A.R. Bum; Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1980) 187.

Porphyry (?), (Frag. 76, 1-3 Hamack = Macar. Magn. 4, 21): Ei yap dyye^ouq <paxe xcp Gem napeoxavai 
a7ta0eu; Kai aSavaxoix; Kai xfiv cpvxnv cwpB&pxouq, o\>c, rpeiq Geoix; Aiyonev 8 ia  xo itXrioiov ai>xoi)q 
etvai xfjq 0eoxt|xo<;; Celsus apud Origen CC, V.4; Lactantius (Inst. 2, 16, 5) fought against this set o f ideas. 
See also the discussion o f  Iamblichus and Porphyry in §3.1 nn 18-21.

Julian, Contra Galilaeos 290 B-D.
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believe they were men (rather than angels).134 Nonetheless it seems that both Christians and 

pagans, or at least lapsed Christians such as Julian, held that the fallen angels were pagan 

gods. Tertullian was clear about the category to which the pagan gods were assigned: 

"Recognize that there is one species, demons. Seek the gods, for certainly those you 

presumed to be gods, you know to be demons".135

The demonic model of the pagan gods, linked to the myth of the fallen angels, became the 

dominant Christian model.136 The monastic moderate, Chariton, when dragged before the 

governor to answer for his Christianity, cited scripture: the gods he is asked to sacrifice to 

are not gods, but demons (Ps 95:5; 96:5) who created nothing (Jer 10:11), for they are the 

fallen angels of Jewish myth: "so the wretched beings endeavoured to divert God's own 

glory to themselves. Thus an everlasting punishment was meted out to them, and they lost 

the angelic status they held, as well as their place near Go d . . .  they entice you by vain 

appearance so as to take them for gods and 'to worship creature rather than Creator" (Rom 

1:25).137 Eusebius also recognised in the pagan gods the fallen angels.138 Augustine wrote
• 1 ”}Qagainst the viewpoint of Cornelius Labeo, who claimed that pagan daimones were the 

same as angels, arguing that the new (Christian) meaning of the word daimon precluded the

134 Thus the interpretation which took the tale as metaphor for fall o f the sons o f Seth (see nl36 below). One 
early Christian martyr is reported to have not even granted the gods the honour o f  being regarded as humans: 
see The Martyrdom o f  Saints Carpus, Papylus, and Agathonice in Herbert Musurillo (intro. & trans.) The Acts 
of the Christian Martyrs (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), dated by Eusebius HE iv. 15.48 to the reign of 
Marcus Aurelius (Musurillo accepts this, p.xv) (A=Greek recension in Adolf Hamack, 'Die Akten des Karpus, 
des Papylus und der Agathonike', Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literature 3. 3- 
4 [1888], 440-54; see also G. Rauschen, Monumenta minora saeculi secundi [Bonn, 1914] 105-12). On p.25
"Carpus said: 'Would you learn the truth? Why, these gods never lived bom of men so that they could die. 
Would you learn that this is true? Take away the honour that you pretend to offer them, and you will discover 
that they are nothing: made o f  earth's substance, they are destroyed by time
(iiXr) yfiq imdpxovta Kai t u  xpovcp <t>0£ipo^£va). Whereas our God, who has created the ages, is timeless 
(ajCpovoq) and he abides eternal and immortal; ever the same, he cannot suffer increment or dimunition. But 
these gods are made by men, and as I said, are destroyed by time."

• . . agnoscite unum  genus esse , id est daem onas utrobique. Iam deos quaerite: quos enim  
praesumpseritis deos esse , iam daem onas esse  cognoscitis, Apologia 23.10, in Jean-Pierre Waltzing (ed.) 
Tertullien Apologetique (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1961).

It was linked to the angelological interpretation o f Gen 6:1-4 rather than the interpretation o f  this myth as 
referring to the sons o f  Seth. On history o f the development o f the interpretation o f  Gen 6:1 -4 as referring to 
humans see: G.A.G. Stroumsa, Another Seed: Studies in Gnostic Mythology (Leiden: Brill, 1984) 125-34; S.P. 
Brock, "Jewish Traditions in Syriac Sources", JJS 30 (1979) 212-232; L. R. Wickham, "The Sons o f  God and 
the Daughters o f Men: Gen vi 2 in early Christian exegesis", Oudtestamentliche Studien 19 (1974) 135-147; 
PS. Alexander, "The Targumim and early exegesis of'Sons o f God' in Genesis 6", JJS(\912) 23 60-71; also 
see the recent treatment o f  the subject by Arie van der Kooij, "Peshitta Genesis 6: "Sons o f God" -  Angels or 
judges?" Journal o f  Northwest Semitic Languages 23/1 (1997) 43-51. 
us  ̂ Segni> "The Life o f  Chariton", in Ascetic Behaviour 399; cf. 394-5.

Praeparatio evangelica 7.329C8-330A8.
Civ. Dei II. 11.
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term being used for anything other than evil spiritual beings.140 He went on to claim that the 

beings that Neoplatonists called 'gods' were identical with the good angels.141

Finally the Jewish-Christian Pseudo-Clementine Homilies emphasised the singleness of 

the true God by demonstrating how easily the title 'god' was bandied about.

io(j.ev yap  Kai a u xo i and xcov ypacpaiv ayyk X ovq  Geoix;
XexGevxaq, Xeyco 8e cbq o  en i xfjq fJaxou X.aXr)oac1 K a i  xqj ’IaKcbp 
naXaiaaq, aXXa K a i  xov yevvcb^ievov ’EnfiavouTiA, [ K a i ]  xov
A.eyo(i£vov Geov iaxup ov. aXXa (j.f]v K a i  Mcouofiq Geoq Oapacb 
eyevfiGri, xcp 8e ovxi avGpconoq fjv. exi 8e K a i  x a  ei8coX,a xcov 
eGvcdv. fiiatv 8e etq Geoq, e lq  o  xaq k x i o e k ;  TtejcoiriKcbq K a i  

8iaKoap,fiaa<; x a  rcavxa, o v  K a i  o Xpioxoq u io q , & 7tei66|j.evoi 
and xcov ypacpcov xa \j/e\)8fi E7tiyivcboKop.£v. ex i 8e K a i  eK 
jtaxEpcov (Homilies XVI.14.1-3)142

For we ourselves know that angels are called gods by the scriptures, - 
as, for instance, he who spoke at the bush, and wrestled with Jacob, - 
and the name is likewise applied to him who is called Emmanuel, and 
who is called the mighty God. Indeed even Moses became a god to 
Pharaoh, although in reality he was a man. The same is the case also 
with the idols of the Gentiles. But we have but one God, one who 
made creation and arranged the universe, whose Son is the Christ, 
obeying whom we leam to know what is false from the scriptures; 
and likewise from the Fathers.143

The transition to monotheistic or henotheistic views of the divine in the Roman Imperial 

period led to a natural diminution of the position of the Classical gods to that of lesser divine 

beings and the association of lesser divine beings with each other in the various traditions of 

the Mediterranean world. The purpose was universally, it seems, polemical, and those who 

claimed this identification never went to the trouble to ask what this said of the nature of 

these beings.144 Indeed as the quotation from the Pseudo-Clementine literature above 

indicates, the titles assigned to various supernatural beings were loose and seem to reflect a 

looseness in the understanding of these beings, although not so clearly in the case of God

Civ. Dei IX. 19.
^  Civ. Dei IX.23.

B. Rehm, J. Irmscher & F. Paschke (ed.) Die Pseudoklementinen I. Homilien (GCS 42; Berlin: Akademie 
Verlag, 1969).

The corpus o f  magical papyri is the best place to look for this casual attitude to divine titles: daimdn, god, 
and angel were all used interchangeably for the same being, see for example PGM 1.42-195. On this 
phenomenon in magic in general see John G. Gager (ed.) Curse Tablets and Binding Spells from the Ancient 
World (New York: OUP, 1999) 12.

As the organised practice o f paganism was eliminated the demonic categories came to be applied to Jews, 
Judaism and Jewish places o f worship, see Guy G. Stroumsa, Barbarian Philosophy: the religious revolution o f  
early Christianity (Tubingen: Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1999) 153-56.
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and the Son, whom many Christians, from a quite early period, came to understand as clearly 

separate from the rest of the heavenly host.145

3.2.2 Angels as stars
There is a long history of the identification of the stars as divine beings. Apart from the 

Epicureans all the major philosophic schools from the Hellenistic period onwards held to the 

notion that the stars were divinities, although their visibility caused problems for Platonists 

who thought that the divine should be unseen.146 Indeed the development of the practice of 

astrology in Greek society (after the conquests of Alexander the Great) represented a process 

of "daimonising" the cosmos, the subterranean underworld becoming identified instead as a 

sublunar underworld;147 seeing the stars as gods followed naturally from this. Plato's views 

on stars encouraged the view of them as intermediary beings between humanity and God.148 

This brought about an inevitable confusion in Greek philosophy of stars with the daimones 

and the angels,149 with whom daimones were equated (see above §3.2.1) in the early 

Christian period. When Porphyry is quoted by Augustine as stating that the air is the realm 

of the demons and the ether the realm of the angels he is simply modifying Plato’s comment 

in the Epinomis (that the air is the home of the daimones and the ethereal heavens the home 

of the stars) and equating the stars with the angels.150

Stars and angels seem to have been linked as a matter of course from a very early stage in 

the development of the Bible. The term o ’ovyn has "hosts of heaven" normally referred to 

the sun, moon and stars (Deut 4:19; Sir 43:8; cf. Gen 2:1).151 The prophets regularly 

condemned Israel for offering veneration to the heavenly hosts (2 Kgs 17:16, 21:3, 5; Jer

j45 See §3.5.
146 Alan Scott, Origen and the Life o f  the Stars: A History o f an Idea (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991) 55-57, 59. This 
is in contrast to the basic position o f  philosophers from after the time o f  Alcmaeon o f  Croton (ca. 500 BCE, the 
last great Pythagorean philosopher to hold that the stars were divine beings) to Plato, which was that stars were 
not divine; as Scott points out, however, the popular belief in the divinity o f stars would have survived this
period o f philosophic scepticism; ibid. 3-4.

Giovanni Filoramo, A History o f  Gnosticism (trans. Anthony Alcock; Cambridge, Massachusetts, Oxford, 
1991)22.
48 Scott, Origen and the Life o f  Stars 59, citing Tim. 42e6f; Ep. 2 .312el-3, Laws 904a6, Rep. 597e2, Phaedr. 

246e6; other later Greek philosophers followed him: Achilles Isagoga excerpta 5; Plutarch Def. Or. 433e; 
Maximus of Tyre 2.10; Ps-Aristotle De mundo 398a10ff; Celsus, apud CC  8.35. 
iso ^Ce ^cott> Origen and the life o f  Stars 59-60.

Ep. 984e4f, Civ. Dei X.9; see above n20.
Although 'morning star' (Job 38:7 Heb. npn ’ddid) also refers to the king o f Babylon, Is 14:12-13

(Heb. in\y-p; Latin Vulgate: Lucifer), and in Rev 22:16 to Christ as o aoTrip o ^ajuipoq o nporivoq.
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19:13; Zeph 1:5; cf. Acts 7:42).152 These hosts seem to have played the same kind of roles as 

angels: they worship YHWH (Ps 89:6-9), bless Him (Ps 103:21), and sing to Him (Job 

38:7). The comment in Job 25:5 that the stars cannot light up in the presence of God seems 

to have been a comment inserted deliberately in order to emphasise the angels' subordination 

to God. In Judges 5:20 the fall of the angels seems to be alluded to when it is declared that 

heaven fought the stars. In Daniel it is declared that, just as in the pseudepigrapha where the 

righteous dead become angels, the righteous will become stars (12:3; cf. 2 (Syriac) Bar

51:10).153

Outside the Hebrew Bible angels and stars continued to be identified with each other. In 

Revelations 1:20 the seven stars are identified as the seven angels of the churches. This is an 

idea clearly derived from Judaism, in which the identity of the seven planets with the seven 

archangels took hold in the late Second Temple period.154 Angelology and astrology came to 

be closely linked in the Jewish thought of the first centuries of the common era.155 Indeed the 

prevailing legend in rabbinic circles was that named angels came originally from Babylon, 

where they were identified with stars.156 In the Pseudepigrapha the association of stars with 

angels is even more explicit in the context of the angelic transformation of the seer. Martha 

Himmelfarb claims that part o f the reason for the use of star terminology may lie with the 

widespread idea of astral immortality in the Graeco-Roman world.157 Yet since the 

connection between stars and angels was clearly long held in the Old Testament, surely the 

astral terminology could just have easily come from this identification; once people came to 

assume angelic status for the righteous they also used the astral symbolism so normal to

152 Hence the term "sabaoth" from D1N33 as the name o f  a deity called upon in the PG M  magical papyri from 
Egypt.

From Dan 8:10 (o o m n i ono'Dn-ioi nsnN ^ n i  o>o\yn N is-iy  injn) it follows that the stars are
angels. For similar ideas in Latin literature see Horace, Odes 3.3.

Marcel Simon, Verus Israel. A study o f the relations between Christians and Jews in the Roman Empire
(135 - 425) (trans. H. McKeating; Oxford Univ. Press: New York, 1986) 346. It should be noted, however, that 
Simone Petrement has pointed out the importance o f the seven days o f creation to Jews; she regards this as 
more important than astrological notions to the apocalyptic Jewish interest in the number seven, Le Dieu separe 
(Paris: du Cerf, 1984) 100. See also the discussion o f the importance o f  Iranian ideas to the development o f  the 
Jewish notion o f seven archangels in M. Boyce & F. Grenet, A History o f  Zoroastrianism, III: Zoroastrianism
under Macedonian and Roman Rule (Leiden: Brill, 1991) 404-05; see also John C. Reeves, Heralds o f  that 
Good Realm. Syro-Mesopotamian Gnosis and Jewish Traditions (Leiden: Brill, 1996) 189-191.
156 ^’mon’ Verus Israel, 346; see also p.27 on the Pharisaic and Essene interest in angels and stars.

Wesley Carr, Angels and Principalities, The Background, Meaning and Development o f  The Pauline 
Phrase, hai archai kai hai exousiai (Cambridge, London, New York, New Rochelle, Melbourne, Sydney, 1981)
35-6; citing GenR 18.1.

Martha Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven in Jewish and Christian Apocalypses (New York, Oxford: OUP,
1993) 50; seenl53.
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description of the heavenly hosts. Himmelfarb lists the Epistle o f Enoch158 (1 Enoch 104:2- 

6), the Similitudes o f  Enoch159 39:4-7 and 2 Baruch 51:10 as pseudepigraphic passages 

which identify angels and stars;160 1 Enoch 80:6 also does the same. In the Sibylline Oracles 

angels are also described as stars.161

The identification of angels with stars is thus clear. Does this tell us about the nature of 

angels? Aetius listed the various different conceptions held of the stars by the pre-Socratic 

philosophers; almost everyone regards the stars as made of fire or ether or a combination of 

fire and some other element.162 In Greek philosophy the cosmos was traditionally divided up 

into four, or later five, elements. Parmenides had begun the process by dividing the cosmos 

into two elements, light and dark; Empedocles further subdivided these two basic elements 

into four roots (pi^copaxa): earth, air, water and fire. Plato called these roots cxoi/e la  or 

"letters" (Tht. 201e; Soph. 252b; Tim. 48b, 54d). Aristotle took all this further, claiming that 

the four elements only acted in this world of change and chaos. In the world above the 

moon, where all was eternal and unchanging, the planets and the stars were made of ether, 

the fifth element.163 This, however, may have been a misunderstanding of Aristotle by later 

writers, for Aristotle's conceptions are subtle and open to such misinterpretation.164 

Nonetheless the Stoics believed that the stars were made of ether (based at least in part upon

158 lEn 91-105.

Z I En l l : l L
Martha Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven 50-51.1 disagree, however, with the use o f  the Similitudes passage; it

does not explicitly identify angels and stars, instead claims that the righteous are radiant in heaven; as will be
evident from §4.1 being radiant and angelic is directly linked to the transformation o f  Moses at Sinai where 
Moses' face is described as being "radiant" (lip ) after his meeting with God; other passages that describe the 
righteous dead as 'radiant', 'shining' or 'wearing light': Dan 12:3; 4 Macc 17:5; 1 En 39:7, 104:2; 2 En 42:5, 
65:10, 66:7 (J); 1 Bar 4:30, 5:1-2; 2 Bar 51:3, 4 Ezra 7:97; see also the 0521:3 . The description o f  the
righteous dead as part of'choirs' in the heavens in 3 Bar 10:5 is also an astral designation, for the stars are 
described as a 'choir' (%opoq) in Euripides Electra 467; Plato, Phaedr. 247a7, Tim. 40c3, Epin. 982e4; Maximus 
ofTyre 16, 6d; Sibylline Oracles 8,450; Philo, Vita Mos. 2.239; cf. I Clement 20:3; Ignatius Ephesians 19.2; 
and in Ignatius Ephesians 4.2 and Romans 2.2 the Church is compared to a choir.

SibOr 5:155, in OTP 397 & n. m2. See also 5:512-53.
Hermann Diels (ed.) Doxographi Graeci 34 If, see Scott, Origen and the Life o f  Stars 5 n l7.
So Bertrand Russell, History o f  Western Philosophy, and its Connection with Political and Social 

Circumstances from the Earliest Times to the Present Day (London: Allen & Unwin 1947) 229-30; cf. John M. 
Dillon, The Middle Platonists: A Study o f  Platonism, 80B.C. toA.D. 220 (London: Duckworth, 1977) 170-71;
others have debated whether Aristotle did indeed regard ether as a fifth element. Whilst Werner Jaeger 
Aristotle: Fundamentals o f the History o f his Development, (trans. Richard Robinson; Oxford: Clarendon,
1934) 144 n.2 claimed Aristotle saw ether as fifth element, Paul Moraux "Quinta Essentia", PW  24 (1963) 1172
disagrees; see also David E. Hahm, "The Fifth Element in Aristotle's De Philosophia: A Critical Re-
examination", John P. Anton & Anthony Preuss (eds.) Essays in Ancient Greek Philosophy (Albany, NY : 
SUNY, 1983) II, 404-28. Stars made o f  ether: Aristotle De caelo 270b 10-25, 289a 11-15, Meteorologica 339b
16-19, 340b 6-10; cf. Cicero, De natura deorum 1.39.

See Scott's discussion o f  this: Origen and the L ife o f  Stars, 26-34, esp. 32-3.
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their [misunderstanding of Aristotle).165 The Church Fathers were in contact with this 

stream of thought: Tertullian repeated the Stoic misconception of Aristotle's views,166 and 

Origen used a Stoic etymology to explain the origin of the term psyche (soul).167

Perhaps the clearest statement we have comes from a pagan (yet monotheistic)168 source. 

In a response to a late second or early third-century oracular request a god, one of the angels, 

is quoted on the walls of the city of Oenoanda169 in Asia Minor as saying:

[A]\)t o<|>vt |<;, dSiSaKxoq, a|if|TCOp, doru<|>eA.iKTO<;,
ouvona nf| xcopdov, tcoA/ucovuhoc;, ev 7rupi vcdcov, tomo 0eoq'
(ieiKpct 8e Geou avyeXoi rpelc;. xomo jie\)0o|ievoiai 0eot> nep
i oaxiq mapxei, Ai[0]s[p]a rcav8e|3K[fj 0e]ov evvenev, eiq ov opcovt 
aq e'u%eo0’ ficpotx; npog avToXiriv eCTopco[v]xg[<;].170

Self-existent, untaught, without a mother, undisturbed, of many 
names although not spreading abroad his name, dwelling in fire: this 
is God, and we messengers are a small portion of God. To those 
enquiring about God, who he is, this is what it (i.e., the oracle) said: 
that Aither is the all-seeing God, looking to whom pray at dawn as 
you look towards the east.171

Not only are the angels hypostases of God, they are thus made from the same substance as 

God, ether. These lines were famous, known by Christians as well as pagans, and cited by 

the likes of Lactantius.172

165 Scott, Origen and the Life o f  Stars, 39-40.
166 De anima 5.2.
167 J.H. Waszink, Tertulliani de Anima (Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, 1947) 330.

See Louis Robert's comments in "Un oracle grave a Oinoanda", C R A I(\91\) 610.
Oenoanda is notable also for its long Epicurean inscription which was put up by a certain Diogenes, whose 

identity is not certain; see the important new edition, translation and discussion o f this text by Martin Ferguson 
Smith, The Epicurean Inscription (Napoli: Bibliopolis, 1993).
™ Text is from A.S. Hall, "The Klarian Oracle at Oenoanda", ZPE 32 (1978) 263.

SEG 933. Translation is that o f G.H.R. Horsley, "8. Answer from an oracle", New Docs II p.39. The text was 
republished and brought to the attention of historians by G.E. Bean, "Journeys in Northern Lycia 1965-1967", 
Denkschr. Oesterr. Akad. der Wiss., Phil.-Hist. Kl. 104 (1971) 20-2, no.37; A.S. Hall, ZPE 32, (1978) 263-268; 
L. Robert, C R A I(\91 \) 597-619; M. Guarducci, Rendiconti dell'Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 8.27 (1972) 
335-347 & idem, Epigrafia Greca IV (1978) 109-12 and C. Gallavotti, Philologus 121 (1977) 263-369 with 
bibliography (although he misidentifies the angeloi as human cultists). See also E.R. Dodds, "New Light on the 
Chaldaean Oracles'", in Hans Lewy (ed.) Chaldaean Oracles and Theurgy: Mysticism, Magic and Platonism in 
the Later Roman Empire (Paris: Etudes Augustiniennes, 1978) 694-7. The text and its background is also 
discussed in R. L. Fox, Pagans and Christians 169 (& 195-8).

Lactantius argued that (after minor alteration) the text supported Christianity; he quoted it at the beginning 
of his Divine Institutes', see the discussion in Fox, Pagans and Christians 170-71; Lactantius also held Hermes 
(> e. Hermes Trismegistos) in some regard, claiming that his writings supported Christianity, cf. Brian P. 
Copenhaver, Hermetica: The Greek Corpus Hermeticum and the Latin Asclepius in a new English translation 
with notes and introduction (Cambridge: CUP, 1995) xliii.
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When early Christians did concern themselves with the nature of angels astral symbolism 

was important. The Epistle o f Barnabas talks of the "light-bringing angels of God",173 and a 

long discourse by the Valentinian Theodotus is concerned with the angels who lived within 

and moved the heavenly bodies.174 Ignatius in his Epistle to the Trallians 5 clearly links 

angels to the heavenly bodies, but cautions against ordinary Christians, spiritual infants 

(vr|7uoi<;), becoming involved in such speculations.175 Likewise Paul's warning, very similar 

in form to Ignatius', against speculation concerning heavenly bodies and angelic worship 

also implicitly links angels and the heavenly bodies (Col 2:18).

The main early Christian position on angels and heavenly bodies was, however, negative. 

Lactantius demonstrated the folly of worshipping the heavenly bodies or supposing that they 

were animated in any way (as was supported by Stoic conceptions of the nature of the stars), 

for if they were possessed of life then they would follow their own course, rather than the 

course set down by God.176 Christian anti-Jewish polemic often linked the worship of angels 

and that of stars. The Kerygma Petri states that "The Jews ... thinking that they only know 

God, do not know Him, adoring as they do angels and archangels, the month and the
1 'T'l

moon". Celsus levelled similar accusations against the Jews and linked the adoration of 

heavenly bodies and angels, although he is surprised that the Jews worship heaven without 

also worshipping the stars therein.178

Athenagoras perhaps takes the most pains to explain to his readers the nature of angelic 

beings as part of a discussion of the difference between God, the Son and the Holy Spirit on 

the one hand, and other types of spiritual beings on the other. In his attempt to justify 

Christian trinitarian monotheism Athenagoras argues that the lesser spiritual beings, such as 

Satan or the angels, are bound in matter just like us humans. Speaking of Satan he mentions 

the role of angels in the material world:

^oraxycoyoi ayye^oi xou Geot), Epistle o f Barnabas 18 (R.A. Kraft (ed.) Barnabae epistula [SC 172; Paris: 
Cerf, 1971]).

Clement o f Alexandria, Eclog. Proph. 51.
See chap. 6 for a full discussion o f this text.
Lactantius, The Divine Institutes II.5; Epitome o f  the Divine Institutes 26.
Aaxpeuovxeq ayyeXou; Kai dpxayyeX.oiq, ^r|vi Kai aeA.f|vn: apud Clement o f Alexandria, Strom. VI.5. 

See also (later and in the West) Jerome's comments which were obviously influenced by this linkage between 
worship o f angels and worship o f  heavenly bodies: angelis refugis et spiritibus immundis ....Militia autem caeli 
non tantum sol appelatur et luna et astra rutilantia, sed omnis angelica multitudo eorumque exercitus, qui 
Hebraice appellantur Sabaoth, id est virtutum sive exercituum (Ep. 121 adAlgasium, 10).

Origen CCV.6; cf. CCI.26.
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to  jrepi tt]v t>A,t|v exov jrv£%ia, yevo|j,evov |iev  i>no xo\j 0eot>,
Ka0’ < K a i>  o i Xouroi W  auxoO y ey ova m v ayyeA.01, Kai x t j v  erci 
xfi v>X.r) Kai xoiq xfjq uXriq ei'8eat 7i£7uaxe'op.£vov 8 ioiKT|cn.v.
Tomcov yap f] xa>v ayyeXtov otioxaaic; xa> 0ecp eici n p ovoia  
yeyove xotq •on’ ainoO  8iaK£Koa(j,ri|a£voiq, iv ’ fj xf)v p.ev
7cavxeXiKf)v Kai yeviKtjv o 0eoq <excov> xa>v okcov rcpovoiav, xrjv
8e e iii  (aepouq o i en  auxotq xa/Gevxe^ ayyeX oi. (Legatio  sive  
supplicatio  p ro  Christianis 24 .2 -3)179

Concerning the spirit which holds matter (viz. Satan), who w as 
created by God, just as the other angels were created by him, and 
entrusted with the control o f  matter and the forms o f  matter. For this 
is the office o f  the angels, to exercise care for God over the things 
created and ordered by him; so that God may have the absolute and 
general care o f  the w hole, while the parts are provided for by the 
angels appointed over them.

When asking himself questions about the nature of the heavenly beings, which, as we have 

seen in Jewish tradition (of which Origen was informed), normally referred to the angelic 

host, Origen asserts that although the stars are made of ether, they are nevertheless 

material.180

Considering the connection between stars, angels and astral immortality it should come as 

no surprise that Theodotus used the discussion of the angels who govern the sun, moon and 

stars to introduce his discussion of angelic transformation.

Eiaiv ot>v Kaxa xov drcoaxoXov oi ev xfi aKpa drcoKaxaoxaaei 
jtpcoxoKxtCTxot «0povoi« 8' av  eTev, Kalxoi Suvaneu; ovxeq, oi 
7tp(oxoKxtaxoi 8 ta  xo avajtaueaO at ev auxotq xov 0eov, coq Kai 
ev xoT<; 7tiaxe\)ODaiv. EKaoxoq yap Kaxa xf)v iS iav 7tp0K07iriv 
oiKelav exei xf|v nepi 0eoO yvcoaiv, ecp' fi yvcbaei a va jtau exa t o 
0eoq, av8itov yevop.evcov 8 ta xfjq yvcoaetoq xcbv eyvcoKoxcov. Kai 
|j.f| xi xo «ev xqj fiXico e0exo xo aKf|vco(xa a\)xo\)« ovxcoq 
e^aKouexat . . . Kai xo «t)jtepdv(o mcr|<; apxfjq Kai e^ovxria*;
Kai 8t>vd|xeco<; Kai Jiavxoq ovojiaxoq 6vop.a^o|ievot>« oi 
xe\eito0evxe<; eio iv avOpcmcov, ayyeXcov, apxayyeXcov ei<; xt|v 
rcpcoxoKxioxov xcov ayyeXwv (ptioiv. oi yap e^ dv0p<B7icov eiq 
a yyeX o vq  (xexaaxavxeq x ^ ia  £TTI p.a0rixe\)ovxai •fajto xa>v 
ayyeXwv, eiq xeXeioxrixa dnoKa0iaxdn.evot elxa oi |aev 
SiSa^avxeq ^exaxiOevxai eiq dpxayyeXiKtiv e^ouaiav, oi 
HaOovxeq 8e xoix; e£ avOpcbncov au0i<; (j.eOiCTxap.evo'uq eiq 
ayyeXoix; (j.aGrixe’UO'uciv, erceixa ouxtoq 7tepio8oiq p rfxatq

iso Schoedel (ed.) Athenagoras. Legatio and De resurrectione (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972).
Deprinc. 1.7.5.
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ctJtoKaGiCTTavTai xfj oiK eia xoO oroiaaxoq ayye^oO eaia .
(Theodotus, apud Clement of Alexandria, Eclog. Proph. 57)

According to the apostle there are: those on the summit, the first- 
created, they are thrones, although (also) Powers (dunam eis), being  
the first-created, inasmuch as God rests in them, as also (he rests) in
the faithful. For each one, according to his stage o f  advancement, 
holds the knowledge o f  God in a w ay special to himself; and in this 
know ledge God rests, those who hold knowledge being made 
immortal by know ledge. And is not "he set his tabernacle in the sun"
(L X X  Psalm 18:5) to be understood thus? . . . And what is "above 
every rule, and authority, and power, and every name that is named"
(Eph 1:21 & Phil 2:9)? It is the perfect o f  men w ho are angels, and 
archangels, rising to the first-created nature o f  the angels. For those 
w ho are transformed from men to angels are taught for a thousand 
years by the angels after they are brought to perfection. Then those  
w ho have taught are transformed to archangelic authority; and those  
who have learned instruct those again o f  men w ho are changed to 
angels. Thus afterwards, in the prescribed periods, they are brought 
to the proper angelic state o f  the body.

Manichaeans seem also to have held to some kind of belief that the stars were animated 

beings. T. Kellis 22 (mid to late fourth century)181 proclaims the veneration both of the stars 

and the powers within them. It claims that the sun and the moon act as guides for souls, that 

they enlighten (cjjom^ouoaq, presumably referring to intellectual enlightenment rather than 

their role as bringers of physical light), judge, observe, and even, like God's angels in 

mainstream Christian tradition, imprison the opponents.182

In the magical papyri stars and angels are identified with each other. In PGM 1.42-195, a 

spell to acquire a daimonic assistant, the magician is told that as he performs the spell:

OT||iEtov ev Tctxei xotov>[xo a o x ip  ai'0io]v KaxeXGcbv axfiaexat  
eiq j-iEOOv xou 86paxoq  Kai Kax1 o^[)j.a K axa]xu[0]ev io  aoxpov, 
aGpfiCTeiq, ov EKakeaaq ayyek ov jtE^(p0[evxa ojoi., Becov 5e  
PouXdq ouvx6(x(oq yvcbar|. (PGM  1.74-7)

At once there w ill be a sign for you like this: [A blazing star] w ill 
descend and com e to a stop in the middle o f  the housetop, and when  
the star [has dissolved] before your eyes, you w ill behold an angel 
(ayyeA.o<;) whom  you have summoned and who has been sent [to 
you], and you w ill quickly learn the decisions o f  the gods. (PGM
1.42-195, //.74-7; trans. E.N. O'Neil, GMP.)

182 Jenk'ns’ "The Prayer o f  the Emanations in Greek from Kellis", in LeMuseon  108 (1995) 245 & nl2. 
T. Kellis ("The Prayer o f  the Emanations") 22.59-65, in Jenkins, "The Prayer o f  the Emanations" 251.
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Thus our period witnessed the development of an understanding of the nature of angels 

based upon their identification with stars in the Old Testament, the Hellenistic 

'daimonisation' o f the heavenly bodies and the Greek philosophical belief in fire or ether as 

the purest heavenly element. Furthermore the beliefs in an astral or an angelic afterlife seem 

to have been fused early, some time during the Second Temple period. Though Christians 

only very rarely discussed the nature of angels, they had to operate within the same biblical 

and Greek philosophical framework as did the writers of the Pseudepigrapha. As Lactantius 

demonstrates, they were clearly concerned about the possibility of astrology and the worship 

of the heavenly bodies that might result from too close an interest in stars and their possible 

relation to the, to Christians, relatively unimportant question of the nature of the angels.

3.2.3 The angel as 'soul'
Focusing upon some New Testament passages and Origen, wherein the issue of angels and 

souls arise together, this section will aim to demonstrate the association in the mind of 

Middle Eastern man or woman in the first centuries of the Christian Era between lesser 

spiritual beings, angels, and the spiritual component of the human being, the soul. In 

antiquity many different philosophical systems competed. Not only the well-known Graeco- 

Roman systems such as Pythagoreanism, Platonism, Aristotelianism or Stoicism, but also 

Jewish thought centred around the biblical tradition and Mesopotamian ideas, and the 

thought of those who in this period were attempting to graft old traditions with new and thus 

create new syntheses; all these collided with and interacted with each other. Regardless of 

the variety of approaches there were considerable commonalities; the connection between 

conceptions of the soul and conceptions about heavenly beings is one area that demonstrates 

commonality across religious boundaries.

The examination of beliefs about angels reveals an underlying cosmology that seems to 

have informed most commentators. This cosmology saw a hierarchy of beings that 

proceeded from the lowliest evil spirits through humans to angels and then to God. God, or 

the Godhead, stood above and outside this scheme. The other creatures, however, were 

united by the fact that they were creatures with souls. In imagery derived from the political 

and social sphere ancient commentators in the first four centuries after Christ thought that 

these beings were divided from each other by the body that they wore over their souls; men
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wore human bodies over their souls, angels wore angelic bodies. When the meagre offerings 

of Scripture were exhausted writers were left with explaining the nature of a being which 

seems to have had some free will, and who was connected with fire/ether and brightness. It 

is apparent that the philosophic environment of the time forced them to come to the 

conclusion that angels were souls in a certain position in the heavenly hierarchy, a position 

attained due to the exercise of their free will.

We will begin our investigation of this notion of the angel as a soul unencumbered by a 

human body with the New Testament.

The question of Acts 23:8, where it is said that the Sadducees reject the belief in angels 

raises questions of what they actually meant by 'angel', it seems that they were talking of 

something like the soul. B.J. Bamberger has pointed out it would have been strange for the 

Sadducees to reject the existence of angelic messengers considering the vast number of them 

mentioned in the Old Testament.183 This point is not conclusive, for there had been a long 

history of the suppression of mention of angels in the Hebrew Bible.184 Yet the context also 

suggests that they meant something other than a simple messenger o f God. Paul claims that 

he is on trial here with respect to his belief in resurrection (23:6) it is thus logical to suggest 

that the claim made of the Sadducees in relation to their persecution of him (23:8), that they 

do not believe in resurrection, angel or spirit, refers to this belief. Angels and spirits are thus 

linked to the resurrection. Indeed in 23:10 the Pharisees raise the possibility, in Paul's 

defence, that a "spirit or angel spoke to him". Although Bamberger is hesitant in making a 

conclusion about what the Sadducees actually meant, preferring to raise possibilities, he does 

suggest a possibility that fits very well with the ideas so far presented in this chapter: "The 

Sadducees deny that a divinely appointed soul will re-enter the body to animate it; they deny 

even that a divinely appointed spirit can enter a living man to endow him with prophetic 

insight"185. It is reasonable to suggest that the word 'angel' had connotations here extending 

beyond the mere description of a messenger of God, a meaning closer to 'soul' and connected 

with the belief in resurrection and eternal life.

183 B.J. Bamberger, "Critical Note: The Sadducees and The Belief in Angels", in JBL LXXXII (1963) 434-5.
184 Rofe, Nlpoa D>3Ni703 n)lONn [The Belief in Angels in the Bible and Early Israel] I, 112-119.
185 B.J. Bamberger, "Critical Note: The Sadducees and The Belief in Angels" 435.
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Likewise the passage in Acts 12:15-16, in which the servant girl is accused of mistaking 

Peter's angel for the man himself, suggests that here was something akin to a spirit or soul or 

ghost; indeed as J.H. Moulton points out there is no reason to suggest that they thought that 

Peter was dead,186 which suggests a spirit rather than a ghost.

Moulton concludes that we are dealing here with a view of angels that sees them as the

representatives of humans in heaven, a kind of spiritual double that acts for us before God, in

effect a kind of soul. He argues that this idea is tied into the Zoroastrian notion of the

Fravashi. There were, I think, more proximate influences upon New Testament beliefs about

angels, influences reflected in other early Christian literature. Cyril of Jerusalem recorded

that the Jewish-Christians who wrote the Gospel o f the Hebrews held to the heretical belief

that Mary was a power named Michael in heaven who descended and was entrusted with the

care of Jesus.187 In the probably early second century anti-gnostic text the Epistula

Apostolorum the story of the annunciation is interpreted as an appearance of Christ as the
1 88archangel Gabriel; he then enters Mary and is bom as Jesus. As we will see in the next 

chapter (§4.3) Origen suggested that John the Baptist was an angel and talked in a similar 

way of angels coming into the womb and being bom as humans.189 And we have already 

seen that Christ was on occasion described as an angel. Thus there existed a body of beliefs 

that held that a being could have a heavenly and an earthly existence, being in a form 

appropriate for each place. It is this change in form that is most important to understanding 

the nature of angels. An angel was a being in heaven; simply being in heaven necessitated a 

different state of being, an angelic state, a state we shall see that was characterised by its 

outward garb.

Origen took a slightly different tack. The legend of the fallen angels was interpreted by 

him allegorically, as the process of the descent of human souls into bodies. He was by no

150 James H. Moulton, "It is his angel", JTS III (1902) 516.
187 This heresy is recorded in the Coptic, but not the Greek version, o f a homily by Cyril o f  Jerusalem: 
"Discourse on Mary Theotokos by Cyril, Archbishop o f Jerusalem", fol. 12a-13a, in E.A.W. Budge (trans. & 
ed.) Coptic Texts (5 vols; New York: AMS Press, 1977) 637-8; cf. E. Hennecke, NTA I, 137.
188 Epistula Apostolorum 14; recorded in both the Coptic (Hennecke NTA I, 189-198) and the Ethiopic version 
(ibid.) o f this interesting text, which was not discovered until 1895 and is nowhere mentioned in early Christian 
literature, cf. Carl Schmidt, Gesprdche Jesu mitseinem Jiingern nach der Auferstehung (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 
1919); Hugo Duensing, Epistula Apostolorum (Bonn: A. Marcus & E. Weber, 1925). For other references see 
Hennecke, op. cit. 191.
189 Com. in Jo. 2.31.
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means alone in this construction of the story. Guy Stroumsa190 lists several examples of this 

myth being interpreted allegorically. Thus Origen states (Stroumsa notes he is repeating the 

position of Philo):

We shall convince those who are able to understand the meaning of 
the prophet that one of our predecessors referred these words to the 
doctrine about souls who were afflicted with a desire for life in a 
human body, which, he said, is figuratively called "daughters of 
men".191

Allegory was a reasonably common tool for the interpretation of this myth, and other
• • 192philosophers, such as Alexander of Lycopolis, followed Philo and Origen's lead.

Philo could, however, be more concrete. In De gigantibus he also states that: "It is Moses' 

custom to give the name of angels to those whom other philosophers call demons, souls that 

is which fly and hover in the air".193

Thus the fallen angels are regarded as something akin to souls, both in an actual and a 

metaphorical fashion. The question of whether angels are souls, or whether they have souls 

is thus raised by Origen, and addressed by him. Whilst admitting that there is no scriptural 

evidence that angels have souls or are souls he defines a soul as a substance rationabiliter 

sensibilis et mobilis "rationally sensible and moveable" and then says that we can apply the 

same definition to angels194 — and, as is often the case with Origen, leaving us with a rather 

obvious, though unstated, conclusion. Angels are therefore seen by Origen as something like

190 Another Seed, Studies In Gnostic Mythology (Leiden: Brill, 1984) 27-9.
191 Stroumsa, Another Seed, 28, Origen, CC  152. The quotation is taken from Chadwick Origen: Contra 
Celsum (Cambridge: CUP, 1965) 307. According to Stroumsa Origen here repeats Philo De gig. II.6.18.. In 
Comm in Joh. VI.42.217 -218 (& XIII) Origen states Philo's view again, but without such explicit support: 
"Some have supposed that this descent would indicate in a covered way that o f  the souls into the bodies - the 
earthly vase being metaphorically referred to by "the daughters o f  men", Stroumsa, Another Seed 28; see also 
L.R. Wickham, "The Sons o f God and the Daughters o f Men: Genesis VI 2 in Early Christian Exegesis" 142-
143. See also Jerome's comments on Origen's beliefs about the fall o f the soul: Jerome, Letter 124 (to Avitus).
192 Stroumsa, Another Seed 28-9: the Middle Platonist Alexander o f  Lycopolis says in his Contra Manichaeos 
chapter XXV (quoted according to P.W. van der Horst and J. Mansfield, An Alexandrian Platonist Against
Dualism: Alexander o f  Lycopolis' Treatise "Critique o f  the Doctrines ofManicheus" [Brill: Leiden, 1974], 95): 
"For example, when the history o f the Jews speaks of  the angels who consorted with the daughters o f  men in 
order to have sexual intercourse, this way of telling the story hints at the nurturing faculties o f the soul which
comes down hither from above".
193 0\>q aXXoi <t>î ocro<t>oi Saijiovaq, Manxrnq eiwGev ovojia^eiv4 yo^ a i S’ e ia i koto tov
aepa neTO(xevai. He goes on to state Kai nt|8eiq moXdpri (i\)0ov evvai to eiprpevov ("And let no one 
suppose what is here said is a myth," De gig. II.6-7, LCL Philo II).
194 Deprin. II.viii.2.70-75, in H. Crouzel & M. Simonetti (ed. & trans.) Origene. Traite des Principes I (SC
252; Paris: Cerf, 1978).
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souls, and were connected both by him and by other writers, through an allegorical 

interpretation of scripture, with the descent of souls into human bodies.

Origen is nothing, however, if not contradictory, or so his position seems. For not only 

are angels actually souls, they also have souls. In book one of de Principiis in a discussion 

of whether souls are pre-existent or created with the body Origen seems to assert that angels 

do have souls. Of angels before they have 'bodies' (albeit ethereal bodies), he asserts (rather 

stretching the meaning of a passage of Scripture discussing vanity): "And let us look at what 

this vanity is, to which the creature is subject. In fact this vanity, I believe, is nothing other 

than the body; for although it is correct that the body of stars is ethereal, it is nonetheless 

material"195 Thus angels have some kind of existence even before they obtain their ethereal 

bodies, an existence that is purely spiritual, indeed, as souls without bodies. Origen's notion 

of the nature of angels is therefore a bit hazy, although an angel seems to be something like a 

soul. He comes closest to a definition of angels when discussing the immortality of the soul 

and its progression through the heavens to join the ranks of the angels; here it becomes clear 

that he regards being an angel as simply the position of a soul in the hierarchy between man 

and God; it was a position that could be reached by any soul, in effect it was an office.196 

Origen even seemed to have included Christ's position as a mere office, granted by God, and 

this led to his condemnation by Epiphanius.197 This led to the classic accusation against 

Origen, that he believed even the devil would be saved.198 In Contra Celsum Origen tries to 

define this office. Celsus had asked what exactly these beings, that Christians call angels, 

actually are. Are they gods? No, says Celsus, most likely demons. In reply Origen outlines 

the roles of an angel: they minister to those who are the heirs of salvation: they ascend, 

bearing the supplications of humans to God, they then descend bearing to the righteous 

whatever God thinks they deserve. Origen then goes on to warn us that although the angels 

are divine, and are thus sometimes called 'gods', they should not be worshipped, for all

195 Deprinc. I.vii.5.154-57: Et primo ergo uidem us quae est uanitas, cui creatura subiecta est. Ego 
quidem arbitror non aliam esse  uanitatem quam corpora; nam  licet aetherium  sit corpus astrorum, 
tamen materiale est.
196 Deprin. 1.8; esp. 1.8.1,1.8.2; cf. De princ. I.V.
197 Epiphanius, Panarion 64, and in Photius (Biblioth. Cod. 118); Methodius, bishop and martyr (311), had 
written several works against Origen, amongst others a treatise "On the Resurrection", o f which Epiphanius 
cites a long extract {Pan. 64,12-52).
198 Henri de Lubac (intro.) in G. Butterworth, Origen, On First Principles (Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 
1973) xxxix-xli; see also Jerome, Letter XCII The Synodical Letter ofTheophilus to the Bishops o f  Palestine 
and o f  Cyprus.
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supplications that they deliver still have to go through the heavenly High Priest, the living 

Word.199 Angels are therefore divine, although they are not gods, and they certainly are not 

demons.

What Origen's position demonstrates is the difficulty of fitting the Jewish idea of the angel 

into the developing Christian understanding of divine beings within a basically Graeco- 

Roman religious scheme, leaving the question of their exact nature largely undealt with.

Thus Origen sees angels as something like souls, souls that are likewise clothed in a 

'material' (albeit 'ethereal') body. Likewise from his allegorical exegesis we can see that he 

saw the fallen angels as souls that were trapped in human bodies. Therefore angels are souls 

that are clothed in different natures according to their position in the cosmos, souls that are 

clothed in human flesh when on earth and are called 'humans', and souls which are clothed in 

angelic nature in the heavens and are thus called 'angels'. The image of the garment is a 

recurring motif that I will examine in more detail in a minute. That the place of this soul in 

the spiritual hierarchy is the result of its behaviour ties Origen's views into those of Plato, 

who argued that souls could go up or down the ladder of spiritual being.200

Likewise the identification of angels with stars leads to an identification of angels with 

souls, for both were believed to be made of the same substance. Stoics, in particular, 

associated the soul and stars with each other based upon an understanding that both were 

made of ether.201

The conclusion is clear: angels are less actual beings than simply souls in a certain 

position in the heavenly hierarchy, often marked by being dressed in a certain angelic 

garment.

199 CC V.4.
200 Plato, Cratylus 397D-398C.

This may have been based upon a Stoic misinterpretation o f Aristotle in D e philosophia frg. 27; cf. Scott, 
Origen and the Life o f  Stars 26-34, esp. 32-3; and on the Stoic link between stars, ether and the soul see Scott,
39-43. As Scott (38) comments: "Ironically, it was the way that he [Aristotle] was misunderstood which was 
the most important contribution to the way that the astral soul was discussed by the age o f Philo and Origen."
See also Tertullian, De anima 5.2.
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3.2.4 Angels as Souls and/or Guardians
It is often unclear whether an angel invoked is a soul of a person or an independent divine 

guardian.

In the third century CE a certain Lycidas built a tomb for his two sisters at Haydan (4

miles S.E. of Eumenia, 40 miles north of Colossae) in Phrygia. On this tomb is mentioned
• 202the name of a certain' Poupriq, obviously the name of a Jew or convert from Judaism. The 

last few lines of the inscription are as follows . . .  el xiq 8e exepov 0f|aei, ecxe cruxqj Txpoq 

xov 0eov K ai xov avyeA-ov xov' PoupriSoq. What, then, is this 'angel of Roubes'? Is it a 

guardian angel or his soul? J.H. Moulton, discussing the inscriptions of Thera, declares that
203a number of them (over forty) identify an angel as being the soul of the deceased.

Although Stuckenbruck argues, on the basis of the formal construction of the text, against 

interpreting the evidence of the Lycidas inscription in this manner, claiming that the 

inscription invokes an independent angel, I think the genitive form of' Po\)pf\6o<; leaves the
204question open.

Indeed there is a strong link between angels as souls and angels as guardians. An angel 

could often be seen to be a kind of spiritual 'twin' of a human being, for instance Mani's 

Syzygos.205 In the Kitab al-Firhist of al-Nadim the Syzygos is called both 'twin'206 and 

'angel'.207 This twin could often appear as a larger image of their human ward, or else they

202 L. Robert, "Epitaphes d'Eumeneia de Phrygie", Hellenica. Recueil d'Epigraphie de Numismatique et 
d'Antiquites Grecques XI-XII (Paris: Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1960) 429-35; republished by Sheppard in "Jews, 
Christians and Heretics in Acmonia and Eumeneia", Anatolian Studies 29 (1979) 175-6.
203 See J.H. Moulton, "It is his angel", JTS 3 (1902) 514-22. See also New Docs IV 240 which discusses a 
tombstone from Melos (IV init.) in Guardicci, EG IV.368-70, the text ends with: 'I adjure you by the angel who 
stands over (the tomb) here, let not one ever dare to add any (body) here'.

Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration and Christology 188.
205 See CMC 17, 24 on the Syzygos as a mirror image o f Mani; see also 13, 18, 19, 22 (restitution), 23, 32, 35 
(restitution), 38-41, 43,73, 74, 101-106, 116 (inferred), 124, 125, 126-127, 130 (restitution), 139 (restitution),
153 (?). On the Syzygos see A. Henrichs & L. Koenen, "Ein Griechischer Mani-Codex (P. Colon, inv. nr. 
4780)", ZPE 5 (1970) VI: "Manis himmlischer Zwilling"; W. Fauth, "Manis anderes Ich: Gestalthafte 
Metaphysik im Kolner Mani-Kodex", in R. Berlinger & W. Schrader (eds.) Gnosis und Philosophic: 
Miscellanea (Amsterdam & Atlanta: Rodopi B.V., 1994) & idem, "Syzygos und Eikon. Manis himmlischer 
Doppelganger vor dem Hintergrund der platonischen Urbild-Abbild-Theorie", Perspektiven der Philosophie,
Neues Jahrbuch, XII (1986) 41-68.
206 Al-Tawm, probably related to the Arabic (twin), in this passage it is described as a Nabataean
word meaning 'companion' (here in Arabic as: jjjS ), see Bayard Dodge (ed. & trans.) The Fihrist o f  al-Nadlm. 
A Tenth-Century Survey o f  Muslim Culture II (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1970) 774 n.140.

If we read the MS here as di& (as a variant spelling for jBU, "angel", cf. DMWA sv. iU )  rather 
than ("King"). This seems a more likely translation than that o f Gustav Fliigel, Mani: Seine Lehre und
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appear at death in order to lead the human being to reward or punishment. In the Nag 

Hammadi Gospel o f  Philip it is claimed that those united with their angel will be safe from 

attack from evil spirits.208 Thus second and third century Syrian thought evidences an 

interest in the concept of spiritual twinship; perhaps (considering the derivation of the name 

Thomas from the Semitic terms used for 'twin') this is also part of the reason for the interest 

in the Thomas literature displayed in Syrian circles.

This view of the angel as some kind of soul or guardian was the result of a long-practised 

attempt to personalise the inner workings of the human psyche. Whilst there was a strong 

tendency to depersonalise the divine, reflected best, perhaps, in the negative theology of the 

second-century Middle-Platonist Basilides,209 there was in the early Christian era an equally 

strong trend towards personalizing abstract concepts. Thus not only do we find abstract 

concepts personified on coins, we even find cities personified; for instance, the mosaic from 

the Hall of Hippolytus at Madaba, in which we find a city personified as Fortune, herself the 

personification of an abstract concept.210 This idea was not new to Greek thought, for Plato 

(Apology 3 ID, 40A) claimed that Socrates had a personal daimdn who warned him before 

undertaking certain actions; here we can probably see the conscience being personalised.

We should also remember the equivalence of daimones and angels in later Greek philosophic 

thought (discussed above §3.1); if Greek writers were coming to see aggeloi and daimones 

as essentially the same thing then the use of daimdn and daimonion or genius to mean 

something like a guardian-soul would also have influenced the developing Christian concept 

of the angel.211 These examples remind us of the angels of the churches in the book of 

Revelation;212 and the guardian-type angels of the Shepherd ofHermas: two angels for 

every person, one prompting evil, the other good. In Late Antique Egypt (5th -  7th) it

seine Schriflen. Ein Beitragzur Geschichte des Manichaismus (Osnabruck: Biblio Verlag, 1969) 139 who takes 
it as thus he renders the phrase "der Konig der Paradiese des Lichts"; cf. Bayard Dodge, The Fihrist o f al- 
Nadrn II, 774 nl39.
208 NHC 11,3 65.24-5.
209 See Hippolytus, Refutatio omnium haeresium VII.21.1-4; VII.22.3-25.

Cf. Lucy Anne Hunt, "The Byzantine Mosaics o f  Jordan in Context: Remarks on Imagery, Donors and 
Mosaicists", Palestine Exploration Quarterly 126 (1994) 106-126, p. 110 Madaba is personified as a Fortune in 
a mid-sixth civic chamber floor, the Hall o f Hippolytus.
211 See "8ai|i6viov", GELNT, "Sai^cov", GELNT, R. Schilling, "Genius" RACX,  52-83.
212 Rev 1:20; 2 passim, 3 passim ; cf. 1:11, 16.
213 Man. VI.2.1-10, see also Man. V. 1.3 and V.2.5, Carolyn Osiek, Shepherd o f  Hermas: a commentary (ed. 
Helmut Koester; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999) 124-5 she cites as a comparative example T. Jud. 20.1-2. 
Cf. also Epistle o f  Barnabas 1.18.1-2. Certainly this is related to the 'two ways' doctrine at Qumran, see John J. 
Collins, Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls (London: Routledge, 1997) 38-51; idem, "The Origin o f  Evil
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became common in letters to offer worship (rcpooKwr|Gi<;, tnpocKYNei) to the recipient's 

'angel'; the angels of the Churches of Revelation 1, 2, 3, have here given rise to angels of 

individual people.214 This is in line with the trend towards an almost animistic approach to
“71 Sangels as guardians/souls of almost everything.

3.3 Angelic symbols
Angels were not normally clearly identified as such. Part of the point of many stories 

involving angels was the revelation that an angel was present amongst humans; often some 

clue was dropped, such as the absence of reliance upon earthly food, which gives away the 

presence of a heavenly being.216 Apart from the titles dealt with above angels are also often 

simply described as 'men'.217 However, two sets of symbols came to be attached to angels: 

one was wings, and the other was the notion of the angels wearing certain garments of light.

3.3.1 How the angel found his wings
The affixation of wings to angels in Christian art helps to support the contentions made so 

far in this chapter. In particular the symbolism of wings helps to demonstrate the

in Apocalyptic Literature and the Dead Sea Scrolls, in idem, Seers, Sybils and Sages in Hellenistic-Roman 
Judaism (lstpubl. in J.A. Emerton (ed.) Congress Volume, Paris, 1992 [Leiden, 1995]; Leiden: Brill, 1997) 
287-299.
214 See M. Choat, "Christian Laity and Leadership in Fourth-Century Egypt" (Unpbl. PhD thesis; Macquarie 
University, 1999) 74-5 who cites: (in Coptic) P. Mich. Copt. I.iv.10; Mon. Epiph.l 13.6 (& nn.); 203.9-10; 
239.2-3; (probably also Mon. Epiph. 118); Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizo inv. 19901 113-5 (ed. P.J. 
Sijpesteijn, "Two Coptic Letters", Cd'E 59 (1984) 371-3; S T 370.2-3; P. Morg. Copt. 6. In Greek see: SB X 
10269.3-4; X 10522.10; P. Rain. Cent. 126; P. Koln IV.191.1 (& nn.).

Cf. Discourse o f Timothy, fol. 72a in Budge, Coptic Texts, V; GenR 10; also Schafer, Rivaltat zwischen 
Engeln und Menschen 58.
216 It was generally accepted that spiritual beings could not consume food. In the New Testament, in Luke 
24:42-3 the risen Christ returns to visit the disciples; at first they are afraid and assume they are seeing a spirit; 
Christ reassures them by demonstrating that he can be touched, and then eats some fish. In the context o f  
Middle Eastern beliefs about demons it seems reasonable to suggest that the eating o f  the fish is also intended 
to illustrate his truly bodily nature. On a Late Antique Aramaic bowl discussed by Naveh and Shaked there is a
story related of  three demons who come to a house, they are masked as humans but are revealed as demons 
when they cannot eat; this tale is reflected in a number o f different bowl texts, demonstrating that it had a wide 
currency (see Naveh and Shaked, Amulets and Magic Bowls: Aramaic Incantations o f  Late Antiquity 
(Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1985) 75-6 nn to 11. 16-22). In the Quran also the idea is reflected when it is implied 
that angels cannot eat food (Qur’an 25:7); see also the Theodosius, Archbishop o f  Alexandria, Encomium on St 
Michael the Archangel, in Budge, Coptic Texts V, fol.25a-41b, the story o f St Michael visiting a pious couple
by the name o f Dorotheus and Theopiste; cf. Tobit 5:4.
217 See Gen 18:2; 19:1; Deut 8:15. Beings which were described in the Bible as o>\mn "men" were explicitly
identified in later literature as angels. Thus Ezek 9:2 mentions six men carrying clubs with another clothed in 
linen carrying writing implements; b. Sabb. 55a claims the one clothed in linen is Gabriel; Targum Jonathan 
according to Codex Reuchlinianus describes the six o ’von as N^nnn Notwn inns m m n "angels o f  destruction 
in human form" (cited from Reeves, Heralds o f That Good Realm, 189; text is P. de Lagarde, Prophetae 
Chaldaice: Paulus de Lagarde e fide codicis reuchliniani edidit [Leipzig: Teubner, 1872]).
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connections in Near Eastern and Graeco-Roman thought between lesser divine beings, souls 

and the immortal state. As a basically late fourth century phenomenon the iconographical 

affixation of wings to angels lies on the boundary of the time period of this thesis. This 

phenomenon, however, supports the main contentions of this thesis, and is the culmination of 

ideas developing in Christian circles in the first four hundred years of Christianity.

i q
It is well known that the winged angel was a late development. It was not until the late 

fourth century that the classic winged angel first appears, interestingly, in this particular 

case, a winged St Matthew.219 This type of depiction of Matthew is part of a tradition which 

links the four evangelists with the living Creatures of Ezekiel 1:1-14 and cherubim of 

Ezekiel 10:l-22.220 In this interpretation of Ezekiel the creature with the face of a man is 

regarded as an angel. Clearly by the time of this fresco the connection between angels and 

the other heavenly beasts (cherubim, seraphim, Living Creatures) had already been made. 

Wings had thus already come to be assigned to angels, as the creatures depicted as winged in 

the Old Testament had come to be seen as angels. St Matthew's depiction as a winged angel 

does not, then, explain how wings came to be assigned to angels before they came to be 

connected with the cherubim and seraphim.221 But the fourth century saw winged angels 

becoming increasingly popular; these were angels, not evangelists symbolically represented 

as angels,222 and were thus not connected with the typological exegesis of Ezekiel. In the 

Old Testament angels could ascend or descend on ladders (Gen 28:12), or in the flames of 

the sacrificial fire (Judges 13:20); when wings are mentioned in the Bible or related literature 

they generally connote protection, as in a mother bird sheltering her young beneath her 

wings. Thus the affixation of wings to angels was not a natural development of Old 

Testament ideas. We must look elsewhere for the origin of the winged angel. Birds, of 

course, were important for divination in the Graeco-Roman world; they were, like angels, 

messengers of heaven; so too, the Roman Emperor generally became a winged eagle upon 

death; likewise Zoroastrian fravashis (ancestral spirits of the dead that by this period were

218 For instance the depiction of the appearance o f the three angels to Abraham under the oaks of Mamre in the 
third century via Latina catacomb in Rome portrays them without wings.

S. Tsuji, "Angels 4. Iconography", New Catholic Encyclopedia I (San Francisco: Catholic University o f 
America, 1967) 516.

See Irenaeus o f Lyon, Adversus Haereses 3.11.8; Augustine, De consensu evangelistarum 1.6.9; see also De 
consensu evangelistarum 4.10.11 and Tractatus in Joannis evangelium 36.5

See n53 on the addition o f seraphim and cherubim to the first Christian hierarchy.
See the bas-reliefs from Carthage and an ivory diptych of St Michael from Ravenna in Fernand Cabrol,

Dictionaire d'Archeologie Chretienne etdeLiturgie I (Paris, 1903-) s.v. "Ange".
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worshipped as intercessor type figures) were regarded as winged; indeed in Near Eastern art, 

from Assyria to Egypt, it is apparent that many winged deities were worshipped or feared; 

we must also not forget the winged Nike, Eros or Hermes of Graeco-Roman religion. All 

these are possible antecedents, but are barren when it comes to explaining why exactly the 

angel became, all of a sudden, a winged being. To explain the advent of the winged angel it 

is necessary to look to Plato and Persian ideas, and their collision with each other in the 

cultural melting pot of the fourth century Mediterranean world. It then becomes apparent 

that angels gained their wings due to their mastery of time, their eternal immortal existence, 

of which wings were a symbol, a symbol that then came to represent all who had joined their 

ranks as immortal beings. The affixation of wings to angels was directly related to the ideas 

we have looked at in this thesis so far. Angels became winged beings because people were 

interested in them primarily as models of the perfect afterlife; as we will see, wings were a 

symbol of this perfect and immortal state of being.

The winged angel is an enigma in the history of late antique art. The generally accepted 

view is that it arose in Christian circles in the fourth century (as Christianity began to lose its 

Old Testament fear of the representative arts223), and was somehow derived from the winged 

victories popular in this period, as coin evidence in particular so strongly suggests. There is, 

surely, a strong similarity, if not actual exact pictorial identity, between many of the 

depictions of angels and those of Nike, indeed the female winged victory image on coins 

came to be replaced by the male winged angel in the early fifth century.224 However, 

although the tendency for depictions of angels with wings to develop in the direction of a 

pre-existing template, that of the Nike, is not at all surprising -  in fact one would expect this 

development -  it does nothing whatsoever to explain why the angel needed to be depicted as 

winged in the first place.

223 Cf. Irmgard Hutter, The Herbert History o f  Art and Architecture: Early Christian & Byzantine (trans. 
Alistair Laing; London: The Herbert Press, 1988) 8.

See for example two gold solidi o f Justin's and Justinian's reigns in P.D. Whitting, Byzantine Coins (Barrie 
& Jenkins: London, 1973) figs. 77 & 78-9 p.57; for the orthodox view o f the winged angel as derived from the 
victory see Ernst Kitzinger, Early Medieval Art (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1963) 14; this is however, 
an art-history perspective; it describes the iconographical image o f the winged angel as derived from the 
winged victory, but does not explain the development o f the belief that angels should be depicted as winged.
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a. Wings as protection
Wings in the Old Testament generally symbolised protection, like a mother bird protecting 

its young. This motif is very common in the Book of Psalms. Psalm 17:8 declares: "Keep 

me as the apple of thy eye; hide me in the shadow of thy wings." Other references of this 

sort are Ps 36:7; 57:1; 61:4, in which the wings are identified with the tent of God protecting 

his righteous (63:7; 91:4). On occasion God is compared to an eagle lifting up his people 

and thus putting them under his protection, here the wings symbolise both the care of a 

mother bird for its young, and also movement. This image can be seen in the art of other 

Near Eastern civilizations, for instance Egypt, where the wings of Horus, the falcon god, 

acted to protect the pharaoh, and a winged Nephthys, and sometimes also a winged Isis, are 

depicted protecting Osiris seated upon his throne.

Certainly it seems clear that the angels of the Old Testament were not winged -  apart from 

the winged cherubim and seraphim, who are demonstrably figures derived from the Near 

Eastern tradition of hybrid zoomorphic winged guardian figures, and in the Old Testament 

are not angels.227 In fact in the Old Testament it is often the case that angels are not clearly 

distinguished at all; it is a mark of righteousness to be able to identify one of God's 

messengers (cf. Tobit 5:4). In the New Testament we find the use of images such as those 

first found in Ezekiel and Daniel to mark an angel off from an ordinary human, such as 

gleaming white robes, or a countenance like lightning (Ezek 9:2; Dan 10:6).228

The symbolism of wings as protective devices, found in the Old Testament, continues into 

the New Testament. Christ declares in Matthew 23:27 "O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, killing the

’j-pnon -paw yy m wiy.
226 See the illustrations collected in E.A. Wallis Budge, Osiris and the Egyptian Resurrection (2 vols. New  
York: Dover, 1971) I, 3 & 29 (Bas relief from Philae), 265 (Abydos), 291 (Gebel Barkal, Sudan), 344 (Meroe), 
II, 31 (Denderah), 51 (Denderah), 58 (Philae). The winged solar disc, winged birds and scarabs were also
common motifs on Egyptian jewellery and art: fig. 110 (Dashur; catalogue no. JE 30875 = CG 52002, 52003) 
in Mohammed Saleh and Hourig Sourouzian, Official Catalogue o f  the Egyptian Museum Cairo (Mainz: Philip 
von Zabem); fig. 143 (Thebes; cat. no. JE 31409 = CG 34026); in ibid; fig. 150 (Abydos; cat. no. CG 48406), 
ibid; fig 151 (Abydos; cat. no. JE 88902), ibid.; fig. 181 (Thebes, tomb o f  Tutankhamon [no.62]; JE 62030), 
ibid; fig. 186 (Thebes, tomb o f Tutankhamon [no.62]; JE 61467); fig. 203 (Tanis; Ramses II as a child 
protected by the Canaanite god Hurun; JE 64735), ibid; fig. 212 (Thebes; Victory stela o f  Merenptah [the 
"Israel stela"]; JE 31408 = CG 34025), ibid; fig. 237 (Thebes; JE 26200 = CG 61028), ibid; fig. 243 (Thebes; 
RT 25.12.24.20), ibid; fig. 249 (Saqqara; JE 35923 = CG 53668), ibid; fig. 265 (Armant; JE 54313), ibid; fig. 
268 (unknown provenance; RT 18.11.24.46), ibid; see also numberous depictions o f  winged figures on coffins 
on display in the Egyptian Museum; for example: 9303 & 27540; 1319; 45459; 4278 (= ? 33113 & 60133 ?).
227 See §3.1.1.
228 See §3.3.2.
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prophets and stoning those who are sent to you! How often would I have gathered your 

children together as a hen gathers her brood under her wings, and you would not!" This 

image derived from the mother bird was still important in fourth century monastic literature 

preserved in Sahidic.

Of course what we are witnessing here is the continuing influence of the Old Testament 

upon the monks of the Egyptian desert, as the wings of the cherubim either acted to protect 

God whilst he sat on his throne or actually supported him on his throne; in these texts the 

cherub's protective wings are being generously lent to his earthly minions, the ascetics. 

Cherubim, however, were not angels. Although Christians were in this period, and Jews 

slightly later (during the Middle Ages), moving towards subsuming all heavenly beings 

under the title "angel" and dividing them up into elaborate hierarchies which included the 

seraphim and cherubim (I am talking here of the likes of SS Ambrose, Jerome and Pseudo- 

Dionysius, who were all late fourth to early fifth century); this was an innovation. Up until 

this time it is true to say that although cherubim and seraphim were members of the heavenly 

court around God, they were not angels, for they were not messengers between God and 

man, as angels were.230 It is thus worthwhile to note that it is only cherubim who are 

described as winged in the literature of the desert fathers; I have read almost all of this 

literature and have yet to find a winged angel; although there may well be an example or two 

that I have not yet seen, it is certainly not a common motif; thus it is true to say that the 

desert fathers generally distinguished between angels and the other heavenly beings and also 

did not regard angels as winged beings.

Unlike birds, Biblical angels did not need wings to travel from heaven to earth and back 

again. Angels ascended on ladders, or else in the flames of the sacrificial fire.231 And also at

229 F. Nau, Histoire de Jean le Petit, Hegoumene de Scete, au IVe siecle (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1914) 56.3; trans. 
MacDermot, The Cult o f  the Seer, 467; see also E. Porcher, Vie d'Isaac, Patriarche d'Alexandrie de 686 a 689 
(P O X I; Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1914) 323.5.

Perhaps Origen was the origin o f the notion that seraphim and cherubim were types of  angels, for his type of  
'angelic Christology' saw Christ as both an Angel of Great Counsel (Isa 9:6) and as one o f  the seraphs o f  Is 6. 
See discussion o f angelic Christology below §3.5.
231 Indeed the notion o f angels ascending on ladders survived well into Late Antiquity. Joseph Naveh and Shaul 
Shaked discuss just such a reference in Magic Spells and Formulae: Aramaic I ncantations o f  Late Antiquity 
(Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1993), Amulet 21 Provenance unknown (Geoffrey Cope Collection, Herzlia); silver 
"Healing for Melekh son of Guzu", p.72 Middle Column: at the top o f  the column the word oiioo "their (=the 
angels') makhon (abode)", underneath this there are Greek letters and letters resembling the ancient Hebrew or 
Samaritan script, drawn around the Hebrew word is something that looks like a ladder. This word (mkwnm) is
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Dura Europos there is a third century CE mural which depicts Jacob's dream with wingless 

angels wearing short cloaks ascending a ladder. The motif is also found in early Christian 

literature, for instance the Martyrdom o f Perpetua and Felicitas, a text strongly influenced 

by Montanism, if not actually derived from Montanist circles,232 in which Perpetua has a 

vision of a ladder leading to heaven, upon which the righteous ascend.

The one example that we have of winged angels from pre-Late Antique Jewish literature, 

is from the Second Temple era Ethiopic Book o f Enoch. This example, however, is the 

proverbial exception that proves the rule, for here the angels have to take up for themselves 

wings with which to fly, demonstrating that they did not have wings in the first place.233

b. Near Eastern winged deities, Judaism and Graeco- 
Near Eastern winged deities, Judaism and Graeco-Roman 

paganism
Yet in the cultures of the Near East and Mediterranean basin in this period there was no 

shortage of winged deities. Indeed being winged was so common for divine figures that one 

almost wonders how the angel could have failed to have gained wings before the fourth 

century. Demons were conventionally thought of as winged. In Mesopotamia, as in Greece, 

the wind was seen as a winged demon named Pazuzu.234 Likewise we have examples of

acc. to the authors certainly related to makhon which is a term for one o f the seven firmaments (cf. Bavli 
H9agiga 12b). The term is found often in the Dead Sea Scrolls (esp. the Thanksgiving Scroll) and in the 
Hekhalot texts (cf. P. Schafer, Konkordanz zur Hekhalot-Literatur (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 
1988, p.408) "where it seems to be based quite explicitly in many cases on the Talmudic discussion." Some 
refs to makhon in Hekhalot also mention a ladder; P. Schafer, Synopse zur Hekhalot-Literatur (Tubingen: 
J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1981) §§772-4; but see also Bowl 23 in which the word ladders can also be 
possibly read, and yet there is no reference to angels.
32 Herbert Musurillo (intro. & trans.) The Acts o f the Christian Martyrs (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972) xxvi.

lEn 61:1. This is only in MSS B & C. Milik noted this passage and claimed that it was evidence for 
Christian influence upon the Parables o f Enoch (The Books o f  Enoch (Oxford: Clarendon, 1976) 97), yet as we 
have seen the angels took up wings, they were not permanently attached as limbs.

Othmar Keel, The Symbolism o f  the Biblical World: Ancient Near Eastern Iconography and the Book o f  
Psalms (trans. T.J. Hallett; New York: Seabury Press, 1972) 79 & 82, fig. 93. See also the 7th century BCE 
statuette o f Pazuzu from Dur-Katlimmu (Tell Sheikh Hamad), in the Deir ez-Zur Museum in Syria (guidebook, 
no. 120), see H. Kiihne, "Tall Sheikh Hamad/Dur-Katlimmu 1988-90, Archivftir Orientforschung 40/41 
(1993/94) 270-71 fig. 97 and N. Bunataz, H. Zuna & A. Alhamud, jjjll j jj  ■

jiii jlgjX | (Guidebook to the Museum o f  Deir ez-Zur; Ministry o f Culture and
Antiquities, 1999) 1TA, IT- JJJI pij.
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Caananite demons from excavations at Beth Shean, Megiddo and Tell el-‘Ajjul.235 From 

Petra in southern Jordan we have numerous examples of winged deities from the excavation 

of the temple appropriately named "The Temple of the Winged Lions".236 The iconography 

of kingship in the Near East included as a central feature the movable throne or 

throne/chariot o f the king, supported by hybrid, winged zoomorphic beasts, which was the 

model for the cherubim throne of God in Jewish tradition.237 The zoomorphic figures of the 

royal palace of Persepolis seem to be examples of the same; thus they are less guardians, 

although they are that as well, than a type of cherub constantly holding the king's throne 

hovering in heaven.

It has been accepted that Graeco-Roman iconography in its depiction of the likes of 

Nike/Victoria, Hermes/Mercury, and Psyche/Anima was also influenced by these Near 

Eastern deities. Received opinion is that the wings were first added to such figures on 

purely artistic grounds, in order to fill in the field, the identification of the wings as symbols 

of swiftness and divine strength was a later accretion.238 Certainly the image of the winged 

victory crowning the charioteer came to symbolise immortality in Roman art from a very 

early (i.e. republican) period,239 and was taken into Christian art to mean exactly the same 

thing, although the winged victories become angels.

Winged creatures, birds, were often taken to represent lesser divine beings or the human 

soul. In the cultural history of the Near East there is ample evidence to suggest a common 

cultural motif of the winged messenger of the gods. Bob Becking in the Dictionary o f  

Deities and Demons in the Bible240 discusses the role of the raven in the Bible and the related

Keel, Symbolism 82.
236 See the exhibits in the Petra Museum, exhibit no. 3; see also Philip C. Hammond, The Temple o f  the Winged 
Lions, Petra, Jordan, 1973 -1990  (Fountain Hills: Petra Publishing, 1996); Hammond, 'Petra, Temple of the 
Winged Lions', American Journal o f  Archaeology 96 (1992) 521-2; Hammond & D. Johnson, "Petra, Temple 
of the Winged Lions", American Journal o f Archaeology 98 (1994) 542-3; Hammond & David J. Johnson, 
'Petra, Temple of  the Winged Lions', American Journal o f  Archaeology 97 (1993) 508-9; Hammond, "The 
Goddess of'The Temple o f The Winged Lions' At Petra (Jordan)", in Fawzi Zayadine (ed.) Petra and the 
Caravan Cities: proceedings o f the symposium organised at Petra in September 1985 (Amman: Dept, o f 
Antiquities, 1992).

H.P. L'Orange, Studies On the Iconography o f  Cosmic Kingship in the Ancient World (H. Aschenhoug &
Co: Oslo, 1953) 37-63 & esp. 50.
238 See E.A. Gardner, "Wings (Greek and Roman)", James Hastings (ed.) Encyclopaedia o f  Religion and Ethics 
XII (New York: T &T Clark; Charles Scribner's Sons, 1926).

Cosmic Kingship p.64 n.2 citing Cumont, Le symbolisme funeraire des Romains 458ff.
240 Bob Becking, "Raven", DDD 1300-1301.
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religious background. In Genesis (8:7) the raven is described as a messenger bird241 (and 

Clement of Alexandria repeats this242). In Ugarit birds were regarded as divine messengers. 

The Ugaritic Legend of Keret explicitly identifies two heralds of El as ravens. Indeed it is 

interesting to note that in the Neo-Assyrian incantation cycle Utukku lemnutu the hawk and 

the raven both serve as opponents of demonic evil,243 like the role played by angels in the 

magical papyri. Correspondingly in the Paris Magical Papyrus at the culmination of a spell 

that gives the magician the ability to command the gods (PGM IV. 154-285) a sea falcon 

descends from the ruler of the universe and strikes the magician on his face with his wings as 

a sign that the spell has been effective, that he has been "attached to your holy form. I have 

been given power by your holy name"(PGM IV 210-218). Likewise the Romans saw some 

association between birds and the divine as is shown by their use of them for purposes of 

divination. And when a Roman Emperor died his soul was said to ascend to the heavens in 

the form of an eagle.244 In the religions of the Near East birds were regarded as the symbol 

of the soul. Widengren cites the Epic o f Gilgamesh and the Descent o f  Ishtar as examples. 

He also claims that in the Syrian Church and in Islam it is a common-place metaphor that 

souls become winged beings upon death.245

The winged angel was not, then, the first spiritual figure or deity to be blessed with wings 

and there are numerous antecedents to examine if we are to determine why the angel gained 

his wings. What, then, was the origin of the winged angel? Is it possible to isolate the 

earliest examples of these figures and explain what their meaning was?

Late antique Jewish art would seem to be a good starting point, but we are hampered by 

rabbinic iconoclasm. This led to the general opinion amongst scholars that the winged angel 

was a Christian development that was borrowed by Jews in the late Middle Ages and early

241 Clement o f  Alexandria, Protrepticus X, 104 2 [SC. II] mocks those who treat the raven and the jackdaw as 
the deliverers o f God's voice, and the raven cix; ayyeXov 0eo u  "as an angel o f God".
242 Protrepticus X [SC 2, 9.83.3],
243 Becking, "Raven" 1300-1301.

Cf. Morton Smith, "Ascent to The Heavens" 51 who cites E. Bickermann, "Die romische Kaiserapotheose", 
in Archiv Jtir Religionswissenschaft 27 (1929) 1 -31 as a complete collection o f the evidence for this practice.

Geo Widengren, Mesopotamian Elements in Manichaeism (King and Saviour II) [Studies in Manichaean, 
Mandean and Syrian-Gnostic Religion] (A.-B. Lundequistska Bokhandeln: Uppsala, Otto Harrassowitz:
Leipzig, 1946) 151 n l, in regard to Syrian religion mentions passages by Narsai (in ARfVXXI pp.364 ff.) and 
poems by Aphrem and Balai. The continuity of this idea is demonstrated by examples such as the images of  
birds used to represent the soul in the mosaic in the chapel of the Priest John, Khirbet el-Mukhayyat in modem 
Jordan; see Lucy Anne Hunt, "The Byzantine Mosaics o f Jordan in Context: Remarks on Imagery, Donors and 
Mosaicists", Palestine Exploration Quarterly 126 (1994) 119.
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Renaissance. In a 1947 article, however, Franz Landsberger pointed out that there are 

indeed some examples of Jewish art from late antiquity that help to illuminate our quest. 

Landsberger discusses a mural from Dura Europos which depicts the high priest wearing a 

robe decorated with winged cherubs that look remarkably like Roman geniuses or 

Victories.246 A Jewish sarcophagus from second century Rome shows an image just like that 

of the winged victory crowning the athlete, but here the winged victories hover around a 

menorah. Landsberger argues that here iconographical similarity does not mean identity, 

arguing that in a Jewish context these victories could only be interpreted as angels.247 

Likewise the winged seasons that appear on this sarcophagus must also be interpreted as
948angels. Images similar to the winged victories hovering above the victorious athlete have 

also been found on at the entrances to some synagogues, but most were later chiselled off.249 

Landsberger demonstrates that Graeco-Roman iconography was invading Jewish art, but he 

does not draw a clear link between the images he catalogues and angels. Thus he does not 

demonstrate that the cherubs on the high priest's robe from Dura were actually angels, or that 

the winged victories were identified as angels (when they could have been identified as 

cherubs, or even victories). His article serves to tie developments in Jewish art into trends in 

the rest of the contemporary Graeco-Roman world, but does not answer the essential 

question of when and why the angel was first believed to be a winged creature.

In a late antique Jewish literary source which Landsberger does not mention there is also a 

reference to a winged angel. I refer to 3 (Hebrew) Enoch, in this passage Rabbi Ishmael is 

carried to heaven by Metatron, the text reads "and he grasped me with his hand and carried 

me aloft with his wings".250 This text, however, being almost certainly written in the fifth or 

sixth centuries, after the advent of the winged angel in Christian art, offers us little in the 

search for origins, except to bolster the argument of Landsberger that the winged angel had 

its origin in circles close to Judaism, for the other option, that Jews would have adopted a 

Christian religious image so soon after it first arose seems unlikely given the general 

tendency for both religions to try to accentuate the differences between each other, and the

246 Landsberger, "The Origin o f the Winged Angel in Jewish Art", HUCA 20 (1947) 244.
247 Ibid.
248 Ibid.
249 Ibid, 246.
250 3En 42:2; Ms. Vat. 228 (ed. Schafer, Synopse §59).
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demonstrated Jewish tendency in late antiquity to reject that which had been tainted by 

Christian use, such as the Greek Septuagint.

If we are looking for an ultimate origin in Near Eastern art for wings as a religious symbol 

a very good place to start is in Egypt. We have already seen that in Egyptian art, as in the 

Bible, wings often symbolised protection. Thoth, the god of writing and communication, the 

Egyptian equivalent of Hermes/Mercury, was also depicted as winged.251 The most 

important image, however, to have come from Egypt is the image of the winged disc, 

originally the symbol of the sun god Re. This symbol travelled from Egypt thoughout the 

lands of the Near East. As the clipeus caelestis or as pis it became a symbol of divine 

kingship 252 Achaemenid art depicts Ahura Mazda within a winged disc, and the king 

himself within this disc.253 Sassanian iconography demonstrates a symbolic relationship 

between wings and royalty. Here we have examples of the abbreviation of the image of the 

king in his heavenly chariot, to simply a bust of the king surrounded by wings.254 Thus the 

king is seen as an earthly representation of the god. Wings are thus the symbol of divine 

cosmic mastery, and of divinity and divine sonship. Symbols, of course, do not have set, 

dictionary-type definitions; their meaning changes from individual to individual and from 

culture to culture, but what we have here is a remarkably stable and long-lasting leitmotif in 

which wings are symbolic of divine power.

To explain the wingedness of the late antique angel we need to look for other influences 

which could have combined with the already discussed Near Eastern ideas concerning the 

symbolism of wings.

In Graeco-Roman thought there are almost innumerable examples of winged spiritual or 

divine beings. The Nike, or winged Victory, of the Greeks and Romans is, as we have 

already seen, a suitable template for much of the iconography of winged angels, but does not 

help us to understand why the angel became winged in the first place. Her wings are 

generally seen as something derived from Near Eastern thought, and first applied to her by

252 H.P. L'Orange, Studies on the Iconography o f Cosmic Kingship in the Ancient World (Oslo: H. Aschehoug 
& Co [W. Nygaard], 1953) 90-102.

L'Orange, Studies 92-3; L'Orange, "Expressions o f Cosmic Kingship in the Ancient World", in idem (ed.) 
Likeness and Icon: Selected Studies in Classical and Mediaeval Art (Odense: Odense Univ. Press, 1973).

L'Orange, Cosmic Kingship 44-47; cf. 65 where the abbreviated form leaves just the wheels o f the chariot 
rather than the wings o f the creatures bearing it.
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the sculptor Archermos of Chios (purely for their decorative value, although later she is 

often pictured in flight).255 Indeed winged beings seem to have been connected with the east 

by Herodotus. He makes much of the existence of winged serpents who invade Egypt each 

year from Arabia (and are repelled by ibises, hence their position of respect in Egyptian 

thought) and in Arabia act to protect spices from humans attempting to gather them.256 

Likewise Hermes/Mercury was depicted winged, and he was a messenger god, like the 

angels of Christian and Jewish tradition.257 But Hermes' wings were not on his back, rather 

on his sandals, so in terms of iconography the two do not really match; and I find it unlikely 

that those depicting angels would have adopted the idea of being winged from Hermes and 

then decided to use the iconography, i.e. the two wings on the back, usually associated with 

Nike. But there are other Greek examples of winged beings: originating in Mycenean and 

Cretan art but continuing right through the Hellenistic and Roman periods can find examples 

of winged centaurs and sphinxes;258 in later times we have Pegasus the winged horse;259 the

255 E.A. Gardner, "Wings (Greek and Roman)", in James Hastings (ed.) Encyclopaedia o f  Religion and Ethics 
XII 741. For examples o f winged Nikes or Victories see: ANUCM (=Australian National University Classics 
Museum) 66.43, a silver coin (CE 100) with winged Victory on rev.; ANUCM 66.61, Antoninianus o f Traianus
Decius (CE 249-251), rev. winged Victory running; UQAM (= University o f Queensland: Antiquities Museum) 
83.076, winged Victory on pot, cf. J.W. Hayes, Late Roman Pottery (Rome: British School at Rome, 1972) 80;
MU 1884 (= Macquarie University Museum of Ancient Cultures), Sherd with winged Victory. For winged 
Nikes see: NMAC 56.09 (=University o f Sydney, Nicholson Museum of Ancient Cultures); NMAC 62.874, 
partly preserved Nike on Attic red-figured lekythos; NMAC 79.03, terracotta relief plaque (1st BCE); 
NMAC98.27 = R756, Attic red-figured lebes gamikos (4th BCE); NMAC 98.69 = R795, Nike with Eros on a
possibly Apulian red-figured lekanis lid (4th BCE).
256 Herodotus, Historiae 11.75, III. 106-112.
257

For an example o f a winged Hermes see: NMAC 98.24a = R710, Attic Vase; cf. A. D. Trendall, "Attic 
Vases in Australia and New Zealand," Journal o f  Hellenic Studies 71 (1951) 178-193, p. 181 no. 22. A. D.
Trendall, Handbook to the Nicholson Museum ( Sydney: Sydney Univ. Press, 1948) 277, 282, 351, 379. The
wings o f Mercury could often appear as a winged caduceus symbol, see ANUCM 73.23, a silver denarius o f  
Titus (CE 74).

See B.H. Fowler, "The Centaur's Smile: Pindar and the Archaic Aesthetic", in W.G. Moon (ed.) Ancient
Greek Art and Iconography (Madison, Wis.: Univ. o f Wisconson Press, 1983); Centaurs: Roman lamp 
decorated with a centaur, UQAM 83.043; fragment o f relief plate from El Djem (Tunisia) UQAM 85.092, see
also 85.095; a (Sicilian or Attic) fragment o f a neck amphora, MU 3234. For representations o f  the sphinx see: 
UQAM 82.001, Black-figure sherd with a panther and part of a sphinx; UQAM 95.033, vase; MU1304, cup- 
rim sherd; MU 1373, sherd; MU 2987, terracotta relief plaque (ca. 470 BCE); MU 3303, Athenian Lip Cup 
(550-525 BCE); MU 935, Attic black-figure rim sherd; MU 936, body sherd; MU 940, body sherd; NMAC 
47.08, Corinthian Aryballos (ca. 625-600 BCE), cf. A.D. Trendall (1948) 261 fig. 56a; NMAC 47.15,
Chalcidian black-figured neck amphora; NMAC 51.05, Corinthian alabastron (ca. 640-525 BCE); NMAC 
51.26, Attic black-figured lekanis (ca. 590-570 BCE); NMAC 56.04, 56.05, Attic black-figured lekanis (ca. 600 
-  580 BCE); NMAC 56.17, sherd o f Band Cup; NMAC 62.878, Corinthian amphoriskos. See also these 
examples o f sphinxes from outside the Greek world: NMAC 59.04, Burnt ivory oliphant Sphinx (ca.730-720 
BCE) from Nimrud (Fort Shalmaneser); NMAC 60.33, cylinder seal from Nineveh,; NMAC 84.82, faience 
amulet from Egypt.
259 See: ANUCM 67.15, Corinthian silver stater coin (400-360 BCE); NMAC 92.03, silver stater o f Anactorion, 
Akamania (350-300 BCE); UQAM 83.045, Roman lamp; UQAM 85.098, fragment o f  relief plate (El Djem, 
Tunisia, see above n256; ANUCM 73.27, Corinthian hemi-drachma (400-338 BCE); ANUCM 67.15,
Corinthian stater (400-360 BCE); also ANUCM 65.33.
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zoomorphic hybrid creature the gryphons, the Gorgon,260 Eros (depicted as a nude male 

figure with wings);261 wind demons or gods who were also depicted as winged; the Boreads, 

sons of the north wind who chased these wind demons away; Boreas himself; and Iris the 

messenger of the gods. Two other types of winged being can be found, and in the context 

of this excursus they should assume some importance -  the winged Harpy,264 a kind of death 

demon originally depicted in human form with wings (although later becoming more 

zoomorphic) and the winged souls of the dead depicted on vases and elsewhere.265 Also 

connected to these early depictions of winged souls of the dead is the later idea of the 

winged psyche who is generally related to Eros, and is sometimes even depicted as a 

butterfly.266 So too Death and Sleep are found depicted as winged human figures.267

c. The symbolic meaning of wings
If such possible antecedents can be seen in ancient Greece and Egypt, what was happening 

during late antiquity in other religious scenes apart from those we have just discussed?

Mithraism provides further examples of winged figures; there is a certain type of Mithraic 

figure that has aroused interest amongst scholars because, like the winged angel, its symbolic

260 See ANUCM 65.35, ceramic sherd from Italy, Apulia (399-300 BCE).
261 See: NMAC 51.38, sherd from Apulian red-figured hydria (ca. 380 BCE); NMAC 47.18, Apulian red- 
figured lekythos (4th BCE); NMAC 49.10, Paestan bell-Krater (ca. 360-320 BCE); NMAC 51.16, Attic (?) red- 
figured lekanis lid (ca. 400 BCE ?); NMAC 52.61; Campanian red-figured calyx-krater (325-310 BCE); 
ANUCM 79.06, Greek terracotta figure of Eros (199-1 BCE); ANUCM 76.13, Apulian red-figured pelike (350-
300 BCE); ANUCM 65.27, Apulian lebes gamikos (399-300 BCE); also ANUCM- 65.19; ANUCM 65.20; 
ANUCM 65.32.
262 See UQAM 71.003, Greek Albastron.

B. Jaeger et al. (eds.) Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae 5.2 (Zurich, Munich: Artemis, 1990)
485-500.
264 See UQAM 71.003.

For possible examples (i.e. these are depictions not clearly identifiable with figures o f classical mythology),
see: NMAC R597, clay lamp; NMAC 98.70 = R727, red-figured rhyton (4th CE); NMAC 51.49, Fragment 
from an Apulian bell-krater (375-350 BC); UQAM 76.001, Etruscan mirror plate; UQAM 82.022 Etruscan
cauldron foot; MU 1544, Turkey (?) terracotta figurine; clearly winged figures played a large role in Etruscan 
religious imagery; see also NMAC 53.19; NMAC 56.06.

See Roger Beck, Planetary Gods and Planetary Orders in the Mysteries o f  Mithras (Leiden: Brill, 1988) 59 
nl45, also mentions C.C. Schlam Cupid and Psyche: Apuleius and the Monuments (University Park, 
Pennsylvania, 1976) and R. Merkelbach, Mithras (Konigstein/Ts. 1984) 235-236, who points out that there are 
three Mithraic monuments that represent Psyche with Cupid as symbols o f  the soul's ascent (Capua Mithraeum, 
CIMRM186; frag, from Sa. Prisca Mithraeum, Vermaseren & Van Essen, The Excavations in the Mithraeum of  
The Church o f  Santa Prisca in Rome (Leiden: Brill, 1965) 478, no. 275, Plate 128.1; reverse o f  the gem stone 
CIMRM 2356. M. Brizzolara "Due rilievi votivi della collezione Palagi," II Carrobbio: Rivista di Studi 
Bolognesi 3 (1977) 99 (according to Beck correctly) identifies an allusion to the ascent o f  the soul in the 
Bologna relief, as the winged putto acts as charioteer instead o f the usual scene o f  Mithras and Sol ascending in 
Sol's chariot.)
267

B. Jaeger et al. (eds.) Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae, 5.1: 591-609, 7.2: 616-618.
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Of* Rmeaning has not always been clear. This is a figure with a human body, wings, a lion's 

head and a snake wrapped around it. Two examples, one unprovenanced and the other 

coming from Oxyrhynchus have been preserved in Egypt, proving that there was indeed 

Mithraism in Egypt in Late Antiquity269 — something once thought to be missing from 

Egypt's remarkably diverse and tolerant pagan religious scene.270 Other examples of this 

figure have been found in Mithraea in Sassoferrato and York.271 This winged, snake 

encircled and lion-headed figure was once interpreted as Ahriman, the Zoroastrian evil deity, 

but now scholars follow the lead of Vermaseren in interpreting it as a time deity, Aion- 

Chronos, whose syncretic cult originated in Egypt and was derived in part from the worship 

directed to Re, the sun god and thus also god of time.272 This deity was also taken from the 

Zoroastrian Zurvan, the time god, subject of the Zurvanite heresy in the fifth century BCE 

which attempted to submit both Ahura Mazda and Ahriman to omnipotent and thus
‘JH'l

monotheistic Zurvan. Both in his nature and iconography there are strong connections 

between this Graeco-Roman Mithraic deity and Zurvan, representing one of the only two 

real borrowings from Persian religion by Roman Mithraism, the other being Mithra 

himself.274

In a paper delivered at the first international congress of Mithraic studies in 1971 M.J. 

Vermaseren discussed a lamella from Ciciliano in Latium;275 in the context of this discussion 

he detailed several magical gems from Late Antiquity on which a type of magical time god

268 See M.J. Vermaseren's discussion in Mithras: Geschichte eines Kultes (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1965) 94- 
104.

Vermaseren, Corpus inscriptionum et monumentorum religionis Mithriacae (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1956- 
1960) (=CIMRM) I, no. 102 & 103; see Raffaele Pettazzoni, "La Figura mostruosa del Tempo nella Religione 
Mitraica", Antiquite Classique 18 (1949) 265-77; Gary Lease, "Mithra in Egypt", James E. Goehring & Birger 
A. Pearson (eds.) The Roots o f  Egyptian Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986) 118.

Adolf von Hamack, Die Mission und Ausbreitung des Christentums in den ersten drei Jahrhunderten 
(Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1902) 534-35; see Lease, "Mithra in Egypt", 115.
71 Sassoferrato (ancient Sentinum): see Doro Levi, "Aion", Hesperia 13 (1944) 287 & fig. 14; York: F. 

Cumont, Textes et monuments figures relatifs aux mysteres de Mithra (Brussels: H. Lamertin, 1899) (=TMMM)
II, 392, no.271 fig.310 = C/A/KA/no.833f; see also L. Hiibner, "Denkmaler des Aeon", Jahrbiicher des Vereins 
von Alterthumsfreunden im Rheinlande (= Bonner Jahrbiicher) LVIII (1876) 147-54, pl.viii,l; see also the 
similar figure from Strasbourg which features a winged lion at its feet, TMMMW,  340 no.240 fig. 214 = 
CIMRM no. 1326 fig. 350.
272

Raffaele Pettazzoni, "Aion(-Chronos)", in H.J. Rose (ed.) Essays on the H istory o f  Religions (Leiden: Brill,
1967) 175-76.
273

M.J. Vermaseren, "A Magical Time God", in John R. Hinnells (ed.) Mithraic Studies: Proceedings o f  the 
First International Congress o f  Mithraic Studies II (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1975).
274 See Lease, "Mithra in Egypt", 118-9.
275 See CIMRM I, 102, no. 168 (incorrectly placed in Sicily) and CIMRM 11, 22f no. 168.
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can be seen.276 This figure is often named Adonai or else some other term related to this 

word used as a substitute for "YHWH" in the Old Testament, or else it is found in 

combination with a limited group of names, such as the palindrome Ablanathanalba, the 

part-palindrome Akrammachamarei, Semesilamps, and lad, also derived from the Hebrew 

word for God. The names Semesilamps or Semesela or Semesilan or on one occasion 

Simelsam (as on the lamella discussed by Vermaseren from Ciciliano in Latium) and the 

name lad are both linked to the time god Aion {Semesilamps indirectly through association 

with Chnoubis).277 This magical god known as Adonai or some other name derived from 

Adonai is also found in connection with symbols such as the ouroboros (the snake devouring 

its tail and thus symbolising eternity), once with a mummy entwined with a snake (also 

symbolising eternal life), once with Sol and twice with the figure of a monstrous deity with
• 9 78wings which we discussed above. We have here a god who was definitely a time god; we 

know this because of its associations with other deities seen as time gods, and also because 

of the attribution to it of symbols such as the ouroboros. This figure was also associated 

with the monstrous winged figure discussed above. Here is evidence, then, for another link 

between the monstrous winged figure and time.279 There is one more figure popular in Late 

Antiquity that was winged, the four seasons. Once again this is a figure associated with 

time. We can see examples from a Jewish tomb and also on the Ottaviano Zeno 

monument.280 Beck allows that there may be some relationship between the wings on the 

four seasons and cosmic time, but argues instead for a symbolic meaning related to the 

ascent of the soul, for as we have already noted the Greek soul was winged.281 As we shall 

see in the conclusion the two are not incompatible, for in the angels' wings we can see the 

point at which Re, Zurvan and Plato meet in the philosophical melting pot which was the 

Late Antique religious scene.

276 Vermaseren, "A Magical Time God", passim.
277 Ibid., 449.
278

Ibid., 448-49, see also Delatte's discussion o f Ablanathanalba and its connection with sun gods such as 
Osiris, the sun itself, the lion-headed god and a nude male figure with wings (no. 180): A. A. Delatte & P. 
Derchain, Les Intailles magiques greco-egyptiennes (Paris: Bibliotheque nationale, 1964).

Vermaseren sums up his argument:" ... the Hellenistic age in general, o f which Egypt was a major 
component, formed a concrete representation of an abstract idea o f Eternity": "A Magical Time God", 456.

Jewish tomb: Landsberger, "The origin"; Ottaviano Zeno monument: lost for some time and known only 
from drawings, now most of it has been recovered and published by Vermaseren in Mithraica IV: Le monument 
d'Ottaviano Zeno et le culte de Mithra sur le Celius (Leiden: Brill, 1978).

Roger Beck, Planetary Gods and Planetary Orders in the Mysteries o f  Mithras (Leiden: Brill, 1988) 58-9.
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In Christian literature humans could also be depicted as winged. This is normally in the 

context of symbolism connected to the ascent to heaven o f the righteous after death. The 

soul is stripped of the encumbrance of its body and, thus freed, ascends to heaven. In the 

evidence available two reasonably distinct themes can be discerned. Firstly in Manichaean 

texts the soul is presented with its wings once it has ascended, along with the other insignia 

symbolising an immortal, angelic state -  the garments of light, crown and garland (although
989rarely all these elements -  the robe and wings being the most constant). Thus the 

wingedness of the soul in these texts represented the achievement of an immortal timeless 

state. And secondly in early Christian literature in which the wings are something gained 

due to righteousness. In these texts it sometimes seems to be suggested that the wings are 

needed for ascent, and other times they are, as in the Manichaean texts, a reward for 

righteousness. In ascetic literature the gaining of wings is connected to the angelic state and 

enables travel to heaven.283 Methodius of Olympus connected wingedness to the celibate 

state.284

Both Mithraists and Christians were drawing on the same traditions regarding the soul, in 

particular Plato. Plato uses the idea as the centre of an explanation of the soul and its rise and 

fall (Phaedrus 246-257), souls are a chariot drawn by winged horses, one good, one unruly; 

if someone is successful in managing the team then they ascend to the level of the gods; if 

someone is unsuccessful then the steed's wings are lost or damaged and the wingless soul 

descends to earth to inhabit one of us — therefore we are all unwinged souls and our purpose 

is to grow wings again (love pangs are the itch of newly sprouting wings). In the Phaedrus

282 See §4.9, for a discussion o f these texts.
See, for instance, "On Hermits and Desert Dwellers ", Joseph P. Amar (intro. & trans.) Ascetic Behaviour 

66. This text is a poem which although ascribed to Ephrem in title holds a different eschatology from that held 
by Ephrem. The asceticism also seems more radical than Ephrem's. It is clearly a representation o f Syriac
ascetic practices after the coming o f  Egyptian monasticism to Syriac areas (see Amar's comments 66-7). Text: 
Edmund Beck, Des Heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Sermones IV. (Louvain: CSCO 334/Scr. Syr 148, 1973). (77, 
/.393) "And when they saw attractions in the world, they clung to pure fasting, so that through their fasting,
they would acquire wings, and soar to heaven on them. (78, /.44 9)...............They have become companions of
the angels above; indeed, they resemble them." See also MacDermot's, The Cult o f  the Seer 368-9 which 
collects together three different texts discussing a story o f the inadequacies of the younger generation o f  monks 
in terms of  their lacking wings of  fire (M. Chaine, (ed) Le Manuscrit de la version copte en dialecte sahidique 
des 'Apophthegmata Patrum' [Publication de I'lnstitut Frangais d'Archeologie Orientale. Bibliotheque d'Etudes 
Coptes VI. (Le Caire: Impr. de I'lnstitut fran<;ais d'archeologie orientale, I960)] 43.11(180); E.A.W. Budge 
(ed.) The Book o f  Paradise (Lady Meux Manuscript No.6): being the histories and sayings o f  the monks o f  the 
Egyptian Desert by Palladius, Hieronymus and others (London, 1904) (Syriac 626.14); F. Nau, Histoire de 
Jean le Petit, Hegoumene de Scete, au IVsiecle XXIV. 11.

Methodius, Symposium 8:2; 8:1.
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246B-C the connection between wings and ascent and divine transformation is made more 

explicit: the soul...xeXi;a jxev oiv ovoa Kai e7ixepa)(xevri jJ.eTecopo7iopel xe Kai rcavxa 

tov Koanov 8ioikeI ("when perfected and winged, travels the heavens and governs the 

cosmos").285 Beck claims, and I would agree, based upon the evidence of later ascent 

visions, that this is not just a metaphor (though it is that as well), but a "literal voyage to the 

upper reaches of the cosmos in the company of the gods. This was what the Mithraic 

initiation and the passage of the grades also was."286 The same Platonic imagery was also 

influencing early Christian views of the soul as winged.

In Manichaeism, however, the wings have become a reward for heavenly ascent, rather 

than a tool. They are seen as one of the symbols that mark the transformation of the 

righteous into an angel. They have thus become descriptive of the angelic state. These 

Manichaean texts from Medinet Madi seem to represent a very early phase of Manichaean 

literature, some may indeed even have been the work of Mani himself, who as we now know 

probably came from a Jewish-Christian baptist background.287 The Manichaean literary 

description of an angel with wings thus approximately coincides with the earliest orthodox 

Christian iconographical representation of an angel as winged.288

At this point I think it is necessary to sum up the evidence so far, and to make some 

suggestions about the origins and meaning of the idea of the winged angel.

We have seen the general scholarly consensus amongst art historians that the winged 

angel was somehow derived from the winged victory; we have also seen the dissenting views 

of first Landsberger and more recently Bussagli who argue respectively that the winged 

angel derived from an increasingly anthropomorphised cherub or that he became winged due 

to his association with wind, and the idea of the wind being winged, and also the use of 

wings to symbolise swiftness. Our investigation of possible antecedents in ancient Near 

Eastern and Graeco-Roman art and religion, and of what was happening in other religions at 

roughly the same time as the Christian angel became winged raises other possibilities. We

285
Harold North Fowler, Plato I (LCL; Cambridge Mass. & London: Harvard Univ. Press, 1995).

286 Beck, Planetary Gods 58.
287

Cf. S.N.C. Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire and Medieval China: A Historical Survey 
(Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1985) 28-32.

The third century bas-relief from Carthage, see n222.
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can speculate not only about what the iconographical antecedents of the winged angel were 

(the origins), but also what it all meant. In Greek thought and art the soul was depicted as 

winged, this image having probably been borrowed from Near Eastern models and originally 

having more to do with its decorative value than any symbolic meaning. By late antiquity 

the soul had come to be seen as blessed with immortality — eternal timelessness — our 

material bodies preventing its realisation whilst we exist on earth. In Near Eastern thought 

wings had originally been closely connected to the sun and thus to time, and the supreme 

God, and thus mastery of time, and through the supreme God also with the king, who as the 

god's representative on earth came to be seen as sharing in his attribute of immortality.

Wings are also connected to the iconography of the Near Eastern sacred chariot of God or 

the king, the chariot in which he traverses the heavens and which in Sassanian times was 

symbolically abbreviated to either a pair of wings, or else wheels. In late antique Mithraism 

and on magical gems and amulets wings had also come to be associated with deities of 

cosmic time, and thus also mastery of it.

The wings of the late antique angel, like those of Egyptian, Persian, Mithraic divine 

beings and magical iconography, and the wings of the Greek soul, represented mastery over 

cosmic time -  the eternal timeless and thus immortal state achieved by the righteous soul 

upon exiting the body, a state already shared by the angels. We now know why the angel 

found his wings, but who originally put the two together? The fact that this idea is found 

most clearly expressed in Manichaean texts raises the possibility that these texts were 

transmitting an idea from the earliest strata of Jewish-Christianity, transmitting and 

preserving the idea until 4th century Christianity unharnessed itself from its original 

iconophobia and angelophobia.

3.3.2 Garments as signiflers of status
If, then, we accept that the weight of evidence favours seeing the early Christian angel 

simply as a soul in a certain position in the heavenly hierarchy, we should be minded then to 

ask what differentiates this particular soul from one stationed upon earth. It is apparent that 

this differentiation is accomplished by the outward appearance of the angel, viz., his clothes. 

The ideology of wearing, of putting on or taking off, clothing assumes primary importance in 

the attempt to understand how people conceived of angels. Humans have probably always
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seen clothing as an indicator of status. The clothes of emperors, kings, courtiers, soldiers 

and slaves identified them and influenced their behaviour and the behaviour of others 

towards them. When we examine the cosmological system behind the early Christian 

understanding of angelic nature we see something that is populist rather than philosophical. 

The few literary studies of the angelic nature (such as Origen's) found themselves having to 

operate in populist terms rather than philosophic categories. Although we have seen that 

philosophic reasoning did have some place, for instance in the connection made between fire 

and ether and angels, this was a field of knowledge that was dominated by a less 

philosophically strict approach. Thus when we examine the nature of angelic beings we find 

ourselves looking through the eyes of the average 'man or woman on the street' in first or 

second century Antioch or Neapolis and seeing states of existence in terms of costume. An 

angel was a soul in a particular part of the heavenly hierarchy and recognizable as such by its 

wearing of a certain costume.

In the New Testament we have only a few descriptions of angels. The angels at the tomb 

are mentioned in all the Gospels. In Matthew 28:2-3 we have the most elaborate description, 

we are told of an angel of the Lord, whose appearance was like lightning and raiment white 

as snow. In Mark 16:5 we are told of a young man in a white robe. In Luke 24:4 two men in 

dazzling apparel are described. In John 20:12 two angels in white appear. In the book of 

Revelation we see the imagery of texts like Daniel 7:9 taken to refer to angels.289

In the following chapter "Symbolic Frontiers" we shall examine the clothing symbols used 

in the description of angelic beings, and we shall see that clothing not only marked 

individuals out as heavenly beings, but also played a role in effecting the transformation of 

humans to divine, angelic status.

3.4 Angelic Functions
We have seen that the Christian conception of the nature of angels was fluid in the first four 

centuries. Moreover, Christian writers expended little ink on questions of angelic ontology. 

The dearth of Scriptural material discussing angelic nature meant that Christian writers were 

limited in what they could say. They did not, thus, build upon the work of Jewish writers

289
The angel with a face like the sun, wrapped in a cloud with a rainbow over his head and legs like fire (Rev

10:1).
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such as Philo, whose comments on the angelic nature must have informed the work of 

Origen and Clement and perhaps others. Therefore the legacy of philosophic speculation 

(Jewish, Middle- and Neoplatonic) upon the nature of angels was stillborn in early 

Christianity. Yet the very lack of early Christian interest in the question of the exact 

ontological status of angels meant that non-Christian philosophic speculation upon their 

nature remained the only source of information regarding angels and thus informed, even if 

only subconsciously, the early Christian perception of their nature. However, due to the lack 

of discussion in Scripture of the nature of angels and the ambiguous status of the Greek word 

aggelos used to describe these beings, their ontological status remained largely unclear.

When angels are discussed in early Christian literature it is often in the context of their 

functions, in particular that of worship. As we will see this is part of the reason an angelic 

Christology could exist, because the difference between the angelic function and nature was 

not clearly expressed or understood.

3.4.1 Creative angels
The question of the role of angels in creation played a minor part in Christian speculation on 

angels. It was only in gnostic circles that there came to be an increased focus upon lesser 

creative beings. Understandably more orthodox Christians steered away from such 

speculations. Interest in this subject was not revived until the twelfth century Catholic 

Scholastics mentioned in the second chapter.290 Yet mainstream Christian literature was also 

a part inheritor of the traditions which in gnosticism developed into the theory of the 

demiurge and the other elaborate cosmogonical speculations of the various gnostic systems.

The fall of the angels tradition can be demonstrated to be connected to a myth of the 

coming of civilising figures who brought such things as the arts of cultivation and the Jewish 

Law. The idea that angels had some role in creation is connected to this myth-complex.

The cosmological and cosmogonic myths of the Near East and the Mediterranean world 

were full of civilising figures. Osiris was connected both by Egyptians and Greeks with a 

civilising myth. Diodorus said that Osiris abolished the institution o f cannibalism, taught the

290 See §2.1.
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arts of agriculture and then roamed the world with an army sharing the arts of agriculture 

with mankind.291 This must have been a combination of the Pharaonic Egyptian religious
AM

belief, which pictured Osiris as a bringer of agricultural bounty, and Egyptian legends 

about great pharaohs such as Sesostris.293 Alexander the Great was also seen in a similar 

fashion and he was equated with Dionysus, who performed a civilising mission.294

291 Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca historica 1.11.
292 In Papyrus Chester Beatty Osiris declares, "It was I who made barley and emmer to nourish the gods, and 
the cattle after the gods, while no god or goddess was able to do it" (Papyrus Chester Beatty, 1, recto, in 
Miriam Lichtheim [ed.] Ancient Egyptian Literature, II [Berkeley, London, Los Angeles: Univ. o f California 
Press, 1975] 221); a bas-relief at Denderah indicates that Egyptians saw the wheat grain planted in the earth as 
the dead Osiris and the germinated wheat as the resurrected Osiris (Budge, Osiris, II 32, pi. 58). There is a 
similar bas relief at Philae, which depicts com growing from the dead body o f Osiris (ibid, I, 58). The 
connection o f  Osiris with grain is further illustrated by the practice o f putting in tombs a figure o f Osiris made 
out of grain (ibid.), one o f which has been found in a Christian tomb (Philip David Scott-Moncrief, Paganism 
and Christianity in Egypt (Cambridge, 1913) 125). Thus in the papyrus, The Making o f  The Spirit o f Osiris we
read: "the Nile appeareth at thy (Osiris') utterance ... making all the lands to be green by thy coming, great 
source o f all things which bloom, sap o f crops and herbs" (Budge, Osiris I, 385). Osiris also functioned as the 
deity o f the Nile. Plutarch wrote that the Egyptians actually equated the Nile with Osiris (Plutarch, On Isis and
Osiris 65). So, too, the Book o f  The Dead  equates the Nile and Osiris (Diana Delia. "The Refreshing Waters of  
Osiris", in Journal o f  The American Research Center in Egypt, 29 (1992) 184); Delia notes that Egyptian 
religion tended to express abstract concepts concretely, like the Greeks, and equated a number o f  deities due to 
their being a personification o f  the same abstract concept. Thus 'regeneration' is equated to the Nile, which is 
equated to Osiris and H'apy (the god of the Nile, its personification) (ibid, p. 182). Similarly Porphyry wrote, 
"He (Osiris) is also taken to be the river-power of the Nile...they bewail him also to propitiate the power when 
it abates and is consumed" (Porphyry, De cultu simulacrorum, frag. 10, in Pieter Willem Van Der Horst, 
Chaeremon, Egyptian Priest and Stoic Philosopher (Leiden: Brill, 1984) 29). Osiris was connected with not 
only the Nile but water in general. Water was directly connected with death in ancient Egypt. In the pyramid 
texts the dead pharaoh is offered water on several instances (Delia, p. 182, mentions utterances 32, 619, & 436); 
utterance 436 talks o f the waters o f  Osiris (R.O. Faulkner (ed. & trans.) The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1969) 143). It was also believed that Osiris was revived after dismemberment by the water 
from H'apy's breasts and a jug o f water held by him (Jack Lindsay, Men and Gods on The Roman Nile 
(London: Muller, 1968) fig. 45 p.40). Likewise Plutarch claimed that Osiris was often pictured as black 
because water tends to make things appear black (Plutarch, Isis and Osiris 33). Water was poured on the com 
Osiris figures that were interred with the dead from the period of the New Kingdom onwards (Delia, 185). On 
the island o f Delos, Osiris was so closely connected to the hydreion, the um containing water (usually Nile 
water), that he was worshipped as the personification o f  it (ibid, 186; cf. Herodotus, II. 172).

In north-west Anatolia there was a myth o f  a figure named Memnon, based on the great warrior 
Agamemnon. This deity was treated as an Osirian-type deity o f  fertility. He was equated by Herodotus with the 
Egyptian Pharaoh Sesostris, the conquering hero who was supposed to have spread civilization throughout the 
Mediterranean world (Herodotus II. 100-110; cf. Dierk Wortmann, "Kosmogonie und Nilflut. Studien zu 
einigen Typen magischer Gemmen griechisch-romischer Zeit aus Agypten", in Bonner Jarhbiicher 166 (1966) 
106-7 for a discussion o f  Memnon in an Egyptian context). Lindsay has suggested that the legend o f Sesostris 
may have resulted from the combination of three pharaohs with the name Senusret (Lindsay, Men and Gods on 
The Roman Nile 2).
294 j

In a recent biography o f Alexander the Great John Maxwell O’Brien has concentrated on the close 
connection between the careers o f Alexander and Dionysus, and the important influence that the legend o f  
Dionysus had over the life o f Alexander (Alexander The Great, The Invisible Enemy [London & New York,
1994]); for instance Alexander spares one city after he is told that it was founded by Dionysus. Sparing this 
city was seen as appropriate as Alexander's campaign was largely regarded as an emulation o f  Dionysus' 
conquests, indeed he was determined even to surpass the achievements o f  the god (O'Brien, 151, although 
Alexander did not regard himself as the new Dionysus, 191). O'Brien observes that Dionysus was a constantly 
recurring reference throughout the life of  Alexander.
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The Judaeo-Christian tradition of the fall of the Watchers seems to have been interpreted 

in both a negative and a positive fashion; it is connected to the other Mediterranean 

traditions of civilising figures mentioned above. It has been suggested that at least one 

persistent myth-tradition in gnosticism originally thought of the coming of the angels to 

bring the arts of civilisation as a good thing (i.e. as in Jubilees)', only later did it come to be
90Sinterpreted in the light of the developing negative view of the cosmos in gnostic circles.

The archangel Michael was particularly involved in positive interpretations of the civilising 

myth.296 Certainly it was increasingly the case that in the Second Temple period angels were
9Q7seen as being involved in the act of creation. The Septuagint pays witness to this, as does 

the Book o f Jubilees.29* In fact Jubilees suggests a positive interpretation of the coming of 

the angels; originally their mission was positive, only later did it become corrupted.299

In the New Testament Paul's generally disparaging view of angels is confirmed when he 

comments that they were responsible for the bringing of the Jewish Law (which the coming 

of Christ had now superseded) (Gal 3:19; cf. Heb 2:2; Acts 7:38). Yet although it was a 

Pauline viewpoint, the belief that angels brought the Law was later used as an accusation to

295 G.A.G. Stroumsa, Another Seed 20.
296 The archangel Michael played an educative, civilizing mission in the pseudepigrapha. As discussed in the 
last chapter, Michael was responsible for teaching the primal figures in the Bible how to bury the dead and how
to mourn, for instance Eve and Seth ( Vita Adae et Evae, 48 & Apocalypse o f  Moses, 43:1 -4). So, too, in the 
Vita Adae et Evae, Michael is responsible for bringing seeds to earth to give to Adam so that he may farm the 
land (Vita Adae et Evae, 22:2). In the later Coptic text, The Mysteries o f  St John, Apostle and Holy Virgin (CE 
1006), the connection with the Osiris myth is even more explicit. Adam and Eve are starving after their 
expulsion from Eden. Christ feels compassion for them, but has to plead with God to show them some mercy. 
Eventually God relents, and God and Christ take a part o f their body and send Michael to earth with it. This 
body o f God is wheat, and Michael is responsible for teaching Adam how to sow it ( The Mysteries o f St John, 
Apostle and Holy Virgin, fol. 6a, in Coptic Texts, III). Just like in the legends o f  Osiris wheat is seen as a part of 
the body o f God, although, necessarily, another god. Of course this idea o f wheat being a divine substance 
could also be a corruption of the Christian Eucharist, where wheat temporarily becomes the body o f  God. In the 
Late Hebrew Testament ofNaphtali (A 1st century addition to the Testaments o f  the Twelve Patriarchs)
YHWH comes from heaven in the time of Abraham with Michael and seventy ministering angels to teach 
languages to the seventy families descended from Noah (8:4-6). In Jewish tradition Michael is thus intimately 
connected with the arts o f civilisation. Indeed 3 Baruch contains the idea that Michael even built Eden, along 
with 200,003 angels (4:7). In the book o i Jubilees (1:27), the 'angel o f the presence', identified with Michael in 
lEn 40, shares his knowledge with Moses on Mt Sinai. In the Shepherd o f  Hermas (Sim. viii) a story is told in 
which the Jewish law is described as a tree, the branches o f which are given out by Michael. According to the 
heretic Apelles, quoted by Hippolytus, Michael is both the creator and the lawgiver o f  the Old Testament 
(VII.38.1).
297 .

Which used the plural verb 7ioif|C(D)A£v to describe God's creative act in Gen 2:18.
298 See Jubilees 2:14,3:1,4 & 10:22 (cf. Gen 11:6); also see previous note and Gen 1:26 (MT & LXX);
Vulgate; MT, P, Samaritan Peshitta all have the singular at Gen 2:18; see J.T.A.G.M. Van Ruiten, "Eden and 
the Temple: The Rewriting o f Genesis 2:4-3:24 in The Book o f  Jubilees”, in Gerard P. Luttikhuizen, (ed.) 
Paradise Interpreted: Representations o f Biblical Paradise in Judaism and Christianity 73 nl3.
299 Jub 4:15,4:22, 5:1-11; See "Eden and the Temple", op cit. 74-5.
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be hurled at heretics.300 Thus in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies Peter is reported to oppose 

those who believed that angels brought the Law.301 The notion of angels having any role in 

the positive aspects of the civilisation process must have come to be seen in the light of the 

myth that the fallen angels brought the negative arts of civilisation.302 Thus the myth of 

civilising figures was generally interpreted in a negative fashion in Christianity, although in 

Egyptian Christianity the archangel Michael's role as a civilising figure remained as a 

survival of ideas originally connected with Egyptian gods like Osiris.303

Jews in particular were accused of believing that angels created the world. Philo admitted 

the possibility of other creators, but suggested it was a mystery the truth of which was only

300 For instance Ps.-Tertullian, Adversus omnes Haereses 3 on Cerinthus and Epiphanius, Panarion. t.2, 28, 1, 
1-3; was this possibly because it was becoming more accepted in Jewish circle that angels somehow mediated 
the Law? On this development in Jewish thought see H. Najman, "Angels at Sinai: Exegesis. Theology and 
Interpretive Authority", Dead Sea Discoveries 7 (2000) 313-333.
301 Pseudo-Clemens Romanus, Homiliae XVIII.12.
302 See Clement o f  Alexandria, Eclog. prophet. 53-55; Tertullian, On the Apparel o f  Women 1.2, 8; IV. 10; see 
also 1.1 & 3; St Cyprian The Dress O f Virgins 14 (who echoes the argument o f Tertullian in On the Apparel o f  
Women 1.8.
303 In Christian Egyptian traditions, Michael has the role o f bringing the Nile flood. In the Discourse o f  Timothy 
Michael is prayed to so that he will convince God to allow the Nile to flood: "...O compassionate Archangel 
Michael, make entreaty to the Lord for us that he may bring water in the river Nile." (Discourse o f Timothy, fol. 
75a, in Coptic Texts, V). Michael and Ouriel are also mentioned with Chnoum, who was another deity 
responsible for overseeing the Nile and its flood (Erica Zwierlein-Diehl (ed.) Magische Amulette und andere 
Gemmen des Institutes fur Altertumskunde der Universitat zu Koln [Koln: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1992] 72) & 
in an inscription from the 18th year o f Pharaoh Djoser (3rd dynasty) Chnoum is called the god o f the Nile 
flood, D. Wildung, Egyptian Saints [New York: New York Univ. Press, 1977] 70). The second festival o f  St 
Michael in the Coptic Church, the twelfth o f Paoni, was held at the time that the Nile was due to flood (the Nile 
flooded from August to November, Norman Russell, The Lives o f  The Desert Fathers [London & Oxford:
Mowbrays, 1980) 19 nl2). Indeed in the Coptic Synaxarion, or list o f  saints, Michael is said to govern the Nile 
flood (Aziz S. Atiya [ed.] The Coptic Encyclopedia [New York: Macmillan, 1991] V, 1618). Michael was 
responsible for more than just rain and flood: he was regarded as the archangel o f  the earth, the figure 
responsible for nature and the nourisher of humanity. This duty is found on several occasions in the magical 
papyri. In PGM LXXXIII.1-20, a spell with an obviously strong Christian influence, as it contains a version o f  
the Lord's prayer (Matt 6:9-11) and a quotation from psalms (LXX Ps 90:1-2), it is written: "I conjure you 
Michael, archangel of  the earth (PGM LXXXIII.1-20)." PGM III. 187-262 says, "and [you, Michael], your 
helper, who saves [his people's lives], the perfect eye o f  Zeus, and who has both exalted nature and brought 
forth nature in its turn from nature (PGM III. 187-262)." A second century amulet, most probably Judeo- 
Christian, mentions Michael in conjunction with two common magical names, AKPAMAXAMAPEIABAANA
0ANAABMIXAHA. In PGM XII. 183 AKPAMAXAMAPEI and ABAANA0ANAABA are mentioned. The 
first is described as possessing righteousness, the second as being king o f the gods. These two voces magicae 
are mentioned alongside another magical word, IANKANOAPA, in a pattern that indicates that they were 
viewed as being part o f  a magical formula (PGM XII. 183). Thus MIXAHA on the amulet seems to have taken 
the place usually assigned to EANKAN0APA, who, in the aforementioned spell, is described as the ruler of 
nature. Michael is therefore seen in the same light as Sarapis (a Ptolemaic syncretist deity comprised o f  Osiris 
and the Apis Bull worshipped at Memphis), who is called, "greatest nourisher, apportioner" (PGM XIII.343- 
646). In Theodosius' encomium we are told that Michael nourished Seth when Eve's milk dried up on account 
of Adam's death (Encomium o f  Theodosius fol. 17a, in Coptic Texts V).
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known to God.304 Perhaps the creation of man was the job of these lesser 'powers'.305 Justin 

Martyr accused the Jews of his day of believing that in Genesis 1:26 God was talking to his 

angelic helpers in creation of the cosmos when he said: "Let us make man".306 The Aramaic 

Targum Pseudo-Jonathan seems to have interpreted Gen 1:26 in just this manner.307 Not 

surprisingly Jewish Christians were also tarred with the same accusation. Cerinthus in 

particular was often targeted with this accusation. It was reported ad nauseam in Christian 

anti-heretical literature. The Jewish-Christian origins of Manichaeism are underlined by 

the Manichaean belief in creative angels.309

But it was mainly gnostics who took an interest in the creative role of lesser divine beings. 

In gnostic traditions the creation of the world by lesser powers was associated with the 

generally negative view of the creation held by these groups. It was an ideology of the fall 

without the involvement of mankind, rather of the angels and other lesser denizens of the 

heavenly worlds. In numerous gnostic texts Genesis 1:26 was interpreted as referring to a

304 Op. mund.12; cf. Fug. 68. On the other hand Josephus rejected the possibility o f  angelic assistance in 
creation, see Contra Apion 11.192 and Antiquities 1.32.
305 Philo, Op. mund. 73-76, Fug. 68-70; cf. conf. 168-82. Op. Mund. 72-5 Philo mentions that the lower half of 
man was created by the angels, the upper half by God. This became a standard theme and it is repeated in the 
Church Fathers: Severus said that from the navel up, the top half o f the human body was created by God and 
the bottom half by the Devil (Ep^iphanius, Pan. 45.2.2); Clement o f Alexandria also mentions this belief, but
does not name a source (Strom. 3.34.1). The 4th century Christian theologian Basil o f  Ancyra said that God 
created man like a centaur, upper half rational man, lower half beast; on this see Williams, Rethinking 
Gnosticism 122-3 & 289 nl7, wherein he gives other references which have been collected by Henry 
Chadwick.

Dialogus cum Tryphone 62.2; whereas Justin argued that plurals indicated the presence o f the Logos: Dial. 
127 & cf. Dial. 56; and see also the late second century apologist Theophilus o f  Antioch, Ad Autolycum 2.18.

See Michael Maher, Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, Genesis (Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 1993).
For instance: Hippolytus, Refutatio omnium haeresium, X, 21, 1-3; St Augustine, D e heresibus, 8; Filaster, 

Diversarum hereseon Liber XXXVI; Predestinatus, I, 8; Theodoret o f Cyrrhus in Compendium haereticarum
fabularum II, 3; John Damascene De haeresibus liber, 28; Theodore Bar-Khonai, Liber scholiorum, 301; 
Dionysius Bar-Salibi, In Apocalypsim, Actus et Epistulas Catholicas, 4. Pseudo-Tertullian, in Adversus omnes 
haereses 3 attributes to Cerinthus the idea that angels were responsible for the giving o f  the law as well as
assigning creation to angels, and further asserts that the God of Israel is not the Lord but an angel. According to 
Ps.Tertullian the Ebionites are Cerinthus' successors, they, however, believe that the world was created by God, 
although their particular brand o f heresy saw the Law as supreme; these sources are collected in Klijn &
Reinick, Patristic Evidence fo r  Jewish-Christian Sects. Likewise Epiphanius, Panarion haer. t.2, 28, 1, 1-3, 
says Cerinthus believed the world was created by angels; moreover the Law and the prophets were given by 
angels and one o f these world-creating angels is the 'giver o f  the law' (xov 5e SeSancoxa xov vojiov).

In the Apocalypse o f  Adam in the Cologne Mani Codex (50:1-4) it is said that: o ’ ASaji Kai yeyovev 
wtepxepoq rcapa Ttdaaq xaq 8uvd^ei<; Kai toix; ayyeXoxx, xr|<; Kxiaeax; (Adam became above all the powers
and the angels o f  creation)-, on the Jewish-Christian origins of Manichaeism see I.M.F. Gardner & S.N.C. Lieu, 
"From Narmouthis (Medinat Madi) to Kellis (Esmat el-Kharab): Manichaean Documents from Roman Egypt", 
JRS 86 (1996) 155-60; also P. Brown, "The Diffusion o f  Manichaeaism in the Roman Empire JRS 59 (1969) 
92-103 (republ. in idem, Religion and Society in the Age o f  Saint Augustine (London: Faber & Faber, 1972). Of 
course this interest in lesser creative beings also shows Manichaeism's affinities with gnosticism, see below.
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plurality of creating angels or archons.310 Some gnostic systems built elaborate cosmogonies 

involving numerous different lesser divine beings.311 The Valentinian creation story shows
i i  'y

the clear influence of the legend of the fall of the angels.

i i i
Other systems proposed creation by seven angels. But overall the main gnostic interest in 

angelic creation was focused upon the creation by lesser divine beings of the human body. 

Justin is reported to have believed that the creation of humanity was undertaken by the 

twelve angels assigned to Eden.314 In the Apocryphon o f  John angels create the human body 

and the demiurge (Ialdabaoth) breathes into it and animates it.315 The Carpocratians are said 

by Irenaeus to have taken their belief in the creation of the world by lesser divine beings as a
i  t/r

justification for excessive sexual behaviour.

The connection of angels with creation was not of central importance to mainstream 

Christianity. It was a line of speculation that early Christianity inherited, but which was 

closely associated with angel traditions derived from the Book of Watchers tradition and 

Genesis 6:1-4. In gnosticism the radically negative view of the cosmos seized upon such 

traditions and combined the myth of the civilising figure with that o f the fallen angels and 

their bringing of knowledge. The role of angels as creative beings thus had a role to play in 

gnosticism, but not in more mainstream Christian circles.

3.4.2 Guides for heavenly tourists
In the Jewish Pseudepigrapha angels had increasingly taken up the role of guides for those 

wishing to tour heaven. This, of course, stands to reason. As the heavenly realm came to 

occupy central attention for the type of seer found in the Jewish intertestamental literature it 

is natural that he should need guides from that realm in order to travel through it. This 

phenomenon is a feature of angelology which grew from the Jewish pseudepigrapha but 

which continued to function in Christian angelology. Consequently I will not deal with this

310 Cf. Hyp. Arch. 8 7 ,24ff.; Orig. World. 112, 30ff.; Irenaeus, Adv haer. 1.24.1 (on Satomil o f  Antioch); 1.30.6 
(Orphites).
11 On the Audians see Theodore bar Konai, Liber Scholiorum [ed. Scher; CSCO 55] 320.2-3.

312 Cf. Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 1.1.1-8.5.
313

Irenaeus on the system of Satomil (one o f the creative angels was YHWH) Adv. haer. 1.24.1.
314 Hippolytus, Ref. 5.24.2-3.
™Ap.John 19, 13-33 (NHC II); cf. Hyp. Arch. 88, 3-9; Orig. World 115, 3-11.

Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 1.25.1-4.
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issue in any depth at all. It has been covered by all those mentioned in the "State of 

Research" chapter who have dealt with Jewish angelology in this period. It has been dealt 

with in particular by Martha Himmelfarb.318 It should be nevertheless noted that in most 

passages cited or quoted in this thesis which describe the heavenly journey of a seer an 

angelic guide is normally somewhere present.

3.4.3 Worship and legitim ation
The central function performed by angels for the early Christians was their worship of God 

through the singing of angelic hymns. This function held greater importance than all the 

other functions, such as their role as intermediaries. Angels existed to give praise to God. 

The angelic worship of God performed two roles in early Christian ideology. It acted as the 

ideal of the worship that Christians offered to God upon earth; this will be dealt with 

below.319 It furthermore acted as an indication of divinity. God's worship by the angels 

underlined his unique supremacy; Christ's worship by the angels in the Gospels was a 

statement that he also was God. The Pseudo-Ignatian Epistle to the Philippians (early 5th?) 

makes much of the Satan's ignorance of the angelic worship of Christ. He was, of course, 

developing ideas found in the birth narratives in Matthew, where the wise men worship Jesus 

(2:2-11), and Luke, where the angelic message to the shepherds is identified as legitimate by 

the appearance of the angelic choir praising God (2:8-14).321 In the non-Pauline epistle to the 

Hebrews the Septuagint Deuteronomy 32:43 was quoted to demonstrate Christ's status as a 

'son of God';322 here the angelic worship of Christ serves to demonstrate his status as God,

317 For instance Michael Mach, Entwicklungsstadien des judischen Engelglaubens in vorrabbinischer Z eit 
(Tubingen: Mohr, 1992) & Peter Schafer, Rivalitat zwischen Engeln und Menschen.

See Martha Himmelfarb's major monograph on the subject, Ascent to Heaven in Jewish and Christian 
Apocalypses (New York: OUP, 1993) passim, but esp. chap. 4.

§§ 5.2.1 & 5.6.1.
20 Pseudo-Ignatius, Epistle to the Philippians VIII & IX.

321 See also 1 Tim 3:16 & 5:21.
322

Interestingly this quotation has been identified as having affinities with 4QDt. Certainly the attitude o f  
Hebrews is much closer to the Dead Sea Scrolls than to gnostic thought, and an interest in the theme of  angelic 
praise is an idea shared by both the early Christians and the Dead Sea Scrolls community. For the argument 
that Hebrews is a gnostic document see E. Kasemann, Das wandernde Gottesvolk: Eine Untersuchung zum 
Hebraerbrief (1952; republished as The Wandering People o f  God: an Investigation o f  the Letter to the 
Hebrews [trans. R.A. Harrisville & I.L. Sandberg Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984]). For the connections between 
the Dead Sea Scrolls and Hebrews see Y. Yadin, "The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Epistle to the Hebrews", 
Scripta Hierosolymitana 4 (1959) 36-55, who draws links between the figure o f Melchizedek in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls and Christ; M. de Jonge and A.S. van der Woude, "1 IQ Melchizedek and the New Testament," NTS 12 
(1965-66) 322 do likewise; and J. de Waard, A Comparative Study o f  the Old Testament Text in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls and in the New Testament (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1965) 81-2, who notes the link between Hebrews, LXX
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above all the other divine beings, such as the angels.323 The only other being whose worship 

is discussed is Adam in the Adamic literature that focuses upon Satan's refusal to worship 

him. The command to worship Adam emphasises his pre-fall semi-divine status in the eyes 

of God.324

Scripture pays witness to this function and its long history in Near Eastern religion. It 

seems that the roots of this idea go back to ancient Near Eastern literature, but it was 

through the Old Testament that early Christians came across the notion of the heavenly 

council's praise of God.

wn t d d  mn>b nn o > n  nmV? nn in!? iimn 
vyip-imna nm>i> nnnwn w\y t iid  nin>i? nn

Ascribe to the Lord, O heavenly beings (bnei elirri), ascribe to the 
Lord glory and strength. Ascribe to the Lord the glory of his name; 
worship the Lord in holy array.
(MT & RSV Ps 29:1-2; LXX 28:1-2)

In Psalm 103:20-22 this worship of God by the heavenly hosts is echoed by all of creation 

and also the soul of the singer. Likewise in Psalm 148 the praise of the heavenly hosts (1-2) 

is taken up by the rest of God's creation, in acknowledgement that he is the only being

Deut 32:43 and 4QDt, as well as other textual correspondences, such as Heb 5:9 (quote from Is 45:17) and IQ 
15-16, or Hebrews 10:39 (pesher on Hab 2,4b) and lQp Hab.

Justin Martyr (in a slightly circular manner) makes much of the status o f  Jesus as God due to the fact that he 
is worshipped; see Dialogue with Trypho 68. Athanasius, writing against the Arians, used the worship o f  the 
angels in Hebrews 1:6 as a support for his view o f Christ as God, Oratio I  Contra Arianos (PG  26, 96.40.20).

Cf. Gary Anderson and Michael Stone, The Life o f  Adam and Eve: The Biblical Story in Judaism and 
Christianity (http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/anderson); also Michael E. Stone, A History o f  the Literature 
ofAdam and Eve (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992); Gary A. Anderson & M.E. Stone, A Synopsis o f  the Books of  
Adam and Eve (Atlanta : Scholars Press, 1994); Anderson & Stone, Literature on Adam and Eve: collected 
essays (Leiden: Brill, 2000).

Ithamar Gruenwald, "Angelic Songs, the Qedushah and the Problem o f the Origin o f  the Hekhalot 
Literature", in From Apocalypticism to Gnosticism: Studies in Apocalypticism, Merkavah Mysticism and 
Gnosticism (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1988); originally published in Hebrew as ,0 ’DNban m ny’
’Jite)»nn n n a o  m ir n  rp’yai in Oppenheimer, U. Rappaport & M. Stem (eds.) nvfrim  o*p*ia 
Ji’bNYJ o n u s !)  p ia n  latJ :>JV n>3 >o>3 (Jerusalem in the Second Temple Period, A. Schalit Memorial
Volume; Jerusalem: Yad Izhak Ben-Zvi, Ministry of Defence, 1980) 146 n7; on the heavenly song in ancient 
near eastern literature see M. Weinfeld, ~\prvcb Nino .o^nn iddi n n o w n  nnoon  "
"’riNwn ("The Watchers literature and the Book o f  Psalms. Introduction to the Comparative Research") (Part 
2), Beit Mikra 57 (1974) 136-160; also see idem, n i^nm  m a n  ’p irai i s v  n\ynp !?\y nnpy  
N-po p  loom  INimp ("Traces o f Kedushah in Yozer and Psukei DeZimrah in the Qumran Literature and in 
Ben Sira”), Tarbiz, 45 (1976) 15-26. Zoroastrian literature also shows evidence o f  this tradition; in the 
Zoroastrian Vendidad (no. 19, written in late Younger Avestan probably during the Parthian period, cf. Mary 
Boyce Textual Sources fo r The Study o f  Zoroastrianism [Manchester Univ. Press: Manchester & Dover, 1984] 
2) the souls o f  the righteous are described in their ascent to the golden thrones o f Ahura Mazda and the Amesha 
Spentas in the 'House o f  Song': Boyce (1984) 80.
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worthy of praise (13). Psalm 135, when it declares "give praise, O servants of the Lord, you 

that stand in the house of the Lord, in the courts of the house o f our God!", may well be 

referring to the angelic host. Certainly Psalm 138:1 (LXX 137) is talking of the angels as the 

singer declares that he gives thanks to the Lord, "with my whole heart; before the gods I sing 

thy praise".326 In Job 38:7 the morning stars and the sons of God are said to have sung and 

shouted for joy at the Creation. An angelic hymn is described to us in Isaiah 6:1-3. Isaiah is 

given a vision of the heavenly throne and the seraphim praising the Lord: "Holy, holy, holy
'X'Ji •is the Lord of hosts; the whole earth is full of his glory". The first three words of this 

prayer (vynp vynp vynp) give us its title, the Qedusha, known in Christian liturgy as the 

Trisagion.ns This worship of God by the heavenly hosts continued to develop in Judaism, it
3 29was a theme taken up in the writings of the sages, in prayer and the Hekhalot.

The Pseudepigrapha and early Christian literature placed increased importance upon this 

angelic praise. In 1 Enoch the watchers sing "Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord of Spirits". In the 

book of Tobit (G1 version only) 8:15 the angels and saints and all creation join with God's 

chosen people to praise him. Likewise, as in Isaiah, in Revelation 4:8 six-winged Living 

Creatures praise God with the sanctus: "Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of Hosts, which was and 

is, and is to come". The Nag Hammadi Apocryphon o f  James (10:1-5) says of James and 

Peter that they got on their knees and sent their hearts to heaven; as a result they saw and 

heard: "hymns, angelic praises, and angelic rejoicing. Heavenly majesties were singing 

hymns, and we rejoiced too."330 Likewise (6:11) the one who sees Jesus with God, whilst 

God is proclaimed amongst the angels and glorified among the saints, is given 'life' 

(immortality).331

It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of hymns for early Christian practice. 

In Syriac texts, in particular, angelic hymn-singing and praise of God is notable for its 

prominence. It is probably the main connotation behind the title cira "watcher" used for

326 "paw o’nbN tu "piN -mi?.
327 n m  'pNn-to tOn nwas mn> vmp vynp vynp (6:3). It has been suggested that Ezekiel also contains
mention of the angelic worship o f God, but this is not at all clear in the text, see I. Gruenwald, "Angelic Songs" 
149 &nn.
328 From the Greek ayioq cityioq aytoq for vynp vmp vynp.

Cf. Ithamar Gruenwald, "Angelic Songs" 145-158 on the early development o f  this idea in scripture and 
practice.
33° Meyer (1984) 13-14 and NTA I (1973) 337.

Meyer (1984) 10, on the transformative aspect o f heavenly hymns o f  praise see §5.2.1 & 5.6.1.
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angels in Aramaic/Syriac, as it served to denote their function of ceaseless praise of God.332 

We shall see in §§5.2.1-5.2.2 how important the notion of worshipping God in imitation of 

the angels was to early Syriac Christianity.

Yet from the first there was concern over this interest in the angelic praise of God. 

Colossians 2:18 pays witness to this. Here an early writer, quite possibly Paul,333 warns:

Mf| o w  t i q  \)|iac; Kpivexoo e v  P p coo ei K a i  e v  rc o a e i  e v  n e p e i  
eo p x riq  fi veo(ir| v iaq  t] oapp d xcov • a  e g x iv  c n a a  xcov jieX X ovx cov , t o  
8 e  o co^ a  x o ii X p ia x o O . |rn5 e iq  K a x a P p a P e u e x c o  G etaov e v  x a n e i  
vo<|)pooiJVT) K a i GpriCTKeva xtov ay ye^ co v , a  e o p a K e v  e n P a x e v x o v , 
eiKT j (J)X)<not))ievo(; v n o  x o v  v o b q  Tf|q o a p K 6 <; a u x o ti,  K a i  o u  K p axm v 
xfiv Ke<|>a>,T|v, e £  o i j rcav t o  od)p.a 8 i a  xa>v ct<j>c5v  K a i  cn)v5 ea|ia>v 
e 7ti% op riY oij(j.evov K a i  c ru jtP iP a ^ o n ev o v  a i i^ e i  xfiv a u ^ ric n v  x o i3 
0 eo\j.
(Nestle-Aland, Col 2:16-19)

Therefore let no one pass judgement on you in questions of food and 
drink or with regard to a festival or a new moon or a Sabbath. These 
are only a shadow of what is to come; but the substance belongs to 
Christ. Let no one disqualify you, insisting on self-abasement and 
worship of angels, taking his stand on visions, puffed up without 
reason by his sensuous mind, and not holding fast to the Head, from 
whom the whole body, nourished and knit together through its joints 
and ligaments, grows with a growth that is from God. (RSV Col 2:16- 
19)

What was this worship, and what exactly was the problem the writer had with it? The RSV 

translation 'worship of angels' is much less ambiguous than the Greek "GprioKeia xrov 

ayyeXcov", which could conceivably be referring to either the worship of angels by others, or 

the worship by angels of God. The first interpretation was once the received opinion, but 

today it is accepted by most scholars working in the field that this passage is actually 

referring to the second.334 Thus there was probably an early Church polemic against interest

332 Rather than any possible guardianship (i.e. over humans) cf. Robert Murray, "Some Themes and Problems 
of Early Syriac Angelology", Rene Lavenant, SJ (ed.) Symposium Syriacum V, 1988 (Roma: Pont. Institutum 
Studiorum Orientalium, 1990) a reassessment of  the issues dealt with in his earlier article "The Origin o f  
Aramaic, cir, Angel", Orientalia 53.2 (1984) 303-317.

For the question o f authorship see "Colossians" in David N. Freedman, et al. (eds.) The Anchor Bible 
Dictionary I, A-C (New York: Doubleday, 1992) 1092-3.

See Richard Bauckham, review o f Roman Heiligenthal's, Zwischen Henoch und Paulus. Studien zum 
theologiegeschichtlichen Ort des Judasbriefs in JTS, ns 47/1 (April, 1996) 246 and Larry W. Hurtado One God, 
One Lord, Early Christian Devotion and Ancient Jewish Monotheism (Fortress Press: Philadelphia, 1988) 32; 
who cites F.O. Francis, "Humility and Angelic Worship in Col. 2:18", ST  16 (1962) 109-34, reprinted in F.O. 
Francis and W. Meeks (eds.) Conflict at Colossae: A Problem in the Interpretation o f  Early Christianity 
Illustrated by Selected Modem Studies (Scholars Press: Missoula, Mont., 1975); his interpretation is accepted 
by Wesley Carr, Angels and Principalities (1981) 69-71. Cf. also C.A. Evans, "The Colossian Mystics," Biblica
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in the worship of God by the angels. Considering the importance of this theme in the other 

writings we have so far examined it is pertinent to ask why there would have been such 

opposition to this kind of speculation. The next phrase, a  eopaicev e^Paxeucov, contains the 

answer. This interest in the heavenly liturgy was connected to those who practised ascent 

visions. As we shall see in chapter 4 visionary ascents in the Pseudepigrapha normally 

ended with a vision of the heavenly angels worshipping God, followed by the visionary 

joining that choir. This interest in the angelic liturgy could clearly be taken too far. Ignatius 

also wrote against those who speculated concerning the heavenly orders. Yet his comments 

indicate clearly how problematic this question was to the Church. This issue will be 

discussed in greater detail in chapter 6, but it needs to be noted at this point that Ignatius was 

not opposed to visions per se, simply to the practice of visions by ordinary Christians who 

were not spiritually mature enough.335 Visionary practices connected with seeing the 

heavenly orders, in particular their worship of God, were part of the religious life of 

Christians, even proto-orthodox bishops like Ignatius, but also seem to have posed a threat. 

This tension over the role of visionary practices continued into Christian ascetical 

movements connected with the Church, and is reflected in the ascetic's imitation of the 

angelic behaviour that was seen by the seers who made the ascent into heaven.

3.5 Angelic Christologies and the ch ief angelic vice-regent
The debates over Christology in the first Christian centuries underscore the difficulties felt 

by Christians in defining the nature of Christ within the basically Platonic cosmological 

framework of the time. In the tripartite cosmology of the day336 there existed earth and the

63 (1982) 188-205, & R. Yates, " 'The Worship o f  Angels' (Col.2:18)", Expository Times 97 (1985) 12-15.
Hurtado also mentions the Angelic Liturgy from Qumran, on which see Schiffman, "Merkavah Speculation at 
Qumran: The 4Q Serekh Shirot Olat ha-Shabbat," in J. Reinharz & D. Swetschiniski (eds.) Mystics,
Philosophers and Politicians: Essays in Jewish Intellectual History in Honor o f  Alexander Altmann (Durham,
N.C.: Duke Univ. Press, 1982) 17-47, who suggests that the proliferation o f  angelic names in esoteric 
speculation began no earlier than the 66-73 CE revolt. Cf. also C. Newsom, Songs o f  the Sabbath Sacrifice: A 
Critical Edition, HSS 27 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1985). This is just like the later Rabbinic attacks on
speculation concerning the court o f  God and its members; cf. Sheppard, 83 & n30, who mentions J. Talmud 
Berachot 13A69; I. Epstein, Judaism (Harmondsworth, 1959) 224-25 & cf. Sifre Deut. 148A fin. Recently C.
E. Arnold has argued that this was worship o f  angels by humans: The Colossian Syncretism (Tubingen: J.C.B. 
Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1995) 90-95.
^  Ignatius, Epistle to the Trallians, 5.1.1 -  5.2.5, in SC  10; cf. chap. 6.

Odd numbers, especially three, have always been regarded as being associated with divinity. Examples of  
this are found in Talmudic literature (Joshua Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition, A Study in Folk
Religion [New York, 1939] 118), Shakespeare, Virgil and in the Islamic tradition; therefore magic is performed 
an odd number o f times, and names are repeated or knots tied three or seven times (Annemarie Schimmel The 
Mystery o f  Numbers [New York: OUP, 1993] 14). Trinities were long regarded as having a religious
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creatures thereon, there existed heaven with the Godhead in residence, and there was the 

zone in between the two inhabited by creatures (angels/daimones) that could move between 

the two worlds and thus facilitate communication between God and humans. In this 

cosmological framework Christ seems most easily to fit into the position of angel rather than 

that of God. In the first four hundred years of Christianity some did indeed define Christ as 

an angel, whilst others, right down to the present day, have argued against the description of 

Christ as an angel, usually claiming that a mere title tells us little about actual nature. The 

non-Pauline Epistle to the Hebrews survived in the canon because it was needed. Its opening 

lines made clear the difference between Jesus Christ and the other aggeloi that brought 

messages from heaven. The Son was to be compared to the biblical prophets (1:1), but he 

was better (1:2), as he was God's son. For no angel had ever been named "Son" (1:5). It is
337clear that the warning against viewing Christ as an angel was necessary.

significance in Egypt. The Alexandrian Triad, o f Isis, Sarapis and Harpocrates, was very popular in the later 
Roman empire. Indeed it is unusual in that, unlike the other gods, the veneration o f  these gods did not decline 
in this period (H. I. Bell Cults and Creeds in Graeco-Roman Egypt [Liverpool: Liverpool Univ. Press, 1953] 
66). A trinity o f gods was particularly important in Egyptian thought. Indeed apart from Philo's explanation of  
Genesis 18 the trinity is a uniquely Egyptian pagan notion (Siegfried Morenz, Egyptian Religion [trans. Anne 
E. Keep; Ithaca N.Y.: Cornell Univ. Press, 1973] 255). Likewise creation and humans themselves were often 
seen as being made o f  three parts. 1 Thessalonians 5:23 divides the human into spirit, soul and body. Gregory 
of Nazianzen divides creation up into God, angels and man (In sanctum baptisma (Oratio 40) E) as does the 
Qur’an 2:161; 3:87. We can see, then, a natural tendency towards a tripartite vision o f  the cosmos, both on a 
macro and micro level.
337 Scholars have focused upon whether this passage is arguing against practices which actually occurred, or 
whether it is just arguing that the identification o f  Christ as an angel could potentially occur (based upon 
practices known to be occurring in Judaism), or whether the angels were simply being used as a rhetorical 
device to demonstrate the superiority o f Christ. Ockham's razor suggests that, although ingenious, the latter two 
positions are too clever by half. I f a polemic against identifying Christ as an angel is found, then it follows that 
someone actually did identify Christ as an angel; otherwise why the warning? It is simply not logical to suggest 
that the writer envisaged a potential problem and decided on a pre-emptive strike against it, or else that the 
language used was mere rhetoric. As detailed in §3.5 the earliest writers on this topic supported the position 
that Hebrews was actually arguing against something real, see Martin Werner D ie Entstehung des Christlichen 
Dogmas (Bern: Paul Haupt, 1941) 330, 344-45; W. Bousset; Die Religion des Judentums in spathellenistischen 
Zeitalter 329-30; following on from them were such writers as Yigal Yadin, "The Dead Sea Scrolls and the 
Epistle to the Hebrews", in C. Rabin (ed.) Aspects o f  the Dead Sea Scrolls (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1965); A. 
Bakker, "Christ an Angel?", ZNW  32 (1933) 255-65; J. Rendel Harris, Josephus and his Testimony (Cambridge: 
Heffer, 1931) 18. For a comprehensive overview see John Reumann, "Martin Werner and 'Angel-Christology'", 
The Lutheran Quarterly 8 (1956) and Loren T. Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration and Christology. A Study in 
Early Judaism and in the Christology o f  the Apocalypse o f John (J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], Tubingen, 1995)
119-140. Others have viewed Hebrews as a warning against what could happen based upon Jewish practices: 
James Moffatt, Epistle to the Hebrews (Edinburgh: T & T. Clark, 1924) 9; John J. Gunther, Saint Paul's 
Opponents and their Background (Leiden: Brill, 1973) 182-83; others have claimed that Hebrews was simply 
using the angels as a rhetorical device: Ernst Kasemann, The Wandering People o f  God (trans. R.A. Harrisville 
& I.L. Sandberg Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984) 100; Hans-Freidrich WeiB, Der B rief an die Hebraer 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1991) 158-160; Michael Mach, Entwicklungsstadien des jiXdischen 
Engelglaubens in vorrabbinischer Zeit (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1992) 287 n22; also, for a 
comprehensive bibliography see Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration, 125 n201.
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Sometime between the first and the third centuries CE the Testament o f Solomon was 

written; its textual history is complex, but it appears that after the first, Jewish, version was 

written a Christian redactor added a passage that seemed to refer to Christ being announced 

as an angel.

I said to him: "By what angel are you thwarted?" He said, "By the 
one who is going to be bom from a virgin and be crucified by the 
Jews".339 (TSol 22:20)

How could this clear reference to the coming of Christ so obviously refer to him as an 

angel? To what extent is this evidence of an angelic Christology? As discussed in the 

introductory chapter the question of angelic Christology has often been at the forefront of 

scholarly debates concerning angels. The most recent contributors to the field seem content 

to accept the existence of an angelo-morphic Christology which might mean little for the 

actual nature of Christ.340 But it seems from the evidence examined so far that all angelology 

was 'angelo-morphic'; angels were souls in a particular position in the spiritual hierarchy. It 

was the form (morphe) taken by these souls which defined their status as angels; that Christ 

temporarily took that form tells us little about his real nature; we need to examine the 

passages which describe him as such in more detail. Scholars have now turned to what has 

been described as a "broader understanding" of the category "angel" or "angelomorphic"; in 

other words traditions such as the Son of Man traditions or those o f transformed patriarchs

338 On the question of date, author and provenance see M. Whittaker, "The Testament o f Solomon", AO T  733-6, 
esp. 735 where he suggests a Greek Christian author ca. 200-250 working in Galilee; for a more cautious 
approach to these questions see D.C. Duling, "Testament o f Solomon. A New Translation and Introduction", 
OTP 1 ,940-944. There were certainly traditions circulating about books o f Solomon at the turn o f  the era; for 
instance Josephus mentions such a text, see Antiquities 8.2.5.
339 Trans. OTP I, cf. 984 n.22 a.; also for var. MS P & Q. E.g. MSS HILPQ 22:20: Kai ei7iov aincp «7toicp
a-yytkw Kaxapyeioai;« o 8e Xkyzi «xqj 8ia rcapGevou ^eXX.ovxi yevvriGfjvai. E7tet8f| auxov npooK'uvowi 
uyytkoi, Kai into ’IovSavcov ^ieXXovxi oxaT)pco0fjvai.« See C.C. McCown (ed.) The Testament o f  Solomon 
(Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1922) for the various readings.

Jean Danielou first used the term (see The Theology o f  Jewish Christianity [trans. J. Baker; Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1964] 146; Charles A. Gieschen's recent monograph (Angelomorphic Christology: antecedents 
and early evidence [Leiden: Brill, 1998]), which is very much building upon the work o f Rowland (see below),
is the best treatment to date. See also the discussion in Loren T. Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration and 
Christology: a Study in Early Judaism and in the Christology o f  the Apocalypse o f  John (Tubingen: J.C.B.
Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1995) 209 n4. He discusses the difficulties in applying the title 'angel christology' to New 
Testament writings when the term 'angel' is not used o f Christ, but he nevertheless seems associated with 
angelic categories; he cites in support o f  this Rowland ("Man clothed in Linen" 100; see below n367) and Brox
(Der Hirt des Hermas 490-92 & nl3) who uses the term 'angelomorphe' to describe the Christology in the 
Shepherd o f Hermas. Stuckenbruck is suspicious o f the existence o f  an 'angelophanic' Christology in the 
earliest period. The most comprehensive recent treatment is by Darrell Hannah, Michael and Christ: Michael 
traditions and angel christology in Early Christianity (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1999), it is a re-examination 
of the importance o f Michael traditions and aims to update the work o f  Leuken (cf. §2.2).
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are now seen as feeding into the understanding of the angelic 'nature'.341 What this is 

recognising is that whilst Christ may have fitted into the model of a heavenly being, he may 

not have always been described specifically as an angel. Implicit in this is the recognition 

that the practice of referring to all the heavenly hosts as 'angels' was something which 

developed in Christianity over time; the earliest literature (e.g. Revelation) used language 

descriptive of the heavenly state, without needing to call it 'angelic'. There was a gradual 

movement in Christian theological thought away from a varied and multifarious heavenly 

world towards a categorisation of the heavenly beings as angels so that only Christ was not 

reduced to the status of an angel, but could traverse the angelic and the human world, and 

take up either nature. It was the battle against Arianism and the Council of Nicaea which 

completed the reduction of the heavenly beings to angels, a task as we saw above not 

completed in Judaism until the Middle Ages (§3.1.2). We shall see, particularly, in the next 

chapter that the imagery associated with angels is, in the late Second Temple and early 

Christian period, most often found in texts dealing with the transformation of human beings 

into senior angelic figures.

What is perhaps the most useful recent treatment of the question of angelic Christological 

conceptions, Joseph Trigg's article in the Journal o f Theological Studies,342 divides angelic 

Christology into four types. (1) 'Angel' as a title without any significance apparent to us; (2) 

'angel' to signify Christ's role as a message-bearer of God, a functional role; (3) a 

'dispensational' definition in which the Son's taking of the angelic nature is equivalent to his 

taking up of human nature; and (4) a 'natural' definition in which the Son is described as 

possessing an angelic nature.343 It is not clear which definition the Testament's statement 

about Christ matches, and the problems of origin and dating render this passage an enigma. 

Although useful as heuristic categories the argument of this thesis so far suggests that Trigg's 

categories might be flawed if  we try to use them to answer a question about Christ's or an 

angel's 'true nature'. For instance the first category of course tells us little. The second 

category also tells us little about Christ's fundamental nature and as a functional definition

341 Gieschen, Angelomorphic Christology 17.
342 "The Angel o f Great Counsel: Christ and the Angelic Hierarchy in Origen's Theology", JTS n.s. 42.1 (1991) 
35-51.

Trigg, "Angel o f  Great Counsel", 37. His categories bear some similarity to those used by Charlesworth in 
examining the tradition of  the transformation of people (including Christ) into angels in the Pseudepigrapha, 
see "The Portrayal of the Righteous as an Angel", J.J. Collins & George W.E. Nickelsburg (eds.) Ideal Figures 
in Ancient Judaism, Profiles and Paradigms (Scholars Press: Chico, Calif., 1980) 137.
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does not differentiate Christ from the angels who were, as we have seen, normally seen as 

souls in a particular position in the spiritual hierarchy and performing a particular task, thus 

an essentially functional definition. The third category tells us much about the view of the 

incarnation as a descent through various spiritual natures, but once again tells us little about 

the Son's true nature. But if it is correct that an angelic nature was dependent upon a soul's 

position in the spiritual hierarchy and any soul in the angelic realm must take on the angelic 

nature then an angelo-morphic Christology does not differentiate Christ from other souls 

which also occupy angelic forms. None of these categories explicitly indicate the true nature 

of Christ. Only the fourth category and those who explicitly argued against it really tell us 

much. Rather than focus upon the temporary state of Christ during his role in the bringing of 

his message it would be instructive to ask what place he occupied more permanently, for 

instance before he descended to earth and was incarnated as the man Jesus Christ and after 

his re-ascent to heaven.

An overview of the early Christian literature dealing with this topic demonstrates that 

there was a rapid progression in Christian thought. It will become clear that, although one of 

the defining features of early Christian thought was its rapid attempt to build a Christology 

independent of Christianity's Jewish roots, the early view of Christ was nevertheless 

unavoidably built upon the model of the chief angel in the Jewish pseudepigrapha. The chief 

angel, like Christ, was a polymorphous being who could take up different forms at different 

times and places.

In the period immediately preceding the rise of Christianity a chief angel alongside God 

became increasingly popular in Jewish literature. The figure of the chief angel must have 

grown out ofthe figure of the angel of the Lord in the Torah (Gen 16:7-14, 22:11-18; Exod 

14:19-20,23:20-21). In the later books of the Bible the same figure seems to appear in the 

description ofthe 'glory of the Lord' (Ezek 1:26-28, 8:2-4). Once again it is unclear exactly 

what this being was -  was it God, or a form of God or an independent being?344 Regardless 

of the status of this figure his description may have influenced the later text Daniel when it 

describes a similar type of figure (10:5-9). Once again the exact nature of this being is 

unclear, not surprising in a text as mystical as Daniel. Yet it is clear that these beings are in

See Hurtado, One God, One Lord 76 & nn23 & 24.
344
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some fashion acting to represent God in his communication with mankind. Moreover it is in 

Daniel that the canonically named angels, Gabriel (8:15-26; 9:21), and Michael (10:13-21, 

12:1) first appear. We can thus assume that those interested in angels would have looked to 

Daniel (and Ezekiel with its vision of heaven) in order to learn about the nature and 

appearance of the heavenly beings. In the work of Philo the term Logos referred to a kind of 

vice-regent to God, an identity widely recognised in late Second Temple Judaism. Philo's 

angelic Logos was an administrator of the world and chief steward (leuPepvriTrn; Kai 

oitcov6|!oc;).345 In late Second Temple Judaism this being was variously called the angel of 

the Lord, Logos, Wisdom {Sophia), High Priest or Archangel (Michael, Metatron, 

Melchizedek).346 Moreover Philo described the Logos as being 'firstborn' (7tpcox6yovoq).347 

In the New Testament the semantically identical term prototokos was used to refer to Christ 

(Hebrews 1:6, rcpcoxoxoKov) the righteous dead in heaven (12:23: eKKXriait? rcpcoxoioKcov), 

of Christ as the trailblazer for the righteous dead (o JtpcoxoxoKoq xcov veKpoov Rev 1:5), and 

of Christ (TcpcoxoxoKoq) in the primitive Christ-hymn in Colossians 1:15. This term {bukra) 

was also used for Christ in Syriac literature.348 In the Dead Sea Scrolls the Hebrew version 

of this term was used to refer to the chosen people Israel (’io n )349 and Jacob (Ton) and thus 

his descendants.350 Likewise it was used for Joseph in Joseph and Aseneth,351 a text in which 

Joseph is described very much like a chief angelic figure, as also is his father Jacob; and in 

Origen's quotation of the Prayer o f Joseph Joseph is called Jipcoxoyovoq (see §4.4.1). The 

mention in Hebrews 1:4 of the name that Christ received, which was "more excellent than 

theirs (the angels)", also helps to tie this passage into other texts that discussed the chief 

angelic figure, for this figure was normally characterized as possessing the name of God. In

345 Quest. Gen. IV. 110, reconstruction o f  the Greek from the Armenian, cf. LCL Philo Suppl. I, 393 n.m.
Philo linked the term 'Logos' to the terms 'Angel', 'Archangel' and 'Son o f  God': see Conf ling. 146, Agr. 51 

in which the X.oyo<; is described as moq Geofi, dpxayye^oq, and ayye^oq. On the development o f  such 
mediators from personalisations o f  divine attributes to something like independent beings see L. Hurtado, One 
God, One Lord  42-48; although whether these beings ever actually assumed a fully independent existence, even 
in the works o f  Philo, is unclear; see L. T. Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration and Christology. A Study in Early
Judaism and in the Christology o f  the Apocalypse o f  John (J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], Tubingen, 1995) 137-8.

De Somniis 1.215. The term used for Israel in LXX Ex 4:22 (TtpraxoxoKoq), is the Hebrew equivalent in the 
MT is nDl. The term is taken to refer either to the nation Israel (4 Ezra 6:58, Sir 36:12, Jubilees 2:20, Psalms
of Solomon 18:4), or to the patriarch (Jubilees 19:29); cf. J.Z. Smith, "Prayer o f  Joseph", OTP, II 704. 
Protogonos is one o f the terms used for the creator in the Orphic Rhapsodic Theogony known to Neoplatonists 
from a version dating to the 1st century BCE: Copenhaver, Hermetica: The Greek Corpus Hermeticum and the
Latin Asclepius xxviii.34g r

R. Murray, Symbols o f  Church and Kingdom: A Study in Early Syriac Tradition (Cambridge Univ. Press: 
Cambridge, 1975) table III, 356.
349 The Words o f  the Luminariesa, 4Q504 [= 4QDibHam°] iii.6, in Baillet (ed.) DJD  VII.
50 The Book o f  Jubilees, 4Q216 [4QJuba= Jubilees 2:20] vii. 11-12, in Vanderkam & Milik (eds.) DJD XIII.

21:3, in Cook's (AOT) and Burchard's (OTP) translations, although the Slavonic version omits this.
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the Book o f Enoch the chief angel's power, in this case Michael's, over creation is derived
i m

from his ownership of the name of God. This is the name o f God possessed by the 

archangels and Michael earlier in 1 Enoch (29:1) and by the angel of the Lord in Exodus 

(23:21). In the Greek magical papyri from Egypt the same archangelic figure appears in 

possession of the name; PGM 1.195-222 (4th-5th CE) calls on an archangel and says, "I call 

upon your secret name...you...[who] possess the powerful name which has been consecrated 

by all the angels (//.206f)".353 PGM IV. 1167-1226 (4th CE) has an almost identical passage 

in which it discusses an angelic mediator. The mediator mentioned is said to be in 

possession of the 'one hundred letter' name that extends from heaven to earth, a name that 

gives this mediator an autonomous power equal to that of God. "You are the holy and 

powerful name considered sacred by all the angels...and the lord witnessed to your Wisdom, 

which is Aion, IEOYEOE IAEAIEOEYOEI, and said that you are as strong as he is"

(//. 1205-09).

In the Dead Sea Scrolls two names, Michael and Melchizedek, are given to this figure.

The War Scroll (1QM + 1Q33) describes Michael coming to the aid of the people of God, 

who will be raised up. The Qumraners are regarded as being under the protection of 

Michael, their guardian (17:6-8).354 A similar figure (probably also Michael) will also give 

succour to the saved in the last days (1QM 13:10). Melchizedek plays a similar role to 

Michael. Whether he is actually the same figure as Michael is unclear, and, as Hurtado 

points out, is of less importance than his role, status and symbolism.355 Melchizedek acts as a 

defender of Israel (1 IQ Melchizedek = 1 IQ 13 2:4-25), and in at least one passage he seems 

almost identical with God (2:9-11, which refers to Ps 82's discussion of God [o’mtw] taking 

his place among the heavenly council). Thus the figure of the chief angel in the Dead Sea 

Scrolls is the protector of the chosen people and comes very close to being identified with 

God.

“ lEn. 69:14-16.
3 Trans. E.N. O'Neil, in H.D. Betz (ed.) The Greek Magical Papyri In Translation (Chicago: Univ. o f Chicago 

Press, 1986); all English translations o f PGM material come from this book unless otherwise noted.
354 Cf. Deuteronomy 32:8.
55 Hurtado, One God, One Lord 78.
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In the Pseudepigrapha356 the figure of a chief angel, who possessed at least part of God's 

glory, became of great importance in the period leading up to the advent of Christianity.357 

Whilst the status of Joseph in Joseph and Aseneth, or the Logos in Philo’s work, is still 

unclear, probably deliberately so, the chief angels in the Pseudepigrapha are clearly angelic 

and clearly vice-regents of God. There are three texts worth examining in this context. In 

the Apocalypse o f Zephaniah (dated between the first century BCE and the first CE), we 

meet the angel E^remiel. This angel has a glorious face which shines like sun; indeed so
ICO # t

glorious is his appearance that the visionary mistakes him for God. Eremiel is also 

described as having feet like molten bronze and wearing a girdle of gold (6:11-12). Eremiel 

is thus described in terms reminiscent of the figure clothed in linen in Daniel 10:6, whose 

face had the appearance of lightning, who was girded in gold, and whose feet were like 

polished brass. In the Apocalypse o f Abraham we meet the angel Yahoel. This angel surely 

possesses the name of God, for his name is a combination of Yah (from YHWH) and El, 

terms normally used only for God.359 Yahoel has authority over the cherubim around the 

throne (10:9), and he is a guardian of Israel (like Michael and Melchizedek) (10:13-17). As 

in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Shepherd ofHermas (see below) Yahoel is not the only chief 

angel mentioned in this text, for Michael is also mentioned. It is not clear how the two stand 

in relation to each other; maybe both take on the role of chief angel at different times, or 

perhaps there is another explanation, for there can be no doubt that the two are different 

beings (see 10:17). The symbolism associated with this figure (11:1-4) is also related to that 

found in Daniel. His body is sapphire, his face chrysolite and his hair is like snow, as is the 

hair of the Ancient of Days in Dan 7:9. He also wears a headdress, which looks like a 

rainbow, purple garments, and has a staff in his right hand (see also the Glory of the Lord in 

Ezek 1:26-28). In Joseph and Aseneth we meet an unnamed figure;360 according to Burchard 

this is Michael.361 This angel is like a man, but his face is like lightning and eyes like

356 Unless otherwise noted all references to Pseudepigraphic texts are taken from OTP, although other editions 
were consulted in each case.
3 5 7  .

This figure grew in importance throughout the Late Antique period up to the rise o f  Islam; other figures who
were described as the chief angelic vice-regent include Abathur, Akatriel and Metatron; they testify to 
developments which are outside the chronological framework o f  this thesis and are thus not dealt with herein 
(apart from Metatron because o f his role in the Enoch tradition [5 Enoch] ); for discussion o f these figures see 
Nathaniel Deutsch Guardians o f  the Gate: Angelic Vice Regency in Late Antiquity (Leiden: Brill, 1999) passim.

See also 4 Ezra 4:36-39,2 Bar 75:1; discussed by R. Bauckham, "The Apocalypses in the New Testament
Pseudepigrapha", Journal for  the Study o f  the New Testament 26 (1986) 100-103. 
m  He explicitly states that he possesses the name of God in 10:7, 8.

Although his name can be discovered by reading the heavenly scriptures, see 15:12.
361 OTP II, 225 n.k.
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sunshine, his hair is like fire, his hands and feet shoot forth sparks and are like iron shining 

forth from fire (like the molten bronze in ApocZeph) (14:9-10). He also carries a staff like 

the angel Yahoel in the Apocalypse o f Abraham (14:9). The unnamed angel is described as 

"chief of the house of the Lord and commander of the whole host o f the Most High"

(14:8).362

Clearly this figure, developed in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Pseudepigrapha out of the 

angel of the Lord tradition in Genesis and Exodus, combined with the imagery found in 

books such as Ezekiel and Daniel, could have, indeed should have, had an influence upon the 

early Christian view of Christ. When Christ is described in Ephesians being made by God to 

"sit at his right hand in the heavenly places, far above all rule and authority and power and 

dominion, and above every name that is named, not only in this age but also in that which is 

to come" (1:20-22), it is his investiture as a kind of vice-regent that is being described. It is 

possible, as Jarl Fossum has argued, that Jude 5-7 contains an early Christian identification 

of Christ as the angel of the Lord,363 although the argument is largely dependent upon a 

particular reading of the text. Moreover the identification of Jesus Christ with the 

eschatological judge, the 'Son of Man', in Matthew 25:31-46 (see also Mk 13:26; 14:62) 

demonstrates that very early Christians modified passages such as Daniel 7:9-14 which 

described the 'Ancient of Days' and the 'Son of Man'. They conflated the two personages, 

and used these texts alongside other passages such as Psalm 110:1 (LXX 109:1), in order to 

link Christ to the angelic vice-regent figure.364 It has also been suggested that the translation 

of Enoch to heaven and enthronement as the 'Son of Man' (7 Enoch 71) or Metatron (3 

Enoch) is also related to the view of Christ as Son of Man.365 Christ and Metatron are also

362 Burchard's translation in OTP.
363 Jarl Fossum, "Kyrios Jesus as the Angel o f the Lord in Jude 5-7", NTS 33 (1987) 226-43.

On Christ in Matt 25:31-46 (and Mk 13:26; 14:62) see J.J. Collins, The Apocalyptic Imagination 209f; A.F. 
Segal, Two Powers in Heaven 95, 205-210; Fossum, The Name o f  God and the Angel o f  the Lord  292f; F. 
Borsch, The Son o f  Man in Myth and History (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1967) & idem, The Christian and 
Gnostic Son o f  Man (London: SCM Press, 1970); M. Black, "The Son o f  Man Problem in Recent Research and 
Debate", Bulletin o f the John Rylands Library 45 (1963) 305-317. On the importance o f  Ps. 110 (LXX 109) to
Christology see the above references and also David Hay, Glory a t the Right Hand: Ps. 110 in Early 
Christianity (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1973). The identification o f  the Ancient o f  Days and Christ is dealt 
with by Christopher Rowland, "The Visions o f  God in Apocalyptic Literature" JSJ 10 (1979) 154; idem, "The
Vision o f the Risen Christ in Rev. l:13ff: The Debt o f  Early Christology to an Aspect o f  Jewish Angelology" 
JTS 31 (1980) 1-11. The 'Ancient o f Days' was a model upon which many different versions o f  this vice-regent 
figure were built upon; see Nathaniel Deutsch, Guardians o f  The Gate: angelic vice-regency in late antiquity 
(Leiden: Brill, 1999) 25f, 45f, 65, 94f, 129, 136ff, 152, 164f.

Fossum, Name o f  God, 292. Hayman, "Monotheism —  A Misused Word?" 14-15, cautions that the dating of
Enoch is not secure enough to support this.
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linked through the fact that both are essentially polymorphous beings; the process of descent 

and transformation of Christ (especially in the primitive Christ-hymn Phil 2:6-11) mirrors 

the ability of Metatron to take up numerous different forms.366 Although the word aggelos is
367never used of Christ in the Apocalypse of John angelic symbols were applied to him. In 

Revelation 1:13-16 the language used to describe Christ is drawn from Dan 7:9 (the Ancient 

of Days), Dan 10:5-6 (the angelic 'man clothed in linen') and Ezek 1:26-28; 9 (the Glory of
i/ r o

God), thus a combination of both divine and angelological symbols. As pointed out by 

Rowland the symbolism attached to Christ is the same as that of chief angelic figures as 

described in Joseph and Aseneth 14:8-9 and the angel Yahoel in the Apocalypse o f  Abraham 

10:1-11:6369 (see also Rev 15:6).370 In Revelation 10:1-11 we meet an 

ayyeXov ia%upov "strong angel". Like Christ in Revelation 1:16 his face is like the sun 

(10:1).371 Moreover Christ is also connected to the seven stars (an angelic description, see 

§3.2.2) of 1:11-12, who are the seven angels of the churches (1:20) in Revelation 2:1. He 

clearly stands amongst, but as a leader of, and thus slightly apart from, these seven angels, 

surely the archangels.372 In Revelation 14:6-20 a figure called "one like a son of man" (14- 

16) appears amongst a description of six angels who are introduced with the phrase 

dUjoq ayyeXoq ("another angel": 6,8,9,15,17,18). If we accept that Revelation 1 is talking of 

Christ when it describes 'one like a son of man' with angelic symbols then it would also be

366 Gedaliahu Stroumsa, "Polymorphie divine et transformations d'un mythologeme: l'Apocryphon de Jean et 
ses sources", in idem, Savoir et Salut: traditions juives et tentations dualistes dans le christianisme ancien (first 
publ. VigChr 35 [1981]; Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1992); idem, "Forms o f  God: Some Notes on Metatron and 
Christ" HTR 76 (1983); see also Fossum, Name o f  God 293. This interpretation is much preferred to the old 
religionsgeschichtliche Schule approach which saw the hymn in Phil 2:6-11 in terms o f  a gnostic myth o f  a 
descending and reascending saviour figure, see R. Reitzenstein, Poimandres (Leipzig: B.G. Teubner, 1904) and 
W. Bousset, Hauptprobleme der Gnosis (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1907; reprint Darmstadt, 1973) 
194ff.

See Christopher Rowland, "The vision o f the Risen Christ in Rev i,13f: The Debt o f  early Christology to an 
Aspect o f Jewish Angelology", JTS 31 (1980) 1-11; idem, The Open Heaven. A study o f  Apocalyptic in Judaism 
and Early Christianity (London: SPCK, 1982) 100-103; idem, "A Man Clothed in Linen", Journal fo r the Study 
of the New Testament 24 (1985) 99-110; A. Yarbro Collins, "The 'Son o f Man' Tradition and the Book o f  
Revelation", in J.H. Charlesworth (ed.) The Messiah. Developments in Earliest Judaism and Christianity 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992) 548-51.

Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration, 211-218, with a detailed discussion o f  the textual history and secondary 
literature.
369 Rowland, The Open Heaven 101-03.
370 Rev 15:6 discussed by Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration 226-28.

Although Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration 230 & n.69 notes that oyiq in Rev 1:16 is better translated as 
"appearance" rather than "face", 7cp6ocojtov, which is used in Rev 10:1 o f  the strong angel.

Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration, 232-33. See Ezek 9:22f for the first mention o f  seven special angels;
Seven archangels: Tob 12:15, Est 1:8, lEn 20 (in MSS Ga2, Gal); Apocalypse o f  Enoch in CMC 58-60; Tg. J. 
Gen. 11:17; and seven special angels: Rev. 8:2; 1:4 (spirits [Tcveuiidxiov] before the throne), 20; 3:1, 5:6 (seven 
spirits [Trvevjiaxa]). Astrological conceptions almost certainly informed this tradition o f  seven archangelic 
beings, see Marcel Simon, Verus Israel, A study o f  the relations between Christians and Jews in the Roman 
Empire (135 - 425) (trans. H. McKeating; New York: OUP, 1986) 346.
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possible that the positioning of the 'one like a son of man' in Revelation 14:14 amongst the 

'other' angels suggests a more explicit identification of Christ as an angel. Perhaps the 'one 

like a son of man1 (Christ) is here depicted as part of the angelic hierarchy, as the seventh 

archangel.373 The linguistic argument is weak, as Stuckenbruck notes the first angel in this 

series is introduced as aXkoq ayyeXoq, without any necessary reference to any being in the 

verse before.374 It is the placement of the 'one like a son of man' in the midst of a hierarchy 

of angels that is more telling. The question of the exact status of Christ as the 'son of man' 

and an angelic figure in Revelation will remain unresolved, but it is clear that angelic 

categories were applied to him, and that these categories were derived from descriptions of 

supernatural, vice-regent-type creatures in Daniel and Ezekiel.375

Thus in the first century there existed a chief angelic figure below God who seems to have 

acted, at least in part, as a model for Christ. The figures o f the Son of Man and Ancient of 

Days in Daniel acted as scriptural models for the symbolism associated with this figure. The 

evidence from this period is, however, difficult to interpret. There are clearly similarities 

between the chief angel and Christ, but it is unclear to what extent the early Christian 

conception of Christ was based upon this figure. Whilst angelological symbols were 

attached to Christ, he is not explicitly described as an angel. Yet he does seem to have been 

placed alongside the angels and was often viewed as their superior, much like the chief angel 

in pseudepigrahical Jewish texts.

From the second century onwards376 there are several texts that demonstrate a form of 

angelic Christology.

The second-century Shepherd o f Hermas functions as a missing link; it is a text which 

seems to stand between Jewish veneration of the chief angel and Christian veneration of 

Christ. In this work the chief angel is identified as 'Michael'. He acts as a lawgiver and 

guardian for Christians. This figure is described in gigantic terms, a common way to describe 

the chief angel (or his name, see PGM IV. 1167-1226), or in 'Jewish-Christian' texts a way of

373 See Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration 242, esp. nl07.
Angel Veneration 243.
Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration 265 argues that the author o f  Revelation was attempting to create a new 

Lamb-Christology to replace angelomorphic views of Christ, but may have used angelomorphic descriptions of  
Christ in order to get his point across to an audience that saw Christ in angelomorphic terms.

The Slavonic version o f Josephus also describes Christ as an angel, cf. C. Rowland, Open Heaven 501 n45.
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describing Christ.377 Christ is also mentioned; the two are clearly separate beings, but the 

Holy Spirit is also equated with both the Son and the work of creation (Sim.V.6:5; IX. 1:1) 

and is also identified with Michael (Sim.VIII.1-3; IX.12:7).378 It is unclear exactly what we 

should make of this identification of both Michael and the Son with the Holy Spirit. Perhaps 

we are looking at a very rough amalgamation of two different texts; but more likely the 

confusion between Michael and the Son is simply a reflection of the fact that, as we saw in 

the previous chapter, there were no clear lines of demarcation between the various different 

beings below God in the Judaism of this period, and this must have also been the case in 

early Christianity.

In other texts from the first four centuries the typological use of LXX Isaiah 9:5,379 which 

forecasts the coming of a being described as the MeyaXriq fJouXriq ayyekoq,3*0 is extremely 

important to the identification of Christ as an angel. Theodotus is reported by Clement of 

Alexandria to have explicitly linked Isaiah 9:5 to the idea of Christ as head of the spiritual 

hierarchy under God.

Kai Sovtoq rtaaav xfiv e^ouaiav xou Ilaxpoq, o'uvaiveaavxoq 8e 
Kai tov IlA,riptf)|4.axo<;l eKjteixnexai «o  xfjq PouXfji; ’'AyyeXoc^.
K a i yivexai Keq>aA,f| xdiv oXcov (i,exa xov Ilaxepa «n d v ia  yap ev 
ai)xtp ekx ic t Gti xa opaxa Kai xa aopaxa, ©povoi, Kvpioxrixeq,
Baci>.etai«, ©eoxrixeq, Aeixoupyiai. (Clement, Excerpta 43)

And when the Father has given all power, and the Pleroma was 
assented, 'the angel of counsel' was sent out and has become the 'head 
of all things' after the Father. Because 'everything has been made in 
him, both things visible and things invisible, thrones, dominions, 
kingdoms', divinities, worships.
(trans. ANF [modified])381

It seems to put Christ in the position of being the chief angel. Valentinus describes Christ as 

a comrade (nXiKicoaxi) of the angels.382 Clearly there is no doubt whatsoever that the basic 

Valentinian gnostic conception of Christ was an angelic conception.

"See §5.3.1, n211.378
See H. Moxnes, "God and His Angel in the Shepherd o f Hermas", Studia Theologica 28 (1974) 49-56, and 

on the identification o f  the angel with the Son o f God and with Michael see Barbel, Christos Angelos (Bonn: 
Hanstein, 1964) 47 n4.
379 MT 9:5; RSV 9:6.
380 A translation o f the Hebrew 'piv N^a (MT 9:5).

This passage seems to be dealing with the same topic that Origen is combating in his Commentary on John, 
see discussion below.
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Likewise magical texts seem to have easily equated Christ with the angels. The Testament 

of Solomon, mentioned above, developed out of a scene heavily influenced by the magical 

practices. Trigg mentions a 'gnostic' amulet discussed by Dolger that lists 'Emmanuel' with 

angelic names.383 Indeed it seems that both Emmanuel and Jesus came to be used as words 

of power in the magical corpus. This is in line with the common transformation of words 

associated with divinities in the Old Testament into magical names, nomina barbara or 

voces magicae. It helps to confirm the syncretic nature of magical texts, but tells us little of 

what Christians actually thought about the nature of Christ, the nature o f these texts making 

it almost impossible to know who actually used them. But Christians may well have used 

such texts, and we would be well advised to listen to Deissmann when he claims that: "There 

are no such watertight compartments dividing the religions of late antiquity as we are apt to 

suppose."385 Other magical texts that suggest some kind of equivalence between Christ and 

the chief angel based upon possession of the name of God have been discussed above (PGM 

1.195-222; IV.l 167-1226). These magical materials suggest that those Christians who used 

magic may have come across texts that assumed an equivalence between Christ and the 

angels, in particular the chief angel.

The Ebionites and Elchasaites are accused of holding to an explicit angelic Christology. 

These sects are described as 'Jewish-Christian' by the heresiologists; we know that these 

sects came out of the Aramaic/Syriac-speaking areas of Syria and Mesopotamia and that one 

ofthe them, the Elchasaites, produced Mani, the founder of Manichaeism, a religion which 

was very interested in angels. These 'Jewish-Christians' were adoptionists; they held that 

Christ was a normal human being who was transformed into an angel.386 Epiphanius asserted 

that the Ebionites believed Christ to be the figure who appeared in the Hebrew Scriptures as 

the angel of the Lord (as does Justin, see below); he goes on to allege that they also claimed

382
Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 1.1.8, in W.W. Harvey (ed.) Sancti Irenaei episcopi Lugdunensis libri quinque adversus 

haereses, I (Cambridge: CUP, 1857).
Trigg, "Angel" 42; citing Franz Joseph Dolger Ichthys. I Das Fisch-symbol in friihchristlicher Zeit 

(Munster: Aschendorffsche Verlagsbuchandlung, 1928) 287-8.
Campbell Bonner, Studies in Magical Amulets, chiefly Graeco-Egyptian (Ann Arbor: Univ. o f Michigan 

Press, 1950) 173.
Quoted by B.R. Rees, "Popular Religion in Graeco-Roman Egypt, ii The Transition To Christianity", in 

JEA, 35 (1950) 88. Augustine quoted a Christian as saying: "To be sure I visit the idols. I consult magicians 
and soothsayers, but I do not forsake the church o f God. I am a Catholic." St Augustine, Enarratio, Ps 88, 
Sermo. ii, 14, quoted in W.H.C. Frend, Town and Country in The Early Christian Centuries (London, 1980) 8.
386 Epiphanius, Panarion 30.13.7-8; also 33.14.4-5.
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him to be an archangel, and chief of the angels.387 The Elchasaites were also accused by 

Epiphanius and Ambrosiaster of holding that Christ was a hugely tall 'power' (dynamis) or 

angel.388 Moreover these groups use clothing symbolism similar to that which we have 

already seen being applied to angels when discussing Christ's descent to earth; they are 

accused of believing that Christ 'put on' Adam,389 or indeed, that he was clothed in an 

angel.390 Interestingly, and this will be raised again in §5.3.1, they saw Christ's 

transformation as a transformation that anyone was capable of; indeed they wished to 

achieve the same, for anyone, or at least any man, could also be transformed into a Christ (or 

angel) provided they imitated Christ in his virtuous conduct.391 The Ebionites and 

Elchasaites thus did not hold that Christ was originally an angel, but they did believe that he 

was transformed into one. Even if we accept some embellishment of the story by the 

heresiologists it would be strange to imagine them coming up with such a story without 

some basis in fact.

Other Christian writers also seem to have been influenced by LXX Isaiah 9:5; among the 

earliest Church writers Justin Martyr stands out as holding onto an angelic conception of 

Christ based, at least in part, upon this passage. In the Dialogue with Trypho Justin quotes 

Isaiah 9:5, saying that this phrase signified Christ's role as teacher. Here the title 'angel' 

simply describes Christ's function, which tells us nothing about his true nature, but certainly 

does not argue against an angelic Christology. In his first Apology Justin describes Christ as 

taking on an angelic nature in the same way as he took on a human nature, or appeared as 

fire or as one of the bodiless ones (dacoixdxcov = angels?).392 This would seem to match 

Trigg's third category, a dispensational taking up of the angelic nature; likewise this does not

387 ♦ * * »Panarion, 30.3.1-6; 30.16.3-4: o\> (jxioKowi Se ek Oeou 7caxpo<; aiixov yeyewrjaOai, 
aXka KEKTVoOai dx; eva twv apxayyeXcov. . .  avtov 5e icupieueiv Kai ayyeXtov Kai 7iavxcov <tcov> 
wto xo\j TcavTOKpaTOpoq neTtonuievcov. "They say that he was not begotten of  God the Father, but created as
one of the archangels . . .  that he rules over the angels and all the creatures of the Almighty." Text & trans. in
A.F. J. Klijn & G. J. Reinick, Patristic Evidence fo r Jewish-Christian Sects (Leiden: Brill, 1973) 182 & 183.
388 Hippolytus, Refutatio omn. haer. IX.13.1-3; Epiphanius, Panarion, 19.4.1-2; 30.17.6; 53.1.8-9.

Epiphanius, Panarion, anacephalaiosis t.2.28-30 although the anacephalaiosis sections are probably added
by a later editor; see F. Williams, The Panarion o f  Epiphanius o f  Salamis. Book I  (Sects 1-46) (Leiden: Brill, 
1997) XVII; Epiphanius, Panarion, 53.8-9; John Damascene, De haer. 30; Theodore bar-Khonai, Liber 
scholiorum, p .130; cf. Epiphanius, Panarion, 30.3.1-6, which talks o f "putting on body".
390 Tertullian, De came Chr. 14.
391

Epiphanius, Panarion, 51.10.4; Epiphanius, Panarion, 30.18.5-6; cf. Timothy, Presbyter o f  Constantinople, 
De recept. haer. 28 B/C; Isidore o f Seville, Etym. lib.YlU .637; John Damascene, D e haer.2%; all in Klijn & 
Reinick, Patristic E vidence fo r Jewish-Christian Sects; see also Theodore bar-Khonai, Liber scholiorum, p.301 
& p.336-7.IQ}

lA pol. 6 3 .4 -1 0 .
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argue against an angelic understanding of the nature of Christ. Yet in the same passage he 

claims Christ was the angel of the Lord who appeared in the Old Testament. Thus at roughly 

the same time as Jews were arguing against using these passages393 in order to suggest that a 

second angelic power existed in the world, Christians like Justin were using these same 

passages to argue that a second power (i.e. Christ) did make appearances in the Old 

Testament, and that this figure was actually described as an 'angel'. Likewise in the 

Dialogue with Trypho Justin claims the appearances of the angel of the Lord in the Old 

Testament to be appearances of Christ and states that he is given the title 'angel' because he 

delivered messages to humanity.394 Once again this is a functional definition. Without 

wishing to put words in Justin's mouth it would seem disingenuous to argue that he did not 

have an angelic conception of Christ, unless, of course, he explicitly stated that Christ did 

not have an angelic nature. This he did not do, and earlier in his first Apology he seems to 

state that Christ's nature was shared with the angels.

aXk' e k e iv o v  xe Kai xov jtap' auxou mov eXGovxa Kai 5i5a^avxa 
%!&<; xauxa, Kai xov xa>v aXXcav ercopivcov Kai ê op.oio\j(j.evoov 
ayaGaiv ayye ĉov axpaxov, Jtve0|ia xe xo npotprixiKov oepo(j.e9a 
Kai TcpoaK'Ovoun.ev (I Apol. 6.2)

But both him, and the son who came forth from him and taught us 
these things, and the host of the other good angels who follow and are 
made like to him, and the prophetic spirit, we worship and adore.

This passage has engendered much debate, as it seems to be both supporting an angelic 

Christology and calling for the worship of angels.395 Yet to deny what Justin is explicitly 

stating seems, once again, disingenuous. Justin states clearly that there exists a heavenly 

hierarchy which consists of God, the Son and his angels and then the Holy Spirit; in this 

hierarchy the angels are clearly closely linked to the Son and are of the same general nature. 

Although Justin's Christology is unclear and ambiguous, he seems to see Christ primarily as

39̂
Such as Gen 19:24; see Segal, Two Powers in Heaven (Leiden: Brill, 1977) 220-233,263 (if  we accept 

Segal's argument that the 'two powers' heresy discussed in rabbinic texts dates from the first and second 
centuries; cf. ibid. 264).

Dial. 56.4.
395 It has been argued that this may have been careless expression: Peter R. Carrell, Jesus and the Angels: 
Angelology and the Christology o f  the Apocalypse ofJohn (Cambridge, CUP, 1997) 99 cites William Trollope, 
Justini I (Cambridge, 1845) 28-29; Goodenough argued that this indicates a similarity between Jesus and the 
angels that goes beyond function; Goodenough, The Theology o f  Justin Martyr (Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1968)
156. This confusion is derived from the Philonic confusion over whether the Logos is distinct from the angels 
or one o f them, ibid, 157. R.M. Grant says that this hierarchical list is because Christ is seen as head o f  the
angelic hierarchy, i.e. the "chief general o f the power o f the Lord" o f  Josh 5:14, Greek Apologists in the Second 
Century (Philadelphia: Westminster 1988) 58-63.
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performing an angelic role -  that of a messenger; moreover he places the Son next to the 

angels in the heavenly hierarchy and states that his nature is like that o f the angels, although 

he is clearly differentiated from them. He is thus very much like the chief angel. It is his 

place in the heavenly hierarchy that is most illuminating of Christ's actual nature; it is his 

'natural' state before and after each visit to humanity.

Other texts show evidence of a belief that Christ took up several different forms during his 

descent to earth. Presumably at roughly the same time that Justin was writing, during the 

second century, the battle between Gnostics and the proto-orthodox produced the anti-

gnostic Epistula Apostolorum.396 This text shares with Justin the idea that Christ took on 

many forms during his descent to earth; thus it holds to a model like that of Trigg's 

dispensational conception of Christ as an angel, although with a twist, because Christ did not 

take on the angels' form in order to save them, but to deceive them. But it also claimed that 

Christ took the form of the angel Gabriel when he announced God's message to Mary, and 

then entered her womb. This is presented to the reader as an explanation for the statement
• » 1QTthat Christ 'became an angel among angels and I became all things in everything'. But 

Christ clearly only took up the form of Gabriel; he was not Gabriel himself, for in the 

passage that immediately precedes this one Christ's descent by taking up the form of 

different beings is described, and it is made clear that he took up the form of an angel simply
-JQO

m order to deceive the great angels Michael, Gabriel, Uriel and Raphael. This text shares 

similarities with two other texts. The descent through shape-changing and deception of the 

angels is like that found in the Ascension o f Isaiah,399 where Christ also deceives the 

angels.400 Likewise the taking up of the form of a great angel in connection with the

See E. Hennecke; W. Schneemelcher (ed.) NTA I, 190-191.
397 Epistula Apostolorum 14 (Ethiopic and Coptic) NTA I 198-9; cf. Eph 1:10.

Epistula Apostolorum 13 (Ethiopic and Coptic).
The date and origin o f this text is disputed; the traditional explanation has been that it was composed 

originally by a Jew and then later redacted by a Christian editor (see Knibb's introduction in OTP II, 147-149; 
Barton in AOT 780); Enrico Norelli, an editor of the most recent and comprehensive comparative edition (P. 
Bettiolo, A. Kossova, C. Leonardi et al. Ascensio Isaiae: Textus [Tumhout: Brepols, 1995]), and the author o f  
the latest commentary (Ascensio Isaiae: Commentarius [Tumhout: Brepols, 1995]), claims on p. 53-5 o f  the
commentary that this text originated in Christian prophetic circles in the first centuries and was written in 
Greek, although by a group with close contact with Jewish mystics. Although Norelli's is definitely the 
minority position, his argument is well supported and may well become more widely accepted..

Ascension o f  Isaiah 10:20-31. On this theme see Norelli, Ascensio Isaiae: Commentarius 526-533. It is 
worth noting also the Christ-hymn in Phil 2:7, which in the Manichaean Kephalia is interpreted to mean that 
Christ took the form o f  an angel (not a 5oOXoq 'servant'): Kephalia 61.23 A.qTNTa>Nq ANA.rre.xoc. On Phil 2:7 
and the Christ- hymn therein see: Werner Georg Kummel (trans. Howard Clark Kee) Introduction to the New 
Testament (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 17th ed., 1st publ. as Einleitung in das Neue Testament) 334-5; Gerald
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annunciation and birth of Christ is similar to a passage preserved in the Coptic version of a 

homily by Cyril of Jerusalem (but not recorded in the Greek version401). According to this 

homily there existed in the apocryphal Gospel o f the Hebrews a belief that Mary was a 

"power" called Michael in heaven who was entrusted with the care o f Jesus Christ.402 The 

Epistula Apostolorum thus supports an understanding of Christ as a being who took up the 

angelic form without necessarily being an angel. Indeed considering the anti-gnostic 

position of this text it would be surprising if it had supported an angelic Christology such as 

that suggested by the Valentinians mentioned above. Perhaps the fact that Christ is 

described as taking up the form of the angel Gabriel without actually being the same being 

was intended as a statement against an angelic Christology.

Early Western Fathers do not seem to have engaged with the debate to the same extent. 

The anti-pope Hippolytus seems to use 'angel' simply as a title of Christ when he briefly 

mentions it in the Apostolic Tradition 403 Irenaeus uses the Isaiah 9:5 passage as a prophecy 

of the coming of Christ, but without expanding upon any other possible interpretations.404

Clement of Alexandria also uses 'angel' for Christ. Like most of the others Clement uses 

the LXX Isaiah 9:5 as a prophecy referring to the coming of Christ.405 He also describes 

Christ as (xucmKoc; etcelvoq ayyeXoc, "that mystic angel" 406 Clement's use of aggelos to refer 

to human messengers as well as spiritual beings means that we cannot make a conclusion 

about his view of the angelic status of Christ based upon these passages. Once more we do

F. Hawthorn, Philippians in World Biblical Commentary vol 43 (Word Books: Waco, Texas, 1983) 76ff: 
Hawthorn suggests that attempting to find the origin o f the story in sources such as heterodox Judaism 
(Lohmeyer), the Iranian myth o f heavenly redeemer (Beare), Hellenistic gnosticism (Kasemann), Jewish 
gnosticism (Sanders), Old Testament servant passages (Coppens), or in the Old Testament Adam story 
(Bonnard: Jesus was the second Adam), or "in speculation about Hellenistic Jewish Wisdom" (D. Georgi) is 
possibly futile and it may have been derived from an actual event in Jesus' life (cf. John 13:3-7) which was 
interpreted in terms o f contemporary religious language. It seems at least that an angelic element was attached 
to the story by Manichaeans, if  not others also, for we have seen that in the pseudepigraphic literature it would 
have made sense for Jesus to take up the form o f an angel whilst descending through their realm. In Psalm 
Book 194, 2-3 the same passage is interpreted as referring to transformation into a human being; see S. Richter, 
"Christology in the Coptic Manichaean Sources", Bulletin de la Societe d'Archeologie Copte 35 (1996) 125-28.
401 NTA I 137.
402 Discourse on Mary Theotokos By Cyril, Archbishop o f Jerusalem, fol. 12a-13a, in Coptic Texts, V, 637-8.
403 Apostolic Tradition 4 (bis, SC II48).
404 Adv haer. III. 15.3; III.20.2; IV.33.11; see Trigg, "Angel" 43 where he also suggests a functional use ofthe  
title 'angel' for Christ in an Armenian version of Irenaeus' work.
4fK

Paed. 1.5, cf. Trigg, "Angel" 43.
Paed. II.7. Trigg (43) relates it to the description of  Christ in Paed. 1.5 as the 'angel o f Great Counsel' (LXX 

Is. 9:5) and states that it has little meaning for the actual nature of  Christ, but notes that Charles B^igg, The 
Christian Platonists o f  Alexandria 98, claims that it does indeed make a statement about Christ's nature.
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not have a clear statement about the nature of Christ, just Isaiah 9:5 and a new phrase: 

liuaxiKoq eKelvoq ayyeXoq.

Tertullian (160-220) stands alone in explicitly declaring that Christ was not an angel. He 

mentions Isaiah 9:5's 'Angel of Great Counsel' and feels it is necessary to point out that this 

passage in no way refers to Christ's nature, but rather to his function, his office.

Dictus est quidem magni consilii angelus id est nuntius; 
officii, non naturae vocabulo. Magnum enim cogitatum Patris, 
super hominis scilicet restitutione, annuntiaturus saeculo
erat. Non ideo tamen sic angelus intelligendus ut aliqui
Gabriel aut Michael. Nam et filius a domino vineae mittitur ad
cultores, sicut et famuli, de fructibus petitum. Sed non
propterea unus ex famulis deputabitur filius, quia famulorum 
successit officio. (De came Christi 14.6-7)407

He has been, it is true, called "the Angel of great counsel," that is, a 
messenger, by a term expressive of official function, not of nature.
For he had to announce to the world the mighty purpose of the 
Father, even that which ordained the restoration of man. But he is not 
on this account to be regarded as an angel, as a Gabriel or a Michael.
For the Lord of the Vineyard sends even his Son to the labourers in 
order to seek fruit, as well as his servants. Yet the Son will not 
therefore be counted as one of the servants because he undertook the 
office of a servant.

Indeed he seems also to challenge a dispensational view of Christ's taking of the angelic 

nature by stating that Christ did not come to save angels, only human beings.408

Origen was roughly contemporary with Tertullian. His comments on angelic Christology 

added some new elements to the picture. Origen seems to be dealing with the same theme as 

that found in the Epistula Apostolorum when he discusses Christ as being the first and the 

last. Perhaps this was a gnostic theme which called for some explanation.

'O xolvuv acoxfip Geioxepov jtoA.A.a> n naOXoq yeyove «xotq Ttaai
mvxa«, iva «navxa« fj «Kep8fiari« f| xeXeid>CTti, Kai aacpcbq 
yeyovev avGpcmoiq avGpoojtoq Kai ayyeXou; ayyeXoc,. Kai Jtepi
H.ev xoO avGpcojiov auxov yeyovevai ouSeiq xcbv rceniaxeuKoxcov 
Siaxa^et jiepi 5e xoO ayye^ov rceiGcbiaeGa xripo-uvxeq xaq xajv 
ayye^cov envcpavevaq Kai A.6youq, oxe xfjq xcbv ayyeXcov e^ouaiaq 
cpaivexai ev xiai xonoiq xfjq ypacpnq ayyeA.cov Xeyovxtov, ©aitep 
eni xoO «vQcpGTi ayyeXoq Kupiou ev 7tt)pi (pXoydq pdxou. Kai

' PL II, 778.
408 De cam e Christi 14.
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eijcev ’Ey© Gecx; ’APpaap. Kai ’IaaaK Kai TaKcb(3«. ’AXXa Kai o 
'Haaiaq (prjat «KaX,etxav to ovo|xa axnou neya^-rn; PouXfjq 
ayyeXoq«. nptotoq o-uv Kai ea%atoq o ca>xf)p, oux oxi o\) xa 
li.exa '̂6, aXXa xtov aKpoav, iva 5'nA.coGf), oxi «td 7cdvxa« y&yovev 
am6q.409

The Saviour accordingly became, in a more divine way than Paul, all 
things to all, that he might either gain all or perfect them; it is clear 
that to men He became a man, and to the angels an angel. As for his 
becoming a man no believer has any doubt, but as to his becoming an 
angel, we shall find reason for believing it was so, if we observe 
carefully the appearances and the words of the angels, in some of 
which the powers of the angels seem to belong to him. In several 
passages angels speak in such a way as to suggest this, as when (Ex 
3:2,6) "the angel of the Lord appeared in a flame of fire-bush". And 
he said, I am the God of Abraham and of Isaac and of Jacob". But 
Isaiah also says (Is 9:6): "his name is called the Angel of Great 
Counsel". The saviour, then, is the first and the last, not that He is not 
what lies between, but the extremities are named to show that he 
became all things, (trans. ANF  [modified])

Thus Origen argued against the limiting of Christ's ability to be all things to simply one of

those things. He thus makes a clear statement against an essential angelic nature for Christ.

Origen also identified the seraphim of Isaiah 6:2ff as the Son and the Holy Spirit.

Dicebat autem et Hebraeus magister quod duo ilia Seraphin, 
quae in Esaia senis alis describuntur clamantia adinuicem et 
dicentia: Sanctus sanctus sanctus dominus Sabaoth, de 
unigenito filio dei et de spiritu sancto esset intellegendum. Nos 
uero putamus etiam illud, quod in cantico Ambacum dictum 
est: in medio duorum animalium (uel duarum uitarum)
cognosceris, de Christo et de spiritu sancto sentiri debere.410 
(Deprinc. I.iii.4)

The Hebrew teacher would say that the two seraphim, which are 
described in Isaiah as having six wings and crying to one another 
saying 'Holy, holy, holy is the Lord God of Sabaoth', are to be 
understood as the only-begotten Son of God and the Holy Spirit. We, 
indeed, also think that what is said in the song of Habakkuk, 'in the 
midst of the two living beings' 'thou shalt be known', is to be 
understood as Christ and the Holy Spirit, (trans. AN F  [modified])

Trigg attempts to explain this passage as part of a functional definition of an angel.411 He

need not have bothered. He is wrong to assert, against Nautin, that seraphim were

409
C. Blanc (ed.) Origene. Commentaire sur saint Jean (SC 120; Paris: Cerf, 1966).

410 H. Crouzel & M. Simonetti (eds.) Origene. Traite des Principes I (SC 252; Paris: Cerf, 1978).
411 Trigg, "Angel", 40.
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understood as angels in this period.412 They were members of the court o f God, but as 

described above (§3.1.1) they were not angels. Thus as Pierre Nautin suggested, this passage 

may even have been an attempt to argue against those who ascribed an angelic nature to the 

seraphim and the living creatures of Habakkuk 413 There are two passages in which Origen 

did argue clearly against an angelic Christology. In his Commentary on John, after he made 

the statement cited above about the nature of Christ as all things, he affirmed that Christ or 

the Word could take up many natures in his various functions, the unstated conclusion being 

that he was not, essentially, made up of these natures.414 Moreover, in refutation of Celsus 

Origen does explicitly state that the Son is not an angel.

'EJ;f)<; 8e, enei vopÂ exai 0uyxcopr|n.Kak; Xeyeiv rcepi xov acoxfjpoq 
on 5ok£iig) us aXrfi&c, ayyeloq  om oq eivai, (pa êv on ioOx' 
o\)% dx; auyxcopounevov KeXcov X,anPavo|iev, xcb 8' epycp 
a m o v  evop&vxeq oXip xcb yevei xa>v avGpcbncov e7u8e8r|p.r|K6io<;
Kaxa xov eauxoO Xoyov Kai xiiv StSaoKaXaav, cbq EKaaxoq 
excbpei xcbv 7cpoCTiep.£vcov auxov. “Onep epyov fjv xou, cbq
d)vo|xaaev t) 7tepi auxoij jipocprixeia, ox>x ana^anlcbq ayyelov 
a l ia  xoG xfji; «neyaXr)(; PouXfjq« ayyeXou fjyyeXXe yap 
avGpebnoiq xfjv n.eyaXt|v xou 0eou Kai rcaxpoq xcbv o ĉov Jtepi
auxcov Pov>A,f|v, eiKovxcov |a.ev xcb purov ev Ka0apa 0eocePeia cbq 
avapaivovxcov 8ia xcbv (a.eyaXcov jtpa^eoov rcpoq xov 0eov, |ifi 
npoaienevcov 8e cog eauxoix; p.aKpwovxcov ajto xoO 0eo\j Kai erci 
xfjv arccbXeiav 8ia xfjq rcepi 0 e o u  ajciaxiaq o8euovxcov. Ei0' e^fjq 
cpriaiv Ei Kai ayyeloq ouxoq npoq avOpdmo'uq fjA,0ev, apa 
npfflxoq fjKe Kai (xovoq, f| Kai aXA.oi npoxepov; Kai rcpoq 
eKaxepov 8e 8ia jiXeiovcov oiexai anavxav, o\j8evo<; 8fj xcbv d>q 
aXriOax; Xpiaxiavwv Xeyovxoq |_i6vov xov Xpicxov 
eni8e8rmriKevai xcb <yevei xcbv avOpdmcov > Kai aXA.ouq axpGai 
cpriaiv avGpcbjtou; o Ke^ooq, eI p.ev Sf) cpaiev on |iovoq. (Contra 
Celsum V.53)415

And, in the next place, since he considers that he makes a concession 
in saying of the Saviour, "Let him appear to be really an angel," we 
reply that we do not accept such a concession from Celsus; but we 
look to the work of Him who came to visit the whole human race in 
His word and teaching, as each one of His adherents was capable of 
receiving Him. And this was the work of one who, as the prophecy 
regarding Him said, was not simply an angel, but the "Angel of the 
great counsel:" (Is 9:6). For He announced to men the great counsel 
of the God and Father of all things regarding them, (saying) of those 
who yield themselves up to a life of pure religion, that they ascend by 
means of their great deeds to God; but of those who do not adhere to

’j Trigg, "Angel" 3 8 n i l .
Pierre Nautin, Origene: sa vie etson oeuvre (Paris: Beauchesne, 1977) 133.

414 Comm, in Joh 1.277.
415 M. Borret (ed.) Origene. Contre Celse (4 vols.; SC 132, 136, 147, 150. Paris: Cerf, 1967-1969).
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Him, that they place themselves at a distance from God, and journey 
on to destruction through their unbelief of Him. He then continues:
"If even the angel came to men, is he the first and only one who 
came, or did others come on former occasions?" And he thinks he can 
meet either of these dilemmas at great length, although there is not a 
single real Christian who asserts that Christ was the only being that 
visited the human race. For, as Celsus says, "If they should say the 
only one," there are others who appeared to different individuals.
(trans. ANF [modified])

There is nothing to support the contention that the description of Christ as an angel in 

Origen's work is related to an angelic understanding of Christ's nature. The same goes for 

Origen's pupil Gregory Thaumaturgus when he describes Christ as the guardian angel of 

Origen.416 If Gregory (or whoever wrote the text; it is of slightly dubious origin) was 

following Origen in his use of the word angel for Christ, then he must have been using it in a 

purely functional manner.

Several points become clear from an examination of these texts which use the word angel 

as a title of Christ. Almost all of them seem in some way connected to the Septuagint Isaiah 

9:5 passage which mentions the coming of a being described as the Meya^riq pouA.fi<; 

ayyeXoc, or 'angel of Great Counsel'. Clearly this passage exercised great influence upon the 

early conception of Christ and also was, above all other scriptural referents, linked to his 

description as an angel. It is very likely that the Testament o f  Solomon's reference to the 

angel bom of a virgin was based upon this passage in Isaiah. Valentinian gnostics, if  not 

others also, held to an angelic conception of Christ, and magicians pay witness to a scene in 

which the difference between Christ and his titles, such as Emmanuel, and the angels is at 

the very least, confused. Justin Martyr likewise seems to hold to a conception of Christ as an 

angelic being, or at least as somehow part of the angelic hierarchy. However, Christ was not 

a 'mere' angel. The role of Christ and the symbols associated with him in texts such as 

Revelation and Hebrews, and his association with the Angel of Great Counsel, suggests he 

was seen in the light of the chief angelic figure. Thus he was a polymorphous being,417 who 

was a part of the angelic hierarchy, but also stood above the other angels as their leader. It is 

with texts such as the Epistula Apostolorum that we start to see a backlash against this view 

of Christ. It is never denied that Christ took up the angelic nature; rather it is argued that this 

was just a moment in his descent to earth in order to save mankind. Slightly later Tertullian

416 Gregory Thaumaturgus, Panegyris IV.42 (SC 148: 112).
As noted by Stroumsa see n366.
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and Origen felt it necessary to deny explicitly that Christ had an angelic nature. The concept 

of the angelic nature and that of Christ developed together in this period. Up until the time 

of Justin there was no explicit understanding of the nature of angels, except that they were 

beings which could bridge the gap between humanity and God, and that they were beings 

which were simply souls in a certain position in the spiritual hierarchy and as such were 

marked by their outward form as angels. Christ was clearly a being who performed exactly 

the same role.

Thus the claim that the first Christians held to an angelic Christology is meaningless.418 

They may have used symbolism which suggests to us a view of Christ as a being like the 

chief angelic vice-regent, but Christians themselves held no clear-cut conception of the 

nature of angelic beings. It was in the second century that debate over the nature of Christ 

came to be connected to the description of him as an angel, and it was only then, some time 

after the writings of Justin, that this description of Christ as an angel came to be seen as 

dangerous. It was at this time that Christians were coming to define the nature of Christ 

more precisely, and at the same time came to the conclusion that describing him as an angel 

was incorrect. As Christians defined Christ as part of God they placed all the lesser 

supernatural beings into the category of'angel'; this included the chief angelic vice-regent. 

The Jewish cosmological hierarchy which Christians inherited had no need to differentiate 

between the different types of divine beings below God; Christians needed to because of the 

ambiguous nature of Christ.

The symbols used to describe Christ were thus drawn from the symbols used to describe 

the chief angelic vice-regent, who from the second century onwards came to be demoted to 

the position of mere 'angel', as Christ was promoted above his head to be a part of the 

Godhead. The use of the term 'angelic Christology' must be circumscribed by the 

understanding that it is connected to an understanding of Christ as the angelic vice-regent, 

and that this being was in some fashion an angel, but also stood above and outside of the 

angelic hierarchy as its leader.

418
Martin Werner's 1941 study Die Entstehung des christlichen Dogmas claimed that the first Christians held 

to an angelic Christology as long as they believed the parousia was imminent; it was only after this event 
began to recede over the horizon that a process of  hellenisation came to lead to the loss o f an angelic 
conception of  Christ.
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Contemporary with, and slightly preceding, the birth of Christianity several human beings 

are described as ascending to heaven and being transformed into heavenly beings, generally 

into the chief angel. We shall examine these transformations in the next chapter to see how 

the symbols associated with the transformation are similar to those associated with the chief 

angel; and in the following chapter we shall see how those symbols came to be applied in 

Christian ascetic texts to the ideal ascetic.

Summary: The developing Christian understanding of the nature c 
angelic beings
The early Christian understanding of the nature of angels is defective. We have seen that

(r
there existed a type of being below gbd which was termed variously aggelos, 

malftkh/mal^d, Hr! cra, hagios!qaddisha\ this being was often identified as the pagan gods 

or daimones, as stars or as the soul or closely related to it. The angelic nature was also 

associated with the higher spiritual elements, in paganism with ether, and in Judaism with 

fire and pneuma, although no systematic dogma existed. Christian thought did not expand 

upon the question of the nature of angels. The relative silence of scripture on their nature 

restricted Christian thinkers in their investigation of this topic. We find no explicit 

statements about the nature of angelic beings in the pre-Nicene Church Fathers.

This is part of the reason for the ease with which Christ could be identified with an angel: 

in early Christian thought the understanding of the nature of angels was confused. There 

was no clear delineation between the angelic function, title, description and nature. Yet 

even if the understanding was defective, there was still an understanding of a type of lesser 

divine being held alike by pagans, Jews and Christians. In this period Christians were 

moving towards defining angels, often in the context of the debates over the nature of Christ.

But in the ante-Nicene period notions about angels were rapidly evolving and mutating.

The next chapter (4) will examine the traditions associated with the transformation of 

human beings into a heavenly form through ascent. These figures were often transformed 

into senior angelic figures. The symbols associated with the translation of these figures to an 

angelic state were shared with the depiction of angelic beings in the Bible.
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In chapter 5 we shall see that in Christian ascetic behaviour the imitation of angels 

focused upon the symbols seen in the previous chapter (clothing, shining face etc.) and 

angelic attributes like sleeplessness, constant worship and celibacy. This understanding of 

angels was derived from Scripture and informed by traditions in the extra-canonical 

literature. Angels were defined primarily by symbols such as gleaming robes, or behaviours 

such as celibacy.



Symbolic Frontiers: Contact between the Angelic 
and the Human Realm

In the last chapter we looked at various understandings of the nature of angelic beings 

which informed the early Christian understanding of angels. We saw that the issue of the 

angelic nature was not often dealt with explicitly; rather certain roles and symbols helped to 

identify a figure as a heavenly being, a being which in the first centuries CE was 

increasingly coming to be described as an 'angel1. Our examination of the symbolism led us

in particular to examine texts which discuss the chief angelic vice-regent figure and the 

connection between this figure and Christ. We saw that there were considerable similarities 

between Christ and the chief angel. The similarities manifested themselves both in a 

commonality of function and also in a common symbolism used to describe Christ and the 

chief angel. Some early Christians, particularly gnostics and 'Jewish-Christians', seem to 

have taken these commonalities as evidence that Christ was actually an angel; others, 

however, argued against this identification and in the process of doing so helped to establish 

the ideological groundwork which eventually led to the Christian understanding of Christ as 

a part of the divine Trinity: a creator, not a creature.

In this chapter we shall see that the same symbolism that served to identify the chief angel 

also functioned to identify human beings who had been transformed into divine or semi-

divine beings. Shining robes and a shining face in particular serve to mark those who have 

had a divine encounter and have thus been transformed. The transformed seer thus shares 

many similarities with the chief angel, both in terms of symbolism, and in terms of function 

-  for both are God's messengers (aggeloi) to humanity.

Certain human beings, in particular Old Testament patriarchs, were described as having 

been at some point heavenly or angelic beings.1 In the case of the patriarchs four different 

human beings stand apart from the other characters in the Old Testament. These are Adam, 

the first human, whose fall doomed us all to a mortal existence; Moses, who met God and 

whose death seems mysterious (indeed perhaps it did not even occur)2; and Enoch and Elijah

1 Apart from those mentioned below Abraham was described by Philo as having attained an angelic state; see 
De sacrificiis Abelis et Caini (Loeb Philo II) 2.5: vaoq ayyzkovq Yeyovax;.

See Deut 34:6 and discussion below.
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who seem also to have escaped death. Adam's original state came to be increasingly seen as 

the prototype of the state of the righteous after death, and Adam's pre-fall state came to be 

compared to the salvation brought by Christ, particularly in Syriac thought.3 Likewise the 

garments of Adam and Eve in the garden are related to the angelic garments which the 

righteous can gain through ascent in this life or after death. Moses' vision of God on Mt 

Sinai functioned to provide the symbolic markers of someone who had been in the presence 

of the divine. Enoch was a man transformed into an angelic being; the Enochic literature 

also provided symbolism which identified a human being who had entered heaven and thus 

gained the attributes of a divine being. Elijah also plays a role; for instance Christ is 

compared to him and he is believed to return at the end of time in the New Testament; but 

possibly because of his role as a herald of the coming of the Messiah he does not figure 

much in speculation concerning the symbols associated with the heavenly state.4

In this chapter the transformation of these human beings will be examined against the 

backdrop of the ideas already examined in chapter 3.

4.1 The importance of Moses for the early Christian 

understanding of angelic transformation
Moses' position of importance both in the Old and New Testaments is testified to by the 

number of times his name is mentioned.5 In Samaritan belief, in which only the Torah is

3 S.P. Brock, The Luminous Eye: The Spiritual World Vision o f Saint Ephrem (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 1992) 85-94. In Syriac thought it is made clear that although the state awaiting the righteous is 
like that enjoyed by Adam in the Garden it is actually more glorious ibid, 100.

Although the notion o f  Elijah being taken up in a whirlwind did have an impact on the literature dealing 
with ascent; for instance see lEn 52:1 in which Enoch is described being taken up in an (Ethiopic) 
nakworkwdra nafas or mankworkwor; the first is the most common MSS reading and is translated by Charles 
as "whirlwind", the second is preferred by Isaac in OTP and is translated as "wind vehicle". The CMC 59.18-
19 talks o f  a a[p]|iaxo<; dvenou "chariot o f  Wind" But, in 2 Kgs Elijah's ascent is described in terms o f both 
a whirlwind and a chariot: 2 Kgs 2:11: "And it came to pass, as they still went on, and talked, that, behold, 
there appeared a chariot o f fire (wn id t  / ap|ia 7t\)poq), and horses o f  fire, and parted them both asunder; and 
Elijah went up by a whirlwind (o>o\yn myo:i/cruaoeia|Kp) into heaven." Perhaps we have influence from 
Elijah's tradition o f  ascent; see John C. Reeves, Heralds o f  that Good Realm. Syro-Mesopotamian Gnosis 
and Jewish Traditions (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1996) 192-3. Christ compared to Elijah: Mt 16:14; Mk 6:15, 8:28; 
Lk 9:8, 19; John is identified by Christ as the herald o f the Messiah (and thus Elijah): Mt 11:14, 17:10-13;
Lk 1:17; Elijah's appearance at the Transfiguration with Moses acted to legitimise Christ: Mt 17:1-13; Mk 
9:2-13; Lk 9:28-36; see also Rev 11:3-12,11:6 Elijah and Enoch also appear as a couple announcing the 
coming Messiah: lEn 90:31; 4 Ezra 6:26.

In the Old Testament around 765 times, and in the New around 80 times, more than any other character from 
the Old Testament, according to C. Houtman, "Moses nv)n Mciyucriy;" DDD  1113.
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recognised, Moses is regarded as the only prophet.6 Apart from his role as lawgiver and 

leader he is distinguished by two things, that he saw God and that his death and burial are 

somewhat mysterious.

Moses1 death is mentioned in the Torah (Deut 34:5), but it was not an ordinary death. 

Moses reached the biblically prescribed age of 120 years (cf. Gen 6:3). Yet we are told that 

he had not experienced the aging process -  his eyes were not dimmed and his vigour was 

unabated (Deut 34:7). Indeed his death was not the result of natural processes, but the 

actions of God, who commanded his death (Deut 34:50, cf. 32:50) because of his 

disobedience.8 We are also told that iriN m p ’ "he buried him" (Deut 34:6), but who "he" was 

is unclear, and although there are explicit directions given to his burial place, it is still 

claimed to be unknown (Deut 34:6).9

The ambiguities in the description of Moses' death gave rise to speculation in extra- 

canonical literature concerning his death -  indeed whether it actually occurred in the normal 

human sense. Rabbinic literature stated that his death was unique because it was not an act 

of the angel of death, but an act of God.10 Yet his burial is often asserted to have been the act 

of an angel; Michael's role is especially prominent.11

In the extra-canonical literature Moses' death is seen as a glorification. In the fourth- 

century Samaritan work the Memar Marqah a word based upon the Semitic root IQR (=

6C. Houtman, DDD  1120.•j 1
See also Vita Claudii in Historia Augusta 25.2.4-5, which mentions Moses' life span and compares it to 

Marcus Aurelius'. The text seems to show contact with ideas found in Philo and the Sibylline Oracles; it is 
translated and discussed in John G. Gager, Moses in Greco-Roman Paganism  (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
1972) 22 cf. n.19; although he admits that Ronald Syme, "Ipse ille patriarcha", in Historia-Augusta-Colloqium: 
1966/67 (1968) 127 (repr. in Syme, Emperors and Biography: Studies in the Historia Augusta [1971] 17-29) 
argued that the text here is the result of later editing.

See Louis Ginzburg The Legends o f  the Jews, V, notes to Vols. I & II, From the Creation to The Exodus 77,
& VI notes to volumes III and IV, From Moses in the wilderness to Esther ((trans. Henrietta Szold;
Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society o f America, 1979) 46, 161; Abraham Meyer, Legendes juives 
apocryphes sur la vie de Moise; la chronique de Moise, I'ascension de Molise, la mort de Moise (Paris: P. 
Geuthner, 1925).

ntn ovn  iv  irrap-nN VT>-Ni7i iiya-rvi ino i n i o  TiNn u i n  "op> "And he buried him in the valley in 
the land o f  Moab opposite Beth-pe or, but no man knows the place of  his burial to this day" (Deut 34:6).
10 Tg. Ps.-J., MidrR. Deut. 11:10, MidrR. Cant. 1.2:5.

Tg. Ps.-J.; MidrR. Deut 11:10; Jude 9; Clement o f  Alexandria, Strom. VI.15, Fragments from Cassiodorus II
0Comments on the Epistle o f  Jude); cf. S.E. Loewenstamm, "The Death o f  Moses", in G.W.E. Nickelsburg (ed.)
Studies on the Testament o f  Abraham (Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1976). On the role o f  angels, in 
particular Michael in the burial o f Patriarchs see also T. Abr. (A) 20:10; T. Isaac 14; T. Jacob 5:13; Vita Adae
etEvae 41:1,46:3,48:3; Apoc. Mos. 37:5-6; 43:1.
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glory) is used to indicate that Moses moved up to a more ethereal realm; he was made 

glorious.12 Other Samaritan literature describes Moses garbed in clothes of glory and his face 

transformed so that it gave forth light.13 In the first century CE Pseudo-Philonic Liber 

antiquitatum biblicarum it is stated that:

Et audiens Moyses, repletus est sensu, et mutata est effigies 
eius in gloria, et mortuus est in gloria secundum os Domini, et 
sepelivit eum iuxta quod promiserat ei.14

And when M oses heard this, he was filled with understanding and his 
appearance became glorious (in gloria)', and he died in glory (g loria )  
according to the word o f  the Lord, and he buried him as he had 
promised him. (LAB 19.16; trans. Harrington OTP)

Josephus records that Moses was taken up by a cloud.15 He also states that Moses 

explicitly wrote that he had died because he did not want others to think that he had been 

taken up bodily to heaven. Yet Josephus' use of the term d<t>avia0f|aea0ai seems to indicate 

that in some manner he was taken up to heaven, for the same term is used of Elijah's 

assumption in Antiquities 9.28.16 Likewise Philo seized on the mystery regarding Moses' 

burial place as a means of emphasising his special status (quoting Deut 34:6).17

Apart from all his other achievements Moses stands apart as having seen God himself. 

The symbolism of transformation that accompanied his vision of God informed the later 

traditions of heavenly ascents and visions. Whilst in exile in Sinai Moses requested to see 

the glory of God (TOD Exod 33:18); God refused to show him his face, because such a 

vision would be fatal even for a man like Moses, but relented somewhat and said that he 

would be allowed to see his hand and back.

•mn-itti ->nN o ip n  run nirv n ow 'i

12MemarMarqah 5.3 (according to MacDonald's section division), in Ben Hayyim, Z. (ed. & trans.) n jn o  
JO>n [Tibat M arqe]: A Collection o f  Samaritan Midrashim (Jerusalem: Israeli Academy o f  Sciences and 
Humanities, 1988) m plN / ronpiN, i.e. 323.295, 301, 312; 325.329, 350.
13 See A.E. Cowley, The Samaritan Liturgy (Oxford: Clarendon, 1909) I, 32.10,40.28-41.4, 61.21, 62.6. On 
this see, J.E. Fossum, "Ascensio, Metamorphosis, the 'Transfiguration' o f  Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels" in 
idem, The Image o f  the Invisible God. Essays on the influence ofJewish Mysticism on Early Christianity 
(Universtiatsverlag: Freiburg Schweiz & Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht: Gottingen, 1995) esp. 83, who 
demonstrates the royal symbolism which was often behind the language o f  investiture in the Bible and 
Pseudepigrapha; he cites, in particular: Ezek 28.13, TLevi 8.

D.J. Harrington (ed.) and J. Cazeux (trans.) Pseudo-Philon, Les Antiquites bibliques, I (SC 229; Paris: Cerf,
1976).

Josephus, Antiquitates Judaicae IV.326.
H((xmcF0ri, from aphanizo see C. Houtman, "Moses" DDD  1118.
Sac. 9; he also regarded Abraham as having been transformed into an angelic state, c f .n l.
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nny-ty >£D >rovyi “nun m p n  pnovyi >*m n3y3 n>ni 
i n i> n !? >3ai nrw-nN n>N*ii >od-j in  ’m u n i

And the Lord said: "Behold, there is a place by me where you shall 
stand upon the rock; and while my glory passes by I will put you in a 
cleft of the rock, and I will cover you with my hand until I have 
passed by; then I will take away my hand, and you shall see my back; 
but my face shall not be seen". (Exod 33:21-23)18

After staying with the Lord for forty days and nights and being instructed in the Law Moses 

returns to his people. Descending Mt Sinai it is reported that:

1DN 1-1373 V3D *11V yip O VP-N!? nvyOl 
in*i»i V3£) ny yip roni nvyo-nN iwivy> ’n -io i yinN n~pi 

. . . .  I’tW J1WM 
nit>o via-iw ^ ’l on*  *1310 nvyo to>i 

nh’i lnNif-tv nioon-riN *i>t» ijin *137!? mn> nvyo N33i 
ni3 > hwn tin t?N*ivy> ’ 33-bN - a n  

nvyo 3 >\ym nvyo >12 n y  yip  >d nvyo ’ 33-jin  t7Nivy>->n in i i
1J1N -|3lt71N3-TV V3D-t7V niDOn-JlN

(Exod 34:29-30, 33-35)

Moses did not know that the skin of his face shone because he had 
been talking to God. And when Aaron and all the people of Israel 
saw Moses, behold, the skin of his face shone, and they were afraid to 
come near him. . . . And when Moses had finished speaking with 
them, he put a veil on his face; but whenever Moses went in before 
the Lord to speak with him, he took the veil off, until he came out; 
and when he came out, and told the people of Israel what he was 
commanded, the people of Israel saw the face of Moses, that the skin 
of Moses' face shone; and Moses would put the veil upon his face 
again, until he went in to speak with him. (RSV Exod 34:29-30, 33- 
35)

We have already met the motif of the shining face in the preceding chapter in the description 

of the chief angelic figure in the Pseudepigrapha. It is a marker, derived from the tale of 

Moses' ascent of Sinai to meet with God, which becomes a standard symbol to indicate 

someone who has been admitted into the divine presence, or is about to, for instance Stephen 

immediately before his martyrdom (Acts 6:15).19 Moses' divine state whilst in the presence

18 A later rabbinic tradition argued that this indicated that Moses had seen something that even the living 
creatures bearing the throne o f  God had not seen: Exodus Rabbah 23.15.

According to 4Q377 2 ii, Moses was transformed, and made like an angel when he received the Law
from God; cited (as an, at that time, unpublished text, now publ. in DJD  28; Clarendon, 2000) in "Angels at 
Sinai: Exegesis, Theology and Interpretive Authority" Dead Sea Discoveries 7 (2000) 319. The reference is 
clearly, here, to Moses' authority as a prophet, a messenger, rather than to his ontological status, indicating the 
ambiguity inherent in the semantic range o f words such as malhkh and aggelos (see §3.1.1 a & b). The article 
by Najman is a very good discussion o f the relationship between Moses and angelic beings in Jewish literature.
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of God was also marked by his not needing food or drink for the forty days and nights that 

he spent with God (Exod 34:28; Deut 9:9,18). We shall see the same events recurring after 

the translation of Enoch in 2 Enoch 23:3, when Enoch is instructed by the angel for thirty 

days and nights, and did not need to rest. Furthermore we are told in 2 Enoch 56:2 that since 

the time of Enoch's transformation into an angel through being anointed with oil he had not 

been able to eat food. Philo said of the ascent of Moses: "What is the meaning of the words 

'Come up to Me to the mountain and be there (Exod 24:12)'? This signifies that a holy soul is

divinised by ascending not the air or to the ether or to heaven (which is) higher than all but
20to (a region) above the heavens. And beyond the world there is no place but God."

21In the later extra-canonical literature Moses takes up the role of the vice-regent of God.

In the Exagoge of Ezekiel the Tragedian, fragments of which are preserved in Eusebius, 

Clement of Alexandria and in Pseudo-Eustathius,22 Moses serves as the principal character. 

The poetic drama is a retelling of the Exodus from Egypt (Ex 1-15). It was clearly written in 

Greek, and probably in Alexandria in the first half of the second century BCE.23

The important section is in lines 68 -  89 (Robertson OTP II & Jacobson24). In this passage 

a dream is related in which Moses is taken to heaven and invested with the symbols of 

royalty.

e < 8 o > ^ ' o p o u q  K a t '  a ic p a  Z t v < a i> o u  G povov (a e y a v  n v '  e tv a v  

H-expi S o u p a v o t)  K zx>xaq,  e v  xto K a 0 f ja 0 a i  tp a ita  y e v v a t o v  x i v a  

8 id 8 r m ' e%ovT(x K a i  | iey a  a K fjjr rp o v  x e P^ £'og)v6(j.<b | x a A .ia ta .

8e^ia 8e ^oi e venae, Kay to Jipoa0ev ecna0T|v Bpovou. aKfjnxpov 
8e pm nap8coKe Kai eiq 0povov piyav eiTtev Ka0fja0ai. fkxcnXiKov 
8' e8coKe |xoi 8id8r|(j.a Kai avtoq eK Opovcov xcopl^exai. eyd> 8' 
eaetSov yfjv anaoav eyKUKXov Kai evep0e yaiaq Kai e t̂)7iep0ev 
oupavoO, Kai [xoi ti nXfiOoi; aaxepcov jtpoq youvaxa ejiinx', eytb 
8e TtavTaq f|pi0)j.riad|j.Tiv, KajioO mpflyev coq napenPoA.fi Ppoxcov. 
eix' e|j.cpoPri0eiq e^avioTap.' tmvov).25

On Sinai's peak I saw what seemed a throne so great in size it touched 
the clouds of heaven. Upon it sat a man of noble mien, becrowned,

20 Quaest. Ex. 11.40 (from the Armenian; LCL Philo Suppl. II).
For a comprehensive overview see Wayne A. Meeks, "Moses as God and King", in J. Neusner (ed.)

Religions in Antiquity. Essays in Memory o f  E.R. Goodenough (Leiden: Brill, 1968).
Eusebius, Praep. 9, 28.2-29.5-16 (quoting Alexander Polyhistor, Peri Ioudaion); Clement o f Alexandria

Strom 1.23.155f; Pseudo-Eustathius, Commentarius in Hexaemeron, PG  18, 729.
23 R. G. Robertson, "Ezekiel the Tragedian. A New Translation and Introduction", OTP II, 804.
24 Howard Jacobson, The Exagoge o f  Ezekiel (Cambridge: CUP, 1983).

B. Snell (ed.) Tragicorum Graecorum fragmenta I  (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971).
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and with a sceptre in one hand while with the other he did beckon me.
I made approach and stood before the throne. He handed over the 
sceptre and he bade me mount the throne, and gave to me the crown; 
then he himself withdrew from off the throne. I gazed upon the whole 
earth round about; things under it, and height above the skies. Then at 
my feet a number of stars fell down, and I their number reckoned up.
They passed by me like armed ranks of men. Then I in terror wakened 
from the dream.
(Exagoge 11.68-82; Robertson OTP II)

Clearly the imagery is related to that found in Daniel concerning the Ancient Of Days.

Moses1 father-in-law Raguel interprets the dream as a reference to Moses becoming a leader 

of men, rather than a heavenly figure (83-86). What then are we to make of the heavenly
7 7imagery? Is Moses really being invested as God, or being deified, or is this passage part of 

a tradition that argues against the belief in seers ascending to heaven and being deified? As 

with the Pseudepigraphic passages in the previous chapter Moses is being invested as God's
7 0vice-regent. There is no conflict between the heavenly imagery in 68-82 and the 

interpretation by Raguel (82-89), for the vice-regent was a figure appointed by God to rule 

over mankind; he may have been invested or crowned in heaven, but his role was upon earth. 

He was, as Nathaniel Deutsch has pointed out in the case of Metatron, a "janus like 

character".30

Philo also wrote on the transformation of Moses into a vice-regent figure. As in the 

Exagoge Moses is transformed into an angelic vice-regent. Moses is rewarded for refusing 

Pharaoh's earthly favour by being made a partner in God's realm.31 Moses is described as a 

god, as the perfect model for humans to imitate.32 He shares in the nature of God.33 The

26 Dan 7, Robertson, OTP II, 812 nb2.
27 So P.W. van der Horst, "Moses Throne Vision in Ezekiel the Dramatist" JSS 34 (1983) 25.

As argued by H. Jacobson "Mysticism and Apocalyptic in Ezekiel's Exagoge", Illinois Classical Studies 6
(1981) 272-78. Although he shows some sympathy for this view Larry Hurtado, One God, One Lord, Early
Christian Devotion and Ancient Jewish Monotheism (Fortress Press: Philadelphia, 1988) 58-9 points out that: 
"whether Ezekiel intended to affirm. . .  or to modify . . .  the tradition o f  a Mosaic heavenly ascent and 
exaltation, in either case the text is further evidence that there was such a tradition at the time Ezekiel wrote."

W. A. Meeks, "Moses as God and King", in J. Neusner (ed.) Religions in Antiquity. Essays in Memory o f 
E.R. Goodenough (Leiden, Brill, 1968) 354-371; idem, The Prophet King  (Leiden: Brill, 1967) 148-149 talks of 
the traditions o f Moses in Philo and rabbinic literature and Samaritan literature where he is invested as God's 
vice-regent; he sees the Exagoge as part of the same tradition. There is surely little doubt but that the essential 
background to this text is in traditions related to Judaism, not, as argued by C.R. Holladay, "The Portrait o f  
Moses in Ezekiel the Tragedian", Society o f  Biblical Literature 1976 Seminar Papers (Missoula. Mont.:
Scholars Press, 1976) in Greek traditions of  the seer.

(sic), Nathaniel Deutsch, Guardians o f  the Gate: Angelic Vice Regency in Late Antiquity (Leiden: Brill,
1999) 47.
31 Vita Mos. (LCL Philo VI) 1.155.
32 Vita Mos. 1.158.
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language seems more than metaphorical: Moses is explicitly described as an extra-terrestrial 

supernatural being; he was not like an earthly king, he was sent to the earth as a loan by 

God.34 He was moreover the chief prophet and messenger (dp%i7ipo<|)r|Tr|S KCtl
I f  v-

dpxayyeXoi;). Whether Moses was actually regarded by Philo as divine is unclear. Yet 

there is little doubt but that in the depiction of Moses by Philo the influence of Hellenistic 

ideas of the divine king can clearly be seen.37

In the later magical tradition Moses also has a prominent role to play. Although the role
-ig

of Moses as lawgiver was well known in the gentile world, his abilities as a magician seem 

to have been quite a minor part of his Graeco-Roman myth.39 In the Graeco-Egyptian 

magical literature it seems that reflections in Jewish circles concerning Moses' knowledge of 

the divine name40 had fused with the magical interest in names41 to create a uniquely magical 

conception of Moses as an author of magical texts, a prophet and a revealer of the divine

33 Post. (LCL Philo II) 28.
34 Sac. (LCL vol. II) 9.
35 Quaest. Gen. (LCL Philo Suppl. I) IV.8; on Abraham being transformed into an angelic state see De 
sacrificiis Abelis et Caini 2.5.
36 Erwin R Goodnenough, By Light, By Light: the mystic gospel o f  Hellenistic Judaism  (Amsterdam: Philo 
Press, 1969) 223-34.
37 C.R. Holladay, "The Portrait o f  Moses in Ezekiel the Tragedian", Society o f  Biblical Literature 1976 Seminar 
Papers (Missoula. Mont.: Scholars Press, 1976) 154f; Meeks "Moses as King and God" 354-65 & "The Divine 
Agent and His Counterfeit in Philo and the Fourth Gospel", in E. Schiissler Fiorenza (ed.) Aspects o f  Religious 
Propaganda in Judaism and Early Christianity (Notre Dame, Ind.: Univ. o f  Notre Dame Press, 1976) 48-54; 
Goodenough, By Light 181-87 & idem "The Political Philosophy of Hellenistic Kingship" in A.H. Harmon (ed.) 
Yale Classical Studies (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1928) I, 55-102.

John G. Gager, Moses in Greco-Roman Paganism (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1972) chaps. 1 & 2.
Gager, Moses in Greco-Roman Paganism 159-60.
See Joshua Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition: a Study in Folk Religion (New York: Atheneum, 

1970) 78-103.
In ancient Egyptian and Graeco-Egyptian traditions it was normal for the magician to take the identity o f  a 

God; this was done by uttering the name o f the deity (see i.e. Christian Jacq, Egyptian Magic (trans. Janet M. 
Davis; Wiltshire: Aris & Phillips 1985) 6-7; also Morton Smith, Clement o f  Alexandria and a Secret Gospel o f  
Mark (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1973) 220-23 & idem, Jesus the Magician (London: Gollancz, 1978) 
96-106; The Praise o f  Michael The Archangel, p. 2 ,11. 29-30, in Ancient Christian Magic 327 & Louvre, 
E.14.250, /. 33, in Ancient Christian Magic 221); it was also necessary to know the names o f  various objects in 
order to pass into the judgement hall o f  Osiris after death (see E.A.W. Budge, The Book o f  the D ead: an 
English translation o f  the chapters, hymns, etc., o f  the Theban recension, with introduction, notes, etc.
(London: Routledge & K. Paul, 1969) lxxxii-lxxxiii; cx; civ); although clearly important from an early period 
in the later Graeco-Egyptian magical tradition, perhaps as a response to the highly evolved late antique 
syncretism o f different religious systems, divine names became important as voces magicae and the knowledge 
of the correct names o f  deities became important, cf. Brian P. Copenhaver in Hermetica: The Greek Corpus 
Hermeticum and the Latin Asclepius in a new English translation with notes and introduction (Cambridge: 
CUP, 1995) xxvi; see also Karl Preisendanz, Papyri Graecae Magicae. Die griechischen Zauberpapyri (2
vols.; Teubner: Stuttgart, 1973-4); it should also be noted that interest in the name o f  God and angelic names is 
an ancient Jewish interest, connected to magical practices, Marcel Simon, Verus Israel, A study o f  the relations 
between Christians and Jews in the Roman Empire (135 - 425) (Trans. H. McKeating; Oxford Univ. Press:
New York, 1986) 343-5,346.
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name.42 Moses is credited with at least seven and possibly eight books of esoteric 

knowledge.43 Of these books three are worthy of mention: the Archangelical Book 

(mentioned in PGM XIII.971f); an 'archangelical hymn' which is mentioned on a 15th 

century phylactery, but behind which Reitzenstein posited a second-century Jewish text; and 

a reference to an 'archangelike of Moses'.44 None of these texts need be related, but all point 

to a connection between Moses and archangelic knowledge. Four other texts seem to be 

talking of Moses when they talk of a being granted knowledge of the name of God.45 Once 

again an angelic category, but certainly not identification of Moses as an angel. Only in the 

pagan syncretist spell PGM V.l 15-6 is Moses described as ayyekoq 46 It seems that these 

later texts (mostly from late 3rd CE onwards) do not preserve much of an idea of Moses as 

an angelic vice-regent, although he is still connected with angelic categories.

Moses' meeting with God and the transformative experience that followed, in particular 

the symbol of the shining face, served to inform most later descriptions of holy men and 

women meeting God, or those who lived holy lives. Moreover it seems that in the late 

Second Temple and early Christian period (although dying out by the fourth century in, at 

least, the magical literature) Moses was accepted by many as some kind of angelic vice-

regent figure.

4.2 The importance of Enoch for the early Christian
understanding of angelic transformation
The passage "Enoch walked with God after the birth of Methuselah three hundred years, and 

had other sons and daughters. Thus all the days of Enoch were three hundred and sixty-five 

years. Enoch walked with God; and he was not, for God took him" (RSV Gen 5:22-24) 

formed the kernel around which an elaborate myth had, by the early Christian period, been 

built. The figure of Enoch became intimately connected with angels and transformation. 

Genesis' enigmatic references to Enoch could suggest associations with angels. English and 

Greek translations have failed to capture the Hebrew references to angels:

42
Gager, Moses in Greco-Roman Paganism 160-61.
Ibid, 146-152; cf. ibid, 150; none of these texts need be related, but all point to a connection between Moses

and archangelic knowledge.
44 Ibid, 150; Nag Hammadi Codex II.

Ibid, 142-4; (although none of these texts mention him by name, it seems that this is who they are talking 
about, Gager 144 cites: Preidendanz, "Laminetta Magica Siciliana", Acme 1 (1948) 77, n2; Reitzenstein,
Poimandres 293 n l.
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row h in o  vyiw rfrvyin»-nN n ^ m  n n N  o>rto<;i-nN *jun 
:rovy niNo v'pm  row o>vyvyi vyon pun >rpi :m m  o m  

:o>nVN inN npb->D i m w  o»nbNn-nN Tun T^nm
(Gen 5:22-24)

And Enoch walked with ha-Elohim after the birth of Methuselah three 
hundred years and begat sons and daughters. And all the days of 
Enoch were three hundred and sixty-five years. And Enoch walked 
with ha-Elohim and he was not because Elohim took him.

Any exegete looking at this passage in the late Second Temple or early Christian period 

could have seen several references to angels. Normally it was the case that the last elohim, 

without the definite article, would be interpreted as referring to God, the other two would 

be taken as referring to the angels.47 Thus Enoch may be seen to have lived in angelic 

company upon earth.

The Enochic literature, much of which seems to have grown out of exegetical 

speculation on this passage, placed singular emphasis upon angels. In particular the myth 

of the Watchers, regarded by most as an expansion of the Genesis 6:1-4 myth of the fall of 

the sons of God (although Milik claimed that the Genesis passage was derived from the 

Book o f the Watchers48 in 1 Enoch 1-36), forms one of the oldest strands of Jewish 

speculation about angels and their role. This book (of probably the third century BCE) 

opens with a call to the righteousness and a description of judgement njefi day when "light 

shall appear upon" the righteous (chapter 1); it then moves to what has been called the 

"nature homily" (chaps. 2-25); in which strong emphasis is placed upon the unique creative 

power of God (cf. chaps. 2-5); the central part of the book is then reached with the detailed 

rendition of the fall of the Watchers myth (chaps. 6-8), followed by what seems an 

expansion ofthe Genesis 5:24 passage in which Enoch's being taken up is explained as his 

being taken by God to admonish the Watchers; Enoch then takes two visionary journeys in 

which he sees all o f creation, and in particular the fates of the righteous and the damned, 

although part of the Book o f  Enoch the Book o f Watchers stands alone.

^ Here in this syncretist spell Moses is described dyye>.oq t o u Opcmco' Ooopowaxtipiq.
James C. VanderKam, Enoch: A Man for  all Generations (Columbia: Univ. o f  South Carolina Press, 

1995)13, 15-16,19; idem, Enoch and the Growth o f  the Apocalyptic Tradition (Washington: Catholic Biblical 
Association o f  America, 1984) 3 If, 184-88.

J.T. Milik, The Books o f  Enoch. Aramaic Fragments o f  Qumran Cave 4 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1976) 31.
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Taken as a whole the book is clearly an in-depth study of salvation. By focusing upon 

the Watchers legend scholars have generally fixed upon the explanation of sin therein, that 

sin came about because of the actions of the fallen Watchers.49 Little attention has been 

devoted to attempting to understand what that legend meant to Jews and early Christians. 

What were the behavioural implications of this tale? Although on one level this legend 

acted to distance humans from the original sin and the bringing of evil onto the earth, the 

fact that the sin of the sons of God was sexual must have had some implications for the 

view held of sex. Thus the Watchers legend suggests that the fallen angels are negative 

models, and that their descent into carnality was likewise to be avoided. So, too, they 

present the example of the positive hero, the righteous man who is also a heavenly being.50

The Pseudepigraphic texts such as 1 (Ethiopic) Enoch, 2 (Slavonic) Enoch, 3 (Hebrew) 

Enoch, and the Apocalypse o f Enoch in the Cologne Mani Codex, expanded the biblical 

kernel into a full-blown myth of the transformation of Enoch.

In the Similitudes (Parables) o f Enoch (1 En 37-71)51 Enoch seems to be transformed 

into the Son of Man. The story of the Similitudes up to this point had revolved around 

Enoch's quest for knowledge of the Son of Man (Cf. 46:2).52 Enoch sees a vision of the 

heavens, of the 'sons' of the holy angels clothed in white and with faces like snow.

Michael reveals to him all the secrets of creation; he then sees visions of the heavens and 

the creatures therein: seraphim, cherubim, ophanim (the "sleepless ones" guarding the 

throne of glory), the angels Michael, Raphael, Gabriel, Phanuel and others, and a creature 

described in Ethiopic as the re*sa mawa ‘el53 who is described in terms derived from 

Daniel's description of the 'Ancient of Days': "His head is white and pure like wool and his

49 nSee for example James H. Charlesworth in OTP I, xxx.
See also Jubilees 4:23 in which Enoch is taken up and made the heavenly scribe.
Dated by Milik to around CE 270 and regarded by him as a Christian composition that replaced the Book o f  

Giants in the Enochic corpus, J.T. Milik, The B ooks o f  Enoch: Aramaic Fragments o f  Qumran Cave 4 (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1976) 89-107; the received wisdom, however, is that the Similitudes were composed between the 
first century BCE and the very beginning o f the second century CE: see J.C. VanderKam, Enoch: A Man fo r All 
Generations 132 and "Some Major Issues in the Contemporary Study o f 1 Enoch: Reflections on J.T. Milik's 
The Books o f  Enoch: Aramaic Fragments o f  Qumran Cave 4", Ma ~arav 3 (1982) 85-97.

VanderKam, Enoch: A Man fo r  all Generations 141.
53 Matthew Black, The Book o f  Enoch or 1 Enoch: A New English Edition (Leiden: Brill, 1985) 363. The figure 
of the "Head o f  Days" is of course reminiscent o f  the Ancient o f Days in Dan 7; it is found also in lEn 46:1, 2;
47:3; 55:1; 60:2; and in the passage discussed here: 71:10-14. This Ethiopic phrase is translated as "chief of 
Days" by Black, "Antecedent o f Time" by E. Isaac in OTP, and "Head of  Days" by VanderKam, Enoch: A Man 
for all Generations 138.
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garment is indescribable".54 An angel then declares Enoch to be the Son of Man and 

declares that the 'Head of Days' will always be with the righteous.55

In 2 (Slavonic) Enoch 22 Enoch is brought by Michael before the face of the Lord; he is 

told to stand up in front of the Lord, and then told that he may continue to stand in front of 

the face of the Lord forever -  indicating transformation into an angelic state.56 Further 

indications of his angelic transformation follow: "And the Lord said to Michael, 'Go, and 

extract Enoch from [his] earthly clothing, And anoint him with my delightful oil, and put 

him into the clothes of my glory.'"57

In the Hebrew book of Enoch (3 Enoch) Enoch is transformed into the angel Metatron. 

Enoch is placed upon a throne like that of God. Indeed the chief angelic figure into which 

Enoch is transformed is so much like God that he is mistaken for God by the unfortunate 

second century rabbi Elisha ben Abuyah,58 who assumes from Metatron's glorious 

appearance that there are two powers in heaven, for which both he and Metatron are 

punished.59 In his transformation into an angel Enoch is described as being 'enlarged' (9:2), 

being covered in wings (9:3) and eyes (9:4), and being covered in brilliance and brightness 

like the luminaries of the world (9:5). He is then given a throne like the throne of glory 

(10:1). In 12:1-2 Metatron, the transformed Enoch, relates that:

vyni7 >!? n\yy o>ono too ini> »na>n >niN nriN\y mnN -jinn
^  nw i u  v m p  (n)nwn *oyn !?D\y dni tw

uiD ^ n w  u  -pyap n n  inn in inti yiya mnD
nnvy nann und i n t i  niN uvyni d >w i n  n pyup\y 

mnn yniNii o>y>pi nyvni y>pi nmv ninn (v)aiNn -ji?in 
ib\y nN’̂ oa in >i£n ppn  >dnipi ’wni by nvypi obivn

60.m pa >n\y >d 'o n jw 'nm\y

Out of the love which he had for me, more than for all the denizens of 
the heights, the Holy One, blessed be he, fashioned for me a majestic 
robe, in which all kinds of luminaries were set, and he clothed me in 
it. He fashioned for me a glorious cloak in which brightness, 
brilliance, splendour, and luster of every kind were fixed, and he

54 lEn 71:10.
lEn 71:14-17.
22:5-6; on 'standing' as an angelic designation see §5.2.5.
22:8 J, A is almost identical.

58
^ CE 110-135, the rabbi is known as A her (other).

3 Enoch 16; b. Hagigah 15a; cf. Alan Segal, Two Powers in Heaven: Early Rabbinic Reports about
Christianity and Gnosticism (Leiden: Brill, 1977) 60-67.
60 MS Vatican 228, in Peter Schafer (hrsg.), Synopse zur Hekhalot-Literatur (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Siebeck], 
1981) §15.
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wrapped me in it. He fashioned for me a kingly crown in which 
refulgent stones were placed, each like the sun's orb, and its brilliance 
shone into the four quarters of the heaven of cArabot, into the seven 
heavens, and into the four quarters of the world. He set it upon my 
head and he called me, "The lesser YHWH" in the presence of his 
whole household in the height, as it is written, "My name is in him"
(cf. Ex 23:21). (3En 12:1-5; trans. P. Alexander, OTP I).

This tradition of Enoch's transformation loses its allure in later rabbinic Judaism. 

Beginning with the description of the punishment of Metatron / Enoch in 3 Enoch his role 

becomes less and less important. In the Hekhalot material he is conspicuously absent, in 

Bereshith Rabbah 25 it is explicitly stated that he died a natural death; Targum Onkelos 

describes his removal in Gen 5:24 as due to a normal human death; the Fragment Targum 

and Targum Neofiti make no comment on his removal; only Ps. Jonathan continues the 

tradition of Enoch speculation found in 1,2 and 3 Enoch.61

Perhaps this growing Jewish distaste for the Enoch story stemmed from Christian 

interest in the Enochic literature. For in the period before Nicaea Christian churchmen 

often treated the Book o f Enoch as scripture, or at least as something very close to
fSJscripture. Moreover the Samaritans regarded Enoch as a figure who had attained a special 

immortal status.63

Enoch is thus another representative of the human being transformed into the chief angel 

of God. Moreover the imagery of 2 and 3 Enoch is worth noting: the command to stand 

before the Lord (2 En), the gaining of shining garments or a glorious robe (2 & 3 En), and 

the enlargement of Enoch (3 En) are all common angelological motifs.

4.3 John the Baptist as an angel
Origen reports that John the Baptist was held by some to be an angel.64 To this day the 

standard iconographical representation of John in eastern Christianity is winged. Origen 

looks to the Jewish pseudepigraphon the Prayer o f Joseph (probably 1st century CE,

61 See Christopher Rowland, "Enoch Ton", D D D  579.
See Jude 14, Epistle o f  Barnabas 4.16, Tertullian, de cultu feminarum  1.3, A posto lic  Constitutions 6.16.
M emar M arqah 4.9, in Z. Ben Hayyim (ed. & trans.) m»n [T ibat MarqeJ: A Collection o f  Samaritan  

Midrashim (Jerusalem: Israeli Academy o f Sciences and Humanities, 1988). Ben Hayyim's edition is to be 
preferred to MacDonald's 1963 edition (Memar Marqah [2 vols.; Berlin: Alfred Topelmann); see also Ben 
Hayyim, "review o f MacDonald, Memar M arqah", Bibliotheca Orientalis 23 (1966) 185 —  191.
64 Com. in Jo. 2.31.186ff.
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maybe Alexandrian)65 to illuminate the question of the angelic status of John. Here we 

will examine only the implications for John; the literary traditions about Jacob's angelic 

status and the angel Israel will be dealt with below.

Origen was uncomfortable using this text. He apologises for using it at all, describing it 

as a "digression" (rcape^ePTpev), from the 'apocrypha' (arcoKp-ixpcov), yet he suggests that it 

is a piece of writing that should not be used with contempt (oi>K evKaxacppovtixov). It is the 

primary support for his claim for angelic status for John. Origen opines that John could have 

been from the "holy angels" (ayicov ayyeXcov) in his role as a "messenger" (dyyeXoq) and 

"forerunner" (rcp65po|!o<;) of Christ. It is not surprising that Origen felt uncomfortable using 

this text; it discusses a chief angelic figure and perhaps Origen was aware of gnostics who 

were interested in this angel who sees God,66 but Origen subverts it and uses it as an 

argument for John's angelic status. He uses this text to support the contention that certain 

unique and special human beings are actually angels, created earlier and greater than other 

souls, but which have descended to earth in order to minister to human beings. John could 

well have been one of these beings. Origen clearly utilised Jewish material without fully 

understanding it. This is symptomatic of Origen's often superficial understanding of Jewish 

sources. Nonetheless his use of it suggests that Jewish material may have had some cachet 

in Christian circles in this time, just as in the magical corpus, Jewish themes were employed 

to add spice or to offer the support of antiquity to ideas that may well have been quite 

foreign to anything that Jews believed. But Origen's use of this text is puzzling. Why would 

he have used a text that had such problematic connotations? Surely the biblical quotations 

Origen presents (Mt 11:10, cf. Mk 1:2, Lk 7:27, all citing Mai 3:1; also Is 40:3) could have 

been used by themselves to support the contention that John was an angel. Perhaps he cited 

it in a deliberate attempt to subvert its use for other purposes; maybe some were interested in 

this text primarily because of its connection with beliefs about the chief angel and the 

possibility that at least some of the patriarchs could have been angels. Possibly Origen was 

trying to detach the tradition of Jacob as an angel from the legend of his transformation into 

a chief angelic being. On the other hand, perhaps Origen was unaware of the connections 

between the chief angelic figure, traditions of transformation, and the figure of Jacob,

65 See J.Z. Smith, "Prayer o f Joseph" in OTP, II, 700. This pseudepigraphon is mentioned in several lists o f
apocryphal books; see Smith, "The Prayer o f Joseph", in J. Neusner (ed.) Religions in Antiquity: Essays in 
Memory o f  Erwin Ramsdell Goodenough (Supplements to Numen 14: Leiden, 1968) 251-294. The modem 
editions are noted below in §4.4.1.
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although this would suppose a much more superficial acquaintance with Judaism than has
ftlhitherto been assumed for Origen.

4.4 Jacob traditions
An examination of the traditions concerning Jacob's status as Israel demonstrates how out 

of touch Origen's use of the Prayer o f Joseph was from the other main currents of thought 

concerning this figure, which saw him as a supreme angelic being, having either descended 

and become a man or else been a man who ascended and was transformed.

4.4.1 T h e  P r a y e r  o f  J o s e p h

Fragment A (apud Origen, Commentary on John)

Origen preserves this version of the Prayer o f Joseph.

Ei 8e xiq rcpoaiexai Kai xcov nap 'Eppaioiq tpepopevoov 
arcoKptxpcov xfiv e7uypacpopevT|v « ’I(oaf)(p 7ipoae,DX'nv«, 
avxiKpuq xo'oxo xo 8oypa Kai aacpcoq e iprpevov eKet0ev 
X fiyexai, cbq ap a oi apxfjOev e^aipexov xi ea%r|K6xe<; rcapa 
avOpcoTCOtx;, rcoAAcp Kpeixxoix; xuyxavovxe<; xcov Xoutcov 

\|/vxwv, and xov e iva i ayyeXoi eni xf|v av0pco7uvr|v 
Kaxa(3e(3f)Kaai (p-uciv. Orjci yo-uv o ’IaKcbp. « '0  yap XaXcov 
rcpoq eyd) ’Iaxcbp Kai ’IopafiA, ayyeXog 0eo\) e ip i eycb 
Kai Ttveupa apxiKov, Kai ’APpaap Kai ’laaaK  
7tpoeKxia0Tiaav npo navxdq epyou. eyd) 8e ’IaK&P, o 

KX.ti0ei<; vno dv0pd)jicov ’IaKcbp, xo 8e ovopa po\) ’Iopaf|A,, o 

Kkr|0ei<; vno Qeov ’IapafiX,, a v ip  opcov 0eov, oxi eycb 
rcpcoxoyovoq navxdq ^mot) £(oo'opevo,u vno 6eov((. K a i 

ercupepei « ’Eyd) 8e oxe ip%6p.r|v and Meoorcoxapiaq xfjq 
Evpiaq, e^fjXGev OvpuiX o ayyeXoq xo\j 0eou, Kai einev oxi 

KaxePr|v erci xfjv yfjv Kai KaxeaKfivcoaa ev dvOpwnoiq, Kai 
oxi eKXf]0Tiv ovopaxi ’IaKcbp. e^fiXcooe Kai epaxeoaxo  poi.
Kai ercaXaie rcpoq pe, Xeycov rcpoxepf)ceiv ercdvco xov 
dvopaxoq not) xo ovopa avxov Kai xov npo rcavxoq 
ayyeXov. Kai etna avx& xo ovopa avxov Kai noaoc, eaxiv
ev moi<; 0eoO . Ovxi oi) OvpifiX oy5ooq epou, Kdycb ’IopafiX 
apxayyeX,o<; S'uvapecoq KUpiou Kai dp%i%iA.iapxo<; eipi ev 
'uiotq 0eo\j; ovx't eyd) ’IaparjX o ev 7tpoaama) 0eov
Xeixovpyoi; rcpcbxoq, Kai erceKa>.eaapr|v ev ovopaxi
acPeoxcp xov 0eov
po,u;« (Com. Joh. 2:31.188-190)68

“  On the Origin o f  the World, NHC II.5 & XII.2, 105.23-25.
See for instance Nicholas R.M. de Lange, Origen and the Jews (Cambridge: CUP, 1976) 58, on Origen's 

reliance upon Aquila's translation o f  the Old Testament in his Hexapla.
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Should the piece entitled "The Prayer of Joseph", one of the 
apocryphal works current among the Hebrews, be thought worthy of 
credence, this dogma will be found clearly expressed. Those at the 
beginning, it is represented, having some marked distinction beyond 
men, and being much greater than other souls, because they were 
angels, they have come down to human nature. Thus Jacob says: "I,
Jacob, who is speaking to you, am also Israel, an angel of God and a 
ruling spirit. Abraham and Isaac were created before any work. But,
I, Jacob, whom men call Jacob but whose name is Israel am he whom 
God called Israel which means, a man seeing God, because I am the 
firstborn of every living thing to whom God gives life. And when I 
was coming up from Syrian Mesopotamia, Uriel, the angel of God, 
came forth and said that 'I, [Jacob-Israel] had descended to earth and I 
had tabernacled among men and that I had been called by the name of 
Jacob. He envied me and fought with me and wrestled with me 
saying that his name and the name that is before every angel was to 
be above mine, I told him his names and what rank he held among the 
sons of God. Are you not Uriel, the eighth after me? and I, Israel, the 
archangel of the power of the Lord and the chief captain among the 
sons of God? Am I not Israel, the first minister before the face of 
God? And I called upon my God by the inextinguishable name".

We should note that Origen quotes the text as saying that Jacob was an angel, a ruling 

spirit (Ttve\)|j.a apxiKov) called Israel, which means a man who is seeing God (avrp oprnv 

0eov), and, like other chief angelic figures is the firstborn of creation;69 moreover there is a 

discussion of the importance of names; it seems that the taking of the name Jacob was 

assumed by Uriel to have led to a lessening in the status of Israel. In actual fact it is 

revealed that Israel is the chief amongst the angels (like the archangel Michael), the chief 

minister (XeiTO'opyoi; npwxoi;) before God. Thus the chief angel is revealed as also being 

a man, a patriarch; he can see God; he descends and engages in combat; he possesses a 

name of great power and he leads the worship of God. These themes are repeated in the 

other texts dealing with Jacob. As we have seen Origen presents the text without 

substantial commentary and only relates it to the possibility that John was an angel, 

suggesting at the same time that John may have been like one of those angels created at the 

beginning and only later sent down to earth. He also cryptically hints a little bit further on 

that the meaning of the story of the conflict of the twins Jacob and Esau might be found in 

the tale of the Prayer o f Joseph, but does not develop the idea. It seems clear that he did

68 C. Blanc (ed.) Origene. Commentaire sur saint Jean (SC 120; Paris: Cerf, 1966).
See §3.5.
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not see it as relating to the idea of heavenly twinship, or else he would have done it more 

explicitly.70

Origen's excerpt has been designated Fragment A; two other fragments also exist. 

Fragment B of the Prayer of Joseph

Fragment B is a single sentence preserved in a number of Patristic works: Gregory of 

Nazianzus and Basil the Great's compilation of the work of Origen, the Philocalia; also 

Eusebius, the Preparation o f  the Gospel, and Procopius of Gaza's Commentary on Genesis.

’Aveyvcov yap ev xatq xou oupavou baa 
cro|a.pf)aeTai tyuv K a i  xou; mcnq i)p.cov.71

For I have read in the tablets of heaven all that shall befall you and 
your sons. (OTP II)

Here Jacob is once again identified as the chief angel; he has access to the "tablets of 

heaven" which reveal the future; this access to knowledge and books in heaven is a 

common theme, connected to the office of the chief angel.

Fragment C of the Prayer of Joseph

Fragment C represents another, expanded version of Fragment B. It is also preserved in 

the Philocalia.

o ’Iatccbp (xeî Mv f| icaxa avGpcojrov fjv, nxepvl ĉov xov d8eA.<pov 
auxou, Kai ofioXoywv ev auxfj xauxr) xfi ptpXco acp' rjq nape0e|xe0a
xo. ’Aveyvcov ev xatq n^a î xoO oupavou. etvav apxiXiAiapxoq 
8uvd|Aeco<; Kuplou, Kai ovo îa rcodai KeKxrmevoq ’IapafiA.. orcep ev 
od)|j.axt Xeixoupycov avayvcopi^ei, ■u7top.i|a.vfiCTKovxoq auxov xou 
apxayye^ou OupifiA,.73

[Origen writes] Jacob was greater than man, he who supplanted his 
brother and who declared in the same book from which we quoted "I 
read in the tablets of heaven" that he was a chief captain of the power 
of the Lord and had from of old the name of Israel; something which 
he recognises while doing service in the body, being reminded of it 
by the archangel Uriel, (trans. J.Z. Smith, OTP II)

70 More likely it was related to the idea of rivalry between the chief angels in heaven found in Jewish literature;
see Smith, "Prayer o f Joseph", OTP, II, 702-3.
^ J.A. Robinson (ed.) The Philocalia o f  Origen (Cambridge: CUP, 1893) 23.15.33-34.

In Rev 13:8 & 17:8 this is the book of  the Lamb (= Christ), who takes the role o f  the chief angel; see also 
Dan 12:1, Jubilees 30:20-22; lEn 47:3,108:3.
73 Robinson, Philocalia 23.19.16-21.
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How much in this paraphrase is Origen's words or those of the Prayer o f  Joseph is unclear, 

but the addition of the comment that Jacob needed to be reminded of his heavenly origin is 

reminiscent of gnostic imagery such as that found in the Hymn o f the Pearl.74

Thus the fragments of the work known to us as the Prayer o f  Joseph give us a picture of 

the figure of Jacob as an angel in the Jewish Prayer o f Joseph. Fragments A and C agree 

that Jacob was the chief angel of God; likewise that he was actually named Israel, to which 

Frag. A adds that this name means a man who sees God, an etymology classically 

Alexandrian;75 both also place importance upon names as an indicator of status; A and C 

also concur that Israel-Jacob was created at the beginning and that greatness in humans, 

such as that exhibited by the patriarchs, must indicate some kind o f heavenly status. The 

mention in B and C ofthe prophetic tablets of heaven further emphasises the important 

status and prophetic and eschatological role of the figure here named Israel. Thus 

between Jewish and early Christian Alexandrian circles there was some interchange. The 

Prayer o f Joseph was used by Origen to suggest that John the Baptist could have been an 

earthly manifestation of a heavenly being; whether he believed him to be the same figure 

as Jacob-Israel, or another archangel is unclear. It is the idea that earth-bound human 

beings could also be heavenly angels that is most important. That John the Baptist, who 

practised a rigorous ascetic existence, could have been seen as an angel in the type of 

Jewish-Christian circles from which the Prayer presumably came, needs to be remembered 

when we turn to the early Syriac ascetic tradition in chap. 5. Moreover the fact that one of 

Jacob-Israel's titles is chief minister, or leader of the praise of God, indicates the 

importance of this role in the Jewish pseudepigraphic literature being read by early 

Christians in Egypt. The emphasis upon the praise of God is shared both with Jewish 

mystical, Targumic and Midrashic literature,76 and early Syriac ascetics who aimed to 

imitate angels in their praise.

Other traditions also attest to beliefs about Jacob and angelic transformation.

74 See Smith in 0 7 P II, 714.
75

Although there are almost no references in Hebrew literature, even though it is a Hebrew play on words; 
Philo, in particular, followed this etymology; see J.Z. Smith "Prayer o f Joseph", OTP  II, 703 & nn.

In particular the notion of Israel as leading the praise; see Smith, "Prayer o f Joseph", OTP, II, 702. See the 
references to angelic praise in §3.4.3 & §5.2.2.
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4.4.2 T h e  P r a y e r  o f  J a c o b  (PGM XXlIb. 1-26)
The Prayer of Jacob is found in a fourth century papyrus in the Staatliche Museums in 

Berlin.77 As with many of the texts with which it was included in Preisendanz's PGM  

collection this papyrus contains numerous references to Jewish themes, but to classify it as 

"Jewish" as Charlesworth has done seems overly bold; perhaps it is safer to suggest merely 

that the author appealed to Jewish themes to legitimise his prayer or incantation, and that 

his audience knew enough about Judaism for this appeal to make some sense.

npoceuxf) Tatccop.
'naxep Jcaxpid[px](ov, naxfjp oXco[v, naxf)]p 8\)va(a.e[cov xov 
k6]o |j.[o d], Kx[i]ax[a nav]xo[q ...,] Kxlaxa xcov ayyEXcov Kai 
apXaYY[>Mwv|, o k [x]1(txt|<; ovop.[axcov] CCp[xr|piKrov,] Kâ cb oe, 
naxepa xcov oXcov 8vvdp.E[co]v, naxepa xov [anajvxoq [Ko]g[p.]ov 
[k o I xfjq] oX,riq yeveoecoq Kai oiKov)|xevriq Kai aoiKf|xo[v, qj
i)7i]eox[a]X[|j.£v]o[i oi] x[epovpiv, oq] exapiaaxo [’Appjaap. ev xcp 
[Sovvai xfiv] PaoiX[eiav avxcp. EnaKov[a6]v p.01, o 0eo<; x[6iv 
8]vvdp.ecov, o 0[eoc, ayy]eXcov K[ai a]p[xa]yye^cov, Pa[aiXe'6q ...]
XeXeax ....apaxxx- tov..ax' aPoX[.]co...... [t)p]a(i' xov....poax
Ka0[.]p.a xax- p.apipo[K...] vpap' 100 oeaoik.... o K[a]0[fip.evoq] 
eni opovq i[epoO E]ivaiov i[.]Po a0ey [o] Ka0fi(ievoq eni xfjq 
0a[Xdao]riq [.]ea' ...pX. §[.]k e[.]0tiq napax0r|[.]. o Ka0fi(aevo[<; 
eni] xcbv 8[pa]Jovx[eicov] Oecov, o [0eoq o Ka0f|p.e]v[o]g [eni
xov] ['H]AAov ’Iaco, o Ka0f|p,e[vo<; eni.....] xa[.]co[.]i...x, o
[Ka0fi|j.]£v[o<; e]ni xo[v..]0e[....] ..ya..ai ’Appif|X. Aovf|A,.
[ ..... ]y [-^ ]6 y  Moixcova xe[po]v[p]i[v ....]xip?-..oC; i [ . ]  e [i]g
xovg aicbvaq xwv aid)[vco]v 0eo<; ’ApacbG, ’APpa0iad>0, [Ia]pa[<b0,
’A ]8<ovai, aaxpa.... e [K]ai PpiXecoyai [’A ]5oval, XQt-.-acb0, o
K[x)p]ioq xcbv 5X.COV. eniKaA,ov|iai o e , e[ni x]d<?[p.axoq 8ovxa]
8x)vajiiv <xotq> avco K a i  xotq Kax© K a i  xotq vnoKaxco xfjq yfjq. 
enaKovoov xq> [exo]vxi [xfiv] evxf)v, o KVptog 0eoq xcbv 'EPpaicov,
’Ena[y]afjA, aA,ap.v, ov [fi] aevaog 8f)vap.iq, [’EA,co]f|X, EovriX.
8iop0cooov xov exovxa [xfj]v evxf|v [£]k xov yevov[q] ’Icpaf|X 
[k]o i xfiv xapi ôfievcov vno aov, Gee 0ecov, o excdv xo Kpvnxov 
ovo|Xa SaPacbO, [-]\--X- 0ecE>v , ap/nv, ap,f|v, [o] xvova yevvajv, 
eni aaxepcov vn[e]p aicbvcov K ( a i )  aei 8io8e v[co]v [ K ( a i )  noicbv] 
xovq a n X a v E iq  K a i  nA.avco(a.£vovq a[ax]Epa<; S ico K eiv  xa navxa xfj 
cfi 8r||j.iovpyl<ji. nXfipcoaov pe aocplag, 8vvdpcoo[o]v p.e, Seonoxa,
(iecxwaov pov [xfiv] KapSiav aya0a>v, Seanoxa, cbq ayyeXov 
en[iy]eiov, <aq a0avaxov [ye]vap.evov, cbq xo Saipov xo and [ao jv  
8e^ap.e[vov, a]|4.fiv, d|4.fiv'. [X]eye enxaKiq npoq apK[xov] Kai 
d[nri]A.ia)XTiv [xfiv npo]a£[v]x[f|]v x[ov] ’IaKcbp.
(PGM XXIIb.1-26)

77 P. Berol. inv. 13895.
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Prayer of Jacob: "O Father of the patriarchs, Father of the All,
[Father] of the [cosmic] powers, [creator of all]. . . ,  Creator of angels 
and archangels, the Creator of the [saving] names. I summon you,
Father of all powers, Father of the entire [cosmos] and of all | creation 
inhabited and uninhabited, to whom the [cherubim] are subjected,
[who] favored Abraam by [giving the] kingdom [to him] . . . : hear 
me, O God of the powers, O [God] of angels [and] archangels, [King]
___ LELEACH . . . AROACH TOU ACHABOL . . . 0  . . . YRAM
TOU . . . BOACH K A . . . T H . . . R A . . .  CHACH MARIROK . . .
YRAM .. . ITHTH SESOIK, | he who sits upon [holy] Mount Sinai; .
.. I . . .  BO . .. ATHEM . . .  he who sits upon the sea; . . . EA . . . BL 
. . . D . . . K . . . E . . .  THES . . .  PARACHTHE . . . ,  he who sits upon 
the serpentine gods; the [god who sits upon the] sun, IAO; he who sits 
[upon]. . .  TA . . .  0  . . .  I . . .  CH; he [who sits] upon the . . .  the . .  .
MA . . .  SI, ABRIEL LOUEL . . . M . . . resting place of the 
[cherubim] . . . CHIRE . . . OZ . . .  I . . .  | to the ages of ages, God 
ABAOTH ABRATHIAOTH [SABAOTH] ADONAI star . . .  and 
BRILEONAI ADONAI CHA . . . AOTH the Lord ofthe all. I call 
upon you who give power [over] the Abyss [to those] above, to those 
below, and to those under the earth; hear the one who has [this] 
prayer, O Lord God of the Hebrews, EPAGAEL ALAMN, of whom 
is [the] eternal power, ELOEL SOUEL. Maintain the one who 
possesses his prayer, who is from the stock of Israel and from those | 
who have been favored by you, O god of gods, you who have the 
secret name, SABAOTH . . . I . . . CH, O god of gods, amen, amen.
You who produce the snow, over the stars, beyond the ages, [and] 
who constantly traverse [the cosmos], and who cause the fixed and 
movable stars to pursue all things by your creative activity, fill me 
with wisdom. Strengthen me, Master; fill my heart with good,
Master, as a terrestrial angel (hds aggelon epigeiori), as one who has 
become immortal (athanaton), as one who has received this gift from 
you, Amen, amen!" Pronounce the [prayer of] Jacob seven times 
facing north and east, (trans. D. Aune, GMP 261)

The first section (11.1-19) contain a statement affirming monotheism, similar in its 

emphasis to many pronounced by Church fathers concerning the sole creative power of
78God. The voces magicae and appeals to the 'secret' Name are also typical of the magical 

papyri. The exact status of this text is, however, unclear. Although it includes typical 

magical elements it does not seem to command obedience of the deity addressed as was 

usually the case in the magical papyri, and the inclusion of the statement of monotheistic 

faith at the beginning also seems a little too 'religious' to come from a text classed as 

'magical'. Perhaps the magician took a text from some early Christian group's writings; 

certainly the statement of faith seems like something that would be penned by a member of 

a Christian group engaged in debate with demiurgical gnostic groups, or those who 

believed in creation by angels.

78
Such as the Nicene Creed.
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What elements common to other Jacob traditions can we see here? There is the 

emphasis upon the power of the name. More important is the connection made between 

the transformation of the one who pronounces the prayer and his supposed descent from 

Israel and the connection with Jacob in the title. Perhaps this prayer is suggesting that 

Jacob was not always Israel, but received the name upon saying this prayer, or one like it. 

This last would seem to represent a transformation of the earlier Jewish tradition that held 

Jacob to have always been the angel Israel. This incantation text preserves the earlier 

Jewish tradition concerning the nature of Jacob as an angel, but as would be expected of a 

magical text from the Graeco-Egyptian tradition the story is not seen in terms of Jacob's 

pre-existence as the angel, but in terms of the transformation of the one who pronounces 

the prayer.79

In gnostic and Manichaean literature Jacob is also regarded as an angel. References to 

him as an angel are found in Manichaean texts from Turfan.80 Although much later than 

our period it is clear that this tradition is derived from the developments in Jewish and 

early Christian discourse discussed above, and that it is also reflected in the passage in the

Gospel of the Egyptians (NHC III & IV) which talks of a Jakobos (III) or Jacob (IV) as a
81strategos.

4.5 Joseph in J o s e p h  a n d  A s e n e t h

The story of Joseph and Aseneth does not seem to be directly related to Origen's Prayer o f

Joseph. It is, like much of the extra-canonical literature, an explanation of an enigmatic

7 9  . .
This impersonation of or transformation into a deity typified Egyptian magico-ritual practices, see Christian 

Jacq, Egyptian Magic 7f. on the Mettemich Stela; see also Heidelberg Kopt. 686, The Praise o f  Michael The 
Archangel, 2 ,11. 29-30, in Marvin Meyer & Richard Smith (eds.) Ancient Christian Magic, Coptic Texts o f
Ritual Power (San Francisco: Harper San Francisco, 1994) 327 (1st published by Angelicus M. Kropp, Der 
Lobpreis des Erzengels Michael (vormals P. Heidelberg Inv. Nr. 686) [Brussels: Foundation egyptologique 
reine Elisabeth, 1966]), and Louvre, E.14.250,1.33, in Meyer, Ancient Christian Magic, 221.

M 43 & M4b, and probably also in the very early Manichaean work xa tcov (iixmpicov (contra Fliigel, Marti 
[Osnabriick: Biblio-Verlag, 1969] n310) see A. Bohlig, "Jakob als Engel in Gnostizismus und Manichaismus", 
in G. Wiessner (ed.) Erkenntnisse und Meinungen, II (Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1978); repr. in Bohlig, 
Gnosis und Syncretismus. Gesammelte Aufsatze zur spatantiken Religionsgeschichte (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr 
[Siebeck], 1989) 164-79; Eng. trans., "Jacob as an Angel in Gnosticism and Manichaeism", in R. McL. Wilson
(ed.) Nag Hammadi and Gnosis. Papers read at the First International Congress o f  Coptology (Cairo, 
December 1976) (Leiden: Brill, 1978); also see T. Schneider, "Der Engel Jakob bei Mani", ZNW33 (1934) 
218-19.
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biblical passage, viz. the story of the patriarch Joseph marrying a non-Jewish, Egyptian 

woman (Gen 41:45). The standard edition of the Greek by Philonenko82 assumes that 

recension d  of the text represents the most primitive version and was written in Greek by a 

diaspora Jew in Egypt using the Septuagint; recension b may have come from a Jewish 

mystic or a Christian gnostic, while recensions a and c were written by Christians. D.

Cook's English translation83 follows this edition. Burchard's 1985 translation, on the other 

hand, makes a claim for b's priority, basing the translation around it. Both will be 

consulted herein, although the line numbering follows Burchard's translation . It is 

accepted by the vast majority of scholars that the text is a Jewish composition from the 

first couple of centuries of this era, most probably before the Jewish revolt under Hadrian 

in CE 115-117.84 Regardless of its Jewish origins it was widely used by Christians, with a 

long history of use in many different Christian communities and in various languages.85 It 

shows links to the Hellenistic tradition of the romance novel,86 although perhaps the 

resemblance is only skin-deep. For behind the story of the love of Joseph and Aseneth is a 

description of the transformative conversion of a gentile to Judaism by an angel and a 

polemic against impurity, in particular sexual impurity.

Both Joseph and Aseneth are presented as being virgins. Joseph is hesitant to meet 

Aseneth until he is sure that she will not attempt to seduce him as other Egyptian women 

were wont to do. Aseneth's purity reassures Joseph, who declares that since both are 

virgins they are thus brother and sister (7:8, cf. 8:1); although he will not kiss her with the 

same mouth with which he blesses God, eats the bread of life and drinks from the cup of 

immortality (8:5). But Joseph feels pity for her, blesses her and announces he will return 

in eight days.

During the time Aseneth is separated from Joseph she repents of her idolatry, fasts and 

addresses long soliloquies to God asking to be accepted. In response an angel in the shape of 

a man descends from heaven. This angel is the chief of the house of the Lord and

81

82 See A. Bohlig, "Jakob als Engel in Gnostizismus und Manichaismus" passim.
M. Philonenko, Joseph et Aseneth: Introduction, Texte critique, Traduction, et Notes (Leiden: Brill, 1968).
AOT, 465-504.

^ Burchard, "Joseph and Aseneth", OTP II, 187.
The text was been preserved in Greek, Syriac, Armenian, Latin, Slavonic, and Ethiopic, see Burchard OTP

II, 179.
86

Philonenko first pointed this out; see Burchard’s discussion 183-84 & n23.
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commander of the whole host of God (14:8). Aseneth falls to the ground, and, in language 

we will see is characteristic of meetings between the divine and human beings,87 is then told 

to arise (av&axr|0i) and stand on her feet (14:3-8 & 11). When she stands and looks she 

sees before her a man in the form of Joseph who is identified as a heavenly being by the fact 

that his face was like lightning, his eyes like sunshine, his hair like flames, and his hands and 

feet like molten iron shooting forth sparks (14:9). Aseneth is told to change into a linen robe 

and to girdle her waist with the twin girdle of virginity (14:12-13) before returning to hear 

what the angel has to say. Aseneth veils herself but is told by the angel to remove her veil, 

for her virginity has given her the status of a young man. She is then instructed in the facts 

concerning the bread of life, identified as the manna of the Bible, which the angel claims was 

actually honey, and told that the angels and the elect eat this together in heaven.88 Aseneth's 

virginity is the central element of the story before her transformation/conversion experience; 

not only does it seem to combine with her repentance to lead to acceptance into the 

community of the saved who eat the bread of life with the angels (16:14), but it also seems to 

act as an explanation to a Jewish audience for her suitability as a wife for Joseph.

We have here a picture of how a Jewish writer of the first century or thereabouts 

imagined the process of the conversion of a gentile to Judaism. It may well have no 

relation to actual conversion ceremonies, which surely would have varied, and moreover it 

depicted the conversion of a very special individual, not your average proselyte. The tale, 

however, can be read on a number of levels.

Indeed the conversion of Aseneth has more to do with transformation than conversion; 

the imagery is shared with the other texts we have looked at so far in which the subject is 

transformed into a heavenly being.

Clothing imagery crops up constantly. We hear of Aseneth's clothes of earthly 

splendour (3:6; 4:1), of Joseph's earthly garb (5:5); of Aseneth taking off her earthly 

clothes during the process of conversion (10:10), and donning the clothing of repentance 

(10:14-15). After her conversion experience her garments o f earthly splendour take on a

87 See §5.2.5.
88

On manna see David Goodman's article "Do Angels Eat?", JJS 37 (1986) 160-61. Manna is described in 
Exod (16:31) as being like Coriander seed wafers made with honey, in Num (11:7) its appearance is described 
as being like bdellium (rtm n) (a balsalm-bearing tree) and its taste like Coriander.
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different significance as they mark the status of Aseneth as a bride of Joseph (18:5-6). The 

wedding robe that she wears is described as being "like lightning in appearance" (18:6). 

The transformation of Moses after meeting with God is also recalled in this text as we are 

told that after dressing in her wedding garments Aseneth's face appeared "like the sun" 

(18:9). In fact all of Aseneth, not just her face, shone like light (20:6).

It should be noted that the transformation was preceded by a period of isolation, fasting 

and repentance, and that Aseneth's virginity ranked high in Joseph's opinion. Yet sex is 

not entirely absent from the tale. After conversion Joseph and Aseneth are united in 

wedlock, although Joseph adds one last ethical lesson, cautioning that "it does not befit a 

man who worships God to sleep with his wife before the wedding" (21:1); after the 

marriage Aseneth produces Manasseh and Ephraim for Joseph.

For behind the simple tale of love and repentance there are other allegorical elements 

that seem to suggest that there is a spiritual, heavenly dimension to the story. The angel's 

resemblance to Joseph is no accident. We are told that Joseph is a son of God (6:3); not 

only that, but after the betrothal Pharaoh reveals to her that Joseph is the firstborn son of 

God (21:4), like Jacob in the Prayer o f Joseph. Indeed there may be some literary 

connection here as Jacob, the father of Joseph, is also described in terms reminiscent of the 

description of angels.

And Aseneth saw him and was amazed at his beauty, because Jacob 
was exceedingly beautiful to look at, and his old age (was) like the 
youth of a handsome (young) man, and his head was all white as 
snow, and the hairs of his head were all exceedingly close and thick 
like (those) of an Ethiopian, and his beard (was) white reaching down 
to his breast, and his eyes (were) flashing and darting (flashes of) 
lightning, and his sinews and his shoulders and his arms were like 
(those) of an angel, and his thighs and his calves and his feet like 
(those) of a giant. And Jacob was like a man who had wrestled with 
God. And Aseneth saw him and was amazed, and prostrated herself 
before him face down to the ground.
(JosAsen 22:7-8; from Burchard's trans.; this passage is not found 
in Philonenko's edition, or in Cook's translation, of d).

As Burchard points out Joseph's beauty indicates his elect status, like that promised to 

Aseneth by the angel in 16:16 and realised at her transformation (18:9).89 The language

89
Burchard, OTP II, 238 ng; cf. 20:6 where her beauty is described as being like heavenly beauty; see also 

21:4.
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used to describe the wedding of Joseph and Aseneth also supports an esoteric, spiritual 

interpretation of this union. Aseneth is described as looking like a 'bride of God' (4:1); she 

declares that she is waiting to marry the first-born son of Pharaoh (4:11), although we 

know she ends up marrying the first-born son of God (21:4). Likewise the assertion that 

Aseneth will be Joseph's bride "for ever and ever", seems to suggest a heavenly marriage 

rather than a marriage on earth that will eventually be terminated by death (4:8; 15:6;

19:5). After Aseneth dresses in her wedding robe she takes on the appearance of light 

(20:6). Aseneth's wedding robe is described by the angel as "the ancient and first robe 

which is laid up in your chamber since eternity" (15:10). The purpose of the author is 

unclear; perhaps he deliberately meant the text to be read both for its surface meaning and 

also for its hidden, allegorical interpretation. Certainly he would not be the first 

Alexandrian Jew to have employed allegory. Yet the purpose is unclear and we can only 

point out here that there exist strong similarities between the depiction of the marriage of 

Aseneth to Joseph and the Christian notion of the righteous individual or the Church as a 

body being the bride of the heavenly bridegroom Jesus.90 Likewise the heavenly couple of 

Joseph and Aseneth could be related to the heavenly couple of the chief angel and the 

(female) holy spirit found in Aramaic-influenced circles such as the Elchasites.91

Regardless of the exact religious ideology behind the story of Joseph and Aseneth the 

text itself draws upon symbolic themes normally connected to the heavenly transformation 

of the righteous. For instance the seven virgins who wait upon Aseneth are like stars (2:6). 

The righteous will enjoy fellowship with the angels in heaven and eat the bread of life 

(manna, honey).

In particular the same symbols of transformation from an earthly to a heavenly state 

come into play. The story of the encounter with the angel carries the usual motif of the 

prostration of the visionary and the command by the heavenly being to 'arise' (cf. §5.2.5). 

This motif is as fixed a part of ascent vision texts as the command tachys tachys "quickly, 

quickly" is in the magical texts of this period. It is noteworthy that when she meets 

Joseph, who has angelic qualities but is also clearly a human being and comes to her in the 

normal human way rather than through a vision, she also falls on her face, but Joseph does

90
Burchard argues that the allegorical interpretation is unsupported by the text; this is against Philonenko who 

argued for an allegorical interpretation, but not the interpretation that I have suggested: Burchard, OTP II, 189.
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not use the command 'arise', rather calls her to him. After Aseneth meets the angel she 

undergoes a period of instruction like that o f Enoch or Isaiah after their ascent visions (16). 

Moreover after her transformation Aseneth's face shines; her robes and those of the angel, 

of Joseph and of Jacob, mark them all out as being somehow creatures of heaven rather 

than earth.

It should be noted here that Aseneth's transformation was brought about by her 

behaviour, by her maintenance of virginity and by her sincere repentance. In particular her 

virginity gave her the status of a young man rather than that of a young woman.

4.6 Adam traditions
Although the material concerning Adam in the Bible was limited, the figure of the first 

human being, responsible for the fall from Grace, understandably attracted considerable 

interest. Numerous pseudepigrapha were attributed to Adam. These Adam writings were 

particularly popular in eastern Christianity, and are preserved for us in languages such as 

Syriac, Arabic, Armenian and Georgian.93

In this period the belief that Adam (and thus all mankind) was created as an immortal 

angelic being was widespread amongst Jews and was found in the Pseudepigrapha. In the 

Testament o f  Adam it is said that Adam was destined to become a god (TAdam 3:2,4).94 In 2

(Slavonic) Enoch it is revealed to Enoch by God that: "On the sixth day I commanded my 

wisdom to create man out of the seven components ...And on the earth I assigned him to be a

91 See above, §3.2.4.
See n93 for a listing o f  the Pseudepigraphic texts; Adam was also regarded by some as the author o f  Ps 92, 

and also Ps 139:16; see J. Reeves, Heralds o f  That Good Realm: Syro-Mesopotamian Gnosis and Jewish 
Traditions (Leiden: Brill, 1996) 34-5.

Michael Stone has divided the traditions up into two: 1) primary Adam books, probably o f  Jewish origin and 
preserved in Greek, Latin, Georgian, Armenian, Coptic and Slavonic; 2) secondary Adam books, probably all 
of Christian origin and preserved mainly in Syriac, Arabic, Armenian and Ethiopic; see M. Stone, A History of
the Literature o f  Adam and Eve (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992). The surviving Christian books o f  Adam and 
Eve are as follows: The Testament o f  Adam (OTP I, 989-95; in Syriac, Arabic, Ethiopic & Georgian), The Cave 
of Treasures (Syriac, see §5.3.1), The Conflict o f  Adam and Eve with Satan (Ethiopic), and many Armenian 
texts (see Stone, ibid); there are also numerous surviving texts o f less orthodox background: Epiphanius 
(Panarion 26.8.1) tells us o f the existence amongst gnostic heretics o f  cotokciW>v(/£i<; tou ’ A5a|i (apocalypses of
Adam); there was also the gnostic Apocalypse o f  Adam (NHC V); the CMC also contains an Adam apocalypse 
(CMC 48.16 - 50.7); and there was a yic (testimony o f  Adam about Jesus) preserved in the
Manichaean Book o f  Mysteries', see Ibn al-NadTm, Firhist, in G. Flugel, Mani: seine Lehre und seine Schriften 
(Osnabriick: Biblio Verlag, 1969) 73.1.

On the identification o f  the gods as angels, see §3.2.1.
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second angel, honoured and great and glorious."95 This heavenly status was lost in 2 En 

through Adam's sin.96 Likewise in 1 (Ethiopic) Enoch it is declared that men were created to 

be like angels, but they lost their immortality and their angelic status through the gaining of
Q7 qoknowledge. In Philo's work Adam was described as a viceroy {hypar chon). In Midrash 

Bereshit Rabbah Adam is created as a being half divine and half profane -  he has the option 

of immortality, but only if he leads a sin-free existence.99 A similar idea is found in the 

Gospel o f  Thomas, Saying 85: that if Adam had been 'worthy' he would not have known 

death.

Belief in Adam's original immortal angelic status was also widespread in more explicitly 

Christian documents. The Conflict o f Adam and Eve with Satan, which is a Christian 

document dated by some to the fifth or sixth century, enumerates the angelic privileges that 

Adam and Eve lost due to their fall; for instance they lost the ability to see the angels (an 

angelic ability, as it was believed that only like could see like), and they found that they 

began to thirst for water.100 Origen, too, repeats this theme in his Homily I  On Ezekiel, 

preached in the church in Caesarea ca. 240 CE. This homily shows affinities with the Jewish 

Shavu'ot preaching in the synagogues, suggesting that Origen had contact with and borrowed 

from Jews.101 Here Adam is described as an immortal being, a god and a prince, before he 

fell and became subject to death.102 Indeed, in a variation on the theme, the anti-Origenist 

Methodius of Olympus attributes an angelic type of existence to mankind right down to the 

time of Noah. Humans apparently not only lived with angels but shared the angelic ability to 

see God with their own eyes.103

95 2En 10:8-11, trans. F.I. Andersen in OTP I.
96 2En 30:15-18.
97 lEn 69:8-11.
98 Opf. Mund. 148.
99 Parashah Eight, Genesis 1:26-28 VI1I.XI.3 D.

James H. Charlesworth, "The Portrayal o f the Righteous as an angel", in J.J. Collins & George W.E. 
Nickelsburg (eds.) Ideal Figures in Ancient Judaism, Profiles and Paradigms (Scholars Press: Chico, Calif., 
1980) 138-9; The Conflict o f  Adam and Eve with Satan (chaps 4,8,9, 10, 11,12) trans. by S. C. Malan, The 
Book o f  Adam and Eve also called The Conflict o f  Adam and Eve with Satan (London: Williams & Norgate, 
1882). Charlesworth (139) says that: "It certainly does seem to preserve a significant expansion o f a much older 
Jewish tradition regarding Adam's primordial angelic nature".

Joseph W. Trigg (intro. & trans.) "Origen, Homily I on Ezekiel", in Ascetic Behaviour 45 & 46, the way the 
subject matter o f  the homily is dealt with demonstrates that Origen was relying upon the Shavu'ot preaching 
about Ezekiel's chariot vision - probably heard in the Greek-speaking synagogues o f  Caesarea. The Greek text 
is fragmentary; this translation is based upon Latin o f Jerome's in W.A. Baehrens' edition (GCS 30 Origenes 
8:319-40).
“  Trigg, "Origen" p.52 [3], pp.58-9 [9],

Symposium 7 (Procilla): 5.
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Themes connected with the passage in Gen 3:21 which discusses the clothing of Adam 

and Eve played a central role in the understanding of Adam and Eve's fall and the possibility 

of redemption.104 It came to be the case, particularly in Syriac literature, that the clothing of 

Adam and Eve before the fall was seen as robes of glory which marked their status as 

heavenly beings, robes that were lost when they fell from grace. In the Syriac text of the 

History o f the Rechabites, the blessed ones (who are "earthly angels") are naked to the 

human eye, but in actual fact are clothed in a covering of glory, the same covering of glory 

that Adam and Eve wore before their fall.105 The Paradise of Ephrem was the original garden 

from which Adam and Eve were expelled and in which all those living humans who listened 

to Christ were resident, thus acting to reveal Paradise to others.106 These saints are not naked,
107but clothed in glory, in the robe of Adam and Eve that was lost. Ephrem explicitly linked 

the new baptismal robe of the Christian with the robe of glory worn by Adam before the

104 Cf. Origen Contra Celsum 4.40 (probably based according to Ginsburg (see below) upon Philo,
Quaestiones, Gen 1.53; see Epiphanius, Panarion 64): they received garments o f  skin at the time o f  the fall, but 
before were spiritual beings. Irenaeus, III, 23,5 and Tertullian, De Pudicitia 9 & D e  Resurrectione, 7 talk o f the 
celestial garments o f  Adam and Eve. See also Louis Ginzburg, The Legends o f  the Jews, V, notes to Vols. I &
II, From the Creation to The Exodus (Jewish Publication Society o f  America: Philadelphia, 1979, 1st publ. 
1925) 97, n69 & 103-4 n93: Ginzburg states that the older Haggadah takes ni) "skin" as tin  "light" and thus the 
passage (Gen 3:21) refers to the state before the fall. The later Haggadah takes this passage to be referring to 
"skin" and being after the fall. In the various versions o f  the Vita Adae the garments o f  light play a very 
important role. Ginzburg relates them to the celestial garments o f  the pious: cf. lEn  62.16; 2 En 22.8-10; Ascls 
4.16. Brock concludes that later tradition came to decide that these garments o f  light were given after the fall 
and were made from the skin o f the serpent: "Some Aspects o f Greek Words in Syriac", in S.P. Brock, Syriac 
Perspectives on Late Antiquity (Variorum Reprints: London, 1984; 1st publ. in A. Dietrich (ed.) Syncretismus 
im syrisch-persischen Kulturgebiet [Symposion, Reinhausen bei Gottingen, 1971], Abhandlungen der 
Akademie der Wissenschaft in Gottingen, Philologisch-Historische Klasse, Dritte Folge, 96. Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1975) 104 nl24 citing Midrash to Psalm 92:6. The question o f  Adam and Eve's 
garments is also related to the theme o f being naked or stripped in heaven, see below, nl05.
105 History o f  the Rechabites 5.3 & 12.3. See J.H. Charlesworth, "The Portrayal o f  the Righteous as an Angel", 
in J.J. Collins & G.W.E. Nickelsburg (eds.) Ideal Figures in A ncient Judaism: Profiles and Paradigms (Chico, 
CA: Scholars Press, 1980) 142-144. The theme o f  being naked is connected to the clothing/investiture language 
of descriptions o f  the heavenly state, see A. De Conick & Jarl Fossum, "Stripped before God: A New  
Interpretation ofLogion 37 in the Gospel o f Thomas", VigChr 45 (1991) 124, 131; Jarl Fossum "Partes 
Posteriores Dei: The 'Transfiguration' of  Jesus in the Acts o f  John", in idem, The Image o f  the I nvisible God. 
Essays on the influence o f Jewish Mysticism upon early Christology (Freiburg: Universitatsverlag, 1995) 
discusses the description o f Jesus in the Acts o f  John as being "not dressed in clothes at all, but stripped o f those 
[which] we saw (usually upon him), and not at all like a man" (trans. Fossum, 96). He ties this description of  
nakedness to the stripping language in 2En 22:10 (J), Ascenls 9:9, the Gospel o f  Philip, The Second Apocalypse 
of James (NHC V.4) and the clothing language o f 1 Cor 15:44,49, 51; 2 Cor 5:1-5 (103-104). Fossum skips 
over the subtleties, such as those mentioned in n 104 (above) when discussing this varied body o f  material.

Cf. Hymn VI, in S.P. Brock (intro. & trans.) Saint Ephrem: Hymns on Paradise  (Crestwood, N.Y.: St 
Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1990).

Hymn VI.9, Hymns on Paradise, 112.
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fall.108 Ephrem's favourites, the ascetics in the wilderness, grazing on the mountainsides, like 

the Rechabites, may have appeared naked to ordinary eyes, but in fact were clothed in a 

'garment of glory'.109

In the PGM  magical collection one text discusses the transformation of the magician into 

Adam. It seems to represent a reasonably rare example of the linkage of transformative 

Egyptian magical practices with transformative Jewish apocalyptic traditions. Egyptian 

magic has been characterised by its belief that the magician could be transformed into a God. 

It was an ancient and enduring belief amongst Egyptians and was a part of mainstream 

religion.110 Such were the facts of geography, trade and immigration in the ancient 

Mediterranean world that it would be absurd to suppose that Jews and Christians would have 

been unaware of such beliefs. But whilst there is clear evidence of Jewish and Christian 

input into the magical texts which seem to represent the survival o f Pharaonic religion111 

there is little clear evidence of the influence of native Egyptian beliefs in Jewish texts which 

mention transformative practices, nor in the writings of the likes of Clement of Alexandria or 

the Egyptian Christian ascetics. Instead Jewish and Graeco-Roman traditions are the

108 Cf. Brock, "Some Aspects o f  Greek Words in Syriac", in idem, Syriac Perspectives on Late Antiquity 
(Variorum Reprints: London, 1984) 100, numerous references are given here to Ephrem's works discussing this 
idea.
109 Ibid\ cf. T.J Lamy, Sancti Ephraemi Syri Hymni et Sermones, IV, 629. Cf. also Brock, 100-103.
110 On transformative practices in Egyptian religion see §4.1 n41.
111 On the strong connection between the Egyptian pagan temple and the magical literature: see B. Layton, A 
Coptic Grammar with Chrestomathy and Glossary (Wiesbaden: Harrrassowitz, 2000) 4; see also David 
Frankfurter, "Native Egyptian Religion in its Roman Guise", review article on Fran?oise Perpillou-Thomas, 
Fetes d'Egypteptolemai'que et romaine d'apres la documentation papyrologique grecque [Studia Hellenistica
31] Louvain: Studia Hellenistica, 1993) & Wolfgang Haase (ed.) ANRW II. 18.5 (1995), in Numen 43 (1996)
311-12; in this review he comments on articles by Robert Ritner, "Egyptian Magical Practice under the Roman 
Empire: The Demotic Spells and their Religious Context," 3333-339; William Brashear, "The Greek Magical 
Papyri: an Introduction and Survey," 3380-3684; Sergio Pemigotti, "La magia copta: i testi", 3685-3730. 
Frankfurter congratulates the editors o f these particular articles for not classing the 'magical' papyri as occult or
"selfish piety" or as a "timeless repository o f magical practice as used throughout the Mediterranean world" - 
instead they are seen as representative o f "Egyptian religion(s)" during the Roman era. Although he disagrees 
(312) with Ritner's argument about the transformation o f the neutral force o f magic into a negative and
dangerous one under Roman rule he thinks that his characterisation o f  the religious texts as being a vital part of  
the native temple religion is important - they were not esoteric and occult but part of'official' temple religion.
His conclusion is especially based upon the language used in many o f  the surviving magical texts (Demotic) 
which was foreign to both ordinary Greek and native Egyptians. Frankfurter points out that many o f  these texts 
come from big libraries, such as the Anastasi collection, which came out o f  the priestly city o f  Thebes.
Frankfurter also supports Garth Fowden's theory in The Egyptian Hermes which links Hermetic and magical 
literature as both being priestly writings. Thus the authors o f magical spells can be seen to be Egyptian priests 
putting together collections o f their religious knowledge at a time when the temples were falling into ruin
{contra H.D. Betz, The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation xlvi who emphasises the possible status o f  the 
authors o f  the PGM as itinerant wandering priests; although he does note the role o f  the temple priesthood) -  
this, according to Frankfurter, was also the view o f the Egyptian priests that contemporary Graeco-Roman 
authors held.
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obvious literary background to Christian attitudes to angelic transformation.112 As we have 

seen in the Jewish tradition that informed early Christian thoughts about being and 

transformation, there was a very loose understanding of different states of existence. Certain 

beings took one state upon earth and another in heaven; beings were transformed as they 

moved from heaven to heaven or from heaven to earth or back. The Jewish perceptions of 

corporate identity also suggested that someone could be both Jacob and Israel, that 'Adam' 

could refer both to an individual and to an abstract notion of 'man'; indeed the sin of Adam 

and the redemption of and in Christ was expressed, particularly in Syriac Christianity, in 

terms both individual and corporate.113 Adam's fall and Christ's redemption were re-enacted 

in the transformation of the individual Christian at baptism signified by his baptismal robes. 

The chief difference lies in the transformation of the individuals; they are often transformed 

into angelic beings, but rarely into particular, named beings. There are exceptions, the 

transformation of Enoch into Metatron in Slavonic Enoch for example. But this particular 

tale is more one of the syncretism of two figures than of magical-type transformative 

practices applicable to all.

This is why the assumption of the identity of Adam in the Greek magical papyrus PGM 

III. 1-164 is interesting. It raises the question of the knowledge of Judaism of the magician 

and whether he was tapping into Jewish or early Christian traditions that emphasised Adam.

eyco [e]ipi ’ A5a[p 7cpoye]v'n<;- ovopa p oi’A8d[p].
7k h t |g 6v  (loi t o  Selva  [7tpay]|ia, oxi eveuxopcd c o i  Kaxa 
[ 0 ] e o u ’Iaco. . .

"I am Adam the forefather; my name is Adam. Perform for me the 
NN deed, because I conjure you by the god IAO . . ." [o ther go ds  
fo llow , including fo u r  Jewish archangels] (trans. J.M. Dillon,
GMP, 22)

4.7 The Transfiguration of Christ in the New Testam ent

And after six days Jesus took with him Kai pe0’ f||iepa<; rcapaXappavei o 
Peter and James and John his brother, and ’Irioouq xov Ilexpov Kai ’I&kcoPov Kai 
led them up on a high mountain apart. And ’Icoavvr|v xov aSetapov am ov, Kai

112 See Clement o f  Alexandria Protrepticus XII, 120,1-2 where Clement refers to Bacchic practices (see 
quotation in § 5.5.1).
113 See S.P. Brock, The Luminous Eye 30-31, 125-6.
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he was transfigured before them, and his 
face shone like the sun, and his garments 
became white as light. And behold, there 
appeared to them Moses and Elijah, talking 
with him. And Peter said to Jesus, "Lord, it 
is well that we are here; if you wish, I will 
make three booths (= tabernacles) here, one 
for you, and one for Moses and one for 
Elijah." He was still speaking, when lo, a 
bright cloud overshadowed them and a 
voice from the cloud said, "This is my 
beloved Son, with whom I am well 
pleased; listen to him." When the disciples 
heard this, they fell on their faces, and were 
filled with awe. But Jesus came and 
touched them, saying, "Rise, and have no 
fear." And when they lifted up their eyes, 
they saw no one but Jesus only. And as 
they were coming down the mountain,
Jesus commanded them, "Tell no one the 
vision, until the Son of man is raised from 
the dead." (Mt 17:1-9)

And after six days Jesus took with him 
Peter and James and John, and led them up 
a high mountain apart by themselves; and 
he was transfigured before them, and his 
garments became glistening, intensely 
white, as no fuller on earth could bleach 
them. And there appeared to them Elijah 
with Moses; and they were talking to Jesus. 
And Peter said to Jesus, "master, it is well 
that we are here; let us make three booths, 
one for you and one for Moses and one for 
Elijah." For he did not know what to say, 
for they were exceedingly afraid. And a 
cloud overshadowed them, and a voice 
came out of the cloud, "This is my beloved 
Son; listen to him." And suddenly looking 
around they no longer saw any one with 
them but Jesus only. And as they were 
coming down the mountain, he charged 
them to tell no one what they had seen,
’— c_______ ____ i j  1___ ____

dvatpepei amove, eiq opoq vyriX ov koct' 
iS iav. Kai p£T£popcpa>0r| epnpooGev 
a \m ov , Kai e X a p y ev  t o  rcpoacorcov 
am ov  (bq o ^Xioq, xa  8e ip ax ia  avxov 
eyevexo Xeukcx ©<; to  9 ax;. Kai i8oi) 
w(p0T| avTotq Mcoijafjq Kai ’HXiaq 
cvXXaXovvxec, p£x' auxo\>. ccTcoKpiGeiq 

8e o ri£xpo<; eu iev  xqj ’Iticov, Kupie, 
KaXov ecTiv ripaq a>8e eTvai. e i GeXeiq, 

noiTiCTCo aj8e Tpetq OKT|vaq, c o i  p ia v  Kai 
Mcoijoet p ia v  Kai ’H X ia  p ia v . e t i  
am ov  XaXovvToq i8ob vetpeXr) (pcoTeivf) 
ETtecKiacev a m c u g , Kai i8oi) tpcovf) ek  
Tfjq vecpeXric; Xeyo-uaa, Om oq ecm v o 

moq (0.0-0 o ayanriToq, ev & e\)86KT|aa' 
CtKOVETE a\)TO\j.
Kai aKO'uaavTE<; o i paGrjTai erceaav eni 

7tp6CT(07tov amcov Ka i EtpopfiGrioav 

acpoSpa.
Kai rcpocrfjXGEV o ’IriaoTjq Kai d\|/ap£vo<; 
awcov Ei7tev, ’EyepGriTE Kai prj 

(popetaGs. ercdpavxeq 8e xovc, 
ocpGaXpoix; ai>xcov ot)8Eva eT8ov e ! jj.fi
am ov  ’Iriaovv  povov. K a i 
KaxaPaivovxcov avx&v ek xov opoix; 
EVEiEiXaTO amolc, o Triaofit; X&ycov, 
MriSsvi EinriTE to  opapa  Ecoq ou 
o moq xov dvGpcbno'o ek vEKpcov eyepGf).

K a i pETa fipEpaq rcapaXapPavei 0 
’Irjaouq to v  n&Tpov K a i to v  ’IaKtoPov 
Kai to v  ’IcodvvT|v, K a i avacpepei amo-bq 

eig opoq b\|/r|X6v KaT1 i8 ia v  povouq. Kai 
pETEpopcptbGri eprcpoaGEv atm ov, Kai Ta 
ip ax ia  at)TOij eyeveto  
CTiXPovTa XfiDKa X iav  01a  yvacpEttq eni 
xfjc; yfjq ov bvvaxai ovtcoq XEDKavai.

Kai ©(pGri am oiq  ’H X iaq csvv Mcovoei, 
Kai fjaa v  cuXXaXovvTEt; xa> ’Iriaotj. Kai 

anoKpiGeiq o riexpoq Xeyei tco ’ItictoC), 

'Pappi, KaXov e o t iv  fipaq ©8e Eivai, Kai 
TioifiacopEV xpEiq aKT(vd<;, o o i p ia v  K ai 

MtoijaEi p ia v  Kai ’H X ia  p iav . ov yap 
fi8Ei xx dnoKpiGfj,

EKtpopoi yap EyEvovTo. Ka i eyeveto 
vEcpeXr) em oK id^otioa  avxoiq, Kai 
EyEVETO cpcovfi ek xriq vEcpeXriq, Ovxoq 
ecttiv o moq po\> o dyanriToq, aKO\)£X£ 
a\)Tov. Ka i E^aniva 7i£pipX£\|/dp£voi
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until the Son of man should have risen 
from the dead. (Mk 9:2-9)

Now about eight days after these sayings 
he took with him Peter and John and 
James, and he went up on the mountain to 
pray. And as he was praying, the 
appearance of his countenance was altered, 
and his raiment became dazzling white.
And behold, two men talked with him, 
Moses and Elijah, who appeared in glory 
and spoke of his departure, which he was to 
accomplish at Jerusalem. Now Peter and 
those who were with him were heavy with 
sleep, and when they wakened they saw his 
glory and the two men who stood with him. 
And as the men were parting from him, 
Peter said to Jesus, "Master, it is well that 
we are here; let us make three booths, one 
for you and one for Moses and one for 
Elijah" - not knowing what he said. As he 
said this, a cloud came and overshadowed 
them; and they were afraid as they entered 
the cloud. And a voice came out of the 
cloud, saying, "This is my Son, my 
Chosen; listen to him!" And when the 
voice had spoken, Jesus was found alone. 
And they kept silence and told no one in 
those days anything of what they had seen 
(Lk 9:28-36)

For we did not follow cleverly devised 
myths when we made known to you the 
power and coming of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, but we were eyewitnesses of his 
majesty. For when he received honour and 
glory from God the Father and the voice 
was borne to him by the Majestic Glory, 
"This is my beloved Son, with whom I am 
well pleased," we heard this voice borne

ovk&xi ov S ev a eTSov aXXa xov ’It|aovv  
(j.ovov |a.e0 ' eavxcov. K ai 
KaxaPaivovxcov avxw v etc xov opovq 
8ieoxeiA,axo avxoTq iv a  n t|8evi a  eT8ov 
Siryyriacovxai, e i jafi oxav o vioc; xov 
avBpomov ek veKpajv ava oxfi.

’Eyevexo 8e p exa xov<; Xoyov<; xovxovq
(baei fi|a,epai okxco [K ai] rcapaXaPcbv 
riexpov Kai ’Icoavvr|v Kai ’IockcoPov 
avepri eiq xo opoq 7tp oaev^ ao 0a i .  Kai 
eyevexo ev xcp ;cpoae\)xea0ai avxdv xo 
eTSoq xov upoawrcov a v x o v  exepov Kai o 
ip.axiapo<; av x o v  Xevkoi; e^aoxparcxcov. 
Kai i8oi) av8pe<; 8 vo  ovveXaX ovv avxcp, 
o m v eq  rjaav Mcovarjc; Kai ’HXiac;, oi 
otpGevxeq ev 8o£,t| eXeyov xfiv e^oSov 
avx ov  fjv fiiJ.eXX.ev rcXripovv ev  
’IepouaaXriii. o 8e Ilexpoq Kai o i c v v
avxcp rjaav PePaprmevoi vrcvcp. 
8iayptiyopfiaavxe<; 8e eiSov xfjv 8o^av 
avxov  Kai xovq 8vo avSpaq xovq 
CTweoxmxat; avxcp. Ka i eyevexo ev x& 

8iax©pi£ea0ai avxovq  an avxov  etrcev

o Ilexpoq xcpoq xov ’Itictovv, ’E7iicxaxa, 

KaXov eox iv  rp aq  a>8e e iva i, Kai 
7toifiaco|i.ev OKrivaq xpetq, p ia v  a o i Kai 

(xiav McovaeT Kai |xiav ’HXia, p.f] eiScbq

o Xeyei. xavxa  8e a vx ov  Xeyovxoq 

eyevexo vecpeXti K a i eneoKia^ev avxovq. 
etpopfiGrjaav 8e ev xcp eioeXOeiv avxovc; 
eiq xf|v vecpeXt|v. K a i cpcovfi eyevexo b k  

xfjq vecpeXr|<; Xeyovaa, Ovxoq eax iv  o 
vio<; [io v  o eKXeXeypevoq, avxov  
oncovexe. Kai ev xcp yeveaOai x-qv cpcovTyv 
evpe0r| ’Irjoovq povoq. K a i a vxo i 
ea iyrjcav  K ai o i)8evi arcriyyeiXav ev 
eKeivaiq xatc; Tipepaig ovSev cov 
ecbpaKav.

Ov yap  aeoocpiapevoi<; p.v0oi<; 
e^aKoXoi)0f)aavxeq eyvtop lca^ev vp tv 
xf|v xov Kvpiov fip.cov ’Iriaov Xpiaxov 
8vvap iv  Kai rcapovaiav, aXX’ enonxai
yevrjOevxeq xfjq eKeivov (xeyaXeioxTixoq. 
Xapdiv yap  rcapa 0eov 7taxpo<; xip.f]v Kai 
8o^av (pcovfjq evexOeiariq avxcp xoiaaSe 
vrco xf\c, p.eyaXo7tpe7tov<; So^rjq, ‘O v ioq  
[xov o ayaKrixoq pov  ovxoc, eaxiv, eiq
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from heaven, for we were with him on the ov eyd) evSoKriaa, K ai xainr|v xriv 
holy mountain. And we have the prophetic <Ptovnv riKouaanev ovpavot) 
word made more sure. (2 Pet 1:16-19) evex9eiaav <ri>v am ®  ovxeq ev xcp aytcp

opei. Kai exo|xev pepaioxepov xov 
7tpocpt|xiKov Xoyov

The Diatessaron (24:2-18) also preserves the story of the Transfiguration.114 It follows 

Matthew's account most closely, calling the cloud "bright", claiming Jesus' face shone, 

adding the detail o f the disciples falling on their faces, and the command to arise. Some 

elements are also added from Mark, such as the description of the garments as being so 

white that they could not be of earthly manufacture; and also from Luke is the comment that 

the disciples were heavy with sleep and the appearance of Christ is described as 'his glory'.

The Transfiguration story (Mt 17:1-9; Mk 9:2-10; Lk 9:28-36; 2 Pet 1:16-19) 

demonstrates how divine visitation can transform the participant's clothing into gleaming 

robes. The story of the transfiguration is in essence an ascent vision. Christ leads his 

disciples up to a mountain, perhaps the most ancient method of trying to gain contact with 

the divine;115 they pray together, he is transformed into an angelic-type state and converses 

with angelic or divine figures and a voice confirms his divine status.116 As Matthew Sim has

114 According to the English translation (by H. W. Hogg in ANF X) o f  the Arabic version o f  this lost Syriac text.
115 Cf. Smith, "Ascent to the Heavens", in idem, idem, Studies in the Cult ofYahweh II (1st publ. Eranos 50 
[1981] 403-29; ed. Cohen, Shaye J.D.; Leiden: Brill, 1996) 48-9; idem, "The Origin and History o f  the 
Transfiguration Story" Union Seminary Quarterly Review 36 (1980) 39-44; J. Fossum, "Ascensio, 
Metamorphosis: The 'Transfiguration' of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels", in idem, The Image o f  the I nvisible 
God 12-6.
116 Smith, "The Origin and History of The Transfiguration Story" in Smith, Studies II 84 -5, claims that the 
voice was an element o f  the story that was pre-Markan, yet it was a Christian addition to a story that is 
essentially similar in many different types o f  literature, the magical spell that is broken when one o f  the 
participants says something untoward; as this type o f literature does not usually include a voice from heaven 
Smith concludes that this voice is an interpolation by some theologian that enabled a statement to be made 
concerning Christ's supremacy over the Law and the Prophets. I would disagree. For in the version o f the story 
in 2 Pet l:16ff the voice from heaven seems to play an important role in confirming the status o f Christ. Whilst 
Smith sees the key to understanding the episode as being the moment when Peter spoke and broke the spell -
which therefore identifies the episode as being a re-enactment o f a common magical literary motif - 1 think, 
instead, that the central element that defines the nature of  the episode is the transformation o f  Jesus, which 
marks him out as someone who has achieved the goal o f ascent vision, becoming angelic/divine/immortal. 
Moreover it seems that the yoice is a literary motif associated with ascent visions. In the Apocalypse ofSem  in 
the Cologne Mani Codex, the climax o f  his ascent Sem recounts (in an episode with obvious similarities 
between the appearance o f the angel and that of Christ during the Transfiguration):

The doors were opened silently and the clouds were divided by the wind. I saw a glorious throne 
room coming down from the topmost height and a very great angel standing there. The appearance 
o f his face's form was very beautiful and youthful, more than the shinning brightness [of the sun],
and even than [lightning]. Like the light o f the sun... (....2 lines....) (57) o f  many colours (like ?) a 
crown woven from spring flowers. And then my facial expression altered so that I fell to the 
ground; the bones o f my back were shaken violently and my feet did not stay firm on their joints. A 
voice inclined towards me, and calling from the throne room and coming to me it took my right hand
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noted it is the fact that Christ's garments are described as gleaming like the sun, or brighter 

than any fuller could reproduce, that indicates that he has entered some kind of angelic 

state.117 Sim likewise connects the bright garments of Christ during the resurrection with the 

appearance of the angel at the tomb in Mt 28:2-3 (who is described as having the appearance 

of lightning and a garment of snow) and the fact that the righteous are also described in 

Matthew (13:43) as shining like the sun when in their resurrected state. Thus the righteous
1 1 Q

are clothed in the same garb as the angels. Nonetheless it is clear that few, if any, early 

Christian commentators saw this passage as referring to an angelic transformation of Christ. 

As John McGuckin has pointed out, the Patristic discussion of this event is distinguished by 

its ignorance both of the apocalyptic background of its symbolism and also of the continuing 

use of such symbolism in rabbinic Judaism.119 Yet the original symbolism of this story is 

clear.

It seems that the main literary and symbolic background to the transfiguration story is not 

Hellenistic magical practices (as claimed by Morton Smith),120 nor as claimed in most of the 

Patristic literature is it to do with a theology of light and the spiritual transformation of the 

visionaries; rather the ascent of Mt Sinai by Moses (Exod 34:29-35) is the background to the 

Transfiguration.121 Yet the imagery is not exactly the same as that found in Moses' ascent; it 

has been expanded, for instance with additon of the gleaming white garments (Mk & Lk).122 

Thus the Moses traditions dealt with above (§4.1) must have influenced the Gospels'

and made me stand. It puffed the breath o f life into my face and effected the increase o f my power 
and glory, (my italics CMC 55-58 trans. Lieu & Lieu [forthcoming, see bibliography]).

Likewise Mani was given encouragement and support on different occasions by the disembodied voice o f the 
Syzygos (CMC 13). The voice is thus probably an original part o f the Transfiguration story, not an addition, 
and the literary background is in ascent visions, not magical practices.

Sim, Apocalyptic Eschatology in The Gospel o f  Matthew (Cambridge, New York, Oakleigh: CUP, 1996) 
142-4. In Job 25:5 it is denied that the stars, which Rofe (xnpoi o ’3Nboa rmoxn [The Belief in Angels in the
Bible and Early Israel', Jerusalem: Makor, 1979] 101-107) says are identified as angels, can light up in the
presence o f the Lord, indicating how central this idea was to notions o f  divinity and the religious tradition that
underlies the O.T.118Sim, Apocalyptic Eschatology 142-4.

J.A. McGuckin, "The Patristic Exegesis ofthe Transfiguration", in Studia Patristica XVIII, 1 [Papers o f
the 1983 Oxford Patristics Conference] (1989) 336.

Morton Smith, Clement o f  Alexandria and a Secret Gospel o f  Mark (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard Univ. Press,
1973) 238f, 243f; idem, Jesus The Magician (London: Gollancz, 1978) 120-22, 161-62; see also n l 15; see also
E. Lohmeyer, "Die Verklarung Jesu nach dem Markusevangelium", ZN W 2\ (1922) 203-08; although by 1937 
his opinion had shifted to seeing a background in Jewish literature describing the transformation o f the 
righteous at the eschaton: cf. idem, Das Evangelium nach Markus (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1937)
174.

Fossum, "Ascensio, Metamorphosis"; J. Marcus, The Way o f  the Lord  (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 
1992) 80-93 commenting upon Mk 9:2-8.

See Fossum, "Ascension, Metamorphosis" 77-8, 84-5.
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descriptions of the transformation of Jesus. Indeed in this incident Jesus, like Moses, is, in 

some manner, being enthroned as a heavenly king.123

The Transfiguration is also found in the New Testament Apocrypha. For instance it is 

found in the Acts o f  John. This text seems to have been written around 200 CE, and it has 

been argued that it contains much older traditions, the Transfiguration episode in 

particular.124 The Acts represents another, although related, exegetical approach to the 

relationship between Exodus 34 and the Transfiguration. In this text it seems that Moses1 

place is taken by John (who sees Moses1 hindquarters), and God's place is taken by Jesus.
1 V

Thus as Fossum points out Jesus seems to be identified here with the divine Glory. The 

transfiguration is also found in the Acts o f Peter and Acts o f Thomas. Cartlidge has made the 

telling point that in all three of these versions of the Transfiguration (the Acts o f John, Peter 

and Thomas) there is a focus upon the polymorphous nature of Christ, moreover in the Acts 

of Thomas this is linked to his spiritual 'twinship' with Judas Thomas.

4.8 The Description of The Emperor Constantine by 
Eusebius
In Eusebius' Life o f  Constantine the emperor is described in heavenly or angelic language. 

When Constantine enters the council hall at Nicaea: "All rose at a signal, which announced 

the Emperor's entrance; and he finally walked along between them, like some heavenly angel 

of God, his bright mantle shedding lustre like beams of light, shining with the fiery radiance 

of a purple robe, and decorated with dazzling brilliance of gold and precious stones".127 

Eusebius is here clearly using the same type of language as that used o f individuals 

transformed into angels, although here it is certain that the language is purely symbolic.

123 r tH. Riesenfeld, Jesus Transfigure (Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1947).
124 Jarl Fossum, "Partes Posteriores Dei", 95.
125

Fossum, "Partes Posteriores Dei" 104-107, although his attempt to connect the white feet o f  Christ in the 
Acts o f  John description of the Transfiguration with the Glory is weak; instead the fact that Christ's feet are 
white should be related to the description o f the great angel's feet in Joseph and Aseneth 14:9 and the 
Apocalypse ofZephaniah 6:12.

See David R. Cartlidge, "Transfigurations of Metamorphosis Traditions in the Acts o f  John, Thomas and 
Peter", in Dennis R. MacDonald, Semeia 38, The Apocryphal Acts o f  the Apostles (1986) 53-66.

Trans, in Averil Cameron and Stuart G. Hall, Eusebius, Life o f  Constantine (Oxford: OUP, 1999); riavTcov 8' e^avac 
eiti owBfpcxTi, o Tf]v paaiXiax; eiaoSov eSriXou, aincx; 5f) Xoircov 8iE|3aive neaoq ota 0eou -ciq oupavioq ayyzko> 
taxn-itpav nev axrjtep cpottcx; ^apnapuyaiq e^aoxp&Traov 7tepipoA,f|v, aXot)pYi5o<; 8e jropco7tot<; K aT a^o^7i6(i£voq a i  
Xpwoij t e  K a i  X.l0<»v TtoXuTeXxov Siauyeov (peyyeoi kooh.o\>hevo<;, Vita Constantini III. 10.3.
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Moreover up to this point he has lost no opportunity to equate Constantine with Moses, with 

whom, as we have seen, much of the imagery of transformation began.128

This text represents a watershed. It is the point at which the language used to describe 

angels and those humans lucky enough to join their company moves out of the recesses of 

mystical or ascetic circles and becomes available for all to use as descriptive language to 

describe a noble person. Here the imagery that could be associated with any emperor, the
* 129purple robe, the jewels, is fused with the imagery of angelic transformation. We do not 

find this use of angelic-transformation language in Lactantius1 writings on Constantine, 

which is not surprising considering his focus upon political events rather than individuals. 

The writer of Joseph and Aseneth came close but the language in that text is too ambiguous; 

it seems deliberately to want to leave the impression that the conversion of Aseneth 

somehow effected an actual physical transformation, leaving her, an unclean Egyptian, 

suitable as a marriage partner for Joseph, who seems to be not only a clean-living Jew, but a 

heavenly, angelic figure of some kind also. Furthermore Eusebius combines the imagery 

derived from the angelic transformation texts (which as we shall see was also preserved in 

fourth-century Christian ascetic literature) with imagery more traditional to Graeco-Roman 

pagan literature. For in the next sentence he declares that the disposition of Constantine's 

soul was indicated at this moment by his physical attributes: "as for his soul, he was clearly 

adorned with fear and reverence for God: this was shown by his eyes, which were cast down, 

the blush on his face, his gait, and the rest of his appearance, his height, which surpassed all 

those around him".130 This type of description was common to literature of a non-Christian 

origin and grew out of a widespread belief in Graeco-Roman antiquity that a person's 

physical appearance, their physiognomy, was a window of their inner qualities.131

128 See, e.g. Vita Constantini 1.20; cf. the numerous references to Constantine being patterned on Moses in the 
Index to Cameron and Hall's translation and commentary (p.387); see also A. Cameron Christianity and the 
Rhetoric o f Empire (Berkeley & London: Univ. o f  California Press,
1991)55.
129 /-v

On the Augustus theology behind Eusebius' description o f Constantine see the classic work o f Erik Peterson, 
Der Monotheismus als politisches Problem; ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der politischen Theologie im Imperium 
romanum (Leipzig: Hegner, 1935).

Tfiv 8e yuxriv 0eoO (po(kp Kai euA.a|tei<jc SflXo  ̂ fjv K£KaA.A.co7tionevo<;. vjcecpaivov 8e Kai xaajt' 
CKpGafyioi k&tcd veuovxeq, epuGruxa Jipoacbnou, jtepimxou Kivriaiq, to  t  aXXo eT8o<;, to  neyeOcx; 
te ujtepPa^Xov nev raix; a ĉp' avxov anaviaq , Vita Constantini III. 10.4; cf. 1.19.

A. M. Armstrong, "The Methods o f  the Greek Physiognomists", Greece and Rome, 5 (1958) 52-6. See also
the collection o f primary sources dealing with this in R. Foerster, Scriptores physiognomici Graeci et Latini, I
& II (Leipzig: Teubner, 1893).
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Eusebius took the language used of the chief angelic figure, the viceroy, and described 

Constantine in symbolic terms derived from this Jewish tradition. Thus Constantine became 

the viceroy of God, charged to watch over the earthly Christian kingdom, which mirrored 

that above.

This was a natural part of Eusebius’ picture of the Christian existence. Eusebius' 

Christianity was focused both upon heaven and earth and aimed to link the two. Symmetry 

between heaven and earth could be seen in the coming of the first Christian Roman emperor. 

Christian society was no longer an underground part o f a wider pagan society; it had 

overwhelmed the Roman Empire and made it its own. This sudden linkage of Roman 

political identity with Christian identity placed Christians outside the borders of the empire 

in a difficult situation.133 The Emperor was thus also a bishop, and like the bishops134 he 

would be compared to God's heavenly servants, the angels. Eusebius was not simply 

imposing his view of events; Constantine also seems to have seen his earthly reign as 

intimately connected with heaven and its approval. The clearest expression o f this heavenly 

focus can be found on coins and statues from after 324 which depict Constantine gazing 

towards heaven; this heavenly orientation was used by Eusebius as further support for his 

idea of the Christian empire.

4.9 Manichaean traditions regarding the transformation of  

humans into angels

132
See Rafaelle Farina, L'empero e I'imperatore cristiano in Eusebio di Cesarea (Zurich: Pas Verlag, 1966). 
See S.P. Brock, "Christians in the Sassanian Empire: A case o f divided loyalties", in Stuart Mews (ed.) 

Religion and National Identity. Papers read at the Nineteenth Summer Meeting and the Twentieth Winter 
Meeting o f  the Ecclesiastical Society (Oxford: Blackwell, 1982).

Eusebius, H.E. 7.30.11; see also Pseudo-Dionysius, De caelesti hierarchia 12, Iff. This identification is also 
linked to the tradition which saw the angels o f the churches o f  Revelation as bishops, see Epiphanius, Panarion
25,3.
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Angels played a prominent role in Manichaean spirituality. In fact it is only in Manichaean 

texts that we can find explicit calls to the worship of angels.135 Moreover Mani was brought 

up under the protection of his special angel, his syzygos, and also other angels of holiness.136

Furthermore the transformation of righteous human beings into angels is a central,

recurring theme throughout Manichaean literature. In the Cologne Mani Codex (CMC) the

transformation of two ancient patriarchs into angels is described.137 The choice of patriarchs

such as Adam and Seth demonstrates well the marginal status which Manichaeaism occupied

in relation to Judaism. These two are figures about whom little is said in the Bible and who

are not claimed as prophets. Moreover the use of these two is in marked contrast to the more

normal Manichaean avoidance of or clear hostility to the figures of the Bible. The character

of Manichaeism as a religion which held the Biblical narrative in esteem but wished to

interpret it differently from the way it had previously been interpreted by the Jews is evident

in the way that it used the likes of Adam and Seth. Whilst the apocalypses in the CMC may

not have had an origin in pseudepigraphical texts the use made of non-prophetic biblical

patriarchs in this document betrays the commonality of approach of both the CMC and the
118non-Manichaean pseudepigrapha.

In the Coptic Medinet Madi texts, especially the Psalm Book,139 a process of ascent and 

transformation of the righteous after death into angels is described. The righteous receive

135 T. Kellis ("The Prayer of the Emanations") 15-17 (navxaq ayyeXovq), 23-25 (<t>cox<£>ivo\x; ayyeXouq), 59-
60 (pEyaXoix; <|>coaxnpa<;, the sun and the moon and the powers within them), 70-72 ((XEycda t c e v te  <t>dka8i, -  
"five great lights" who create the universe), 77-78 (itavxaq
ayyiXovc), 85-86 (<fxiyc<£>ivo\x; ayyeXoix;), in R.G. Jenkins, "The Prayer o f  the Emanations in Greek from 
Kellis", in LeMuseon  108 (1995)251.

CMC 3 ,4 ,1 1  (<txoreivc6v dyyeXcov), 12 (ayvoxaxcov ayyeM>\)-, al-Nadim, Fihrist 9.1 (Bayard Dodge (ed. & 
trans.) The Fihrist o f  al-Nadim II (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1970) 774; on the Syzygos as an angel cf 
§3.2.4, n207.

The Apocalypse o f  Adam (CMC 50): o ’ A8ap Kai yeyovEv mepxepoq itapa naaaq xaq Suvdpeic;
K ai xotx ; ayyekoxyq xrjq KxioEax;; The Apocalypse o f  Seth (CMC 51): viKa xouxcov fiKpoacd(ir|v, e%dpr|
Rou f) K ap 8 i a  K a i  p e x ex p d jrri t |  (j)p6 vr|cri<; K a i  e y e v o p r iv  rix; ei<; xcov p e y ia x c o v  ayyeX cov.

Recently John Reeves has mounted an attack upon the view that the CMC apocalypses were copied from 
Jewish peudepigrapha, arguing instead that they were independent Manichaean compositions. These texts do, 
however, stand apart from the rest of  Manichaean literature, and Reeves' argument is not wholly convincing, in 
particular his claim for a "pronounced gnostic flavour"; see Reeves, Heralds 210, yet he does admit (210) that 
these apocalypses "exhibit in most cases remarkable affinities with the extant corpora o f  exegetical and 
legendary materials surrounding these figures in Jewish, Christian, and Muslim literature." Reeves' starting 
point is the article by Ithamar Gruenwald, "Manichaeism and Judaism in Light o f  the Cologne Mani Codex", 
ZPE 50 (1983) 29-45, which linked the CMC apocalypses with the Jewish Pseudepigrapha.

Only the second part o f which is currently in a published form (C.R.C. Allberry [ed.] A Manichaean Psalm- 
Book II [W. Kohlhammer: Stuttgart, 1938] [=Psalm-Book])\ the first, extremely fragmentary, section is 
currently being edited by Gregor Wurst, see his article "A Dialogue between the Saviour and the Soul
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angelic garments and other symbols of angelic status. At the moment of death the righteous 

amongst the Manichaeans could expect to ascend, like Mani, to the heavens. Their bodies 

would be 'clothed', the doors of the judgement hall would prove no obstacle,140 and the judge 

would set upon them a garland of glory, give them a prize of glory and clothe them in a robe 

of light. They are then taken to the city of the gods and angels. Being clothed in light means 

that the old garment of change and decay has been left behind; immortality results from the 

wearing of the immortal robe. This garment theology is a combination of Judaeo-Christian 

ideas about garments and identity and Graeco-Roman pagan ideas. For whilst the Judaeo- 

Christian literature may have talked of gaining garments, pagan 'scripture', such as the 

Chaldaean Oracles, focused upon being stripped of the garment which weighed down the 

soul.141 Thus in the Manichaean texts the worshipper not only gains an immortal garment, he 

also loses his earthly garment.

MnyxH] NMTTHye ^y o y eN  j>ht jmtnnajktin Fi 
m .c]am ip MNneqeiNe NoyxiNe eTo'i Ne^y
<\.IKU)1 N G B C U ) JU C N nK Jk£ ■ T M N T £ V X O  N N tp U ) N 6  6  
T tyo jo n  N 6 MHI • TCTOAH NVTMOy A.iTeec AJCUJI

The gates] of the skies have opened before me through the rays of my]
Saviour and his glorious likeness of Light.
I have left] the garment (enthebso) upon the earth, the senility of 
diseases that was with me; the immortal robe (stole) I have put upon

142me.

NTApiCOJTM A.n£pA.y Ftm.CU)THf  ̂oy6<\.M A.cp<J>o 
pe nna.m [e] xoc THpoy • N eyciTeey eTc.\<pe x i  
NA.pcoy_ NeyptDoy AioyA.6noy A.ina)T qjATTXKpiTHC 
itkaam Hne^y xqTeeq a~x:u)T • nsp^BeioN Rndpo 
A q T ee q  a t o o t  • <\q<5ta\.e mmai n t c t o x h  
MnoyXiNe Aqjace mhxi xxfiNxxxxe THpoy 
tpetpe e'lTxixe q>A.nxiu)T neTJUdpo NCMeq £N 
T1K̂ 2 MTTKeKe O) nA.NA.6 Npp5 KllOOpe MMA.I 
A.TnoAic NNNoyTe NArrexoc

(Manichaean Psalm Book, Part 1, no.36)", Bulletin de la Societe d'Archeologie Copte 35 (1996) 149-160. On 
the ascent texts, see S.G. Richter, Die Aufstiegspsalmen des Herakleides: Untersuchungen zum Seelenaufstieg 
und zur Seelenmesse bei den Manichaem (Wiesbaden: Reichert, 1997). Richter examines ten o f  the 
Heracleides pslams (97.14-110.16); he concludes that they were texts used during masses for the Manichaean 
dead; see also his Exegetisch-literarkritische Untersuchungen von Herakleidespsalmen des koptisch- 
manichaischen Psalmenbuches (Altenberg: Oros, 1994).

In Egyptian texts discussing the afterlife it was necessary to know all the names o f  the various parts o f  the 
doors o f  the judgement hall o f Osiris in order to enter and receive judgement, for instance in the Book o f  the 
Dead (or Coming to Light by Day) chapter lxxv; see E.A.W. Budge, The Book o f  the Dead  (London: Routledge 
& K. Paul, 1969) lxxxii-lxxxiii. See also Kephalia 102.1.
141 See John M. Dillon, The Middle Platonists: A Study o f  Platonism, 80 B.C. to A.D. 220  (London: Duckworth,
1977) 392-6; also Edouard Des Places (ed. & trans.) Oracles Chaldaiques avec un choix de commentaires 
anciens (Paris: Belles Lettres, 1966).
142 Psalm-Book 81.6-9; cf. 203.3-25.
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When I heard the cry of the Saviour, a power clothed (phorein)
all my limbs; their bitter walls I
destroyed, their doors I broke down, I ran to my Judge.
The garland of glory he set upon my head, the prize (brabeion) of victory 
he set in my hand, he clothed me in the robe (stole) of light, 
he exalted me over all my enemies.
I rejoice as I ascend to my Father with whom I have conquered in 
the land of Darkness; O my great King, ferry me 
to the city of the Gods, the angels.143

It is made explicit that the righteous ascend immediately to the heavens and enjoy fellowship 

with the angels through their being clothed in light. The traditional belief, derived ultimately 

from Augustine, that only the elect, not the lesser of the two grades o f the Manichaean 

community, the hearers, will achieve immortality, seems to be denied here, where an 

emphasis is put upon the deeds of the individual, not his or her spiritual status upon earth.144 

Those that have done only good deeds need not fear the judge, for they will receive their just 

reward without the need to mount a defence.

MCpyXA-Y6 NNAIKA.IOC q>AytKXA.M AJCCDOy £NnoyA. 
i'Ne NCGTAixe ^NoyeAy Armce MNNArrexoc 
eqni>ne juuq oypeqpNA.Be ne  q?Aqei a ba a  £Noy£p 
Tie NceNxxq CA.?hTq AyceTe jhdc  <5a y n  buxun 
eqpqjey eN
MA.y<D£e hunoAoriA. ATcBe oyuxyBe ^Nm^ooye 
xxxx neTe oyNTeq jhdb eNANoyq HA.peqKA.2THq 
ANeq^BHye

The souls of the righteous (endikaios) are garlanded in the
Light and ascend in glory on high with the angels
But if he is a sinner he goes forth in fear
and is cast (?) headlong (?) into the fire, as a wicked and
unprofitable servant. They wait not for a defence, to teach how to
answer, on this day, but he that has a good deed, let him put his trust
in his deeds.145

143 Psalm Book 50.21-29, see also 84.14-20, 108.17-25, 136.13-53, 146.40-44, 213.17-22; and Hans Jakob 
Polotsky (hrsg.) Manichaische Homilien (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1934) (=Homilies) 6.20-21.
144 Kephafya 29 & 51. It has long been received wisdom that Augustine actually knew what he was talking 
about when he discussed Manichaean beliefs (as Kevin Coyle assumes when he discusses Manichaean 
soteriology in "Mani, Manicheism", in A.D. Fitzgerald OSA [ed.] Augustine Through the Ages: An 
Encyclopedia [Grand Rapids & Cambridge, UK: Eerdmans, 1999] 523. Yet Augustine was only a hearer, not a 
member o f the elect, and was moreover engaged in strong debate with his erstwhile colleagues. A soon to be 
submitted PhD thesis at Macquarie University (by Kevin Kaatz [the thesis was outlined in a paper entitled 
"What Did Augustine Really Know About Manichaean Cosmogony?" at the fifth Congresso Intemazionale di 
Studi sul Manicheismo September 3-6,2001 in Naples) aims to overturn this paradigm by demonstrating that 
Augustine's knowledge of Manichaean cosmogonical doctrine was actually quite limited; perhaps this was also 
the case with his knowledge o f Manichaean soteriological doctrine (cf. contra Faustum 5.10).
145 Psalm-Book 81.23-30.



Indeed the soul is not just stripped off, but (necessarily) destroyed by the demons; it then 

ascends without hindrance to be greeted and exalted.

[TTA]AIN AN nCHy NTOyClNei ABAA_ ATe<J>Ape TMOp<|)H
NoyxiNe ei a b a x  j>h t o y  NccApoy jc n  m iik c r c a it o y

A.iNe n .......... <pApe +Mop«|>H NoyxiNe jp p n o  npq?
He £R nAcm.cMoc_ h n  nec^pAK a b a x n [[t ]2.p t 6  n n  
Aa imc d n  e[TT]eKO fineqca>MA necei[N ]e ^ n  t c c ^ i 
k u )n  q>Ap[e n]£hT MnenxeKToc g t n m y  x b a a  neqcu>
[m]a  2̂ pXK A.p[A.q] MNNCtDC nxrTCXOC 6T6M[x ]^T6  H nspx
b io n  q>xqcxYTNe Neq NToyNeM NqcAK[. le q  a b a x  Ft 
riNoyN MneqcujMA. Nq<pxnq a ^o y n  n [x]cm .cM oc 
[m]n  TA.rA.nH qjApe T(pYXH eTMMey oyu>q>[T| N T ecpeq 
c a r re  eT e  +Mop<|>H Te RoyxiNe £N t o y n [o y ] Ae juuq 
[eT]eqjA[.............] qjAqxiDK NqAieYTe k a t a  n a  . .
[. .]NTe TI . . N£ [.......... ] TTH'l NT6 N6TAN£ HN NNOY
[Te] m n  NArrexfoc] m n  N AnocToxoc THpoy n n  n c c u t t t

[N]qja t t k x a m [. .] . . o y  • • NneAY £H ncoNg. qjAANH^e

Once again: at the time of their coming forth, the Light Form 
shall come forth before them; and she redeems them from the 
darkness to the light [...] This Light Form calms the person, with the 
kiss and her quiet, from fear of the demons who destroy his body. By 
her aspect and her image [the] heart of the elect one, who is come 
forth from his body shall be calm for [him]. Afterwards, the angel who 
holds the victory prize extends to him the right hand. And it draws 
him out of the abyss of his body, and accepts him in with a kiss 
and love. That soul shall make obeisance to its redeemer, who is this 
Light Form. And also, at the instant when ... he shall be perfected and
increased according to [..... ] in the household of the living ones, with
the gods and the angels and all the apostles and the chosen.
And he receives the crown [...] glory in the life for ever.146

The robe of light is also a robe of virginity. This serves to emphasise again the primacy of 

celibacy as the primary expression of asceticism in those groups (like Christians and 

Manichaeans) interested in the concept of the angelic afterlife.

jce a n a k  oyecAY eicamM e m n  . n a  . n b o .............
. .]............................en  firrACAie e ....................
. .]. e  NCTOAH NMTTApeeNOC
. . .]Mpa) HTTOYAINe AIMAN6 ApAC MApe TTA..........
<y]a>n 2pei a j j py n  • Mxpe N eKArrexoc + ...........
. .]. £Te TAP NTT . GB6N NTIKO.......... N T .............

for (?) I am a sheep wandering..........
...............my beauty (? ) ............
. . .  robe (stole) of the maidens (em parthenos).

146 Carl Schmidt (hrsg.) mit einem Beitrag von Hugo Ibscher, Kephalaia (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer Verlag,
1940) 41.11-25; trans. Iain Gardner, The Kephalaia o f  the Teacher: the edited Coptic Manichaean texts in 
translation with commentary (Leiden: Brill, 1995).
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. . .  haven o f  Light, I have moored in it: let m y ( ? ) . . .  
w elcom e m e in, let thy angels give . . . .  
f o r . . . .  o f  the . . .  o f  the world (kosm os?).141

The righteous one will be crowned148 by an 'angelic of Christ'. What this means is unclear; 

possibly it is a reference to some kind of angelic representative of Christ, or it could be 

understood as an adjective used as a substantive. I am unsure about the translation as 'angel 

band'.149 Although possible it is also speculative and unsupported by other examples.150

T A JT e A I K H  MTTXpC • A .O y e N  N H I C T e< J> A N O y MMAI 

T C A .[y ]£ C  N N A 6 T O C  • N T A .y  C T C IU K  M m j H T  A.MTTHye 

2.lD q  N IM  A IC A .y £ q  A £ O y N  • n e T ^ N T O O T  AJTA.<5<| A T N O y N C
e]q> T e  T £ e  N T xpine • e p e  ta-m oa^a. p sp p e  h m h n [6 
N eT oyA .B e pe<pe NeMHi x e  x ik ta i  a ta a p x m  a.n 
a ] ix i NA.2BCA.ye eT pA ^ e • N A [ c T ] o x A .y e  e T e  H A .y p n x [ < 5 e  
A j p e t p e  2 N n o y p e < p e  • A i o y p x T  ^ N n o y o y p x T
AIHTAN] ^NnOyMTAN XNANHge (pA.NIA.NH2e
o y ]eA .y  M N o y r* i[o ]  n [i h c  n p p o  N N ejo y A .B e  
M M N eJqcorm  eT o y A B e  [NNTjtpyxH n t m a .k a .pi a . [m
ii]A.piA. eeoN A .

O aggelike  o f  Christ, open to me, crown me. The assem bly o f  eagles, - 
they that draw m y heart to the skies. I have gathered everything in; 
that w hich is in m y hand I have fastened to the root. W hich is the w ay  
that I am to turn? M y lute becom es new daily. O holy  ones  
(netouabe), rejoice with me, for I have returned to m y beginning  
again. I have received m y washed clothes, m y robes (nasto le ) that 
grow not old. I have rejoiced in their joy , I have been glad in their
gladness. I have rested] in their rest from everlasting to everlasting.
Glory and honour to [Jesus, the King o f  the holy ones (netouabe), and] 
his holy (etouabe) Elect [and the] soul o f  the b lessed Mary, T heona.151

Psalm CCLXXV, Psalm Book 95.5-10.
148 On coronation as the reward for the righteous in the Dead Sea Scrolls see IQS 4:7-8 (=4Q 257 2 I) which 
says that the righteous will receive o>otny u n i  n n  m o  oy TDD "a crown o f  glory with a raiment o f  
splendour in eternal light".

See Jaroslave Cemy, A Coptic Etymological Dictionary (Cambridge: CUP, 1976) s.v. aggelos.
On the translation o f  aYYeA,iicr| in this passage see: Sarah Clackson, Erica Hunter, and Samuel N.C. Lieu, 

Dictionary o f  Manichaean texts (Tumhout: Brepols, 1998) s.v. dyy eX iK fi, here dyyeA.VKf| is translated as
"angel band (?)". There is no reference to the term in Crum, not to dyyeXiicri nor ayyeXoq. Cotter ("An English 
to Coptic Vocabulary" [unpublished MS, Port Macquarie, 1995]) contains no reference to the term. Prof. 
Samuel Lieu has suggested (personal communication, Aug. 1997) that it may have been translated from Syriac; 
that it may have been an attempt to represent the word 'izgada (derived from a Persian masculine noun: an 
ambassador, envoy, messenger). On the use of  the Greek adjective in Greek see Lampe, PGL s.v. dyyeXiKoq. 
There are no examples recorded there of the adjective being used in a substantive manner with the noun 
understood except in the case o f  the sect named oi ayyeXiKov. They received this name based upon their theory 
of creation by angels, or the claim to live angelic lives, or because o f  their origin in a place called Angeline
'beyond Mesopotamia'; see Epiphanius, Panarion 60.1; they were also called the dyy eX T x ai (cf. Lampe, 
ayyeXaKoq B. 10). See also the "archangelic of Moses", an archangelic hymn attributed to Moses, mentioned in
§4.1.
151 Psalm Book 155.5-15.
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Indeed, like the angels the righteous dead look forward to a afterlife marked by the constant 

offering up of praise to God.

oyR[oy]N[A<5 n ]£o o y  • Nee neqMei'Ne - oyNAd ne  a n  
.1 N6TOYA.Be THpOY eTHTT AnoyAINe 0 6

....................... ] ■ NgNCMOY NATCpiTOY ANAN £UHON
N6THTI [ATeJvpeiTe NOyAINe MApN+ NN£pHp6 M 
TIN ■■•[•■• .j
NdAM [N](j)Hpe MnpoBoxAye Mrno)T MNNeqoYAi 
Ne eTjirifxice] NArrexoc THpoy
MNNCUMOtpOpOC ■ NCTyxOC NXO>pe NCTOIxeiUJN MnoyAINe 
ce+eAy N6K xe  xneipe a kx iuk AKtFtTANNey THpoy 
£NTeK<3lN[ei]

There is a great day: great is its sign, great also
...............all the saints that are counted to the Light
glorify him and give him] praises without measure. We too 
that are counted to their race of Light, let us give our flowers to 
our (? ) .........
The Powers, the sons, the emanations of the Father and his
Lights on high, all the angels and the Omophori,
the strong Pillars, the Elements of the Light,
glorify thee, for thou hast acted, thou hast finished, thou hast given
rest to them all by thy coming (?).152

In the same way as Christians looked to Christ Manichaeans saw Mani as the trailblazer for 

the transformation of the righteous dead.

N t k  oyxno natmoy Rn^ooy mttima2cjjamt ■ n th  
oynpecBeyTHc AKeoye tnnayk (jjapan id fitta
-JCa km <se I'Noy ^Rn t x +x c  Riarre RnKoyNAq eN 
TTAqjNe ATT(J)R<pe RnBHMA 6TOYAB6 U) TTnAneAy
GoyeN N6N RnoytuTBe RRj>a (|>ic  RRnHye NKfMÂ e 
(JHTN AnoypAT NTKMNTppO (1) TTnAneAy
XRt w t  AoyaxpT RnMeiNe RTKKAoeApA enqjAN 
nAptpc Rn^ooye RnNA^Aine eTjnin Rnooy 
a) rmAneAy
TTeAy n c k  t t ma n ix a io c  nAneAy oyfipo Rn[e]n
B H N A  C T C M A M A A T  W  f m A n e A y  M R T C pyX H  N  
T M A K A piA  M A piA

Thou art a creature immortal on the day of this third; thou art 
an envoy (presbeutes)\ another has sent thee to us, O glorious one.
Wash us now therefore in the dew-drops of thy joy, for we 
are ordained to the service of the holy Bema, o glorious one.
Open to us the passage of the vaults of the skies and [walk 
before us to the joy of thy kingdom, O glorious one.

152 Psalm Book 12.18-27.
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We are wont to worship the sign of thy seat when thou 
spreadest it out on the day of the Filling of the Measure which is 
hidden today,
O glorious one.
Glory to thee, Mani, glorious one; victory to thy blessed 
Bema, O glorious one, and the soul of 
the blessed Mary.153

In the "Psalms of Heraclides" an important new addition is made to the gifts given to the 

righteous upon ascent -  wings.

. . . .  NGK6N] TOAAye MNNeKOyA£CA.[£Ne 

...................]• ■

...................... ]. A rrexoc a ij>a k c  n c k  £N . .

................... ]. m£HT NNtptipe NTe TTC . .

................... ]c a .t t  ei'priMeye MneKcexe

......................]. . M MTTeKCtDMA. GTTAIJU [t  . .

................... ]. . NNIKXA.M JUXTTAK NHI H[. .

................... ]. . . 20XUT KA.TA MA AIKAye [. .

.................... ]

................... ]q>nu>rr MNTeK^exnic c t o t [. .

................. ]. . Ai^xdMe. T^pHpe NT6 t  . . [. .

..................]

................. ]. . NT<5lN6l ABAX N̂FTCUJMA. . .[.

................. ]. . . MMHNe . . T€ ToyqjH . . .

..................] 

.................... ]

...................... ]na.tn2. e'KSA.qn' x e  1tia.[.

.................... ]

...................... ].................x e  N6ixi cbo) oyAeeT

..................] n  Aqxvc Mncxie eTTBTABT nn

................ ]• •

......................]. MMAK p£MAT NHI +NOy MTII£

......................]. . . MMA.I MFIKAt ' NTC<|>A.ipA. [. .

.......................] _

.]. . . x e  XEXX MMAI MTTWHipe 6TCA(pe NNAA.IM[u)N 
jc]e NoycA.qrr TA.<5iNnurr Nceqrrxprp m N o y c  
T^e eTA.qq>nu)n nhi .XNNUMpn mxi neKA.noc[TO 
XOC JCO»pH 2<VK A.p<M + NHI TTtJIAMT N£MA.T NT[6 
noyAiNe
ndpo n g k  nxpeqcu)Te t t b o h o o c  NMtpyxAye MA.pi 
pnfinqjA. [maj fineKdpo a n a k  TcpyxH finxoyci
A.N6 T(|)[yXH M]MA.piA.

thy commandments and thy injunctions

angels, I armed thee in it (fern.) in

153 Psalm 500*41.18-29; see also 50.15-29.
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my (?) heart the sons of the 
. . as I remembered thy word (?).
. thy honoured body (peksdma) 
these garlands, I got thee for myself 
. .  myself from place to place, I set them

promise and thy hope which 
. I caused it (?) to fade, the flower o f . . .

.............the departing from the body (pesoma)

.............daily . . .  the night. . . .

I. 17 fragmentary
........ my (?) wings, as I see that I shall (?)

..........for I was learning of my own accord
to despise the fabricated beauty of the

thee, give me now this . . .
. me the wheel of the sphere (c<|>aipa)

. . .  forth from me the bitter crowd of the demons,
that they hinder not my course and confuse not my mind (vo\j<;).
as thy apostle promised me from the first,
do thou nod (?) to me, give me the three gifts of
Light.
Victory to thee, my Saviour, the helper (Por|06<;) o f souls. Let me 
be counted worthy [to receive] thy victory. I, the soul of Plousiane, 
the soul of Mary. 54

Whilst the depiction of St Matthew in heaven may be the first iconographic depiction of a 

winged angel, here we have the first literary depiction of wings as a sign of the angelic status 

of the righteous dead, a reference which predates the representation of St Matthew by maybe 

as much as a century.155

Summary: The symbols of transformation
From the late Second Temple Period through to the early Christian period there clearly 

existed an ideology connected with the transformation of human beings into angels. This 

ideology had biblical origins, particularly in the figures of Adam, Moses and Enoch, and 

came to be connected with certain symbols and behaviours.

Psalm Book 98.2-32; also 100.24-33; 222.9-17; cf. also 155.6.
155 If we date the composition o f  the Psalm-Book to the late third century, Alberrry, Manichean Psalm-Book II, 
xx, dated the corpus as a whole to ± 340, suggesting that the composite elements must have been composed 
sometime before.
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The symbols of angelic transformation were ultimately derived from the symbols 

associated with Moses' meeting with God on Sinai, but the biblical account was expanded 

upon. The symbols of transformation came to be fixed around such motifs as the shining 

face or robes of light. Moses' transformation was the origin of the motif of the shining face, 

and the story of Adam and Eve's fall from grace was the origin of the idea of robes of light 

being a marker of heavenly status. The motif of the robes of light is most clearly put to use 

in the Coptic Manichaean texts, where it assumes great importance as a marker of the 

transformation of the individual to an angelic existence.

Yet the symbols of transformation, interesting and necessary markers of the process as 

they are, are meaningless without the techniques for achieving the transformation; the texts 

we have looked at in this chapter have often been focused not just upon transformation, but 

also upon the methods for achieving that transformation. Sexual behaviour was central to 

the notion of angelic transformation. Adam and Eve's fall from grace was explained as the 

origin of sex and procreation; Enoch's legend was closely connected with the sexual 

misdemeanours of the fallen Watchers, who as heavenly beings made themselves impure 

through their dalliance with human women; the story of Joseph and Aseneth also focused 

upon sexual behaviour: in effect it provided a means to legitimise the sexual union of the two 

through the conversion of Aseneth, and thus demonstrated that their union was not 

analogous to the union of the Watchers and the human women. We shall see in the next 

chapter that sexual behaviour also played a central role in all Christian ascetic practices.

This emphasis upon sex is essentially a Christian phenomenon, for although other non- 

Christian ascetic streams of thought also aimed for renunciation of various aspects of 

everyday life, they did not share the Christian focus upon sex as the primary part of human 

behaviour to be rejected. The Christian focus upon sex is based upon the understanding of 

the Christian life as one lived in anticipation of the afterlife state, or of actually enjoying that 

afterlife state here on earth, an afterlife state which was angelic.

Again the importance of the chief angelic figure must be noted. The literary examples 

available were examples of beings who were taken into a close relationship with God.

Beings like Moses, Enoch, John the Baptist (as the incarnation of the returning archangelic 

figure), Adam, Jacob, Christ, and the patriarchs in the CMC were all major figures, not
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ordinary people transformed into ordinary angels, but extraordinary people transformed into 

extraordinary heavenly beings. Thus when the transformation of all the righteous dead into 

angels came to be accepted as normal in the afterlife (as in Manichaeaism or the Gospel texts 

discussing the angelic afterlife), then the symbols used were largely drawn from the 

descriptions of the appearance or creation of chief angelic figures.



The Christian Ascetic Emulation of Angels

It is striking to anyone researching the field of angelology that in the first centuries of the 

common era, Christian ascetics were regarded as living an angelic life, a phenomenon

normally described today as the aggelikos bios.1 In this chapter, we will examine the 

aggelikos bios and show how it was more than a metaphor, that it was essential to the 

angelology of this period, and at the heart of the Christian ascetic life. It was an existence 

characterised by an emphasis upon the one aspect of angelic nature explicitly discussed in 

the Gospels -  celibacy; and was based upon the assumption that the afterlife was angelic. It 

originated in a Semitic and Jewish-Christian environment and may well have also been at 

one time connected with an angelic interpretation of the nature of Christ.

5.1 The background to early Christian asceticism
Asceticism, the conscious denial of bodily needs in an attempt to reach a higher state of 

spiritual consciousness, is a feature common to many religious traditions -  for instance 

Hinduism, Islam, or shamanic practices; indeed one could also mention Buddhism and 

Jainism, which are fundamentally ascetic religions. Greek and Roman writers were well 

aware of the existence of ascetic philosophical movements outside the Empire; the Indian 

'gymnosophists' were particularly famous.2

5.1.1 Graeco-Roman asceticism
We can also see ascetic values in Graeco-Roman society. For instance Stoicism (which 

became popular during the early Imperial period among the Roman upper classes in

1 Although this term was only used (to my knowledge, based upon a search o f  the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae 
E [Packard Humanities Institute; CDROM, 2000]) on four occasions in antiquity: Pseudo-Macarius, Epistula
Magna (W. Jaeger [ed.] Two rediscovered works o f  ancient Christian-literature: Gregory o f  Nyssa and 
Macarius [Leiden: Brill, 1954] 260.3 & John Chrysostom, In ingressum sanctorum jejuniorum  (spurious) PG  
62,727.40; Catecheses ad illluminandos 1-8 (A. Wenger [ed.] Jean Chrysostome. Huit catecheses baptismales 
[2nd edn. SC  50; Paris: Cerf, 1970]) 8.4.3. and in the Vita o f Melania (D. Gorce, Vie de Sainte Melanie: texte 
grec [SC 90; Paris: Cerf, 1962]) prol. 5. See K. Suso Frank, ATTEAIKOEBIOIL. Begriffsanalytische und 
begriffsgeschichtliche untersuchungzum "engelgleichen leben" im friihen Monchtum (Munster: 
Aschendorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1964) 13-14 for a listing o f  occurances o f  the terms suggestive o f the 
angelic life -  not including the reference to Pseudo-Macarius above nor the reference to Chrysostom, In 
ingressum sanctorum jejuniorum. Frank includes other references which seem to suggest an angelic or 
heavenly existence but which do not use the term ayyeXiKoi; pvoq.

See Clement o f Alexandria, Strom. VI.iv.38.2ff (yvnvoao<|>ioTa<;); Philostratus' tale o f the life o f the miracle- 
worker Apollonius o f  Tyana underlines the importance o f the time he spent with Indian holy men; see Vita 
Apollonii III.
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particular)^ emphasised moderation and the control of the emotions. This control of 

emotions has come to be regarded as a classic value of the governing classes of the Empire, 

both Greek and Roman A  Likewise in Greek thought a strong tradition of asceticism existed 

which was manifested mainly in the form of Pythagoreanism.5

Moreover, it seems to have been the case that in the second century of the Common Era 

ascetic practices were on the increase within pagan Graeco-Roman society.^ Indeed although 

Romans showed a distinct distrust of asceticism when it was presumed to be for the purpose 

of self-promotion, ideal asceticism, the true denial of bodily weaknesses, was held in some 

esteem. There was a clear division in Roman thought, seen for instance in Celsus' criticism

of Jesus, between the genuine philosophical ascetic and the goes or magician.?

5.1.2 Jew ish asceticism
In Judaism, we can also see a mixed attitude to asceticism. On the one hand, it is true to say 

that mainstream rabbinic Judaism appears not very ascetic at all. Certainly, the term 

'asceticism' was not a technical definition for a particular type of religious practice, although 

the verb askein and its noun is used in the Septuagint in reference to observance of the 

Sabbath and the Law.8 However, the Judaism of the pre-rabbinic era, o f the time of Christ,

3 Cf. J.H.W.G. Liebeschuetz, Continuity and Change in Roman Religion (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1st pbl. 
1979; 1996) esp. chaps. 3 & 4.
 ̂Possibly the most famous example is that o f Galen's father who used to deride those who lost their tempers 

and struck servants in the teeth in the heat o f  the moment -  the point being that this lack o f  decorum was 
something very un-Roman; instead they should wait, reflect upon the incident and allow themselves to cool 
down and then go at the poor slave with a whip or stick; see Robin Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians in the 
Mediterranean World from the second century AD to the conversion o f  Constantine (London, New York, 
Ringwood, Toronto, Auckland: Penguin, 1988) 65 & Peter R.L. Brown, The Body and Society: Men, Women 
and Sexual Renunciation in Early Christianity (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1988) 12 (discussing De 
cognoscendis animi morbis 1.4) for two different approaches to this passage.

See Iamblichus, D e vita Pythagorica liber (ed. L.Deubner [1937]; rev. U. Klein; Stuttgart: Teubner, 1975), 
available also in the English translation of Gillian Clark, Iamblichus: On the Pythagorean Life (Liverpool: 
Liverpool Univ. Press, 1989); cf. also Jonathan Barnes, The Presocratic Philosophers (2 vols.; London: RKP,
1979); Garth Fowden, "The Pagan Holy Man in late antique society", JHS 102 (1982) 33-59.
® Lucian sneered at the popular religion o f  the day, for instance the exhibitionist suicide o f Peregrinus the 
Cynic, which was an attempt to release his soul from the limiting bonds o f  the body. He did, however, seem to 
approve o f some ascetic philosophers o f his day, men such as Demonax and Nigrinus, on the grounds that they 
were not self-promoters like Peregrinus; cf. James A. Francis, Subversive Virtue: Asceticism and Authority in 
the Second Century Roman World (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995) 76.
 ̂For Celsus' view o f  Christ as a goes see Francis, Subversive Virtue 138-9.

Ac t keiv in 4 Macc 13:22 LXX and aaKTicnq in 2 Macc 15:4 LXX. The word thus seems to have been used in 
its meaning 'to strive', without any more specific technical designation.
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the Second Temple and the period immediately following its destruction, was not the 

normative rabbinic Judaism we know today. It encompassed many heterodox groups, such

as the Essenes or the Therapeutae,^ who were characterised by their ascetic practices.

Indeed the growth of ascetic practices in Second Temple era Judaism was connected to this 

diversity. Most of the groups now described as sectarian seem to have been in revolt against 

the Temple authorities. Thus, they attempted to recreate a state of purity that they felt the 

temple priesthood had lost. The temple, where God was present, was compared to heaven. 

As the earthly temple became less accessible to these sectarian groups they came to focus 

more upon the heavenly temple. Often we can see in the Pseudepigrapha a view of the 

temple as heaven and the priests as angels. Priestly purity became seen as synonymous with 

angelic purity. These sectarian groups helped to democratise the notion o f purity, wishing to 

extend it, like some of the prophets, to the whole of the nation of Israel. Of all these groups, 

it was the more moderate Pharisees who survived the destruction of the temple and 

flourished. The more radical notions held by groups such as the Essenes survived in part in 

the legacy they imparted to the early Christian idea of the angelic life, although Christianity 

added elements to it that made it distinctly Christian, as we shall see below. Nevertheless it 

is this notion that the good Jew should maintain priestly purity (synonymous with angelic 

purity) that was the origin both of the increase in the importance o f ascetic practices in late 

Second Temple Judaism and the tendency to see asceticism in terms of emulation of angelic 

behaviour.

Certainly there had been some Jewish ascetic practices from the earliest period. In the 

early Christian era, the Jewish idea of the nazir -  he who is consecrated to the Lord and 

adopts various ascetic practices -  still held some importance. The rules for one wishing to 

"separate" (*inn!7 hence the noun m i)  himself unto the Lord are set out in Numbers 6:1-22; 

they mandate that the nazir should abstain from wine and strong drink (indeed from any 

product derived from grapes), he shall not cut his hair, nor come near any dead body. From 

Scripture we have the examples of the nazirite figures Samson and Samuel (who was 

dedicated to God and not allowed to cut his hair (1 Sam 1:11), and in Ben Sira 46:13 is 

called a nazirite o f the Lord); and also a group named the nazirites found in Amos 2,

 ̂Josephus distils the different sects o f Judaism into three main groups: Sadduccees, Pharisees and Essenes (cf.
Antiq. 13.5.9; 18.1.2; Vita 2; Bell. 2.8.2), but this is clearly an attempt to categorise a large number o f different
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mentioned alongside the prophets (12:11-12). At the dawn of the Christian era John the

Baptist seems to have been a nazirite-type f i g u r e ; ^  and in Acts 21:23-26 Paul accompanies 

four young men who must have been nazirs to the Temple. Moreover the Talmud mentions

the nazirite vows as a continuing phenomenon in Judaism. 11 James the Just, the brother of 

Christ, and the leader of the community after his death, is described by Eusebius in terms 

reminiscent of the nazirs -  he did not drink alcohol, eat meat, nor cut his h a ir .  12 Christ is 

described as a nazir in the Syriac Acts o f Judas Thomas.13 Epiphanius (ca. 377) talks o f a 

Syrian Christian group called the Saccophores who carried on the nazirite habit of allowing

the beard and hair to grow. 14

New types of Jewish asceticism also grew up in the early Christian centuries. Josephus 

mentions someone named Banus, with whom he spent three years. Banus does not seem to 

have been a nazirite; he is not described in classically nazirite terms, indeed he seems very 

much like one of the ascetics that we meet in later Christian texts. Josephus reports that he 

lived in the desert, only wore clothing made from that which grew upon trees, grew all his 

food, and bathed in cold water in order to help maintain his chastity. 15

The Judaism of the early Christian period thus contained ascetic elements. The Temple 

remained the central focus of Jewish religion and it was issues related to the Temple that 

dominated this developing Jewish asceticism. The alienation that certain groups felt from 

the Temple and its authorities encouraged a new view of the Temple and its relationship to 

Jews. God became both more transcendent and more immanent: his temple and court was 

now located in heaven rather than in the impure earthly temple; but access to him was no

groups, groups such as the Qumran sectarians who do not easily fit into any o f  these categories (see Jerusalem 
Talmud Sanhedrin, 10.6.29c for a listing o f 24 sects).
10 See Lk 1:15.
* * Qiddushin 70a; Ps. Jon. Num 12.8; Ben Isaac in The Near East under Roman rule (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 132, 
n.63 also cites m.Nazir 6.3 and Horovitz's edition of Sifre on Numbers 25.
1? Historia Ecclesiastica 2.23.
1 ̂  •r^T_j \_i, although not in the Greek; cf. Acts o f  Judas Thomas 48, in A.F.J. Klijn (trans.) The Acts o f  Thomas

(Leiden: Brill, 1962), who follows the paragraph numbering o f  the Greek edition o f  M. Bonnet (ed.) Acta 
apostolorum apocrypha vol. 2.2 (Leipzig: Mendelssohn, 1903; repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 1972); the Syriac text

is found in Wright, Acts p. v_ii.

Epiphanius, Panarion, 80.6.
15 Vita 2.
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longer the monopoly of the priestly caste, and maintaining purity in order to be able to stand 

in God's presence became a duty that all Jews could perform.

5.1.3 Asceticism  in the New Testam ent and Apostolic 

writings
In the New Testament, ironically considering the later history of Christian monasticism, we 

find little that we would recognize as asceticism. Although the verb askein appears in Acts it 

was not a reference to asceticism as we understand it; rather it was used, as in the Septuagint,

with the older meaning of striving after something.^ Furthermore, as Peter Brown points 

out, although Christ was unmarried at his death this produces no comment in the New 

Testament itself, and it was not until much later, almost a century later, that we find anyone 

deliberately imitating him in his celibacy, this idea being found in Ignatius' letter to Polycarp 

(5:2).17 There are only very few references in the New Testament to practices we might 

regard as ascetic, none of which are to be found in the Gospels. In the Revelation of John 

14:4 the 144,000 who have the name of the Lord and the name of the Lamb written upon 

their foreheads are mentioned; these are the saved who stand before the throne singing 

hymns in the company of the four living creatures and the elders. These 144,000 are saved

because they did not "defile themselves with women, for they are chaste (parthenoi) " T h e  

other passage that discusses asceticism is 1 Corinthians 7. In this passage Paul goes to some 

length to convince the Corinthians that not all were able to follow his example of a chaste 

existence and not all should. Obviously some were arguing that a Christian existence was 

necessarily a celibate existence. As we proceed through this chapter we shall see that this 

emphasis on celibacy is of central importance and provides one of the clues to piecing 

together the early Christian attitude to asceticism and why it was so often seen as being a life 

lived in imitation o f the angels.

5.2 Angelic Function and nature: Angelic attributes and 

behaviour in native Syriac Asceticism

16 Acts 24:16.
^  Brown, Body 41.
18Oxnov e io iv  oi nexa ywaiKcav ox>ic enoM)v0T|oav, mpGevoi yap eioiv.
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The discussion herein aims to do two things. Firstly it will discuss the evidence provided by 

the earliest witnesses that we have to native Syriac Christian asceticism, 19 and what they tell 

us about the meaning of the aggelikos bios for those who pursued it at this time. And 

secondly it will reflect on the origins of this idea in the prehistory of Syriac Christianity, in 

the period before the early fourth century. We are here discussing 'asceticism' rather than 

'monasticism' and 'ascetics' rather than 'monks', because I wish to make clear the difference 

between the pure native Syriac asceticism found before the coming of Egyptian monasticism

in the late fourth century and that which came after it.^0

Most of the functions and attributes that defined Syriac ascetics also served to define 

angels.

5.2.1 Hymns of Praise
As we have seen, the praise of God by the heavenly angels was one of their essential 

functions. The use of the title Hr in Aramaic texts is strongly tied up with the importance of 

the praise offered up by these angels.21 The angelic praise of God was an important motif in 

early Christian thought, and served as a model for the praise offered up by humans.22

The offering up of hymns of praise to God played a central role in early Christian thought 

and practice. Hymns play an important part in the Christian life depicted in the Pauline 

epistles.23 The evidence from the Egyptian papyri is incontrovertible: of the surviving 

Christian texts passages from the book of Psalms are particularly prominent; they were

^  The Acts o f  Thomas and Odes o f  Solomon, pre-fourth century and Syriac, but otherwise difficult to arrive at 
a provenance (see discussion below); and the fourth century and pre-monastic works o f the Liber graduum, 
Aphrahat and Ephrem. The post-monastic, Syriac version of the Vita Antonii will also be examined in the light 
of these works in an attempt to discover if  there was a particular Syriac attitude to asceticism which informed 
it.

2® Augustine (amongst others) makes a distinction between catholic 'monks' and schismatic 'ascetics' in North 
African asceticism (Enarratio in Psalmum CXXXII.iii; cf. A. Deam, "The Passio S. Typasii as a Catholic 
Construction o f  the Past", VigChr LV no.l [2001] 96-7). Syricists have also become aware o f  the difference, 
particularly as shown in the works attributed to Ephrem, between native Syriac asceticism and the synthesis 
that followed the arrival of Egyptian monastic influence; see Sidney Griffith, "Asceticism in the Church of  
Syria: The Hermeneutics o f Early Syrian Monasticism", in Asceticism 221-22; and S.P. Brock, "Early Syrian 
Asceticism" in idem (ed.) Syriac Perspectives on Late Antiquity (Variorum Reprints: London, 1984; repr. from
Numen XX, 1973) 3.
21 Cf. §3.1.lc &  §3.4.3.
22 Cf. Frank, AITEAIKOEBIOE  83, citing (nl29) Basil, Horn, in ps. 1 (PG  29, 213a), see also pp.84-6.
23 See Col 3:16, Eph 5:19.
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especially favoured for use in phylacteries or a m u le t s .24 Of the Coptic Manichaean books 

discovered from Medinet Madi the Psalm Book is the longest and (on a more subjective 

level) seems the richest in terms of imagery, language and mythology. This book, at least 

parts of which were originally composed in S y r ia c ,25 dates from before the first catholic 

Christian papyri, and one wonders if it was Manichaeans from Syriac-speaking areas who 

encouraged the interest in psalms and hymns in this r e g io n .26 Indeed it has long been argued 

that Syriac Christianity was the origin of the Christian practice of singing antiphonal 

h y m n s .27 Ephrem popularised hymn-singing in early Christian c i r c l e s ,28 and it seems that 

he may have learnt this practice from his heretical forebear Bardaisan, who was said to have 

composed 150 psalms or hymns after the example of King D a v id .29 Yet there was also an 

early tradition of the independent composition of psalms in C o p t ic .30 Recent research has

24 See E.A. Judge "The Magical Use o f Scripture in the Papyri" in Edgar W. Conrad & Edward G. Newing 
(eds.) Perspectives on Language and Text: Essays and Poems in Honor o f  Francis I. Andersen's Sixtieth
Birthday (Eisenbrauns: Winona Lake, IA, 1987) 343-349; E.A. Judge & S.R. Pickering, "Biblical Papyri Prior 
to Constantine: Some Cultural Implications o f their Physical Form", Prudentia X no. 1 (1978) 11; and Joseph 
van Haelst, Catalogue des Papyrus Litteraires Juifs et Chretiens (Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 1976) 53- 
98. On the popularity o f  inscriptional citations o f  the book of Psalms on Churches, funerary monuments and 
private houses see A.L. Connolly, "Miscellaneous OT Quotations", in New Docs 4 (1987) 190.
25 Drijvers has argued for original composition o f the Psalm Book in Syriac and then translation into Coptic 
through a Greek intermediary. He thus argues that the Psalm Book can tell us much about early Christian 
influence upon Manichaeaism and also Syriac Christianity: see H.J.W. Drijvers, "Odes o f Solomon and Psalms 
of Mani. Christians and Manichaeans in Third-Century Syria", in idem, East o f  Antioch: Studies in Early 
Syriac Christianity (London: Variorum Reprints, 1984; 1st publ. in R. van den Broek & M.J. Vermaseren,
Studies in Gnosticism and Hellenistic Religions presented to Gilles Quispel [Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1981] 118-119). 
His position has impressive backers (he cites 118 & n4, A. Baumstark; P. Nagel; n6, A. Bohlig), but it is worth 
considering that the Greek elements and the Syriac elements could also be accounted for by independent 
composition o f  different psalms; the discoveries at Kellis demonstrate that psalms were composed both in
Syriac and Coptic; see Iain Gardner with contributions by S. Clackson, M. Franzmann and K.A. Worp, Kellis 
Literary Texts (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 1996). It seems secure to assert, however, that this practice o f writing
psalms was occurring in the earliest strata of  Manichaean literature, when the sect was still Syriac in character.
^  Other Manichaean Coptic psalm-books have been discovered at Kellis; see Gardner, Kellis literary texts.
^  For instance Augustine assumed that the hymns which Ambrose had instituted in the church in Milan had
been based upon exemplars found in eastern churches, Confessions IX.7.
^  J. Szoverffy, "Hymnology", New Catholic Encyclopedia VII (Washington: McGraw-Hill, 1967) 287.
^  See H.J.W. Drijvers, Bardaisan o f Edessa (trans. G.E. van Baaren-Pape; Assen: VanGorcum, 1966) 165 & 
n., cites CH, LIII, 6 & commentary by Beck, also L.H. Dalmais, 'L'apport des eglises syriennes a 
l'hymnographie chretienne', L'Orient Syrien II (1957) 243-260 & J. Puyade, 'Composition interne de l'office 
syrien', L ’Orient Syrien II (1957) 92, who presents a gnostic hymn o f Bardaisan preserved in Ephrem's work.
This composition o f hymns as a response to heresy was mirrored in the West, where it is assumed that hymns
(such as those composed by Ambrose) were composed to help bolster the faithful against the temptation of  
Arianism; thus hymns (from this time on) traditionally contain a doxology as the finale; cf. J. Szoverffy,
"Hymnology", New Catholic Encyclopedia, 288.

For instance the Meletians seem to have composed psalms in Coptic see W. Reidel and W.E. Crum The 
canons o f Athanasius o f  Alexandria. The Arabic and Coptic versions (London: Williams and Norgate, 1904) 
Canon 12 p. M. The first Biblical commentary written in Coptic was written by Hieracas in the fourth century,
who reportedly also studied magic. Interestingly he was bom close to the areas visited by Basilides (see P.
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begun to demonstrate that Christians were not unique in this respect. Although once 

believed to have been on the periphery of Jewish life in the Roman Imperial period it is now 

evident, not least due to the evidence from the Dead Sea Scrolls, that hymnology played an 

important role in the Judaism of the turn of the era. 31 Hymns and music had long held 

importance for pagan religious festivals, and in some cities the gods were sung to every 

morning when their shrines were opened.32 it is not to at all surprising that one of the 

characterising features that Pliny gave to the Christians he encountered was that they rose to 

sing hymns to their "quasi-god" every morning before dawn.3 3 Jewish mysticism also took 

great interest in this heavenly worship. Drawing on the same pseudepigraphic literature as 

the early Christians, some of the Hekhalot incantations of the Merkavah mystics (second 

century CE on) were modelled upon the hymns of the angels.34

When the community of the Dead Sea Scrolls worshipped, and sang their hymns of praise, 

we know that they believed that the angels worshipped alongside them;35 thus the humans 

were required to be ritually pure. The Rule of the Congregation declares:

nt>N . . .

t>N-ivy>:i Trvn ony-on *n»o >n i >p own >ut on 
iNou i>iDo nnfo woo vw inm o w o n  p m  ->n vo*?

ntwa won w>h [npN !?n pa 'ih  otnd 
in n?oj nvm yxon boi myn in n  tovo pnnn 

n\ynn yjuo oio in d^n in win in ny in noo on> 
myn Tim ptnnn iwiD ipt v»n in o>3>y 

>DNi»o n’d o\yn >wi[3]n mv Tin[n] ntw[ ini]3> t?N

Rousseau, Pachomius: The Making o f  a Community in Fourth Century Egypt [Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, 
1999] & D.J. Kyrtatas, The Social Structure o f  Early Christian Communities (London: Verso, 1987) 171), he is 
accused o f composing psalms by Epiphanius, Panarion 67.3.7 (cf. 67.1.6 on his impact upon Egyptian ascetics 
[daKTytdJv xdjv
Aiywmcov]).
^  Strugnell, J. "The Angelic Liturgy at Qumran", Supplements to Vetus Testamentum, vii (1959) 318-45; 
James H. Charlesworth, Critical Reflections on the Odes o f  Solomon (Sheffield: Univ. o f Sheffield Press, 1998) 
27-54.
32 Robin Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians in the Mediterranean World from  the second century AD to the
conversion o f  Constantine (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin, 1988) 66.

33 Pliny, Ep. ad Traian. 10.96.7.
^  Cf. Joseph Naveh & Shaul Shaked, Magic S pells and Formulae, Aramaic Incantations o f  Late Antiquity
(The Magnes Press: Jerusalem, 1993) 18 quoting P.S. Alexander, "Incantations and books o f magic", in E.
Schiirer, The History o f  the Jewish People in the age ofJesus Christ (175 BC  - AD 135) English trans. G.
Vermes, F. Millar & M. Goodman (eds.) (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1973) III, part I, 361.
^  See, recently, B. Frennesson, "In a Common Rejoicing": Liturgical Communion with the Angels in Qumran
(Uppsala: Univ. o f  Uppsala Press: 1999); and the classic study o f H.W. Kuhn, Endwartung und gegenwartiges 
Heil: Untersuchungen zu den Gemeindeliedem von Qumran mit einem Anhand iiber Eschatologie und 
Gegenwart in der Verkiindigung Jesu (Gottingen: Vandemhoeck & Ruprecht, 1966).
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. . . on[*ivn] vmp

. . . these are the famous men, those summoned to the assembly, 
those gathered for the community council in Israel under the authority 
of the sons of Zadok, the priests. No man, defiled by any of the 
impurities of a man, shall enter the assembly of these; and everyone 
who is defiled by them should not be established in his office amongst 
the congregation. And everyone who is defiled in his flesh, paralysed 
in his feet or in his hands, lame, blind, deaf, dumb or defiled in his 
flesh with a blemish visible to the eyes, or the tottering old man who 
cannot keep upright in the midst of the assembly, these shall not enter 
to take their place among the congregation of famous men, for the 
angels of holiness are among their congregation.
(lQ28a [lQsa] ii.1-9).36

These rules must surely be related to those of the priests in the Temple found in Leviticus 

11:17-23, and are part of the process of the angelification of the priesthood and the 

relocation of the Temple from Jerusalem to heaven.

Early Christian practice was centred on the singing o f  h y m n s ,37 and by joining together to 

glorify God Christians banished the power of the d e v i l .38 The Symposium of Methodius of 

Olympus was modelled on Plato's work of the same name but offered up an alternative 

model, virginity instead of love. Methodius, who was probably bishop of Olympus in Lycia 

and martyred in 311, saw a natural connection between virginity and a praiseful angelic 

state. He linked the praise that humanity was supposed to offer God with that offered by the 

angels.

AeSrmioijpYTyco yap 5fj Kai avxoq ê co <t>0opaq, iva xov paai^ea 
yepaipri rcdvxcov Kai 7coit|xt|v dvxi<t>0oyya |ieA.co6cov xaiq xd>v 
a y yeX m  ei; oupavou <|>£po|i£vai<; poaiq.39

^  Text: Barthelemy (ed.) DJD I; trans. in F. Garcia Martinez, The Dead Sea Scrolls Translated (Leiden: Brill,
1996).
"in

Pliny Ep. ad Trajan. 10.96.7. There may have also been some links to pagan practice as some pagan gods 
are reported to have received praise in the form o f hymns sung at their shrines each morning; see Robin Lane 
Fox, Pagans and Christians 66. In Epiphanius' Panarion there is mention made o f  two pagan ("Greek") sects 
who were devoted to hymn-singing and prayer, like the Christian Messalians (Pan. 80) (see below §5.2. la). 
Hymns were also, o f course, a means o f communication, see Malcolm Choat, "Christian Laity and Leadership 
in Fourth-Century Egypt" (Unpbl. Diss.; Macquarie University, 1999) 148-49 (and other references in nl22), 
who mentions that Philostorgius reported Arius composing songs which beguiled listeners with their melodies, 
and thus exposed them to the dangers o f the heretical lyrics (Philostorgius Historia ecclesiastica 2.2).

Ignatius, Epistle to the Ephesians 13.
39 oSymposium decern virginum, in H. Musurillo SJ & V.H. Debidour, Methode d'Olympe, Le Banquet (SC 95;
Paris: Cerf, 1963).
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for he too [viz. man] had been created in incorruptibility that he might 
celebrate the king and creator of all things in a song which would be 
an antiphon to the angelic voices wafted from heaven. (Symposium, 3 
(Thalia) 6)40

Virginity was required for those wishing to join the angelic choir.

royxopeiico (JpaPeuovxi xcp Xpiaxw tcaf oupavov d|j.<j)i x o v  a v a p x o v  
K a i  avtoXeGpov (JaoiAixc aSuxcov y e y o v a  A.ajuia8r|<t>6po<; (Jicoxmv K a i  
e<()\)ixv© xo Kcavoxaxov (iexa xr\q oirrvyvpeGx; aa|ia xcov dpxayyetaov 
xf)v K aivryv xapiv e ^ a y y e X o u a a  xrj<; eKKXricriaq. 5uvejrea6ai yap del 
x ov  ojiiXov xcov jia p G ev to v  x<5 Kupico K a i  < x u v 0iao(oxet> eiv  e v 0 a  a v  eir), 
Xoyoq e^ei. (Symposium, 6 [Agathe] 5.7-13)41

I am in the choral band in heaven with Christ my rewarder, 
around the king who always was and ever shall be. I am the 
lamp-bearer of unapproachable lights, and I sing the new song in 
the company of the archangels, announcing the Church's new 
grace. For the Scriptures proclaim that the band of virgins ever 
follows the Lord and forms His train wherever He may be. 
(Symposium, 6 (Agathe) 5)

The importance of virginity is evident again, and should be noted.

Christians also praised God alongside the angels. When the eucharist was performed in 

church angels were believed to be present. Thus it was regarded as necessary to veil the 

good Christian virgins who were present, in case they caused the angels to succumb to lust 

and (for a second time) leave their heavenly stations.42

But ^vas not just in strictly 'Judaeo-Christian' circles that the worship of God was 

described. Hermetic texts also pay witness to the importance of this practice. Particularly 

in the context of the ascent vision, the praise of God features as an important element. In the

^  All English translations of  Methodius o f Olympus are from Herbert Musurillo (trans.) The Symposium: a
treatise on chastity (Westminster, Md: Newman Press, 1958).
41 SC  95.

42 1 Cor 11:10. Tertullian recommended the veiling o f  virgins in church because o f  the presence o f  the angels 
around the altar, cf. On the Veiling o f  Virgins 1.2. Cf. also A.D. Nock, ":Son o f  God' in Pauline and Hellenistic 
Thought" (Review o f  Schoeps, Paulus: Gnomon 33 (1961) 581-90), in Zeph Stewart (ed.) Arthur Darby Nock, 
Essays on Religion and the Ancient World (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1972; 1st publ. in Gnomon 33 (1961) 
581-90) II, 929, n l7  and on 29 he says that he disagrees with Schoep's comment on 1 Cor 11:10 about the 
veiling o f  women because of  the angels; he cites in particular H.J. Cadbury, HTR 51, 1958, If. & J. Jervell, 
Imago Dei: Gen l,26f. im Spatjudentum, in der Gnosis und in den paulinischen Briefen (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960) 304ff. Jason BeDuhn's revisionist argument in '"Because o f  the Angels': 
Unveiling Paul's anthropology in 1 Corinthians 11", JBL 118 no.2 (1999) 295-320, remains unconvincing. On 
the importance o f  the presence o f  angels at the eucharist for (mainly fourth century) Egyptian Christian 
ascetics, see §5.5.1.
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probably second-century43 Corpus Hermeticum I, the spirit arrives at the Ogdoad and joins 

with heavenly powers praising God and is then made equal to the powers and able to ascend 

to God.

Kai ouxax; 6p(a.£ A.oinov avco 8ia xfjq apnoviaq, Kai xfj rcparcri 
£a>vn 818coai xfiv a\)^T|xiKf)v evepyeiav Kai xf|v |j.eicoxiKf|vf Kai xrj 
Seuxepa xfiv n.rixavf|v xrov KaK&v, 8oA,ov avevepyt|xov, Kai xfj 
xpixri xfjv eni0Dnr|xiKfiv anaxriv avevepyrixov, Kai xfj 
xexdpxri xfiv apxovxiKf|v rcpotpaviav anX-eoveKxrixov, Kai xfj 
nejxnxri xo Gpaaoi; xo avoaiov Kai xfjq xoX|a.r|<; xfiv 
nponexeiav, Kai xfj eKXfl xaq acpop^a^ xaq Kamq xov 
rcx.o'uxou dvevepyfixovx;, Kai xf\ epSo^r) ĉbvr) xo eveSpeuov 
vj/euSoq. Kai xoxe yun.vco0ei<; ano xcov xfjq dp^ioviaq evepyrmaxcov 
yivexai eni xf)v o y 8 o a x iK f ]v  (pvxriv, xfiv I8iav 8uvap.iv e%cov, Kai 
•u|xvet cuv xoiq ouch xov naxepa auyxaipouai 
8e oi rcapovxeq xfi xouxou Jtapouaia, Kai opoicoGeiq xotq 
auvoOaiv cckouei Kai xivcov 8'ova^ewv vnep tfiv oySoaxiKfiv 
tp u a iv  cpcovp xivi fi8eia unvouacov xov 0eov Kai xoxe xa^ei 
avepxovxai rcpoq xov naxepa, Kai auxoi eiq 5'uvap.eiq 
earnout; 7tapa8i86aai, Kai 8uva|xeis yevofievoi ev 0ea> yivovxai. 
xouxo eaxi xo aya0ov xeXoq xoiq yvcboiv eaxrpcocTi, 0ea)0fjvai.
Xoinov, xi iieX.Xei<;; ovx ox; rcavxa napaXafidav Ka0o8t|y6<; yivn 
xotq d^ioiq, onax; xo yevoq xfjg avOpamoxrixoi; 8ia aou vno Qeov 
aco0fi (CHI Poimandres 25-26)44

Thence the human being rushes up through the cosmic framework, at 
the first zone surrendering the energy of increase and decrease; at the 
second evil machination, a device now inactive; at the third the 
illusion of longing, now inactive; at the fourth the ruler’s arrogance, 
now freed of excess; at the fifth unholy presupposition and daring 
recklessness; at the sixth the evil impulses that come from wealth, 
now inactive; and at the seventh zone the deceit that lies in ambush.
And then, stripped of the effects of the cosmic framework, the human 
enters the region of the ogdoad; he has his own proper power, and 
along with the blessed he hymns the Father. Those present there 
rejoice together in his presence, and, having become like his 
companions, he also hears certain powers that exist beyond the 
ogdoadic region and hymn God with sweet voice. They rise up to the 
Father in order and surrender themselves to the powers, and, having 
become powers, they enter into God. This is the final good for those 
who have received knowledge: to be made God. Why do you still 
delay? Having learned all this, should you not become guide to the 
worthy so that through you the human race might be saved by God.?’
(CH I Poimandres 25-26)45

43 r\On the issue o f  dating the various texts see Brian P. Copenhaver in Hermetica: The Greek Corpus 
Hermeticum and the Latin Asclepius in a new English translation with notes and introduction (Cambridge: 
CUP, 1995) xliii-xliv.

^  A.D. Nock & A.J. Festugiere (ed.) Corpus Hermeticum, I (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1946).
^  Trans. Copenhaver in Hermetica 6.
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In Corpus Hermeticum XIII the secret hymn is revealed: "Let every nature in the cosmos 

attend the hearing of the hym n.. . .  For I am about to sing a hymn to the one who created 

everything; who fixed the earth in place; who hung heaven above;. . .  Together let us praise 

him, raised high above the heavens, creator of all nature. He is the mind's eye. May he accept 

praise from my powers.. . .  In the intellectual cosmos, Father, I have the power; your hymn 

and your praise have fully illuminated my mind. I, too, wish to send praise to God from my 

own heart. "46

The angelic worship was important to early Syriac ascetics for two reasons. On the one 

hand the worship of the angels acted to signify the divine status of the one receiving the 

worship (cf. §3.4.3 & 5.6.1). On the other hand there is the importance of worship in texts 

which discuss transformation of an ascending seer. As mentioned above in Revelation 14:3- 

4 a 'new song' is said to be sung by the 144,000 righteous who did not defile themselves with

women whilst upon the earth.47 in the Pseudepigrapha the ascent and transformation of the 

righteous was often conceptualised in terms of praising God, either the visionary alone or 

with the angelic hosts.

These angelic hymns could also function to protect the visionary upon his ascent to

heaven. In the Apocalypse o f Abraham ^ we have what seems like a description of an actual 

visionary technique used by mystics. Abraham becomes scared, believing himself to be on 

the point of death, so his angelic guide tells him to sing a song:

And while he was speaking, behold a fire round about and it 
was coming towards us; and there was a voice in the fire like 
the sound of rushing waters, like the roaring of the sea. And the

^  CH  XIII. 17-22; trans. Copenhaver, Hermetica 53-4. See also The Discourse o f  the Eighth and Ninth (NHC 
VI.6) 59.19-22; cf. Jarl Fossum, "Partes posteriores Dei, The 'Transfiguration' o f  Jesus in the Acts o f  John" in 
The Image o f  the Invisible God, Essays on the influence o f  Jewish Mysticism on Early Christology 
(Vandenhoek & Ruprecht: Gottingen, 1995) 97.

^  The eschatological end-time song is also discussed in rabbinic texts; see Ithamar Gruenwald, "Angelic 
Songs, the Qedushah and the Problem of the Origin o f the Hekhalot Literature", in From Apocalypticism to 
Gnosticism: Studies in Apocalypticism, Merkavah Mysticism and Gnosticism (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 
1988); originally published in Hebrew as n’>V3i ,0’DNbnn rrp\y'
’JTto’nn nn ao  tw m m , in A. Oppenheimer, U. Rappaport & M. Stem (eds.) nnbina o>pna

oaiJNb iflp :>JW »n»a (Jerusalem in the Second Temple Period, A. Schalit Memorial
Volume; Jerusalem: Yad Izhak Ben-Zvi, Ministry o f Defence, 1980) 150-51 n.40

Known only from Slavonic MSS, but thought to be a text composed by the mid-third century at the earliest, 
cf. Pennington, AOT  366-7.
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angel with me bowed his head and worshipped. And I would 
have fallen prostrate on the ground; but the place on the height, 
where we were standing, at one moment lifted itself up and at 
the next sank back again. And he said, Only worship,
Abraham, and sing the song I have taught you (for there was no 
ground to fall on). And I worshipped only, and I sang the song 
he had taught me. And he said, Sing without stopping; and I 
sang, and he himself also sang the song,
Eternal One, Mighty One, Holy One, El, God, Monarch, self-
begotten, incorruptible, unsullied, unborn, immaculate, 
immortal, self-perfect, self-illumined, without mother, without 
father, without birth, the High One, the Fiery One, Lover of 
man, generous, bountiful, my defender, longsuffering, most 
merciful, Eli (that is my God), eternal, mighty, holy, Sabaoth, 
most glorious, El, El, El, El, Jaoil.
(17:1-11; trans. A. Pennington, AOT, 380-81; italics are the 
translator' additions to the text to aid comprehension).

Apart from its use to focus the mind and thus shut out the awesome things the visionary sees 

during his ascent to heaven this song of praise is hoped ultimately to lead to the revelation of 

heavenly secrets (17:16-17). After singing this song Abraham sees a vision of the throne 

room and the Living Creatures praising God. These Living Creatures, however, are so fierce 

that they need to be prevented from attacking each other by singing the song of peace which 

Abraham's angelic guide teaches them (18:2-11). As Gruenwald points out, this song thus 

functions in a magical way to prevent violence and maintain heavenly equilibrium; this is a 

feature of the heavenly song that became more prominent in later Merkavah mysticism; in 

earlier Judaism (apart from the Apocalypse o f Abraham) this song's function is purely praise. 

But in the pseudepigraphic and early Christian texts we can see a clear connection between 

the song and the transformation of the one ascending that was often marked by his singing of 

praise to God, like or with the angels. The song had come, for many early Christians, to act 

as a signifier of angelic status. In the Testament o f Job, probably an early Christian

document,49 the singing of hymns in the speech of the heavenly powers indicates the 

transformed status of the visionary (48:3; 49:2; 50:1-2), and the prayers o f glorification 

chanted by the visionary became revelatory devices in themselves (49:3; 50:3; 51:4).

Ouxox; avaaxaoa f) |ila t) Kodovnevri 'Hfiepa 
neptelXri^ev xr|v eauxfjq ajrapxr|v KaGdx; etnev o Jiaxfjp 
Kai aveA,a(kv &AAt|v mpSiav, lirpcexi -ca xfjq yfjq 9poveiv, 
arcecpGeŷ axo 8 e  xfj ayyeXiKf) 8 ia A iK xq > , ijjavov &varce|j.\j/aaa xaj 
Gem K a x a  xt)v xcov dyyeA.cov \)|ivoXoyiav Kai xobq t)p.vouq 
ox>q anecpGey^axo ei'aoev xo 7tveti^a ev axoA.fi eamfy;

4Q
See comments in introduction to the translated text by R. Thornhill, AOT, 618-619.
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eyKexapaynevouq. (48:1-3)50

Accordingly, the one called Hemera got up and wound her rope about 
her, just as her father had said. And she assumed another heart, no 
longer minding earthly things. And she gave utterance in the speech of 
angels, sending up a hymn to God after the pattern of the angels' 
hymnody; and the Spirit let the hymns she uttered be recorded on her 
robe.
(trans. R. Thornhill, AOT, 48:1-3)

Kai xoxe f| Kacria 7tepie£cbaaxo Kai ea%ev xr|v KapSlav
aAAoicoGetaav cog |a.r|Kexi evGujietcGai xa k o c h ik c c  Kai xo p.ev 
axo|aa avxriq aveA.aPev xf)v SiaXeKxov xtov dp/cbv, eSo ôXoyTiaev 
8e xov vyTiXox) x67iov) xo 7iolr|)j.a. 8ioxi ei xiq PovXexai yvcbvai xo 
7toiri|j.a xtov oupavSv, 8-uvfioexai evpetv ev xotq v>n.voi<; Kaaiaq.
(49:1-3)

And then Casia girded herself, and she too experienced a change of 
heart, so that she no longer gave thought to worldly things. And her 
mouth took up the speech of the heavenly powers, and she lauded the 
worship of the heavenly sanctuary. So if anyone wants to know about 
the worship that goes on in heaven, he can find it in the hymns of 
Cassia.
(49:1-3; italics are the translator' additions to the text to aid 
comprehension)

Kai xoxe Ttepiê cbaato Kai fj aXA,r| f] KaXoupevri 
’ApaX,0eia<; Kepaq Kai eaxev xo axopa djtocpGeyyonevov ev 
xf\ SiaXeKTto xcbv ev wyei, ercei Kai a"oxfjq f) Kap5ia t|X>,oio\>xo 
acpiaxa|xevTi ano xcov k o c t ^ ik c o v  XeXdA.r|Kev yap ev x f j 
SiaXeKxcp xcov XepouPtp So^o^oyouaa xov Searcoxriv xmv 
apexcov ev8ei^a|ievri xf|v So^av avxajv Kai o PouXonevoq X o it io v  
ixvoq fmepaq KaxaXaPetv xf)q rca x p iK fjq  8oH,r|q evpfiaei 
avayeypapp.eva ev xatq euxaiq xfj<; ’Apa^Geiaq Kepaq.
(50:1-3)

And the remaining one, the one called Amaltheias-Keras, put on her 
girdle; and she likewise gave utterance with her mouth in the speech of 
those on high. Her heart too was changed and withdrawn from 
worldly things; and she spoke in the language of the cherubim, 
extolling the Lord of Virtues, and proclaiming their glory. Anyone 
who would puruse the Father's glory any further will find it set out in 
the prayers of Amaltheias-Keras.
(50:1-3)

According to these texts the act of praise leads to transformation. Philo also declared that: 

oxav yap EKpfj o vou<; eavxou Kai eauxov dveveyKrj 0ea>,

® S.P. Brock (ed.) Testamentum Iobi (Leiden: Brill, 1967), based upon MS P (Paris, B.N. gr. 2658), unlike the 
SBL edition (R.A. Kraft et al. The Testament o f Job: Greek Text and English Translation [Missoula: Scholars 
Press, 1974]) which attempts to be more inclusive of other texts.
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dxncep o yetaoq’ IaaaK, xnviKauxa onoA.oyiav xt|v jipoq xov ovxarcoi 
eixai eax; 8e eamov wtoxi0exai cix; aixiov xtvoq, naKpav 
a<|>eaTr|Ke xov 7iapa%copetv 0edj Kai ojio^oyelv auxqi ‘ Kai auxo yap 
toOxo xo e2;onoXoyeia0ai vorixeov oxi epyov eaxiv otjx'i xfĵ vj/uxfji;, 
aXka xou <t>aivovxo<; auxri 0eov xo evxapiaxov. auXo<; |aev 5f| o
e^onoXoyoTi|ievoq........... xcp )iev yap e£,o|ioX oynxiK (p oiKeia
Xpoia f] xou av0paKo<;, nemjpcoxai yap ev eij/apiaxla 0eou

For whenever the mind goes out from itself and offers itself up to God, 
as Isaac or "laughter", does, then does it make confession of 
acknowledgement towards the Existent One. But so long as the mind 
supposes itself to be the author of anything, it is far away from making 
room for God and from confessing or making acknowledgement to Him.
For we must take note that the very confession of praise itself is the 
work not of the soul but of God who gives it thankfulness. Incorporeal
assuredly is Judah with his confession of praise................To him who
makes confession of praise the hue of the ruby belongs, for he is 
permeated by fire in giving thanks to God 
(Philo, Leg. all. 1.82 & 84; LCL Philo I).

This idea still had currency in the Christian martyrological literature. For instance Carpus, in 

response to a question from the proconsul at his trial, said: "The true worshippers, according 

to the Lord's divine instruction, those who worship God in spirit and in truth (oi ev 

Twe^ncm Kai dXtiQeia TtpooKDvowxEC, t© Qeqj) (Jn 4:23), take on the image of God's glory 

and become immortal with him, sharing in eternal life through the Word (d(|)ojioiouvxai Tr\ 

8o^ti tou Geou Kai eiaiv (xex avxov aGavaxoi, (leTa^aPovxeq xfiq aicoiou ĉofjq 8ia xou Xoy 

ou). So too those who worship these gods take on the image of the demons' folly and perish

along with them in Gehenna. 1

a. The ideal o f constant worship and the Messalian debate
Early Syrian ascetics also saw one of their primary activities, like that of the angels, as the 

praise of God. In texts that predate the suppression of the Messalian practices (from Kfsalle

"praying ones"52) by Patriarch Flavianus (ca. CE 380)^3 there is evident a strong emphasis 

on constant prayer, and thus praise of God by the ascetic.

^  Herbert Musurillo (intro. & trans.) The Acts o f  the Christian Martyrs (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972) 23, 
The Martyrdom o f  Saints Carpus, Papylus, and Agathonice (dated by Eusebius H.E. IV.xv.48 to the reign of  
Marcus Aurelius -  Musurillo accepts this, p.xv) (A= Greek recension in Adolf Hamack, "Die Akten des
Karpus, des Papylus und der Agathonike", Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen 
Uteratur 3. 3-4 [1888], 440-54).C7

The first reference to the Messalians comes from Ephrem's Contra haereses written some time before his 

death in 373; in Madrasa 22 he briefly mentions the msallyane (K L liA ^ ti) as being heretics; msallyana stems

from the root SL\ "to incline, lean towards", which in its pacel conjugation also means 'to pray'; cf. Payne-
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The Liber graduum (LG) is a fine example of this tendency to emphasise the duty of 

prayer. For the lower grade of Christian, the Just (Kena), prayer is required only three times 

a day, but for the higher grade, the Perfect (Gemira), prayer is c o n t in u a l .54 The LG has been 

identified as Messalian by some, although others, such as Murray, have chosen to take a 

more cautious path and have claimed that it is not fully Messalian, but also not fully

orthodox, that there is a suggestion of heresy about it.55 The debate partly reflects the 

terminological difficulties. For it is clear that, like 'Arianism' in Egypt, Messalianism is a 

term used for a general approach to spirituality rather than for a particular m o v e m e n t .56

Whether strictly 'Messalian' or not the LG shows the importance to early Syriac Christians 

of ideas about prayer that were later condemned. After condemnation as a heresy the term 

'Messalian' came to be used as a way of categorising those who were seen to have deviated 

from the Church's teaching on certain matters. It was not, however, ever any kind of unitary

movement, rather a particularly Syriac approach to Christian spirituality.5 7 it was a 

spirituality based, among other things, upon unceasing prayer. Epiphanius' second account

Smith Thesaurus Syriacus sv r c ^ .. Epiphanius mentions the Messalians (M aaaaJaavoi) briefly in the

Ancoratus (ca. 374) and in the Panarion (ca. 377) in more detail. He claims that the term Messalian means the 
same as e^ o n evo t "those who pray" (80.1.2); they apparently spent their time in prayer and hymn-singing 
(80.3.2). Later both Theodoret (mid-5th century) and Photius (9th century) deal with the Messalians. For a full 
discussion see Columba Stewart OSB, 'Working the Earth o f  the Heart': The Messalian Controversy in History, 
Texts, and Language to AD 431 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991) 15-32.
^  After the mentions by Ephrem, Aphrahat and the heresiologists (cf. n52) several Church councils acted to 
suppress the Messalians. Synods at Antioch (Syrian) (where Flavianus condemned a certain Adelphius for 
'Messalian' practices), and Side in the period between 380 -  400; the Messalians were then scattered, probably 
mainly to Asia Minor. A synod in Constantinople in 426, an Imperial law o f 428 and the Council o f Ephesus in 
431 condemned Messalian practices; see also Arthur Voobus, Literary, Critical and Historical Studies in 
Ephrem the Syrian (Stockholm: Etse, 1958) 74.
54 Cf. LG  184.24-185.8.

See R. Murray, Symbols o f  Church and Kingdom: A Study in Early Syriac Tradition (Cambridge Univ.
Press: Cambridge, 1975) 34-6. Brian Colless, in a paper delivered at the Symposium Syriacum VII in Sydney, 
July 2000, presented a convincing case for the Messalian nature o f  the LG.
^  See Stewart, Messalian 18-19 on Epiphanius' difficulty in tying the Messalians down, surely because the 
reports he had heard referred to a general attitude rather than a movement as such with clear origins and 
leaders; as Stewart says on p.43 "Epiphanius was frustrated by the Messalians' lack o f  a history: in this [viz. 
Stewart’s book's] survey o f sources, it is becoming apparent that the 'Messalians', as such, have no recoverable 
history". Monks in Egypt called Euxvxav were also later accused o f  Messalian practices, see Stewart, 50-51.
57 Amongst the little we know about Messalian-type spirituality is the name (which is Syriac), and that 
Epiphanius stated they came from Mesopotamia (Epiphanius, Panarion 80.3.7). See also Stewart, Messalian,
69 wherein he briefly talks o f the cultural issues involved in the condemnation o f  Messalianism: "Categorical 
denunciation o f  Messalian errors may be seen to rest largely on misunderstanding o f  unfamiliar terminology, 
and culture joins with (and perhaps supplants) doctrine as the basis o f  controversy".
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of the Messalians adds a little to our knowledge of the beliefs behind this practice of constant 

prayer; for according to Epiphanius if questioned they would claim to be a prophet, Christ, a 

patriarch or an angel.58 Perhaps, then, they did aim in their lifestyles to imitate certain 

exemplars, patriarchs and prophets, Christ, or the angels, and perhaps they believed this 

imitation to have enabled them to take on the identity of these ideal types. Epiphanius' 

throwaway remark may simply have referred to an evasiveness on behalf of Messalians

when questioned, or it may refer to their practice of an angelic life upon earth.59 Certainly it 

will become apparent that the imitation of angels and that of Christ went together in the 

Syriac understanding of the angelic life. So too the emphasis upon constant prayer would, it 

seems, on the basis of the evidence we have seen so far, be seen in the light of the praise the 

angels offered up in heaven.

Other groups shared the 'Messalian' stance on prayer. The Akoimetoi were condemned in 

fifth century Constantinople alongside the alleged followers of Adelphius of Mesopotamia

( =  M e s s a l i a n s ) . in Egypt the euxiTOi are discussed in several passages in the 

Apophthegmata patrum, and like the Messalians they are accused of failing in their attempt

to achieve a state of constant prayer. 61 Were there actual links between these groups and 

Syriac ascetic groups? Philoxenus of Mabbug (ca. 500) wrote of the Messalians that their 

leader Adelphius had travelled to Egypt and there met the desert fathers, including Antony. 

He supposedly gained his Messalian convictions in Egypt, there learning, among other 

things, about the attempt to regain the pre-fall state and about living the heavenly life whilst

on e a r th .62 The claim for Egypt should, however, probably be regarded as spurious for 

Syriac Christianity after the coming of Egyptian monasticism regularly claimed an Egyptian

origin for Syriac Christian ascetic practices.63 Quite possibly the influence was in the other 

direction.

^  Panarion 80.3.

^  Stewart believes that this is a reference to the angelic life rather than just evasiveness, Messalian, 20, n22.
^  Adelphius was identified as a Messalian leader as early as the Synod o f  Antioch; see the brief discussion of
the Akoimetoi below.

^  John Kolobos 2 cc.204 C -  205 A; Lucius (of Enaton) c.253 B -  C accused them o f failing to pray
constantly, Stewart, Messalian 51.
^  Stewart, Messalian 39.
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Likewise the Pseudo-Macarian Homilies contain exhortations to the angelic life. These 

are texts that Church authorities explicitly linked to Messalianism, but which, although they 

clearly shared some features with such practices, are, once again, clearly not part of any kind 

of Messalian movement.64 These homilies, written around 380 in Mesopotamia or Asia 

Minor,^^seem to have been written in Greek, but are heavily influenced by Syriac 

imagery.66 They exhibit a practical ideology close to that of the Syriac Liber 

graduum£7and like that identified as Messalian by the heresiologists and the Church 

councils that condemned these practices. Chief amongst these was a conception of the heart 

as possessed by evil, and that the Holy Spirit and the human will can work together to expel 

this evil, to then allow the soul to mingle freely with the heavenly bridegroom.68 Like 

Syriac Christian literature Pseudo-Macarius saw the aim of the ascetic existence as a 

restoration of the pre-fall Adamic state, a state characterised by its passionlessness

(apatheia^9). This apatheia was understood in a particularly 'Syriac' way, not as a complete

absence of sensation but as an absence of earthly passions,70 in contrast to the more rigorous

Evagrian understanding of apatheia7^ Indeed Evagrius may have been arguing against 

Messalian-type ideas when he explicitly argued against those who aimed for 'the experience' 

of visions (xrj aiaG'naei) of angels, powers or Christ, for only demons created such

v i s i o n s 7 2  Also, like Syriac literature, the Pseudo-Macarian Homilies emphasise that the

63 As Stewart notes, Messalian 40-41; cf. also. Griffith, "Asceticism in the Church o f  Syria" 221 on Mar 
Awgin as the mythical bringer o f  Egyptian monasticism to Syriac Christianity. Cf. n20.
64 See Kallistos Ware (preface) in George A. Maloney, SJ (trans. & ed.) Pseudo-Macarius: The Fifty Spiritual
Homilies and the Great Letter (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1992) xii.
6  ̂ Stewart, Messalian, 70. The fourth century desert father Macarius the Egyptian is no longer regarded as the 
author, Ware, Pseudo-Macarius, xi-xii.
66 For the particularly Syriac attitude to perfection see Stewart, Messalian 161& 163.
6  ̂See Stewart, Messalian, 90-92; see also 69 & 84-85 nn.
68 Stewart, Messalian, 74-75. The meeting with the heavenly bridegroom in the bridal chamber is a typically 
Syriac motif based upon gospel passages such as Mt 9:15 (& Mk 2:19; Lk 5:34); Jn 3:29 & Mt 25:1-13. For 
this aspect o f  Syriac spirituality see R. Murray, Symbols 131-135; 254-257; S.P. Brock "The Bridal Chamber of 
the Heart", The Luminous Eye: The Spiritual World Vision o f  Saint Ephrem (Kalamazoo: Cistercian, 1992) 
115-30.

69 For the use o f  this word in Ps.-Macarius, Stewart, Messalian, 7 9 -8 1  & esp. 79 n38.
Stewart, Messalian 129-137.
Stewart, Messalian 79; 108; Brown, Body 374-5. cf. Pseudo-Macarius Collection 7/728.3.4 & 4.2.

^  Stewart, Messalian, 135 citing Evagrius, De Oratione 115 col. 1192 D & De Oratione 72 col. 1181 D. See 
also p. 147 where on the question o f the use o f the word peira in the Ps.-Macarian Homiles Stewart notes the 
experiential quality o f  Ps.-Macarius' spirituality: "He [Ps.-Macarius] always uses Ileipa to describe the lived 
reality o f  divine knowledge and Grace, and he contrasts this experience, the Flelpa o f  grace and perfection, 
with mere words".
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future state is not only a restoration of the original Adamic state, but is superior to that 

original state.73 Moreover, the Pseudo-Macarian Homilies play a similar game of 

philosophical brinkmanship by seeming on the one hand to argue for the possibility of 

realising the future state upon earth,7 4  whilst also clearly stating that perfection cannot be 

gained in this l i f e . 7 5  They also link the concept of perfection with the wise virgins and the 

wedding garment, the symbol of the afterlife state.76

Yet, importantly perhaps, an examination of some of the central and distinctive spiritual 

terminology of the Homilies leads to the conclusion that these terms are not direct 

translations of Syriac words, although they do demonstrate substantial similarities with 

Syriac spiritual imagery and language, suggesting a Syriac m i l i e u .77 I  wonder if we are 

seeing here evidence for the existence of a particular type of Syrian-Greek literary milieu, a 

milieu which shares much in common with the Syriac literature coming out of the same 

geographical area, but which was also developing separately in its own directions. The 

absence of direct linguistic links between Syriac literature and the Homilies implies that both 

were drawing on similar sources and then expressing them in their own languages. Perhaps 

they shared sources like the Odes o f Solomon, which were clearly translated into Syriac at an 

early stage. Perhaps this Syrian-Greek literature, which would have included the Odes o f 

Solomon, Ignatius of Antioch, the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies and Recognitions, the 

Pseudo-Macarian Homilies, the Gospel o f Philip, some of the Manichaean literature such as 

the CMC, the Ascension o f Isaiah and other such texts, provided the link between ideas 

coming out of Syriac/Aramaic speaking parts of Syria, Palestine and Mesopotamia and 

Alexandrian Greek writers such as Clement of Alexandria and Origen. It is conspicuous 

that, whilst there seem to be no direct links between the spiritual vocabulary of Pseudo- 

Macarius and Syriac literature, there are links between his use of certain terms and their use

73 Stewart, Messalian 78 n33; see also 77 & cf. nn 28,29, 31.
See Stewart, Messalian 103-5, the future state of 7tXTpo<j>opla "assurance" can be gained upon the earth, see 

also 107, 109, 116, 147-152.
7  ̂ Stewart, Messalian 83.

76 Stewart, Messalian 107.
77 Stewart, Messalian 168 on the use ofpeira & aisthesis.
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by Philo, Clement, and Origen, alone amongst Greek writers of this period.78 Thus there 

may well have existed an independent literary milieu that enabled exchange first between 

Alexandrian Jews, then later Alexandrian Christians writing in Greek, with those also 

writing in Greek in Syriac areas. The so-called First Collection of the Pseudo-Macarian 

Homilies contains reference to the angelic life, as does the Great Letter included as Logos
1 19

b. Identification of the worship of the ascetic  and that of the 

angel
In its social and theological setting the ascetic's praise of God must have been compared, by 

those engaged in it, to the constant worship of God by the angels.80 And indeed it was. 

Aphrahat describes his ascetics as acting in imitation of the worship of the cire.81 In the 

Liber graduum the ascetic is exhorted, through his actions, to join with the watchers in 

heaven in their praise of God; more than simply imitation of heaven on earth is implied here; 

the ascetic aims to share in the likeness of the watchers;82 his body will be upon the earth as 

a sojourner (V . and his mind will be in heaven, resident with the angels.83 in

discussion of the state of the true Christian it is made clear that he should return to the duty

78 Stewart, Messalian 143-145; on Philo's use o f  terms such as apatheia and the relationship to his ascetic and 
afterlife philosophy see Frank, ArTEAIKOEBIOX  136-139 on the use o f en peira  by Philo, Clement and 
Origen; see also §5.5.2.

79 Collection I  'm H. Berthold (ed.) Makarios Symeon Reden und Briefe (2 vols.; GCS\ Berlin: Akademie 
Verlag, 1973) 25.1.4; Epistula Magna 260.3 (cf. nl).
OA

Citing Cramer, Die Engelvorstellungen bei Ephrdm dem Syrer, Brown suggests that the angelic life is based 
upon the angelic 'wakefulness' in their constant praise o f God (Body 331). It is, however, the praise, not the 
wakefulness, that characterises the state o f both the angels and the ascetics; the wakefulness is a secondary 
characteristic, for it enables the praise. This theme extends well beyond the references to it in the Liber 
graduum. The wakefulness could, however, be important in and o f  itself; we shall see below that it was 
ultimately based upon the description o f the wise and foolish virgins and the vigilant servants of  Mt 25:1-13 & 
Mk 13:33-37 respectively; in the earliest strata o f Syriac Christian literature which discusses wakefulness it is 
not linked to emulation o f angels, only in the fourth century does the wakefulness come to be seen as an angelic 
attribute. In Pachomian monasticism (like the earliest Syriac ascetic literature) the emphasis upon wakefulness 
was present, but without any clear relationship to the angelic life; see Philip Rousseau, Pachomius 142-143, 
where he notes that the aim o f the watchfulness here is to gain the same goal as described in the Beatitudes 
('purity o f heart'); cf. also 78-9, 86n.
81 Dem. VI (PS 1.1, c.309 //.22-4) & Dem. XVIII (PS 1.1, c.841 //.23-26). Murray points out that Nagel (Die 
Motivierung der Askese in der alten Kirche und der Ursprung des Monchtums [Berlin: Akademie Verlag,
1966]) 43 is incorrect in saying that only the term maPaka is used in the context o f  the ascetic angelic life; he 
cites Cramer, Engelvorstellungen 49-50 as a better examination o f  the issue: Murray, "The Origin o f Aramaic 
cir" n2.

82 IG X X I.592.10-11.
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assigned to Adam -  constant worship of God.^4 So too in tex ts^  slightly later than Ephrem 

and Aphrahat (but most probably fourth or early fifth century), ascetics, just like angels, 

seem to be hovering around the altar86 whilst the sacrament is being performed:

T ~71 r e ' t - i i n  n  r c S  . ir"

(<\o rdbicuiz: ^  arf

r<\r< y±5 cA \  v . n

.̂~i .i n  _̂_cim^\a_L^n_.ma

Everywhere, where the sacrifice is being offered, they 
participate, although they are in the desert; and not because they 
are far off in body (they are [sic]) members of the church, but 
through their belief they are near.^7

tn ii ,_nnrii-iv cr&ji rxl-AAa r£}Oi_.o

_ _ cv ra _ jr< ^  ^ A n  °v\v<

oono rr' \ - i  c\Vvin ,no

°lL i r c i x n a n  ^ o tA  rdL x^cn 

^.-it  rxlinicLn ^ n m  a . s i

K '^vcim A r^

All day and all night, all their work is prayer; instead of a censer 
which they do not have, their purity is their reconciliation; and 
instead of the buildings of the church they are temples for the

83 LG XXI.592.8-11; cf. LG VI.144.5-11.
^  LG XXI 600.10-11; 20-25. This is also the duty o f the righteous dead in the Acts o f  Thomas pp,151f, see 
§5.3.3.
^  Originally generally attributed to Ephrem (i.e. by Voobus), but now seen to be the work o f  later authors 
writing after the coming of Egyptian monasticism, cf. nn20,63.

See §5.6.1 on similar phenomena in Egyptian asceticism.

^  From the text identified by Voobus as Ephrem's "Letter to the Mountaineers" (

rtL /in^  is\a \ ’̂ -.T.aK') but which is now regarded as being o f a later date (cf. Griffith, "Asceticism in the

Church o f Syria" 221-22). It represents, however, an attempt to return to a remembered type o f  native Syriac 
asceticism as it was before the coming o f Egyptian monasticism. Its attribution to Ephrem illustrates that those 
who came later (probably early fifth century) regarded these types o f  ascetic practices as supported by 
Ephrem's thought (rather than the spurious bringer o f Egyptian monasticism, Mar Awgin, cf. Griffith, 221), and 
thus they carried a kind o f imprimatur as to their Syriac, as opposed to Egyptian, pedigree. It is, therefore, in 
essence, a secondary text, telling us what later writers thought was going on before the coming o f Egyptian 
monasticism. The text comes from Opera selecta ed. Overbeck p. 121 6-9, and the quote is translated by 
Voobus, Literary, Critical and Historical Studies in Ephrem the Syrian (Stockholm: ETSE, 1958) 75. The text 
is also included in Beck's Des Heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Sermones IV. (CSCO 334; Scr. Syri 148. Louvain, 
1973).
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Holy Spirit; instead of the altars are their spirits; as sacrifices 
their prayers are being offered to the G od h ead . 8 8

There is an opposition to the institutional Church evident here, for these texts need to be seen 

in their temporal context; they were written soon after the coming of Egyptian monasticism 

to the Syriac Christian community, and thus must reflect either a revolt against the 

increasing dominance of the Church over the expression of Christian asceticism, or else an 

imitation of the traditional Egyptian monastic independence from the ecclesiastical hierarchy 

(which we will examine later in this chapter when we deal with the fourth century Egyptian 

asceticism).

As we have already seen in chapter 3,89 the heavenly worship of God by the angels 

assumed great importance in the ascent vision texts in the Pseudepigrapha. Heavenly hymns 

play an important role in the ascent of the seer, and signal the transformation of the seer into 

an angel. The Apocalypse ofZephaniah (3:3-4)90 describes the seer being clothed in angelic 

garb and then praying to God with the angels;91 the Similitudes o f  Enoch (1 En 71:11) 

depicts Enoch being transformed and then praising God, an event which must be seen in 

relation to 39:10-14, where the righteous dead praise God; and the Apocalypse o f Abraham 

(17-18) has Abraham singing angelic hymns in order to camouflage his ascent in case the 

angels take offence at the intrusion of a human into their realm. In each of these three texts 

transformation or ascent, or both, give the subject the chance to worship God. But only in 

the Ascension o f Isaiah (7:18-20; 8:16-17) is it explicit that the transformed seer is joining

88 Arthur Voobus, Literary, Critical a nd Historical Studies 72 "a memra on the anchorets, hermits and 
mourners and the dwellers on the mountains, in the valleys, desolated places and in the hollows of  the ground"; 
cf. 73-4; the text has been edited by Zingerle, Rahmani (as: Hymni de virginitate [Scharf, 1906] II, p.81 ff.), and 
Beck (CSCO 334). Voobus quotes first Zingerle's version and then (see below) Rahmani's. This particular 
quote is from P. Zingerle (ed.) Monumenta syriaca I (Oeniponti, 1869) p. 12; Voobus suggests an early CE 4th
century date, although the manuscript tradition only goes back to the 10th century, cf. 72, n2 (& n3).
89 §3.4.3.

Or Anonymous Apocalypse, the textual tradition is variously interpreted for this work was found in the same
collection o f MSS as the Apocalypse o f  Elijah, and the Apocalypse ofZephaniah', some regard the Anonymous 
Apocalypse as part o f the Apocalypse o f  Zephaniah, others as separate; see AOT  753-755, 915-917 & OTP I 
499-500. The line numbering used is that of the translation in the AOT, in the OTP this passage is at 8:1-4.

See also the quotation preserved in Clement of Alexandria: a vxo  e a w o  fi5r| xpecpei ap1 oi>x opoia ta m a  
xoiq vn o  Io<povia XexQevot xov Jtpocprixou; « m i  ave>.apev pe rcvEvpa K a i  dvriveyKev pe eiq o u p a v o v  

KEprcxov K a i eGecbpouv a yyilo vc, KaXoupevouq Kupvouq, K a i t o  SiaSripa a u x d iv  £7tvKevpevov ev 
rc v e tip c m  ayicp K a i fjv e k &o t o d  a u x co v  o  O povoq £7txa7t>.acri(ov cpcoxoq fiXtou avaxEAAovxoq, o iK o u v x a q  
e v  vaoiq acoxipiaq K a i  upvouvxaq 0eov appiycov u\yiaxov.« a u x o  eauxd fjSri xpecpEt.« ap' oi>x opoia  
TaOxa xotq ■uito X090via  A.ex0eioi xou 7tpo<pi|Tou; « K a i  a v e X a P e v  p£ rc v eO p a  K a i  a v fiv e y K e v  pe Eiq 

o u p a v o v  jiEpnxov K a i  E0E(bpot>v a y y E ^ o tiq  KaX.ODp.Evouq Kupiouq, K a i xo SiaStipa auxcov E itiK e ip E vo v  e v
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the angelic choirs upon ascent. No doubt the other three texts suggested to their audience the 

angelic worship of God when they discussed the transformation of their heroes and their 

subsequent worship; but the clear statement in the Ascension o f  Isaiah is notable. It suggests 

connections with the milieu in which Aphrahat and the Liber graduum were working when 

they stated either that their ascetics would or should join with the angelic choir, however 

much the writers may have intended to suggest either real transformation into, emulation of, 

or simply a metaphorical exhortation to be like, the angels. This text is probably the 

ascension known to Jerome, Didymus, and E p ip h a n iu s ,92 and it is not impossible that it also 

circulated outside the Greek Christian world in the Semitic Syriac environment of the same 

period.

5.2.2 The sleepless worship of the H re

Angels did not need to sleep. This was because they were watchful, wakeful beings, 

gathered around God's throne constantly praising; hence, as discussed already, the Syriac 

term Hr a.

In the late fifth or early sixth century it is recorded that certain Syrian ascetics, called (in 

Greek) akoimetoi, emulated this by worshipping in shifts, so that constant praise could be 

offered up.93 This particular group and the idea of worshipping in shifts may have been new 

in this period, but the idea of constant worship was not.

The ascetics found in the Liber graduum, in Aphrahat, and in Ephrem's genuine work all 

attempted to avoid sleep. Sleep was a human requirement. It was an ancient and enduring 

belief that celestial beings did not require sleep; the Vedic Adityas (Rig Veda II, 27.9), 

Mithra (Yasht 10.7), Ahura Mazda (Vivedat 19.20), Zeus (Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus 

702) and the Jewish God (Ps 121:4) were all beings described as not requiring s l e e p .9 4  

When Christ descended to earth, declared Aphrahat, he gave up his ability to go without

rcvEfyiocTi ayico K a i  fjv ek&otou avrcov o Gpovcx; e7iTajtXaoia>v cpcoxoq T|A.iou avaTeX .Xovxo<;, oikouvtcxi; 
ev vaotq a coT T p ia q  Kai u^vouv-caq 0eov appri'tov *>\|na-tov.«, Strom. V.xi.77.

^  J.M.T. Barton, "The Ascension of  Isaiah", in AO Tl% \.
See the recent introduction by S. AbouZayd to Elizabeth Theokritoffs translation o f  The Life o f  Alexander. 

"The Life of  our Holy Father Alexander", Aram 3 (1991) 293-318; also the discussion in Frank, 
AITEAIKOZBIOZ, 79-82.
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sleep, an ability he shared with the other cire.9$ Jews, also, in this period believed sleep to 

be a human need that man imposed upon himself by his decision to sin, thus giving up his 

chance to live free from the demands of sleep, like an a n g e l . 9 6  The ability to go without 

sleep characterised Enoch in 2 (Slavonic) Enoch 23:3, when he stayed awake for thirty days 

and nights in order to be instructed by the angel V r e v o i l .9 7

There is a strong polemic against sleep in early Syriac sources, but the earliest Syriac 

literature does not make the connection between angels and wakefulness. The parable of the 

wise and foolish virgins (Mt 25:1-13; and the wakeful servants Mk 13:33-37; Lk 12:35-40)

supplies the scriptural background to the importance of the notion of w a k e f u l n e s s . ^ ^  The 

Acts o f  Thomas metaphorically equates sleeping with something done by an old man, sick 

because of his s i n s .99 Perhaps we should say here, the Old Man, as opposed to the New 

Man, the true Christian. 100 Those who sleep are the children of darkness, dead because of

94 Cf. T. H. Gaster, "Watcher" in The Interpreter's Dictionary o f  the Bible. An Illustrated Encyclopedia 
(Nashville & New York: Abingdon Press, 1962) 805-6.
9$ Dem. VI. 8-10, elaborating upon Phil 2:7.

96 Cf. 351.
97 This is reminiscent o f  Exod 34:28, for there is the implication that Moses also went without sleep during his 
forty days and nights o f instruction by God, wherein he did not eat.
98 One also wonders if  Psalm 130 (LXX 129) did not also have a role to play, for although it does not mention 
the word Hra it does emphasise the duty o f the soul o f the devout to wait and watch for the Lord.

99 Acts o f  Thomas 48 (= Wright, Acts \_ii), 58 (= Wright, Acts l ) .

Cf. Acts o f  Thomas 48, 58, see also 10 (= Wright, Acts although not in the Greek) in which Jesus

(the new man) descends and puts on the first (old) man, Adam; see also Aphrahat, Demonstration XII. 252.17. 
The New Testament basis for the use of such terminology in Syriac is Eph 2:15 & 4:24

9 y  4> & y

( k c u v o v  dvOpcoTcov; rC'i—l t j d ); Col 3:10 (putting on the 'new': ev8uod|xevoi t o v  veov;
9 y  y  y  9 y y

r<k:u> n  r —i \ o); Titus 2:14 (new people: K'fcvxu although the Greek has instead:

Kai KaGaplcrfl eauTtp Xaov 7tepio\xnov); the idea is found in early Church literature such as Ignatius, 
Ephesians 20.1, cf. Epistle to Diognetus 2:1. See also M. Choat, "Papnouthious in SB 1 2266: New Man or 
New Patron?", ZPE 133 (2000) 157-162 and also E.A. Judge, "The impact o f Paul’s gospel on ancient society", 
P.Bolt and M. Thomson (eds.) The Gospel fo r the Nations: Perspectives on Paul's Mission in Honour o f  P.J. 
OBrian (Apollos: Leicester, 2000). The idea of a ’new world’ ( calma hadtha\ is derived it seems from the use

* V * »
of the phrase to translate the Greek TtaXiyyeveoia in Mt 19:28). It also played an important

role in Syriac Christian literature. Takeda discusses this idea and especially notes that in two passages in the 
life  o f  Antony the Syriac version has replaced the Greek version's mention o f citizenship in heaven and the 
eternal life with reference to the 'new world'; see Fumihiko F. Takeda, "A Study o f  The Syriac Version o f  the 
Life o f  Antony -  A Meeting point of  Egyptian Monasticism with Syriac Native Asceticism" (unpbl. DPhil.; 
Univ. o f Oxford, 1998) 461; Athanasius' interaction with this idea is dealt with by C. Mills Badger Jr, The New 
Man Created in God: Christology, Congregation and Asceticism in Athanasius o f  Alexandria (Unpbl. 
dissertation; Duke Univ., 1990).
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their sins. To rise from sleep is to be resurrected .101 The world of human existence is 

characterised as a time of sleep during which the Lord is watching over his chosen ones. 102

To be wakeful is thus a positive and beneficial state to be in, though in the earliest Syriac 

literature not explicitly an angelic state. Indeed in the Acts o f Thomas not to sleep is to act in 

imitation of him who does not sleep, Christ, rather than the angels, to which no reference is 

m a d e . 103 The change from imitatio Dei in the tradition found in the Acts to imitatio 

angelorum in the later Syriac tradition should be noted at this point, for the move from 

emulation of Christ to emulation of angels holds part of the key to understanding the origins 

of the ascetic angelic life. No doubt in reference to the example in Mark 13:34-7 (cf. Lk 

12:37; 1 Thess 4:15; Matt 24:46) ofthe doorkeeper commanded to watch for the return of his 

master, Christians are advised in the Acts o f  Thomas to be watchful for the return of their 

L o r d . 104 This notion is reflected also in the Odes o f Solomon, the Didascalia and in 

Aphrahat. 105 it needs to be noted, however, that although the watchfulness of the righteous 

is not linked in this text to the heavenly Watchers, the righteous are given angelic qualities 

elsewhere in this text. 106

In early Christian writers outside the Syriac milieu and in the pseudepigrapha and the 

Septuagint the term Watcher was applied to angels, and watchfulness was seen as an angelic 

attribute; it was only a matter of time before the passages in the Gospels and the Pauline 

corpus would be connected with these heavenly ideal types, and thus it would be realised 

that the watchfulness of the good servants was indeed an angelic virtue, as all virtues were. 

As has already been discussed in §3.1.1c 'watcher' as a term to be applied to angels is first 

found in the Aramaic section of D a n ie l .  107 in the Septuagint this term is translated as 

aggelos but Aquila and Symmachus translate it perhaps more accurately as egregoros a

Acts o f  Thomas 153 (= Wright, Acts vyi).

^  j4cts o f  Thomas 66 (= Wright, Acts oAi).

^  Acts o f  Thomas 66.
^  Acts o f  Thomas 146 (= Wright, Acts tn_tx), 147 (= Wright, Acts m_i_i.), cf. 169 (= Wright, Acts r̂ Vjr ).

105 Cf. §§5.2.1-5.2.2.
^  Acts o f  Thomas 7 (= Wright, Acts \-v_n).
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'watchful, wakeful or vigilant' being. It was often used as a term for the fallen angels. The 

Testament o f  Reuben 5:6-7, the Testament ofNaphtali 3:5, and the Book o f  Enoch, using 

both the Aramaic term (1 En 13:10) and the Ethiopic (12:4; 15:2), all use the term watcher to 

refer to the fallen angels. Although in much of the Pseudepigrapha the term had the negative 

connotation of a fallen angel this was by no means always the case. 1 Enoch uses words 

denoting watchfulness in relation to the four archangels and also R a p h a e l .  108 2 (Slavonic) 

Enoch claims that some of the watchers have fallen, and that others stay on in order to 

continue the praise of G o d .  109 Most importantly for this chapter Clement of Alexandria 

saw this watchfulness as necessary for all Christians; it was the state of being in constant

anticipation of the life to come and also served to make the believer into an angel. 110 

Moreover, Clement also tied the angelic watchfulness into the watchfulness of the good 

servants who await their Lord. 111 Clement's belief in transformation will be dealt with 

below, but it is worth noting that he ties together watchfulness, the true (and thus gnostic) 

Christian and emulation of angels.

It is in Aphrahat that we can first see this notion of wakefulness being linked to the angels, 

the watchers. Aphrahat seems to be working inside a milieu with which he is not entirely 

comfortable. He states clearly that his ascetics, the ihidaye o f the bnai qyama, should wait 

for the judgement day to be transformed, that until then they must abide in their own 

nature. 112 Likewise they should feel no shame at the hunger they feel in their bellies. 113 

This suggests that there were some in his audience who did actually believe that ascetics 

could transform their nature, and thus release themselves from the needs of the body. 

Aphrahat's asceticism is a moderate asceticism; he rejects adornment and luxury, and most 

importantly sex, but also reminds his listeners that they are still ordinary human beings. This 

is not the asceticism of radical rejection of all human limitations that seems to have come

I®? The Aramaic section is Dan 2:4 -  7:18; the angelic watchers are found at MT 4:10 (Theodotion [0 ] 13 ip), 
14 (0  17 ip) & 20 ( 0  23 ip).
108 Cf. 1 Enoch 20:1; 22:6; 39:12; 71:7; 93:2.
109 2 En 18.
11® Paedagogus II.ix.79.3; ix.82.3.
111 Paed. II, ix, 79,3.1.
112 VI.277.22.
113 VI.276.3-4.
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after the onset of monasticisml 14, and was probably at least in part a reaction to it. 

Nonetheless Aphrahat uses the example of angelic behaviour to elucidate the features o f the 

ascetic life. Whilst at the same time he makes clear the difference between his ascetics and

the angels by always describing the ‘ire as being "of heaven" (rxl^7i_r. when

discussing heavenly angels rather than their emulators upon the earth. His care in the use of 

this adjective makes clear that the term was ambiguous and there was a possibility for 

confusion. Aphrahat uses the term watcher in its by then standard sense as a reference to the

good servants of the Gospels. The ascetic should stand (■pcuu) and be wakeful/watchful 

(,mcv.i-LX_i) for the Lord, in case he should arrive. 1 ^

5.2.3 A scetics as holy ones, K 'j  , 'i x i

"Holy" also refers to human beings. In Daniel, as in 7:18 (holy ones of the Most High)l 16 

and 7:27 (the people of the saints of the most high) the holy ones are humans. In the 

Similitudes o f Enoch (lEn 37-71) the holy ones are described as being either 'heavenly' or 

'earthly'. 117 In the Dead Sea Scrolls, although the majority of the references refer to 

heavenly beings, 'holy one' also referred on occasion to a member of the community, and 

serves to underline for us the sense of fellowship with the angels enjoyed by this 

c o m m u n i t y .  118 jn 2 Thessalonians 1:10 and Colossians 1:12 'holy ones' are referred to; 

whether these are human or angelic is unclear from the context.

The legacy of the term is seen most clearly in Syriac literature, wherein the term 'holy one' 

qaddisha refers to one of the three grades of ascetic. Specifically qaddisha refers to people

1 Embodied in the texts once attributed to Ephrem which gave us such a false picture o f  early Syriac ascetic 
practices; cf. Sidney Griffith, "Asceticism in the Church o f  Syria: The Hermeneutics o f Early Syrian 
Monasticism", 221 -2.
115 VI.244.5.

This is the most satisfactory translation; see J.J. Collins, "Saints o f  the Most High >vynp", DDD  
1359, contra J. Goldingay, "'Holy Ones on High' in Daniel 7:18", JBL 107 (1988) 497-99.

For example: heavenly: 1 En 47:2,4; 57:2, earthly: 48:7, 9 (bis); 50:1 (bis); 51:2; 58:3.
11 R° See Maxwell J. Davidson Angels at Qumran: A Comparative Study o f  1 Enoch 1-36, 72-108 and Sectarian 
Writings from Qumran (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992) 31, 33, 34, 120, 165, 166, 272, 281.
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who although married refrain from intercourse. 119 This term is argued to have come from 

the understanding of the Semitic root QDS used in Exodus 19:10, where Moses is told to 

'sanctify' the people, and he instructs them (vs 15) to stay away from their w i v e s .  120 This 

understanding of words derived from QDS is thus derived from the Old Testament, and is 

also reflected in passages such as 1 Corinthians 7:14 and 34 in which the Greek terms 

derived from hagios and QDS are used in the Greek and the Syriac respectively to refer to 

abstinence from sex.

5.2.4 I h i d a y a

The purpose of this section is to examine two terms of central importance to early Syriac 

asceticism, ihidaya and Bnai Qyama, in order to illustrate their links to the concept of the

angelic life of the ascetic. 121 in doing so the centrality of the concept of the angelic life to 

Syriac ascetic practice and its early place in the development of Syriac Christianity will be 

illuminated.

Two main models for emulation presented themselves to the Syriac ascetic. On the one 

hand Christ and the pattern of his life: his lack of possessions, homelessness, unmarried state

and suffering provided the pattern upon which ascetics could model their own lives. 122 On 

the other hand, as we have seen, ascetics also attempted to emulate the angelic state. 123 

Perhaps the most all-encompassing term used by these ascetics to describe their state of 

existence was the term ihidaya, whilst the institution that they believed themselves to be a 

part of was that of the Bnai/Bnat Qyama. Both terms will be dealt with below, and their

**9 s.P. Brock, The Luminous Eye 133; idem, St. Ephrem The Syrian: Hymns on Paradise (Crestwood: St 
Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1990) 26.
12® Brock, The Luminous Eye 133-4; specifically on the relationship to Syriac ascetic thought on celibacy, see 
Brock, "Early Syrian Ascetism" 10-11; also see K.G. Kuhn & O.J. Procksch, "AriOZ", in G. Kittell & G. 
Friedrich (eds.) Theological Dictionary o f  the New Testament, I (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1964) 100, on
the expression o f this Semitic notion o f separation through the use o f  the Greek word hagios.
121 For two general overviews o f  the angelic life in early Christian monasticism see Peter Nagel, Die 
Motivierung derAskese in der alten Kirche und der Ursprung des Monchtums (Berlin: Akademie Verlag,
1966) 34-48; K. Suso Frank OFM, ATTEAIKOE BIOZ. See also Dom Jean Leclercq's, "Monasticism and 
Angelism" in The Downside Review 85 (1967) 127-137 for a re-examination o f  the question, especially the 
issue o f  whether ascetics believed themselves to actually be transformed by their practices.
122 in particular his suffering; see S.P. Brock, "Early Syrian Ascetism" 18-19.
123 Other exemplars also presented themselves: the prophet and the pre-fall Adam in particular; the pre-fall 
Adam will be discussed in the context of the examination of the term ihidaya.
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translation will be left aside for the moment. Here the argument that both (particularly the 

term Bnai Qyama) are related to an angelic understanding of asceticism will be presented.

The term ihidaya has assumed importance for scholars because o f its central importance 

to the practice of early Syriac Christianity and because of the difficulty in rendering a 

complete translation of the term in a modem European language. It is a word with a variety 

of connotations, most of which are tied to ascetic practices, so no single English word 

adequately translates it. The translation of ihidaya as 'single one' and the abstract noun 

ihidayutha as 'singleness' is the closest we can come in English to a complete translation.

124

This section of the thesis will deal with two things: the concept o f singleness, and the 

word ihidaya. Although the two do intersect they are not the same. The purpose of this 

section is to try to trace the relationship between the concept of'singleness' found in the 

Bible, early Christian asceticism, and the Nag Hammadi library and the use of the word 

ihidaya in fourth century Syriac Christianity. It is, I intend to argue, a term intimately 

connected with the ascetic Christian attempt to maintain a celibate existence based upon an 

understanding of the existence one needed to maintain in heaven: singleness is thus an 

angelic attribute.

The ideal of'singleness' is found in the Hebrew scriptures, where there is emphasis placed 

upon being single-hearted in one's relationship to God, and being undivided, the inner and 

the outer man to g e t h e r  .^ 5  This Jewish idea is also found in the Wisdom o f Solomon (1:1), 

where 'singleness' o f heart (arcXoTriTi xapSiaq) is mandated for the righteous, and the 

Shepherd o f Hermas, in which double-mindedness is warned against.126 The New Testament

124 Robert Murray has listed the main senses of ihidaya: having no spouse or family; being 'single minded' in 
heart and thus faith; and only begotten (monogenes) and thus united to Christ; R. Murray, "Exhortation to 
Candidates for Ascetical Vows at Baptism in the Ancient Syriac Church", ATS 21 (1974-5) 67.

125 Ps 12:3 (= LXX 11:3); Ps 73:26 (=LXX 72:26); Ps 68:7 (=LXX 67:7; RSV 68:6); Ps 86:11 (LXX 85:11). 
Cf. Ps 119:113, although the Greek (LXX 118:113) has Ttapavojunx; for the Hebrew o ’3yt>; see also 1 En 91:4. 
It should also be noted that in Islam the singleness o f God (tawh id) is a particularly important concept; it 
seems, however, that it is not related to the early Christian concept o f  singleness (which is related to celibacy 
and psychic unity) but to the campaign against polytheism - it is thus ap( statement o f  Islamic monotheism; see 
L. Gardet, "Allah", in The Encyclopaedia o f Islam. New Edition I (Leiden: Brill, 1986) 407b, and S.H. Nasr and 
0 . Leaman, History o f  Islamic Philosophy II (London & New York: Routledge, 1996) 1146-47.
11 ft°  Av\|ruxva: The Shepherd o f  Hermas, Mandates 9.
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letter of James supports the same notion from another tack, using the Greek dipsychos 

(double-souled or minded) to indicate one who is unstable in his faith and life (1:8) or 

somehow impure (4:8).127

How this Jewish idea ties into the Syriac notion of ihidayutha ("singleness") is unclear. 

Ephrem emphasised the concept of singleness in his writings, for which he often used the 

term ihidaya. In the Hymns on Faith the symbol of the pearl, the perfect sphere, inspires 

Ephrem to talk o f other undivided th in g s :  128 Truth is undivided

(fti^cL^ r d n  rdh ),129 the Lord was bom'singly'(i\_.r<'.T_m_.),130 and although

he had siblings he was truly a single one (rL,-\ ,vi.,),131 a model for the solitary ascetic 

(r^ruicuL^j) to imitate. 132 Meanwhile the Greek of the early Christian period had taken the

word monachos and redefined it to mean something very close to ihidaya as it was used by 

E p h r e m . 1 3 3  Although monachos is not found in the Septuagint it was used by both 

Symmachus and A q u i la  1 3 4  in their Greek translations of the Old Testament. According to 

Eusebius Symmachus was an Ebionite, though modem scholars contest t h is . 1 3 5  i f  it is true, 

then this is the earliest use of the term by a Christian. In his commentary upon the Psalms 

Eusebius accepted Symmachus1 translation ofthe Hebrew of Psalm 68:7 as monachos, going 

so far as to suggest that here the Psalm is referring to Christian monks. Moreover when 

Aquila and Symmachus translated Gen 2:18, which refers to Adam's single, celibate status in 

the Garden before the coming of Eve, they changed the jxovov of the Septuagint into 

l^ovaxoq. Thus by the late second century the biblical Hebrew concept of 'singleness' of

127 See also Brown, Body 36 (on the Jewish notion transmitted into early Christian circles o f  the single or 
undivided heart) & 69 (on Hermas).
12  ̂E. Beck (hrsg.) Des heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Hymnen de Fide (CSCO vol. 154; Scriptores Syri T.73; 
Louvain: Peeters, 1965); De fide  85.11 (= De margarita 5:11); 86.14 (=De marg. 6:14).
129 De fide  81:3 ( - D e  marg. 1.3).
1^0 De fide  82.5 (= De marg. 2.5).

131 De fide  82.5 (= De marg. 2.5).
132 De fide  82.5 (= D e marg. 2.5).
1 ̂ On the use o f monachos before it came to be connected to asceticism see Judge, "The Earliest use o f  
Monachos for >Monk< (P. Coll. Youtie 77) and the Origins o f Monasticism", JAC  20 (1977) 86.
134 Symmachus used monachos at Gen 2:18 & Ps 68:6 (LXX 67:7); Aquila used monachos at Gen 2:18 & 
22:2; Ps 22:21 (LXX 21:21); 25:16 (LXX 24:16); 35:17 (LXX 34:17).
Hr

J Eusebius, Demonstratio evangelica VII. 1. See A. Salveson, Symmachus in the Pentateuch (Manchester: 
Univ. o f Manchester, 1991).
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heart or faith had come to be connected to celibacy through the use o f the Greek monachos 

to describe both concepts. Hence, the period from the second to the fourth century witnessed 

the development of a concept of 'singleness' that was expressed in very similar ways in both 

Syriac and Greek through the use of the words ihidaya and monachos, and which was 

related to Christian asceticism.

What did the Syriac of Ephrem's time understand by the use of the word ihidaya? Ihjdaya 

was originally a scriptural term that came to encompass a broad conceptual spread of ideas 

related to asceticism. By the fourth century it had come to suggest both the 'singleness' of 

heart and faith found in the Psalms and carried into the Wisdom o f Solomon and letter of 

James, and also sexual abstinence. It seems that in its first Christian incarnation, in the

Gospels, ihidaya referred primarily to an only c h i ld .  136 jt was the identification of Christ as 

the only son of God that led to the adjective ihidaya (= monogenes) becoming the noun 

Ihjdaya, the 'single one', i.e. the only son of God. 137 The Syriac ascetic imitation of Christ 

the Ihidaya led to the need to define this ascetic state of ilijdayutha (singleness); it thus came 

to encompass several aspects. Importantly, as discussed above, ihidaya came to encompass 

roughly the same semantic range as the Greek monachos. 138

Yet the exact relationship between the words ihidaya and monachos is intriguing and 

remains unclear. Both terms exercised central importance in Syriac and Egyptian monastic 

terminology respectively, but, it seems, later in Syriac thought (4th century). The earliest 

appearance of monachos in an Egyptian setting, in the ascetic Nag Hammadi Gospel o f  

Thomas, may have been as a translation of ihidaya, for the gospel has long been suspected to 

have had a Syrian, or at least Syro-Mesopotamian Greek o r ig in a l .  139 The notion of 

'singleness' found in the gospel seems to mirror that found in the fourth-century Syriac 

ascetic writers: for it was not just sexual abstinence but seems to suggest a notion of return to

1 0 Thus the term is used both for Christ (in his status as the only son o f  God, monogenes) at Jn 1:14, 18; 3:16,
18 and also for other only-sons, such as at Lk 7:12; 8:42; 9:38.
117 T. K. Koonammakkal, "Ephrem's Ideas on Singleness", Hugoye: Journal o f Syriac Studies 2, no. 1 (Jan 
1999) [http://syrcom.cua.edu/Hugoye/Vol2Nol/HV2NlKoonammakkal.html] 2f; S. Griffith, "Asceticism in 
the Church o f  Syria: The Hermeneutics of Early Syrian Monasticism" 225; see also R. Murray, Symbols 355.

139 See §5.2.5 n l88.
^  See Murray, "Exhortation to Candidates", 67.
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original unity. 140 Yet the Greek term monachos is not the only word used for singleness; the 

Coptic oua ouot is also used. Moreover our earliest evidence for the use of ihidaya comes 

from the fourth century Fathers Aphrahat and Ephrem. Indeed it would be unlikely that 

ihidaya was widely used, if at all, in texts before the fourth-century for the concept of 

singleness. The evidence for this is that the two texts most likely to use it, the second 

century Odes o f  Solomon and the third-century Acts ofJudas Thomas the term ihidaya is not 

used, even though these texts deal with the concept of singleness (using other terms). 141

The Odes o f Solomon142 give us a picture of the notion of'singleness' as it was developing 

in Syriac sometime between the end of the first and the beginning o f the fourth century. The 

Odes are essentially ascetical texts. The writer is arguing for an ascetic interpretation of 

Christianity. His Christians aim for transformation. They aim to make the world on earth 

the same as the heavenly w o r ld ;  143 the transformed Christian will be like someone of 

another r a c e ,144 a new p e r s o n ,145 and a stranger (rf  ■ im-vr^) 146 Qde 34 contains

references to the concept later Syriac writers called ihidayutha, claiming that:

•.k \ ,  ■ r  a  r in A n  rc 'V . t  n  r d u i o n f

K'\\ \a  r£\ arf pC^-it  Vi'nn rdX art'

.ft'̂ \T_.(TU t vi "71.1 fh-n'7in \ -i

See A. F. J. Klijn, "The >Single One< in the Gospel of Thomas", JBL 81 (1962) 271-78.

141 Although it does appear in the Acts o f  Judas Thomas as a title o f  Christ, cf. AJT, 7; see Murray, Symbols 
355 for ihidaya as a title for Christ in AJT, Aphrahat, Ephrem and elsewhere; see also Griffith, "Asceticism in 
the Church o f Syria", 228f.

142 See the bibliography for the editions and translations (which are numerous) o f this text. Lattice's recent 
series o f volumes (Die Oden Salomos in ihrer Bedeutung fur Neues Testament und Gnosis [3 vols.; Fribourg: 
Editions universitaires, 1979-1986]) is the latest and most comprehensive edition, representing the state o f  
knowledge so far.
143 Ode 34:4-5; Charlesworth (The Odes o f Solomon [Oxford: Clarendon, 1973] 123 n6) cautions against 
reading "gnostic mythology back into these verses" and refers the reader to his article in the Catholic Biblical 
Quarterly, 31 (1969) 357-69.

144 Ode 41:5.
145 ode 17:4, although Charlesworth and all other editors (except Lattke, who seems to make no comment on 
the issue), suggest without any textual evidence whatsoever that here this is Christ speaking. Majella
Franzmann's argument that stanza 16’s doxology identifies the person speaking in the first person in stanza 15 
(and thus also stanza 4); is possible, but speculative, see her comments in The Odes o f  Solomon: An Analysis o f  
the Poetical Structure and Form (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1991) 137-38, and also in "Strangers
from Above: An Investigation o f the Motif o f  Strangeness in the Odes o f  Solomon and Some Gnostic Texts",
Le Museon 103 (1990) 27-41. Ode 11:10 also talks o f the Lord's garment renewing the devotee. On the idea of  
the 'new man' in early Christian literature, see the references and discussion at nlOO.
146 Ode 17:5.
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■ p r C n  mn • p c ' t  .< \  t  l a  i / y v i n  rda-.K'

.^A an 
(Ode 34.1-3)

There is no difficult path for the simple heart (leva psitji), nor is there 
affliction in upright thoughts, nor is there a whirlwind in the depth of 
enlightened thought. Where there is pleasant country all around there 
is nothing in him which is divided (plig).

Ode 36 describes the transformation of an individual into a heavenly being, indeed into one 

of the greatest heavenly beings, in Ode 36 into:

r d i r £  r n c i  • r t ' v . n  r  ^ n —i P C l lf £  ' i - i r ' n  x a  . K V n W . i  m a n

• ,> j i i \u \  rdLam cry re” rx' \- i in i - i

(Ode 36.3c-5 )

the Son of God, when I praise with the praising ones, And I am the 
greatest among the great o n e s. 147 por according to the greatness of 
the Most High, so She made me.

Coptic, Greek and Syriac writings thus evince a similar understanding of singleness from 

the second century on, but before the fourth century there is no evidence that a particular 

word was used in these languages to refer to this concept. 148 it must have been slightly 

later that the scriptural term ihidaya, used for the monogenes (and also celibate) Christ, came 

to prominence as the term used to describe the ideal ascetic, and acquired the full semantic 

range that it was largely to share with monachos. Clearly in Egypt, also, the concept of

147 My translation differs from Charlesworth's here, who has: "Because I was the most glorified among the 
glorious ones, | And the greatest among the great ones. | For according to the greatness of  the Most High, so

She made me"; the variant rdu iruO iiD  in MS H supports my understanding, for in this text the noun used

contains the nomina agentis (the suffix an, cf. Noldeke, § 130), leading to the translation "ones who glorify", or,

as I translate it, "ones who praise"; indeed the Pacel for this verb ( -u r u ) is used for the saying o f the Gloria (cf.

R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, II (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1901) 4023-4024 & Brockelmann, Lexicon 
Syriacum (Berlin: Reuther & Reichard, 1895) 363). The notion o f giving praise to God is central to the force o f  
the first Pacel participle used here.
148 Indeed if  monachos were really a translation o f  ihidaya then it is noteworthy that in the Manichaean 
Psalm-Book CCL.l (p.59) (in Coptic, long believed to be based upon a Syriac original) the Greek loan word 
nMONoreNHC, rather than monachos, is used to describe Christ. Two possibilities are suggested by this: 
perhaps the Psalm-Book is not a translation from Syriac and was rather composed in Greek first or in Coptic; or 
the Syriac term ihidaya still meant just 'only begotten' (monogenes), and did not yet share the full semantic 
range that it later acquired and came to share with the Greek/Coptic monachos.
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'singleness' was present, at least, by the third century, but in Coptic there was not a particular

The association between Christ the Ihidaya and the ascetic Christian as an ihidaya that is

Testament idea of singleness of heart or faith with the imitation of Christ's lifestyle.

In practical terms, as an expression of lifestyle, the fourth-century understanding of 

ihidayutha denoted a chaste existence. This interest in celibacy is not surprising. It was no 

doubt, at least in part, the development of ideas such as those found in the writings of 

Ignatius of Antioch (ca. CE 107), who assumed those who practised sexual renunciation 

were doing it in honour of the Lord. 150 Aphrahat explicitly tied ihidayutha to those who 

lived celibate lives, the reward for which was heavenly citizenship.

Terms for Monk in Late Antique Egypt", JAC (forthcoming) 18-20; thus we have here another term alongside 
monachos and oua ouot being used for the concept o f singleness in Egyptian ascetic practice. Although we
really do not know enough about these monks to suggest their understanding of'singleness', it is noteworthy 
that Jerome places these ascetics in the villages and criticises them for their involvement in society; thus they 
show some similarity to the Bnai/Bnat Qyama o f Syriac asceticism for which ihidayutha played such a central 
role.

'"’O Ignatius to Polycarp 5; see also 1 Clem. 38.
^  J. Parisot (ed.) Aphraatis demonstrationes I-XXII (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1926).

On the triliteral root QD§ see nl20.

term used for it. 149

in evidence in the fourth-century writers such as Aphrahat and Ephrem combines the Old

d l i l O i l  .~ i  r t ^ c u r ,.T -D  )!\\  I . ■ t  t  T i re'

rtlW irt'irxlu in  r^\a K'nnx. r<l\a t ^ h - i n >

For those that do not marry women are served by heaven's 
watchers (Hrei shmaia). The keepers of holiness (qadishutha = 
c o n tin e n c e )  152 w jh  b e  rested in the place of the highest holy 
one. The Ihidaya who is from the bosom ( ‘uveh) of his father 
gladdens the ihidaye. There is no male or female there, and no 
slave and no free-man, but all of them are sons of the highest.

149 At this point it is worth mentioning that Jerome distinguished a type o f  wandering Christian ascetic he 
described as remoboth: Ep. 22.34. Perhaps the meaning o f this word can be derived from the Coptic remn out 
("single man"); for the latest on this see the forthcoming article by Choat "The Development and Usage o f the
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Likewise for Ephrem ihidayutha equalled celibacy.

k ' i t ic i^ - i  rC'om re" i .rt’

n'm.ni ,mn n\n\^T .)a . ^Cifb 

,_.n ^_K'o mi r f \  t n'n m\n_\m

^jfraaA. o.\\ ,m .\ >. n' am rdiokn

r^aOA. aJ\^p \°v \ r d  r t '. i  . >. ■ re' .-vi

rd \ao> :i KtoT-^a

(Hymns on Paradise, 7.18)153

He that did abstain from wine in separation (purshana) ^ ^ , the 
Paradise's grapevines eagerly await him, and each one stretches out 
its grapes that it might give to him. And if he is a virgin also they 
bring him into their pure lap because the ihidaya did not fall into the 
lap nor the bed of marriage.

It has been suggested that as late as the early fourth century celibacy was a requirement for 

baptism in the Syrian Church. 1^5 indeed the term ihidaya with its strong connotations of

celibacy may well have referred not only to the ascetic, but to all baptised Christians. 156 

Celibacy thus played an important role in the spirituality of Syriac Christians. Syriac 

asceticism in particular was characterised by the prominence of celibacy. The asceticism of 

the Bnai Qyama discussed below is primarily one of sexual renunciation. One of the 

defining characteristics of the so-called Messalians was their celibacy. 1^7 Sebastian Brock 

has noted that the most obvious source for this Syriac ascetic practice of celibacy was the 

angel afterlife passages in the Synoptic Gospels (Mt 20:30, Mk 12:25, Lk 20:35-6), 

especially Luke, which emphasised the present practice of celibacy by the righteous

1 S3 E. Beck (hrsg.) Des heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Hymnen de Paradiso und contra Julianum (CSCO 174; 
Louvain: Peeters, 1957) 29.

This word carries with it the connotation o f a portion set aside for God, see R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus 
Syriacus, II (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1901) 3305-06 & Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum (Berlin: Reuther & 
Reichard, 1895) 293; indeed it carries echoes o f  the Jewish Nazir; see also G.A. Kiraz, A Computer-Generated 
Concordance to the Syriac New Testament, III (Leiden: Brill, 1993) 2371-75, cf. 2375-79 for its use in the 
Syriac New Testament.

^  See in particular A. Voobus, Celibacy, a Requirement fo r  Admission to Baptism in the Early Syrian Church 
(Stockholm: Estonian Theological Society in Exile, 1951); R. Murray, "The Exhortation to Candidates for 
Ascetical Vows at Baptism in the Ancient Syriac Church", NTS 21 (1974-75) 59-80.
^  On this point Griffith, "Asceticism in the Church o f Syria" cites E. Beck, Dorea and Charis, die Taufe 
(CSCO 457; Louvain: Peeters, 1984) 162-3.
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C h r is t i a n .  1^8 Ascetic celibacy was thus probably an idea which was linked to the imitation 

of angels from a very early period. Monachos seems also to have shared this emphasis upon 

celibacy. As was mentioned above, the use by Aquila and Symmachus of the Greek 

monachos for both unity of purpose and heart and also for Adam's celibacy in Genesis 2:18 

indicates that the notion of'singleness' then crystallizing combined this Old Testament 

'singleness' with sexual abstinence. The word monachos and the concept of'singleness' was 

thus also associated with the pre-fall state of Adam. Possibly the same happened with 

ihidaya around this time and is reflected in the Coptic version of the Gospel o f  Thomas 

which is available to us today. Yet ihidaya was not used in the Syriac version of Genesis 

2:18 to describe Adam's state. 159 perhaps, then, the use of the term ihidaya as a technical 

designation occurred after the second century, and may even have developed in response to 

the new use made of the Greek monachos, suggesting that ihidaya was not the term behind 

the use of monachos in the Gospel o f Thomas. 160 Certainly by the time Aphrahat and 

Ephrem were writing in the fourth century ihidaya had come to mean, like monachos, an 

ascetic lifestyle defined by the recovery of an ideal state of unity lost in the Garden (thus the 

state of Adam in Gen 2:18). Ihidaya did not refer to those who were solitary in relation to 

the rest of society; they were not physically separated from but a part of their 

communities. 161

Demonstrated at least in part by Epiphanius' clumsy attempts to characterise them as sexual libertines; see
C. Stewart, Messalian 22.

1^8 S.P. Brock, "Early Syrian Asceticism" 5-6; see below, §5.7.1 for a quotation o f  the passage in Greek and 
Syriac.
159 S. Brock, St. Ephrem the Syrian: Hymns on Paradise 31.

1^0 There are two positions on this question. Van der Ploeg, Voobus, and Beck believed monachos to be 
behind the Syriac understanding of  ihidaya', see J. Van der Ploeg, Otid-Syrisch monniklseven (Leiden: Brill, 
1924); E. Beck, "Ein Beitrag zur Terminologie des altesten syrischen Monchtums", in B. Steidel (ed.) Antonius 
Magnus Eremita 356-1956 (Studia Anselmiana 38; Rome, 1956) 254- 67; and A. Voobus, History o f  
Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, I, (CSCO 184; Louvain: Secretariat du CorpusSCO, 1960) 106-108. On the
other hand Alfred Adam and Antoine Guillaumont argued that ihidaya was not simply a translation o f  
monachos but rather resulted from independent development; see Adam, "Grundbegriffe des Monchtums in 
sprachlicher Sicht", ZeitschriftJiir Kirchengeschichte, 65 (1953-4) 222 & A. Guillaumont, "Le nom des 
'Agapetes", VigChr 23 (1969) 35. In many ways Murray's article "Exhortation to Candidates for Ascetical 
Vows at Baptism in the Ancient Syriac Church", New Testament Studies, 21 (1974-5) represents an attempt to 
reconcile the two positions.
1 1̂ Indeed the physical separation o f  Egyptian monks, the archetypal representatives o f  this type o f lifestyle, 
from society seems to have been much exaggerated; see J.E. Goehring, "The World Engaged: The Social and 
Economic World o f  Early Egyptian Monasticism" & "Withdrawing for the Desert: Literary Production and
Ascetic Space in Early Christian Egypt" in J.E. Goehring, Ascetics, Society and the Desert: Studies in Early 
Egyptian Monasticism (Harrisburg PA: Trinity Press, 1999); also M. Choat, "Christian Laity and Leadership in 
Fourth-Century Egypt" chap. 5; see also Judge, "monachos", esp. 88-89 for a discussion o f  the possibilities for
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5.2 .5 B n a i  Q y a m a  and 'standing' as an angelic attribute
The second major term in early Syriac asceticism which we shall briefly chart is Bnai 

Qyama. The asceticism of the Bnai Qyama was characterised both by its domestic quality 

and its concentration upon celibacy. The Bnai Qyama defined themselves by their celibate 

vows, but continued to live within the community. They were very much at the heart o f 

Syriac C h r i s t i a n i t y .  162 They seem to have been divided into two categories: The first were 

presumably unmarried virgins of both sexes (btulatha) and the second married couples 

(iqaddishe) who vowed a celibate existence together. 163

Bnai Qyama has been traditionally translated (at least since the time of Nedungatt) as 

"sons of the c o v e n a n t " ;  164 but this does not do it full justice. Qyama is from the triliteral 

root QWM and connotes rising up, standing up, from sleep or death, and to stand or stand

the development o f the term monachos in relation to the changes in Christian ascetic practice occurring at this 
time.
162 See Murray, Symbols 14-16.

163 Sometimes lapsing, as Aphrahat's comments in Dem. VI.260-262; XIII.129-143; XXIII.144 indicate.
164 Nedungatt argued in an influential article in 1973 that almost half the references to the word qyama in 
Aphrahat’s Demonstrations were referring to religious covenants; thus the translation o f  qyama should be 
"covenant"; cf. G. Nedungatt, "The Covenanters o f  the Early Syriac-speaking Church", OCP 39 (1973) 191- 
215 & 419-444. Other major studies on the term Bnai Qyama are: R.H. Connolly, "Aphraates and 
Monasticism", JTS 6 (1905) 522-538; F.C. Burkitt, "Aphraates and Monasticism: A  Reply", JTS 7 (1906) 10- 
15; M. Maude, "Who were the Bnai Qyama?", JTS 36 (1935) 13-21; S. Jargy, "Les «fils et filles du pacte» dans 
la litterature monastique syriaque", OCP 17 (1951) 304-320; A. Adam, "Grundbegriffe des Monchtums", 
Zeitschrift fu r Katholische Geschichte, 65 (1953/54) 224-8; A. Voobus, History o f  Asceticism in the Syrian 
Orient, I (Louvain: Secretariat du CorpusSCO, 1958) 97-103; 197-208; Voobus, "The Institution o f  the Benai 
Qeiama and Benat Qeiama in the Ancient Syriac Church", CH  30 (1961) 19-27; P. Nagel, Die Motivierung der 
Askese in der alten Kirche und der Ursprung des Monchtums (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1966) 34-48; R. 
Gregoire, "Notes philologiques sur le vocabulaire de la vie religieuse", Parole de TOrient 1 (1970) 301-326; M. 
Breydy, "Les Laics et les Bnay Qyomo dans l'ancienne tradition de l'eglise syrienne", Kanon 3 (1977) 51-75; 
S.P. Brock, Spirituality in the Syriac Tradition (Kerala: St. Ephrem Ecumenical Research Institute, 1989) 52- 
54; S.P. Brock, "Early Syriac Asceticism"; L.W. Barnard, "Asceticism in Early Syriac Christianity", in J.
Loades (ed.) Monastic Studies: the Continuity o f  Tradition II (Bangor : Headstart History, 1991) 13-21; S.H.
Griffith, "Asceticism in the Church o f  Syria", 229-234; Griffith, " M on ks ,«S ing les» , and the « S o n s  o f  the 
Covenant». Reflections on Syriac Ascetic Terminology", 145-153; S. AbouZayd, Ihidayutha: a s tudy o f  the
life o f  singleness in the Syrian Orient, from Ignatius o f Antioch to Chalcedon 451 A.D. (Oxford: Aram Society 
for Syro-Mesopotamian Studies, 1993) 97-8; S.A. Harvey, "Sacred Bonding: Mothers and Daughters in Early 
Syriac Hagiography", Journal o f  Early Christian Studies, 4 (1996) 27-56. Murray, Symbols, 13-14 (esp. n5) 
opted to continue using the translation 'Sons o f the Covenant’ whilst noting the importance o f the notion o f  
'standing' to the conceptual background o f the term qyama and the contribution o f  Adam and Nagel to our 
understanding o f  this element o f qyama. He notes that Beck says ("Ein Betrag zur Terminologie des altesten 
syrischen Monchtums" in Antonius Magnus Eremita [Rome 1958]) 261: "Die Bedeutung des Qyama schwankt
• • • zwischen Bund, Satzung und Stand (Ordo)". Murray also notes an interesting link between the Hebrew verb 
'mad ("stand") and the Syriac verb ‘mad ("be baptized") and cites his article "The Exhortation to Candidates 
for Ascetical Vows at Baptism in the Ancient Syriac Church", NTS 21 (1974-1975) for this interesting 
correspondence, although the possibility o f a link with Syriac thought is purely speculative.
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e r e c t .  165 whilst Nedungatt was correct to point out that the majority of the references to the 

term qyama were in connection with the idea of a covenant or group, his argument that this 

suggests a meaning for the word is not without its problems. The members of the qyama 

may well have been united together as a group, but the fact of them being united under a 

particular title does not predetermine the actual, original meaning of that title. For instance 

the translation could be undermined by the particular construction of this term. Qyama by 

itself may well have connoted a group or covenant of some kind; indeed this meaning seems 

semantically related to the idea of standing up or rising up (i.e. standing together). Yet bnai 

qyama 'sons of the qyama' would have functioned differently. As a construct it would have 

meant something like the 'qyama ones'; i.e. it would have functioned as a collectivising 

construct, like Hebrew bnei 3dm (people) or other collective terms in Syriac such as bnai 

Onasha (human b e in g s )  166̂  t>nai palhjcte (soldiers, servants) 167? or bna( qushta (lovers of

t r u th ) .  168 Regardless of the use of qyama by itself to mean 'covenant', the use with bnai may 

well have lent an entirely different meaning to the word qyama, a meaning perhaps closer to 

its verbal root QWM. A rough analogy from English would be the difference between the 

use of the word 'stand' (from the verb 'to stand') to refer to a 'stand' of trees or taxis; thus the 

noun 'stand' is used in this context to mean a group of individual items. Precisely the same 

process could have led to qyama coming to mean 'covenant' without altering the meaning of 

other words or constructions derived from the same QWM root, such as bnai qyama. The 

translation as 'sons of the covenant' does not therefore tell the whole story. What is more 

there seems to be a strong connotation of resurrection. This has led Peter Nagel to suggest 

that the translation should instead be "sons of the resurrection". 169 Brock has rightly
y

criticised this on the grounds that the word 'resurrection' in Syriac is qamtha, a feminine 

noun and clearly different (though related) to qyama. 170 However, both Nagel and Alfred 

Adam also pointed out the connection between the 'standing' state of the angels and the root

165 From this basic meaning comes the secondary meanings: "to remain", "to exist", "to be established"; cf. R. 
Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, II (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1901) 3522-3538 & Brockelmann, Lexicon 
Syriacum (Berlin: Reuther & Reichard, 1895) 315.
166 Thesaurus Syriacus, I 581.
167 Ibid 594.

168 Ibid 595; see also Lexicon Syriacum (Berlin: Reuther & Reichard, 1895) 44-5.
169 p. Nagel, Die Motivierung der Askese in der alten Kirche und der Ur sprung des Monchtums 43 f.
170 And, as Brock points out, it is highly unlikely that Bnai Qyama could represent a feminine absolute with a
construct, see Brock, "Early Syriac Asceticism", 8; yet it should be noted that Aphrahat seems to be using
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QWM. Perhaps this is the key to enable a retranslation of qyama. Qyama does not translate 

'resurrection', with all the connotations that that theologically loaded word holds (and which
y

was, moreover, rendered by qamtha in Syriac). Qyama refers to the standing status of the 

righteous ascetic Christian. A status shared with the angels.

What the word qyama is actually referring to is the immortal, angelic nature of the 

members of this g r o u p . 171 This capacity to stand before God is an angelic q u a l i t y .  172 it is a 

mark of their status that they are allowed to stand (rather than have to prostrate themselves) 

before God, which is explicitly linked to the angelic role of offering constant praise. 1 

(Ethiopic) Enoch (39.12f; 40.1; 47.3; 68.2) talks of the angels standing before God, and 

makes it clear that this is a particularly angelic attribute:

Those who do not sleep bless you, and they stand before your glory 
and bless and praise and exalt, saying: "Holy, holy, holy, Lord of 
Spirits; he fills the earth with spirits." And there my eyes saw all those 
who do not sleep standing before him and blessing and saying:
"Blessed are you, and blessed is the name of the Lord for ever and
ever." (39.12-13)173

2 (Slavonic) Enoch echoes the ideas about angelic standing that we find in Ethiopic Enoch.

And they did not leave by night, not depart by day, standing in front of 
the face of the Lord, and carrying out his will -  cherubim and 
seraphim standing all around his throne, six-winged and many-eyed; 
and they cover his entire throne, singing with gentle voice in front of 
the face of the Lord. "Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord Sabaoth, Heaven and 
earth are full of his glory". (21.1)174

qyama in this sense in Dem. 388.19 & 920.5, see G. Nedungatt, "The Covenanters o f  the Early Syriac-Speaking 
Church", OCP 39 (1973) 193.

A connection first made by A. Adam in his landmark article on early Christian asceticism, "Grundbegriffe 
des Monchtums" (1953/54), a theory which has not received enough attention from scholars except, however,
in the field o f gnostic and Nag Hammadi studies; see, for instance Michael Allen Williams in his 1985 book 
The Immovable Race: a gnostic designation and the theme o f  stability in late antiquity (Leiden: E.J. Brill,
1985); who mentions this connection, in a footnote discussing gnostic ideas about stability and movement (89f, 
n37).
177 On this see, in particular, April D. De Conick, "The Dialogue o f  the Saviour and the Mystical Sayings of  
Jesus", in VigChr 50 (1996) 178-199, esp. 187f.
173 Trans. M.A. Knibb, "1 Enoch" in AOT.
*74 Trans. F.I. Andersen, "2 (Slavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch: A New Translation and Introduction", OTP I.
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The Testament ofAbraham (7-8) repeats this, and the Ascension o f Isaiah describes the 

righteous taking this role: that is, they join with the angels standing around the throne 

praising God.175

In visionary texts the visionary normally first fell upon the ground in awe and was then 

commanded to stand upon his feet. This became a standard part of the visionary experience. 

It came to mark the point in the vision where the visionary was accepted into the presence of 

God, and could thus stand in his presence, as the angels do. This motif is first found in the 

Jewish mystical urtext Ezekiel (2:1), and is repeated in such texts as Daniel 10:11 (*T)0V)

when Daniel sees the vision of the angel; Joseph and Asenath (14:8, 11)176 during the 

conversion of Asenath by the appearance of the angel; 4 Ezra when Ezra is instructed by his 

companion angel during his visionary ascent (4 Ezra 7:2); the transfiguration as found in Mt 

17:1-9 (vs. 7) and Acts 9:6; 22:10; 26:16 during the conversion of Paul through Christ's 

epiphany. Thus the appearance of a divine being, be it Christ or an angel, caused the 

recipient to fall on his or her face, and the acceptance of this individual into the presence of 

the divine being, in effect the acknowledgement that the visionary had been granted the right 

to stand on sacred ground, 177 was indicated by the command to stand. This motif is also 

found in magical literature.178

Thus 'standing' before God was not just an angelic quality, but could be shared by the 

righteous when they were in the presence of God. In effect, by being allowed to enter 

heaven they, perforce, shared this privilege of'standing' with the other residents of heaven, 

the angels. As mentioned above the passages in the Gospels that describe the angelic 

afterlife of the righteous use words derived from the verbal root QWM. Mark describes the

175 AscJs. 9.9-10; see §5.6.1; the Apocalypse o f  Abraham also has (10:4-5) an angel taking Abraham by the 
hand and making him stand.
11ft I have used Burchard's translation in OTP (largely based upon Ms b), which does not follow Philonenko's 
line division.
177 Epiphanies o f God or angels ensured that the place became holy by association with the heavenly presence, 
in effect becoming an extension o f heaven, see Ex 3:5 (again in Acts 7:33), Josh 5:15; 1 Sam 6:20 where the 
people o f Beth Shemesh learn that it is impossible to stand in the presence o f  the Lord after a number o f them 
are killed for looking into the ark; Ps 24:3 asks w ip  mpKn Dip’ >» (who shall stand in his holy place?); we 
learn from Matt 24:15 that prophets can stand in the holy place.
178 Thus the Greek sunhistemi is used in magical texts when the seer enters the company o f the deity; John
Gager, Curse Tablets and Binding Spells from the Ancient World (New York: OUP, 1992) 52 n 18 cites S. 
Eitrem, "Die sustasis und der Lichtzauber in der Magie", Symbolae Osloenses 8 (1929) 49-51.
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righteous Christian as "he that rises facun)179 from the dead"; and Luke calls them those

who are "worthy . . .  for the resurrection («'koi_aiA)".180 xhe appearance of this verbal root

in the two gospels illustrates its centrality to the notion of an afterlife in Christian literature, 

regardless of the actual form of the noun.

Maybe, then, a better translation of Bnai Qyama is the 'upstanding ones' or the 'standing 

ones', or even 'the Standing'.

Syriac Christianity did not, moreover, develop in a vacuum. In the first two hundred years 

of the Christian movement various different groups in the Syro-Mesopotamian area showed 

interest in this notion of'standing' like the angels. This suggests that the Syriac Bnai/Bnat 

Qyama were conceptually related to these groups, for all were attempting to become 

'standing ones', like the angels -  a status also enjoyed by certain patriarchs and also by God. 

This interest in angelic 'standing' was not restricted to the Jewish Pseudepigrapha.

Numenius of Apamea saw the primordial God as a being defined as standing (eaxccx;), this 

being in the context of a Platonic understanding of God and perfection as unmoving and 

unchanging, and the material world as a degeneration into change and decay. 181 Philo 

seems to have tapped into a similar tradition when he declares God to be o eoxcoq and then 

argues that to approach him one also needed to attain this status, as Moses and Abraham 

did. 182 clement of Alexandria may have been taking his lead from Philo, gnostics or Syriac 

philosophical currents, most likely all of them, when he links Luke's angelic afterlife with

^  CESG Mk 12:25. The Harklean is variant, reading .^ c O jc lc lj  (CESG, Mk

H 12:25) but still using the same verb QWM.

^  CESG Lk 20:35; Sinaiticus and Curetonianus differ in omitting the lamedh, thus:
1 0 1

Numenius, who may have been a native Aramaic speaker, Frag. 15, apud Eusebius, Pr. ev. XI. 18, 20-21, in 
E. des Places, SJ Numenius, Fragments (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1973) 56.
182De posteritate caini 27 [IXJ APpaap. 5e o ao<t>o<; eneiSfi eaxriKe, cruveyyi^ei xm eaxcoxi Oeco •
■̂eyei y a p  o n  “earax; fiv evavti K v p io v  K a i e y y ia a q  eircev”. ovxax; y a p  axpejtxcp  7tpoq xov 

axpenxov 0 e o v  (iovfl 7tp6oo5oq ecm, K a i fi xouxov 8iaK ei(iev T i t o v  xponov eyyix; cbq aXr\6ax; voxa x a i  
5uvd|i£coq Gevaq. "But Abraham the wise, being one who stands, draws near to God the standing One; for it 
says 'he was standing before the Lord and he drew near and said' (Gen 18:22f). For only a truly unchanging 
soul that is o f  such a disposition does in very deed stand near to the Divine power." (Loeb Philo) II p.342-3.



the righteous who will be as "a light, standing and persisting forever, completely

unchanging". 1^3

In the Jewish-Christian gnostic sect of the Dositheans and also amongst the followers of 

Simon Magus the term 'standing one' referred to both God and the angels and those humans 

who had the ability to attain a heavenly status. In the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies it is 

stated that Simon Magus claimed he was the Messiah when he took for himself the title 'the

standing one' (eaxwxa). 184 This title is clearly a reference to immortality; the Nag Hammadi 

Three Steles o f Seth illustrates this usage. This work claims to have originated with a 

revelation to Dositheus; at least it seems to hold a similar conception of 'standing'. In a 

hymn to Geradamas (the first Adam) by Seth it is said:

"NTOK A (-)[e ] XK[n]a.(-)Y eNIMNTNCK5 XKA. 2epA.TK [e]K 6  NATOUCN- t  

cM oy  epoK [ni]<PT cm oy epo'f ttkdt.

[but] you have seen the majesties. You have stood ceaselessly (aka- 
herafk eke enatwfn). I bless you father. Bless me, father (119.3-6).

It then goes on to say:

c>y n c x 5 n e  niA.rA.eoc F u y ro re N  eTA qx  j>ep.v.Tcj rm o Y re  eT ^ q p  
qiopn Tu£ep.\.fq- ^

Great is the good self-begotten who stood (herafj), the God who was 
first to stand (enaherafj). (119.15-18). 185

The Pseudo-Clementine Homilies continue regarding Simon's standing:

xaiixri 8e xr\ 7ipocrriyopia Kexptixai, ax; 8fi axriao^ievot; del Kai 
aixia <|>0opdq xo o©|ia rceaeiv o\)K e/cov.

He employs this title to indicate that he shall always stand (stesomai), and 
that there is no cause of corruption which can make his body fall. (Horn.
2.22.4)
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10*5
C>©5 ecucx; K a i nevov aiSvco^, navxri Jiavxcoq axpeicTov, Stromata VII.x.57.5, in O. Stahlin & L. 

Fruechtel (hrsg.) Stromata, II (GCS; Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1970). See also Strom. 1.24.163.6 & 7.12.78.7- 
8. But it is noteworthy that, for Clement, although this standing may have been an angelic quality, it does not, 
of itself, signify immortality; instead aiSicoq is used.
^  Bernhard Rehm (hrsg.) Die Pseudo-Klementinen, I, Homilien (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1969) 2.22.3.
185 These quotations and translations are from J.M. Robinson (trans.) "The Three Steles o f  Seth", in B.A. 
Pearson (ed.) Nag Hammadi Codex VII (Leiden: Brill, 1996).
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Samaritanism provides strong evidence for this understanding of'standing' as referring to 

God, the angels and humans who shared their heavenly status. The Samaritan Liturgy

declares that:

nrmotw Jinn yjiNOi yo>yp: noi^pb 7110 .Q)byb tv in o>vp 
(Cowley, The Samaritan Liturgy, 27, fol.41)186

He [= God] is standing (<q H m for ever; He exists unto eternity.
Standing Ones (q Hmin) and mortals (m ̂ tiri) are under His rule.

The Memar Marqa seems to have used the verb QWM in relation to Moses' ascent to join 

the angels:

■tv v*i’p> pd u jt t n !?v rtonNi h t >i  unpM n>n3 n id  \y n p
i>v ipnon rpu ot?vi? oip> ?Oi ovp nvyo in  in in  

noN^m ymN *tv d o d n i  o*m*r 
(Memar Marqa IV. 12, Ben-H^ayyim p.297)

Holy is is the prophet who was sanctified by God. Through him 
manifold great glories were revealed. No prophet like Moses 
has arisen (q'm) or ever will arise (yqwm). He was exalted 
above the whole human race and progressed until he was 
gathered with the angels.
(Memar Marqa IV. 12, trans. MacDonald, 186)

Then, after listing the various achievements of Moses, the question is asked:

nnvy rb'b ,vmNi op o>v:hn ov* nwoo n>u yiN
>ov Dip f d n  nNi m o rt> *io n t  nvyoo yiN 

(Memar Marqa IV. 12, Ben-H~ayyim p.297)

Where is there the like of Moses to whom his Lord said: "stand 
(qwm) by Me now"? (cf. Exod 33:21)
Where is there a prophet like Moses, who fasted forty days and 
forty nights, he neither ate nor drank? (Exod 34:28)
(Memar Marqa IV. 12, trans. MacDonald, 186)

Moses is characterised in the Samaritan Liturgy as:

■pcpyp Vi INvn pm n pn ovpi "inst? nwon n n  Nin 
•p^ni ov n’n>vpi 'po’vpi

a.E. Cowley (ed.) The Samaritan Liturgy, I (Oxford: Clarendon, 1909).
187 This spelling, with ayin instead o f waw is a Samaritan Aramaic orthographic variant o f the root QWM 
found in Syriac, Hebrew and Arabic; see John MacDonald's list o f  orthographic variants in his translation of the 
Memar Marqah; idem, Memar Marqah: The Teaching ofMarqah, I (Berlin: Verlag Alfred Topelmann, 1963)
170 & also A. Tal, A Dictionary o f  Samaritan Aramaic II (Leiden: Brill, 2000) 762 & Cowley, Samaritan 
Liturgy, I, lxviii col. b.
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(Cowley, The Samaritan Liturgy, 54, fol. 84.)

He is the great prophet who clothed himself in the five books 
and is standing (q cm) amongst the two assemblies, amongst the 
standing (q Hmun) and amongst the mortals.

The Nag Hammadi Gospel o f Thomas, a work, it seems, originally composed in S y r i a ,  188 

also talks of'standing ones'. This in reference to the ideal ascetic Christian, the single one, 

in Coptic either monachos or, as here, oua ouot. In saying 23 Jesus says:

tN A .c e [T ] r r r h N e  o y A  g b o a  £Nq>o Ayiu c n a y  c b o x  £ n t b a . <vyo) 
ceNAXD^e e p A T o y  e y o  o y A  o y a r r -

I shall choose you, one out of a thousand, and two out of ten 
thousand, and they shall stand (senadhe eratou) as a single one 
(<oua o u d t) } ^

Thus, in the pre-Nicene period, texts and religious groups with a Syro-Mesopotamian 

origin held that 'standing' was a term that could be used to refer to immortal status. It was a

188 s ee Murray, Symbols 6; since the discovery of the DSS and Nag Hammadi texts there has been more work 
undertaken on the origins o f early Syriac Christianity and Judaeo-Christianity and it has been hypothesised by 
many that Edessa was the early centre o f  Christianity in Syria and the place where the Odes o f  Solomon and the 
Gospel o f  Thomas were written (p. 6 n3); cf J. Danielou, The Theology o f  Jewish Christianity 24; A Voobus, 
History o f  Asceticism in the Syrian Orient I, 6-10; G. Quispel, "The Discussion o f  Judaic Christianity", VigChr 
22 (1968) 81-93; A.F.J. Klijn, Edessa, die Stadt des Apostels Thomas (Neukirchen, 1965; original Dutch,
Baam, 1962), see the bibliographical notes in articles cited above on H. Koester, J.C.L. Gibson, and L.W. 
Barnard. On the other hand Barbara Ehlers in "Kann das Thomasevangelium aus Edessa stammen?", AtovrXII 
(1970) 284-317, has argued against any evidence that proves there was a well-defined Christian community in 
second century Edessa. H.J.W Drijvers is most balanced: "In the interplay o f  religious forces in a city on the 
boundaries o f  East and West, anything was possible" ("Edessa und das jiidische Christentum", VigChr 24 
[1970] 4-33). See also (for a balanced argument for Edessan origins), A.F. J. Klijn Aspects du Judeo- 
Christianisme (Paris, 1965) esp. 167-70; and for Klijn's reply to Ehlers see "Christianity in Edessa and the 
Gospel o f Thomas", NovT XIV  (1972) 70-7. A strong case has also been mounted for Antioch as the origin of  
the Gospel o f  Thomas. The gospel could have been first composed in a Greek-speaking Jewish-Christian
community in Syria, possibly Antioch; see G. Quispel "The Gospel o f Thomas and the New Testament", in 
VigChr 11 (1957) 189-207; G. MacRae, "The Gospel o f  Thomas —  Logia Iesou?", Catholic Biblical Quarterly
22 (1960) 56-70; H. Koester, "Introduction", in B. Layton, Nag Hammadi Codex II, 2-7 together with XIII, 2,
Brit. Lib. Or. 4926(1) and P. Oxy. 1, 654, 655 ,1 (Leiden: Brill, 1989) 40; M. Desjardins, "Where was the 
Gospel o f  Thomas Written?", Toronto Journal o f  Theology 8 (1992) 121-33; Gilles Quispel has consistently 
argued for the gospel having risen out o f a very early Aramaic Gospel tradition; see his articles in VigChr 11 
(1957) 189-207, 12(1958) 181-96, 13(1959) 87-117, 14(1960)204-15, 16(1962) 121-53, 18(1964)226-35; 
and in NTS 5 (1958) 276-90, 12 (1965) 371-82; on the semiticisms in the Gospel o f  Thomas see also A. 
Guillaumont, "Les semitismes dans l'Evangile selon Thomas. Essai de classement", in R. Van den Broek &
M.J. Vermaseren (eds.) Studies in Gnosticism and Hellenistic Religions presented to Gilles Quispel on the 
Occasion o f  this 65 th Birthday (Leiden: Brill, 1981). See also Francis T. Fallon and Ron Cameron, "The
Gospel o f Thomas: A Forschungsbericht and Analysis", in ANRfVU.25.6 4213-24.
1RQThere are two other uses o f this verb ahe in the Gospel o f  Thomas to describe standing, but the context 
suggests an entirely different meaning (contra April de Conick, "The Dialogue o f  the Saviour and the Mystical 
Sayings o f Jesus", VigChr 50 (1996) 187); see also W.E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1972) 24.
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status held by God and the angels, and also the righteous who attained an angelic status. 

Furthermore in the Gospel o f Thomas this standing one is also oua ouot, synonymous with 

monachos, the word normally held to translate the Syriac concept of 'singleness', later 

expressed in Syriac with the word ihidaya.

5.2.6 Garment symbolism and its relationship to asceticism  

and angels
The ascetic ihidaya 'put on' Christ when he was baptised. Ephrem makes this clear:

rr ' t  . i  n n  rc 'ro

.........  re" . v< . cirh\ cij ~i\n ccOi.^

cn\ k L l . K '

(rA rr'rr' . \ fr n  ^ m b i

rr'\ rc\. . t  Vi crA Om:\ rcW  ■ \r fn

rclzn

(Hymns on the Epiphany 8.16-17)190

Behold (them) baptising and becoming virgins and holy ones, 
for they have descended and been baptised and put on that 
single ihidaya (had ihidaya).. . For he that is baptised and puts 
on the Ihidaya, the lord of the many, fills the place of the many, 
for him the Messiah is the great treasure.

The soteriological import of this is expounded in Ephrem's writings. 191 For Christ's 

incarnation was routinely seen in early Syriac writings in terms of clothing metaphors. In 

the Acts o f  Judas Thomas, the Syriac Acts o f  John, the Doctrina Addae, and the Syriac 

Didascalia Christ is described as 'clothing' himself in a human b o d y .  192 Ephrem seems to 

connect the Pauline language of the Christian putting on Christ (Rom 13:14; Gal 3:27) with 

the Syriac tradition of Christ putting on a body. The quotation provided above demonstrates 

how he associated the baptism of the ascetic Christian with the incarnation and with the 

'wearing' of Christ. Moreover, indeed, the righteous will wear the same robe as Christ:

r̂ W^mrc* (rro r^\n rd iiuj

*^0 E. Beck (hrsg.) Des heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Hymnen de Nativitate (Epiphania) (CSCO 186; 
Scriptores Syri T.82; Louvain: Peeters, 1959).

But not, as Murray points out, in Aphrahat's writings, see Symbols 70.
1 ^  R. Murray, Symbols 69f & 311.
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^__cp)U j t h i __n mW^mrr'-i rx' > .Sn \

. f anA

(Nisibene Hymns 43.21)193

The immortal Bridegroom will shine forth in his robe. The 
guests in their robe will be like that robe of his; [their] bodies, 
their garments will shine.

Ephrem's ascetics wore a shining robe; it was the same robe as that worn by Christ; indeed it 

was, in some sense, Christ himself. What ramifications does this robe hold for the question 

of the role of the emulation of angels for early Syriac ascetics?

This language of clothing is reminiscent of the imagery found in the Pseudepigrapha and 

the Manichaean Psalm Book. As we have seen in the last chapter it saw the angelic 

transformation of the visionary or the righteous dead in terms of clothing metaphors, the soul 

being clothed in the body or else the robes of light, the angelic clothes. 194 This metaphor 

was connected to Pythagorean and Orphic th o u g h t ,  195 but had a long history of use in non- 

canonical Jewish religious texts. It must surely have been related to the importance of the 

clothing of the priests who served in the temple, who were required upon pain of death to 

wear particular garments whilst in the presence of God.196 This is once again part of the 

process of the translation of the temple from earth to heaven. The use of this terminology of 

clothing in the Manichaean Psalm Book seems to have come from S y r ia c ,  197 and is also 

prominent in the Odes o f Solomon. The idea of the acquisition or loss of clothing indicating 

a change in the status, a transformation, of the individual involved has a long prehistory in 

Mesopotamian thought; it was an idea associated with Mesopotamian notions of kingship,

E. Beck (hrsg.) Des heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Carmina Nisibena II (CSCO 240; Scriptores Syri T. 102; 
Louvain: Secretariat du CorpusSCO, 1963).
^  For some examples from the Pseudepigrapha see the Ascension o f  Isaiah 9:2-11; 2 (Slavonic) Enoch, 22:8; 
and 3 (Hebrew) Enoch, 12:1. For the Psalm Book see C.R.C. Allberry (ed.) A Manichaean Psalm-Book. Part II 
(W. Kohlhammer: Stuttgart, 1938), 50.21, 25; 81.9; 84.18,95.7; 146.41-42; 155.10; cf. 213.20; see also H. J. 
Polotsky (Hrsg.) Manichdische Homilien (Verlag von W. Kohlhammer: Stuttgart, 1934) 6.20-21; these and 
other texts are dealt with in detail in §4.9.
^  Briefly discussed by Brock, "Clothing Metaphors as a Means o f Theological Expression in Syriac 
Tradition" M. Schmidt & C. F. Geyer, Typus, Symbol, Allegorie bei den ostlichen Vatern und ihren Parallelen 
im Mittelalter. Internationales Kolloquium, Eichstatt 1981 (Regensburg: Freidrich Pustet, 1982) 17-18, and 
cites in n29 J. Bouffartigue & M. Patillon, Porphyre: de Vabstinence I (Paris, 1977) 37-41 "Les tuniques de 
l'ame" & F. Husner, Leib und Seele in der Sprache Senecas (Philologus Suppl. 17.3 (1924) 84-91 "Der Leib -  
ein Kleid der Seele".
196 Exod 28.
197 Brock, "Some Aspects o f Greek Words in Syriac", in idem, Syriac Perspectives on Late Antiquity 98-104.
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found in ancient cosmological and cosmogonic myths concerning the primal man, 198 an(j

also with the descent of Ishtar to the u n d e r w o r ld .  199 jn these important institutionalised 

myth structures the loss of either shining armour or robes of glory indicates that the subject

has lost heavenly status.200 ^  js WOrth asking if the notion found in the Manichaean Psalm 

Book, that the righteous upon receiving this robe joined the angelic company, also came from 

Syriac. The wearing of the robe of light or glory was a common way that angels were 

identified in the Pseudepigrapha, the Old Testament and also in the G o s p e l s .201 Thus the 

angel in the Peshitta version of Daniel 10:5 and 12:7 was clothed in glory (t_o_,k').202 it

would be unlikely that Ephrem and Aphrahat were completely ignorant of this symbolism 

associated with the robe of light, but they make no mention of it in connection with angels. 

Perhaps this was deliberate, linking Christ's robe (and thus the robe of the ihidaya and Christ 

himself) with the angelic robes would have led too easily to an angelic conception of Christ. 

Yet Ephrem and Aphrahat were heirs to several centuries of Aramaic Christianity. Even if 

they did not explicitly claim that the robes of the baptised ihidaya were also angelic robes we 

must ask ourselves how the tradition behind Ephrem and Aphrahat's writings developed. The 

evidence from other Aramaic/Syriac sources suggests that these robes must originally have 

been conceived as being like those worn by the angels. Indeed the Odes o f  Solomon makes 

use of clothing imagery much like that of the Coptic Manichaean Psalm Book. For instance

198 See Geo Widengren, Mesopotamian Elements in Manichaeism (King and Saviour II): Studies in 
Manichaean, Mandaean and Syrian-Gnostic Religion (Uppsala: Lundequistska Bokhandeln, 1946) 67f, who 
argues that these are echoes o f the beliefs found in Mesopotamian texts concerning Tammuz and his garments. 
For Tammuz also falls and in doing so is stripped of his kingly vestments, in particular his "shining ornament". 
He also loses, along with his garments, his symbols o f royal power, his crown, garment, sceptre and shoes.
Such ideas are also found in the Zoroastrian Avesta; thus in the Avesta the righteous are clothed with wondrous 
garments: "And when I advanced they were in garments adorned with silver and gold, the most embellished o f  
all garments. And it seemed to me very praiseworthy" (Arda Viraz Namag 12.2); "And I saw the souls of 
'warriors', who were in the highest happiness and joyfullness o f mind and in kingly garments ... And I saw the 
souls o f 'herdsmen', in a brilliant place and glorious raiment"(/l VN 14.1-2); M. Boyce (ed. & trans.) Textual 
Sources fo r the Study o f  Zoroastrianism (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1984) 87.
^  S.P. Brock, "Clothing Metaphors as a Means o f Theological Expression in Syriac Tradition" 14 nl5 cites:
D. Freedman, "Subat basti: a Robe of Splendor", Journal o f  the Ancient Near Eastern Society o f  Columbia 
University 4 (1972) 91-95, although Brock is unsure o f the sense that Freedman attributes to basti.

See also A. Adam, Die Psalmen des Thomas und das Perlenlied als Zeugnisse vorchristlicher Gnosis 
(Berlin: A. Topelmann, 1959) 66.
201 See §3.3.2 & §4.6; and for the importance of this symbolism in the Old and New Testaments see also 
David C. Sim, Apocalyptic Eschatology in The Gospel o f  Matthew (Cambridge: CUP, 1996) 142-4.
20? See also §4.1. In the Hebrew Daniel this figure is clothed in o m  (linen); Michael Weitzman, The Syriac 
Version o f the Old Testament: An Introduction (Cambridge: CUP, 1999) 233 notes that this indicates a "special 
regard for angels" in the Syriac Peshitta.



Ode 11 talks of stripping off folly, being renewed with the garment of the Lord (nmc.nnA) and 

possessed by His light > wn) (//.9-10).

These are also the robes, the garments of light, that Adam and Eve lost after their fall. We 

have already noted the Jewish traditions concerning the clothing of Adam and Eve, and the 

question of whether it was 'robes of light' ( t i n ; as opposed to robes of skin: my).203 The 

natural affinity between this and Syro-Mesopotamian ideas concerning shining garments as 

indicators of heavenly status (which could perhaps have been the origin of the Jewish 

tradition) meant that this idea was easily taken up in Syriac thought. In the Palestinian 

Targum tradition and in the (Syriac) Wisdom o f Solomon Adam is described as ihidaya and

also in the Syriac Wisdom o f Solomon?- 04 It would have been unlikely that these two texts 

did not have some influence upon the Syriac understanding of Adam and his relationship to 

Christ the Ihidaya.

Thus the Syriac ascetic who wished to practise a life of ihidayutha aimed to achieve a 

personal state of unity, a state most clearly defined by celibacy and based upon the state 

enjoyed by the pre-fall Adam and also Christ. This was a state that was also intimately 

connected with the angelic state through its celibacy (derived from an understanding of the 

angelic state as sexless, a belief reflected in the angel-afterlife texts: Mt 20:30 et al.) and the 

notion of gaining the shining (angelic) robes of glory.

5.3 Possible early Syriac developments in the idea of the  

angelic life
Other traditions from the same general region, some parallel to and some earlier in time, 

share elements with fourth-century Syriac asceticism and can aid us in coming to a clearer 

understanding of the thought world which informed the development of Syriac ascetic 

notions of the ideal, ascetic, heavenly state.

The Christian Emulation o f Angels 2 16

203 §4.6 nl04.
s.p. Brock (intro. & trans.) Saint Ephrem the Syrian: Hymns on Paradise 31.
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The imitation of angels seems to have had some relationship to both of what were perhaps 

the two most important terms in early Syriac asceticism, ihidaya and Bnai Qyama. And thus 

the imitation of angels and the imitation of Christ and Adam are clearly closely linked in the 

belief system of Syriac ascetics, although without an angelic Christology.

What then were the origins of this imitation of angels and how does it all relate to 

understandings of Christ and Adam?

We have already seen in §4.6 that the belief that Adam was created as an angelic being 

was widely held in the early Christian period. We have also seen that there was a strong 

connection between the robes of glory worn by Adam and Eve, and the robes worn 

(metaphorically or spiritually) by baptised Christians and ascetics.205 The widespread nature 

of this legend demonstrates that some kind of angelic status was clearly attributed to Adam 

by a wide range of different groups, all of whom seem to have been influenced by the second 

Temple Jewish pseudepigraphic literature, whence this tradition must have originated.

Syriac Christians must have been aware of these traditions. In the Cave o f  Treasures Adam 

is described in terms reminiscent of the chief angelic figure. His heavenly beauty is such 

that the angels are greatly moved.206 He is placed in a position of leadership over the angels, 

and when Satan refuses to worship him (because he is a human being and only in the form of 

the angels) he is thrown down and loses his heavenly garments.207 Adam subsequently enters 

the garden of Eden/Paradise and his appearance is made even more glorious.208 Moreover the 

sons of Seth are described as sons of God in this text. They replace the fallen angels in the 

heavenly choirs and join with the other angels in constantly praising God.209 How then does 

this relate to imitation of Christ, the Ihjdaya?

Syriac Christians saw Christ as the second Adam. Could they then have, at some point, 

shared an angelic Christology? There is no evidence to suggest this, as far as I have seen, in 

the works of the earliest Syriac fathers, such as Ephrem or Aphrahat. Yet there is evidence

205 §4.6.
2^  Cave o f  Treasures (=Brit. Mus. MS. Add. 25875) fol. 5a 1 - 5b 1, in E.A.W. Budge, The Book o f  the Cave
of Treasures: a history o f  the patriarchs and the kings, their successors, from the creation to the crucifixion o f  
Christ (London: The Religious Tract Society, 1927).
2®7 Cave o f  Treasures fol. 5b 1 - 6a 1.
2®̂  Cave o f  Treasures fol. 5b 2 - 6a 1.
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that some groups (perhaps on the periphery of Syriac orthodoxy) did understand Christ in 

angelic terms, for Aphrahat is forced to argue against such beliefs. Furthermore the Jewish- 

Christian groups in this area in the late first and second centuries did share in an angelic 

Christology, at least according to the heresiologists. Epiphanius asserted that the Ebionites 

believed Christ to be the figure who appeared in the Hebrew Scriptures as the angel of the 

Lord; he goes on to claim that they also claimed him to be an archangel, and chief of the 

angels.210 The Elchasaites were also accused by Epiphanius and Ambrosiaster of holding 

that Christ was a hugely tall 'power' (dynamis) or angel.211

There were other philosophical and ideological links between early Syriac Christianity 

and the Syro-Mesopotamian Jewish-Christian groups described by the heresiologists. These 

groups were described by the heresiologists as practising a religious life that was based upon 

the imitation of Christ's l i f e ,2 1 2  of believing that Christ 'put on' Adam^ 13 or> indeed, that he 

was clothed in an a n g e l2 1 4 ;  and of altering the account of John the Baptist's life (as the

Diatessaron did) to suggest that he was vegetarian (179).215 One more point needs to be 

made in the context of the beliefs of the Jewish-Christians concerning Christ. This is that he 

was a man who, because of his virtue, was transformed into the Christ. Thus, according to 

the angelic Christology these groups held, Jesus began as a human and became an angel.

Cave o f  Treasures fol. 9a 1 - 9b 2.
1̂® Panarion, 30.3.1-6; 30.16.3-4: oi) <txkn«n)cn 5e etc Qeov Ttaxpoi; am ov yeYevrioGai,

aXka KeKiiaOai rix; eva xmv apxayyekaiv, avrov 8e Kupieiieiv Kai dyye^cov Kai navtcov <t<bv>
wio Tou TcavTOKpdxopoq 7t£7toiTpevcov. "They say that he was not begotten o f  God the Father, but created as
one of the archangels . . .  that he rules over the angels and all the creatures o f  the Almighty." Text & trans. in
A.F.J. Klijn & G.J. Reinick, Patristic Evidence fo r  Jewish-Christian Sects (Leiden: Brill, 1973) 182 & 183.
^  Hippolytus, Refutatio omn. haer. IX. 13.1-3; Epiphanius, Panarion 19.4.1-2; 30.17.6; 53.1.8-9.
^  Hippolytus, Refutatio omn. haer. VII.34.1-2; see also Epiphanius, Panarion 19.5.4, although it seems that 
the |xexa here has a temporal force.21 o

J Epiphanius, Panarion, anacephalaiosis t.2 28-30 although the anacephalaiosis sections are probably added 
by a later editor, see F. Williams, The Panarion o f Epiphanius o f  Salamis. Book I  (Sects 1-46) (Leiden: Brill,
1997) XVII; Epiphanius, Panarion, 53.8-9; John Damascene, De haer. 30; Theodore bar-Khonai, Liber
scholiorum, p. 130, in Patristic Evidence fo r  Jewish-Christian Sects; cf. Epiphanius, Panarion, 30.3.1-6 which 
talks of  "putting on body".
^  Tertullian, De cam e Chr. 14.
21SEpiphanius, Panarion, 30.13.4-5. On the Syriac tendency to do the same see Brock, "Early Syrian 
Asceticism" 5.
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Moreover it seems that anyone, or at least any man, could also be transformed into a Christ, 

or angel, provided he imitated Christ in his virtuous conduct % 16

Thus according to various groups in the Syro-Mesopotamian region: Christ was an angel, 

and was also the second Adam. Anyone who imitated him could also attain this angelic, 

Christ-like status. The emphasis upon Christ as the second Adam links Syriac Christianity 

and those Syro-Mesopotamian Jewish-Christian groups such as the Ebionites at a 

mythological level as well as the obvious geographical level. Those groups may well also 

have had links to Jewish groups such as the Essenes or the Qumran community.217

Much of the symbolic world and many of the activities of early Syriac ascetics can be 

explained with reference to the notion of imitation of angels -  sleeplessness in imitation of 

the ?re,218 praise after the example of the angelic choirs, celibacy after the angels of 

Matthew 20:30 (& par.). The term bnai qyama can be explained by reference to the angelic 

quality of'standing' in heaven around the throne of God, symbolising, for the ascetic, the 

immortal state he shares with the angels. Hence, the 'standing ones'.

The development of the term ihidaya can now be sketched. By the fourth century it had 

grown from a scriptural term, equivalent to monogenes, into a term with a wide semantic 

range, roughly equivalent to that acquired by monachos and encompassing the notion of an 

existence characterised both by a unity of person/heart/faith derived from the Old Testament, 

and also celibacy. The celibacy was related to the celibacy of Christ, pre-fall Adam and that 

of the angels. The robe worn by the baptised Christian also seems to be related to the robe of 

the angels in other texts from the same area. Moreover, the parallels between the imitation 

of the Ihidaya Christ by the Syriac ascetic, who then becomes an ihidaya, and the imitation 

of Christ by those Syro-Mesopotamian groups described by the heresiologists, prompts us to 

ask if there was a connection.

216° Epiphanius, Panarion, 51.10.4; Epiphanius, Panarion, 30.18.5-6; cf. Timothy, Presbyter o f  
Constantinople, De recept. haer. 28 B/C; Isidore o f Seville, Etym. //6.VIII.6.37; John Damascene, De haer.2%\ 
Theodore bar-Khonai, Liber scholiorum, p.301; Theodore bar-Khonai, Liber scholiorum, p.336-7 all in 
Patristic E vidence fo r Jewish-Christian Sects.
217

John C. Reeves, Heralds o f  That Good Realm:Syro-Mesopotamian Gnosis and Jewish Traditions (Leiden: 
Brill, 1996)42-48.
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Possibly early Syriac asceticism took root in a milieu somehow connected to these Jewish- 

Christian groups active in the Syro-Mesopotamian region. It is also possible that this 

imitation of Christ, the Ihidaya, by the Syriac ascetic, was conceptually related to the 

attempt to imitate an angelic transformation of Christ from man into heavenly being. This 

would have been preserved in early Syriac asceticism without the angelological elements, 

unpalatable to orthodox Churchmen such as Aphrahat and Ephrem.

5.3.1 T h e  O d e s  o f  S o l o m o n

The Odes o f Solomon stands almost alone in the prehistory of early Syriac Christianity and is 

the only surviving second century text of its kind. The origins of the Odes are mysterious. 

Most scholars now accept a date of roughly the end of the first century or the beginning of 

the second, although some, most notably Hans Drijvers, have suggested a much later, third 

century, date.219 Although the Odes does show strong similarity with the Cologne Mani

Codex, I think that this has more to do with a shared spirituality than a contemporaneous time 

of composition; thus I shall follow the late first, early second century dating. The language 

of the original odes is less clear. They have come down to us preserved in Coptic, Greek and 

Syriac, the Syriac being the closest to being a complete collection (only Ode 1 is missing). 

There is evidence of Greek influence in the Syriac text, which makes original composition in 

Syriac unlikely; yet there is no reason some could not have been composed in Greek and 

some in Syriac, only later being brought together into the collection that is now preserved in 

Syriac. Our knowledge of bilingualism in the ancient Near East is inadequate, but recent 

research is beginning to give us a picture. The evidence of bilingual inscriptions in Asia

M in o r ,220 and of Manichaean texts from the Dakhleh oasis in E g y p t ,221 suggests that 

communities could enjoy a high level of bilingualism, and indeed there could be parallel 

composition in Greek and another community language such as Syriac or Coptic.

21X° But also in imitation o f  the watchful servants of Mk 13:35 and the wise virgins in Mt 25:1-13, cf. n80.
2 See his article "Odes o f Solomon and Psalms of Mani. Christians and Manichaeans in Third-Century 
Syria", in idem (ed.) East o f  Antioch: studies in early Syriac Christianity (London: Variorum Reprints, 1984).
220 See Rosalinde A. Kearsley (ed.) Greeks and Romans in imperial Asia: mixed language inscriptions and 
linguistic evidence fo r cultural interaction until the end ofAD III (with collaboration o f Trevor V. Evans; 
Bonn: Habelt, 2001).
221 See, esp. the comments in the introduction to Iain Gardner (ed.) Kellis Literary Texts I (Oxford: Oxbow, 
1996). Manichaeism's special qualities as a missionary religion which aimed to quickly disseminate its
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As noted above (§5.2.4) the Odes is defined by its ascetic pose. It contains passages which 

describe the transformation awaiting those who adopt its ascetic interpretation of the 

Christian life; this transformation is a transformation into a heavenly s t a t e . 222 ^  is thus 

linked to a type of proto-'angelic life' asceticism, and also to the notion of undividedness 

expressed in later Syriac thought as ihidayutha.223 As in the other texts we have examined 

so far in this dissertation, the imagery of the shining face, derived from Moses' 

transformation on Mt Sinai (Exod 34:29-30; 33-35), is important also in the Odes o f  Solomon 

(41.6).

The Odes allows us a glimpse of an early stage in the development of the idea of the 

angelic life. Whilst (like the Acts o f  Thomas) it does not explicitly discuss imitation of

angels or transformation into t h e m , 2 2 4  f t  talks of the transfiguration of the righteous into a 

heavenly state using symbolism, such as standing, offering praise, watchfulness, and the 

acquisition of a new garment, that we have seen, in other closely related literature, referring 

to angelic states and behaviours.

The correspondences between the description of the transformation of the Odist in Ode 36 

and those of the three biblical patriarchs, Sem, Seth and Adam in the CMC are striking. All 

four describe the transformation of an individual into a heavenly being, indeed into one of

the greatest heavenly beings: In Ode 36:3c into a ffmWn chxd "Son of G o d " . 2 2 5  jn the

CMC both Adam and Seth are transformed into great angelic b e i n g s ; 2 2 6  jn the Apocalypse 

of Sem his power and glory is "increased" (eipYaoaxo) after having the breath of life puffed 

into him. The correspondences are closest between Ode 3 6  and the Apocalypse o f Shem.

Both begin with the writer being taken up by a holy spirit to a high place (Ode 36:1 the 

female "Spirit of the Lord"; ApShem. 55:16 the Living Spirit); in both the odist next glorifies

doctrines in the local languages should also be noted here, see S.N.C. Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman
Empire and Medieval China: A Historical Survey (Manchester: Manchester Univ. Press, 1985) 60-90.
222 See §5.2.4 & nnl43-145.
223 Ode 34:1-3, §5.2.4.
22  ̂The word "angel" m altha, is not even mentioned in the Odes, nor is Hra, cf. Michael Lattice's 
concordance, vol. 3 o f Die Oden Salomos in ihrer Bedeutungjiir Neues Testament und Gnosis (3 vols.;
Fribourg: Editions universitaires, 1979-1986).
22S See nl47 (above) on this passage.
22  ̂Seth: "I became like one o f the very great angels"; Adam: "And Adam became above all the powers and 
the angels o f  creation": CMC 51, 50.
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the Lord (Ode 36:2) or a great angelic figure ("the greatest king of honour" ApSem. 56:1), 

and is then presented before him; both also talk of the writer 'standing' (Ode 36:2 ; ApSem. 

57:16) as a part of his transformation into a heavenly angelic being. In Ode 36 it seems that 

the female Spirit of the Lord does the transforming (/.5), but in the Apocalypse o f  Sem the 

transformation of the writer is achieved by inhaling the breath of the Voice that emanates 

from the throne room (57:16-21). Ode 8 also exhorts the listener to praise the Lord, live a 

holy life (rCiJlruD r£l*),227 to waik with watchfulness (r^oi-^v), to rise up (co>o_o) and

stand erect (coj_̂ o ^«'228); the result is that he shall witness something that the fleshy

garment cannot c o m p r e h e n d . 229 por the Odes seems to share a garment ideology close to 

that found in the other Manichaean texts, those preserved in Coptic from Medinet Madi, 

especially the Psalm Book. For instance Ode 11 combines Greek stripping imagery and 

Jewish clothing imagery in a manner also typical of the Medinet Madi texts, when it talks of 

stripping off (X\ n - r r )  folly and being renewed with the garment of the Lord (tm coi) and

possessed by His light ((n im cua  , n n )  (//.9-10).230

In particular the emphasis upon praise of God is central to the Odes. In Ode 16:1 the odist 

declares that:

mSS ■ >i - i n  m  m n i . o  \>cn r C i n n  (t'T-art’.T r m ~ i\  ^

mXw.-nT V-i am rficO jO j a i f  f ^ n m  •.rdsArt':!

(Ode 16:1)

In like manner as the occupation of the ploughman is the plough, and 
the occupation of the shipmaster is the steering of the ship, thus also 
my occupation is the psalms of the Lord for his glory.

^  For an alternative translation: Barnes in JTS 11 (1910) 573; according to Charlesworth (p.43) he 

"neglected" the seyame of'life' and 'holy' and changed to fX' \̂OT_iCU>_n thus translating the

passage "To bring fruit to the Lord the Living One, the Holy One; and to remove your blindness by His light."
290

Charlesworth's translation o f  this Ethpacal imperative; it must carry an intensifying force.
^  Charlesworth argues in nl 1 p.42 that in Ode 25.8 'garment' symbolises 'skin'; this then argues against 
Harris-Mingana's emendation o f  this passage here to 'heart'.

Charlesworth, 55 n l9  suggests 1 Baruch 5:1-9 for "numerous parallels", but we have seen that the imagery 
is much more widespread, in particular in Manichaean texts.
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The culmination of the ascent vision-type hymn Ode 21 is marked by the odist being 

constantly near (m\ n ->\n) the Lord and praising ( u a o )  Him and confessing (tt'ncoj)

Him (11. 6-7).231 Moreover the collection itself is testament again to the importance of such 

hymns of praise to early Syriac Christians.

5.3.3 The A c t s  o f  J u d a s  T h o m a s  and other third century  

literature
The Acts o f Judas Thomas can claim to be the second oldest witness we have to early Syriac 

Christianity. It was probably written in early third century Edessa and focuses upon the 

missionary journeys of Thomas, the Lord's 'twin'. The Acts is preserved mainly in Greek and

S y r ia c  .232 T h is  very early source records the extremely ascetic character of at least some of 

the Syriac Christian communities. This is an asceticism concerned with the broad themes we 

have seen so far in the Syriac ascetic tradition: celibacy, a garment ideology, a focus upon 

angels as models for perfection, and the notion of transformation into angels as a reward for 

the righteous (here after death). In addition to the Acts Wright included several other similar 

early Syriac documents in his translation and edition; these will also be dealt with here.

The asceticism we see in the Acts o f Thomas is classically early Syriac in its expression; it 

is focused upon celibacy above all else and rejects the radical ascetic practices such as those 

found in the Pseudo-Ephremic texts which until recently were cited as support for 'wild man' 

theory of native Syriac a s c e t i c i s m  .233 Thomas' mission through the Near East to India was 

characterised by his proclamation of a brand of Christianity defined by its celibacy. We are 

told of a youth killing his lascivious girlfriend after hearing the message of Thomas: 

"Whoever indulgeth in filthy intercourse, especially in that of adultery, hath not life with this 

God whom I p r e a c h . "234 Thomas brings God into the marriage bed when his incitement 

leads to Mygdonia (a leading character) responding to her husband's advances with a prayer

2̂ i
Charlesworth suggests (n2 p.68) that Ode 15 is probably like one of the psalms sung by Christians at dawn 

mentioned by Pliny (Epist. 10.96); p.77 n20 he says the same o f  Ode 17.
M. Bonnet (ed.) Acta apostolorum apocrypha (vol. 2.2; Leipzig: Mendelssohn, 1903; repr. Hildesheim: 

Olms, 1972); there are also some other versions in Armenian, Latin and Ethiopic; see NTA II 453-57; the Syriac 
version used herein is from William Wright, Apocryphal Acts o f  The Apostles (Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1968; 
1st publ. 1871); see also Klijn, A.F. J. (trans.) The Acts o f  Thomas (Leiden: Brill, 1962).
233 Cf. n20.
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for strength: "My Lord, and my God, and my Life-giver, the Messiah, do Thou give me 

strength to overcome the daring of Karish, and do Thou grant me that I may preserve the

purity in which Thou takest delight, and by which I shall find eternal life".235

The key to unlocking this early Syriac understanding of asceticism is its concept of purity. 

As in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Second Temple Pseudepigrapha, gaining the afterlife was 

seen in terms of approaching the heavenly temple, and as such the righteous needed to attain 

a state of priestly (or angelic) purity. In the Acts Tertia, wife of King Mazdai, after talking to 

Mygdonia (the Christian wife of Kansh the pagan), goes to hear Judas Thomas:

K'c l x  ̂ L \o  rdiLOii rcS W n m\_\^ kv .rf:iom_i m i

r<\ "p:\_naA v. . > Wr^-i r ^ o  ..u . ~im \

V . •  ) mm- i \  ,~ i n_i n£\-^rt'ci :\j i  a_irC' m i

\  •-yfn a i<  .m\ ot_irC c<\ci cim

r̂ T .n ri ,mo\K';iA >^i K'cuO) am .nro )̂ \_i27i_.m fcu.K'T-.T-x.

i- i  \  n - p i . v i  >.a_\ >̂ A n icO i a  mo

•:-m^cuA2n3

{The Acts o f  Judas Thomas (or The Twin) The Apostle, folio 40 a - b in

Wright, Acts o n . — rut.)

Judas saith to her: "The treasury of the heavenly King is open, and 
every one who is worthy taketh and findeth rest; and when he hath 
found rest, he becometh (271) a king. But at first a man cannot come 
near Him, when he is unclean and when his works are evil; for He 
knoweth what is in the heart and in the imagination, and no man can 
deceive Him. Thee too, therefore, if thou really believest in Him, He 
will make worthy of His holy mysteries; and He will exalt thee, and 
enrich thee, and renew thy mind, and make thee an heiress in His 
kingdom."
(trans. Wright, Acts 270-71)

In another text published by Wright with the Acts, The History o f Thecla, The Disciple o f 

Paul The Apostle, we see the same emphasis upon purity and celibacy coming from St Paul's 

mouth.

^7i  ̂ L.om mni q, ,m m̂i\ .~i\ OonAcva \_̂  :v_io

^  Acts o f  Thomas 5 1 =  Wright, Acts p. rdx \  - v \S , trans. p. 191.
Tic

Acts o f  Thomas 97 = Wright, Acts p.Attn, trans. p.229.
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.rCn.uA c y in  ,n_A^_iO_nm .Vio-i CLiino .rC'kui

x ^ C L i .rt'mArc'n jm ciiiri cn\ ;0 ) K 'o  c d o Ac l ^  rc"om j t u c i

_om .-in\  ̂ . . . .  K'ciro .rt'̂ Ĝ n _̂Lii \_̂ ci rdx̂ _i

•:-rt'rri\r\l\ jCtx̂ -io u iJ  •.^onraAn v.V.,r<A

\  .ir'r .in  ^onoiao nT^_n r A_.r<\

___v - \  .n ? \ _______________ n m  .~ in \^  r t 'm A r t'n  r^ c o c u i

^ n t i u a \  . . . .  rcVnW ii^u  ^_otniixn .̂ __ocnz_aa

vKVrArdl__ni  t  > ^_cutra .rSLim rd^AxA )c n a \ j  n v_. V_. Kl\

.^_aan\ uy i<  re'r \ ^_ona\ Jft-.K'n ^A-.rxA ^ n tn  n a \

K 'JsvAj j .t ^ . r ^ V __ n m  .- ic A ^  * r d v i r < A  m jc i} s \ :\K '.^ _ _ r^ o _ i(r> :\

•:-̂ _OT_â _i Klird^i ^ c u m n_nm-i\-i iryK' K'anW.i
(The History o f Thecla, The Disciple o f  Paul The Apostle, fol.

63a-b in Wright, Acts n i_o — r^Vxi)

And when Paul had entered into the house of Onesiphorus, there was 
great joy there, they kneeled down on their knees, and prayed, and 
brake bread. And Paul came nigh and and spake unto him the words of 
God concerning the controlling of the flesh and concerning the 
resurrection, and was saying: "Blessed are they who are pure in heart, 
for they shall see God (Mt 5:8). Blessed are they who have kept their 
flesh in purity, for they shall be called temples of God. Blessed are 
they who control themselves, for God shall speak with them. Blessed 
are they who have despised this world, for they shall be pleasing unto 
God. Blessed are they who have wives as though they had no t, for 
they shall inherit the earth. Blessed are they in whose heart is the fear 
of God, for they shall be called angels" (maltha).
(trans. Wright, Acts 118)

The righteous dead were offered by the writer of this text the opportunity to be transformed 

into an angel upon death. Their celibate state upon earth seems to have been merely 

anticipation of the state in the afterlife rather than a true realised eschatology. The righteous 

were offered typically Jewish imagery to explain what would happen to them at death. They 

would be anointed, they would thus become kings, receive mysteries from God, eat the

incorruptible food of the tree of life, and wear eternal g a r m e n t s .236 The strong influence of 

pseudepigraphic imagery can be seen here. Like one of the Israelite kings or an ascending 

patriarch the righteous would be anointed and enter into heaven. Likewise the wearing of 

garments defined the status of a particular soul, as an angel or a human being. Christ is

^  History o f  Thecla, The Disciple o f Paul The Apostle, in Wright, Acts pp. — rut.; trans. pp.

177, 269, 270-72; Cf. Acts o f  Judas Thomas, 281.
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described as the "Son of Light" clothed in the light of the F a th e r ; 2 3 7  who 'put on' the first

man ( A d a m ) .238 The righteous would gain fellowship with a select few: God, Christ, the

angels, the watchers and the holy o n e s .239 Moreover the Christian ideology that this text 

demonstrates shows an interest in the translation of biblical patriarchs to heaven. Thus we 

find in the History o f  Philip, The Apostle and Evangelist a kind of early Syriac Creed in

which Enoch's translation to heaven "without tasting death" f e a t u r e s .240

The imagery of angelic transformation comes through in the two other texts included with 

Wright in his edition of the Acts. In the History ofThecla, The Disciple o f  Paul The Apostle, 

Paul's physical appearance is described in very negative terms, but we are told that he also 

sometimes appeared like an a n g e l .2 4 1  in the history of Philip's missionary journey, when the 

angel of the Lord manages to convert a Jew to Christianity (by suspending him from his toes 

from the sail of a boat), the convert rushes straight to the synagogue to share the good news 

of his conversion. Appearing before the congregation to preach to them we are told that his 

face was like that of the angel of the L o r d  .2 4 2  \y e have also seen above (§5.3.3) that there 

was also a polemic against sleep in the Acts o f Judas Thomas, but that it was not explicitly 

connected to imitation of angels.

Thus the Acts ofJudas Thomas, the History ofThecla, The Disciple o f  Paul The Apostle 

and the History o f Philip, The Apostle and Evangelist can help us to unravel some of the 

streams that flowed together into the early fourth century native Syriac understanding of the 

ascetic angelic life. In this area of early Syriac literature we have seen the same influences 

we have seen elsewhere. Importantly we have seen a strong Jewish or Jewish-Christian 

input in the view of heaven as a temple, and purity as required to come near to it. This 

purity, as in most other early Christian literature, is seen in terms of celibacy. Likewise the

The Acts o f  Judas Thomas (or The Twin) The Apostle, in Wright, Acts,

The Acts o f  Judas Thomas \   ̂ n 

^  Wright, Acts m i, cf. ^  n

^  77; e History o f  Philip, The Apostle and Evangelist, in Wright, Acts, ,u \  .

^  History ofThecla, The Disciple o f  Paul The Apostle, in Wright, Acts \_d.

The History o f  Philip, The Apostle and Evangelist, in Wright, Acts
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righteous will be transformed into angels upon death after having lived their lives in celibate 

ascetic anticipation of this state.

5.3.4 The Syriac version of the Vita Antonii243
At this point it is worth examining the Syriac version of the Life o f Antony ( VA). This late 

fourth century text, although slightly out of our time-frame, can act as a case study; by 

examining what it shares in common with the Greek original, what it has discarded, and 

what it has added we are able to gauge with some degree of accuracy what Syriac Christians 

interested in asceticism thought about certain issues. When compared to the Latin or Greek 

versions the Syriac VA is distinguished by a particular interest in the transformation of the 

ascetic and his angelic role.

A passage which has attracted attention is 14.2, in which Antony is described as an 'angel 

of light' in the Syriac version but not in the Greek. In the Greek Antony is described as a 

|iep.ucxaYwyr|(X8V0(;, but in the Syriac as 'like a K’imoj (angel of light). Barnes'

article "Angel of Light or Mystic Initiate? The Problem of the Life o f Antony'',244 argued that 

the difference in translation came down to a survival of pagan literary forms in the use of the 

Greek term 'mystic initiate' as opposed to more purely Christian language in the Syriac text. 

He furthermore notes that the picture of Antony is very different in the two texts.245 He 

claims the image of Antony is more pagan in the Greek version, more Christian in the 

Syriac. This ties in with the work of several scholars who have argued for pagan roots for

This examination o f  the Syriac VA is indebted to Fumihiko Takeda's, "A Study of The Syriac Version of  
the Life o f  Antony -  A Meeting point of Egyptian Monasticism with Syriac Native Asceticism" (unpbl. Diss.;
Univ. o f  Oxford, 1998), although we reach very different conclusions as to the meaning o f the passages 
describing the angelic life or transformation of the ascetic. Takeda argues that the Syriac life emphasises the 
transformative aspects o f Antony's career because it wishes to enhance his reputation as a demon fighter. His
argument, however, is circular in that it never establishes that his reputation as a demon fighter was actually 
enlarged in the Syriac life; rather he assumes that the passages which emphasise Antony's transformation from 
an earthly to a heavenly state are connected to his demon-fighting abilities in the Greek text. Takeda does not 
seem to be aware that the two traditions, those o f transformation and demon-fighting, are actually quite
different traditions and did not have any necessary relationship to each other. For the text see R. Draguet, La
Vie primitive de S. Antoine conservee en syriaque (CSCO 407; Scr.Syr. 183; Louvain: Secretariat du 
CorpusSCO, 1980) and for the translation see CSCO 408, Scr.Syr. 184. On Antony's role as a prototype for the 
angelic type o f life, focusing upon the Greek VA see also Frank, ATTEAIKOZBIOE  91-92.

T.D. Barnes, JTS 37 (1986) 353-368; reprinted in idem, From Eusebius to Augustine: Selected Papers 
1982-1993 (Variorum Collected Studies 438; Aldershot, 1994; chapt. XX).

^  Barnes, "Angel o f  Light', 361.
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the VA.246 However it is by no means clear that this term would only be used by a pagan.247 

Instead I think it is illustrative simply of a Syriac milieu versus a Greek milieu, regardless of 

whether pagan, Jewish or Christian.

The Syriac version of the VA calls Antony an angel of light because it is, like the other 

native Syriac literature we have seen already, heavily concerned with the transformation of 

the ascetic.248 Thus in the Syriac VA 12.4 the Greek text which talks of the reptiles leaving 

the place once Antony arrives is amplified to point out that Antony has been transformed: he 

is no longer a member of the human race. The ascetic message in the Syriac is aimed at the 

attainment of perfection.249

On the other hand demonological passages are removed. For instance the beginning of 

13.1-5, in which the attacks of demons upon the ascetic are described, is omitted by the 

Syriac VA; which takes up the story at vs. 6 with talk of the weakness of the demons, then 

also drops vs. 7 which again emphasises the danger posed by demons in the Greek.

The Syriac version of the Life o f Antony is illustrative of a certain Syriac attitude towards 

the ascetic message. The Syriac attitude was more focused upon the transformation and 

perfection of the ascetic: he is also described as an angel. Regardless of the questions of 

priority and authenticity of textual tradition the Syriac attitude is clearly visible in a text 

which by its nature as a translated text is bound to reflect Syriac ascetic priorities.

^  See Richard Reitzenstein, Des Athanasius Werk iiber das Leben des des Antonius (Heidelberg, 1914) 14ff; 
A.J. Festugiere, "Sur une nouvelle edition du » D e  vita Pythagorica« de Jamblique", REG 50 (Paris, 1937) 
489ff.

^  Cf. discussion by Takeda, "Syriac Version o f the Life ofAntony", 432.240
° Contra Takeda 433, who argues that this passage is suggestive o f Antony's role as a fighter o f demons; as 

will be adduced in the following paragraphs, however, the Syriac VA is much less concerned with evil spirits 
than the Greek, which follows from an interpretation o f the ascetic's role as transformation for its own sake 
rather than for the purpose o f fighting evil spirits.

See Hans Leitzmann, Geschichte der alten Kirche, IV (Berlin: 1975; translated as A History o f  the Early 
Church [London: Lutterworth Press, 1961]) 125-128; cf. D. Brakke, "The Greek and Syriac Version o f the Life 
of Antony", Le Museon 107 (1994) 42-44.
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Summary: The place of the angelic life in early Syriac 

Christianity
Syriac Christian asceticism embraced, from an early stage, a transformative model of ascetic 

practice. The ascetic impulse was to transcend human nature and embrace a heavenly state. 

In the earliest literature, such as the Odes o f Solomon or the Acts ofJudas Thomas, celibacy 

or 'standing', or watchfulness, terms and concepts later associated with the angelic state, 

were used to describe the ideal state. It was a description based upon an ideal heavenly state, 

but not explicitly described in these texts as 'angelic'. Aphrahat, Ephrem and the Liber 

graduum associate the ideal ascetic state with an angelic state. This is because of broader 

developments in Christian theology; for the systematisation of the heavenly worlds which 

was occurring in Christianity due to the need to define the nature of Christ had led by the 

fourth century to all heavenly creatures being defined as 'angels' in the hierarchies of Jerome 

and Ambrose (cf. §3.1.2). The relationship between the alleged Jewish-Christian attempt to 

achieve transformation into an angelic Christ-like state and the Syriac ascetic emulation of 

Christ and the angels is not clear, but it seems that Manichaeaism at least was influenced by 

some of these ideas.

5.4 Commonalities between Second and Third Century 

Egyptian and Syriac ideas
How then did the ideas we have discussed above interact with the early Egyptian ascetic 

tradition in which imitation of angels played an important role? The Odes o f  Solomon 

suggests that the notion of the angelic life was present earlier in Syriac Christianity than in 

Egyptian, and the presence of this idea in the works of Syriac writers who were uninfluenced 

by Egyptian monasticism, such as Aphrahat and Ephrem, supports the contention that it was 

a Syriac/Aramaic idea. It seems that the notion of the angelic life was transmitted from 

Syriac-speaking Christianity early, by the late second century, in gnostic texts translated 

from Syriac into Coptic.

5.4.1 Celibacy and singleness in the Nag Hammadi library
In Nag Hammadi texts originating from a Syro-Mesopotamian background we can see a 

strong emphasis upon celibacy, a celibacy which leads back to a primeval, sexless and 

immortal state, a state characterised as one of being monachos. In the Gospel o f  Thomas we
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can see several meanings attached to the Greek monachos. In particular Saying 22 strongly 

suggests a reconciliation of opposites, especially of gender.

n e x e  ihc n a y  xe  _£o t a n  e T e T N q jA p n c N A y  o y A  a y <» 
CTCTNq>A.pncA.Nj>c>YN N e e  m f t c a n b o a  Aya> t i c a n b o a . n o c  
fincAN goyN  xyo) t t c a  m e  N e e  Ayu> qjiNA
eTeTNA.eipe m<|>ooyt mntc^img MnioyA o y a rr j c b k a a c  
N6<(>ooyt  p^ooyT  NTeTc^iMe pcgm e j>o t a n  eT eT fiq jxe ipe  
n j n b a a  enMA. NoyBAA jLYa) oy<5uc enMA. NNoytfuc Aya> 
oyepH Te ent-u  fioyephTe  oy2.iko)n enH A NoygiKO) t o t c  
T6TNABU)K e go y N  eTM NTepo

Jesus said to them, "When you make the two into one, and when 
you make the inner like the outer and the outer like the inner, and 
the upper like the lower, and when you make male and female 
into a single one (monachos), so that the male will not be male 
nor the female be female, when you make eyes in place of an 
eye, a hand in place of a hand, a foot in place of a foot, an image 
in place of an image, then you will enter [the kingdom]." (trans.
Patterson & M e y e r ) 2 5 0

The entire gospel is concerned with achieving a childlike, sexless, innocence in which one 

can be naked and not ashamed (4; 22; 37); indeed, procreation is seen in so negative a light 

that it is asserted that God could not be bom of a woman (165). As is clearly stated in the 

first saying, the purpose of this text is to bring the reader to a state of salvation. What we see 

discussed here is a return to the Adamic state, a state which is not exactly angelic, but which 

is an intermediate state, between the angels and the beasts, and a state which Adam lost 

because of his own free choice (85).

In the Gospel o f  Philipp  1 the same kind of ideas are expressed again. Of death and 

human potential for immortality it says:

h 2.o o y  N ep e  eyj>A. [g]N a  [a ] a m  n c  h n  Moy <yoon  
HTApecTT^pjc [e p ]o q  A rm oy qw>ne t t a a in eqq>AB$[K e jJ o y N
HqjciTq e p o q  MNMoy NA<yame

When Eve was still in Adam death did not exist. When she was 
separated from him death came into being. If he enters again and
attains his former self, death will be no more. (68.22 - 26)^52

250 In J.M. Robinson, The Nag Hammadi Library in English (New York: HarperSanFrancisco, 1990).
251 NHC II; preserved in a Coptic translation of the original Greek text possibly written in Syria, possibly as
late as the second half o f  the third century, cf. Wesley W. Isenberg (intro. & trans.) "The Gospel o f Philip 
(11,3)" in Robinson, The Nag Hammadi Library in English 141.
259 Edition and translation in Bentley Layton (ed.), Wesley W. Isenberg (trans.) "The Gospel according to 
Philip", in Layton (ed.) Nag Hammadi Codex II, 2 -7 ,1 (Leiden: Brill, 1989).
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And:
N e  Mne t c ^ imb  ntupx e^jKJoyi^ N6 c n a .m o y a n  n e  m n  <|k x >y t
neqntupjc NTA.q<po>ne m .pxn mf t mo y Aia . t o y t o  .xnexpc ei 
j c g k a a c  ̂ nntupoc NT^iycim e x i n  (popn eqNA.ce£u>q ep xT q  
nxxiN  Nq^O Tpoy mt t c n x y  a y <» NeNTAj>Mc>Y nna>pac e q N x t  
n a .y  NNOY<i>N2 Nq^OTpoY tp^pe TC£iMe Ae gtuTp .v n ec j^ e i  
£pau £M nnA.cToc

If the woman had not separated from the man, she would not die 
with the man. His separation became the beginning of death.
Because of this Christ came to repair the separation which was
from the beginning and again unite the two . . .  (70.9-15)253

In the Gospel o f  Thomas it is clearly stated that Mary could only enter into heaven if she 

became male. We can see in these two Nag Hammadi texts a particular approach to the 

question of salvation. Both attempt to regain a state of primeval unity that has been lost, this 

unity is expressed in a return to a childlike innocence,254 and we can assume that this 

included being in an asexual state, as is implied by the Gospel o f Thomas' comment about 

putting aside clothes without shame; but, moreover, what is emphasised is a reconciliation of

opposites, of a dualism255 seen to have originated in the separation of Adam and Eve.

Sexual differentiation is at the heart of the problem and sex must also have been.

Two other Nag Hammadi texts also pay witness to the use of angelological themes as an 

exhortation to celibacy; these, however, make use of the earlier, alternative tradition based 

upon the book of Watchers cycle. In the Apocryphon ofJohn^G  and the Testimony o f 

Truth.257 (which both retell the Genesis story) angelic behaviour is presented as a model of 

what not to do.

The Apocryphon o f  John represents a classic type of gnostic text, a conscious 

mythologization of a Jewish religious theme, in this case the Paradise story in the book of

^  Edition and translation in Bentley Layton (ed.), Wesley W. Isenberg (trans.) "The Gospel according to 
Philip".

^  The Valentinians are also reported to have discussed the idea o f wisdom being granted to 'infants' rather 
than the wise, cf. Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 1.13.2.
^  This term is not used here in the sense o f  the (hypothetical) Iranian-style dualism said to have infected and 
been at the heart o f  all gnostic systems. As will be made plain in this chapter a 'vulgar dualistic' approach to 
asceticism or the Nag Hammadi texts is too simplistic to help us understand the cosmology or anthropology of  
the period.

(NHC II, 1; III, 1; IV, 1; BG 8502,2) dated to the early third century CE, and redacted and expanded in the 
late third; cf. Michael Waldstein & Frederik Wisse (eds.) The Apocryphon o f  John (Leiden: Brill, 1995).
2S7' (NHC IX, 3); dated to Alexandria in the late second and or early third century, cf. Birger A. Pearson (ed.)
Nag Hammadi Codices IX & X  (Brill: Leiden, 1981), Introduction, esp. 120.
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G e n e s i s .258 This text seems to have been written originally in Greek, then preserved in 

Coptic. It was used as late as the eighth century by the Audians in M e s o p o t a m i a ,259 an(j 

shows similarities with beliefs described by heresiologists such as E p ip h a n i u s .260 u  0pens 

with a narrative of the appearance of Christ to John, whereby he demonstrates his ability to 

transform himself into different forms (47.30ff).261 It then presents a gnostic myth of 

creation, in which is described the demiurge Yaldabaoth, who shows strong similarities with 

the archangel Michael, the main vice-regal angelic figure in late Second Temple Jewish 

th o u g h t .2 6 2  philippians 2:9 and Hebrews 1:4 are paraphrased when it is claimed that Christ 

has been "called with a name raised high above every name. For that name will be told to 

those who are worthy of it" (55.28-30).263 This is although the supreme Godhead is 

presented in very Greek philosophical terms, as the Monad, which was distant and unmoved 

(50.26-4.10). There is also a reference to a "book o f  Z o r o a s t e r " .264 Sexual desire is 

attributed to the actions of the Chief Archon, who implanted sexual desire in woman and 

animated the bodies created through intercourse (72.26-31). Like the texts discussed above 

(§5.2.5) 'standing' ( ^ e )  is mentioned as the goal of the true follower of Christ (74.14). The 

fate of the fallen angels is put forward as the model for what will happen to those who do not 

turn to Christ (75.22-30). The fall of the angels and their sexual sin is also discussed in the

On gnosticism as "the last significant outburst o f  mythical thought in Antiquity", see G. Stroumsa, Another 
Seed: Studies in Gnostic Mythology (Leiden: Brill, 1984) 1-2; this mythical approach, however, was a self- 
conscious attempt to mythologise religious ideas; Stroumsa, 1-2.

On the Audians, who seem to have been a schismatic ascetic group (rather than heretics) see Epiphanius, 
Panarion XII; see also G. Stroumsa, "Jewish and Gnostic Traditions among the Audians", in A. Kofsky & 
Stroumsa, Sharing the Sacred: Religious Contacts and Conflicts in the Holy Land. First to Fifteenth Centuries 
CE (Jerusalem: Yad Izhak ben Zvi, 1998), who suggests the possibility that the mystical and anthropomorphic 
Audian conception o f the Godhead may have had some relation to similar beliefs held by the anthropomorphist 
monks o f  Egypt, 107-8. See also H.C. Puech, "Audianer", RAC, I, 910-915 & J. Jarry, "Une semi-heresie syro- 
egyptienne: l'Audianisme", Bulletin de I'lnstitut franqais d'Archeologie Orientale, 63 (1965) 169-195.
260 gee Stroumsa, "Jewish and Gnostic Traditions among the Audians" passim.
^  Cited according to S0ren Giversen, Apocryphon Johannis. The Coptic Text o f  the Apocryphon Johannis in 
the Nag Hammadi Codex II with Translation, Introduction and Commentary (Copenhagen: Prostant apud 
Munksgaard, 1963).

On Yaldabaoth see Jarl Fossum, The Name o f  God And The Angel o f  The Lord: Samaritan and Jewish 
Concepts o f  Intermediation and the Origins o f  Gnosticism (Tubingen: Mohr, 1985) 12 & 218; although 
Michael (mixaha) is mentioned in another context at 65.30.

rwu eN TA-YMOYTe epoq no[yp*n e]qjcoce e  p^N nim’ npxN rw.p [ne e r jm jc o o q ’ *.NeTMnqjA. 
Mtioq, in Giversen, Apocryphon Johannis.
“X (L A

N2o>poA.cTpoc, 67.10; I suppose a Greek pseudepigraphic work not necessarily connected to any actual 
Zoroastrian texts; on Zoroastrian pseudepigrapha see the chapter on this subject in Mary Boyce & Frantz 
Grenet, A History o f  Zoroastrianism III Zoroastrianism under Macedonian and Roman rule (with a 
contribution by Roger Beck; Leiden: Brill, 1991).
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context of the flood.265 The clear message is that an ascetic life, characterised by sexual 

abstinence, is necessary to achieve salvation, which is seen as a return to the soul's original 

home. Yet here the importance of angelological beliefs is reversed: instead of the angels 

being a model for behaviour, they are a model for what not to do. Here celibacy is enjoined, 

and connected to beliefs about angels, but in an entirely negative, anti-angelological sense.

The Testimony o f  Truth266 also makes a call for celibacy. This text is concerned with the 

notion of truth versus falsehood, and even contains (in its second section) polemics against 

gnostic opponents seen to be deviating from the correct path ( 5 6 . 2 - 9 ;  5 7 .6 - 8 ;  5 8 . 2 - 4 ) .  Like 

the language used to describe the angelic transformation in the Manichaean Psalm Book, it 

sees the achievement of resurrection in Graeco-Roman terms, as receiving the 'crown' 

( c t 6<|>a .n o y  FiMoq mt t k x o m)  of victory ( 4 5 .5 ) .  The text is encratitic and staunchly anti- 

ecclesiastical (cf. 3 1 .2 2 f f ) .  As in Paul's writings Judaism and the Law are connected to the 

sin of the angels (and also the demons and stars) ( 2 9 .1 3 - 2 1 ) .  Moreover it is the Law that 

should be blamed for the introduction of procreation into the world ( 3 0 .  If); this "error of the 

a n g e l s " 2 6 7  j s  p Ut  forward as something to avoid. Celibacy is enjoined as the ideal Christian 

existence based upon the birth of Christ from a virgin ( 3 9 .2 6 f f ) .  Thus this text does not 

explicitly mention the fall of the angels, but it seems connected to the Pauline position that 

saw the Law as having been delivered by angels, and connects this demiurgic role to the 

coming of sexual intercourse. Once again in a negative fashion, angels were linked with sex 

and mankind's alienation from its heavenly home. This text also discusses other themes we 

have seen connected to the notion of the ideal angelic existence: doubleheartedness is to be 

avoided ( h n t j [h ] t  c n [a y ] 3 7 .9 ;  cf. § 5 .2 .4 ) ;  in true apocalyptic style knowledge of God and 

thus salvation is predicated upon knowledge of the cosmos ( 4 1 - 4 2 ) .  Likewise 'standing' is 

discussed when it is stated of the Son of Man that <*.qo>;>epA.Tq eqcoYTtuN N̂ pjuf N̂ HTq 

oyAAq;268 and it is also avowed that he who renounces sex (and Mammon), and makes the 

inner like the outer ( 6 7 .1 0 - 6 8 .2 0 ;  i.e. is 'single'), resembles an angel ( 6 8 . 1 7 - 1 8 ) .269

265 77.17-20.
266 NHC IX,2; text and translation in Birger A. Pearson & Seren Giversen, "NHC IX,2 The Testimony o f  
Truth" in Pearson (ed.) Nag Hammadi Codices I X and X  (Leiden: Brill, 1981).
2̂ 7 ttaa.nh NNArrexoc 41.4; the Testimony also follows Paul in arguing against receiving revelations from 
angels (73.17f).
2^  "He stood up, being upright within himself' (43.4-5).
2(^  Although largely reconstructed: qei]Ne n o [y ] [x]rr[e]xoc.
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Other texts from Nag Hammadi also bear upon the question of celibacy and its relation to

angels, heaven and the afterlife. The Exegesis on the Souft-70 js an allegoric and

mythological tale o f the fall of the soul into prostitution. Central to this text is the notion of 

unity or singleness. The language is highly reminiscent of Syriac Christianity. The joining 

of husband and wife (Gen 2:24) is interpreted allegorically, as the union of the bride with the 

bridegroom in the heavenly bridal chamber.

TOTe <5e npRqjexeeT ka.ta noyuxy Fineiurr xqe^ eniTN q>A.poc 
ej>c>YN enMA. N tpexeeT 6 t c b t o )t  A.qKOCH6i Ae  MnNyMlxuN- 
enr^Moc rxp eTHHA.y eqtyoon a .n  Roe finrAMoc n c a p k ik o c
N6TA.p KOINtDNGI HN N O yepH Y  JJJA.YCI NTKOINtUNIA. 6TMMA.Y A-YO)
Nee NNiemtD q)A-YKtu ncoj oy NTeNa>xxhcic[N]TenieYMeiA. Ayu>
n c 6 t k [t o ]n [n o y 2.o  e s ] o x  NNOYepHy- a a x a . n e e i [ .............] • [ .

]Nne neeirxMoc- xxxx eY<i>A-N[n]2N2.a>Tp *N[o]Y[epn]x
<^XY<p(vne AyuJNg oytDT eTBe m e i  nexA.q R<5i nennpo<|>HTHC 
eTB6 ntyopn ppa>M mR T<popn Rcjniie jce"ceNA.q»a>ne a y c a p x  
oytBT "• NeY2OTP r ^P eNoyepiiY  Rqjopn zxZT™ ne ia rr e w m T e  
TcjMMe ctupM m«|>ooyt eT 6  n e c c o N  ne - n u iN  o n  x n e e irx M o c  
c o o y jo y  e ^ o y N  eN oy epH V  a.y<i>_at<J>yxh garrp e ^ oy N  
enecM epeiT  m .Me nec<j>Yc|KOc  N x o e ic  kata. e e  eT qcH g  xe
rucoeic rxp RTecgiMe ne necgx'i- (Exeg. Soul 132.23-133.3)

For then the bridegroom, according to the father's will, came down to 
her into the bridal chamber, which was prepared. And he decorated 
the bridal chamber. For since that marriage is not like the carnal 
marriage, those who are to have intercourse with one another will be 
satisfied with that intercourse. And as if it were a burden they leave 
behind them the annoyance of physical desire and they [turn their 
faces from] each other. But this marriage [ . . . ] .  But [once] they unite 
[with one another], they become a single life. Wherefore the prophet 
said (Gen 2:24) concerning the first man and the first woman: 'They 
will become a single flesh.’ For they were originally joined to one 
another when they were with the father before the woman led astray 
the man, who is her brother. This marriage has brought them back 
together again and the soul has been joined to her true love, her real 
master, as it is written: "For the master of the woman is her husband".
(cf. Gen 3:1; 1 Cor 11:1; Eph 5:23).
(Exeg. Soul 132.23-133.3; cf. also 132:9-10)271

^  Analysis o f the text suggests an Alexandrian origin, probably around the turn o f  the third century. It shows 
the influence o f Jewish and Hellenistic romance literature in its discussion o f  the soul and its alienation from
the heavenly bridegroom; so Maddalena Scopello (intro.) "The Exegesis o f  the Soul (11,6)" in Robinson, The 
Nag Hammadi Library in English', but cf. William C. Robinson Jr's introduction to the text in Bentley Layton
(ed.), & William C. Robinson Jr (trans.) "The Expository Treatise on the Soul", in Layton (ed.) Nag Hammadi 
CodexII, 2-7, II (Leiden: Brill, 1989) 136-141 who is much more cautious, preferring only to state that the date 
is probably around CE 200.
2711 Text and translation in Bentley Layton (ed.) & William C. Robinson Jr (trans.) "The Expository Treatise on 
the Soul", in Layton (ed.) Nag Hammadi Codex II, 2-7, II.
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Likewise the emphasis upon mourning as an ascetic quality (citing the beatitude in Matt 5:4 

& adapting 6 to refer to earthly hunger) is echoed in Ephrem's writings about the importance 

of mourning in repentance for one's s i n s .272 psalm 103:1-5 is cited to confirm that the true 

Christian becomes a youth again and will be crowned with God's mercy. Repentance and 

baptism are presented as the cure for the sins of the whoring soul. Once again, at the heart of 

this text is a concern with a celibate, sexless existence as the true state of the soul; sex 

represents a degeneration and its pollution must be removed if one is to ascend back to the 

soul's true heavenly home.

Finally the Hypostasis o f  the Archons presents an interpretation of Genesis 1 -6. It seems 

to have been written in Greek, and possibly came out of Egypt during the third c e n t u r y .273 

The text opens with quotations from Colossians 1:13 and Ephesians 6:12 concerning the 

existence of spiritual Authorities, the history of whom this book claims to explain. It then 

rewrites the Genesis story in a gnostic mythological fashion which culminates in the 

reception of an angelic visitation by Norea, the virgin daughter of Adam and Eve. The 

'Great Angel' ( f t ncxs NA.rreA.oc) appears to Norea and reveals the secrets of the cosmos, 

concluding with a promise that in time the 'children of the light' (Rqptipe M noy oe iN ) will 

attain the truth and come to be around the Father praising him and the Son with the 

TrisagionlQedushah (97.13-21). The myth of the fallen angels plays a role here to. The 

Authorities lust after Eve and copulate with a shadowy image of her (89.19-30); then they try 

to seduce Norea (92:18-93.3), who resists and calls out to God, at which stage the Great 

Angel descends and grants her her revelation. The message is that virginity is necessary for 

the true Christian existence, and that it leads to revelation and immortality.

The mythology at the forefront of these Coptic texts from Nag Hammadi can act to 

distract the historian; these texts also have a practical point to make: that celibacy is the only 

path to realising eternal life.274 Moreover these texts all show some relation to angelological

272 Cf. Griffith, "Asceticism in the Church o f  Syria: The Hermeneutics o f  Early Syrian Monasticism" 234-5.
273 See Roger A. Bullard's introduction to the text in Nag Hammadi Codex II, 2 - 7 ,1 (Leiden: Brill, 1989) 220- 
225.

27^ This important point has been made by Elaine Pagels in her examination o f exegesis o f  Gen 1-3 in the 
Testimony o f  Truth, Apocryphon o f  John, Exegesis o f  the Soul and the Hypostasis o f  the Archons ("Exegesis 
and Exposition o f the Genesis Creation account in selected Texts from Nag Hammadi", in C.W. Hedrick and
Robert Hodgson, Jr [eds.] Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism and Early Christianity [Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson,
1988] 257-58): "their authors concern themselves not only with 'cosmological speculation,' as scholars too
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beliefs. In the case of the Nag Hammadi texts there are two aspects to the treatment of 

angelological themes. On the one hand there is a clear expression of anti-angelological 

polemics in the use of the Book o f Watchers' story of the fall of the angels and their sexual 

sin; here the behaviour of angels is a behavioural model to avoid. On the other hand there is 

another tradition, similarly concerned with celibacy, that seeks to recover the original, 

celibate and innocent state o f Adam in the garden of Eden. This tradition also emphasised 

celibacy. But was it angelological in origin? Possibly, if two suppositions are accepted; 

firstly that the idea o f being monachos or oua oudt was related to the Syriac idea of being 

ihidaya, and then, secondly, that the notion of ihidaya was related to angelological 

conceptions of Christ (and Adam), as suggested above (§5.3.1).

The Nag Hammadi texts demonstrate contact with ideas that in Syriac literature were 

giving birth to the notion of the angelic life, but they are not developed. The Book o f  

Watchers cycle, although testifying to the importance of angels in the mythology of gnostic 

ideas, also downplays their importance as role models. It thus stands opposite that other 

great myth cycle, that of the vision of the transformed sage, which we have seen provided 

most of the symbolism used to describe angels, and which saw angels as positive models for 

human emulation. The angelic life is therefore not at all prominent in the Nag Hammadi 

library, although there was clearly some contact with ideas linked to it. As in the writings of 

Paul, it must be the case that use of the Watchers myth in these circles spoiled any possible 

interest in angels, whilst in Qumran, or in early Syriac Patristic literature, the transformative 

tradition took precedence over the Watchers myth in the field of angelology, especially as 

the Watchers myth came to be interpreted as a reference to human beings rather than angels.

One tradition, however, utilised both myths, and also played a very prominent role in both 

Syriac-speaking areas and in Egypt: Manichaeism. Importantly, in Manichaean texts we can 

see the notion of singleness and return to an original unity being expressed in angelological 

terms.

5.4.2 The Place of Manichaean Texts

often have assumed, but equally with practical issues -  specifically, issues concerning sexual behaviour: 
marriage, procreation, celibacy".
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Manichaeaism was an aggressive and successful missionary religion. It seems to have been 

both consciously syncretistic and deliberately multilingual. Its heyday was the third century, 

when Christianity was gathering strength and the Nag Hammadi texts were presumably 

being written.

The discovery of the Cologne Mani Codex (CMC) has revealed to us salient facts about 

Mani's early life and his graduation to the status of a bringer of heavenly truth. The young 

Mani grew up in a Baptist community. His background was a mixture of Roman and 

Persian, Semitic and Graeco-Roman cultural influences.

In chapter 4 we examined the Manichaean texts which discuss the angelic transformation 

of the righteous (§4.9); it is clear that this Syriac notion is central to the Manichaean 

understanding of the afterlife. Likewise it is apparent that these ideas were translated into 

Coptic very early and then disseminated in Egypt as part of a missionary effort. The impact 

of non-catholic (i.e. gnostic or Manichaean) traditions upon early Egyptian Christianity is 

unclear. Certainly the old view that early Egyptian Christianity was 'heretical' is no longer 

accepted; indeed it suggests a dichotomy between orthodoxy and heresy which for this 

period is anachronistic and simplistic. Yet we do not yet have a clear picture of the religious 

situation in pre-Athanasian Egypt. This raises the question of the role of Manichaeism. 

Recent discoveries in Kellis have underlined the mainstream nature of Manichaeism in the 

fourth century, suggesting that it may have had some influence upon the populace at large.

As a basically ascetic religion it may well have had an impact upon early Egyptian 

monasticism, and this has been suggested.275

Considering the importance of the notion of angelic transformation to Egyptian Christian 

asceticism (which we shall deal with below, §§5.6.1 & 5.6.2), and the fact that the idea 

seems to be found in Syriac texts and Coptic texts with a Syrian origin, Manichaeism was 

quite possibly the vehicle for transmission or this and related ideas.

5.5 Other early Christian writers and their view o f the 
angelic life
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5.5.1 Clement of Alexandria (ca. 150-215)
Clement, the 'Christian gnostic', showed a deep interest in the transformation of the human 

state that he believed Christianity could bring about. His philosophical outlook is informed 

by two traditions, the Syro-Mesopotamian Christian tradition we have so far examined, and 

Graeco-Roman Stoicism.276

The outcome of this is a kind of proleptic understanding of the angelic transformation of 

the Christian. Christians upon earth were occupied in perfecting their bodies until they 

reached a state wherein they would be transformed (at death it seems) into angelic beings; 

they then progressed through the hierarchy until they reached the state of archangels. I will 

present some quotations in order to demonstrate its importance as a witness to the attitudes 

of an educated Christian towards the afterlife state.

Clement used the imagery of the Graeco-Roman mystery cult as a call to the heathen to 

embrace the Christian faith.

”Q  xcov dyicov ox; cdriGdx; iruarnpicov, w (jxoxoq aKripaxou 
Aa8o'u%o\j(i,ai to\)<; oupavouq Kai tov 0 eo v  ejt07tTetiaai, ayiot; 
y ivo fia i (J.uoi4i£voc„ iepo<t>avxel 8e o Kupioq Kai xov |it>axr|v 
a<t>payi£8Tai (Jxoraycoycov, Kai TtapaxiGexai xcp rcaxpi xov 
7temaxet)Koxa aiaxn XTipot>|ievov. Tauxa xrov eficov |4.-uaTr|pi(ov 
xa PaK%ei4taxa • e i jk>v>Xei, Kai a\) [rooij, Kai /opeTJaeiq (iex’ 
dyyeXoov d|x<|>i xov dyewr|xov Kai av(6Xe0pov Kai (iovov ovxcoq 
0 eo v , c'uvup.voijvxoc; ri(iiv xo\j 0eoO Xoyou.

(Protrepticus X II .c x x . 1-2)277

O truly sacred mysteries, O pure light. I am a torchbearer, I look at the 
heavens and G od^^  being initiated I become holy and the Lord is the

See G. Stroumsa, "The Manichaean Challenge to Egyptian Christianity", in James E. Goehring & B.A. 
Pearson (eds.) Roots o f  Egyptian Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986).
^  See M. Spanneut, Le Stoicisme desperes de I'eglise de Clement de Rome a Clement d'Alexandrie (Paris: 
Editions du Seuil, 1969).
^  All Greek quotations o f Clement of Alexandria from H. I. Marrou, M. Harl, C. Mondesert & C. Matray 
(ed.) Clement d'Alexandrie. Le pedagogue (3 vols.; SC 70, 108, 158; Paris: Cerf, 1960-70).
2 7 80 On the importance o f  the sight of God as part of a transformative mystical ascent experience and the use of 
the ercoTtxeuoai as a technical term connected with mystery cults and transformative experiences see: Cf. Alan 
Segal "Hellenistic Magic: Some Questions o f Definition", in R. Van Den Broek & M.J. Vermaseren (eds.) 
Studies in Gnosticism and Hellenistic Religions (Leiden: Brill, 1981) 353-4, on the transformative ascent vision 
in PGM IV.475-829; also 2 Cor 3:17-18: o 8e Kupioq to  7tve%ia ecm v o\j 8e to  itvevna Kvpiot), 
eXeviOepia. fuaetq 8e m vxeq  avaKEKaXunnevcp 7tpoad)Jtcp tt)v 8o^av Kupiou KaTOTCtpi^o^evoi tt|v autfiv
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hierophant, and seals the initiated one while illuminating (him), and sets 
him who was faithful before the Father to be always watched over.
These are my Bacchic mysteries. If it is the wish, then you are initiated, 
and you will form the chorus with the angels around the unborn and 
indestructible and one (motion) real God, will be hymning together with 
the Word of God.

Clearly Clement's view of the angelic state of the resurrected Christian involved him or her 

joining the heavenly choirs. He could not have got that idea from the Gospels alone; he 

combined ideas found in the Pseudepigrapha with ideas found in the angel afterlife passages 

mentioned above (Mt 20:30 et al). To join the heavenly choir should be the ultimate aim of 

the true gnostic C h r i s t i a n .279 Moreover, as in other early Christian ascetic schemes, celibacy 

assumed primary importance in the translation of the Christian into the ranks of the angelic 

choirs. Clement quotes Matthew 24:30 to make his point about the importance of

chastity;280

Mil 8f) a(j.a %ua>vi a7io8i>o^evcp anoS'oacbp.eGa Kai xt jv ai8to 
rcoxe, ejiei o\)8ercoxe xcp SiKalcp cco<ppoat>vr|v arco8<)aaa0ai 
Gepic;. ’l8oi) yap to cpGapxov xooxo £7tev8\)aexai acpGapcriav, 
onriviKa a v  xo aicopeaxov xf\q erciG'op.laq, xo eiq aaeX y eia v
p eov, eyK paxeia 7tai8aycoyo\)pevov, avepaaxov yev6p.evov
xfjc; (pBopaq, ai8lcp oa)(ppoa\)vri 7tapaxcopfiari xov avGpcorcov 
«’Ev yap xcp aicovi xomcp y a ^ ov o i Kai ya|a.iaKovxai«,
Kaxapyfiaavxeq 8e xa xr|c; oapKoq epya, avxfj KaGapa xfi 
oapKi e7cev8\)CTd|ievoi xfiv acpGapoiav xo Ttpoq pexpov xcov 
ayyeXcov 8i6KO(a.ev. (Paedagogus, II.x.100.2-4)281

Do not, I pray, put off modesty at the same time that you put off your 
clothes; because it is never right for the just man to divest himself of 
continence. For, lo, this mortal shall put on immortality; when the 
insatiableness of desire, which rushes into licentiousness, being 
trained to self-restraint, and made free from love of corruption, shall 
consign the man to everlasting chastity. "For in this world they marry 
and are given in marriage". (Mt 22:30) But having done with the 
works of the flesh, and having been clothed with immortality, the 
flesh itself being pure, we pursue after that which is according to the 
measure of the angels. (ANF modified.)

Eiicova nexanofxpox̂ eGa ana Sô tk ei<; Sô av, Ka0&7tep arco icupiou nv£\)[iaxoq. When Origen discusses 
the progress of the human soul towards perfection, he sees the evidence of it in the increased ability of the 
practitioner to perceive things (de Principiis I.viii.4); see also G. Quispel, "Transformation through Vision in 
Jewish Gnosticism and The Cologne Mani Codex", VigChr 49 (1995) 189-191.
279 Protrepticus, SC 2: XII, 120, 2.
280 See also Strom. III.6.47-48.
281 SC 108 (Paris: Cerf, 1965).
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Anticipating later Monastic literature Clement metaphorically equated the Word of God 

with the food of the angels, and those who partake of it are transformed into angels.

. . .  K ai to  aTjia xot> Xoyoi) rcecpavepcDxai cot; y d X a  . . .  ox> 
yap cbq a i 7tTjyai JiXfipeiq eioiv oi |a.aaxoi eneiapeovToq 
EToipo'o yaXaKxoq, otXXa. neTa|3dXXovTeq ttjv Tpocprjv ev
ea'uxotc; epya^ovTat y a X a  Kai Siarcveoucnv. . . . otov to  
^idvva o\>pavo0ev eneppeexo xoiq naXaiotq 'Eppaloiq, r\ xwv 
ayyeXcov enoupavio<; Tpocpf). (Paedagogus I.vi.40.2- 41.3)282

. . .  the blood of the Word has been also revealed as milk ... For the 
breasts are not like fountains full of milk, flowing in ready for 
consumption, but, transforming the food into milk, express it. . . . as 
manna flowing, celestially, down upon the ancient Hebrews, the 
angels' heavenly food.

He then goes on to say: Ta pev yap Ppmpaxa Kaxapyevcai, fj <pr|civ o anooxoXoc, a-oxoq, 

f| 8e 8ia yaXaKTOi; Tpocpf) eic; ovpavobq KaGiiyeixai, 7ioX,iTa<; otipavoov Kai 

auy%opet)xdq ayyeA.cov ava0peyapevr|.283

Clement also makes the connection between wakefulness and the heavenly Watchers.

«”Ea'tcoaav«, yap cprjaiv, «'U)j.d)V a i  oocpueq Jtepie^coo^evai Kai oi 
X.\)xvoi Kaiop.evoi K a i ■op.etq onoioi av0pd>rcoi<; jcpoo5e%opivoi<; 
xov K u p io v  ai)icov, jtoxe a v a X v a e i e k  x & v  yajicov, i v a  e X d o v x o q  

K a i  K p o tio av xo< ; avot^coaiv euGeax; amco. MaKaptoi oi Sou^oi 
e k e iv o i ,  ov>q eX,0d)v o KUpio*; eypriyopoxaq et)pr|.« Oi)5ev yap 
avSpoq 6(peXoq KaGeuSovxoq wajtep ovde xeGvecoxoq. Aio 
jcoA-XaKiq K a i  x fjq  v-okxo<; aveyepxeov xfjq K oixriq  K a i  xov 0eov 
e\)A,oyrixeov p.ampioi yap o i  eypriyopoxeq e iq  auxov, acpaq 
auxoix; a n e iK a ^ o v x e q  ayyeXoiq, ouq eypriyopo'uq KaXo'up.ev.
«Ka0e\)5cov 8e av0pco7ioq o\)8eiq o v d e v d q  a^ioq, oi)8ev |iaX̂ .ov 
xoO fa.fi ĉovxoq «  (Paedagogus II.ix.79.1-3)284

For it is said, "Let your loins be girt about, and your lamps burning; 
and ye yourselves like to man that watch for their lord, that when he 
returns from the marriage and comes and knocks, they may straight-
way open to him. Blessed are those servants whom the Lord, when 
He cometh, shall find watching" (Luke 12:33-7). For there is no use of 
a sleeping man, as there is not of a dead man. Therefore we should 
often and in the night rise up from sleeping in the bed and praise God.
For blessed are they who watch for Him, and so make themselves like

282 SC 158 (Paris: Cerf, 1970).
"For meats are done away with" (=? 1 Cor 6:13), as the apostle said. But this food of milk leads to the 

heavens, supporting citizens o f heaven and angelic choristers": Paedagogus I.vi.45.2, SC  70 (Paris: Cerf,
I960).
284 SC 108.
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the angels (aggeloi), whom we call "watchers" (egregorous). "But a 
man asleep is worth nothing, any more than if he were not living".
(ANF  [modified])

Sleep is a weakness required by the body. By practising keeping the soul ever-focused 

upon God the ideal Christian brought himself up to an angelic status.

Xpf| 8e Kai tovto eni naaiv eiSevat, ax; ov  yv>xfj<; to  Seo^evov 
vitcvo'o eoTiv-aeiKivTiToq yap cxv>tt|-, a l i a  to  aco^a avaitauXouc;
8ia(iaoTa^6p.evov jcapieTai, jaf| evepyoijcru; e t i acon.axiK<I>c; Tfjq

a l i a  K a 0 ’ a t n f i v  e v v o o i >h e v t |<; . .  . i |/t> x fte  8 e  o X e G p o q  t o  

d T p e |i . f |a a i  a v x r i v  8 i o n e p  a e i  t o v  0 e o v  E vvooi)(X E vr| 8 i a  Tfj<;
ODVExouq 7rpoao(j.iAfi<T£cog eyKaTa^eyovica t co aco(j.om t t jv 
eypriyopatv dyyEX,iKfi t o v  avGpconov e^iaa^ei x&pi™> xfjq ĉorjq t o  
aiSiov e k  Tfjq t o \) EypriyopEvav h.e A,et t |(; 7tpoaXa|iP&vouoa.
(Paedagogus II.ix.82.1-3)285

And in addition to all, we must know this, that the need o f sleep is not 
in the soul. For it is ceaselessly active. But the body, by being 
supported in relaxing, is rested; the soul does not act in a bodily 
manner, but, is self-conscious. . . .  For the soul to cease from activity 
within itself, would destroy it. Therefore always contemplating God 
through constant conversation with Him leads the wakeful body into 
angelic grace, by practicing wakefulness the eternal life is grasped.

The true Christian kept company with the angels; thus in an echo of Jewish ideas 

concerning the angelic life (such as those found in the Dead Sea Scrolls), the true Christian 

is exhorted to maintain purity, whilst he prays alongside his heavenly brethren.

T a u i r i  K a 0 a p o q  E iq  e v ^ i f  t o c v t o t e . o  8 e  K a i  (J.e t  ay y eX .c o v  

e i3 x ETOi ,  cbc; a v  "n8r| K a i  « ic d y y £ X o < ;« , o \)8 e  e ^ co j i o t e  T tjg  d y i a q  

c p p o u p a q  y i v E x a c  K a v  |a.6voq £ U x r ]T a i,  t o v  t c o v  a y ic o v  x o p o v  

crovioTan-EVOV Exei- (Stromata VII.xii.78.5-6)286

So is he always pure for prayer. He also prays in the society o f
angels, as being already of angelic rank, and he is never out o f  their 
keeping; and though he prays alone, he has the choir of the saints
standing with him. (ANF [modified])

Likewise Clement claims that the battle against the spiritual forces of physical temptation, a 

distinctive part of the later Egyptian monastic tradition and an angelic role, leads to an

285 SC 108.
0. Stahlin, L. Friichtel & U. Treu (ed.) Clemens Alexandrinus III (GCS, 17; Berlin: Akademie Verlag,

1970).
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immortal state. Using language later taken over by the monastic tradition287, Clement talks of 

the ideal Christian as an athlete.

Omoq e a x i v ,  owoq o  a0X ,tix fii; aXr|0dj<; o  ev  tco n E y a ta p  a x a S ic p ,  

tco K aX co k6<7(j.co, xtjv aX r| 0iv fiv  vikt|v K a r a  n av x co v  

aT £(pavot>n.£voq to jv  Jta0a> v . o  t e  y a p  aycovo0ETr|<; o  rcavTOKpaTcop 

0 £ o q , o  t e  PpaPEU Triq o  ^ o voyE vriq  m o q  t o v  0eo\>, 0 E a T a i  8 e  

a y y E ^ o i  K a i  GeoI, K a i  x o  n a y K p a T io v  t o  7cap .(j.axov  «ou rcpoq 
at|j.a K a i  c ra p K a « , a X k a  x a q  8 i a  oap K cov  evepyouaaq 
« jtv E u p .a x iK a (;  E ^ o u a ia q «  Ep.7ta0cbv Jia 0 co v  xov xtov  K E p iy iv o ^ E v o q  

xcbv (XEya^cov a v x a y c o v ic jid x c o v , K a i  o io v  a O X o tx ; x iv a q  xo\j 

TtEipa^ovToq e n a p x ro v x o q  KaxaycoviCTap,Evo<;, EKpaxticTE xfjt; 

a O a v a a l a q .  (Strom ata  V II.iii.20.3-5)288

This is the true athlete -  he who in the great stadium, the fair world, is 
crowned for the true victory over all passions. For He who prescribes 
the contest is the Alm ighty God, and He who awards the prize is the 
only-begotten Son o f  God. Angels and gods are spectators; and the 
contest, embracing all the varied exercises, is "not against flesh and 
blood" (Eph 6:12), but against the spiritual powers o f  inordinate 
passions that work through the flesh. He who obtains the mastery in 
these struggles, and overthrows the tempter, m enacing, as it were, 
with certain contests, w ins immortality. (ANF  [m odified])

So far we have seen that Clement's thinking about the nature of the transformation that 

Christianity effected upon the human body was very much informed by the same kind of 

tradition that Syriac Christian writers used. The background to his approach is in the 

pseudepigraphic accounts of angelic transformation, the transformations of Patriarchs (in 

particular Moses) in the Bible, and the Gospel angelic afterlife passages. It would be 

strange to imagine that he did not have some knowledge of the attitudes concerning the 

angelic life that were arising in roughly this time in Syriac-speaking areas, but this was 

before the time of the great Syriac Patristic writers, and the heritage of Jewish literature that 

both shared in was able to provide all the material that Clement needed to work with. Yet 

Clement had an extensive education. He sat at the feet of the great Pantaenus, a Stoic 

Christian who is supposed to have travelled as far as India in his missionary journeys before 

taking over the Catechetical School in Alexandria; he may also have been taught by Tatian, 

the writer of the Diatessaron gospel harmony and the early exemplar, par excellence, of

287 On the ascetic as an athlete in Greek and Syriac literature see Murray, Symbols 198 & nn.

288 GCS 17.
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Syriac Christian s p i r i t u a l i t y .2 8 9  clement reports in the Stromata that he was taught by 

many different teachers: a Greek in Ionia who was originally from Coele-Syria; a teacher in 

Magna Graecia who was from Egypt; another from Assyria and another who was a Hebrew 

from Palestine. The first teacher has been identified with T a t i a n . 2 9 0  clement goes on to 

claim that these men preserved "the tradition of the blessed doctrine derived directly from 

the holy apostles, Peter, James, John and Paul, the sons receiving it from the f a t h e r . " 2 9 1  He 

therefore believed that he was transmitting doctrines that came out of the earliest apostolic 

circles, a teaching that was essentially o r a l . 2 9 2  Moreover much of this doctrine had been 

preserved by Semitic Christians. Possibly, then, he was not so removed from the thought of 

Syriac Christians in this period. Indeed, as Brown points out, there was considerable 

commercial contact between Alexandria and Palestine at this t i m e .2 9 3  Clement would not 

have been alone in having contact with Semitic Christian thought. Indeed, the impact of 

Semitic, Jewish-Christian ideas upon Clement's community caused him to write a tract 

(since lost) Against Judaisers.294

The key to his approach is its search for ideal models to imitate. For Clement, as for the 

Syriac ascetics, the patriarchs, angels and also Christ, were models for emulation. His 

emphasis upon imitation of the Lord is, as mentioned above, an idea first found in Ignatius, 

who wrote in Greek, but in a Syriac-speaking area.

'Qq a v  ovv en' aicpov yvwoEcoq tikeiv pia£6fi£voq, xaj fj0ei keko- 
c|xt|h£vo<5> "t® oxT)|!aTi KaxEaxa^pivoq, rcavxa EKEtva e%cov o c a  
7cXeoveKtf)pa'ca ecm v toO kcxt' &Xf|0eiav yvcoaxiKou, eiq xaq 
eiKOvaq acpoptov xaq KaXaq, JtoAAouq jxev zovq Kaxa>p0coKoxaq 
7ipo atixcnj Ttaxpiapxaq, 7ta(XJt6XA.ouq 8e irpocpfixaq, d7te'ipouq 8' 
oaouq fijavv dpiGpcp Xoyi^onEvoq ayyeXouq Kai xov ejti n a a i  
Kupiov xov SiSa^avxa Kai napaaxfiaavxa Suvaxov e iv a i xov 
Kopvtpatov ekeivov Kxt|aaa0ai piov, 8 ia  xouxo xa npoxevpa 
rav x a  xoO Koap.ou Ka^a o v k  ay ana, iv a jj.f| Kaxafi£ivr| / a p a l ,

On Panataeus' travels and Stoicism see Eusebius, Hist. Eccl., V.10; Christians in India^ probably refers to 
the Syriac Christians on the Malabar coast now known as Mar Thomas Christians.

Cf. R.C. Lilia, Clement o f  Alexandria: A Study in Christian Platonism and Gnosticism (London: OUP:
1971).
291 *AXX oi \ikv xf|v aX.r|0fi xf\q naKaplat; cq^cme*; 5i8aaKaX.ia(; 7tapa8oaiv e'uG'bq cctco nexpo'o xe Kai 
latccbpou ’Icoavvou xe Kai FlauXov xcov ayicov ajtooxoA.(ov, rouq rcapa Jtaxpdq e kSex o ^evcx;: Stromata 1.1; 
Eusebius repeats all this in his Ecclesiastical History, V. 11.
292* Clement sees book-learning as a poor substitute for oral instruction, see Strom. I.

Brown, Body 124.
294 See F.L Cross, The Early Christian Fathers (London: Duckworth, 1960) 122.
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bXkit xa eXni^o^eva, n.aXXov 8e xa EyvcoanEva fjSri, eiq 
KaxaX,rn)/iv 8e eA,jri^6|xeva. (Stromata VII.xi.63.1-2)295

Striving, then, to attain to the summit o f  knowledge (gnosis); 
deco^rous in character; composed in mien; possessing all those 
advantages which belong to the true Gnostic; fixing his gaze on fair 
models, on the many patriarchs who have lived rightly, and on very 
many prophets and angels reckoned without number, and above all, on 
the Lord, who taught and showed it to be possible for him to attain 
that highest life o f  all -  he therefore loves not all the good things o f  
the world, which are within his grasp, that he may not remain on the 
ground, but the things hoped for, or rather already known, being 
hoped for so as to be apprehended. (ANF  m o d if ie d )2 9 6

Clement, however, was not informed only by Jewish ideas nor only by the Gospels. He 

also tapped into a strong vein of Stoic thought. This was a philosophy with a strong 

ascetical bent, and an appeal to the middle and upper classes, Clement's target audience. 

Peter Brown noted that Clement's asceticism was aimed at a complete transcendence of the 

passions (apatheia), rather than simply s e l f - c o n t r o l .297 This transcendent state was 

compared to that which Moses entered when he stood on Mt Sinai for forty d a y s .2 9 8

Clement, like Philo before him, saw Graeco-Roman philosophical ideas embedded in 

biblical passages. Thus of Ephesians 4:13:

Kai 8f) xfjq Kaxa xov yvcoaxiKov Tptv d><; einetv anaGevaq, Ka0'
f|v f| xeXeltoCTiq xoO niaxoO 8i' ayajiriq «eiq avSpa xeXeiov, eiq 
(Aexpov fiXiKvaq« rcpofkxivotiaa acpiKvevxai, e^o|xoio\)|xevr| Gecp,
«iaayy£Xoq« aXr(0(oq yevo^evri, noXXa ^ev Kai aXXa  ek ypacpffe 
|a.apxt>pia ejieioi 7capaxi0Eo8ai, ajXEivov 8e oi|xai unEp0£o0ai xfiv 
xoiauxriv (piX,oxi|a.iav 8 ia  xo ixfjKoq xoO Xoyox), xotq novEiv 
eOeXoucti Kai npoCTEKrcovEiv xa 8oyp.axa Kax' £KXoyf)v xcbv 
ypacpcov £nixp£vj/avxa. (Stromata VII.xiv.84.2-3)299

Now, o f what I may call the passionlessness (apatheia) which we 
attribute to the Gnostic (in which the perfection o f  the believer,
"advancing by love, comes to a perfect man, to the measure o f full 
stature" (Eph 4:13) by being assimilated to God, and by becoming 
truly angelic, many other testimonies from the Scripture occur to me 
to adduce. But I think it better, on account o f the length o f  the 
discourse, that such an honour should be devolved on those who wish

295 GCS 17.

2<̂  For imitation o f  the Lord as the goal o f  Christians see also Strom. 1.1.
297

Brown, Body 31 & 129f. Brown deals with the debt Clement owed to Stoicism, cf. Body 128-130.
298 Brown, Body, 31 commenting upon Stromata III.7.57.
2"  GCS 17; see also Strom. VI.13.
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to take pains, and leave it to them to elaborate the dogmas by the 
selection of scriptures.

According to Clement, then, all true Christians are on a path towards angelic perfection. The 

journey begins upon earth and ends with the transformation of the believer into first an

angel, then an a r c h a n g e l .300 j je uses the term isaggelos to refer to those who are 

transformed and made like angels. This term is originally found in Luke in the description 

given of the afterlife state of the righteous, it is not found in the other Gospel passages which 

contain this passage (cf. Mt 22:29-31; Mk 12:24-25; Lk 20:34-36). That Clement was using 

a term derived from Luke is significant, because Origen was doing the same (cf. n312) and it 

seems also that the 'this-wordly' orientation of this passage was important to the early 

development of Christian asceticism (see the discussion below, §5.7.1). For Clement 

knowledge (gnosis) brought transformation: "For if one knows himself, he will know God; 

and knowing God, he will be made like God, not by wearing gold or long robes, but by well-

doing, and by requiring as few things as possible."301

How realized, then, was Clement's Christian existence? Were his perfect Christians really 

transformed here, on earth, into angels? Certainly he seemed to believe they could achieve a 

transcendent state upon earth, passionless and immune to the temptations of the flesh.

Kai not 8okeT 7tpd)Tr| tic; eivai (xexaPoXf] acoTfipioq f] e2, eGvtov eiq
tuotiv, ax; npoetitov, Semepa 8e f) ek 7cioxecoq eiq yvcocnv fi 8e, 
eiq &y&7CT|v ji£paio\)(j.EVT|, ev0ev8e ti8t| cpiXov (piXcp to yiyvcooKov 
xcp yiyvGXTKOiaevcp naptaxTioiv. Kai xa%a o xoiomoq ev0ev8e nSr)
7tpoXaP(bv exev t o «icayyeXo<;« Eivai. (Stromata VII.x.57.4-5)302

And, in my view, the first saving change is that from heathenism to 
faith, as I said before; and the second, that from faith to knowledge.
And the latter terminating in love, thereafter gives the loving to the 
loved, that which knows to that which is known. And, perchance, such 
a one has already attained the condition of "being equal to the angels"
(Lk 20:36).

Clement's perfect Christians seem to have been transformed in some fashion (for unlike 

Aphrahat's ascetics they may indeed have been shamed by the thought of feeling hunger or

300 Prophet. 57.
3^  'Eooxov yap xiq eav yvqj, Geov eicexat, Geov 8e eiStbq E^onoicoBfioexai 0eqj, oi) xpi)ao<popcov oi)8e 
rcoSripotpoptov, aXXa ayaOoepydjv K a i  5xi |a.aXiaxa oXiyioxiov ht6\izvoq, Paedagogus III.i. 1.1. See also 
Stromata IV.25.
302 GCS 17.
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other human weakness [cf. §5.2.2 nl 13]); they were somehow equal to angels whilst on 

earth. They were not, however, actually angelic beings, at least not yet. Not only is 

Clement's language informed by Stoicism. His entire approach to conversion is defined by 

what can only be termed a flirtation with gnosticism and gnostic language used in a highly 

metaphorical fashion. Whilst paying metaphorical and terminological lip-service to the idea 

of bodily transformation, he was actually no more enamoured of it than Aphrahat would be.

Aio kcckeivo ETcfiYayev «aXX' ov8e exi vuv SvvaoQe, exi yap 
aapKiKoi eox£«, xa xfjq aapKoq cppovoOvxEq, EitiGD̂ ovvxEq,
EpcovxEq, ^riX ovvxE q, p.r|via>vx£<;, cpG ovow xEq oi) y a p  < o x i >  E xt e v  

aapKi ectjxev, cbq b jc E iX fu p a o i xtvE q crbv a u x f i  y a p  xo  jrp o a c o n o v  
io a y y E ^ o v  E xo vxE q  n p o o co n o v  Jtp oq  n p o a a m o v  x fjv  e n a y y e l i a v  

d y o i i e Q a .  n© <; 5 e ,  e !  e k e iv t i  ovxcoq E a x iv  f) E n a y y E X la  ^lExa xfiv  

e v 0 e v 8 e  a n a ^ X a y f| v , « tiv  6(p0aA.|j,6q o u k  e IS e v  oi)8e  E7ti v o u v  

av0p o)jcov) [o u k ]  dvE|3ri«, e iS E v a i  (p a a iv  o\) 7tvEU|iaxi 

EvvEvoriKOXEq, a X X a  e k  (ia 0 f)a £ co q  7tap£iXricp6xE(; « o  o v q  o v k  

t Ik o v o e v  7coxe<( f) fxovov e k e iv o  xo  e v  xptx(p a p 7 c a a 0 E v  ou p a vcp :

'AXXa kcckeivo 8xe(iv)0£tv ekeXeuexo xoxe.
(Paedagogus I.vi.36.6-37.2)303

Wherefore also he [viz. Paul] has added, "neither yet are ye now able, 
for ye are still carnal," minding the things of the flesh, desiring, 
loving, feeling jealousy, wrath, envy. "For we are no more in the 
flesh" (Rom 8:9) as some suppose. For with it (they say), having the 
face which is like an angel we shall see the promise face to face. How 
then, if that is truly the promise after our departure hence, say they 
that know "what eye hath not know, nor hath entered into the mind of 
man", who have not perceived by the spirit, but received from 
instruction "what ear hath not heard", (1 Cor 2:9) or that ear alone 
which "was rapt up into the third heaven?" (2 Cor 12:2-4). But it even 
then was commanded to preserve it unspoken. (ANF [modified])

The angelic transformation is thus one that is anticipated upon earth but only truly realised 

after death. We can attain likeness unto the angels, but we are separated from them by the 

vesture of the body and t i m e .3 0 4  The true gnostic Christian is charged to carry out an 

angelic ministry whilst in the f l e s h .305 Clement was working in an environment permeated 

with Syriac-derived Encratism and Valentinian gnosticism. He was opposed to both 

approaches, but instead of attacking them head-on, he adopted a more elliptical approach. In 

regard to Encratism we can see that he followed the Encratites in the prominence he gave 

chastity and continence. Yet Clement was above all a moderate man; celibacy was ideal, but

303 SC 70.
304 Strom. IV.3.
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sex, if performed in the correct manner (without passion), was entirely acceptable. He 

proposed a Christianity that could exist within contemporary society, rather than outside it.

He seems to have seen his ideal Christian state as a state achieved over a lifetime; his 

Christian transformation was gradual rather than sudden; he subverted the Encratite ideal by 

accepting its ultimate premise whilst rejecting its timetable.

Clement's work thus demonstrates clearly the importance of the motif of angelic 

transformation to his thought. He was heir to the same traditions that the major texts in the 

early Syriac ascetic tradition used. Like the Syriac writers he also shied away from a belief 

that the angelic life, in particular in the realised form that it seems to have taken in Luke's 

gospel, meant that Christians upon earth were actually transformed. As we have seen any 

such belief presented a threat to Church authority. It supposed that an individual could 

achieve the afterlife state whilst upon earth and thus left little space for either Church 

hierarchy or sacraments. It was also predicated upon the notion that through the exercise of 

freewill an individual could achieve an angelic status. This could also act as a threat to the 

Church as an institution, as it also left little for the sacraments of the Church in the scheme 

of salvation. This second aspect, however, seems not to have worried C l e m e n t .306 jn 

Origen's writings we can see the role of freewill in the salvation scheme of Christians taken 

one step further, a step that later led to the Origenist school of asceticism and accusations of 

heresy. Origen's work was more immediate, more radical, his positive attitude towards 

continence well illustrated by his supposed self-castration. He built upon the writings of 

Clement, using some of the imagery and ideas that Clement seems to have mostly taken from 

Syriac Christian thought, but without all of the necessary caution that Clement seems to have 

employed. Most important to Origen's thought was the notion of the importance of freewill 

in the salvation scheme.

5.5.2 Origen (185-254)
Origen's view of the angels and the possibility of human translation to an angelic state was 

part and parcel of his anthropology and soteriology. As we saw in §3.2.3 his was the 

primary literary exposition of the view of angels as simply being souls in a particular

305 Prophet. 37.
3^  Clement makes much o f the importance o f free will as both the cause o f  humanity's present predicament 
and its correct exercise as the solution; see Strom. 1.17; 11.15.
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position in the heavenly hierarchy. The discussion in chapter 3 is sufficient to demonstrate 

the relationship of Origen's ideas to the notion of the angelic life or angelic transformation; 

they will not be reexamined here. Here his ideas about the angelic afterlife will be related to 

the ascetic notion of the angelic life upon this earth. Although Origen did not specifically 

discuss this issue,307 there is a necessary relationship between the belief in an angelic 

afterlife and an angelic life on earth. This means that his views are closely related to the 

complex of ideas which gave rise to the ascetic angelic life.308 In fact, as we have seen, a 

connection between the angelic afterlife and the (ascetic) angelic life upon earth is the 

logical outcome of the various unsystematised beliefs that his contemporaries held about 

angels. If not stated clearly it is nonetheless the case that this was the underlying assumption 

behind the beliefs about the nature of angels held by Manichaeans (particularly in the Psalm

Book); by Philo; by other Jews in the late Second Temple period (largely as a consequence 

of the development of ideas concerning evil, sin, salvation, the fall and the robe of glory); 

and also in early Syriac Christianity.

Origen's primary legacy has been his view of the nature of salvation. It was certainly the 

area that Patristic writers most took issue with. Origen's works struck a vein of popular 

interest and spread widely until the publication in 375 of Epiphanius of Salamis' anti- 

heretical tract Panarion in which Origen received harsh treatment, in particular for his view 

of salvation.309 Origen, like Clement, was in many ways an apologist for Classicism; his 

views thus clashed on occasion with the prevailing viewpoint in circles of Christian 

intelligensia. For instance he held that God was bound by some external forces; he could not 

do anything that was against his divine nature: thus he denied the validity of Celsus' criticism 

of the use of divine omnipotence by Christians as the fall-back position whenever the tenets 

of Christianity seemed illogical, such as the doctrine of the resurrection of the body}  10 

Origen was actually out of step with his colleagues. His attempt to systematise notions of

^  Although in In Numeros 11.9 he suggests that the praying Christian can sense the yearning o f the angels 
that he join them in their heavenly worship o f God.
^  See the discussion by Frank, A rrE A IK O E B IO E 124-130; who states (p. 124): "Die Suche nach dem 
Ursprung der monastischen Askese setz immer wieder bei Origenes ein."

See Elizabeth Clark, The Origenist Controversy: The Cultural Construction o f  an Early Christian Debate 
(Princeton Univ. Press, Princeton, 1992) 86-104.
3 ̂  Yet it is clear that other Christians were using divine omnipotence in this fashion. Henry Chadwick notes 
that Clement o f Rome, Justin Martyr, Athenagoras, Irenaeus, Tertullian, and the Apocalypse o f  Peter all rely on 
the notion o f  God's absolute omnipotence as an explanation for the absurdities in the Christian doctrine of  the
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salvation was unwelcome in the early Christian scene. His logical, reason-based approach 

left Christianity open to attack in areas of its philosophy that it did not feel inclined to defend 

with the tools of reason. What Origen said explicitly, or reasonably explicitly, others 

implied or else perhaps subconsciously relied upon, but left unstated or at least 

unsystematised.

It was Origen's conception of the body that lay at the heart of his salvation theory. It was 

essentially an attempt to regularise popular notions of the body and afterlife. Origen 

believed the body to be in a constant process of change. In a Platonic manner he saw 

physical existence as but a dim reminder of the perfect unchanging Ideal-Types which had 

given rise to it.311

Origen was aiming, much like his gnostic contemporaries and various other ascetically- 

orientated groups, for a transformation of the human body.312 Although focused upon the 

heavens and the afterlife his views on the importance of behaviour in the positioning of souls 

in the cosmic hierarchy, and his idea that this behaviour could lead to divinisation (after 

having progressed through the angelic ranks)313 can only have had a positive impact upon 

the monks for whom Origen was clearly such an important, if controversial, f i g u r e .3 1 4

The thought of Origen also shows evidence of contact with the idea that human souls 

could ascend to become angels. This was one of the questions at the heart of the Origenist 

controversy. Origen believed that all rational creatures had free will and that their position

fleshly resurrection, "Origen, Celsus and the Resurrection o f the Body", HTR 41 (1948) 84; Origen criticises 
other Christians, simpliciores, for doing just this in contra Celsum, see ibid, 85.

Brown, Body 172; Epiphanius, Panarion 64.10; Clark, The Origenist Controversy (on Epiphanius' views 
and his use o f  Methodius' opinions) 89-96, esp. 91, 95.
3 See Brown, Body chap. 8passim ; see also Frank, ArFEAIKOX BIOX 129-130 on the concept o f the 
isaggelos in the writings o f Origen. The use o f this word is important because it is derived from Luke's version 
ofthe angelic afterlife passages (the only version which uses the term isaggelos, cf. Mt 22:29-31; Mk 12:24-25; 
Lk 20:34-36). This version (Luke's) has a 'this-wordly' orientation and seems a likely origin for the idea o f the 
celibate angelic life in early Christian asceticism; see the discussion in §5.7.1.
311See §3.2.3; also on human freewill and the self-determination o f their spiritual status, see the preface to De 
principiis I, preface 5.
3 ^  Philip Rousseau, Pachomius: The Making o f  a Community in Fourth Century Egypt (Berkeley & Los
Angeles: Univ. o f  California Press, 1999; 1st publ. 1985) 124-5 n23, lamented the lack o f  studies in this area
and suggested the work o f J.N.D. Kelly, Jerome: His Life, Writings, and Controversies (London: Duckworth, 
1975) as a starting point; since the original publication of Rousseau's book in 1985 Elizabeth Clark's The 
Origenist Controversy (1992) has provided a much needed comprehensive introduction to the debate; see also
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in the cosmic scheme was the result of moral progress}  ̂  jn j )e principiis I.viii.4 he 

describes the cosmic hierarchy as he sees it. The first order is made up of the angels, 

powers, seats, dominions, thrones etc, the second order is made up of demons, and the third 

order is humans. Of human souls Origen said:

T ertius uero  crea tura e r a tio n ab ilis  ordo e s t  eorum  sp ir itu u m , 
qui ad  h u m a n u m  g e n u s  rep len d u m  ap ti iu d ica n tu r  a  deo , id  
e s t  a n im a e h o m in u m , ex  q u ib u s per profectum  etia m  in  iliu m  
an ge lorum  ord inem  q u o sd am  u id e m u s  a s su m i. (I.viii.4.144- 
148)3 16

But the third order of rational creatures is that of those who are judged 
fit by God to replenish the human race, i.e. the souls of men, assumed 
in consequence of their moral progress into the order of angels.

Indeed the angels themselves have been placed in their stations in the heavens as a result of 

their behaviour. It seems, then, that Origen's radical belief in freewill led him to a position 

in support of the belief in transmigration of the soul. In Contra Celsum he is quite clear in 

stressing his belief that human beings can graduate through the spiritual ranks to become 

angels; he quotes Matthew 22:30 and Luke 20:36 in support of his position and goes on to 

say that we can even join the ranks of the uppermost heavenly beings such as thrones, 

dominions, powers and principalities,^!? although he seems to extend a cautionary note to 

those who think they can achieve union with God.

Origen was opposed by more 'orthodox' Christians on a couple of points. Epiphanius 

asked how a soul could be resurrected without the flesh when souls, by their very nature, 

never die. What, then, is there to resurrect?318 As Elizabeth Clark points out in her study of 

the Origenist controversy, one of the most important arguments that Epiphanius used against 

the separation of body and soul in Origen's work was a moral argument: if a human being is 

not the body and soul together, but only the soul, then sins can be explained away as the acts 

of the body, as being somehow separate from the acts of the human soul.319

her "The Place of  Jerome's Commentary on Ephesians in the Origenist Controversy: the Apokatastasis and 
Ascetic Ideals", VigChr 41 (1987) 154-171.
215 DePrinc. I, V, 3.
3 H. Crouzel & M. Simonetti (ed. & trans.) Origene. Traite des Principes I (SC 252; Paris: Cerf, 1978).
317CCIV. XXIX.

Epiphanius, Ancoratus 86, cf. Clark, Origenist 88-9.
3^Clark, Origenist 89.
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The main divide, however, between Origen and Epiphanius was expressed in terms of a 

question of approach to scripture. In the great Alexandrian Hellenistic tradition, following in 

the footsteps of the likes of Philo, Origen interpreted the Old Testament allegorically; thus 

the tunic of skins in Genesis 3:21 was seen by him as the body, and the fall of the angels in 

Genesis 6 was seen as allegory for the descent of human souls into bodies. Epiphanius 

opposed anything but a literal interpretation of such p a s s a g e s .320

5.5.3 Methodius of Olympus (d.311)
Methodius of Olympus in his Symposium attempted, in reply to Origenist beliefs, to 

reconcile an immortal angelic state with the New Testament belief in a bodily resurrection. 

First the righteous will be resurrected in what Methodius calls the "Tabernacle of the Body", 

and then after the "Millennium of Rest" he says that: "the tabernacle of my body will not 

remain the same, but after the Millennium it will be changed from its human appearance and 

corruption to angelic grandeur and beauty."321 Certainly Methodius is acquainted with the 

interpretation of the New Testament passages which mention the righteous being like angels 

(Mt 20:30, Mk 12:25, Lk 20:35-6) in terms of angelic immortality, for he is quite explicit in 

pointing out that these passages refer to chastity and the emulation of angels, rather than 

actual transformation into an angel. He says:

Toiq (xev yap ov&enw cruyice/oopriKe rcapOeviaq 
x\)%elv, touq 8e Kai ouKexai pouXexai xpatvecOai 
(j)oivioao(ievoD<; epeGiafioiq, a l ia  iietexav 
drcevxevBev f\5ri Kai <|>avxd£ea0ai rpv iaayye^ov 
(xexaatoi xeiaxnv xwv aco(xdxcov, evGa <<o,uxe 
ya(io'0oiv ooxe ya(uaKovxai» (Symposium, 2 
[Theophila] 7.32-36)

To some it has never been given to attain virginity, while for 
others it is His wish that they no longer defile themselves by 
lustful provocations, but that henceforth they strive to 
preoccupy their minds with that angelic transformation of 
the body wherein 'they neither marry nor are married' (Mt 
22:30) (Symposium, 2 [Theophila] 7).

Clark, Origenist 88 and 91; citing Epiphanius, Anc.SS, 62; Pan. 64, 63.
Methodius, Symposium 9:5.321
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Those who practised virginity even gained, according to Methodius, what he called 'wings of 

chastity' which, in metaphorical fashion enabled them to soar with the a n g e l s .322

Methodius' challenge to Origen illustrates the central importance of the imagery Origen 

was using. Although Methodius may have been opposed to the idea of an angelic afterlife it 

was necessary for him to integrate its imagery into his writing, even if he meant to take away 

the original significance of the imagery by suggesting it talked of emulation rather than 

actual transformation. That Methodius chose to reinterpret the angel afterlife passages, and 

to construe references to the angelic life in metaphorical terms, only serves to demonstrate 

the importance of streams of thought like that held by Origen which argued on the scriptural 

basis of the angel afterlife passages that the human body could be transformed, even 

according to some here on earth, through the imitation of angelic behaviour.

5.6 The Angelic Life in early Egyptian M onasticism
Like Syriac asceticism, Christian Egyptian monasticism emerges from its prehistory in the 

fourth century, at which time we begin to see texts which we can date and locate reliably. In 

the monasticism of the fourth century the angelic life assumed some importance. The 

origins are unclear but there is every possibility that the monks would have been familiar 

with Syrian and Mesopotamian currents of thought. This interchange could have been direct 

or indirect, through the thought of Origen or Clement or writings like those found in Nag 

Hammadi. As in our discussion of Syriac Christian asceticism, our examination of the 

phenomenon of the Egyptian monastic angelic life is focused upon fourth century texts, in 

which this attitude to asceticism is most clearly demonstrated. Before the fourth century, 

however, certain texts show ideas which seem to be precursors to the angelic life.

The documents of the Nag Hammadi library, especially the texts which seem to have 

come from Syria, but not only those, focused upon ascetic themes current in both Syrian and 

Egyptian thought in the second and third century. These were themes such as the idea of 

being 'single', for which concept the term monachos was often used and which was surely 

related to the later use of the same term to refer to Christian monks (see the Gospel o f  

Thomas, and Exegesis on the Soul); the emphasis upon celibacy and return to a sexless

322 Symp. 8:2.
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Adamic state (Gospel o f Thomas, Gospel o f  Philip, Testimony o f  Truth, Exegesis on the Soul, 

Hypostasis o f the Archons); the discussion of the possession of'names' of authority 

connected in Jewish literature with the office of the chief angel (Apocryphon o f  John); the 

emphasis upon celibacy (Apocryphon o f John)-, the mention of'standing' (Apocryphon o f  

John, Testimony o f Truth)-, the linkage of the state of the fallen angels and their sin with the 

fate of sinners (Apocryphon o f John, Testimony o f Truth) and the discussion of the sin of the 

fallen angels in the context of discussion of the flood (Apocryphon o f John). All the texts 

were primarily concerned with the perfect heavenly state. These texts indicate that there 

were precursors to the fourth century ascetic angelic life similar to those in contemporary 

Syria at work in the pre-monastic ascetic thought-world of the Egyptian Christian.323

The prodigious literary output of the two second and third century Church Fathers 

Clement of Alexandria and Origen could not have failed to have had an impact upon the 

monastic literature discussing the perfect ascetic existence. For Clement and Origen both 

focused upon the angelic state as the exemplar of the perfect state for all Christians, and the 

natural ascetic impulse was also to imitate that same state. Thus Clement's focus upon the 

true Christian joining the angelic choirs hymning God, upon the celibate state of the true 

Christian, upon watchfulness and its connection to the angelic state, upon imitation of 

exemplars like Christ, the patriarchs or the angels, and upon transformative motifs (for 

instance the war against evil spirits is internalised, Strom. VII.iii.20.3-5), must have fed into 

the general body of Christian literature, and particularly ascetic Christian literature. Origen's 

soteriological scheme (cf. §3.2.3) ensures an emphasis upon the angelic state as one to which 

the soul should aspire whilst on its climb towards God.

The notion of the angelic life came to prominence in the fourth century Egyptian Christian 

ascetic literature, just as it was doing in Syriac-speaking areas at the same time. The 

Apophthegmata Patrum's alphabetic collection opens with a tale of Abba Antony (the Great) 

under attack from sinful thoughts and dtcr|5ia. An angel appears to him in his time of 

trouble and commands him to imitate him sayingioikox; rcoiei, Kai acoi^ "do this and you

J Regardless o f  the actual origin o f the Nag Hammadi library; for the most up to date discussion of  the 
evidence, in particular the insightful and challenging theories o f  Michael Allen Williams, see P. Rousseau, 
Pachomius xix, xxxix, 26-28.
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will be s a v e d " .324 The angel was the ultimate exemplar in the Apophthegmata Patrum, the 

monks were orientated towards heaven and aimed to be like its inhabitants. Just like the 

Syriac ascetics the monks of the Egyptian desert aimed to act like angels, to look like angels, 

indeed to live on earth as angels.325 They demonstrated their angelic status in their 

sexlessness and their ability to go without food or the other normal requirements of the 

human body.

5.6.1 The Worship of ascetics and angels as legitim isers
The theme of monks praising God alongside the angels is often found in Egyptian texts. 

Thus some Coptic monks believed themselves to be members of the angelic choirs. The 

monks of S c e t i s ^ 2 6  were described as "choirs of the holy angels of G o d " .3 2 7  in a tale from 

the Apophthegmata Patrum a man who resembled Apa Anthony is mentioned; he lived in 

the city, was a physician by trade, was generous with his money, and he was in the habit of 

spending " the whole day singing the Trisagion with the a n g e l s " .328 jn a fourth century text, 

once again discussing the monks of Scetis, some monks go to visit an exceptionally holy 

fellow monk; they reach the door of his cell, and "from it there reached them a sweet smell, 

and they heard the voices of angels who were praising God. The holy man John was

standing in their midst, praising G o d " .329 \ye have already seen the central importance of 

this image to literature discussing angels (§3.4.3), and the transformation of the Syriac 

ascetic into an angel (§5.2-5.2.2). These monks, then, drew upon literary traditions such as 

those in the Ascension o f Isaiah (7:18-20; 8:16-17), the Apocalypse ofZephaniah (in which

APat. a, in PG 76.9-22, quote is at 1.20.
See B. Ward in Norman Russell (trans.) Lives o f  the Desert Fathers (Oxford: Mowbray & Co. & 

Kalamazoo, Michigan: Cistercian Publications, 1981) 36-7. The best treatments o f  the notion ofthe angelic life 
remain the two noted in n l2 1 : Peter Nagel, Die Motivierung der Askese in der alten Kirche und der Ursprung 
des Monchtums (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1966) 34-48 & K. Suso Frank, ATrEAIKOX,BIOX(1964).

Violet MacDermot, The Cult o f  The Seer in the Ancient Middle East. A Contribution to Current Research 
on Hallucinations Drawn from Coptic and Other Texts (University o f California Press: Berkeley and Los 
Angeles, 1971) 24 & 239 n6; the earliest communities of monks were at Cellia and Nitria; the Desert of  Scetis 
(the Greek form of Coptic 'Shiet') was until recently (1971) identified as the site o f  Nitria; there are still four 
monasteries there now.
^  E. Porcher "Vie d'Isaac. Patriarche d'Alexandrie de 686 a 689", in PO, T. XI fasc.3 (Firmin-Didot: Paris, 
1914) 312.6; English trans. in MacDermot, The Cult o f  the Seer 316.
328 M. Chaine (ed) Le Manuscrit de la version copte en dialecte sahidique des 'Apophthegmata Patrum' (Le 
Caire: Publication de l'lnstitut Fran^ais d'Archeologie Orientale. Bibliotheque d'Etudes Coptes. Tome VI;
1960) 39.1(172); English trans. in MacDermot, The Cult o f  the Seer 360.
32QF. Nau, Histoire deJean le Petit, Hegoumene deScete, auIVsiecle  (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1914) XXII. 1; 
trans. in MacDermot, The Cult o f  the Seer 354.
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Zephaniah is transformed and then prays to God [3:3-4]); the Apocalypse o f  Abraham (in 

which Abraham sings angelic hymns during his ascent so as to disguise and protect himself 

from the angels), and the Similitudes o f Enoch (in which Enoch is transformed and then 

praises God [lEn 71:11]).330 Nevertheless none of these other texts, although witnessing to 

the importance of the motif of angelic worship of God,331 describe the seer being 

transformed and then joining the angels worshipping God in the explicit manner that can be 

seen in the Ascension of Isaiah. Possibly, then, these monks modelled their description of 

themselves as being part of the angelic choirs upon the transformation of Isaiah in the 

Ascension in particular, suggesting that this text may have been of more importance to the 

Christian ascetic tradition than has so far been assumed. Yet considering the general 

significance of the notion of angelic worship the influence may not have been so specific.

Thus on the model found in the second temple pseudepigraphic literature, the Egyptian 

monk was regarded in some sense, be it spiritual, metaphorical or actual, as having ascended 

to heaven and joined the angelic choirs praising God.

This worship of God raises a central issue, the conflict between ecclesiastical authority 

and individualistic asceticism. In both Egyptian and Syriac texts there is conflict apparent 

between ascetics and the Church. In the texts quoted from the great historian of eastern 

Christianity Arthur Voobus above (§5.2.1 b) it is clear that the angelic worship o f God by 

the ascetic actually rendered the Church obsolete. Indeed just like the angels, who were 

believed to hover around the altar whilst the Eucharist was being p e r f o r m e d ,332 so too the 

ascetics were spiritually present in the church even though physically far away.333 This is in 

direct contrast to the later use by the establishment of the same notion, earthly worship of 

God in imitation or sympathy with the heavenly worship of God, as a form of legitimation 

for the ecclesiastical power structure. Thus as the different orders of angels worship God in

This must be seen in the context o f 39:10-14 where the righteous dead are seen praising God.
331 For the importance o f  these hymns in the Hekhalot literature (to which the Apoc. Abr. seems to be related) 
cf. Martha Himmelfarb, "Heavenly Ascent and the Relationship o f the Apocalypses and the Hekhalot 
Literature", HUCA 59 (1988) 73-100, esp. pp. 91-96.

See Tertullian's opinions regarding the presence of angels around the altar and the necessity o f veiling 
virgins in their presence (cf. On the Veiling o f  Virgins I.ii), see n42 above.

333 The Pseudo-Ephremic "Letter to the Mountaineers" ( )[\ oA y x -,\2>rC), (Opera

selecta ed. Overbeck p. 121 6-9), from Voobus, Literary, Critical and Historical Studies in Ephrem the Syrian 
(Stockholm: ETSE, 1958) 75; quoted in §5.2.1 b.
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heaven, so do deacons, priests, bishops etc. on e a r t h .3 3 4  when St Ephrem was threatened 

with ordination he escaped in a most remarkable fashion, by pretending to be mad, walking 

strangely, dragging his clothes behind himself, and eating in p u b l i c . 3 3 5  He was, in fact, 

acting like a 'holy fool', a movement that post-dated him c o n s i d e r a b l y .3 3 6  Yet although his 

hagiographer, Sozomen, claimed that he was simply acting out of modesty, in the next 

passage he is described taking over the distribution of food during a f a m in e . 3 3 7  He was thus 

not at all averse to leadership, only averse to a leadership position that was also a clerical 

position.

In Egyptian texts the conflict is not so explicit, but it is alluded to, often in a metaphorical 

fashion, in much of the fourth century monastic literature. Egyptian monasticism, which was 

largely a literary creation and a vehicle for Church propaganda, is unlikely to provide us with 

positive statements of support for anti-Church positions. The evidence which survives is a 

little opaque; yet that such evidence survives at all is testament to the importance of the 

debate concerning ecclesiastical authority over ascetics. The church tried to maintain a tight 

rein over the ascetics. Pachomius, the father of the cenobitic way of life and hardly an anti- 

Church r a d i c a l , 3 3 8  was dragged before a synod in 3 4 5  in order to explain and justify his 

claim to be able to see the state of the soul in his fellow m e n . 3 3 9  when Athanasius came to 

meet the monks in 3 2 9  Pachomius hid from him, fearing that he might try to ordain h im .3 4 0  

More than modesty was at play here; the pure brethren of the desert attached some stigma to 

clerical ordination. Although the monks were prepared, unlike some of their earlier Syrian 

brethren, to call upon the services of a priest when Eucharist was required, and to accept the 

clerical hierarchy, the clerical order was associated with the vanities of the world: "so the 

clerical dignity is the beginning of a temptation to love of power"; "if a monk from another

See Eusebius, Historia ecclesiastica 7, 30, 11; Pseudo-Dionysius, De caelesti hierarchia 12, If;
Epiphanius, Panarion 25.3.

J Sozomen, Historia ecclesiastica 16.
Tor

0 Cf. Derek Krueger, Symeon The Holy Fool, Leontius's Life and the Late Antique City (Univ. Calif. Press: 
Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, 1996).
3171 Sozomen, Historia ecclesiastica, 16.
^  See P. Rousseau, Pachomius 19.

F. Halkin, Sancti Pachomii vitae Graecae [Subsidia Hagiographica 19] (Brussels, 1932) 112; trans.
Armand Veilleux (trans.) Pachomian Koinonia (3 vols.; Kalamazoo, 1980-82) vol. 1, 375-77.
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place is ordained a cleric, we must not -  heaven forbid! -  vilify him as someone who loves 

power, but rather consider him as someone who has been ordained u n w i l l i n g l y " .341 

Monastic suspicion of clergy and clerical suspicion of monks is made manifest in the 

monastic literature. Both monks and clergy are portrayed, at times, as ungodly. In the Life

o f Paul ofTamoueh the devil appears as a m o n k .342 jn gt Jerome’s contribution to the Book

of Paradise sayings about the desert fathers (preserved in Syriac) the suspicion of the 

institutional Church held by the ascetics is plainly revealed: "And one day the Devil stood in 

the likeness of a priest and urged him to receive communion with him: 'Away, thou art full 

of deceit and father of all falsehood and enemy of righteousness. Wilt thou never cease to 

lead astray the souls of Christians?' And dost thou dare to trample upon the Holy

M y s te r i e s ? " 3 4 3  Although the sacraments are not actually directly attacked here, in fact their 

possible desecration is part of the point of the passage; implicit is an attack upon the 

ecclesiastical hierarchy, in the same way that St Paul’s attitude towards angels and visionary 

techniques is made clear in his warning that even the devil could appear as an angel of light 

(2 Cor 11:14). Indeed the strength of anti-clerical feeling amongst monks is indicated by the 

continuing attacks in the monastic literature upon the clergy, even quite late when it is clear 

that the official institutional church sacraments are obviously approved of, or at least 

accepted. Thus we hear tales of the misbehaviour of priests in Church, for instance one 

priest who is accused of spitting in the Sanctuary, in disregard of the presence therein of the 

angelic c h o i r s .3 4 4

The church managed to use this ascetic focus upon the holy sacraments and the belief that 

angels were present at the Eucharist to pressure the ascetics to attend organised church 

services. Here we can see something interesting, perhaps a remnant of the Church mission 

to 'convert' the free ascetics into loyal promoters of the ecclesiastical hierarchy; for much of

See J.E. Goehring, "New Frontiers in Pachomian Studies", in The Roots o f Egyptian Christianity 245. G. 
Gould, "Pachomios ofTabennesi", W.J. Sheils and D. Wood (eds.) Voluntary Religion (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1986) disagrees that Pachomius' position is anti-clerical or anti-Athanasian.
^  Vitae graecae 27, in Pachomian Koinonia 314.
342 Life o f  Paul ofTamoueh (Sahidic) in E. Amelineau, Memoires de la Mission Archeologique Franqais du 
Caire Tome IV, 2nd Fasc. Monuments pour servir a I'histoire de I'Egypte Chretienne au IVs, V f et V lf  siecles 
(Paris: Leroux, 1895).
343 E.A.W. Budge, The Book o f  Paradise (Lady Meux Manuscript No. 6): being the histories and sayings o f  
the monks and ascetics o f  the Egyptian Desert by Palladius, Hieronymus and others (London: W. Drugulin, 
1904) 398.4.
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the imagery used to describe church services in this literature is borrowed from the imagery 

of ascent and transformation found in the Jewish and early Christian apocalyptic literature. 

This serves to demonstrate how important this literature still was to the ascetic sense of 

spirituality. Just as in heaven, angels were present around the altar when the sacraments 

were consecrated and given out; at times they even participated in it by giving out the 

s a c r a m e n t .3 4 5  One angel who is present in the sanctuary and blinds the ascetic with his great 

luminosity admonishes him: "Why dost thou not pray the brothers continually not to neglect 

the service at the hour of p r a y e r ? " 3 4 6  Apa John of Khame was renowned for his visionary 

abilities; indeed it is recorded that he was able to see the angels singing the Trisagion to the 

Glory of the Lord at the time of the offering of the s a c r a m e n t s .3 4 7

It was imperative that monks not only appear in church, but that they pay attention, for 

according to the fourth century History o f  Little John the angel of the Lord hovered over the 

service watching for inattentive monks in order to spear them should their mind wander from

the holy mysteries being p e r f o r m e d ! ^ 4 8  Alternatively those monks who offered up the

sacrament would find their names inscribed in the Book o f  L i f e .3 4 9  indeed the earthly 

liturgy (in church) mirrored the heavenly liturgy of the angels; an ascetic did not need to 

engage in visionary ascent in order to join the angels worshipping God; all he needed to do

•^4 e. Amelineau, t/w Eveque de Keft au Vile siecle. Encomion par Abba Moise, Eveque de Keft, au sujet de 
Abba Pisentios, Eveque de cette memre ville de Keft, (Memoires de I'lnstitut Egyptien, T.II; Cairo, 1889) 369.5.
345 See Palladius' Lausiac History, in G.J.M. Bartelink (ed.) Palladio. La storia Lausiaca (Verona: Fondazione 
Lorenzo Valla, 1974) 18.25; in Sahidic, see L.T. Lefort, S. Pachomii Vitae. Sahidice Scriptae (CSCO, Scr.
Copt. 99, 100; Louvain: Secretariat du CorpusSCO 1952) 154a.32; 28lb.20; 347b.l0; see also the Boharic 
version o f the Pachomian lives in L.T. Lefort, S. Pachomii Vitae. Bohairice Scriptae (CSCO, Scr. Copt. 11.41; 
Louvain: Secretariat du CorpusSCO, 1946) 93.25; in Boharic see also Martyre des Saint Apa Ari in H.
Hyvemat, Les Actes des Martyres de I'Egypte tires des Manuscrits Coptes de la Bibliotheque Vaticane et du 
Musee Bogia I, fasc. Ill (Paris: Leroux, 1886) 203.13; Amelineau, Panegyrique de Macaire de Tkoupar 
Dioscore d'Alexandrie (Memoires T. IV; Paris, 1888) 127.14; Vie de Jean Kolobes in E. Amelineau, Histoire
des Monasteres de la Basse Egypte (Paris: Leroux, 1894) 381.7; Vie de Macaire de Scete in Amelineau,
Histoire des Monasteres de la Basse Egypte 253.10; and the Bohairic life of  Shenute in I. Leipoldt, Sinuthi 
Archimandritae Vitae et Opera Omnia. Sinuthi Vita Bohairice (CSCO, Scr. Copt. 11.41; Louvain: Secretariat du 
CorpusSCO, 1946) 46.2. See also the same stories preserved in the Syriac in E.A.W. Budge, The Book o f  
Paradise (sayings o f  Palladius preserved in Syriac) 242.14; F. Nau (ed.) Histoire deJean le Petit, Hegoumene
de Scete, au IVssiecle (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1914) 56.9; and E. W. Brooks, Spurious L ife o f  James, in John o f  
Ephesus. Lives of the Eastern Saints (PO 19.2) 265.2.

Lefort, S. Pachomii Vitae. Sahidice Scriptae 281b.20; trans. in MacDermot, Cult o f  the Seer 453.
Margaret H. Davis, The Life ofAbba John Khame. Coptic text edited and translated from the Cod. Vat. 

Copt. LX, in PO  14.2 (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1919; reprint Turhout: Brepols, 1973) (Bohairic) 343.12.
F. Nau (ed.) Histoire deJean le Petit, Hegoumene de Scete, LVI.9.

^  E. W. Brooks, Spurious Life ofJames, in John o f Ephesus. Lives o f the Eastern Saints 265.
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was to go to church. Just the act of entering church could make one glorious and luminous, a 

transformation obviously based ultimately upon the transformation of Moses at Sinai, and 

more particularly upon those of the ascent visions we have already looked at in earlier 

chapters. One monk who is described as being possessed by devils and "whose face was in 

sickness and affliction and whose whole body was in darkness" after church came out with 

"his face lighted and his body white and the devils were afar off and his holy angel was close

to him and walked with him."350

Clearly not all Egyptian monks were regular attenders of church. Some held the Church 

in great suspicion, just like some Syriac ascetics. The Church used the powerful imagery 

associated with ascent and transformation found in the apocalyptic literature of the late 

second temple and early Christian period in order to convince monks that churchgoing was 

not only a legitimate activity but that it actually conferred great benefits, indeed transformed 

the church goer in the same way the seer in an ascent vision was transformed. These texts 

speak loudly for the continuing importance of the apocalyptic angelic ascent vision and 

transformation literature and its motifs for fourth century Egyptian ascetics, and also the 

significance of these motifs to the literature of the conflict between Church and individual 

ascetic in this period of Church consolidation.

5.6.2 Angelic abilities amongst early Egyptian monks

In both Egypt and Syria the angelic nature of ascetics was demonstrated in their angelic 

abilities. Abstinence from sex and physical sustenance in imitation of the angels was a goal

to which many ascetics aspired.351 Athanasius, whose VitaAntonii can be seen as the

opening chapter in the saga of Church m o n a s t i c i s m ,352 claimed that fasting and virginity

Budge, The Book o f  Paradise (Syriac) 298.8.
On the heavenly state defined as an existence not requiring food or sex, see Luke 24: 39-43 (Christ eats 

fish in order to prove he is not just a spirit); Bereshith Rabbah Parashah Eight, Genesis 1:26-28, VIII.i.1, 
VIII.i.2, VIII.x.l, VIII.xi.2 & VIII.xi.3; Parashah Fourteen, Genesis 2:7 XIV.iii.2, VIII.xi.2, VIII.xi.2,
XIV.iii.3, VIII.xi.3. Gregory o f  Nyssa in his Catechetical Oration (9) discussed the human birth o f  Christ, 
eating and drinking, & death and burial; he said that this is hard on the faith o f  the more ignorant; i.e. the 
religious paradigm o f the day regarded such things as impossible for divine figures; cf. also Joseph Naveh and 
Shaul Shaked, Amulets and Magic Bowls, Aramaic Incantations o f  Late Antiquity (Jerusalem: The Magnes 
Press, 1985).

St. Athanasius, trans. in R.C. Gregg, The Life o f  Antony and The Letter to Marcellinus (London, Paulist
Press, 1980); cf. E. A. Judge, "The Earliest Use o f  Monachos for >Monk< (P. Coll. Youtie 77) and the Origins 
of Monasticism", JAC 20 (1977) 72-89, esp 77 & 78 n20 on the Life o f  Antony as the beginning of  
monasticism.
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elevates people to angelic s t a t u s .3 5 3  Clement of Alexandria believed that the transfiguration 

of Moses on Mt Sinai (the description of which, we have seen, lent much to tales o f humans 

being transfigured into angels, especially the motif of the shining face) resulted in his bodily

needs being s u p p r e s s e d .354 The great Syrian ascetic Symeon the Stylite (b. ca.386 in 

northern Syria) was celebrated for his fasting ability. Jacob of Serug in his homily on 

Symeon355 pronounced: "Righteous men fasted for generations for a known period of days, 

from thirty weeks to sixty, each according to his strength. But who would count the fasting 

of this angel in the body? For he is not comparable with men but with a n g e l s " .356 Like 

Enoch after his transformation into an angel (2En, J, 56:2), more than a few ascetics claimed 

not to eat at all, at least not human food. The reward for fasting in these stories is that the 

ascetic comes to enjoy the food of the angels, brought to him by these heavenly beings. A 

story by Palladius is preserved in both Greek and Syriac, in which an ascetic who is 

suffering greatly leaves his cave in search of food only to have an angel in the form of a 

soldier leave a basket of grapes and figs. Abba Nopi claimed that he had "never taken any 

earthly thing; for an angel has fed me daily with heavenly f o o d " . 3 5 7  Likewise Apa Bane was 

believed not to have eaten human food during his l i f e . 3 5 8  The probably fictitious hermit 

Paul of whom Jerome wrote the "life", claimed, like the ancient Israelites, to receive half a 

loaf of bread every day brought by a raven, obviously a reference to some kind of divine 

f o o d ,3 5 9  an(j modelled on the gifts of bread and meat brought to Elijah by the raven (1 

Kings 17:6). Ephrem was opposed to sleep, stating that those who fear God sleep little; this 

was because the night was the correct time for communicating with God and the demons

" ’ AyyeXiKTiv tdijiv exev" Athanasius, de Virginitate 7.
Clement o f Alexandria, Strom. 3.7.57.

Susan Ashbrook Harvey (trans. & intro.) "Jacob o f Serug. Homily on Simeon the Stylite" in Ascetic 
Behaviour, p. 15 Jacob o f  Serug (ca. 449-521) composed a "Homily on Simeon the Stylite" (p. 16) "some
decades after his death".
356 Ibid, p.23, 659 - 660.

Budge, E.A.W. (ed.) The Book o f  Paradise (saying by Jerome) 418.10.
3580 M. Chaine (ed.) Le Manuscrit de la Version Copte en Dialecte Sahidique des 'Apophthegmata Patrum' 
(Publication de I'lnstitut Franfais d'Archeologie Orientale, Bibliotheque d’Etudes Coptes. Tome VI; Le Caire, 
I960) 75.32 (244).

Paul B. Harvey (intro. & trans.) "Jerome, Life o f Paul the First Hermit", in Ascetic Behaviour p.366, 10;
P-357: this is the first o f three biographies written by Jerome about eastern holy men (ca. 377, just after his time 
in the Syrian desert); it is almost certainly spurious, (p.358) and was strongly influenced by Athanasius' Vita 
Ant. (ca. 357).
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came to people in their s l e e p .360 jn the 2 Enoch Enoch's angelic transformation gave him 

the ability to go without sleep 361 At least one ascetic in the Lausiac History o f Palladius 

seems to have tried to do the same, only occasionally being overcome for short moments in 

spite of his ascesis, for as he pointed out to his contemporaries and posterity: "If you

persuade the angels to sleep, you will also persuade the earnest m a n .  "3 62

The angelic nature of ascetics was also indicated by the luminous nature of their bodies. 

As already discussed (§3.2.2 & 3.3.2), one of the most important indicators of either the 

presence of a divine being or the transformation of a human into a divine being is the claim 

that he or she 'shone' (i.e. cf. Mt 13:43), either the whole body or, more often (as mentioned 

in §4.1), following from the description in Exodus 34:29,30,35 of Moses' transformation) 

the face of the individual in question. For instance the great angel Eremiel appears in the

Apocalypse o f Elijah and his "face gave light like the rays of the sun in his g l o r y " ,363 a n ( j 

after Enoch was transformed into an angel a senior angel, an 'elder', had to chill his face, 

otherwise "no human being would be able to look at your face" (2En 37:1-3). Likewise the 

6th century Syrian holy woman Shirin, who restricted her diet and sustained herself on a 

regimen of one small cake of pulse, boiled vegetables and a drink of water once every four

days or once a week, was described as having a "radiant" f a c e .364 jn death too the sanctity 

of Syrian holy men and women was indicated by their luminous f a c e s .365 Occasionally the 

whole body was described as luminous - for instance in the story of Febronia, supposedly 

martyred under Diocletian, and whose story is preserved in a 6th or early 7th century text. 

When a bishop comes to take a piece of her body for a relic he opens her coffin and one

Arthur Voobus, Literary Critical and Historical Studies in Ephrem the Syrian (Etse: Stockholm, 1958) 99 
n3 (Ms Sin. syr. 14 fol 171b) & 99 n4 (from Hymni et sermones ed. Lamy IV col 212, De virginitate ed
Rahmani II, 42 cf. 40, D e virginitate ed. Rahmani II, 42 cf. 40).

Cf. F.I Andersen, "2 Enoch" in, OTP I, 140, 23:3 -  Enoch needs no sleep when being instructed by angel 
Vrevoil for 30 days and nights.

Eav 7ceicni<; t oix; ayyzkovic, KoifttiGfivai, 7ceiaeiq Kai xov o rco u S a to Historia Lausiaca II.iii.9-11,
G.J.M. Bartelink (ed.) Palladio. La storia Lausiaca (Verona: Fondazione Lorenzo Valla, 1974). Cf. §5.2.2.

Apocalypse o f  Elijah 9:11.
^  "Shirin" in Sebastian P. Brock and Susan Ashbrook Harvey (intro. & trans.) Holy Women o f  The Syrian 
Orient (Univ. o f California Press: Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, 1987) 179-180 (73). Text trans. from A. de 
Haleux (ed.) Martyrius (Sahdona), Oeuvres spirituelles I, Livre de Perfection, I. iii. 64, 69-79 (CSCO  200, 
Scriptores Syri 86,44-48). Cf. also E.A.W. Budge (ed.) The Book o f  Paradise [Palladius] (Syriac) 643.13.”5/rc

See also, for example, "Mary the Niece o f Abraham o f Qidun" in Holy Women p.36 §29; cf. also "The 
Story o f  Anastasia" in ibid. 147 (§6).
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would expect that he was at least slightly surprised to notice that "Febronia's body was like a 

ray of the sun, and it was as though fire and lightning were flashing out from h e r . " 3 6 6

5.7 The origin of the Christian angelic life and its 

relationship to  Christian angelology
Thus it is apparent that it was natural for early Christians to see the perfect state in angelic 

terms. Evidence for this attitude comes from a wide spectrum, from Clement o f Alexandria 

to Aphrahat, from Ephrem to the Odes o f  Solomon and the Graeco-Egyptian magical papyri 

or the literature of the early desert fathers. Obsessed with the ideal of the practice of 

Christian perfection, many in the early Christian centuries turned their gaze to heaven and its 

denizens. Certain model figures provided guides to behaviour, Christ or Enoch or Elijah for 

instance, but more often the model was a generalised angelic state. This was for two 

reasons. Firstly, if the hypothesis above concerning the early genesis of Christian interest in 

angelic transformation is correct (that it was based upon an understanding of Jesus Christ as 

a transformed heavenly/angelic being) then the rapid development of a sophisticated 

Christology would have caused the im itatio  Christi to be separated from the im itatio  angeli\ 

as indeed it was, for as it turns out it is only in Jewish-Christian groups that we have seen the 

two explicitly linked. Secondly, the state of exalted human beings such as Adam, Enoch or 

Elijah came also to be seen in terms of a generalised angelic state. The linguistic progress of

the word 'a n g e l '3 6 7  was matched by a conceptual advance whereby monotheism combated 

polytheism by increasingly categorising any divine state below that of the Trinity as being 

angelic. There is evidence to demonstrate a possible family tree: from Palestinian and Syriac 

Jewish-Christian sects to Syriac Christianity and from there to Egyptian Christianity, but this 

is quite speculative. Scripture also provides a way in which to approach the question of 

origins. A linear approach to causation is not profitable here, the evidence is too scant to 

demonstrate clearly the geographical origins of these ideas, and the search for origins 

presupposes that we are dealing with a clearly defined tradition, when in fact we are dealing

366 "Febronia", in Holy Women 175 (§613); trans. from P. Bedjan, Acta Martyrum et Sanctorum 5 (Paris & 
Leipzig, 1890-97; repr. Hilderseim, 1968) 573-615, based on Brit. Library Add. 14647 o f 688 with some 
variants from Add. 14649 (9th CE). This is the earliest of several texts discussing this martyrdom - most West 
Syrian, but at least one East Syrian. Text also found in Greek and very popular in Latin. The martyrdom 
occured under Diocletian atNisibis (284-305), but the present life is 6th or early 7th CE and was composed at 
Nisibis.

Represented by the equivalency o f the words mallSkh (Heb.); mal^ka/ Ira (Syr.); aggelos (Grk.); see 
§3.1.1a-c.
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with a broad theme (viz. the imitation of the heavenly state in order to achieve it in this or 

the next world), upon which there were numerous variations.

Several streams of ideas came together to stimulate and support early Christian interest in 

the angelic state; indeed the confluence of these different traditions in roughly the same area 

has a certain air of inevitability about it.

5.7.1 Scriptural and literary underpinnings
As mentioned already in the introduction to this chapter the Gospels do not deal with 

asceticism as we would understand it. The closest referents to recognizable ascetic forms of 

behavour or a call to asceticism lies in Christ's exhortation to abandon home and kin, and in 

the example of itinerant mendicity that he himself set. Importantly there is no link between 

celibacy and this call to discipleship (apart from the fact that eschewing family would 

normally mean some kind of abstinence from sexual relations), which we have seen was 

central to the theory and practice of early Christian asceticism. In the other writings of the 

New Testament (the Acts and Epistles), celibacy assumes greater importance as an 

expression of a perfectionist Christian lifestyle. Thus the transition from apostolic Christian 

ascetic practices to early Syriac ascetic practices is easier than that from the Gospels to the 

Acts and Epistles. Whence, then, did the focus upon celibacy as the main expression of 

Christian asceticism come?

Gillian Clark, in a recent article, has examined the call to voluntary poverty in Matthew: 

"If you would be perfect, go, sell what you possess and give to the poor, and you will have 

treasure in heaven; and come, follow me." Clark makes the point that the first part of the 

instruction is perfectly clear, but the second part ("come, follow me") is not so clear -  how 

exactly would the later Christian ascetic have interpreted this? When St Antony felt the call 

after reading this passage he interpreted it to mean that the perfect Christian should spend his 

time in prayer and scriptural s t u d y .368 As we have seen, from the time of Ignatius of 

Antioch onwards Christians attempted to imitate the celibacy of Christ. Perhaps they were 

motivated by Matt 19:21. The scriptural influences are not clear but it would be foolish to 

ignore this call to discipleship.
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As already mentioned in the discussion of the notion of ihidaya Sebastian Brock has 

suggested that this notion could have come from the passages in the synoptic Gospels that 

discuss the afterlife as being angelic (Mt 22:29-31; Mk 12:24-25; Lk 20:34-36).369 in this

incident Jesus responds to the Sadducees who ridicule the notion of an afterlife^^O by asking 

to whom a woman who has had several husbands will be married in the resurrection.

d7toK£7u0et<; 8e o ’ Ioouq eutev awoiq • nXavaaGe jafj eiSoxeq xaq
ypa<|>d<; |rr|8e tfiv Svivaniv xo\j Geou • ev yap xfj avaaxaaei owe  
ya)io\)cnv ow e ya|ii£ovxai, d l l ’ ax; ayyeXoi ev tco oupav© eiaiv.
(Nestle-Aland Mt 22:29-31)

But Jesus answered them, "You are wrong, because you know neither 
the scriptures not the power of God. For in the resurrection they 
neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are like the angels in 
heaven." (RSV Mt 22:29-31)

e<|)T| awoic; o ’ I'noo'Ot; • o\) 8ia xowo KlavaaQe ju.f| ei8oxe<; xaq 
ypct(|)ctq nt|8e triv 8i3va|iiv xou 6eot>; oxav yap £k veKpcov avaaxaknv 
owe yajiouoiv owe ya|ii^ovxai, a l l ’ eiaiv ax; dyyeXoi 
ev xoic; oupavoiq. (Nestle-Aland Mk 12:24-25)

Jesus said to them, "Is not this why you are wrong, that you know 
neither the scriptures not the power of God? For when they rise from
the dead, they neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are like the
angels in heaven." (RSV Mk 12:24-25)

K a i  eutev awoiq o  ’ I r io o v q  • oi viol xou a iro v o q  xowou ya(ioxjcn .v  
K a i  y a ( i io K o v x a i ,  oi 8 e  K axa^icoG evxeq x ou  aico vo q  e K e iv o u  x ^ x e iv  
K a i  xf\c, a v a a x a a e a x ;  xnq c k  veKpcov owe y a j io u a i v  owe 

ya|iv ^ov xai • o i)8 e  y a p  cm o G a v e iv  e x i S u v a v x a t ,  ia a y y e X o i  y a p  

e i o i v  K a i  mot e i a i v  0eou xfjq a v a a x a a e a x ;  uioi ovxeq.

(Nestle-Aland Lk 20:34-36)

And Jesus said to them, "The sons of this age marry and are given in 
marriage; but those who are accounted worthy to attain to that age and 
to the resurrection from the dead neither marry nor are given in 
marriage, for they cannot die any more, because they are equal to 
angels and are sons of God, being sons of the resurrection." (RSV Lk 
20:34-36)

° Gillian Clark, "Women and Asceticism in Late Antiquity: The Refusal o f Status and Gender", in 
Asceticism 35.
^  "Early Syrian Asceticism" 5-6.
370 Cf. also §3.2.3 on Acts 23:8 and the accusation that the Sadducees did not believe in an afterlife.
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It is to these passages that Christians must have turned to justify a celibate lifestyle, a 

lifestyle here connected explicitly with the angels, and thus associated with roughly 

contemporary Jewish ideas about living a pure life like that of the heavenly angelic priests.

But why did certain early Christians come to relate this future state to their current earthly 

existence? Why did they seek to become earthly angels, rather than just waiting for their 

future transformation? The answers are not simple, nor linear; there was a multiplicity of 

causes. Not least amongst these causes were the Jewish attitudes which we have already 

discussed regarding the transference of the requirements of priestly purity to the general 

population in such groups as the Essenes or the Pharisees; likewise the relocation of the 

Temple (first due to conflicts about priestly purity, then due to its destruction) from earth to 

heaven, where the heavenly priests, the angels, served around the throne. Likewise we have 

seen that there seems to be an inherent angelic Christology behind the most important 

terminology dealing with early Syriac asceticism; this angelic Christology was predicated 

upon the belief that all could gain the status that Jesus achieved, if only they acted in the 

same manner as he. But can we see scriptural support for such behaviour? Clearly the 

passages quoted above are the first place to look, and it seems that Luke offers us the clearest 

support to those who wished to live the angelic life here upon earth.

The eschatological system that Luke seems here to be supporting is clearly one of realized 

eschatology, and it is the logical place to look for those who wished to live the angelic 

afterlife upon earth. The phrase iaayyeXoi yap eioiv Kai moi eioiv 

0eou xfjq dvaaxdaecoq moi ovxeq, provides a starting point, for here the present tense seems 

to suggest a realized eschatological existence for Christians in the present age.

In the Syriac, Luke also stands out from the other synoptic gospels. The Peshitta Luke 

reads:

r tju o  ri'r \ ,__n m  t .rxlim a >cnc\_i5 iinK'

5i\_in ^7).i . n \ o  • o c u l  rc£n\j>. n m ln  ^ c u m  .K 't i  \ \

i iVi-i \̂ \ ĉim rc'j a  arCci .k'j > > rtl\

re ' ■ n n i . J__n rdarilkn DClij

rt'V'n . m re ' . >-n ootn̂  IV̂75 (Tl_j

(iCESG Lk 20: 34-36)
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Jesus said to them, "the sons of this world are marrying women and 
the women marrying men. But they that are made equal to that world, 
and for the resurrection (qyamtha) from the house of the dead, do not 
marry women. And also the women do not marry men. For, moreover, 
nor are they able to die. For they are like angels (mal^khe), and they 
are sons of God (bnaya d^laha). For they are sons of the resurrection 
(bnaya dqyamtha)."

The two MSS representing the Old Syriac version add ^ xL.371  ̂which only

emphasises the stereotypical Syriac negativity towards the body and procreation. If  this is 

compared to the Peshitta versions of the same episode in Matthew and Mark we can see how 

Luke stands out:

(C£SGMt 22:29-31)

Jesus answered and said to them: "You are wrong; you do not know 
the scriptures, nor the power of God. For in the resurrection (qyamtha) 
of the dead they do not marry; nor do women marry men. But they are
like the angels (m al\he ) of God in heaven."

\\?n rfom

•.rtVnWn m\ m rdo \ n ■ r̂ \:<

\ rd\ aK1 .r<i \ .̂-icn > rd\ 7̂3 cOud.i i .

Jesus said to them: "Is it not because of this that you are wrong?" For 
you do not know the scriptures, nor the power of God. For when they 
have arisen (qmu) ^ 2 from death they do not marry women, nor do 
women marry men, but they are like the angels (mal^che) which are in
heaven."

371 "Begetting and bringing forth"; the later versions, Peshitta and Harklean, have removed this reference, 
presumably because o f  its possible use as a support for radical Encratite practices. The earliest Syriac MSS thus
match the (later) D uncial MS o f the NT and the Latin versions, Nestle-Aland, 228 n.

cO l o , root'pCLD (QWM), = Heb. Dip; Samaritan Aramaic Dip, participle = oyp.379
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Brock has noted the differences in orientation between Luke and the other two synoptics 

and suggested that this is part of the explanation for the this-wordly expression of the 

celibate ascetic life in Syriac C h r i s t i a n i ty .3 7 3  gut why would Antiochian Christianity have 

produced a gospel that changed, in such a way, the emphasis of the already existing 

narratives of Mark and Matthew? The answer could lie in a Mesopotamian approach to 

time, an approach that was derived from a mythological type of religiosity, a type of 

religiosity reasserting itself in this period as a challenge to the new doctrinal theologies of

ecclesiastical Christianity and rabbinic J u d a i s m . 374 jn the next section we shall speculate 

upon the possible motivation for this attempt to live the angelic life upon earth.

5.7.2 Philosophical and ideological underpinnings
We have seen that from the earliest period it seems that the call to practise complete celibacy 

exercised strong influence over Christians, that some of the earliest forms of Christian 

asceticism emphasised a celibate life over all other forms of ascetic endeavour, and that in 

early Syriac Christianity it was widely believed that only the celibate were true Christians 

and thus deserving of salvation. Celibacy was valued because it was seen as the natural state 

of the immortal residents of heaven, the angels.

At the heart of this celebration of celibacy stood a rather obvious concept based upon 

observation of human existence, a concept given authority by its presence in the New 

Testament in the angel afterlife passages.

That there is a connection between reproduction and death is rather obvious: not only does 

the act of giving birth itself entail great danger to the woman, but it has always been clear 

that becoming a parent is an integral part of the life-cycle that ultimately leads to death - the 

cessation of life and its creation are obviously two sides of the same coin. Thus, to 

conceptualise immortality as being a state in which there is no reproduction, and therefore 

celibate, is entirely reasonable. Here we can see part of the underlying reason why the angel

^  "Early Syrian Asceticism" 5-6.
■^4 See Stroumsa, Another Seed 1-2 who discusses the view of gnosticism as the last great outburst of 
mythological thought; he points out that it was not a real mythology in the traditional sense for it was affected 
by the fact that it was operating in a world in which a process o f demythologisation of religious thought (Greek 
and Hebrew) had been going on for some time.
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afterlife passages in the New Testament see the immortal angelic state as characterised by its 

celibacy .375

If one sees that death is intimately connected to reproduction and thus, conversely, that 

immortality is a celibate or sexless state, it is likewise a reasonable premise to hold that 

women are the embodiment of this reproductive ability, and thus responsible for our 

mortality, subject as they are to pregnancy and childbirth. Moreover, for those operating 

within a Jewish religious scene informed by the book of Genesis, in which Adam is 

created first and later Eve from A d a m , 376 f t  j s  understandable that this androgynous state 

would be seen in terms of being male, as a reintegration of the female into the male. Thus 

the gnostic Gospel o f  Philip (preserved in a Coptic translation of the original Greek text

written in Syria possibly as late as the second half of the third c e n t u r y  )3 77 s a y s  0f  death 

and human potential for immortality:

n ^o o y  N ep e  ey^x. [£]h  x [A ]x m N e m n  Moy <yoon NTA.pecn^>pjc 

[e p ]o q  a t t mo y  <yame t t a a in  equ;xB$[K egJoyN NqjciTq e p o q  m n  

n o y  NJujHime

When Eve was still in Adam death did not exist. When she was 
separated from him death came into being. If he enters again and 
attains his former self, death will be no more. (68.22 - 26)378

And:

N e  n n e  T c^ m e  nu>pjc e«J>ooYT NecNAM oy a n  n e  m n  «J>o o y t  
neqnajpjc N iw q  <pu>ne NxpxH mt t mo y A u  t o y t o  x n e x p c  ei 
JceKAXc rmtupjc NTA£<jja)ne x i n  qiopn eqNxce^cuq e p v rq  t t a a in

Nq^oTpoy MncNxy . ..

^75 ^  20:30, Mk 12:25, Lk 20:35-6; cf. also Bereshit Rabbah VIII.XI.2 on sexual relations as one o f  the 
features that demarcated man from the heavenly beings.
376 in one version o f the story at least. It is extremely interesting to note here the attempt in the Bereshit 
Rabbah to link the two creation stories in the context o f a belief in Adam's 'androgynous masculinity': Parashah 
Eight Genesis 1:26-28, VIII.I.2 "Said R. Jeremiah b. Eleazar, "When the Holy One, blessed be he, came to
create the first man, he made him androgynous, as it is said, 'Male and female he created them and called their 
name man' (Gen 5:2)" in Jacob Neusner (trans.) Genesis Rabbah. The Judaic Commentary to the Book o f  
Genesis. A New American Translation Vol. 1 Parashiyyot One though Thirty-Three on Genesis 1:1 to 8:14 
(Scholars Press: Atlanta, Georgia, 1985) 73.
377 Wesley W. Isenberg (intro. & trans.), "The Gospel o f  Philip (II, 3) in Robinson, The Nag Hammadi 
Library 141: this text is believed to be a Coptic translation of a Greek text, possibly as late as second half o f  
3rd century CE: "Because o f  the interest in the meaning o f  certain Syriac words (63,21-23; 56,7-9), its affinities 
to Eastern sacramental practice and catecheses, and its ascetic ethics, an origin in Syria is probable."
378 Bentley Layton (ed.) & Wesley W. Isenberg (trans.), "The Gospel according to Philip", in Layton (ed.) Nag 
Hammadi Codex 11,2-7,1 (Brill: Leiden, 1989).
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If the woman had not separated from the man, she should not die with 
the man. His separation became the beginning of death. Because of 
this Christ came to repair the separation which was from the 
beginning and again unite the two ... (70.9-15)379

Here it is not Adam's sin, as such, that produces mankind's fall, but instead the actions o f the 

creator. A rather negative attitude can be seen here towards the creator, which is of course 

entirely in character with the gnostic flavour of this text. The Coptic Gospel o f  Thomas, 

originally written in Greek and probably in Syria, also demonstrates this attitude to the 

ascetic endeavour when it claims that the immortal state will be genderless and that women 

who become men will achieve this state. Thus femininity is the actual embodiment of 

sexuality, and maleness (without the presence of the opposite sex) is essentially a form of 

a n d r o g y n y .3 8 0  Obviously this point of view is heavily indebted to a particular exegesis of 

the Genesis story that sees immortality as the return of Eve into Adam. Yet due to the 

widespread belief that Adam was created as an angel (see §4.6), that he was male and that 

from him a female was made, and that angels were male beings, the connection between this 

male androgynous state and an immortal angelic state on earth must have played the major 

role in the early Christian attitude to asceticism, not only amongst gnostics. It is in the 

context of this belief that we can understand Jesus’ claim in the Gospel that eternal life is 

available for any woman who made herself into a man.381

Towards the end of the period dealt with in this thesis, and in the next couple of 

centuries, these ideas gave birth to a particular ascetic phenomenon. In Syria (and also in 

one Syrian text that discusses Egyptian monasticism), some women interpreted Christ's 

commandment literally, and in emulation of the angels tried to become male, obviously in 

order to recover the immortal state originally lost in the Garden of Eden. These are the 

famous, and enigmatic, transvestite monks. As Peter Brown points out Syrian society was 

just as concerned as other Late Antique societies with the segregation of men and women, 

yet it was here we find women escaping their sexual identity through the wearing of male

"Gospel ofPhilip" inNag Hammadi Codex 11,2-7,1.
■^0 Helmut Koester (intro.) & T.O. Lambdin (trans.) The Gospel o f  Thomas in Robinson, The Nag Hammadi
Library, sayings 22 & 114.
^  The Gospel o f  Thomas in Robinson, The Nag Hammadi Library p. 13 8, 51.114.
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clothing, cutting their hair and fasting until their bodies lost their female shape,382 a 

practice that would, no doubt, have also led to amenorrhea, the cessation of 

m e n s t r u a t io n .3 8 3  These women were generally regarded as being of the most holy stature. 

For instance Pelagia the prostitute who became 'Pelagios the eunuch monk' was famous 

throughout Jerusalem (probably in the late fourth century) for her miracle-working; it was 

only at her death, when she came to be anointed with oil, that it was revealed that she was 

a woman. She was, according to the narrator of the story, Jacob, the deacon of Bishop 

Nonnos (neither of whom can be identified) a "perfect v e s s e l " 3 8 4  jn Spite of her gender. 

Similar is the sixth century story preserved in Syriac of Anastasia the eunuch monk from 

Wadi Natrun. He was an extremely holy monk, who although of Patrician rank came to 

live in the desert for 28 years until his death. It was only when he was being prepared for 

burial that the disciple of Abba Daniel o f Scetis noticed, and remarked to his master, that

the monk has b r e a s t s .385 Abba Daniel (who like Bishop Nonnos in the above-mentioned 

story knew all along the true gender of the monk) replies to his disciple: "See, my son, 

now how many people have been brought up at court, yet have performed battle against

the adversary, battering their bodies, and living like angels on e a r t h ."386 Her asceticism 

and her 'maleness' gave her the status of an angel. The probably Syrian influenced 

Eustathian ascetics from Armenia, mentioned above, seemed to have regularly practised 

disguising female ascetics as men. Those women who wore male clothes and cut their 

hair, "which God gave her as a reminder of [her] subjection", like men, being "under the

-^2 See Evelyne Patlagean, "L'histoire de la femme deguisee en moine et revolution de la saintete feminine a 
Byzance", Studi medievali 17.3 (1976) 597-623.

On amenorrhoea see A. Rousselle, Pomeia: On Desire and the Body in Antiquity (Oxford: Blackwell,
1988) 176; see also 170-171 on the use o f fasting by male ascetics to eliminate sexual desire.
384 "peiagia o f Antioch" in Brock and Harvey, Holy Women p.62, 51. The text (Brit. Library Add. 14651 o f  
850) is found in J. Gildenmeister, Acta sanctae Pelagiae syriace (Bonn, 1879). Possibly the story is discussing 
the conversion of  the unnamed woman mentioned by Chrysostom in Homily 67 on Matthew (PG  58 cols. 636- 
37), if this is true then Pelagia would have lived in the late 4th CE. The authorship is obscure (although Jacob, 
deacon o f  Bishop Nonnos is mentioned, neither can be identified for sure), hence the life should be regarded as 
a "literary embellishment o f the story o f the converted prostitute to whom St. John Chrysostom refers". The 
Syriac is a translation from the Greek, and is the earliest MS in either language.
385 "Thg Story o f Anastasia" in Brock and Harvey, Holy Women p. 146, 6 -  p. 148, 8. The translation is from F. 
Nau's Syriac ed. in Revue de I'Orient Chretien 5 (1900) 391-401, based upon Paris syr. 234 o f  the 13th century. 
This translation has also used Brit. Library Add. 14649 o f  the 9th century. The original Greek is published & 
ed. by L. Clugnet in Revue de I'Orient Chretien 5 (1900) 51-59 & republished as a separate vol. Vie et recits de 
I'abbe Daniel le Scetiote (Paris, 1901). The same text contains a story about a holy fool and a (female) eunuch 
'monk'; it concerns the late 6th century Abba Daniel o f Sketis (Wadi Natrun).
386 Story o f Anastasia" in Brock and Harvey, Holy Women p. 148, 8.
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impression that this annuls the ordinances of subjection", were anathematised by the 

Council o f G a n g r a .3 8 7

If Syrian Christians, then, were taking their lead from the New Testament in their pursuit 

of a lifestyle that was 'angelic' and celibate, then they were in effect enacting a future state.

In the stereotypical mythological approach to religion it was normal to re-enact past events, 

events from the myth-time period that immediately preceded the present age. This re-

enactment served to maintain the cosmos, to keep the seasons regular and promote 

agricultural f e r t i l i t y . 3 8 8  Were early Christian ascetics in some way attempting to prefigure 

the future state of the righteous dead in heaven whilst here on earth, the immortal state of the 

dead as described in the New Testament? This would help to explain the importance placed 

upon celibacy above all else in early ascetic practice, especially the Syrian institution of the 

bnai/bnat qyama.

This reinvention of mythological religion could be explained with reference to deeply held 

Mesopotamian approaches to time. Essentially there were three time-periods: the myth-time 

that came before our period, the time that humans lived in, and the time that came after -  a 

time that was a return to the previous myth-time period. The angelic afterlife discussed in 

the New Testament was a return to this mythical Urzeit. Whilst time progressed 

chronologically for humans on earth, the myth-time did not, for it could be recreated 

whenever humans ceremonially enacted it. It was thus constantly present; really it was not 

'time' at all, it was an era that was essentially timeless, as was the afterlife, a period in which 

there was no time; it was timeless and changeless. In essence, then, the angel afterlife 

passages in the New Testament were not interpreted as stating that God would reward the 

righteous with angelic status, but that if  one acted out this future state, then it would come to 

be, as it had already for those ascetics who lived like angels.

Early Syrian ascetics, whilst trying to enact a future myth-time state, were also trying to 

re-enact a past myth-time state, for as we have seen the state of the pre-fall Adam was 

generally seen as angelic (§4.6). As texts like the Book o f Enoch and the other sectarian

387 Canons 13 & 17, cf. trans. in O. Larry Yarbrough, "Canons from the Council o f Gangra", in Ascetic 
Behaviour.
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texts represented in the pseudepigrapha were popular amongst early C hristians^^ ^ made 

sense that the celibate/sexless immortal angelic existence of the New Testament would be 

likened to Adam's pre-fall state as an angel. I would tentatively suggest that the 

interpretation of the angelic life in terms of celibacy came first, and was taken directly from 

the New Testament, and that the interpretation in terms of Adam's angelic status, which was 

coupled with a rejection of civilisation, was a later development which used ideas found in 

the second temple pseudepigraphic literature and in contemporary gnosticism. The two 

notions would have been easily linked to each other by this Mesopotamian idea of the three 

times, an idea present from the earliest period of Christian history, and from the mid-third 

century onwards it would have been widely spread by the aggressively proselytizing 

Manichaeans.

In gnostic texts with an origin in Syria the theme of Adam's pre-fall uncivilised existence 

is important alongside a conviction that innocence (i.e. ignorance of the arts of civilisation) 

is necessary for regaining mankind's immortal status. In the Gospel o f  Philip, the pre-fall 

existence of Adam is seen as completely lacking in the arts of civilisation.

2*. Te^M eM m .Te n e x c  ei N e  oeiK jm  m o c M o c  N o e  
MTrm.pAAicocni“U  N ep e  a.Aam MMvy N eyN Txq zxZ n<J>hn
NNTptX|>H NNQHpiON N 6  MNTACJ COyO_NTTpO<|>H M np(l)M e N e p e
npo>Me coe iq j N o e  n n o h p i o n  NTApe n e x c  ei r rre x io c
ppo)ne A.qeiNe N oyoeiK  eB ox  j n  m e  o j inx  e p e  npa>Me 
NA.pTpe«|>ec©A.i j n  Trpo^>H fmptDMe

Before Christ came there was no bread in the world, just as Paradise, 
the place where Adam was, had many trees to nourish the animals but 
no wheat to sustain man. Man used to feed like the animals, but when 
Christ came, the perfect man, he brought bread from heaven in order 
that man might be nourished with the food of man. (55.6 - 55.14)390

388 Mircea Eliade, The Myth o f  the Eternal Return (trans. William Trask; Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 
1954).

389 Enoch was recognised as revealed scripture among Jews in the last two centuries BCE; early Christians, 
too, held the book in high regard; it is mentioned by Athenagoras, Clement of  Alexandria, Origen, Irenaeus, 
Tertullian and Zosimus o f Panopolis. After the third century, however, it fell into disrepute. St Augustine in 
The City o f  God 15.23 condemned it. Magicians probably used this book. Gaster argues that the spell entitled 
'The Hebrew Logos' in the Great Magical Papyrus of Paris has links to the Book o f  Enoch, and that its author 
must have been acquainted with it (M.H. Gaster, "The Logos Ebraicos in The Magical Papyrus o f Paris and 
The Book o f  Enoch", JRAS 3rd series, 33 (1901) 109-17).
390 "Gospel of Philip" in Nag Hammadi Codex 11,2-7. Cf. the later Coptic text, The Mysteries o f  St John, 
Apostle and Holy Virgin (A.D.1006), in E.A.W. Budge, Coptic Texts III (5 Vols. New York, 1977): Adam and 
Eve are starving after their expulsion from Eden; Christ feels compassion for them, but has to plead with God 
to show them some mercy. Eventually God relents, and God and Christ take a part o f their body and send 
Michael to earth with it. This body o f God is wheat, and Michael is responsible for teaching Adam how to sow 
it (fol.6a).
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The originally Syrian Gospel o f Thomas strongly emphasises the notion that returning 

to child-like innocence and rejecting the civilised world is the key to salvation:

a i c  n a y  *£N K O Y ei e y j o  epa rre  n e jc A q  N N e q M A e tr m c  xe  
NeeiKoyei eTaci epurre  ey rN T U JN  ANeTBHK e goyH  a t m n t c p o

(22)

Jesus saw infants being suckled. He said to his disciples, "These 
infants being suckled are like those who enter the kingdom." (22)

< ne jc e  ic  Jce> e T e < T N > T fip N H C T e Y e  c t t k o c m o c  T e T N A g e  a n  
eTM NTepo eT eT N  T fie ipe  RncA.MBA.TON (c ie ) nca.bba.ton

NT6TNA.NA.Y AN enCICDT (27)

<Jesus said,> "If you do not fast as regards the world, you will not 
find the kingdom. If you do not observe the Sabbath as a Sabbath, you 
will not see the father." (27)

n e x e  ic x e  £ o t a n  eTejNqjAKeK  t m y t n  ej>HY RneTNtyirre ay<»
N TC T N qi N N6TN(^THN  NT6TNKAAY £A_ TTeCHT N N eT N O y ep H T C
f i e e  n n i k o y g  R q w p e  qjHM N T e T N ic o m c n  m m o y p  t o t b  
[t c t ] n a n a y  e n q jH p e  R n e T O N £  a y ® t c t n a p  j o t c  a n  (37)

......... Jesus said, "When you disrobe without being ashamed and
take up your garments and place them under your feet like little 
children and tread on them, then [will you see] the son of the living 
one, and you will not be afraid." (37)

n e x e  ic  jcc j c in  aAam q»A ic d £ a (n )n h c  t t b a t t t ic t h c  j>n  n x t t o  
n n i j m o m c  _  m n  n e T J C o c e  a k d ^ a n n h c  t t b a t t t ic t h c  qjiNA x e  
NOY<iHSn N di NeqBAA a c u c o o c  ̂ Ae xe  neTNAqjom e j>n  t m y t n  
e q o  n k o y c i  qNA c o y o j n  TMNTepo a y u) qNAjcice a io j ^ a n n h c

(46)

Jesus said, "Among those bom of women, from Adam until John the 
Baptist, there is no one so superior to John the Baptist that his eyes 
should not be lowered (before him). Yet I have said, whichever one of 
you comes to be a child will be acquainted with the kingdom and will 
become superior to John." (46)

n e x e  ic  xe  ttcntA£6in© mttkocmoc Nqp pmmao MApeqApNA 

MTTKOCMOC (110)

Jesus said: "Whoever finds the world and becomes rich, let him 
renounce the world." (110)391

In Syriac-speaking areas the pursuit of separation was embraced by those following an 

ascetic interpretation of Christianity. As mentioned above the Syriac use of the root QDS

^  All texts and translations come from Bentley Layton (ed.) & Thomas O. Lambdin (trans.) "The Gospel 
according to Thomas", in Nag Hammadi Codex 11,2-7,1.
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was strongly tied to the notion of separation (§5.2.3)392 jf  jn the earliest forms of Syriac 

asceticism it seems that the notion of separation was expressed mainly through celibacy, in 

later Syriac asceticism (after the coming of Egyptian monasticism) the notion of separation 

came to include a complete separation from society and the artifices of civilisation in an 

attempt to return to an ideal heavenly state. The Syriac noble savage often lived untouched 

by the arts of civilisation, naked or just clothed in straw or leaves, grazing on plants and 

roots as an animal would. That this more extreme interpretation of asceticism seems to 

have arisen after the coming of Egyptian monastic influence could be explained through the 

impact of Patristic writings which had been influenced by expansions of the myth of the fall 

of the angels.

In completely rejecting the civilised world, in fact, by rejecting all that made him or her 

human, the ascetic attained the same spiritual state as the angels and became their comrade. 

And as comrades do, the angels watched over their earthly equals. In the words of one 

ascetic:

rdxanA n£\ n'r > ■ n i ,ui f<\ rt'̂ n-iAi

7̂3 rO^-AciKla rd iim  Jsvjom v>. \ r _̂.5nASi\ .tat-nA f<\ rK^nl_vn

7̂i re'so. \  .K’cunn r t^ i-aa  .rt^Qu . \ t  n rd.m^_a rdLa_i

:uao . . . ^  rĈ in isu.kuLrt’
p c ' k x - v - i  i t  ym r t O f t n  >T - 1  . m ^ n -1  )n t f n ' n v!

>1 ^ v ,n- ,m .rtf’cCnn itb ' in jc i  K^vn. i-v.no

i  n ■rf'n rdin.T-  ̂ .rfi  \  m ^ o r f a  > t^sA  (n\ .T_ixao .rtVnWn 

(XL>\yi 7̂j rt'k  . w.n i K'kAcuxr^na .m incL. ^ mt A

rrtven^rf . >nr<\_ ^ .n lm n r£ind)oja

.\*rn k_.Ui rt 'r  .n f ii rsLlOClK'Cl K'^CVxA n̂a

(t l Ct i larO i nm cxLlLiKA >_L-.cuiCi .nftnWa L u  (tlruavA

•p:0) rC .v.n rdvirci) ixlA nda t^n_i_uA .rx'cuia •p.irc'

393 >_i_.cuj Kl\n r<YnW ^  \  ~n

My eyes have not seen a living thing, I have not eaten human bread. I 
have not worn clothing of (this) world. For thirty years I have been 
here in great distress from hunger, thirst, nakedness and conflict with 
devils, I even ate dust, my son, from hunger, I drank water from the sea

392 The Greek word hagios also acquired this connotation; see nl20.
393 a.E . Look, The History o f  Abba Marcus o f  Mount Tharmaka (Oxford: OUP, 1929) 10-11.
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from thirst.............And when I had endured patiently394 for thirty years
through the hunger, thirst, nakedness and conflicts with demons, then 
finally the mercy of God rested on me. He commanded my body and 
the hair grew until it weighted down my limbs with its weight. A 
continual supply of spiritual food from the Lord was sent to me. Angels 
descended and ascended in my presence. I saw the realms of the 
Kingdom and the habitations of the souls of the saints. I saw the 
blessedness which is promised to the righteous. I saw the paradise of 
God. He showed me that tree from which Adam and Eve ate. I saw 
Enoch and Elijah in the Land of the Living. There was nothing which I
sought from God which he did not show me.395

A complete rejection of civilisation, and complete faith in his actions, brought the ascetic 

the reward of an angelic state; he could see the angels, he ate spiritual food, he saw the 

heavenly worlds and Paradise. Some late fourth and early fifth century Syriac ascetics 

reduced themselves to a completely beastlike existence: "behold they graze like animals for 

roots (plants) upon the mountains, and behold like birds they pick up dry vegetables from

the h e ig h t s " .3 9 6  Describing his 'mountaineers' Pseudo-Ephrem said that: "they mix 

themselves with the animals", "they mix themselves every moment with stags", "they leap 

with young r o e s " .3 9 7  The 'Holy Fools' of slightly later Syrian asceticism may also have 

been influenced by this attempt to avoid civilisation in all its forms; indeed it is interesting 

to note that the one rule that they followed was that of sexual abstinence; thus like the pre-

fall Adam they were both completely free from the constraints of civilisation and also 

sexless.398

Often this ideal state was described as involving communion with and mastery over the 

animals. This is an outlook supported by very ancient Near Eastern views of animals and 

the place of humans in the natural world. It can be seen in the earlier books of the Old 

Testament, where animals (in particular the hybrid divine beasts such as the cherubim) have

394 rrtftn i i - i  .m^n-i is the Syriac; perhaps, then, a better translation would be "in expectation", as the noun 

is from the root SBR ("to think, believe, suppose, hold to be true").

Trans. MacDermot, Cult o f  the Seer, 281.
^  Arthur Voobus, Literary, Critical and Historical Studies 101, Ms Sarf. Patr. 302 fol 222b; from the text 
titled "A memra o f Mar Ephrem about the solitaries and mourners and those who dwell in wilderness on the
desolated mountains"; it is an unedited text found in several MSS: Ms Sarf. Patr. 302 (fol 221a-224b); Ms Vat. 
syr. 566 (fol 209b-215a); Ms. Sarf. 19/1 (J. Armalet, Catalogue des manuscrits de Charfet (Jounieh 1936) 
p.278f. - fol. 73a-87a). p.83 n3 (Ms Sarf Patr. 302, fol 222b.
397 Voobus, op cit.; cf. de virginitate ed. Rahmani II, p .38,4 to describe the mountaineers.
398 Evelyne Patlagean, in a paper delivered at The Hebrew University o f Jerusalem, Givat Ram on 20th March 
1998 made the comment that the only rule they did not break was that o f sexual abstinence.
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an almost god-like status (although this status is gradually lost in the later books, such as 

D a n i e l ) . 399 The original world inhabited by Adam and Eve in Genesis was a world in 

which man and beast coexisted in their innocent nakedness. In Mesopotamian myth the 

wild man Enkidu originally lived in perfect communion with the animals.400 Ephrem 

showed his contact with such ideas when he claimed that the creation of Adam in the image 

of God meant in the image of his authority; when Adam sinned he lost that authority and 

consequently he no longer ruled over the animals; rather he was threatened by them 401

5.7.3 Ascetics and clothing metaphors
The importance of clothing as a marker of status, cosmic or otherwise, has been central to 

this thesis. In chapters 3 & 4 in particular the centrality of clothing metaphors to the 

description of angels led to the conclusion that angels were seen as little more than souls 

clothed in a particular type of cosmic garment. The emphasis upon clothing metaphors in 

Syriac and Egyptian asceticism and the relationship between these metaphors and the notion 

of the angelic life demonstrates again the dependence of early Christian ascetics upon the 

literature discussed in those two chapters. A common motif in Syrian writing on asceticism 

concerned the clothing of the a s c e t i c  .402 Tales such as that told above, of holy men whose 

bodies came to be protected from the elements by a coat of hair following years of 

asceticism, were widespread.403 Jerome reported hearing of one such hermit, but, perhaps 

predictably, said of his informants: "because the lies of these people are outrageous, they 

require no formal r e f u t a t i o n . "404 jn tw0 passages Ephrem praises those naked ascetics 

whose hair had grown so long that in one text it is said to resemble the 'wings of an

399 Franz Landsberger, "The Origin o f  the Winged Angel in Jewish Art", Hebrew Union College Annual, 20 
(1947): 227-254, pp.240-1.
400 Epic o f  Gilgamesh I.ii.80-89, in Danny P. Jackson, Robert D. Biggs and Thom Kapheim The Epic o f  
Gilgamesh (Wauconda: Bolchazy-Carducci, 1993).
401 C.W. Mitchell (trans.) S. Ephraim's Prose Refutations o f  Mani, Marcion, and Bardaisan I, The Discourses 
Addressed to Hypatius (Williams and Norgate: London & Oxford, 1912) "Fourth Discourse to Hypatius" 
lxxxvi, p. 114.
402 por ^  overview o f  ascetic ideas about clothing see G. Clark, Women in Late Antiquity: Pagan and 
Christian Lifestyles (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993) 113-118.
403 a.E . Look, The History o f  Abba Marcus o f  Mount Tharmaka (Oxford, 1929) (Syriac) 9.11, 15.10, 16.6 — 
here hair seems to bring protection from evil spirits as well as from hunger and thirst and illness; The Life o f  
Apa Onnophorius the Anchorite, 208.14,206.14,210.1 in E.A.W. Budge, Coptic Texts IV (New York: AMS, 
1977); E. A. W. Budge, The Book o f  Paradise [Palladius] 107.19
404 paui 3  Harvey (intro. & trans.) "Jerome, Life of Paul the First Hermit", 360, 1.
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e a g le '.405 Likewise, in accordance with the attempt to avoid civilisation and thus return to 

Adam's angelic state, the ascetic often wore extremely simple clothes, especially palm

f i b r e s  .4 0 6

The tales of hairy ascetics are interesting because they represent an inversion of ancient 

Mesopotamian myth in the light of the new myth structures coming from Jewish sources in 

the form of the book of giants and the very negative attitude to civilisation. For the origin of 

the Mesopotamian haiiy wild man must surely be Enkidu; at least the two would be 

compared. In the tale of Enkidu the hairy wild man is sent by the gods to be a rival to 

Gilgamesh; he runs with beasts and enjoys full communion with nature until he is corrupted 

by a temple prostitute who seduces him and thus makes him into a civilised human being, at 

which point he loses his hair coat; the significance of the story, however, is that civilisation 

brings great benefits alongside the loss of communion with nature; the late antique Syrian 

wild man was consciously reversing the effects of civilisation by returning to an Enkidu-like 

state of hairy naked communion with the beasts, and thus rejecting the claim made to the 

dying Enkidu by the sun god Shamash that he has gained more than he lo s t .4 0 7  Also we can 

see strong resemblances to the figure of Elijah, also a 'hairy' figure (although what exactly 

the phrase “ivvy means is u n c e r t a in ) .4 0 8  Did it mean a man wearing a hair coat or a man 

who possessed a long head of hair? The King James Version has "he was a hairy man"; the 

RSV has "he wore a garment of haircloth". Montgomery claims that the matter is settled by 

the reference to the hairy garments of false prophets denounced in Zech 1 3 :4 .  Thus at least 

some Jewish prophets wore garments of hair. This is suggestive of the Nazir, who as we 

have seen above avoided cutting his h a i r ,4 0 9  ancj aiso 0f  John the Baptist (discussed 

a b o v e ) .4 1 0  j n  the Christian ascetic texts this Mesopotamian myth complex concerned with 

nature and civilisation was probably being combined with Old Testament Jewish ideas 

concerning prophets, who, like the ascetics of late antiquity, had the ability to make contact

^ 5  Arthur Voobus, Literary Critical and Historical Studies p. 101, Hymni et sermones ed. Lamy, IV col 153.
Histoire de Jean le Petit, Hegoumene de Scete, au IVsiecle XXX. 18; E. Amelineau, "Vie de Jean 

Kolobes", in Annales du Musee Guimet. T. 25. Monuments pour servir a l'histoire de I'Egypte Chretienne. 
Histoire des Monasteres de la Basse Egypte (Leroux: Paris, 1894) 351.3.

Epic o f  Gilgamesh, (trans. Jackson et al.) VII.iii.52-79.
^  J.A. Montgomery, "Ascetic Strains in Early Judaism", JBL 51 (1932) 201 n40.
409 See §5.1.2.
410 See §5.1.3.
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with sources of divine knowledge.411 Thus the traditional hair garment of the Hebrew 

prophet could be compared with the depiction of Enkidu the wild man; and, unlike the 

Hebrew prophet, the Christian ascetic garment is not put on, but (reversing Enkidu's loss of 

his body hair after becoming civilised) grown after years of ascetic practice.

Nakedness (which did not always result in the ascetic being covered in hair) was common 

amongst these h e r m i t s ,412 and once again served to demonstrate their achievement of 

angelic status. For nakedness was often used to signify the immortal state of people who 

have ascended, having been stripped of their fleshy b o d ie s  .4 1 3  For instance, as mentioned 

earlier ( § 4 .6 ) ,  the "earthly angels" described in the Syriac History o f  the Rechabites may 

appear to be naked to impure eyes, but were actually covered in Adam and Eve's pre-fall 

robes of g lo r y .4 1 4  Ephrem explicitly linked the new baptismal robe of the Christian with the 

robe of glory worn by Adam before the f a l l .415 The late fourth century Syriac ascetics in the 

wilderness, grazing on the mountainsides, like the Rechabites may have appeared naked to 

ordinary eyes, but in fact were clothed in a 'garment of g lo r y '.4 1 6

Clothing has always been an important signifier of status and identity in human society; in 

the religious literature of Antiquity it indicated the cosmic status of the soul that wore it .417

411 On this motif in the Old Testament; see also Dan 4 discussed in Matthias Henz, The Madness o f  King 
Nebuchadnezzar: the ancient Near Eastern origins and early history o f interpretation o f  Daniel 4 (Leiden &
Boston: Brill, 1999); and also the Tale o f  Ahiqa in F.C. Conybeare, J. Rendel Harris, and Agnes Smith Lewis 
(eds.) The story o f Ahikar from the Syriac, Arabic, Armenian, Ethiopic, Greek and Slavonic versions 
(London: C.J. Clay and Sons, 1898).
412 e . Amelineau, "Vie de Jean Kolobes", in Annales du Musee Guimet T. 25. Monuments pour servir a 
l'histoire de I'Egypte Chretienne. Histoire des Monasteres de la Basse Egypte (Leroux: Paris, 1894) 354.13; E. 
Amelineau, "Vie de Macaire d'Alexandrie", in Annales du Musee Guimet T. 25. 251.11; The Lausiac History o f  
Palladius 127.XXXVII; Joseph P. Amar (intro. & trans.) "On Hermits and Desert Dwellers", in Ascetic 
Behaviour 70-1, /. 109: a poem ascribed to Ephrem in title, but its eschatalogical theology is different from 
Ephrem's -  i.e here the soul takes possession of the kingdom of heaven immediately upon death, rather than 
after the general resurrection as Ephrem believed (p.66-7). Amar says that this poem represents a transitional 
period between the moderate early Christian asceticism in Syria, characterised by celibacy, and the radical 
asceticism that was later imported from Egypt; text: Edmund Beck, Des Heiligen Ephraem des Syrers 
Sermones IV. (CSCO 334/Scr. Syr 148. Louvain: Peeters, 1973).
413 jari Fossum, "Partes posteriores Dei, The 'Transfiguration' o f Jesus in the Acts o f  John" 102-4.
414 History o f  the Rechabites 5.3 & 12.3, cf. Fossum "Partes posteriores Dei", 102-3.
41^ Cf. Brock, "Some Aspects o f Greek Words in Syriac", in idem, Syriac Perspectives on Late Antiquity 100; 
numerous references are given here to Ephrem's works discussing this idea.
41^ Brock, "Some Aspects o f Greek Words in Syriac", 100.
41^ Brock, "Some Aspects o f  Greek Words in Syriac", 99, talks o f the late antique 'theology o f clothing', and 
suggests (nl 12) H. Riesenfeld, Jesus transfigure (Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1947) 115-130 and E. Peterson,
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The material in Chapter 4 (Symbolic Frontiers) illustrates the importance of clothing 

symbolism in the context of translation from an earthly to a heavenly state. In particular we 

should note the Coptic Manichaean texts (§4.9), which combine Graeco-Roman philosophic 

notions about the stripping off of the body as the soul ascends with Jewish ideas about the 

heavenly garment. In the Manichaean texts the soul strips off its fleshy outer garment as it 

ascends to heaven, to replace it with the garment of glory worn by the angels.

It is in the context of this garment worn by the angels, and generally believed also to have 

been worn by Adam^ 18 before the fall, that we should understand Christian ascetic

g a r m e n t s . ^  The robe of glory given to those righteous who had ascended was the same 

robe of glory worn by Adam before the fall. In common with other philosophical/religious 

groups in antiquity Pythagoreans, who were perhaps the closest to Christian ascetics in their 

practices, distinguished themselves by the wearing of garments of pure white l i n e n . 420 in 

Judaism linen had long held a special place. It was an expensive cloth. From an early period 

it was used in the priestly garm ents^ 1 and for the hangings in the T a b e r n a c l e .422 The 

greatness of leaders such as Samuel or David was symbolised in their garments o f  l i n e n .4 2 3  

Likewise angels could be identified by their linen g a r m e n t s .424 Christians also thought linen

Pour une theologie du vetement (Lyon, 1943), Brock notes that he has been unable to consult the last reference, 
and I have also been unable to find a copy.
418 Cf. §4.6 104.

4 19 Judge, "The Earliest Use o f Monachos", emphasises the importance o f the monastic garment to the identity 
of monks, and even offers the theory that the origin of the word monachos may have come from the word used 
for a single thickness o f  cloth. Whilst Judge places little value on this suggestion it is worth noting that in the 
Syriac Life o f  Judas Thomas the wearing by Thomas of a one-piece garment is especially noted; e.g. cf.
William Wright, Apocryphal Acts o f  The Apostles (Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1968; 1st publ. 1871) 228.
420 Iamblichus, On the Pythagorean Life, 21.100, English trans. in G. Clark, Iamblichus: On the Pythagorean 
Life (Liverpool: Liverpool Univ. Press, 1989) 45; Greek text in L. Deubner, de vita Pythagorica liber 
(Stuttgart: Teubner, 1937; rev. ed. U. Klein, 1975). Cf. Leif E. Vaage, "Cynic Epistles (Selections)", in Ascetic 
Behaviour 120, (A) "Pseudo Crates" -  discusses Diogenes and how he lived the Cynic life all the time and 
says: "Rather, cite Diogenes, who put on Cynic clothing not just once but his whole life." See also Gail 
Patterson Corrington, "Philo. On the Contemplative Life: Or, On the Suppliants (The Fourth Book on the 
Virtues)", in ibid, 149 VIII.66: "So when they assemble, clad in snow white raiment, joyous but with the height 
of solemnity".

421 Using the noun m): Ex 28:5,39; 39:3,27,28; using the noun in: Ex 28:42; 39: 28; Lev 6:3; 16:4,23, 32.

422 w>: Ex 25:4; 35:6,23,25,35; 38:23; cf. Ex 26:1, 31,36; 27:9,16,18; 36:8, 35,37; 38:9,16,18; in, ofthe
priests o f  Nob, 1 Sam 22:18.
423 m: 1 Sam 2:18 (Samuel); 2 Sam 6:14, 1 Chron 15:27 (David).

424 Ezek 9:2,3,11; 10:2,6,7; Dan 10:5; 12:6,7. The connection between linen and the colour white as symbols 
of purity, however, was not automatic. In the earliest strata o f the Bible the colour white is usually an indication 
of disease or impurity (See Lev 13:10, 13 ,16 ,17, 19,20, 21,24, 25, 26, 38, 39 ,42 ,43; Num 12:10; 2Kin
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a fabric fit for a divine being. The seven angels of Rev 15:6 were clothed in it, so too the 

bride of the Lamb in 19:8; indeed Revelation uses linen as a symbol of sanctity on numerous 

occasions.425 Also worth noting at this point is the strange passage in the Gospel of Mark in 

which a young man is described following Christ as he is led away from the garden of 

Gethsemane; he is wrapped only in a linen cloth and runs away naked after the servants of 

the high priest try to capture him. The 'secret Gospel of Mark' discovered by Morton Smith 

in the Mar Saba monastery outside Jerusalem seems to interpret this passage in light of a 

mystery cult initiation.426

Christians could be identified by their clothing. When, in the mid-fourth century a certain 

Martha, a 'daughter of the covenant' was questioned by the Persian government about her

religious allegiance she declared that "I am a Christian, as my clothing shows".427 Christian 

ascetics were defined by the habit that they wore; initiation as a monk was indicated by the 

novice being allowed to put on the habit. Thus: "seek the dwelling place of my father Teroti 

and become a monk with him and wear the habit of the angels."428

5:27); later, however (2Chron 5:12; Eccl 9:8; Is 1:18; Dan 7:9; 11:35; 12:10), it came to be associated with 
purity and linen garments.
425 c f  Rev 18:12; 18:16; 19: 8 (the bride's linen is explained to be the good deeds o f  the saints); 19:14.

426 Although the authenticity o f this text is doubted by many scholars. The literature on this topic is 
voluminous. The best place to begin is with The Secret Gospel o f  Mark Homepage (http://alf.zfn.uni- 
bremen.de/~wie/Secret/secmark home.html): and also Morton Smith's translation published by the Gnostic 
Society at http://home.online.no/~noetic/secm.htm. See also Morton Smith's printed works on the subject: 
"Clement o f  Alexandria and Secret Mark: The Score at the End o f  the First Decade", HTR 75 (1982) 449 -  461; 
"A Rare Sense of  prokopto and the Authenticity o f the Letter o f Clement o f  Alexandria," in Jacob Jervell & 
Wayne A. Meeks (eds.) God's Christ and His People: Studies in Honor o f  Nils Alstrup Dahl (Oslo: 
Universitetsforlaget, 1977); "On the Authenticity of the Mar Saba Letter o f  Clement" Catholic Biblical 
Quarterly 38 (1976) 196-199; "Merkel on the Longer Text o f Mark" Zeitschrift fur Theologie und Kirche 72 
(1975) 133-150; reply to Joseph Fitzmeyer in "Mark's 'Secret Gospel?"', America 129 (1973) 64-65; Clement o f  
Alexandria and a Secret Gospel o f  Mark (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 1973); The Secret Gospel:
The Discovery and Interpretation o f  the Secret Gospel according to Mark (New York: Harper & Row, 1973; 
repmt. 1982). Smith's confidence in his find has rarely been matched in the broader scholarly community; see 
Richard Bauckham,"Salome the Sister o f Jesus, Salome the Disciple o f Jesus, and the Secret Gospel o f Mark", 
Novum Testamentum 33 (1991) 245-275; Eric Osborn, "Clement o f Alexandria: A Review o f  Research, 1958- 
1982", The Second Century 3 (1983) 219-244; Edwin M. Yamauchi, "A Secret Gospel o f Jesus as 'Magus?' A 
Review o f Recent Works o f  Morton Smith", Christian Scholars Review 4 (1975) 238-251.
427 "xhe Martyrdom o f Martha, Daughter of  Posi who was a daughter of the Covenant", in Holy Women p. 68, 
234: Text from P. Bedjan, Acta Martyrum et Sanctorum II, 233-41; from a MS o f 1869 copied from lost 11th- 
12th CE MS. The events are set in the mid-4th century. Mention of Martha (although she is not named) is also 
made in Sozomen, Historia ecclesiastica Il.xi in a section about her father.
428 p Q  x i v  fasc. 2 (Paris, 1919) The Life o f  Abba John Khame 334.1; trans. in MacDermot, The Cult o f  The 
Seer 286.
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As we have seen, the changing of garments is an important theme in monastic literature, 

either in the context of the ascetic falling into error and losing his or her garment, or in the 

context of a sinner becoming a monk and gaining a new garment.4 2 9  Moreover the garment 

of the ascetic is the same as the robe worn by the ascending soul of the righteous 

i n d i v i d u a l .430 The terminology used to describe this robe is paralleled in the Manichaean 

Psalm Book, in the Syriac terms used by Ephrem to describe the garments worn by the 

righteous after their death and ascension, in the terms used in Syrian Christian literature to 

describe the baptismal robe (as mentioned in the previous paragraph) gained after the 

sacrament is granted (and thus salvation assured), and in the terms used to describe the 

clothing worn by Adam and Eve before the f a l l . 4 3 1 The same Greek loan-word term (estal / 

estla, from Greek stole) is used in this and other literature to describe all these g a r m e n t s .4 3 2  

Isaac of Antioch addresses the solitary: "Your filth, which has been your clothing, has 

woven you a robe of light (estal nuhra)\" and then, of the ascending soul in the context of a 

discussion of Genesis 3:21 and the garments of skin, he says that the righteous dead are 

clothed in a robe of light.433

Summary: the place o f the emulation of angels in early 

Christian ascetic literature
This chapter opened with a discussion of the background. Pagans and Jews in the first 

centuries CE had their own types of asceticism; for example the biblical idea of the nazir was 

still a current ascetic philosophy and Jews were also probably influenced by Graeco-Roman 

ascetic thought, which emphasised moderation and restraint. In Jewish thought new ideas 

about the temple, heaven, priestly purity and the pure angelic state were also becoming 

important and were manifest in the beliefs of the Qumran sect and the Pharisees.

429 »peiagia 0f  Antioch", in Brock and Harvey, Holy Women p.50,23: [After repentance in front o f  bishops) 
"Stand up, I beg you my lord, and strip off from me the dirty clothing o f prostitution; clothe me with pure 
garments, the beautiful dress for the novel banquet to which I have come" (p.40-41). Also, "Mary the Niece of  
Abraham o f Qidun" in idem, p.31, 19: "So straightaway she got up and left for another town. She changed the 
precious monastic garb she had been wearing and established herself in a low tavern."
430 Which was an angelic transformation, as discussed in chap. 4.
431 Although see §4.6 104 for the question o f  whether the garments o f  light were granted before or after the 
fall.
432 Brock, "Some Aspects o f Greek Words in Syriac" passim, esp. 99-100.
433 "Isaac o f Antioch" (ed. Bedjan I, p.53, 14) in Brock, op cit., 98-99.
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Asceticism of a Christian type first becomes evident in the New Testament epistles (i.e. 1 

Cor 7); it is centred upon celibacy. Celibacy is also important in the Christian soteriological 

scheme (Rev 14:4; Mt 22:30, Mk 12:25, Lk 20:35-6) and as a description of the state of the 

heavenly angels (Mt 20:30, Mk 12:25, Lk 20:35-6). Celibacy had come to assume such 

importance because many early Christians were heir to the same traditions found in the 

Pseudepigrapha as were Jews. These traditions focused upon the sexual purity required to be 

in contact with God, whether in a vision of heaven or in the Temple; it naturally followed 

that the angels were also sexually abstinent, and the myth of the fallen angels (Gen 6:1-4, 

lEn 1-36; Jub) focused attention upon the sexual aspect of the angels' rebellion.

In Syriac asceticism the emulation of angelic behaviour by ascetics had become standard 

by the fourth century. In the Odes o f Solomon the pursuit of heavenly status, transfiguration, 

is promoted using all the language of angelic transformation, but without explicitly 

describing it as angelic. The correspondences between the Odes and the Manichaean 

Cologne Mani Codex in their tales of transformation suggest that in the background of the 

community in which the Odes was written the belief was held that the ideal Christian state 

was a heavenly one, but one which had not yet come to be explicitly described as 'angelic1. 

This is further evidence of the Odes' antiquity, and also evidence of the early development of 

Syriac ascetic notions concerning the heavenly existence, which later came to focus 

specifically upon the angelic state as definitive of the heavenly state. This was following the 

general trend in Christian Church thought on this matter in the first three centuries CE. All 

heavenly beings came to be designated angels: Christ and the Holy Spirit were the only 

remaining non-angelic heavenly beings apart from God. A parallel and perhaps related 

stream of thought which the heresiologists seem to have lumped together into some kind of 

'Jewish-Christian' category and designated 'Elchasaites', 'Ebionites' and 'Cerinthians', held to 

an angelic Christology which aimed for the transformation of the Christian into an angelic 

'Christ'. The Syriac version of the Vita Antonii also suggests a particular Syriac focus upon a 

transformed, Christ-like type of ascetic, indeed the ascetic as an 'angel of light'.

At the heart of most Syriac ascetic thought lies the notion of celibacy. Texts such as the 

Acts o f Thomas demonstrate it, and the centrality of the term ihidaya, and the practices of the 

Bnai and Bnat Qyama do likewise. This celibacy is surely based upon an understanding of 

the ideal heavenly state as a celibate and sexless existence. This was based not only upon
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the angel afterlife passages in the New Testament (Mt 22:30, Mk 12:25, Lk 20:35-6) but also 

upon more general trends in Jewish and early Christian thought. These trends were informed 

by the sexual aspect of the sin of the fallen angels in 1 Enoch, and the notion o f Adam's pre-

fall existence as sexless and angelic, and came to see the angelic state of purity needed to be 

in the presence of God principally in terms of sexual purity. The fourth century angelic life 

in Syriac asceticism, as found in the Liber graduum, Aphrahat or Ephrem, appears to be a 

natural development of a transformative ideology present from a very early stage of Syriac 

ascetic thought. In the thought of'heretical' groups in the same region this transformative 

ideology was connected to the transformation into an angelic Christ. The degree of 

influence the thought of Jewish-Christian 'heretics' such as the Ebionites or Simon Magus 

had upon the milieu from which sprang native Syriac asceticism is unclear, but 

Manichaeaism suggests itself as a strong candidate for consideration as a possible agent of 

cultural cross-pollination.

Considering the ancient background of the transformative mysticism at the heart of the 

native Syriac understanding of the angelic life, the question of whether the origin of the 

angelic life in Egyptian asceticism was Syria warrants consideration. Some of the Nag 

Hammadi texts suggest an ascetic and soteriological scheme of thought connected to Syrian 

ideas. Possibly Syrian gnostic circles helped to transmit the idea of the ascetic angelic life to 

Egypt. Yet an examination of the ascetic concept of singleness, connected to ideas about 

celibacy and thus the angelic life in Syriac thought, does not clearly point to a Syrian origin 

for these ideas; rather the evidence suggests that the development of a concept of ascetic 

'singleness' was happening roughly simultaneously in Egypt and in Syria and that the 

standardising of the terms ihidaya and monachos also happened at roughly the same time in 

both places.

The Christian ascetic emulation of angels shows itself to have developed out of some of 

the very earliest strata of Christian practice and belief. It was connected to the Christian 

attempt to build a heavenly society here on earth and the attempt to achieve individual 

perfection on the model of the heavenly beings. This imitation of a heavenly state was the 

unique aspect of Christian asceticism which marked it off from pagan or Jewish asceticism 

of this period. When Christianity finally reconciled itself with its ascetic branch in the fourth
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century it is appropriate that the aggelikos bios came to function as a central symbolic 

element of the new monastic literature and practice.



Conclusion
The early Christian interest in angels was characterised by a focus upon the nature and 

roles of angels as models for human behaviour; it was predicated upon the belief that the 

community of Christians upon the earth should mirror that of the heavenly community. It is 

this which allowed angelology to survive in the early Church.

In the Near East the extension of the Pax Romana across most of the modem day Middle 

East with the acquisition of Syria and Arabia in the early second century, both coincided 

with and helped to effect a remarkable philosophical renaissance in that part of the ancient 

Near East.

Near Eastern society developed a new confidence in the early Christian period. The seeds 

sown by Hellenism and centuries of trade around the Mediterranean basin were reaped by 

the imperial subjects of the second through to the mid-third centuries. A cultural revival 

began at this time, the conditions for which were provided by the extension of Roman 

hegemony, but which then profited from the decline in Roman political and cultural 

dominance from the mid-third century onwards. Greek, Roman, and local, often Semitic 

speaking, communities all contributed to a new culture united under Imperial rule. Three 

religio-philosophic movements, Judaism, the 'new' Graeco-Roman paganism1 and 

Christianity, are the main products of this period. Judaism was reinventing itself and indeed 

flourishing despite the loss of the Temple and the repercussions of the two revolts of the first 

half of the second century.2 Likewise, despite some sporadic persecution, Christianity in this 

period established itself, spread quickly from its Near Eastern home and then went on to be 

seen as a direct threat to Roman power, before finally infiltrating those corridors of power. 

Philosophers like Albinus, Plotinus, Porphyry and Iamblichus reinvented Platonism in a new 

land. A land rich in material wealth, in intellectual wealth through its position as a meeting 

place of East and West, and once again politically stable and united as part of an empire 

spawned its own form of Platonism. This Platonism was, as we saw in §3.1, concerned with 

intermediary beings, held a monotheistic view of the divine, and, regardless of the overly- 

defensive criticisms made of it by Plotinus, was in some form of dialogue with gnostic

1 Mainly manifested in Middle and Neoplatonism.
2 See Emil Schiirer, The History o f  the Jewish People in the Age o f  Jesus Christ (175 B.C.-A.D. 135) III, parts 
1-2 (rev. ed. Geza Vermes, Fergus Millar, & Martin Goodman; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1986).
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thought. It assumed as its starting point the Platonic vision of the soul as separated from its 

heavenly home and aimed to return the soul to heaven in union with God. All this was 

contributing to a movement occurring across the empire, particularly in the East, whereby 

classical Graeco-Roman paganism and centuries of philosophic speculation were coming 

together to create a new type of Platonically-inspired paganism with the Chaldaean Oracles 

as its sacred texts.4

From Egypt through to northern Syria the Near East in the second and third centuries 

contributed in a disproportionately great manner to the religious and philosophical practices 

and beliefs of the time. The decline of the Egyptian temple priesthood (partly due to the 

deliberate policy of the Roman authorities)5 seems to have opened up the field and helped to 

create a distinctive yet anarchic Graeco-Egyptian magical scene preserved for us in the 

Magical Papyri.6 These texts are first hand evidence of the syncretism of Jewish/Hebrew
•7

material with Greek and native Egyptian. Coptic, which mixed the Greek and native
Q

Egyptian languages, flourished from the mid-third onwards; the story with Syriac is 

similar.9 The Egyptian monastic movement was an expression of Christian piety shared by 

both native 'Copts' and 'Greeks'.10 Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Clement and Origen, arguably 

the greatest Christian writers of the second and third centuries, came from a Near Eastern

3 See Plotinus, Enneads 2.9.14. It is perhaps no surprise that an extract from Plato's Republic (588A-589B, 
NHC VI, 5) was found at Nag Hammadi.
4 On the Chaldaean Oracles see Garth Fowden, "Pagan Versions o f the Rain Miracle o f AD 172", Historia 36 
(1987) 90-94; also H. Lewy Chaldaean Oracles and Theurgy: Mysticism, M agic and Platonism in the Later
Roman Empire (1st published 1956; 2nd ed. M. Tardieu; Paris: Etudes augustiniennes, 1978).
5 See for instance S. Davis, Race Relations In Ancient Egypt: Greek, Egyptian, Hebrew, Roman (London: 
Methuen, 1951) 62.
6 See Karl Preisendanz, Papyri Graecae M agicae. D ie griechischen Zauberpapyri (2 vols., Teubner: Stuttgart, 
1973-4); see also the series which continues the work o f Preisendanz: Robert W. Daniel and Franco Maltomini, 
Supplementum Magicum (2 vols.; Papyrologica Coloniensia XVI; Opladen: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1990- 
1992).
7 Cf. Betz's comments in his introduction to The Greek M agical Papyri In Translation (Chicago: Univ. o f  
Chicago Press, 1986); note also the presence o f the corpus of  Demotic spells in the same volume, testifying to 
the continuing strength o f  Demotic as an expression of  the Egyptian language; see also Marvin Meyer's 
comments in Meyer & Richard Smith (eds.) Ancient Christian Magic, Coptic Texts o f  Ritual P ow er (San
Francisco, 1994) 27-30.
8 See Roger S. Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univ. Press) 238-9; the earliest dated 
Coptic text is P. Vind. Worp 24 (late third or very early fourth century CE), but Bagnall argues that the dating is 
insecure; 256 nl42.
9 For introductions to the history of  Syriac literature see M. Albert, Langue et litterature syriaque, in 
Christianismes orientaux: Introduction a I'etude des langues et des litteratures (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1993); 
S.P. Brock, A B rief Outline o f  Syriac Literature (Kottayam: St. Ephrem Ecumenical Research Institute, 1997).
10 The complexity o f the issue o f  language and ethnicity and the close interrelationships between the
communities is examined by Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity 230-260, for monasticism see esp. 244-5,254, 
257.
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background. Gnosticism, encratism, Jewish-influenced Christianity and radical ascetic 

Christianity of all sorts flourished in the Near East and exported their Near Eastern contagion 

to the West until, due not least to the McCarthyist hysteria of the heresiologists, beginning 

with Irenaeus of Lyon, it was contained and rendered tame and acceptable within the 

institution of Church monasticism and the literary exploits of the monks of the desert.

Even after the political and social disasters of the mid-third century philosophic and 

religious thought continued to advance and to help reinvigorate society, although 

increasingly through the medium of Christianity.

In the same laneways and market places frequented by the Middle and Neoplatonic 

philosophers of Tyre, Apamea or Neapolis, Christians and Jews of various shades also plied 

their philosophic and spiritual wares. Justin Martyr's description of his intellectual milieu in 

his tale of philosophic coming of age is testament to the diverse and tolerant scene in the 

second century Roman Near East.11 Christians, pagans and Jews were beginning to approach 

spiritual matters in a similar way; in particular they were all, at this time, organising and 

codifying their literature and building networks which in Jewish and Christian circles led to 

the establishment of rabbinic Judaism and the Nicene Catholic Church respectively, but 

which in paganism were stillborn (regardless of the brief traditionalist revival of the emperor 

Julian). The extent of the influence of Christianity and paganism upon each other is still a 

question for debate.12 This thesis could not address this question, it is for others to examine; 

but in the case of angelology the evidence shows that the Christian angel found ready 

counterparts in the pagan daimones and aggeloi. Rather than looking at the situation in terms 

of two opposing monolithic blocks it may be more profitable to see the situation in terms of a 

market place in which a fertile intellectual scene was helping to support a rich exchange of 

information between and within groups.13 Thus a koine, a common exchange of ideas 

between different groups, existed.

11 Dialogue with Trypho, text in E.J. Goodspeed (ed.) D ie altesten Apologeten (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1915.
12 See the comments o f  Gillian Clark in the introduction to her translation o f  Iamblichus' Pythagorean Life: 
Iamblichus: On the Pythagorean Life (Liverpool: Liverpool Univ. Press, 1989) xx-xi; T. Hagg and P. Rousseau 
(eds.) Greek Biography and Panegyric in Late Antiquity (Berkeley: Univ. o f  California Press, 2000).
13 See J. Lieu, J. North & T. Rajak (eds.) The Jews among Pagans and Christians in the Roman Empire 
(London: Routledge, 1992), esp. the comments in the introduction.
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This is not to exaggerate the extent of this koine, to argue that the differences between 

Christians and pagans or Jews were not real. The literature demonstrates that the writers of 

the time understood that Jews, Christians and pagans were members of different socio-

religious sub-cultures within the overarching Romano-Greek society of the day.14

Indeed the aim of this thesis has been to trace the particularly Christian approach to angels 

and angelology. This approach has clear Jewish roots. Its literary forefathers were the 

writers and editors of the pseudepigraphic and visionary literature from the time o f the 

Second Temple in Jerusalem. This literature was an essential part of the cultural background 

from which the first Christians sprang.15 In Jewish literature of the Second Temple period 

changes had occurred which formed the seedbed from which Christianity sprouted. Although 

one needs to take care not to beg the question by reading back from Christian tenets to find 

their presumed antecedents in Jewish literature in an anachronistic fashion, it does seem that 

certain important aspects of Christian belief grew naturally from developments in Judaism in 

the last centuries BCE. Amongst the developments in pre-Christian Judaism which helped to 

lay the groundwork for Christianity was the interest in the coming Messiah and the growth of 

a belief in an afterlife and Paradise.16

Important for angelology was the interest taken in sin, evil and the fall of mankind and the 

visions of the heavenly temple in the later Jewish literature. Sin and the origin of evil were 

explained in the Pseudepigrapha with reference to the sin of Adam and Eve in the garden, 

the fall of the angels, or individual sin.17

14 Justin Martyr's description o f the various philosophies and philosophers he encounters in his D ialogue with 
Trypho makes this plain; on the differences, from a Roman perspective, between Christians and Jews, see E.A. 
Judge's, "Judaism and the Rise o f Christianity: A Roman Perspective", Australian Journal o f  Jewish Studies 1 
(1993) 82-97; also published as "Judaism and the Rise o f Christianity: A Roman Perspective", Tyndale Bulletin 
45.2 (1994) 355-368.
15 The question of  the influence o f Apocalyptic literature on Christ has assumed some importance since the turn 
of the 20th century - notably in the work o f Johannes Weiss (Die Predigt Jesu vom Reiche Gottes [Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1892]) and Albert Schweitzer (The Quest fo r  the Historical Jesus, a Critical Study 
o f  its Progress from  Reimarus to Wrede [English trans., original title: Von Reimarus zu Wrede; London: 
London: A. & C. Black, 1910]); these, however, argued for an understanding o f  apocalyptic literature which 
straitjacketed it into a relationship with a chiliastic eschatology; Christopher Rowland argued against such a 
close linkage of apocalyptic literature with eschatology (cf. The Open Heaven. A Study o f  Apocalyptic in 
Judaism and Early Christianity [London: SPCK, 1985] 1-3), and C.H. Dodd (Parables o f  the Kingdom  
[London : Nisbet & Co., 1935]) had earlier countered the arguments o f  Schweitzer et al. with his argument for 
a realized, earthly eschatology, a version o f which must lie behind the realised nature o f the angelic state 
enjoyed by some Christian monks in the fourth century.
16 Cf. OTP I, xxix-xxx.
17 OTP I, xxx.
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These legends interacted with each other in the early Christian period and presented both a 

positive and a negative view of angelology and anthropology, the two sciences being 

intrinsically linked. There were two main streams of thought concerning angels expressed in 

the first Christian centuries.

On the one hand the negative view of humanity was expressed through the lack of agency 

given to human beings in the fall of the angels and the fall of Adam and Eve myths. In these 

tales Sin and Evil were imposed upon humanity from the outside; we have no power over 

our fates. The absence of responsibility for evil may have freed humanity from guilt, but it 

substituted for it a world in which forces outside the control of their victims preyed upon 

humans, often at the command of other humans. The amoral state of the spiritual world 

helped to engender a claustrophobic fear of the influence of evil powers upon the individual; 

it was an ancient state of mind, akin to the Homeric, in which the divine was both capricious 

and unpredictable, always around, but to be avoided unless defence against it was required. 

Connected to this was a natural suspicion of the motives of angels, a suspicion which was 

encouraged in Christianity by the desire to place Christ in a unique position as a mediator 

between man and God. It is clear from the letters of Paul that certain of his fellow Christians 

held beliefs about angels unpalatable to his view of Christianity. There were those who, in 

his opinion, placed undue weight upon the demiurgical role of angels in the giving of the 

Law (Gal 3:19-20);18 and those who were overly interested in visions and angelic 

hierarchies (Col 2:18), for even the devil could appear as an angel of light (2 Cor 11:14).19 

Christianity, from its earliest known period, was a religion actively engaged in conflict with 

evil powers. Yet this conflict was on Christianity's terms. New Testament texts such as the 

Letter to the Ephesians make it clear that it was not a case of Christian magic versus 

demonic: Christ's name by itself conquered all evil spirits.

Implicit in the early Christian message is a strong rejection of the magical worldview. 

Spiritual power was wielded through Christ, and through his name people could be liberated

18 Cf. Acts 7:53 & Heb 2:2. Though there were those who opposed even this role being given to angels: for 
instance in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies, Peter opposes the view that an angel delivered the law to men 
(xviii.12).
19 M E T C taxT m aT i^exai e iq  a y y e X o v  (ptoxoq.
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from the fearful influence of the spirit world upon their everyday lives.20 There was thus a 

strong anti-angelological tone evident in early Christian literature21 from the earliest New 

Testament literature onwards, and this could not help but to prejudice Church authorities 

against angels and interest in them. For in Christian circles, although angels did on occasion 

serve as demon-fighters, they were not needed as such; indeed when they were made to play 

that role they suggested that Christ's name alone was not enough to dispel demons.

On the other hand another stream of thought connected to the same legends of primal sin 

and evil placed angels and humans in a more positive light. In this stream of thought angels 

were objects for emulation; an angelic existence upon earth became a worthy goal for 

Christians; the legend of the fallen angels served only as another clue to the nature of un- 

angelic behaviour, a negative definition of good angels as celibate; moreover humans were 

given agency, the ability to influence their fate, to transform themselves in some fashion.

This more positive evaluation of the material in the pseudepigrapha was the basis for the 

preservation and development of the Pseudepigraphic notion of angelic beings in early 

Christianity.

This thesis began to trace the development of this particularly Christian approach in the 

Bible with the demotion therein of gods other than Yahweh and the notion of the mal^h  

yhwh, the angel of the Lord. Alexander Rofe's observation, that even in the very early strata 

of beliefs about angels the two traditions, that of the angel of the Lord and that of a multitude 

of angels, were connected,22 rings true also in the early Christian period, for the two 

traditions were intimately connected in later angelology.

20 See Clinton E. Arnold Ephesians: P ow er and Magic, The Concept o f  Pow er in Ephesians in the Light o f  Its 
historical Setting (Cambridge: CUP, 1989) 123-124; see also his comments (pp.47-8) on Wesley Carr's Angels 
and Principalities, The Background, Meaning and Development o f  The Pauline Phrase, hai archai kai hai
exousiai (Cambridge: CUP, 1981); and (p.47) on Charlesworth's views on the spirit world in the 
Pseudepigrapha; also see his comments (p.36-7) on the nature of magical/spiritual power: he argues that there 
are two main Mediterranean notions o f  power, the 'substance' view, that magical power can be used like
electricity, thus an amoral power available for the use o f anyone with the skills to do so. On the other hand 
Clinton suggests that in the Old Testament and in Ephesians divine power is a subjective force used only
through the will and with the direction o f God.
21 See esp. §3.5.
22 Alexander Rofe, Nlpoa O nuaNfl (The Belief in Angels in the Bible and Early Israel, Jerusalem: 
Makor, 1979) 1-6.
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The traditions traced in this thesis have shown that the pseudepigraphic literature which 

emphasised angels focused, not unsurprisingly, upon senior angelic figures. It was from the 

literature discussing these senior angelic figures, often clearly functioning as angelic vice-

regents, and often also transformed human beings, that ancient Christians and Jews took 

their lead in designating symbols such as garments to indicate the angelic state. The chief 

expression of 'angelological' beliefs in the literature which informed Christianity was that 

concerning senior angelic figures and the symbolism associated with them, discussed in 

chapter 4.

Yet the legend of the fallen angels also had a role to play, for it emphasised the sexual 

nature of the angels' sin and thus the sexual purity of the angels in heaven. Apart from the 

symbolism discussed in chapter 4, received wisdom held that angels could also be described 

by their celibacy. The celibate state of angels was connected to the terms such as hagios and 

qadish which were applied to them; and thanks to Christ's reported comments in the 

Synoptics regarding the similarity between the angelic and the Christian afterlife state 

became the dominant Christian interpretation of the angelic nature, for Christians were 

essentially limited in their investigation of the angelic nature by what was recorded in 

scripture.24 The myth of the fall of Adam and Eve from grace also influenced the idea that 

the paradisiacal and heavenly states (coming to be seen as identical or similar in nature) were 

celibate; and in some of the literature associated with this myth it was also claimed that 

Adam had originally enjoyed angelic status.

All these streams fed into an ascetic streak which ran through Christianity from the 

earliest period. This ascetic type of Christianity was aimed at emulating a heavenly state, 

characterised by celibacy. This was because early Christianity was a religion firmly 

oriented towards heaven. The Christian did not bother to emulate his Middle- and 

Neoplatonist theurgist neighbours and call the divine down into the world; that had already 

been done voluntarily by Christ. Instead the Christian aimed for personal transformation in 

order to make him or her self ready for the heavenly existence coming after this life.

23 Mt 20:30, Mk 12:25, Lk 20:35-6; cf. §§5.2.4, 5.7.1.
24 Cf. §3.1.2.
25 Cf. §4.6.
26 I.e. Rev 14:4, 1 Cor 7, cf. §5.1.3.
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In the earliest strands of this ascetic practice which we can uncover celibacy does not 

seem to have been connected to an angelic state per se, rather a more generalised heavenly
onstate. Yet as Christian theology moved to distance Christ from any link with angelic beings 

such as the angelic vice-regent, all heavenly beings other than Christ and the Holy Spirit 

came to be identified as angels, and such a generalised heavenly state came to be angelic in 

the ascetic literature (both Syriac and Graeco-Egyptian) of the fourth century.

It is in the fourth and fifth century Syriac and Graeco-Egyptian ascetic literature that the 

final act o f the first stage of the Christian interest in angelic beings was played out. The 

exact relationship between the Syriac and the Egyptian monastic understanding of the 

angelic life is not clear, although the evidence of texts such as the Syriac Life o f Antony 

suggests that the angelic life was more important in Syriac Christian asceticism than in early 

Egyptian monastic circles; certainly the Odes o f  Solomon and the Acts o f Judas Thomas 

demonstrate the very early nature of the emulation of the behaviour of heavenly beings in 

Syriac Christianity.

The fourth century monastic angelic life was the last surviving remnant of an attitude to 

Christian life which was evident from the earliest period, that is the practice of a life on earth 

which mirrored the heavenly existence. We saw in chapter 5 that monks constantly 

compared themselves to angels, acted like angels and even, on occasion, regarded certain of 

their number as having been transformed into angels.

It is clear that the position angels occupied in the philosophy of the institutional Church 

was at best precarious. The process of Christianity developing from a messianic sect of 

Judaism to a well-organised international institution almost guaranteed that interest in angels 

would need to be controlled.

Ancient Christianity was a revelatory religion focused upon the heavenly world. It was 

built upon the bedrock of Jewish prophecy in the Old Testament. Likewise Christ had 

brought with him a new revelation from heaven. The early Christians lived in a world

27 Thus in the pre-fourth century Syriac literature the connection between worship and watchfulness is based 
upon the parable o f  the wise and foolish virgins (Mt 25:1-13), the wakeful servants Mk 13:33-37 and possibly 
also Psalm 130 (LXX 129). (cf. §§5.2.4, 5.3.1-2), rather than the heavenly Hre, although by the fourth century
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permeated by the tangible presence of the divine.28 They were in constant contact with the 

other world through visions and epiphanies. In the book of Acts (2:17-18) the state of being 

prophesied in Joel:

oD’n  1N131 >nn-JiN t id wn  p -n n n  n>m
= in t > nunn DDmnn mot?n onpt oD'nim 

-powN nnnn o>o>3 mnawn-^'i o’*nvn-^y oil
: >nn-JiN

And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my spirit on 
all flesh; your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men 
shall dream dreams, and your young men shall see visions. Even upon 
the menservants and maidservants in those days, I will pour out my 
spirit (Heb. Joel 3:1-2; Engl. Joel 2:28-29).

was declared to have come about in the early Christian community.

In the New Testament the Transfiguration episode served to emphasise the special spiritual 

authority of Peter, James and John; likewise the appearance of Jesus to Mary after his death 

singled her out as especially holy; at one time Peter appeared at the door (Acts 12:15-16) and 

it was assumed that this was his spiritual double, his angel;29 Paul's conversion occurred 

because of a dramatic vision on the road to Damascus, and he also related a tale of a man 

who was taken up to heaven (2 Cor 12:2-5). Although as we have seen Paul showed his 

characteristic wariness of such matters by attributing the ascent to someone else, some, for 

instance the Manichaeans, thought he was referring to an ascent he himself undertook.30

The importance of the heavenly world to ordinary Christians at the turn of the second 

century is demonstrated in the letters of Ignatius of Antioch. His Epistle to the Trallians was 

written in response to the meeting that he had with the bishop of Tralles whilst he was 

journeying through Smyrna.31 One passage stands out - it is clear evidence of the type of 

spirit-filled Christian world that Ignatius dwelt in. His model of ecclesiastical authority was 

naturally opposed to this spiritual interpretation of Christianity, yet this passage illustrates 

the subtle tactics writers like Ignatius had to employ to combat excessive interest in the 

heavenly world. Indeed, as shall be seen below, in the fourth century the Theodosian State

the writings of Ephrem and Aphrahat were explicitly connecting and angelic watchful, praiseful and celibate 
state with the angels, cf. §5.2.4.
28 See Robin Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians in the Mediterranean world. From the second century A D  to the 
conversion o f  Constantine (Penguin: Harmondsworth, 1986) esp. chapter 8.
29 Cf. §3.2.3.
30 CM C 60-62 citing 2 Cor 12:2-5; see also chap. 3 n400.
31 Andrew Louth (ed. & rev. trans.) Early Christian Writings (trans. M. Stanforth; London: Penguin) 78.
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Church found editors who were able to say what Ignatius could not two centuries earlier, and 

thus complete the task begun by Ignatius of imposing earthly ecclesiastical authority over the 

mystics of early Christendom. In chapter 5 of the Epistle to the Trallians (CE 117)

Ignatius discusses the subject of heavenly speculation.

Mr| oi) 8\)va|iai [fyuv] xa ercoupdvia ypa\|/ai; ’ AXka ^oufkcuiiai, nf| 
vr)7tioi<; ouaiv i)niv pX,dpt|v jcapaG®. Kai cruyyvcoiioveixe not,
|if|7tote, ou 8wr|0evie<; %copfiaai, oxpayyaX.coGfite. Kai yap eycb, oi>
K aG ox i 8 e 8 e | a a i,  K a i  8 i> v a n a i v o e iv  x a  e rc o u p a v ia , K a i  x a q  
xo 7 to 0eo ia < ; zaq ayyeXiKaq, K a i  zaq ovoxdaeiq xaq d p x o v x iK a q ,
« o p a x a  xe K a i  a o p a x a « .  napa xou xo "nSri K a i  naOTixriq eifi.r 
noXXa yap rpiv Aeinei, iva ©eou (iri Xei7cc6(ie9a.33

Am I not able to write to you of heavenly things? But I fear lest, you 
being young, I lead you to danger. Pardon me then, lest ever you are 
unable to contain (them) and are strangled (by them). For even I, not 
bound in this manner,34 and able to discern the heavenly things and the 
places of the angels and the meetings of the archons, things both seen 
and unseen, concerning these I am still a learner. For, of you, much is 
wanting, in order that we not fall short of God.

This passage seems to conclude that knowledge of heavenly things, including, importantly, 

knowledge of angels, is dangerous, but possible for one who is a more mature Christian, as 

Ignatius seems to believe he is. The letter implies that knowledge of the angels, by and of 

itself, was important for some Christians. Moreover it also suggests that this knowledge 

would be gained through ascent visions, which as we have seen, necessitated transformation 

into an angelic state. It seems, however, that in the later fourth century the letter of Ignatius 

was doctored; it was lengthened and edited.35

His text was re-edited thus (and unfortunately this is the version that was available to 

Christians and scholars up until the seventeenth century):

Mfi yap ou k  EPouXojiriv u(jlv iruaxiKokepa ypdyai; aXXa <j>o(k>\}|iai,
|if )  v r |7 tivo i< ; o u a i v  \ ) | i i v  fM .d pr|v  7 t a p a 0 a > |i a r  K a i  cruyy vcox e |ior jif), 

ou 8 i)v r |0 ev x £ < ; K to p f ia a i  xiyv e v e p y i a v ,  a x p ay y aX o o O rlx e .  Kai y a p  ey 
co oi) K a 0 ’ on 8e8enai, K a i  5wa|iai v o e iv  x a  e n o u p a v i a ,  K a i  xaq ay 
yeXiKct<; x a ^ e i q ,  K a i  x a q  xcov ayyeXm (ms. a p x a y y e X c o v )  x a  K a i  a x p a  

xeicov e^aXXaydi;, 8uvd|iea>v xe K a i  K u p io t i i i c o v  S i a ^ o p a q ,  G pov cov  x

32 P.T. Camelot (ed.) Ignace d'Antioche. Polycarpe de Smyme. Lettres. M artyre de Polycarpe (SC 10; Paris:
Cerf, 1969).
33 5.1.1 -5 .2 .5 , in SC  10.
34 Contra Louth's translation o f this phrase (Kai yap eycb, oi) KaGoxi 8e8enai) as "Even I myself, for all my chains"; see 
Early Christian Writings 80.
35 PG  V I 7 8 1 11. 10-18 & 7 8 4 11. 1-6.
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e Kai e ôuaicbv TtapaXXaycn;, aicovcov xe neyaXoxrixaq, xcov xe Kepou 
Pei|i Kai aepa<|)eiji xaq xwcepoKaq, xou xe nvetyiaxoq xfiv i)\|rr|A.6xr|xa,
Kai xou JCuptov xfiv [kxcn.Xei.av, Kai eni Jiaai xo xou TtavxoKnaxopoi;
0eo\j dnapaGexov xauxa yivaxnccov eycb, ov navxax; fi§ri xexeXeicop. 
ai, ii |ia0rixfiq ei)ii otoi; riauXoq Kai Ilexpoq’ noXka yap |ioi telnet, 
iva ©ecru |xf| d7to\ei<|>0ft). (PG 6 781 c. 10-18 & 784 c. 1-6)

D o I not w ish  to write to you o f  the greater mysteries? But I fear lest, 
being young, you are led to danger. Pardon me, lest not being able to 
contain the energy you are strangled. For even I, not bound in this 
manner, and able to discern heavenly things, the angelic orders, and
the difference between angels and hosts, the distinction both between 
powers and dominions, the variation both between thrones and 
authorities, both the greatness o f  the A eons, and the supremacy o f  the 
Cherubim and Seraphim, the sublimity (?) o f  the Spirit, and the 
kingdom o f  the Lord, and above all, the incomparable majesty o f  
Alm ighty God. These things I know, but I have not accom plished all, 
nor am I a disciple o f  the likes o f  Paul or Peter. M any things are 
wanting, in order that I might not fall short o f  God.

The first thing one notices in the new, fourth century version of the epistle is the growing 

complexity of the heavenly order. In reflection, no doubt, of the growing complexity of the 

earthly Church, the heavens are no longer primarily the preserve of the angels, but are now 

inhabited also by powers and dominions, thrones and authorities, cherubim and seraphim; 

also mentioned is the sublimity of the spirit, and, to cap off the chapter, the incomparable 

majesty of God. 'Heavenly things' (tci sjtoupdvia) are explicitly identified as 'greater 

mysteries' (|i.D<xn.%dyc£pa). Likewise Ignatius' attitude towards such practices seems to 

change; the implication in the second passage is that he could discuss them if he wanted to, 

but that these mysteries are not so important. Indeed in the first (shorter) passage it seems 

that Ignatius is describing himself as coming short of God because (at least in part) of his 

lack of knowledge of heavenly things, "Ilapa touto fiSr) Kai (ia9r)Tri<; eip.ih (concerning 

these I am still a learner); in the second it seems that he comes short of God in spite of his 

knowledge of heavenly things,"tawa yivaxjKtov eycb, ov Travxax; 

ti5ti TexeXeico^ai, r\ |J.a&r|Tr|<; ei(it oio<; IlaOXoq Kai Ilexpoc;" (these things I know, but I 

have not accomplished all, nor am I a disciple of the likes of Paul or Peter).

The contemplation of heavenly mysteries, characterised as dangerous, but part o f higher 

spiritual knowledge, in the first version, becomes a branch of knowledge that does not lead 

to a higher stage of the religious life in the second version; indeed in spite of his knowledge 

of such things Ignatius is still not to be counted alongside the likes of Peter and Paul. Here 

we can see, therefore, on the one hand, a great expansion in the size and complexity of the
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heavenly host, mirroring the same process in the newly legitimate earthly church, and on the 

other hand an explicit rejection of the kind of speculation about angels implicit in the 

original letter of Ignatius, a speculation much too close to heretical practices to be tolerated 

by the triumphant 4th century Church.

The proximity of heaven to the material world inhabited by these early Christians 

followed directly upon the breaching of the firewall that had up until then separated the two 

domains by the incarnation of God in a human body. As we have seen, it was a world upon 

which the heavenly world and its inhabitants constantly imposed their presence.36 That 

Ignatius felt compelled to discuss this subject implies that some were indeed practising 

ascent visions in order to gain knowledge of the heavenly worlds. That he adopts such a 

defensive stance, claiming knowledge himself of these practices but dismissing it as a type 

of knowledge far above and beyond the ordinary Christian, and thus unnecessary to him or 

her, suggests that he felt that such practices posed a real threat to the episcopal Christianity 

that he was promoting.

The spiritual, visionary scene of these early Christians and their charismatic leaders 

would necessarily have resisted integration and unification under a hierarchical 

organisation such as the episcopal Church.37 Authority came from heaven and was 

manifested in individuals and their personal access to the true knowledge that could only be 

found there. As such it was an inherently unstable religious scene. Opposed to that was 

the growing institutional Church, where authority was based upon the bishop, whose 

legitimacy was guaranteed by his superiors in Rome, Antioch and Alexandria, who in turn 

were legitimated in their positions by the notion of apostolic succession,38 and the approval 

of their peers based upon their doctrinal orthodoxy.

36 See, for instance, Peter Brown's comments in The Cult o f  The Saints: its rise and function in Latin
Christianity (London: SCM Press, 1981) 1-2 & 61.
37 A term first used by Ignatius, The Epistle to the Smymaeans 8.
38 This attempt to legitimise is a survival in early Christian circles o f genealogical ideas inherited from the Old 
Testament, and also from Roman thought. For the earliest Christians suffered persecution for their novelty. In 
order to limit this novelty as much as possible they traced their roots back to leaders who could have played a 
role in the transition from Judaism to Christianity, leaders who were part o f the direct apostolic tradition. This 
practice mirrors that o f the Roman republic when great families created elaborate genealogies based upon the 
flimsiest o f evidence in order to prove their nobility from the earliest period o f  Roman political history: see the
comments o f Cicero, Brutus 62 and Livy 8.40.3-5.
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An institution like the Church could only tolerate so many people claiming authority 

based upon divine knowledge (such as Paul), and only so many texts of revelation such as 

the Apocalypse of Saint John or the Shepherd o f Hermas: hence, the rapid development of 

a focus upon a canon of Scripture as the authoritative source for all revelatory truth.39 This 

focus upon canonical Scripture left angels in a marginal position for three reasons. Firstly, 

they had historically held a role as deliverers of messages between heaven and earth.

Christ's role as the ultimate intermediary and final messenger, and the preservation of his 

message in Scripture, which became the only source for knowledge about heaven and 

God's will, effectively left the angels with no role to play. Secondly, Scripture said little 

about angels, thus any popular devotion to them was unscriptural. Thirdly, whatever 

Scripture did say about angels was often negative or ambiguous, particularly in the New 

Testament epistles. What little the New Testament said about angels provided the seed for 

the angelic hierarchies of the late fourth and early fifth centuries. Yet these hierarchies 

were no triumph for angelology. They effectively limited angels to mere ciphers in the 

text, bit-part players serving as a backdrop to enhance the splendour of the heavenly court. 

Only the figure of the angel of the Lord, through typological exegesis, continued to live on 

in some fashion as an indicator of the pre-existence of Christ.

Moreover, the developments in Christian cosmology and theology which defined the 

angels and in effect led to the first angelologies tended also to lessen the importance of 

lesser heavenly beings such as angels. The Arian debate acted to establish the status of 

Christ as part of the Godhead due to his role as a creator, not just a creature.40 Thus the 

Jewish division of creation into creator and creatures was maintained, but a new being was 

added to the scheme. Athanasius also added the symbolism of the possession of the Name, 

mentioned in Hebrews 1:6, and derived especially from late Second Temple exegesis of 

Exodus 23:21, as an indicator of the status of Christ as God.41 For through Christ's 

possession of the Name he was worthy of worship. In this way the traditional status of the 

chief of the angels was subverted by firmly separating Christ, in whom much of the

39 See, for instance, the fragmentary Muratorian Canon (late second century, originally Greek but preserved in 
Latin), which lists the canon o f  works accepted by the Roman Church, including the Shepherd ofH erm as\ see 
H.M. Gwatkin, Selections from  Early Christian Writers (London: J. Clarke, 1911) 82-8; Alexander Souter, Text 
and Canon o f  the New Testament (London: Duckworth, 1913) 208-11.
40 Athanasius, Oratio I  Contra Arianos, 40.40-41 (PG  26) 96; 42.60 (PG 26) 100; 53.71 (PG  26) 122; 55.92 
(PG  26) 125; 55.6 (PG  26) 128.
41 Oratio I Contra Arianos 96.19-20 (PG 26): 7tepi 8e xcov ayyeXav yeypanm v Kai npooKWT]odx(ooav
a w a  navtsq  dyyeXoi 0eo\) ("concerning the angels it is written, 'May all the angels of God worship him' " [Heb. 1:6]).
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tradition of the chief angel was embodied, from the angelic hierarchy. It should be noted, 

however, that gnostic traditions, by Athanasius' time not a serious threat to the Church, also 

described the demiurge, who was the gnostic inversion of the chief angelic figure, as a 

creative being. Likewise the Enochic tradition connected possession of the Name with a 

creative role.42

It was natural that the early Christians should be interested in angels. Theirs was a society 

which was built in imitation of the perfect heavenly society. That early Christians looked to 

the angels as models for emulation was a direct outgrowth of the Christian movement's 

emphasis upon that other world. Coupled with this interest in angels was a very positive 

view of the human condition, or at least of the ability of ordinary people to transform this 

condition from a profane earthly state to a state of heavenly glory. The imagery of angelic 

transformation was so ubiquitous in early Christian literature that it could not be suppressed. 

In the first three centuries of Christian thought, however, there was a constant tension 

between interest in angels and the increasingly hierarchical Church which aimed to 

monopolise paths to salvation.

421 En 29:1; 69:14-21. See also Jarl Fossum, The Name o f  God and the Angel o f  the Lord (Tubingen: Mohr,
1985) 24.
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